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ANNOTATION

This book presents the principles of design and elements

of the theory of systems for the radio control of rockets and

radio fuses. Emphasis is on the various aspects of electronic

components of the control apparatus. The fact that these

components are dynamic links of control systems is taken into

account in the analysis. In addition, considerable attention

is devoted to analysis of radio control systems as a whole,

with different types of perturbations being considered.

The book is intended for radio engineers and students at

advanced radio engineering technical schools and corresponding

divisions at universities. It also can be useful for non-

specialists in this field who are interested in methods of

radio control of rockets.
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FOREWORD

The radio control of rockets is one of the most important branches of /3

rocket technology. Under present-day conditions, the intensive development

of controlled rockets is undertaken not only for the purpose of their military

application, but also for investigation of space and for interplanetary- flights.

A great number of different kinds of technical apparatus, making up the control

system, are required for assuring flight of a rocket along a specified

trajectory.

The complex of instruments used in the guidance of a rocket or any other

pilotless object to a specified point in space, by use of radio apparatus,

usually is called a radio control system.

Due to the broad development of rocket technology there has been a sharp

increase in the radio control of rockets, smd this gives rise to an acute need

of technical literature on the methods of design and the theoretical principles

of systems for the radio control of rockets.

In recent years a considerable number of books, brochures and individual
articles on the automatic control of rockets and other air vehicles have

appeared both in the USSR and abroad (refs. 1-29, 59, 60, 92, 93, 9_, 103, 10_,

106-112). In a number of these works and especially in the books (refs. 1 and

2) successful attempts have been made to generalize problems of planning and

use of electronic apparatus in rocket technology and also the accumulating rich

experience in the field of development of control systems.

At the same time, rocket technology is being continually perfected and as

a result more and more new results of scientific investigations of radio control

and related problems are appearing.

This book is a further attempt at systematization of available data.

In addition, the book presents a number of problems of a general theoretical

character whose solutions have been obtained through the independent work of
the authors.

/4

As in all published books, brochures, reviews and articles, the problems

involved in the radio control of rockets are treated in close relationship to

military problems.

The presence of a considerable number of types of apparatus making up a

control system and different kinds of interference (radio noise, atmospheric

turbulence, etc.) causes errors in rocket guidance. Therefore, in some cases

it becomes necessary to use proximity fuses. Radio fuses often are used for

this purpose.

ix



A radio fuse is an instrument ensuring the explosion of a warhead at a
specified distance and when there is a fixed relative position of the rocket
and the target.

Since the requirements imposedon radio control systems and radio fuses
usually are interrelated, a special chapter of this book is devoted to radio
fuses.

In writing this book, the authors attempted to expound the basic prin-

ciples of design and the elements of the theory of radio control systems and

radio fuses in such a way that the reader could prepare himself for a deeper

study of the corresponding specialized materials. All examples pertaining to

specific design_ technical and tactical solutions are based on materials in

the open literature, a list of which is presented at the end of the book.

However_ the quantitative data are fictitious and have a purely illustrative
character.

The first chapter of the book, being essentially an introduction, is

devoted to a description of the general functional diagrams and the principal

types of control systems. In addition, this chapter gives the most important

requirements imposed on control systems and gives a brief description of

existing guided missiles.

The eight chapters which follow discuss the principal elements of radio

control systems. In these chapters the emphasis is on coordinators_ that is_

apparatus for measuring the mismatch signals for control systems and control

command radio links used in transmitting commands from the control point to

the rocket (chapters 7 and 8). In addition, necessary information is given /5
on the automatic pilot and the rocket as objects of regulation (chapter 9).

Chapters i0 and Ii give the function and block diagrams of the principal

types of radio control systems and present an analysis of errors of rocket

guidance. Chapter ii also contains materials devoted to problems involved in

noise immunity of radio control systems and the general principles of modeling

of guidance processes. Chapter 12 discusses radio fuses.

The authors hope that this organization of the book will make it possible

for radio specialists to obtain a quite full idea concerning the place and role

of electronic apparatus in radio control systems and also concerning the

approaches followed in the planning of this apparatus and their connection to

nonelectronic apparatus. This book can also be useful for specialists in
related fields.

The authors express deep appreciation to Professor L. S. Gutkin and

Engineer V. N. Yelizarov for their work in reviewing the book and extremely use-

ful advice and their suggestions, which were taken into account during the

writing of the book, and also to all those associates who participated in dis-

cussion of the manuscript.

x



CHAPTERi. PRINCIPLESOFDESIGNOFROCKETCONTROLSYSTEMS

i.I. General Functional Diagram of Control Systems

Amongthe infinite numberof possible trajectories for approach of a /7

rocket to a target in actual practice, are selected only those along which

_i_+ _s accomplished using sufficiently simple technical me_ns _a which _

the most desirable from the tactical point of view. For this reason the motion

of a rocket should be definitely limited, or, as they say, "coherence" should be

imposed on the motion of the rocket. Due to different kinds of external per-

turbations, imperfections of the apparatus used and also the imperfections of

the engine and design of the rocket during guidance of the latter, there will be

disruption of the coherence which must be eliminated. It therefore follows that

for solution of its basic problem the control system should set the character of

the coherence, determine the degree of disruption of this coherence and generate

the control signals under whose ir21uence the rocket moves along +_ ........_o_'j

trajecto_z.

The coherence imposed upon the motion of the rocket assumes many aspects.

For example, it can be required that the air velocity vector v of a rocket fly-

ing in the atmosphere be directed toward the target during the entire time of

guidance. In this case, at the time of approach of the rocket to the target,

such as in the vertical plane OrXerYer (fig. 1.1), where the point or character-

izes the position of the center of mass of the rocket, and the axis OrYer rep-

resents the extension of the Earth's radius, the control system primarily should

determine whether the angles ¢ and 8, determining the inclination of the vectors

r and v in relation to the axis OrXer , are equal. If 8 _ e, appropriate /8

instruments are used to measure the value and determine the sign of the differ-

ence A = ¢ - e, after which commands are produced which eliminate the disruption

of coherence A. With the rigorous satisfaction of coherence, the rocket in the

undisturbed atmosphere will follow a linear trajectory if the target is fixed.

It can be required also that the center of mass of the rocket in the course

of its guidance will be at all times on a straight line connecting the control

point with the target.

In the case of this type of coherence for rocket guidance, in the vertical

plane OcYecXec (fig. 1.2), for example, from the control point Oc, the control

system should measure .either the angle A = ct - er between the straight lines

connecting the point oc with the target T and the center of mass R of the rocket,



Yeti
T

0 _ =--

r er _ec

Figure i. 1

_, T

0c

Figure i. 2

or the linear deflection h of the point R along the normal to the vector rt and
tend to make them equal to zero.

As a last example we will mention a coherence whose essential requirement

is that it is necessary to assure the motion of the rocket in such a way that

the vector r_ coinciding with the "rocket-target" line, in the course of the

guidance process moves parallel to itself. If the inclination of this vector,

situated in the plane OrXerYer (fig. I.I), in relation to the axis OrXer is c,

a measure of the disruption of the coherence will be the value and sign of the

angular velocity of rotation of the vector r, equal to _ = d___e
dt"

The measure of disruption of coherence, which for one rocket guidance plane

will be denoted &, is called the mismatch parameter (mismatch signal of the con-

trol system or the control parameter). When the mismatch parameter is recorded,

as necessity dictates, a subscript is added to the symbol & characterizing the

rocket guidance plane and the measured values.

If the rocket is guided along its course and is guided in altitude, the mis-

match parameter is the vector &, whose components lie in two mutually perpendicu-

lar planes. It can be seen, from the examples cited above, that the angular

deflections of the vectors v and rr in relation to r and rt (figs. i.i and 1.2),

the linear displacement h of the center of mass of the rocket along the normal to

the vector rt (fig. 1.2) and the time derivative of the angle c can be measures

of the disruption of coherence. In a number of cases the mismatch parameter can

be a complex function of a considerable number of parameters characterizing the

motion of the rocket, target and control point. However, in the last analysis,

in the control of the lateral and longitudinal motion of a rocket, coherence /9

is always imposed on the direction o_ the vector of its flight velocity, al-

though very frequently this is indirect rather than direct.

On the basis of the foregoing it is possible to represent the general func-

tional diagram of a control system for the course and altitudinal guidance of a

rocket. This diagram is shown as figure 1.3a. Figure 1.3a shows that the



control system includes a coordinator, apparatus for forming and transmitting
control commands,an automatic pilot and the rocket.

The coordinator is a complex of instruments and devices used in deter-
mining the measuredvalue of the mismatchparameter Am in accordance with the

type of coherence imposed on the motion of the rocket. The difference between

Am and A, with the condition that both these parameters are expressed in the

same measurement units, is determined by the errors of the coordinator and the

interference affecting it. The shaping of the signal Am in the coordinator is

acco_lished by the setting, measurement and functional conversion of those

parameters which determine the selected form of coherence. In its structure,

the coordinator can be either a relatively simple or an extremely complex

apparatus. This is dependent on with what accuracy and what coordinates of

the rocket and target, or what parameters of their relative motion must be

measured for determination of the measure of disruption of the selected

coherence. In a general case, the components of a coordinator are measuring

instruments, a computer and a system for transmission of data.

Depending on the values Am and the type of control system on the rocket

or at the control point, the command forming apparatus produces control com-

mands K a. If the command forming apparatus is on the rocket, the K a commands

are fed to the automatic pilot (dashed line in figure 1.3a). When the com-

mands are produced at a control point they are transmitted to the automatic

pilot by a command transmission apparatus. The signal K forming at the output

of the command transmission apparatus is related _anctionally to K a and there-

fore to Am . Sometimes in order to decrease the errors in rocket guidance the

commands K and _ are not only a function of Am , but also are dependent on a

number of additional parameters of motion of the target. The mentioned depen-

dence is the result of the feeding of corresponding signals produced by the

target coordinate measuring instruments from the coordinator to the command

forming apparatus.

The automatic pilot is designed for stabilization of the rocket and con-

trol of its flight by direct action on the control components. If the rocket

can rotate about its longitudinal axis, the automatic pilot, in addition to

performing stabilization functions, solves the problem of conversion of com-

mands in such a way that there will be proper deflection of the control sur-

faces during their turning together with the body of the rocket.

In a number of systems the automatic pilot and the command forming

apparatus are combined in a single unit. This usually is the case when the

parameter Am is formed on the rocket.

/i0
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Figure I. 3

In addition to the commands K (or Ks) additional control signals are fed

to the automatic pilot from the rocket. These signals, picked up by the

sensing elements of the automatic pilot, characterize the values and the rates

of change of the angles determining the direction of the axes of the rocket in

space_ the linear accelerations of the center of mass of the rocket, etc.

The additional control signals are used both for stabilization of the

rocket and for improvement of the dynamic properties of the control system;

this will be discussed in greater detail in chapters 9 and i0.

If corrective control commands are not fed to the automatic pilot, it

performs the function of a stabilization apparatus and ensures the flight of
the rocket along the previously specified trajectory. The commands K (or Ks)

change the adjustment of the automatic pilot and as a result the rocket moves

into another trajectory of motion.

As is well known, an automatic pilot contains sensing elements which

pick up additional control signals, master controls for measurement of the /ii

adjustment of the automatic pilot nnder the influence of control commands

or in accordance with the program, amplification-conversion apparatus, and con-

trol surface mechanisms connected to the control surfaces of the rocket.

With the deflection of the rocket control surfaces by 6r, where 6r is a

vector whose components are the movements of the elevator and rudder, depending



on their design, there is a changeof the angles of attack, banking and slip, a
disruption of the air flow or a displacement of the gas stream of the jet
engine. As a result, there is a changeof the direction and value of the total
controlling force and the velocity vector of the rocket is turned.

A rocket in a control system is an object of regulation. The input ac-
tions of the rocket as an element of a control system are the movementsof the
control surfaces, and the output effect is a changeof the angle of the
velocity vector or lateral acceleration related to it.

As a result of changeof the parameters of motion of the rocket there are
changes of the mismatchparameter A and further conversions similar to those
considered above. Thus, the system for control of the lateral and longitudinal
motion of a rocket forms a closed control system sometimescalled a guidance
(control) circuit. The role of a regulator in this system is played by the
coordinator, the commandforming apparatus, the control commandtransmission
apparatus and the automatic pilot.

Control systems also are known in which the commands are not produced for

all values of the mismatch parameter, but only for definite values of this

parameter. By means of such systems_ whose general functional diagram is

shown in figure 1.3b, it is possible, for example_ to bring about the transi-

tion of a winged missile into a dive when it reaches to within a stipulated

distance of the target and to cut off the engine of a ballistic missile at the

end of the active part of the flight trajectory. It is assumed that all the

switchingappa_t_isintheaut0matic_pi!ot of the rocket. In the eor_sidered
type of control systems the circuit for the transmission of the measured value

of the mismatch parameter to the command forming apparatus is opened by the

key Key. At the same time the coordinator measures and compares the parameters

of motion of the target and rocket, much as is done in the systems whose func-
tional diagram is shown _n _ure I q_._

W_en the mismatch parameter A reaches stipulated values Asl' As2' "'''

ASh , the key Key is closed automatically or manually and the command forming

apparatus produces the necessary control signals. The intervals of time Tk

(k = I, 2, ..., n) in which these signals should be fed to the automatic pilot

after the conditions A = Asl , A = As2 , ..., A =Asn are satisfied are deter-

mined by the programming mechanism or the admissible deviations of A from Asl ,

As2, ..., Asn. Usually the intervals Tk are insignificant in comparison with

the total time of rocket guidance Tg.

In a general case, the operation of the coordinators and the command

transmission apparatus can be based on different physical principles. How-

ever, in most cases this apparatus is electronic.

/12
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If the rocket is guided by radio apparatus in the coordinator, the command

transmission apparatus or simultaneously in both, the entire complex of

apparatus ensuring that the rocket will reach the target constitutes the radio

control system.

The presence of electronic apparatus in control systems leads to the

appearance of so-called open links. The receiving apparatus of these links is

subject to the influence of interference, including artificial interference.

1.2. Classification of Control Systems

Existing rocket control systems are classified as nonautonomous and

autonomous. In addition, combined systems can be classified in a separate

group.

In the case of nonautonomous control systems there is a characteristic

need for some signals which should arrive from the target or from the control

point in the course of guidance of a rocket after its launching, for the

forming of the measured value of the mismatch parameter Am . These signals are

not necessary for the functioning of autonomous systems. A combined control

system is a combination of autonomous and nonautonomous systems, or only non-

autonomous, or only autonomous control systems with different principles of

operation.

I. Nonautonomous Control Systems

Nonautonomous systems include:

(i) homing systems;

(2) radio zone (beam-riding) control systems;

(3) command control systems.

a. Homing Systems. A homing system is characterized by the fact that the

mismatch parameter and the control commands are formed aboard the rocket from

signals arriving from the target. The coordinator carried on the rocket has a

sensing element which picks up the radiations of the target which distinguish

it from the surrounding medium. The target can be the source of primary or

secondary (reflected) signals.

The energy of electromagnetic waves is used in electronic homing systems.

The radio apparatus of the coordinators usually measures the angular deflection

of the line OrT connecting the center of mass o r of the rocket with the target

T from any direction OrX m (fig. 1.4) in space. In the simplest case this

direction coincides with the longitudinal axis of the rocket.
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The position of the line OrT relative to the straight line orx m represents

the x-axis of the measurement coordinate system; it can be determined by /13

the angles Ae z and Aey or the angles Ae and _, where _ is the angle formed

by the OrY m axis and the radius vector OrT1, drawn from point o r to point T1,

corresponding to the projection of point T onto the plane OrYmZ m.

the h_ _ of the measured values of the mismatch parameter obtained as

a result of corresponding conversions of the signals for the angular coordi-

nates Ae, _ or Aez, Aey, control commands are formed on the rocket for each of

the guidance p_au_'_the_d_veTolfl_ dT_ons of the coherence imposed on the

motion of the rocket are eliminated by these control commands.

Depending on the location of the primary source of electromagnetic energy

it is possible to distinguish active, semiactive and passive homing systems.

An active homing system is characterized by the fact that the energy

source irradiating the target and the receiver of the signals reflected from it

are on the rocket. In semiactive homing systems the source of electromagnetic

energy for irradiation of the target is not on the rocket. A passive rocket

homing system is based on signals produced directly by the target.

Homing systems have the following principal merits:

(i) the possibility of guidance of rockets to moving targets, which can be

attributed to the continuity of control of the position of these moving targets;

(2) some autonomy of the systems, since all the apparatus necessary for

shaping the signals for correction of the motion of the rockets are carried

aboard the latter;

(3) improvement of conditions for control of the position of the target

with spproach of the rocket to it (to some limit) due to the continuous in-

crease of the strength of the received signals and, at the same time, a decrease

of th_ linear deflections of the rocket from the stipulated direction, assuming

constant ar@ular errors of the measuring instruments.
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At the same time, electronic homing systems have a number of shortcomings.

The most important of these are:

(i) a relatively short effective range, limited by the technical capa- /14

bilities of the means for control of the relative position of the rocket and

target;

(2) relative complexity of the apparatus carried on the rocket, especially

in the case of active guidance;

(3) they are subject to the effect of radio interference.

b. Radio Zone (Beam-Riding) Control Systems. In the case of radio zone

control, whose form is dependent on the type of electronic apparatus used in

the coordinator, the necessary flight trajectory for the rocket is fixed from

a guidance point. When a radar set with conical scanning of the antenna

directional diagram is a part of the coordinator, the term radio zone applies

to the equisignal direction passing through the target or the future position.

This type of radio zone also can be created by a radar set with different prin-

ciples of automatic determination of the angular coordinates of targets.

Radio zones created by radio navigation apparatus can be classified as

lines, planes and position surfaces. A plane (radio plane) and position sur-

face (radio surface) are determined by the locus of points situated in a single

plane or on a single surface in which at least one of the parameters of the

radio signals (amplitude, phase, etc.) remains constant. A position line is

defined as the locus of the points of intersection of two planes or position
surfaces.

In radio control technolog_ systems which ensure the flight of a rocket

along an equisignal direction created by a radar set are called beam-riding

control systems, or as sometimes encountered in the technical literature, radio

teleguidance systems. In well-known beam-riding control systems, the equisig-

nal direction is created by a radar set with conical scanning of the antenna

directional diagram.

The essence of the method of beam-riding control, under the condition

that the equisignal direction giving the rocket flight trajectory at all times

passes through the target, is essentially as follows.

By the time of the launching of the rocket, when the control point and the

target are situated at points CO and TO (fig. 1.5), an equisignal direction is

created which coincides with the straight line CoT 0. With the approach of the

rocket to the target, the equisignal direction changes its position in space

and at times tI and t2, when the target is at points TI and T 2 and the control

point moves to points CI and C2, the equisignal direction coincides with the

straight lines CIT I and C2T2, respectively.
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Figure I. 5

The rocket carries radio apparatus which measuresthe degree of disruption
of coherence imposedon the motion of the rocket. For example, if at time t I

the center of massof the rocket should be at point P_ on the straight line CIT!,

but is situated at point RI.I, the value and direction of the angle eI are

fixed aboard the zonket_ and _the linear deflection h of point RI. I from the

straight line CIT1 is determined. The measuredvalue of the mismatch parameter

obtained in this way is converted into commandsunder whose influence the rocket

most cases, are produced by apparatus which is integrated with the automatic
pilot. At the sametime, the apparatus for the forming of commandscan be made
in the form of an independent unit or placed in the rocket radio apparatus unit.

With the motion of the control point and the target along the curves
CoCIC2Ck and ToTIT2Tk, a rocket guided by a beam-riding control system will move

along the trajectory RoRiR2Rk;in this case points R0 and Rk coincide with CO

and Tk, respectively.

A distinguishing feature of this beam-riding control method is that only
one radar set is required for its realization. If the center of massof the
rocket should be directed to a future point with a moving target, it is neces-
sary to have two radar sets, one of which determines the coordinates of the
target and the other forms an equisignal direction setting the rocket flight
trajectory.

As a result of this consideration of the problem of the methods for
creating beam-riding control systems, it can be concluded that the apparatus of
the coordinators of these systems is situated both at the control point and on

9
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the rocket. The apparatus situated at the control point in the last analysis

forms the reference line for the angles characterizing the required position

of the center of mass of the rocket and is the source of the radio signals

necessary for the operation of the rocket radio equipment. The latter deter-

mines the degree of disruption corresponding to the linear deflection h

(fig.1.5).

Various types of radio navigation apparatus can be used for creating a

radio plane. The simplest radio plane is formed by use of a radio beacon for

which the directional diagram of the transmitting antenna periodically is

switched in relation to the selected direction in a horizontal plane (fig. 1.6).

During the two halves of the switching period T, the diagram is in the posi-

tions 1 and 2, respectively. As a result_ on the basis of the difference of

strengths of the radio signals arriving at the input of the rocket receiver /16
it is possible to determine the deflection h _ c r of the center of mass of

1 r

the rocket R from the vertical plane passing through the control point C and

the target T.

The simplest form of a radio surface is a hemisphere which can be formed

by a radio navigation range-finding system. In the case of a constant flight

altitude and a stipulated range to a ground station A, the rocket R (fig. 1.7)

will move automatically along the arc of a well-defined circle having the

radius rA.

In the case of deflection of the center of mass R from this circle by

means of the apparatus carried on the rocket, it is possible to determine the

value and the sign of the degree of disruption of coherence and eliminate the

appearing guidance errors. The time of termination of rocket control can be

determined by a comparison of the current distance from the rocket to the sur-

face radio station B with the stipulated value rBs.

Other methods for formation of radio zones will be considered in detail

in chapter 4.

Radio zone control systems are characterized by use of relatively simple
radio equipment carried aboard the rocket. This can be attributed to the fact

that it operates by reception of the direct signals of radar stations or

powerful radio navigation systems on the ground. At the same time, it should
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be rememberedthat with the approach of the rocket to the target and assuming
constant errors in measurementof the angular coordinates of the target and
rocket, t_e accuracy of determination of the parameter h deteriorates and there
is an increase of guidance errors. The presence of several channels for the
reception of radio signals in radio zone control systems, in somecases, makes
it possible to create very effective radio interference in them.

c. Command Control Systems. Command control systems, also called tele-

control or remote control, are characterized by the fact that the control

commands are not formed on the rocket but at the control point. The transmis-

sion of these commands to the rocket is accomplished by radio or by wire.

Under modern conditions transmission usually is by electronic command trans-/1V
mission apparatus, called control co_nand radio links or radio guidance links.

The transmitting apparatus in the control command radio links, connected

to the output of the coordinator by the operator and a command transducer or a

computer, is at the control point and the receiver is aboard the rocket. The

command transducer is a device which transforms the actions of the operator

into signals convenient for feeding to the transmitting apparatus of the con-

trol command radio link. Sometimes the con_nand transducer is considered an

integral part of the control command radio link.

Direct participation of an operator in carrying out the entire process

of rocket guidance is required only in nonautomatic and semiautomatic control

systems. If the control system is automatic, the role of the operator is

reduced to organiza%_6n Of the begi_ing of the guidance process and control of

the correctness of operation of the apparatus used.

The command radio link, operator and command transducer form the appara-

tus for forming and transmittin_ commands in a nonautomatic system. In auto-
matic systems this apparatus includes the control command radio link and a

computer.

The coordinator apparatus is placed either completely at the control

point (with the exception of the rocket responder) or in such a way that one

part of it (the primary measuring instruments and the transmitting apparatus of

the system for relaying the measurement results) is on the rocket and the other

part (receiving apparatus of the relaying system and its indicators) is at the

control point.

A considerable number of types of control command guidance systems now are

known. However, the basic idea of their design for control of the longitudinal

and lateral motion of a rocket is quite similar in all cases, and can be ex-

plained using the example of a system whose simplified block diagram is shown
in figure 1.8.

The radar sets RS I and RS 2 are used to determine the coordinates of the

target T and rocket R moving at the velocities vt and v; in this case the effec-

tive range of RS 2 can be increased by the presence of a responder on the rocket.
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The output signals of RS 1 and RS 2 are fed to the computer Com which determines

the measured value of the mismatch parameter and the control command. The lat-

ter is transmitted to the rocket by the transmitting apparatus of the control

command radio link CCRLTr. The receiving apparatus of this same radio link/18
CCRLRec forms a signal which is sent to the rocket's automatic pilot. The

considered system obviously is suitable for the guidance of rockets to moving

targets. If the target is fixed, the system is simplified considerably. In

some cases there can be other apparatus for coordinate measurement in addition
to radar sets.

One of the important merits of control command guidance systems is the

possibility of employing a very great variety of rocket flight trajectories in

the process of approach to targets despite the relatively simple radio equip-

ment carried aboard the rocket. It should be noted at the same time that these

systems, like electronic homing systems and radio zone (beam-riding) control

Systems also are subject to the influence of radio interference in all the

radio communication channels included in the system.

2. Autonomous Control Systems

Autonomous (programmed) control systems ensure the motion of a rocket

along a previously specified (by the program) trajectory by means of apparatus

carried on the rocket. In this case, during the rocket flight process, the

rocket receives no signals from the target and none from a control point.

The programmed trajectory is determined by a combination of set parameters
of motion of the rocket relative to the Earth or relative to some fixed coor-

dinate system, such as an inertial coordinate system.

The parameters characterizing the current position of the rocket in space

are determined by some complex of measuring instruments and are compared with
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the programmed(set) values of these parameters. On the basis of this compari-
son control pulses are produced and as a result the current values of the
parameters are set in accordance with the specified values.

Since the rocket flight program cannot be changed after launching, auton-

omous systems are used only for control of rockets designed for guidance to

targets whose coordinates are known in advance with a high degree of accu-

racy. This is one of the shortcomings of autonomous control systems. The

principal merit of such systems is their autonomous character, frequently

making difficult, and sometimes completely excluding, the effect of radio in-

terference by the enemy. In addition, it must be remembered that autonomous

systems can be used for the control of rockets having a great flight range.

This can be attributed to the fact that such systems are unhampered by the

limiting factors inherent in radar and nonautonomous radionavigation appara-

tus used in determining the coordinates of objects situated beyond the range

of geometric visibility.

Electronic and nonelectronic autonomous control systems can be distin- /19

guished.

Depending on the makeup of the measuring instruments carried on the rocket

it is possible to list the following_ t._vpes of nonelectronic autonomous control

systems:

(i) gyroscopic;

(2) inertial; ....................................................

(3) celestial navigation;

(4) guidance systems using terrestrial features and properties.

Electronic autonomous control systems are divided into:

(I) systems based on the use of the Doppler effect;

(2) radio celestial navigation systems;

(B) control systems using terrestrial radar-observed features.

a. Gyroscopic Control Systems. Gyroscopic autonomous control systems are

based on the use of the properties of gyroscopic instruments of maintaining

their spatialposition. Therefore, by placingon a rocket several position

(three-power) and rate (two-power) gyroscopes it is possible to bring about

stabilization of the specified angular position of a rocket in a fixed (iner-

tial) coordinate system. Gyro systems are simple, but at the same time they

have an important shortcoming--a relatively low accuracy. This can be attrib-

uted to the fact that gyroscopic instruments react only to angular movements

of a rocket and do not take into account its lateral translational movements

caused by such factors as the wind. As a result, gyro systems were used as

independent systems only in early developments (ref. 4).

Under present-day conditions, gyro systems are used only as a means for

the angular stabilization of a rocket, and the control of the position of its

center of mass is accomplished by other apparatus (ref. B).
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b. Inertial Control Systems. Inertial control systems are based on con-

tinuous double time integration of the acceleration vector of rocket motion.

The inertial system includes instruments for measurement of accelerations

(accelerograph) and integrating apparatus. After the first integration of accel-

eration the velocity of motion of the rocket is obtained and the integral of

velocity characterizes the path travelled by the rocket. The coordinates of

the center of mass of the rocket are determined from the integrator signals.

Comparison of the current and specified values of the coordinates makes it pos-

sible to form the necessary control signals.

If the path is calculated in a terrestrial coordinate system, for a cor-
rect determination of the components of the acceleration vector it is neces-

sary that the accelerometers measure acceleration in the plane of the horizon.

Otherwise apparatus is needed to take the influence of acceleration of gravity

into account. It therefore follows that the accelerometers should be /20
mounted on a platform which at all times will remain parallel to the plane

of the horizon. This requires that the local vertical be determined on the

rocket. This vertical can be determined by using gyro instruments corrected in

a special way.

It is easy to see that an inertial system is considerably more complex

than a gyroscopic system, but at the same time it also has a greater accuracy.

c. Celestial Navigation Control Systems. Celestial navigation control

systems are based on known laws of the motion of celestial bodies which change

little with time. One of the most important units in an astronavigation sys-

tem is the so-called celestial navigation instrument for automatic tracking of

selected celestial bodies in direction. In actual practice it is possible to

determine the coordinates of celestial bodies of the first and second magnitude

automatically. Information received from two celestial bodies is used simul-

taneously for rocket guidance. However, guidance is possible also by using the

known coordinates of a single celestial body. By having on the rocket the

vertical or the true horizon it is possible to determine the current angular

coordinates of each of the selected celestial bodies. The signals produced by

the celestial navigation system are compared with the specified values of the

parameters of the celestial bodies and the control commands are formed on this
basis.

A distinguishing characteristic of celestial navigation systems is that

they are capable of operating only when the stars can be seen. This makes it

necessary that the rocket flight be at a sufficiently great altitude. It

should be noted further that modern celestial navigation instruments have a

high accuracy of measurement.

For example, it is pointed out in the literature that in the case of rota-

tion of the rocket-celestial body line at a rate up to 10°/sec the dynamic

error in determination of the direction to the celestial body does not exceed

2'. However, the complex equipment which must be carried on the rocket and

the meteorological limitations are important shortcomings of celestial naviga-
tion control systems.
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d. Autonomous Control Systems Using Terrestrial Features and Properties.

Autonomous control systems using terrestrial features and properties are

based on the use of the Earth's magnetic field, the Earth's electrical field,

the gravity field, atmospheric properties_ geographic maps which are compared

with the terrain observed from the rocket during its flight, etc. Among these,

the only ones which have come into practical use are those systems whose prin-

ciple of action is based on the properties of the atmosphere for the control

of the flight altitude of a rocket using aneroid pressure sensors.

e. Systems Based on Use of the Doppler Effect. It is well known that

there is electronic apparatus which makes use of the Doppler effect and there-

by makes it possible to determine the vector of ground speed Vg of a rocket.

This means that such apparatus produces signals characterizing the module /21

of the vector IVgl and the drift angle _dr" By knowing Ivgl and _dr it is

possible to find the deflection of the center of mass of the rocket from the

stipulated flight direction and the path which it has followed.

An important merit of this system, in addition to its autonomous charac-

ter, is the possibility of ensuring the guidance of the rocket over a great

_istance. _o_ever; as a result of the inaccuracy _n taking into account the

initial conditions and the fluctuations of the received signals_ the errors of

rocket guidance increase with an increase of their flight range.

f. Radio Celestial Navigat{0n control Systems. The coordinate measuring

instruments in radio celestial navigation control systems make use of radio

signals in the form of fluctuation noise emitted by celestial bodies. After

processing_ these signals later are used as in celestial navigation systems.

The received fluctuating signals are separated from the instrument noise

of the radio receiver by the amplitude modulation of the former, for example,

by scanning of the directional diagram of the antenna. It should be noted

that for the normal operation of a radio celestial navigation system the an-

tenna of the coordinate measuring instrument frequently called a radio sex-

tant, should be spatially stabilized.

g. Control Systems Using Terrestrial Radar-Observed Features. In elec-

tronic control systems based on the use of terrestrial radar-observed features

the principle employed is comparison of an earlier prepared radar chart of

the terrain over which the rocket is to pass with a continuously changing

chart which is prepared by the radar set carried aboard the rocket. As a re-

sult of the comparison it is possible to determine the deviation of the rocket

from the stipulated trajectory of motion and form the necessary corrective

commands.

3. Combined Control Systems

One of the reasons for the use of combined control systems is the charac-

teristics of the launching segment of the rocket trajectory. For example_
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when using electronic rocket control systems the rocket enters the zone of

normal operation of radio guidance apparatus only some time after the launching

and this makes necessary an autonomous (programmed) control system in the

launching segment.

A combination of different control systems can be desirable also when

guiding a rocket on the main part of its flight trajectory, for example, when

there are difficulties in the simultaneous satisfaction of the requirements

of a great effective range and a high accuracy of guidance. In most cases con-

trol systems with a great effective range have a relatively low accuracy and

accurate systems are limited in range. An attempt to reconcile these contra-

dictions within the framework of any one control system results in an appre-/22
ciable increase of the c_omplexity and size of the apparatus or it cannot be

accomplished at all. Finally, in some cases for the forming of a master signal

it is necessary to measure a variety of parameters (such as flight altitude,

range to target, angular deflection from the stipulated direction, etc.). Here

also, in many cases, it is more convenient to use measuring instruments of dif-

ferent systems.

Combined control systems usually are classified in three groups. The

first type includes those systems in which rocket guidance is accomplished by

different control systems in the course of the same stage of rocket flight.

In the second type of combined systems the control system is replaced with

transition from one stage of rocket guidance to another. Finally, in systems

of the third type, which can be called mixed systems, the different control

systems are combined both in the different guidance stages and within these

stages.

As an example of a combined system of the first type we can mention the

control system of a winged rocket (missile) of the "ground-to-ground" class

during its guidance to a fixed target. For the accomplishment of horizontal

flight of such a rocket and its transition into a dive at a stipulated distance

from the target, it is necessary to measure the flight altitude and the lateral

deflection of the center of mass from the stipulated direction of motion and

also the remaining distance to the target. Each of the mentioned parameters is

measured by a separate measuring instrument, sometimes unrelated to the other

measuring instruments carried aboard the rocket. For example, in the consid-

ered example the altitudinal flight control is accomplished using an autonomous

system (employing a barometric sensor) and lateral guidance is accomplished

using a radio zone control system.

This example illustrates the simplest form of combined control of the

first typ% characterized by the fact that in this case each component part of

the system operates independently. Therefore, the very fact of the use of dif-

ferent measuring instruments in a combined control system does not impose any

additional requirements on their operation.

In more complex apparatus the individual measuring instruments are closely

related to one another and form a unified complex. In these cases the specific

characteristics of a combined control system become particularly obvious.
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Combined control systems of the second type are used most frequently in

those cases _hen it is necessary to ensure a high accuracy of guidance of a

rocket having a great effective range.

The transition from one type of control system to another imposes a num-

ber of specific requirements on the components of the combined system: the

necessity for a smooth coupling of the parts of the trajectories of the dif-/23

ferent guidance stages, stable cuttir_-in of different systems when the ap-

propriate conditions arise for its use, etc.

A number of variants can be proposed for the formation of a combined con-

trol system of the second type. However, for many such systems it is charac-

teristic that there is self-guidance (homing) of the rocket in the final

flight stage. When developing such combined systems it is extremely important

to determine the minimum computed range of transition to homing. This value,

in many respects determining most of the parameters of the-entire remaining

system, should be selected in such a way that the following very important con-
ditions are satisfied:

(I) A rocket moving in a maximum curvature trajectory should correct the

errors accumulated during its earlier motion due to the inaccuracy of opera-

tion of the preliminary control system.

(2) The t_T_nsient p_ro_cesses caused by switchir_ of the system to a homing

regime should attenuate by the time the rocket reaches its target.

(3) Prior t0transition to homing there should be reliable reception of

signals from the selected target.

The first condition presupposes the ide'al operation of the h_mir_ system

_ _+_Hnes ±he mJn_m,_m _tan_e at wblch the ro_cket is capable of elimi-

nating the previously accumulated errors. Determination of the necessary range

in this case is based on an analysis of the kinematics of motion of the rocket

and target.

Determination of the transition range in accordance with the requirement

that there be attenuation of transient processes makes it necessary to take

into account the dynamic characteristics of the rocket. As an approximation

it can be assumed that the sought-for range should not be les6 than the dis-

tance which the rocket travels in a time sufficient for attenuation of the

transient process caused by a perturbation of the "single jump" type.

The third condition determines the necessary parameters of the electronic

apparatus of the homing system, using as a point of departure the requirement

of ensuring a reliable range detection and determination of the angular coor-

dinates of the target by the time of the transition of the rocket into a

homing regime. In some cases the conditions for pickup of the target can be

limited to the necessary range of transition to homing. Sometimes they limit

only some parameters of the radio apparatus of the rocket, such as the width

of the antenna directional diagram.
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In order to ensure the pickup of the target by the coordinator of the

homing system it is most important that the target be situated in the "angle of

view" of the coordinator antenna system. With the approach of the rocket to

the target there is a decrease of the surface area scanned by a coordinator

having a definitely set "solid angle of view," and therefore there is an in-

crease of the probability that the target will not be picked up. If the tran-

sition range to a homing regime is determined from the first condition and

the possible angles of deflection of the longitudinal axis of the rocket /24

from the direction to the target at the time of transition of the rocket to

homing are known_ it is easy to determine the value of the "angle of view" at

which the pickup of the target is ensured. However_ in such an approach to

solution of the problem the required value of the "angle of view" can be too

great. Also, an increase of the "angle of view" of the coordinator is un-

desirable because in this case there is a decrease of its effective range and

angular sensitivity. This contradiction is overcome by control of the adjust-

able angle of the coordinator antenna.

Combined systems of the third type are the most complex. However, the

problems arising during their development are similar to those considered above.

1.3. Concise Description of Existing Rockets

and Their Control Systems

A great number of guided rockets are known which vary in their tactical

purpose, design_ methods of use, type of control system, etc. Most frequently

all types of rockets are classified on the basis of their site of launching and

the position of the target. On the basis of this classification criterion

guided rockets fall into the following classes: "air-to-air_" "air-to-ground,"

"ground-to-air" and "ground-to-ground."

In recent years there has been considerable development of rockets which

are put into an artificial earth-satellite orbit and spacecraft. For this

reason it apparently is desirable to separately classify "earth-space" rockets.

It should be noted here that_ in the mentioned classes, the term "ground"

means the surface of our planet without distinction being made between conti-

nents, oceans_ seas_ etc.

Guided rockets of the "air-to-air" type are a means for damaging enemy

aircraft in the air. The flight range r8 of such rockets falls in the range

from less than ten kilometers to several tens of kilometers and is limited by

the technical possibilities of airborne radar sets. The rocket weight G

reaches several hundred kilograms. The greater part of the weight is ac-

counted for by the engine, which in most cases uses solid fuel. Rockets of

the "air-to-air" class move at supersonic velocity. The length _ of these

rockets usually is several meters and the diameter of their body d and length
r

of the wings _w usually does not exceed tenths of a meter.
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Figure 1 . 9  

As an i l l u s t r a t i o n  of t h e  above w e  note  t h a t  ATerican m c k e t s  of tk5: 
class " S u p r  FaLcon" (G-Q,-~A) and l l S p r r o x  3" zre ckarzet .er ized ? respec t ive ly ,  
by t he  fo l lowiag  da ta :  2 and 3.66 m; iT- W = 9.61 azd 

1 m; dr  = 17,C 2nd 229 xz; ra = 11 and 18 h i ;  -1 = 3609 km,/hr; weight of warhead: 

G = 54.9 and 172.4 kg; i 

r n i  
-/ 
,- 18 and 27 kg. Figur2 1.9a and b shows the ex te rna l  appezrarice of tSe - 

"Super Falcon"azzd ' I  Sparrow 3" rocke ts .  

fiockets of t h e  "air-to-ground" c l a s s  a r e  designed f o r  use fmr. a l r c r a f t  
and o t h e r  a i rborne  veh ic l e s  aga ins t  land,  water  su r face  arid underdater  t a r g e t s .  
This  c l a s s  of guided weapons inc ludes  a i r c r a f t  q i s s i l e s ,  f r e q u e r t l y  c a l l e 5  
winged rockets ,  and a v i a t i o n  b a l l i s t i c  mi s s i l e s .  

Fockets of t h e  "air-to-ground" type c a s  be launched from r o c k e t - c a r v i n g  
a i r c r a f t  which f l y  a t  both g r e a t  and m a l l  ~ _ l t i _ t ~ ~ ( ? e ~ :  tkey ~ u a l l y  ~ 9 - e  at 
v e l o c i t i e s  of s eve ra l  hundreds of meters p e r  secocd and can damage a targe: 
s i t u a t e d  e t  a d i s t ance  from t e n  t o  seve ra l  hundreds o r  even thousands of 
k i lometers  from t h e  launching p o i n t .  A s  an example we can mention the  Amr lcec  
rocke ts  "Eound Dog" ( f i g .  1.10) and "Bullpup" f o r  which, r e spec t ive ly ,  r3 =ri ?X 

and 17 k3; G x 4350 and 8 1 ~  kg; 1 x 1 3  and h o; lw x 3.7 and 1 . 2  T; d 

and 9.46 n; si x 2900 and 2500 km/hr. 

0 z r 

A wide va r i e ty  of con t ro l  sys t exs  a r e  



Figure 1.10 

used f o r  t h e  guidance of winged rockets .  For example, t h e  guidance of t h e  
"Hound Dog" rocket i s  by means of an i n e r t i a l  system wi th  co r rec t ion  by ce les -  
t i a l  navigat ion apparatus  and t h e  "Bullpup" i s  cor rec ted  by a r ad io  con t ro l  E 
command system. 
tendency t o  use autonomous systems f o r  rocke ts  guided t o  f ixed  t a r g e t s .  

It should be noted t h a t  i n  recent  yea r s  t h e r e  has  been a 

Aviation b a l l i s t i c  m i s s i l e s  are a r e l a t i v e l y  new form of con t ro l l ed  air-  
borne weapon. The use of a rocket-carrying a i r c r a f t  as a launching p l a t fo rm 
makes it poss ib l e  t o  ensure a considerable  e f f e c t i v e  range, d e s p i t e  a rela- 
t i v e l y  small f u e l  supply i n  comparison wi th  b a l l i s t i c  missiles which a r e  
launched f r o m  t h e  ground. This  can be a t t r i b u t e d  t o  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  an a v i a t i o n  
b a l l i s t i c  m i s s i l e ,  re leased a t  a high a l t i t u d e ,  does not  have t o  overcome t h e  
dense l aye r s  of t h e  atmosphere s i t u a t e d  a t  ground l e v e l .  However, as i s  w e l l  
known, av ia t ion  b a l l i s t i c  missiles are con t ro l l ed  only i n  t h e  i n i t i a l  p a r t  of 
t h e i r  f l i g h t  t o  t h e  t i m e  when t h e  required value and d i r e c t i o n  o f  t h e  v e l o c i t y  
vec tor  of t h e i r  motion i s  set ,  a f t e r  which t h e  rocke t  engine i s  shu t  down and 
it continues i t s  f l i g h t  by i n e r t i a ,  l i k e  any body e j e c t e d  a t  some angle  t o  t h e  
plane of t he  horizon.  This  gives  r ise t o  r igorous requirements on t h e  movement 
of  t h e  rocket-carrying a i r c r a f t  p r i o r  t o  t h e  r e l e a s e  of t he  a v i a t i o n  b a l l i s t i c  
mi s s i l e  and on i t s  con t ro l  system. 

The American "Skybolt" rocket  can be c i t e d  as an example of an a v i a t i o n  
b a l l i s t i c  m i s s i l e  of t h e  "air-to-ground" type.  
t he  following p r i n c i p a l  da t a :  launching weight,  5150 kg; l eng th ,  11.6 m; 
diameter of fuse lage ,  0.9 m; f l i g h t  range, 1600-2400 km (when re leased  a t  an 
a l t i t u d e  of 11-13 km); maximum f l i g h t  a l t i t u d e ,  320-480 km; f l i g h t  ve loc i ty ,  
approximately 11,000 km/hr. 
and has an  i n e r t i a l  con t ro l  system. 

This  rocket  i s  charac te r ized  by 

This  rocket  i s  designed f o r  damaging f ixed  t a r g e t s  

Rockets of t h e  "ground-air" c l a s s ,  ca l l ed  a n t i a i r c r a f t  guided missiles, 
are used f o r  shooting down enemy a i r c r a f t  and rockets  and can be launched from 
the  ground and t h e  decks of sur face  vessels. 
c r a f t  guided m i s s i l e s  i s  from s e v e r a l  t ens  t o  seve ra l  hundreds of  k i lometers  
and t h e i r  f l i g h t  v e l o c i t y  i s  hundreds and thousands of meters per second. 
weight of rocke ts  of t h i s  c l a s s  i s  s e v e r a l  tons .  I n  o rde r  t o  ensure a rap id  
ga in  of a l t i t u d e  by t h e  rocket t h e r e  are a d d i t i o n a l  boos t e r  engines which are 
automatical ly  separated from t h e  rocket  a f t e r  expendi ture  of t h e  f u e l .  A s  an 
i l l u s t r a t i o n  of t he  average c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of a n t i a i r c r a f t  guided missiles & 
c i t e d  here  w e  can mention the  p r i n c i p a l  t a c t i c a l - t e c h n i c a l  d a t a  f o r  rocke ts  
of t he  "Oerlikon," "Nike Hercules, "Nike Zeus" and "Hawk" types.  

The e f f e c t i v e  range of a n t i a i r -  

The 
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Figure 1.11 

"Gro~~n~- to-Sround"  Tissiles are use3 for t h e  damage of su r face  (7Jsually 
f i x e d )  targets.  

t i c a l  and e-eirategic rocke ts  (m:ss?les). 
dis tance  of lC,300 km or more f r o m  t h e  launcking p o i n t .  
t a c t i c a l  rocke ts ,  which i n  essence are p i l o t l e s s  j e t  a i r c r a f t ,  w e  cac Tention 
t h e  American rocke ts  "Matador" and "Meuse 76. " The "Matador" missile, which 
has  an effec",ive range of about 999 h i ,  i s  guided by a r a d i o  zone con t ro l  sys- 
te= which i s  based on t h e  use of Shanicle  raclio navlga t ion  a?parat;s. The 
"Meuse 76'' rocket (fie. l .L2a ) ,  which is  13.2 m i n  l eng th  and which kas a 
f l i g h t  v e l o c i t y  of about 1300 km/hr and an e f f e c t i v e  range of about 2 : - C  km, i s  

f e a t u r e s  o:.er i\T%ich t h e  f l ' l gh t  pa th  passes .  

They usually a r e  c l a s s i f i e d  a s  winged ( a i r c r a f t  rocke ts )  ar,d 
3. uaiA-.LL-.- l 1 Z c + Z p  ~issLles, among which, i n  t u r n ,  it i s  p o s s i b l e  t o  dis t i?glJ ish t a c -  

~ ? - _ p  l a t t e r  cac  dayage t a r g e t s  a t  a 
Among t h e  winged 

guided by a systen based on the lise of radar obsemat ion  n f  the t e r r a l r  /2R 

h o n g  t h e  b a l l i s t i c  m i s s i l e s  of the  "~rouna-to-ground" c l a s s ,  t h e  g r e a t e s t  
a t t e n t i o n  has Seen given t o  t h e  i n t e r c o n t i n e n t a l  b a l l i s t i c  missiles ( ICBM)  
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Figure 1 .12  

which have an e f f e c t i v e  range of 10,000-20,090 km. 
ICBM, which a l s o  a r e  used f o r  p u t t i n g  a r t i f i c i a l  e a r t h  s a t e l l i t e s  and space- 
c r a f t  i n t o  o r b i t ,  a r e  suppl ied wi th  powerful l i q u i d -  o r  s o l i d - f u e l  j e t  
engines ,  

To a t t a i n  such ranges the  

Some add i t iona l  information on t h e  ICBMs can be given us ing  t h e  example 
This  mis s i l e ,  whose e x t e r n a l  appearance i s  of t h e  American "Atlas" missile. 

shown i n  f i g u r e  1.12bY has: ra x 16,000 km. r 
G x 118 tons;  1 x 25 m; d % 3 m; v x 30,000 km/hr; 

I n  add i t ion  t o  b a l l i s t i c  missiles launched f r o m  t h e  E a r t h ' s  su r f ace  t h e r e  
a r e  rockets  which a r e  launched by compressed a i r  from the  compartments of  
submarines. I n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  t h i s  app l i e s  t o  t h e  American missile "Po la r i s "  
w i th  an e f f e c t i v e  range of about 4500 km (model "Po la r i s  A-3") .  

With the  continuing development of b a l l i s t i c  rockets  of t h e  "ground-to- 
ground" c l a s s  t h e r e  has been a change i n  t h e  system f o r  con t ro l l i ng  them. 
example, whereas t h e  f i r s t  models of t h e  " A t l a s "  were guided by rad io  
command con t ro l ,  i n e r t i a l  systems superceded t h i s .  I n e r t i a l  systems a l s o  
are used f o r  con t ro l  of t h e  "Polar i s"  m i s s i l e ,  e t c .  

For 
JE2 
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The flying qualities of a winged missile are influenced considerably by its
aerodynamic form, determined by the type of body and wings, the placement of the
wings relative to the body and the type of control components. In the selection
of the aerodynamic configuration it is necessary to take into account the
required value of the controlling force, the altitudinal and flight velocity
ranges, etc.

Rockets with axial and plane aerodynamic symmetryare the most used. As
is well known, the rotation of an axially symmetrical missile about its lon-
gitudinal axis does not change the vectors of total aerodynamic force and momen-
tum if the control surfaces are in a neutral position. In the case of rockets
with Diane aerodynamic sv_netry thp m_n_inn_a _,_+_ _.T_11 +,i_ in unison _'_th
the rocket.

For all practical purposes missiles with 3-4 wings, having an identical

form and area and arranged symmetrically relative to the f_selage, are aero-
dynamically axially symmetrical.

Missiles with axial aerodynamic symmetry are used in those cases when the

necessary controlling forces for the course and pitching planes should differ

!itt]_ {_m _ another. Missiles of the "air-to-air" and "ground-to-air"

classes therefore usually are aerodynamically axially symmetrical.

Winged missJies oi" the "air-to-ground" and "ground-to-ground" classes most

frequently are designed in the form of an aircraft. There are also rockets of

this class which have axial aerodynamic symmetry.

In The case of ballistic missiles which travel a large part of their con-

trolled _ath out_idp the dense q_y_rs of +_ a+__ where _- - are virtu-

ally no aerodynamic forces present, the wings are dispensed with.

The control of rockets with axial aerodynamic symmetry is accomplished in

a rectangular (Cartesian) coordinate system.

The resultant lateral (normal) acceleration Jn of a rocket, in the case of

.................. , is formed ...... creation, by the control components, oZ" two

independent forces acting in the plane normal to the flight trajectory. For

example, if a rocket has four wings oriented at angles of 90°. to one another,

the acceleration eharacterized by the vector Jnl (fig. 1.13a) arises in a case

when accelerations equal to Jyl and Jzl act in the direction of the axes OrY I

and OrZl, respectively. The vectors Jyl and Jzl are caused by the elevator

and the rudder, and strictly speaking do not coincide with the vertical and

horizontal transverse axes of the missile. However, in the first approximation,

when explaining the principle of Cartesian control, this need not be taken
into account.
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Figure i. 13

If at any time of the rocket flight the projection of the target onto the

plane OrYl, zI is at point T, the creation of the required acceleration Jn2 /3__0

requires such a deflection of the elevator and rudder that the componenl Jy2

and Jz2 are formed.

A distinguishing characteristic of Cartesian control is the absence of

banking of the rocket (rotation around the longitudinal axis) during

turns. In addition, arbitrary turnings of the body of the rocket about its

longitudinal axis are inadmissible because, in this case, there would 0e :_

change of the direction of the acceleration vector.

Missiles having a plane aerodynamic symmetry are guided in a polar coor-

dinate system. This can be attributed to the fact that the lift vector' ancT_

therefore, the lateral acceleration vector as well are always situated in t_e

plane of symmetry. For example, when the rocket wings are situated in a plane

normal to the vertical (fig. 1.13b) the acceleration vector Jnl' with an up-

ward deflection of the elevator, will facilitate a climb. If the body of the

rocket is turned by the angle _b about the longitudinal axis, the acceleration

vector in2 forming in the process is displaced by the same angle _b in relation

to Jnl" The projection of the vector Jn2 onto the horizontal plane causes

acceleration and, under its influence, the rocket changes its flight course

direction. Figure 1.13b shows that, with a constant value Jn2' an increase of

_b leads to an increase of the intensity of turning on course and a decrease

of the acceleration acting in the vertical plane. The necessary value of the

module lJn2 i can be attained by deflection of the elevator.

Thus, by changing the angle of banking, which usually is accomplished by

use of ailerons and deflection of the elevator, it is possible to change the
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direction and value of the lateral acceleration of a rocket with plane aero-

dynamic symmetry. The existence of a relationship between the course and

pitching control channels to a certain degree complicates the process of rocket

control.

The control components of rockets bringing about changes of the con-

iroiiin_ rnrc#_ in both vai,_ and di_<t±___ _n oe divided into _=roSs_m_

-*-_ ,-.,-,Y,{.._n e _ -" ...... _ ...... _ --_ "-- rocket "" "-Z[lU ,ras ............. _[ ,-,,_...._ of bL:_ ZU::bIUI±±ll_ force acting r,,_the _±su

can be attained by a deflection of the nozzle, the setting of the boosters and

deflections of the principal lifting surfaces situated near the center of

gravity.

Among the aerodynamic control surfaces used for rockets which travel only
ir_ t_c _ .... ' " -_k<:_u:up_ur_ there are smoothly moving control '"_ '-'_'=' _'-'-_"-"[c_l_ _ s_rfaces
of t_e aircraft type) and spoilers (=n_e__._ ........ ;_

The action of smoothly moving control surfaces is based on a change of

the angles of attack, banking and slip of the rocket. The spoiler is a small

plate set perpendicular to the direction of the longitudinal axis of the

rocket. This plate P (fig. 1.14) undergoes oscillatory motions caused by an

electromagnetic drive; the plate per_od_cally emerges the distance 6m above

the upper and lower surfaces of the wing or fin. When the pl_te P is in the

upper position the disruption of the air flow gives rise to an aerodynamic

force directed upward. This in turn causes a torque whose direction changes

periodically due to the oscillations of the plate. However, by an appropriate

selection of the frequency of vibrations of the plate it can be arranged so

that the rocket will react only to the constant component M of the torque,

equal to c

TI - T 2
M e =M M

T

where M
M

is the maximum torque created by the plate P;
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TI and T 2

T = TI + T 2

are the times which the plate remains in the upper and lower

positions;

is the oscillation period of the plate.

It can be seen from this expression that the necessary curvature of the

rocket flight trajectory can be attained by a change of the difference TI - T2.

The principal merits of spoilers are their extremely small inertia and the

smallness of the plates themselves and the apparatus causing their motion.

the same time_ such control components increase the drag of the rocket and

become ineffective when there are great flight velocities.

At

Gas-dynamical control systems are used for rockets flying at altitudes /32

exceeding several tens of kilometers. An example of a gas-dynamical system

is the jet vane_ which is a shaped plate made of a heat-resistant material and

set within the jet of exhaust gases of the jet engine. When this plate is

turned there is a change in the direction of the gas jet and the rocket there-

fore turns. The use of a gas vane decreases engine thrust. This can be

avoided by replacing the gas vane by a booster placed at the center of mass of

the rocket and ensuring a direct change of the lateral force acting on the

rocket. In the latter case there no longer is a need for intermediate appara-

tus and links for changing the angular position of the rocket axes.

1.4. Principal Requirements Imposed on Control Systems

The requirements to be imposed on a planned control system usually are

developed on the basis of an analysis of the problems which should be solved by

the newly created rocket complex, taking into account the level of development

of technology and also the accumulated experience in the field of production

and operation of similar types of armament. For this reason, in this section,

we will formulate a list of only those requirements which should be taken into

consideration regardless of the type of rocket, control system, engine_ etc.

The requirements imposed on control systems can be divided into three

groups:

(i) requirements associated with the problems to be solved by the control

system as a whole and its components (tactical requirements);

(2) operational requirements;

(3) requirements on the design of individual components and elements of

the system.

In accordance with these groups of requirements it is possible to find an

optimal, or close to optimal_ type of system and detemine its technical
characteristics.
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In the first group the most important requirements are assurance of:

(I) the necessary effective range and altitude of the control system;

(2) the stipulated probability of striking the target Pst' determined by

the ratio of the number of strikes to the total number of launched missiles;

(3) a high flexibility of the tactical use of the guided missile, which

is related to the mobility of the apparatus employed and the possibility of

a rapid change of the direction of rocket launching.

The requiredeffective range of radio control systems is attained by

an appropriate selection of the type of electronic apparatus, wavelength

range, strength of radio transmitters, etc.

/33

The probability of striking the target Pst is influenced by a consider-
able number of factors, including:

(I) errors in rocket guidance caused by the maneuvering of the target and

its properties, and also by errors in aiming, imperfection of individual elc-

ments of the control system, etc.;

(2) the weight, type and character of effect of _he rocket warhead;

(3) the efficiency of operation and the principle of operation of the

fuse;

(4) the reliability of operation of the _ontro! system in the rocket guid-

ance process;

(5) influence of both natural and artificial radio interference;

(6) antiaircraft fire of the enemy.

We note that the term "striking of the target" usually means an event in

.... ±u_C blonwhich the _hj_t to which the rocket Is _..... ceases _ perform its .....

(is knocked out).

The term guidance error (miss) of a rocket means the value of the deflec-

tion of the center of mass of the rocket from the target in the reference

plane. This plane, frequently called the dispersion plane, should pass through

the target if it is fixed or a set forward (computed) point. The problem of

the orientation of the dispersion plane, which can be quite arbitrary, usually

is solved using as a point of departure the convenience of investigation of the

control systems.

When rockets are guided toward fixed surface and water targets it is

desirable that the dispersion plane coincide with the plane which passes

through the target and is perpendicular to the local vertical. Frequently it

is convenient to pass the dispersion plane along the normal to the straight
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line extending from the control point to the rocket or to the vector of the

relative velocity of approach of the rocket to the target for that specific

time when the control process ends. In the case of such orientation the refer-

ence plane will determine the minimum distance at which the rocket flies past

the target.

An analysis of the factors characterizing Pst shows that the probability

of striking the target is a function not only of the properties of the control

system ensuring the flight of the rocket in accordance with the selected

coherence, but also a number of other factors not dependent on the designer, or

only slightly dependent. However, this does not mean that the development of a

control system can be accomplished without the cooperation of those who design

the entire complex of rocket control apparatus. As the basis of such coopera-

tion there usually is a reasonable distribution of tolerances for the param-

eters of the elements of the control system complex and for the imposed require-

ments, working on the basis of the attained level of engineering development

and the problem of attaining the stipulated probability of striking the

target Pst"

Determination of the properties of the targets to be destroyed and the /34

required value Pst makes it possible to select the type of warhead and fuse and

to impose corresponding requirements on them. This is followed by solution of

the problem of the admissible errors of rocket guidance, the reliability of the

operation of the control system_ its noise immunity, etc.

It is customary to characterize the reliability of the control system by

the probability p that this system will operate faultlessly during the entire
r

time necessary for rocket guidance.

If no allowance is made for enemy countermeasures other than antiaircraft

fire, as the probability of the target being struck by one missile we have the

following expression

,
Pst = PrP_Pst e

where p_

Pst c

is the probability of the rocket reaching the target; p_ is deter-

mined by the ratio of the number of rockets reaching the target

without technical failures to the total number of launched rockets;

is the conditional probability of striking the target, computed on

the assumption that the control system operates reliably and that

the rocket is not knocked out by the enemy.

Determination of the probability Pst c requires a knowledge of the proper-"

ties of the rocket warhead_ fuse and control system and therefore this must be

done in relation to a specifically formulated problem.
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For example, if an impact-type fuse is used and it is probable that the

target will be damaged only if there is a contact between it and the warhead of

the rocket, then Pst c will represent the probability that the center of mass of

the rocket will fall in the contour of the target and its value with a suffi-

cient degree of accuracy can be found using the following expression

Pst c : _ %' 2)d&a .
(1.4.2)

Here W(Yr, zr) is the dispersion law of the _ocket, characterizir_ t_he two-

dimensional probability density for the coordinates of the point of the rocket

in the reference plane; S is a region representing the projection of the con-

tour of the target onto the reference plane.

The axes oy r and oz r of the coordinate system OYrZr, forming the disper-

sion plane, in the absence of a relationship between the errors of rocket

course and banking guidance, should preferably be situated in the rocket con-

Then the coordinates Yr and zr entering into expression (1.4.2) represent

the components of the miss h of the rocket, read from the point o of the /35

coordinate system OYrZ r. Usually it can be assumed that zr and Yr have a

#'_ errors of Yr and zr are caused by a large _]T,_ber of ^---'-_ _-" e_ual-

valued and independent random effects.

In the absence of a dependence between the miss components Yr and Zr,

distributed normally, for determination of W(yr, Zr) it is necessary, as is

well known, to determine the mathematical expectations _r and _r and also the

2 and 2 for Yr and zr. In those cases when the control chan-dispersions Gy z

-- - 2 2zand _ in ordernels are interconnected, in addition to knowing Yr' Zr' Y

to find W(Yr, Zr) it is necessary to know the correlation coefficient for the

random values Yr and zr. We recall that the correlation coefficient of two

random values represents the ratio of the covariance Ry z to the product _yez"

Some groups of targets (such as ground targets) probably are not damaged

only as a result of direct contact with the warhead of the rocket but also
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through the actuation of a contact fuse in some plane region surrounding the

target. Under these conditions S in (1.4.2) should be understood as the projec-

tion of the region of an unconditional impact onto the dispersion plane.

At the same time there can be a dependence of target damage on where the

warhead explodes. In these cases the probability of target damage should be

determined using the following expression

Pst c = S#f(Yr' Zr)W(Yr' zf)dYrd_'
(s)

(1.4.3)

where f(Yr_ Zr) is the conditional probability of striking of the target under

the condition that the detonation of the warhead occurs at the point with the

coordinates yr_ zr.

When using proximity fuses which ensure the explosion of the charge both

with a direct hit on the target and at some distance from it_ depending on the

work program of the fuse, the problem of computation of Pst c of one rocket

becomes more complex. However_ with the approach of rockets with powerful

demolition or nuclear warheads, it is possible to define a zone in which the

hitting of the rocket by the time of ignition of the fuse leads to a virtu-

ally reliable damage of the target. Under this condition the value Pst c'

in the case of the operation of the rocket against ground (water) and air

targets, is equal to the probability of hitting of the rocket in a two- or

three-dimensional area or space constituting part of the damage zone. If a

proximity fuse and a fragmenting warhead are used_ Pst c can be found using

expression (1.4.3) in which f(Yr' Zr) is understood to be the conditional /36

probability of striking the target, determined on the assumptions that the er-

rors of rocket guidance in the reference plane assume the values Yr and zr.

Summarizing the above_ it can be concluded that, when the rocket has a

contact or proximity fus%when computing the conditional probability of

striking the target, it is sufficient to know the mathematical expectations,

dispersions and correlation coefficients for the rocket miss components Yr and

zr and it is also sometimes required that these same statistical characteris-

tics be known for range guidance errors.

When the rocket has a radio fuse and a directed action warhead, it is dif-

ficult to find Pst c on a theoretical basis even in the case of quite simple

conditions of rocket use. This can be attributed to the fact that the detona-

tion of the rocket warhead as a result of the directed action of the antenna
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of the radio fuse is a function not only of the distance between the rocket and
the target, but also the inclination of the vector v. In addition, it must be
taken into consideration that the warhead does not act in different directions
with the same efficiency. In this connection we will consider only one example

which makes it possible to obtain some idea of the determination of those

parameters of the control system whose knowledge makes it pDssible to compute

the probability Psi c

As an example we will analyze the flight process of a homing rocket in a

vertical plane on the assumption that the target is fixed and is represented

by point T (fig. 1.19). As a result of the presence of a blind zone in the

coordinator measuring instruments and also of the inertia of the control sys-

tem_ "+ can be assumed '_* _ some sDeo'f-c t-me, -'K-- ._._ center_,. _i_ beginning --'_ _._ *_-

zomes uncontrolled and the angle qk of inclination of the velocity vector v to

the straight line RT does not change. We will assume that, at this time, the

distance between the rocket and the target is rK and exceeds the effective

range rf of sb- _

The detonation of the warhead of the rocket can occur at point R I when the

distance rI between the target and the rocket is less than or equal to rf, and

the angle between the vectors v and rI is the value _f, being one of the char-

acteristics of the fuse used. From the triangles RAT and RIAT , in which the

side AT = h normal to the straight line RA represents the miss of the target,
we have

h = rK sin qk = rl sin 6f.

We note that the angle qk in expression (1.4.4) characterizes the

error in the position of the vector v, responsible for the miss h.

By solving (1.4.4) relative to we find the following condition for
actuation of the radio fuse rl'

/37
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rK sin qk
r I - _ rf. (1.4.5)

sin _f

It follov_s from this condition that for stipulated values r K and rf the error

qk should fall within specified limits. If qk < 30°' which is customary and

which occurs in the absence of artificial interference, then

qk (1.4.6)
rl _ rK sin _f

By knowing the probability distribution law for the randomvalue qk it is

possible to find the probability density W(rl) for the distance r I at which the
warheadof the rocket is exploded.

Then it is possible to determine the conditional probability of striking
the target Pst c

rf

Pst c : _ f(rl) W(rl) dr 1.
0

Here f(rl) is the conditional probability of striking the target under the con-

dition that the warhead of the rocket is exploded at the distance rI from the
target.

Usually the random value qk conforms to a normal probability distribution.
Therefom

1 exp[ (r'--r')_]W(rl) = }/_r 2_2r '

where, as follows from expression (1.4.6)

_k

rl = rK sim _f'

r2o 2
2 Kqc -
r 2

sin _f
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and qk and c2 are the mathematical expectation and the dispersion of the randomq

value qk' respectively.
2

It follows from the derived relations that the admissible values qk and q
should be stipulated when developing the considered type of system. At the
sametime it also is possible to stipulate the admissible values of the mathe-

matical expectation h and the dispersion a2of the miss h, since
h

and

c2 =
r

sin Bf

2

c h

2

sin _f

In conclusion we point out that computation of Pst c for rockets sup- /38

f(Yr' Zr) is understood a function characterizing the probability of striking

of the target, under the condition that the center of mass of the rocket hits at

a point with the coordinates _Tr, Zr in the reference plane and when all neces-

sa_y parsmeters of the radio _se are taken into &ccoumt.

It also is of very great importance to ensure the necessary resolution of

the control system. We note that the resolution of the control system usually

is characterized by the minimum distance between two targets at which they are

sensed by the system separately, so that the rocket can be guided to one of the

targets. In actual practice, the resolution of the control system is determined

by the capabilities of the radar system used to separately determine the coordi-

nates of two closely spaced targets.

In the case of insufficient resolution, the following cases are possible:

(i) guidance of the rocket to one of the targets, if the latter reflects

considerably more energy than all the other targets simultaneously entering

into the field of view of the control system;

(2) guidance toward a so-called center of reflection, provided that all

the targets situated in the field of view of the control system have approxi-

mately identical reflective properties.

It therefore follows that when operating against grouped targets, the

resolution exerts an influence on the accuracy of rocket guidance and therefore
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on the probability of striking the selected target. This circumstance should

be taken into account when developing the control system as a whole.

The mobility of control apparatus is related to a considerable degree to

the applied principles of design of the coordinators and the apparatus for

forming and transmitting the commands, the number of available fixed waves,

the required accuracy of rocket guidance, etc.

Another requirement of extremely great importance is the possibility of

rocket guidance when there is both unorganized (natural) and organized (arti-
ficial) radio interference. In a general case the interference leads to an

increase of the miss of the rocket or a total disruption of the guidance
process. The problem of the influence of interference is considered in suf-

ficient detail in the following chapters of the book. In some cases the con-

trol system should be protected against the effect of the most probable and

dangerous interference, even if this considerably complicates the apparatus
and increases its cost.

The most important operational requirements are:

(i) faultless operation of all components of the control system under

particular meteorological and climatic conditions and also despite possible
dynamic overloads;

(2) assurance of a guaranteed service time, a stipulated time of con- /39
tinuous operation and a specified time for the reliable operation of all the

apparatus making up the control system;

(3) speed, safety, objectivity and automation of technical maintenance,

using as a point of departure the reduction of the system to combat readiness

in a specified interval of time and with a high quality;

(4) the absence of any need for employing highly skilled specialists,

which is particularly important in the case of large-scale use of rockets.

Among the principal design requirements are:

(i) simplicity of design and the possibility of its standard production

by enterprises whose workers are not highly skilled;

(2) assurance of free access to individual units;

(3) assurance of convenient placement of the regulation and adjustment
devices;

(4) minimum weight and size, especially of apparatus carried aboard rockets
and rocket-carrying aircraft;

(5) minimum consumption of electrical and other forms of energy;

(6) assurance of high-quality airtightness and cooling of the units in

accordance with the conditions of their operation.
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When all the above-mentioned requirements are satisfied the control system

can be considered to be planned with technical competence, provided its cost

is relatively low. At the same time it must be remembered that in each specific

case there can be some specific requirements which have not been considered

here.
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CHAPTER 2. GENERAL INFORMATION ON CONTROL SYSTEM COORDINATORS.

METHODS OF ROCKET GUIDANCE

2.1. Introductory Comments

The coordinators of rocket control systems are devices which measure /40

the mismatch parameter, the form of which is determined to a considerable

degree by the type of control system and the rocket guidance method used. For

this reason_ it is necessary to first derive mismatch equations for different

types of control system s and different guidance methods. Analysis of these

equations makes possible the determination of the makeup of the primary meas-

uring instruments of the coordinator and to represent in general features the

structure of its computer, which forms the mismatch parameter, on the basis of

data received from the primary measuring instruments.

In the process of rocket guidance the components of the mismatch param-

eter which are to be measured change value continuously. This is caused by the

relative motion of the rocket and the target, and in some cases also the move-

ment of the control point. The formulation of the requirements imposed on the

dynamic properties of the coordinator as a link in the automatic control sys-

tem and computation of its dynamic errors are possible only when the law of

change of the measured values is known. The character of the change of the

values entering into the mismatch parameter for a particular guidance method

is determined to a considerable degree by the kinematic equations relating the

relative motions of the rocket, target and control point (if the latter is

present in the investigated guidance system). Therefore, in this chapter we

will discuss both the general principles of design of coordinators and the

derivation of the principal kinematic relations for different guidance methods.

In addition to the control_ing effects, the coordinator is subject to the

influence of different kinds of perturbations whose presence also influ- /41
ences the accuracy of determination of the mismatch parameter. The perturbing

factors for electronic coordinators are: instrument noise of the receivers in

the coordinator, fluctuations of the signal reflected from the target, artifi-

cially created radio interference, etc. For this reason, in the final part of

the chapter we will present some ideas on how perturbing effects are taken into

account when evaluating the accuracy of measurement of the mismatch parameter.

2.2. Mismatch (Error) Equation

The mismatch equation establishes the dependence of the mismatch parameter

on the parameters characterizing the relative motion of the rocket, target and

control point. In general form it can be written as follows
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i A = A[xl(t) , x2(t), x3(t), ..-], ( 21)

where A is the mismatch parameter and xl(t), x2(t), x3(t).., are parameters

characterizing the relative motion of the rocket, target and control point.

The specific value of xl(t) , x2(t) , x3(t),., will be determined when dis-

cussing the special forms of the mismatch equation.

_T_ _ _.___.... _ _mpn=_a........on the motion of the rocket by the control system

is satisfied ideally_ in the guidance process the mismatch parameter will be

equal to zero, that is

A = o. (2.2.2)

Equation (2.2.2), being a special case of the mismatch equation, is called the

ideal coherence equation.

equation foiiowi_4_ from it is sLoplic-_ble to _ particular g_ddance method. If

at all times the rocket flight proceeds exactly along the trajectory for which

condition (2.2.2) is satisfied_ this indicates that there is ideal rocket guid-

ance a_a the t_j_$ozi__-___ _ being followed is the reference or theoretical trajec-

to_T. Each _ddance method therefore has its own class of reference trajec-

tories, and sometimes a guidance method is defined as a method of determining

reference trajectories.

;_ actual or real rocket trajectory differs from the reference trajectory

due +o the presence of inertia and instrJment errors in the control system and

different kinds of perturbations acting on the control system.

in some cases the mismatch equation for a single control plane is con- /42
.... ,-_ _-_ _'_:_'_+_ _n +.h_ form

A xT= - x, (2.2.3)

where _ is the given or theoretical value of the adjustable value character-
i

-zing the relative motion of the target and rocket or the control point, target

"! rocket <Suring the flight of the latter along a reference trajectory, and

_ -'._the ac<:ual value of the adjustable value.

lhe dependence _T _(t)_ sometimes is ca_led the control function because

in a _'.:;:-".: of comtroi o_--s_oems it is the key effect for the guidance circuit.
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The number of actually used mismatch equations and_ therefore_ the number

of methods of guidance is limited for the most part by the possibilities of

technical design of the required complex of measuring instruments making up

the coordinator. The selection of a particular guidance method from among

those technically possible is determined by tactical requirements imposed on
the control system.

We will divide the possible reference trajectories into two groups for

convenience in subsequent exposition. The first group includes fixed trajec-

tories and the second group includes unfixed trajectories.

Guidance on fixed trajectories occurs when the target and the launching
point of the rocket are fixed relative to the Earth's surface. It also is

assumed that the coordinates of the target and launching point are known. In

such a situation the reference trajectory can be computed in advance (before

the launching of the rocket). It remains constant during the entire time of
rocket guidance.

When a rocket is guided toward a moving and maneuvering target, it is

virtually impossible to compute a fixed reference trajectory in advance because

its character will be essentially dependent on the form of the maneuver of

the target made after the launching of the rocket. Unfixed reference trajec-

tories also are the rule when rockets are guided toward fixed targets from a
moving control point.

2.3. Mismatch Equations for Rocket Guidance along

Fixed Reference Trajectories

The conditions for applicability of the method of rocket guidance along

fixed reference trajectories_ noted above, indicate the feasibility of using

this method in the guidance of winged and ballistic missiles of the "ground-to-
ground" class.

When stipulating the reference trajectory and its principal elements it

is most important to know precisely the coordinates of the target, the launch-

ing point and the control point_ if the latter is part of the guidance system.

Since the form of fixed trajectories and therefore the mismatch equa- /43
tions will be different for winged and ballistic missiles_ below we will

discuss two examples_ one of which illustrates the process of guidance of a

winged missile of the "ground-to-ground" class and the second which illustrates

the process of guidance of a ballistic missile of this same class.

Figure 2.1 shows one of the possible reference trajectories of a winged

missile of the "ground-to-ground" class. Here points Oc_ T and or denote the

positions of the launching site_ target and rocket_ respectively. The origin

of the ground coordinate system OcXecYecZec is related to point oc. The a_is
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OcYec coincides with the local vertical and the axis OcZec

north.

is directed to the

The reference trajectory of the rocket lies in the plane P_, nodal to the

Earth's surface and passing through the launching point oc and the target T.

The intersection of the plane R at the Earth's surface is the arc of a great
0

circle (orthodrome) The an_le formed by tbp p]_n_ _ w_+_ +_ _tion ÷_

north is denoted _0" We have _0 = 360o - _az' where _az is the azimuth of the

target. The trajectory can be broken down into three parts on the basis of

altitude. The segment OcA is the climb, AB is the approach to the target /44

and BT is the dive. It is assumed that the principal part of the rocket trajec-

tory AB lies at the constant altitude HO, although this condition is not man-
datory.

_{hen a winged missile is guided along a fixed trajectory it is most common

to use the method of coincidence of the center of mass of the missile and the

reference trajectory. As a measurement coordinate system for measurement of the

mismatch parameters when using the method of coincidence of the center of mass
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of the rocket with the reference trajectory_ it is convenient to introduce the

orthodromic coordinate system OcXmYmZm (fig. 2.1), whose origin coincides with

the launching point of the rocket oc. The OcY m axis coincides with the OcYec

axis of the ground coordinate system and the OcX m axis lies in the plane R 0

along the tangent to the orthodrome. In this coordinate system the position of

the rocket is given either by rectangular coordinates (altitude E, lateral

deflection z and horizontal range rrx) or the following are selected as such

coordinates: flight altitude H, angle of lateral deflection cI and slant

range rr.

The use of spherical coordinates (slant range rr, angle of lateral deflec-

tion ¢I and angle of elevation ¢ ) in the case of a low flight altitude of ther

rocket is infeasible due to the difficulty in controlling the small angle cr

Theoretically it also is possible to use a geographical coordinate system for

measurement of the mismatch parameter. In such a system the position of the

rocket is determined by altitude H_ longitude _ and latitude _. However, the

use of this coordinate system results in an appreciable complication of the

coordinator computer.

The mismatch equations for the principal segment AB of rocket guidance

along a fixed trajectory can be written in the form (2.2.3)_ assuming that the

stipulated values of the adjustable values characterizing rocket flight along

the reference trajectory are equal for the rectangular coordinates of the

rocket _ = Ho_ _ = 0, _ = r . The actual values of the mentioned param-TH Tz Tr re

_ = = = rrx "eters will be equal respectively to: H_ _z z, _r

Then the mismatch equations assume the form

an--Ho - H, |
Az _ --Z,

_r _- rr_ rr× "

(2.3.1)

If we select _TH = HO" _T_ = 0 and _Tr = rsr as the stipulated values of

the adjustable parameters, where r is the slant range to the point B of tran-
sr

sition of the rocket to a dive, and the actual values of these parameters are

assumed equal to _H = H, _¢ = eI and _r = rr' respectively, the mismatch

equations are written in the form
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AH=Ho -- H, 1 (2.3.2)

A,sl--rsr-- rr.;

Analysis of equations (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) shows that the controlling /45

functions for the principal part of the fixed trajectory are constant
values (in a special case, zero). Equations similar to (2.3.1) and (2.3.2)

can be written for the ascent and dive parts of the trajectory; in this case

it is necessary to take into account only the change of the stipulated altitude

of rocket flight_ith time.

The system of equations (2.3.1) can be considered as the combination of

the projections of the mismatch parameter vector onto the axes of an ortho-

dromic coordinate system.

Then

A = Ari + AHJ + Azk ,

where i, j, k are the unit vectors of the coordinate system OcXmYmZm .

IZ iO±±OWS from equations (2.3.1) ....._.j-_ .....................

contain three nleasurement channels (altitude, lateral deflection and remaining

range) for measurement of the components of the mismatch parameter A. We note

that only the components of the mismatch parameter of the lateral deflection

and altitude channels are used in forming the controlling signals fed to the

control components of the rocket for maintaining it on its reference trajec-

tory. However, t_he component of +_ mismatch p_m=*e__._ ...........m_ur_d _......+_ range

channel is used for producing the command for the transition of the rocket

into a dive or into a homing regime when it reaches point B of the trajectory,

when the actual range to the rocket becomes equal to the stipulated range and

the component of the mismatch parameter of the remaining range channel be-

comes equal to zero. This circumstance is due to the absence of effectively

operatim_ systems of control of the value of the velocity vector of winged

missiles (ref. 22).

If only those components of the mismatch parameter on the basis of which

signals are shaped for the control of a rocket in the horizontal and vertical

planes are taken into account, the mismatch parameter can be represented in

the form of a two-dimensional (complex) vector in the reference plane, that is,

the plane passing through the center of mass of the rocket normal to its

flight trajectory, assigning to the vertical component of the mismatch param-

eter the imaginary unit

j=_.

The n

A = A z + jA H.
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Whena rocket is guided along a fixed trajectory each coordinator channel
usually has its measuring instrument which operates independently of the meas-
urement instruments of other channels. Therefore_ the representation of the
mismatchparameter in the form of a vector or complex value, to a considerable
degree_ has a formal character and is done exclusively for generality.

After establishing what values should be measuredfor determination /46

of the mismatch parameter during the guidance of a winged missile along a

fixed trajectory we determine the apparatus which can be used for making these
measurements.

Radio altimeters and barometric altitude sensors are used as altitude sen-

sors during rocket flight. The latter have preference over radio altimeters

due to the simplicity of design and their reliability of operation. In addi-

tion, the use of barometric altitude sensors makes it possible to have hori-

zontal rocket flight, regardless of the character of the terrain over which

the rocket is flying. For formation of the mismatch parameter of the altitude

channel the signal from the output of the altitude sensor (in the form of a

voltage or current) is compared with the signal of the altitude corrector,

whose value is proportional to the stipulated flight altitude H 0. The alti-

tude corrector is adjusted before the rocket launching. The difference of the

signals received as a result of the comparison is used as the measured value

of the mismatch parameter of the coordinator altitude channel.

Measuring instruments of different types are used for measurement of

lateral deflection. They can be divided into three groups:

(i) nonautonomous electronic (angle-measuring, angle-measuring-- range-

finding, range-finding_ add-subtract-- range-finding);

(2) autonomous (autonomous electronic, inertial_ celestial navigation

measurement instruments_ and those based on the use of ground features);

(3) combined.

A description of the principles of design of the mentioned measurement

instruments and an analysis of their operation are given in the chapters which
follow.

The formation of the mismatch parameter in the remaining range channel

usually is accomplished using measurement instruments of the same types as
used in the channel for measurement of lateral deflection.

The form of the reference trajectory of a ballistic rocket differs from

the trajectory of a winged missile discussed earlier; this is due to the dif-

ference of the coordinators of missiles of the mentioned types.

Figure 2.2 shows the flight trajectory of a close-range ballistic missile.

Eere the origin of the ground coordinate system OcXecYecZec coincides with the
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Figure 2.2

launching point o c. The reference trajectory of the rocket lies in the plane

OcXmY m of the measurement coordinate system OcXmYmZm, turned in the horizontal

plane relative to the ground coordinate system in such a way that its axis
_. _-_-_^_ _.,_ __- !-_-_-_ " _ . _ "tion _-_ tile t_r-

get in a ground coordinate system is given by the angle 80 and the range rt-

The rocket trajectory (curve OcAT ) consists of two parts: active OcA

(a comparatively small part of the trajectory which the missile travels with

engine operatir_), and passive AT (where the missile flies with the e_ine

The rocket flies a large part of the passive part of the trajectory /47

along a computed ballistic trajectory (the trajectory of a free projectile)

under the influence of the initially applied force and the force of gravity.

In the case of close-range missiles the ballistic trajectory is close to a

parabola. Long-range missiles, including intercontinental missiles, fly along

trajectories close to an elliptical curve representing part of an ellipse, one

of whose foci is situated at the center of the Earth. This trajectory differs

from a ballistic trajectory only at the end of the passive part as a result of

deceleration of the rocket during its entry into the dense layers of the

atmosphere.

The active part of the trajectory in turn can be divided into three parts:

the launching segment Oca , the control segment ab and the segment with engine

inoperative bA.

In the launching segment the rocket moves vertically upwards, which de-

creases the time it moves in the dense layers of the atmosphere and therefore

decreases the expenditure of energy in overcoming air resistance. Several

seconds after launching, on commands received from the control system, the
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longitudinal axis of the rocket begins to turn in the direction of the target

and the trajectory becomes curved. When the parameters of rocket motion

attain the computed values, a command is fed for cutting out the engine.

Rocket flight in a ballistic curve begins after the engine becomes inoperative.

By establishing the character of the reference trajectory of the ballistic

missile it is possible to obtain expressions for the mismatch parameter and

determine the complex of apparatus making up the coordinator.

The flight distance of a close-range ballistic missile r0, with some sim-

plifying assumptions (absence of air resistance, replacement of the Earth's/48

surface by a plane, etc.), can be computed using the known formula

2
v. sin 28.
in in

r0 = (2.3.3)
g

Here Vin and 8in represent the velocity of the rocket and the angle formed by

the velocity vector and the horizontal plane, respectively, at the time the

engine becomes inoperative.

It follows from expression (2.3.3) that a change of the firing range is

attained by variation of the values Vin and 8in.

It follows from the above that the rocket hits the target if there is

lateral pointing (the actual trajectory of the rocket will lie in the vertical

plane OcXmY m passing through the launching point and the target) and the engine

will become inoperative at the time when the values of the initial velocity

Vin and angle ein attain those values at which the range of the striking point

of the rocket will be equal to the range of the target rt. We note that when

stipulating the reference trajectory of a long-range rocket it fs necessary to
take into account the Earth's curvature and rotation.

For control of lateral pointing it is necessary to determine t_e lateral

deflection of the rocket from its reference trajectory in the active part of

the flight. This problem is solved by the coordinator lateral deflection
channel.

The equation for the mismatch parameter of the lateral deflection channel,

as in the case of guidance of winged missiles, can be represented in the form

or (2.3.4)
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where z is the linear deflection of the rocket from the plane in which the

reference trajectory lies; eI is the angular deflection of the rocket from this
same plane.

Coordinators of the angle-measuring, add-subtract-- range-finding and iner-

tial types are in practical use for measurement of the lateral deflection of a

_o_s +_ __ as _ as measuring _--_ .... _- based on use of the Doppler

effect.

The functions of the range channels of the coordinators of ballistic and

winged missiles differ from one another. Whereas in the control systems of

winged rockets _-_ role of a coordinator range channel is reduced essentially

to the recording of the remaining range of the rocket, on the basis of the

measurements made in the range channel of the coordinator of a ballistic rocket

the initial flight range itself is set.

It follows from formula (2.3.3) that the stipulated range of striking of

the target r0 = rt is attained in a case if at the time of deactivation of the

engine there is a rigorous correspondence between the value of the initial /49

_ _ . ±o therefore would appearvelocity Vin and th_ angle of its inclination _in _+

that the coordinator range channel should contain a unified system for measure-

ment of the value and position of the velocity vector of the rocket, in prac-

tice, however, the range channel can consist of _wo different measurement sys-

tems, functionally unrelated to one another, which simplifies the design of the

coordinator. The admissibility of such separate m_ss_rement of the value of

the velocity vector and its angle of inclination can be justified by the fol-

lowing considerations. Formula (2.3.3) shows that the maximum value of the

range of the point of striking of the rocke± f_ a _iven _n_t_a_ velocity oc-

curs when @. = 45 °. The trajectory of a rocket with @in = 45o sometimes isin

called an optimal trajectory, since moving along it the rocket covers the

stipulated range with a minimum initial velocity, and therefore with a mini-

mum possible expenditure of fuel. We note that when the curvature of the Earth's

surface is taken into account the optimum angle of inclination of the velocity

vector differs somewhat from 45 ° and is dependent on the velocity Vin.

The process of rocket guidance tends to be organized in such a way that

rocket flight trajectories will be close to optimal. If the condition of the

closeness of the trajectory to an optimal trajectory is satisfied, the influ-

ence of inaccurate setting of the angle ein on the error in range is insignifi-

cant. In actuality, by computing the differentials of both sides of equation

(2.3.3) and converting to finite increments, we obtain

Ar 0 Av. Ae.
= 2 l_____n+ 2 in . (2.3.5)

r0 v. tan 2@.
In in
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In the case of an angle 8in close to optimal, the value of the second

term is increasingly small. Therefore, two functionally independent systems

can be used for control of the flight range of a ballistic missile. One of

these is used for the programmed change of the angle 8 and the second for

measurement of the current velocity value.

The program for the change of the angle 8 is prepared on the basis of the

approximately known law of the change of the velocity of the rocket with time.

Therefore, by the time the engine becomes inoperative the angle 8 attains a

value close to optimal. Since the angle of attack for ballistic missiles does

not exceed several degrees, the angle of inclination of the velocity vector can

be considered approximately equal to the angle of inclination of the longi-

tudinal axis of the rocket to the horizon, that is, to the angle of pitching

(in figure 2.2 the longitudinal axis of the rocket is denoted OrXl). Then the

system for change of the angular position of the rocket can be arranged in the

following way. Several seconds after the launching (the time required for the

rocket to pass through the launching part of the trajectory) the programming

mechanism is cut in and produces the programmed value of the change of the

angle of pitching _pr" The actual value of the angle of pitching _ is meas-

ured with a gyroscopic transducer. On the basis of a comparison of the actual

and programmed values of the pitching angle a signal is shaped and fed to /50

the control components. By deflection of the control surfaces the longi-

tudinal axis of the rocket changes its angular position. Therefore, the mis-

match parameter of the apparatus for change of the angular position of the

rocket of the coordinator range channel can be written in the form

AS = %r- 8. (2.3.6)

In addition to apparatus for the change of the angular position of the

rocket, the coordinator range channel should contain apparatus designed for

measurement of the current velocity v of the rocket and its comparison with

the stipulated value of the initial velocity Vin. When the current velocity

of the rocket becomes equal to the stipulated value, a command is produced for

deactivation of the engine. The mismatch parameter of the system forming the

command for deactivation of the engine has the form

A v = Vin - v. (2.3.7)

The current velocity of the rocket is measured by inertial measurement

systems and electronic apparatus based on use of the Doppler effect. In an

inertial measurement system for velocity measurement, the signal received from

the accelerometer, oriented properly in relation to the longitudinal axis of
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the rocket, is fed to an integrator. A voltage appears at the output which is

proportional to the velocity of rocket flight. In the comparison circuit this

voltage is compared with the voltage from the master oscillator, whose value

is set prior to the launching of the rocket, using the required flight range

as a guide.

One of the variants of an electronic system for deactivation of the ermine

imcludes: a surface r_ceiver-transmitter, a responder aboard the rocket and

a control command radio link (ref. 4). The signals from the surface transmit-

ter are received aboard the rocket and are reradiated by the responder. The

response signal is received by the surface station receiver. Obviously, the

_ .... .,.-,-.,-,...-,.o_..,._. ,_,.,= frequency u± oLI_

signal by the value of the Doppler frequency shift. By measuring the mentioned

shift it is possible to determine the velocity of withdrawal of the rocket

from the ground station. When this velocity becomes equal to the stipulated

value, a command is transmitted through the control comman_ radio link for

deactivation of the engine.

2.4. Kinematic Equations for Rocket Guidance

along Fixed Reference Trajectories

In order to impose requirements on the dynamic characteristics of any

measuring instrument, including a coordinator, it is necessary to know the law

of change of the measured values. With relation to the coordinator of a

guided rocket this means that, even before beginning the planning of a /51

coordir_tor, it is desirable to have data on the character of the change of

the mismatch parameter, at least for the most typical cases of rocket use.

Since the mismatch parameter represents the difference between the stip-

ulated value of the adjustable value, which can be constant (in a special case

equal to zero) or change in conformity to a known law, and its actual value,

some idea of the character of its change can be obtained if the laws of change

of these values are known. Since the character of change of the stipulated

value of the adjustable value is known, it only remains to determine the laws

of change of its actual value, which is dependent on the actual rocket flight

trajectory.

The trajectory of a winged rocket during its flight in the unperturbed

atmosphere can be determined if the law of change of the value and direction

of the air velocity vector_ith time is established.

The position of the velocity vector in a moving coordinate system

OrXrmYrmZrm (fig. 2.1), whose axes are parallel to the corresponding axes of

the measurement coordinate system OcXmYmZm, is given by the angles ev and eh,

where ev is the angle between the direction of the velocity vector and its

projection onto ahorizontal plane (angle of inclination of the trajectory)
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and 8h is the angle between the projection of the velocity vector onto a

horizontal plane and onto the axis OrXrm (the turning angle of the trajectory).

The relationship between the parameters characterizing the rocket trajec-

tory (v, By, 8 h) and the above-mentioned adjustable value is set by a kinematic

equation. Thus, if the law of change of the parameters v_ 8v, 8 h is found and

the kinematic equation is determined, the character of change of the mismatch

parameter also becomes known. However_ here one apparent difficulty arises:

it is impossible to obtain the real law of change of the values v, By, 8h

without investigating the control system_ as a whole, as a closed automatic

control system. It therefore would appear impossible to formulate requirements

on the dynamic properties of the coordinator until the rocket control system is

fully planned. There is a solution of this problem because usually some

limiting values of the parameters characterizing the actual rocket flight

trajectory are known. For example_ as such a parameter it is possible to use

the maximum value of the projected ove r!oads. By stipulating this value it is

easy to determine the limiting value of change of the mismatch parameter,

which is extremely important when evaluating the dynamic properties of the

coordinator.

As an example we will consider the kinematic equations corresponding to

guidance of a winged missile along a fixed trajectory. The kinematic equation
for motion of a rocket in a vertical plane has the form j52

dH
- v sin 8v,

dt

where H is the flight altitude of the rocket.

If the angle of inclination of the trajectory 8 v is small, with a suffi-

cient degree of accuracy it can be assumed that

dH _ VSv. (2.4.2)
dt

The relation (2.4.2) is reflected in the block diagram by a kinematic

link. The transfer function of such a link, written in symbolic form, will be

equal to

_ H(t) _ _ (2.4.3)

WH/e(D) 8v(t ) D

Above and below the letter D is the symbol for differentiation of d.
dt
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Expressions (2.3.1) and (2.4.3) were used in constructing the block dia-

gram (fig. 2.3) illustrating the formation of the mismatch parameter of the

altitude measurement channel. Figure 2.3 shows that the kinematic equation

adds one integrating link to the control system block diagram.

Since the transverse load factor when a rocket moves in a vertical plane
is expressed by the formula

by differentiating (2.4.2) and assuming v = const, we will have

d2H
___ gny. (2.44)
dt 2

By substituting the maximum value of the projected load factor into equa-

tion (2.4.4) and usin_.....relation (2.3.1) it is easy to obtain the 7_-It_ng_ value

of the change of the mismatch parameter of the altitude measurement channel.

The kinematic equation for rocket motion in a horizontal plane has the/53
form

d__z= v cos ev sin 8h, (2.4.5)
dt

where z is the lateral deflection of the rocket from the reference trajectory.

If the angles 8v and eh are small_ then

dz

d--t_ Veh" (2.4.6)

Introducing the load factor for lateral deflection, equation (2.4.6) can
be represented in the form (2.4.4).

The transfer function of the kinematic link during motion of a rocket in

a horizontal plane is expressed by the formula

e(D : z(t) v
Wz/ ) @h(t) = _.
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Figure 2.3 Figure 2.4

Figure 2.4 shows a block diagram clarifying the formation of the mismatch

parameter of the lateral deflection channel.

In the same way it is possible to obtain a kinematic equation for the

guidance of ballistic missiles.

2.5. Methods of Rocket Guidance along

Unfixed Reference Trajectories

In the case of guidance of rockets along unfixed trajectories it is pos-

sible to speak only of a class of reference trajectories determined by the

guidance method used, since the position of each of the reference trajectories

of a particular class is dependent on a number of conditions which cannot be

taken into account in advance (maneuvering of the target, initial launching

range, etc.). The coordinator, therefore, checks the satisfaction of the

coherence imposed on the motion of the rocket, not on the basis of the deflec-

tion of the rocket from its reference trajectory, but on the basis of the

deviation of some parameter characterizing the relative position of the rocket

and target from its stipulated value. The certain degree of freedom in selec-

tion of such parameters leads to an increase of the number of possible

methods for guidance of rockets along unfixed trajectories.

As a convenience we divide methods of guidance along unfixed trajectories

into two groups:

(a) two-point methods, determining the relative position of two points--

rocket and target;

(b) three-point methods, determining the relative position of three

points--rocket, target and control point.

Two-point guidance methods are used in homing and command control systems

and three-point methods are used in command control and radio zone (beam-

riding) guidance systems.

The most well-known methods in the first group are:

(I) the direct guidance method;

(2) the vane guidance method and the pursuit curve guidance method;

(3) the parallel approach method;

(4) the proportional guidance method.
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Included in the second group are:

(I) coincidence with the target method;
(2) coincidence with a forward point method.

2.6. _"h_o-Point Guidance Methods

In two-point guidance methods, coherence is imposed on the control system

with respect to the position of the longitudinal axis of the rocket or its

velocity vector in relation to a line connecting the rocket to the target or

to some direction fixed in space. The specific form of coherence is estab-

lished by the mismatch equation corresponding to the particular guidance

method.

I. Direct Guidance Method

The direct guidance method requires that during the entire time of the

rocket flight its longitudinal axis coincides with the rocket-target line.

Therefore, in the direct guidance method_ coherence is imposed on the position

of the longitudinal axis of the rocket. We will obtain a mismatch equation

for the considered guidance method. We will assume first that the guidance is

accomplished in some single plane, such as a vertical plane. This case is

illustrated in figure 2.5. In this figure the point Or_ situated at the cen-

ter...........of mas_ n# +h_ _=+,.._ coincides "'_._ the origin of the nonrotabi_ coor-

dinate system OrXerYer whose axes are parallel to the corresponding axes of a

__ ....................... e taxis OrX I ms u_r_u_u along the longitudinal

axis of the rocket. The position of the target (point T) in the coordinate

system OrXerYer is given by the range vector r (its module r and the angle ¢

formed by the vector r and the axis OrXer ). The angle between the !ongi-

tudinal axis of the rocket and the range vector is denoted _. The position

of the velocity vector v of the rocket is characterized by the angle @. The

difference between the angles @ and e is the angle of attack _. In accor-

dance with the definition of the guidance method the mismatch equation is

written in the form

A_ = _. (2.6.1)

Using the relationship between the angles ¢, @ and _ it is possible

to write the mismatch equation in the form (2.2.3) if it is assumed that

_T = c and _ = _,

(2.6.2)
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Figure 2.5

It follows from expressions (2.6.1) and (2.6.2) that the mismatch param-
eter canbe determined either by the direct measurementof the angle _ or by
the separate measurementof the angles ¢ and _ with subsequent subtraction of
the measurementresults.

The advantage of the first method for determination of the mismatch param-
eter is the relative simplicity of the design of the coordinator required for
its realization. In this case it consists of an electronic angle-measuring
apparatus whoseantenna system is attached rigidly to the body of the rocket
and which is oriented along its longitudinal axis. The signal at the output
of such an apparatus will be proportional, in certain limits, to the angular
deviation of the target from the longitudinal axis of the rocket and its sign
will be dependent on the direction of deviation of the target.

The output signal of the coordinator is sent through the automatic pilot
to the control mechanismof the rocket. Deflection of the control surfaces
leads to a changeof the angular position of the longitudinal axis of the
rocket and, therefore, to a changeof the position of the antenna system of
the coordinator relative to the target. This change should be such that the
mismatchparameter tends to zero. The latter is achieved by appropriate
orientation of the axes of the measurementcoordinate system OmXmYmZm, whose

position is determined by the installation of the coordinator relative to the
body of the rocket and its adjustment. The axis OmXm of the measurement

coordinate system is directed along the longitudinal axis of the rocket and
the axes OmYm and OmZm should be situated in the control planes of the rocket

Rz and Ry (fig. 2.6), which in turn coincide with the planes OrXlZI andOrXlYI

of the related coordinate system.

If the mentioned conditions are satisfied, the coordinator will meas- _56
ure the two components of the mismatch parameter

&Tz =-- 7z,

_,y---Ty, / (2.6.3)
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Figure 2.6

where Yz and yy are the angles between the axis OmX m and the projections of

the rocket-target line in the planes R z and _, respectively.

A signal proportional to 5yz is used for control of the motion of the

rocket in the plane R z and a signal proportional to ATy for control of the

motion of the rocket in the plane Ry. In the case of the small angles Yz and

yy, the two scalar equations (2.6.3) can be replaced by one complex equation,

if the component of the mismatch parameter in the plane Ry is arbitrarily

assigned the imaginary unit ]--_-I . Then

(2.6.4)

where Y--VT_-7_ is the module of the mismatch angle; _ is the phase angle

of the target, read from the plane R
Z"

Since the measurement coordinate system is rigorously related to the body

of the rocket, the absence of automatic banking stabilization on the rocket

does not lead to a disruption of control because, with the appearance of

banking, there is a simultaneous turning of both the control planes and the

axes of the measurement coordinate system. At the same time, the turning of

the axes of the measurement coordinate system relative to the control planes

(the so-called twisting of the coordinate system) causes the appearance of

cross connections between the control channels which results in a disruption

of the normal operation of the control system.

2. Vane Guidance Method and Pursuit Curve Method

In the vane guidance method and in guidance along a pursuit curve the

coherence imposed on the rocket is as follows: during the entire time of
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guidance the rocket-target line should coincide with the air velocity vector

(in vane_guidance) or the true velocity vector (in guidance along a pursuit

curve).',Both methods coincide when the rocket moves in an unperturbed

atmosphere.

Figure 2.7 shows the principal geometrical relations in the case of

rocket guidance in a vertical plane. The rocket velocity vector v is situated

at the angle 8 to the horizontal axis OrXer of a nonrotating coordinate system

whose origin coincides with the center of mass of the rocket and forms the

angle q with the range vector r. The target moves with the velocity vt. The

position of the vector vt in relation to a nonrotating coordinate system /57

OtXetYet , whose origin is at the center of mass of the target, is given by the

angle 8t. The remaining notations are the same as in figure 2.5.

By definition the mismatch parameter is equal to

_q = q. (2.6.5)

The mismatch equation (2.6.5) also can be written in the form (2.2.3) if

the angle of inclination e of the range vector and the angle of inclination 8 of

the trajectory are used as the stipulated and actual values of the adjustable

parameter_ respectively. Then

A = e - 8. (2.6.6)
q
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Finally, using the relationship of the angles q, _ and G it also is pos-

sible to obtain the following form of writing the mismatch equation for the

vane guidance method

Aq = y + _ (2.6.7)

Different v_riants of technical design of a coordinator are possible in

the vane guidance method in accordance with the different forms of writing of

the mismatch equation. In a coordinator with a power vane, the antenna of the

electronic angle-measuring instrument is set on a platform which is movable

relative to the body of the rocket. The angular position of the platform is

changed by a servosystem whose transducer is the vane apparatus. The vane is

a plate which is oriented freely in the oncoming flow (in the direction of the

rocket air velocity vector). The turning angles of the plate are determined

by a potentiometer. The voltage from the potentiometer is used as a control-

ling signal of the servosystem. Since the plate of the vane is set in the

oncoming flow, the axis of the antenna of the angle-measuring instrument also

will be set in the direction of the vector v. The signals from the output of

the electronic angle-measuring apparatus, proportional to the deviation of the

target from the axis of the antenna system, act through the automatic pilot on

the control surfaces of the rocket. This coordinator forms the mismatch param-

eter in accordance with formula (2.6.5).

With transition of rocket control in a single plane to its control in

space it is necessary, as in the direct guidance method, to have matching of

the axes of the measurement coordinate system and the control planes. If /58
there is such matching, the controlling signals sent to the control surfaces

will be proportional to the corresponding components of the mismatch parameter

Aqz and Aqy and the mismatch parameter itself, in the case of small angles qz

and qy, can be written in the form

&q = qz + Jqy" (2.6.8)

The coordinator measuring the mismatch parameter in two mutually perpen-

dicular planes in accordance with formula (2.6.7) consists of an electronic

angle-measuring apparatus whose antenna is fixed relative to the body of the

rocket and is oriented along its longitudinal axis and transducers for the

angles of attack and slip. Vane apparatus or accelerometers can be used as

transducers for the angles of attack a and slip _s" Since such a coordinator

contains two types of measuring instruments, it is necessary that their coor-

dinate measurement systems be matched with one another and with the control

planes of the rocket. Satisfaction of the matching conditions makes it pos-

sible to represent the mismatch parameter in the complex form

Aq = (_z + _s ) + J(Yy + _)" (2.6.9)
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The so-called method of guidance with a constant deflection angle is

related closely to the vane method; in essence it is a further development of

the vane method. In rocket guidance by the constant angle of deflection

method it is necessary that some constant, earlier set angle qo be maintained

between the vectors r and v. The mismatch equation for one control plane has

the form

Aq 0 = qo - q"
(2 6.10)

The realization of the constant deflection angle guidance method is possible

using the same apparatus as for the vane method. The deflection angle is set

either by additional turning of the antenna by the value qo or by the intro-

duction into the measured value of the mismatch parameter of an additional

signal proportional to qo"

3. Parallel Approach Method

In the parallel approach method in the guidance process, the rocket-target

line remains parallel to its initial position. When this requirement is

satisfied the relative velocity vector of the rocket, equal to v0 = v - v%,
will be directed at the target.

The mismatch equation for the motion of the rocket and target in a

single plane is written as the condition of plane-parallel movement of the

range vector r, that is

/59

a& = _, (2.6.11)

where e is the angular velocity of rotation of the rocket-target line (range

vector).

The parallel approach method is one of the deflection guidance methods.

The required law of change of the angle of deflection can be obtained from the

condition of equality of the projections of the velocity vector of the rocket

and the velocity vector of the target onto the normal to the rocket-target line

(fig. 2.7). Then

v sin qT = vt sin qt" (2.6.12)

Here qT is the required deflection angle and qt is the angle between the con-

tinuation of the rocket-target line and the velocity vector of the target.
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By solving equation (2.6.12) relative to qT we obtain

qT = arc sin (% sin qt) - (2.6.13)

t_

The mismatch equation is reduced to the form _n.2.3) if it is assumed that

XT = ¢ - qT and _B = e,

A c ¢ - arc sin sin qt, - e. (2.6.14)

In the practical realization of a coordinator for a rocket guided by the

parallel approach method, it is preferable to use the mismatch equation

(2.6.11). This means that the coordinator should measure the angular velocity

of rotation of the range vector. As will be pointed out in chapter 3, the

angular velocity of rotation of the rocket-target line can be measured with an

electronic tracking angle-measuring instrument. Such a coordinator automati-

cally tracks the target in direction, regardless of the motion of the body of
the rocket.

_glen setti1_ the necessary orientation of the axes of the measurement

coordinate system the following complex form of writing the mismatch parameter
is correct

_'¢= _z + J'Cy, (2.6.15)

ez and e are the components of angular velocity of the rocket-targetwhere
Y

line in the corresponding control planes.

4. Proportional Guidance Method

The proportional guidance method requires that the angular velocity of

rotation of the velocity vector of the rocket be proportional to the angular

velocity of rotation of the rocket-target line. During guidance of a /60
rocket in a vertical plane the mismatch equation has the form

A" = a_ - 8, (2.6.16)
8

where a is the proportionality factor.
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The first term on the right-hand side of equation (2.6.16) represents the

required value of the adjusted value _T = a@ and the second its real value

_= e.

Proportional homing, like parallel approach, is one of the group of con-
trol methods with a variable deflection angle. In the case of ideal guidance,

the law of change of the required deflection angle qT is determined from equa-

tion (2.6.16) if it is assumed in it that A_ = O. Then

4T = (i - a)&.

In contrast to the parallel approach method, whose ideal satisfaction

requires of the control system an instantaneous elimination of the rotation of

the rocket-target line, in proportional guidance the requirements on the con-

trol system are less rigorous because its role essentially involves only a

decrease of the angular velocity of rotation of the line of sighting.

Measurement of the mismatch parameter in rocket guidance by the discussed

method is accomplished by a coordinator which contains two types of measuring

devices. One of these is an electronic scanning angle-measuring instrument

which measures the angular velocity of the rocket-target line and the second

measures the angular velocity of rotation of the velocity vector of the rocket.

Such a measuring device can be designed on the basis of a normal acceleration

sensor (accelerometer).

The mismatch parameter during the guidance of a rocket in space is written

in the form

A_ = (ae z - 8z) + j(aey - @y).
(2.6.17)

Formula (2.6.17) is correct provided there is matching of the measurement

coordinate systems with the control planes.

We note in conclusion that equation (2.6.16) is the most general form of

the mismatch equation for those two-point guidance methods in which coherence

is imposed on the position of the velocity vector of the rocket.

In actuality, by integrating (2.6.16) we obtain

A8 = ae - 8 + qo' (2.6.18)

where qo is the integration constant.
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When a = I and q0 = O, the expression (2.6.18) represents the mismatch

equation for the vane guidance method, and when q0 = const and a = I, for the

method of guidance with a constant deflection angle. Finally_ the ideal /61

coherence equation for the parallel approach method ¢ = 0 is obtained from

the ideal coherence equation for the proportional guidance method if it is

assumed in the latter that a = _.

2.7. Kinematic Equations for Two-Point Guidance Methods

The role of kinematic equations in the guidance of rockets along unfixed

trajectories differs somewhat from their role in guidance systems for fixed

trajectories. We recall that in the guidance of rockets along fixed trajec-
tories the functions of the kinematic relations were reduced to the formation

of the real value of the adjustable value on the basis of data characterizing

the flight trajectory of the rocket, and the stipulated value of the adjustable

value remained constant or was changed in accordance with the program. In the

case of a moving target or a moving control point, which is characteristic of

guidance methods for unfixed trajectories, the kinematic equations are used for

forming both the real and the stipulated values of the adjustable value.

The relative movement of two points (rocket and target), moving in the

same plane with the velocities v and vt (fig. 2.7) is described by the follow-

ing kinematic equations

r ----vt cos qt-- * cos q, |

r_=_sinq-- _,_sinq_, /!

q_ --0, _ v [

qt =e -- Ot I

(2.7.1)

or

;=., cos .- - }_ v sin (e -- O)-- et sin (E--
r

(2.7.2)

The first equation of system (2.7.2) establishes the dependence of the

velocity of approach of the rocket to the target on the velocities of the

rocket and target and their orientation relative to the range vector. The sec-

ond equation defines the angular velocity of the rotation of the rocket-target

line as a function of the values and orientation of the velocity vectors of the

rocket and target and also the distance between them.

The qualitative aspect of the process of formation of the mismatch param-

eter for anyguidance method can be traced by limiting ourselves to the case of
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small angular deviations of the velocity vectors of the rocket and target rela-

tive to the range vector. Assuming that cos(¢ - e) _ i_ cos(¢ - @t) _ i_ /62

sin(¢ - 8) _ ¢ - @ and sin(¢ - et) _ ¢ - et, we obtain

= vt - v, (2.7.3)

re = v(¢ - 8) - vt(¢ - St) . (2.7.4)

We transform (2.7.4) to the form

r_ + (vt - v)¢ = vt@ t - v@. (2.7.5)

After replacing the difference vt - v by its value from (2.7.3) we find
that

re + re = vt@ t - v@. (2.7.6)

But

Then

re + re : d(r¢)
dt

d(r¢)

dt - vtet - v8, (2.7.7)

or, using the symbolic form of writing, we finally find

vt
re =-- @t - v e.

D D
(2.7.8)

On the basis of equations (2.7.8), (2.6.2) and (2.6.6), figure 2.8 shows

block diagrams illustrating the process of determination of the mismatch
parameters A and A .

q

We will note some special features of these diagrams. As follows from

figure 2.8_ the kinematic relations for two-point guidance methods break down

vt

into three links. One of them, with the transfer function Wet(D ) =-_, trans-

forms the external control effect of the guidance system, which in the
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considered case is the inclination of the trajectory of the target et. The

1
= and the _.... _^_ _+_

two others, with the transfer constant kr r

% (D) = _, enter the control circuit, changing its properties. A particularly

strong influence is exerted by the link with a transfer constant inversely pro-

portional to the rocket-target range. A sharp increase of this constant near

the target can cause the control system to be incapable of processing the rapid

increase of the value of the mismatch parameter and the _aidance process /63

will be disrupted until the rocket reaches the target.

Dlagra_s _'I_ to e_ O 8 are easy to "*o_a_n for the oara!!e! ap-
--_O .... •

broach and proportional guidance methods as well. This requires differentia-

tion of expression (2.7.6) for time and multiplication of the resulting equa-

tion by range r. Then we will have

d(r2&) A vr_.= v ro -
dt t t

(2.7.9)

In the derivation of (2.7.9) it was assumed that the velocities of the

rocket and target are constant.

Figure 2.9 shows block diagrams of the formation of the mismatch param-

eters A& and A@. The mismatch equations (2.6.11) and (2.6.16) were used in

constructing the diagrams, as well as expression (2.7.9). Here, as in the

preceding case, the kinematic relations are represented by several links, part

of which are external in relation to the control system, while others enter

directly into the guidance circuit, determining its properties.

a b

Figure 2.9
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As follows from figures 2.8 and 2.9, the pattern of changeof the con-
trolling effect in two-point guidance methods_that is, the dependence¢ = e(t),
can be determined if the law of changeof the angle e = e(t) is determined
while using a specific hypothesis concerning the motion of the target. This
law is found_ in turn, by solution of a full system of equations describing the
guidance process. The rocket flight trajectory is determined from their solu-
tion. Onthe basis of the knownrocket trajectory it is easy to establish the
character of the changeof the controlling effect and, therefore, be able to
formulate requirements on the dynamic properties of the coordinator.

The complexity of analysis of a full system of equations of motion of a
rocket forces us to seek ways to simplify it. Such simplification is possible
if a numberof assumptions are made, related to idealization of the operation
of the control system. These assumptions are essentially as follows.

First, the process of motion of the rocket to its target is broken down
into the two componentsof motion: motion of the center of massof the rocket
and rotation of the rocket about its center of mass. This separation is based
on the considerable difference in the duration of the transient processes of
the mentioned types of motion.

In investigations of the motion of the center of mass_which is the /64

most interesting from the point of view of tactical use of a rocket_ and the

overloads acting upon it in flight, the transient processes of angular motions

can be neglected. From the physical point of view this assumption is equiva-

lent to the assumption of an instantaneous determination of the angles of

attack and slip at the time of a sudden feeding of a control command.

In addition, the assumption is made frequently that there is a constancy

of rocket velocity during the guidance process. This assumption is based on

the fact that in a relatively short time of rocket flight the value v, computed
in advance_ changes insignificantly.

It is assumed further that the apparatus of the control system is inertia-

less and that the coherence imposed on the rocket motion is maintained absolute-

ly precisely. Such an assumption leads to insignificant deviations of the

trajectory of motion from that which would be obtained taking into account the

real mismatch parameters because_in a properly constructed control system, the
values _ differ little from zero.

When these assumptions are taken into account it becomes possible for some

(reference) guidance systems to compute purely kinematic trajectories, that is,

trajectories computed solely on the basis of kinematic equations.

A knowledge of kinematic trajectories makes it possible to determine the

required overloads for carrying out the maneuver associated with the guidance

method used and_ thereby_ establish the applicability of a particular guidance
method under specific tactical conditions.

The determination of kinematic trajectories is accomplished by solution of

the system of equations (2.7.2). These equations contain six variables. Three
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of them--rocket velocity v, target velocity vt and the inclination of the tar-

get trajectory et--canbe considered stipulated, since the rocket velocity is

knownand the values vt and et are fixed by the hypothesis on motion of the
target used.

Still another equation should be added for determination of the remaining
three unknownsof system (2.7.2). With the assumptionsmadeabove this equa-
tion will be the equation of ideal coherence for the guidance method used.
For example, in the vane guidance method system (2.7.2) is.supplemented by the
equation q = ¢ - e = 0, for the parallel approach method c = 0 and for the
proportional guidance method e = a@. The situation is somewhatmore complex in
the solution of the kinematic equations for the direct guidance methodbecause
there_ in the ideal coherence equation (_ = 0), there is a variable not present
in system (2.7.2). Therefore, in this case still another e_uation is added
which relates the variable _ to the used systems of equations (2.7.2).

After a closed system of equations has been derived for each guidance
method it can be solved by somemethod relative to the unknownsr and ¢, there-
_y a_+__ _ _+_ (_e_e_nce) trajectory of the rocket. The /65

reference trajectories will be different for different guidance methods and

the assumed _*_ -±._,_al conditions.

Since the kinematic equations are nor_inear differential equations, their

analytical solution can be obtained only for some special cases. However, even

when such a solution is possible, the trajectory is given by the expression

r = f(¢), which makes its determination difficult. Therefore, very frequently

it is necessary to have recourse to a graphic method for determination of the

kinematic trajectories. Such a method is simple and graphic.

We will begin with the vane guidance method. It is easy to demonstrate

that if the target is fixed and there is no initial error in aiming, the

kinematic trajectory is a straight line connecting the launching point of the

rocket and the target. We will consider the case of a moving target. Assume

the target trajectory is given by the curve ToT k (fig. 2.10). The points T O

and R 0 correspond to the initial position of the target and rocket. The veloci-

ties of the rocket and target will be assumed constant and equal to v and vt.

We divide the curve ToT k into the segments ToTI, TIT2, T2T 3, etc., travelled

by the target in the equal intervals of time At.

If these intervals are quite small, it can be assumed that during each

such interval the rocket moves linearly. The position of the linear segments

of the trajectory are determined in the following way. The points of the

initial position of the rocket and target TO and R 0 are connected by a straight
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line on which the segment R0R 1 : vat is laid off. Since At : vt _ then
V

RoRI = v_ ToTI"

When the rocket reaches point RI_ the target is in the position T I. There-

fore_ the next segment of the rocket trajectory RIR 2 = v_ TIT2 is laid off on

the straight line RIT I. Continuing the construction further_ we successively

find points R3_ R4_ R5, etc._ and by connecting them by a smooth curve we ob-

tain the kinematic trajectory of the rocket. The constructed trajectory makes

it possible to draw a curve of the dependence of inclination c and the values of

the range vector r on time.

In an evaluation of the tactical possibilities which the vane guidance /66
method presents_ we use some results of an analytical solution of kinematic

equations obtained for the uniform and linear flight of a target given in

refe_e_ice 3. Under the mentioned conditions the value of the range vector r is

rela_ed to the angle qt (fig. 2.7) by the following expression

qt)kq - i(sin
r : k k _ (2.7.10)

va (i + cos qt ) q

where kva is a constant coefficient determined by the initial values of the

range r0 and the angle qt0' equal to

k

(i + cos qt0) q
kva = r0 k - i

(sinqt0)q
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v

kq = v-_ is the ratio of the velocities of the rocket and target.

Formula (2.7.10) is correct for angles qt0 differing from 0 and z.

Analysis of expression (2.7.10) shows that with approach of the rocket to

the target (r _ O) the angle qt tends to zero. Therefore, whatever the initial

values of the angle qto (except qt0 = _)' at the end of rocket guidance the

rocket will approach the target from the rear hemisphere.

The required value of normal acceleration during rocket flight along a

kinematic trajectory is expressed by the formula

vvt

Jn = I-¥-sin qt I. (2.7.11)

Since upon reaching the target r = 0 and q_ = 0, in order to obtain the lim-

itirx values of acceleration it is n_cessary to remove ......+_ _+.T m_. can

be done by _-h_+_tu+_.n4_ into (o 7 11) the va}ue r from (2.7 ]_ and +_S_ng q÷
to zero. m_ '_iLien

when 1 <kq<2 llm/.=O,

%-" 1
when ke-= 2 limit-- 4t'rt

qt _ o kv a '

when kq > 2 t,;rrtj,,_ _,-. ]
%-0

(2.7.12)

It follows from an analysis of formula (2.7.11) and relations (2.7.12)

that in the vane guidance method the law of change of the required accelera-

tions in the process of approach of the rocket to the target is dependent on

the value kq. For example, if I < kq < 2, the required acceleration increases

at first and then tends to zero; when k = 2 it increases monotonically but

4vv t q
does not exceed the value _; finally, when k > 2 the required acceleration

kva q

at the time of the approach of the rocket to the target tends to infinity. /67

However, it can happen that in all three cases the required acceleration,

at some stage of the approach, will be greater than intended. Then the rocket

will depart from the pursuit trajectory and will move in a circle with a radius

equal to the minimum radius of curvature, determined by the available accelera-

tion of the particular rocket. If the maneuver of the target becomes compli-

cated, the trajectories become still less favorable from the point of view of
the required accelerations.
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In summary it can be said that the vane method gives applicable results

only when the rocket is guided toward slowly moving and fixed targets.

Expression (2.6.13) is used for determination of the kinematic trajectory

of a rocket guided by the parallel approach method toward a uniformly and

linearly moving target. Assuming vt = const and qt = const (conditions of

uniform and linear motion of a target when e = 0), and also v = const, we con-

firm that the required deflection angle is constant. Therefore, the rocket

moves toward the target in a linear trajectory (fig. 2.11) and the necessary

transverse acceleration is equal to zero. The rocket hits the target at

point M.

In the case of arbitrary motion of the target the rocket trajectory is

easily determined graphically. For this purpose_ we will assume that the tar-

get moves along curve T0T k at the constant velocity vt (fig. 2.12). We

divide curve T0T k into segments ToTI, TIT 2, etc., travelled by the target in

quite short intervals of time At. The initial position of the rocket is

denoted RO. Since in the case of ideal guidance the line ToR 0 moves parallel

to itself_ we draw rays from the points TI, T2_ T3J etc._ which are parallel to

T0R O. The rocket should be situated on these rays after the lapse of time

intervals equal to At, 2At, 3At, etc.

In order to determine the position which the rocket occupies after the /68

time At, we draw a circle with the radius R = vat with point R 0 as its center.

The intersection of the circle with the ray emerging from point TI gives the

position of the rocket (point RI) occupied by it after the time lapse At.
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Point R 2 of the trajectory will be determined in a similar way if point R1 is

used as the center of the circle. The remaining points of the trajectory are

determined in a similar way.

By comparing figures 2.10 and 2.12 it is easy to confirm that, for the

same form of target maneuver, the curvature of the trajectory of a rocket

guided by the parallel approach method will be considerably less than when the
vane method is used.

It can be demonstrated that for an arbitrary maneuver of the target the

following equation applies

cos qt (2.7.13)
Jn = Jt_'

cos qT

where Jn is the required normal acceleration of the rocket and Jt is the normal

acceleration of the target.

6 12 . = sin But _" > vt, andAccordi_ to expression (.... ). v sin qT vt qt" v

• _ha_ is, thetherefore qT < qt We then find from (2.7.13) that Jn < it' + +

normal accelerations required for guidance of a rocket by the parallel approach

method do not exceed the normal] accelerations of the target. The parfil!e!

approach method, therefore, can be used successfully for guiding rockets toward

rapidly moving targets.

With respect to its kinematic properties, the proportional guidance method

occupies an intermediate position between the vane and parallel approach guid-

ance methods.

It is known (ref. 3) that in the case of a linear and uniform motion of a

target, when the proportionality factor is a = 2 (2.6.16), the acceleration Jn

will be a finite value if the following condition is satisfied

kq cos(q 0 + qto ) _ l, (2.7.14)

where qo and qto are the deflection angles of the rocket and target at launch-
ing time.

As follows from the inequality (2.7.14), the condition that there be a

finite value of the required accelerations is less rigorous here than in the

vane guidance method. With an increase of the proportionality factor a, the

value of the required accelerations decreases. However, with an increase of a

there is an increase of fluctuation errors and therefore the factor a usually
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is assigned the value 2-5. The proportional guidance method is used when

guiding rockets toward rapidly moving targets.

In the direct guidance method the adjustable value is the position of the

longitudinal axis of the rocket and its trajectory is determined by the direc-

tion of the velocity vector, which in a general case does not coincide with

the direction of the longitudinal axis. The reference trajectory of the

rocket, even in the case of a fixed target, therefore is a rather complex /69

curve known as a hyperbolic spiral (ref. i). The curvature of the hyperbolic

spiral increases with the approach of the moving point of this curve to the

target. When the radius of curvature of the reference trajectory becomes less

than the minimum radius of turning of the rocket Pr min' a flight in a spiral is

impossible and the rocket flies in a circle of the radius Pr min"

Thus, in the direct rocket guidance method, even for guidance to a fixed

target with an ideally operating control system, a precise hit is impossible.

The rocket miss is dependent on the initial aiming errors, the minimum turning

radius of the rocket Pr min and the initial launching range rO. It decreases

with an increase of r0 and also with a decrease of aiming errors and pr min"

Computations show that, in the case of real values of the mentioned parameters,
the miss does not exceed several tens of meters. The direct method therefore

can be used for rocket guidance to fixed and slowly moving targets of relative-

ly large size. An advantage of this method, encouraging its use, is the sim-

plicity of the guidance apparatus aboard the rocket.

2.8. Three-Point Guidance Methods

Three-point methods are used when the guidance system includes a control

point which is situated on Earth or on a moving object (rocket-carrying air-

craft, surface vessel, etc.).

Three-point guidance methods, like two-point methods, can be divided into

two groups. The first group includes guidance without deflection when the

control system holds the rocket on a straight line passing through the control

point and the target. The second group includes methods of guidance with

deflection when the control system makes the center of mass of the rocket

coincide with a line connecting the control point to some deflected point,

selected in such a way that at the end of the guidance process the target is

situated at this point. The laws which determine the deflection of the

rocket can be very different. Below, as an example, we will consider two

three-point guidance methods: the matching method and the parallel approach

method, in which the deflection law is selected in such a way that the rocket

moves toward the target in a parallel approach trajectory.
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!. Matching Method

In the matching method it is required that the center of mass of the

rocket remain on the line connecting the control point to the target during

the guidance process. Figure 2.13 shows a nonrotating coordinate system

OcXecYec _ situated in a vertical plane. Its origin oc coincides with the /7o

control point. The position of the target in the mentioned coordinate system

is determined by the range rt and the angle ct and the position of the rocket

is determined by the range rr and the angle ¢ . The angle ¢i represents ther

difference of the angles characterizing the direction to the target and to the

rocket. The lateral deflection of the rocket from the target range vector is

denoted h.

In accordance with the definition of the matching method the mismatch

equation has the form

A = _- (2.8.1)

AS I = ct - _r (2.8.2)

ad.,u_e value.qere _c °_]_ et _=_%_ +_ %h_nr_t_ea7 value of the _.-_hl

= ¢ and the angle e is its real value (;_ = er).

Sometimes as a mismatch parameter it is desirable to have the linear rather

than the angular deflection of the rocket from the control point-target line.

Then the mismatch equation can be written as

Ah = h. (2.8.3)

The following approximate equation is correct for small angles ¢I

_h _ _i rr" (2.8.4)

Proceeding on the basis of the mismatch equations (2.8.1) and (2.8.2) we

ca_" dew,ignite the makeup of the measuring devices entering into the coordinator

of _L,e rocket control system in the matching method. Two coordinator variants
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are possible when measuring the mismatch parameter at a control point. In the

first variant the coordinator includes two angle-measuring devices. One of

them is for automatic tracking of the target in direction and measures the

angle ct; the other automatically tracks the rocket and measures the angle Cr"

The coordinator computer calculates the difference in the measured values. In

the second variant the coordinator consists of one angle-measuring instrument

which operates on the "groups" method (see section 5.3) and which directly

measures the difference of the angles et - Or"

When measuring the mismatch parameter for the rocket, one part of the

apparatus is situated at the control point and the other on the rocket. The

apparatus at the control point in this case consists of an automatic angle- /71

measuring instrument operating in a conical scanning regime and tracking the

target in angular coordinates. In this operating regime of the angle-measuring

instrument an equisignal direction is created in space, coinciding in the case

of ideal operation of the angle-measuring instrument with the control point-

target line. The departure of the rocket from the control point-target line,

proportional to the angle ¢i' is measured aboard the rocket.

If it is necessary to measure the linear deviation of the rocket from the

control point-target line, it is sufficient to multiply the measured value of

the angle cI by the distance between the control point and the rocket. This

distance usually is introduced by a programming mechanism which is cut in at

the time of the rocket launching.

For measurement of the mismatch parameter during the motion of the rocket

in space it is convenient to introduce the measurement coordinate system

OcXmYmZm , whose origin coincides with the control point, and the axis OeX m is

directed along the control point-target line. The axes OcY m and OcZ arem

situated in the vertical and horizontal (or inclined) planes, respectively.
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If the mismatchparameter is measuredon the rocket, measures should be
taken to match the positions of the axes of the measurementcoordinate system
with the control planes. This usually is doneby introducing gyrostabilization
of the axes of the measurementcoordinate system related to the control point
in a case when the latter is moving and the banking of the rocket is stabilized.

Whenthese measuresare taken it is easy to write the mismatchequation in
the comple_ form

A¢I = ¢Iz + J¢ly'

where ¢lz and C_yare the componentsof the mismatchparameter in the corre-

sponding deflection planes.

2. Parallel ApproachMethod

As in the case of two-point guidance, the _arallel aoDroachmethod re-
quires that, in the process of rocket guidance, the rocket-target line moves
parallel to the initial position of this line. Figure 2.14 showsthe geometric
relations when guiding a rocket in the vertical plane. Other than the angle ¢
between the rocket-target line and the axis OcXec, and the angle CKdetermining

the direction of the vector rr in the case of ideal rocket guidance, the nota-

tions used here are the sameas in figure 2.13.

Several variants of the mismatch equation can be derived for use in the
parallel appiDach method. For example, the following form of the mismatch
parameter was proposed in reference 2

a_ _-r _. (2.8.5)
v

In accordance with expression (2.8.5), the coordinator apparatus /72

should measure the distance between the rocket and the target, the velocity

of the rocket and the angular velocity of the rocket-target line. Measurement

Of the value @ at the control point is the most difficult problem.

A somewhat different approach to derivation of the mismatch equation for

the parallel approach method in the case of three-point guidance also is pos-

sible. We will determine what law should be used to measure the angle CK in
order for the rocket to move along a parallel approach trajectory.

From the triangle OcRT we find

r

sin ¢1

r
r

--+

sin (_ - ct)
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Hence

r ]cI .= arcsm [-- sin(_- _t) (2.8.6)L rr

If it is now required that the angle c be constant during the entire time

of guidance and equal to the value which it had at the time when the rocket was

put into the parallel approach trajectory_ that is, c = e0, the expression

(2.8.6) determines the theoretical value of the deflection angle elT. Then the

angle CK will be equal to

When equation (2.8.7) is satisfied the rocket will be guided by the paral-

lel approach method.

The mismatch parameter is determined as the difference between the theo-

retical value of the inclination of the vector rr (_T = eK) and its actual

value _ = Cr" Then for the angular and linear deflections we will have

I

A_==_--Jr---_t -Sr-- arcsin -- _c)]kr r

Ah=h,_,r A-.
r

(2.8.8)

The design of coordinators measuring the mismatch parameters determined by

formulas (2.8.8) is a relatively complex problem. Expressions (2.8.8) can be

simplified if the following approximations are made

sin(% _t) _ so -- sf sin sic _ sit
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and

r_r t - r .r

It then is possible to obtain

rt - rr (c O - ct ). (2.8.9)
A@ = ct - er rr

±u_ the mismatch parameter on *_- _o of expression _._._,t°_ o_ +i...._._

rocket flight trajectory will be the closer to a parallel approach trajectory

the more precisely the approximations made above are satisfied.

Formula (2.8.9) makes it possible to judge the makeup 6f the measuring

instruments included in the coordinator. It should contain angle-measuring

instruments for measurement of the angles ct and Or, and range finders for

measurir_ the distances r_ and r_. The coordinator computer should perform

-_e_a_l,e±y_ $'-" _ simple +.......... format_ons_ of the meao-_d values in accordance with

formula (2.8.9).

If it is necessary to determine the mismatch parameter characterizing the

linear deflection of the rocket from its reference trajectory it is sufficient

to multiply A& by the range r r. The latter usually is fixed by the programming

mechanism rpr = rr. The mismatch equation in linear deflections has the form

Ah = h = A_rpr = rpr(C t - ¢r) - (rt - rr)(eO - et)" (2.8.1o)

If the motion of the rocket in space is considered, the mismatch equations

for the parallel approach method, as in the preceding case, can be represented

in the complex form.

2.9. Kinematic Equations for Three-Point
Guidance Methods

The kinematic equations for three-point guidance methods characterize the

motion of the target and rocket relative to the control point. By analyzing

the kinematic equations, it is possible to trace the process of formation of

the mismatch parameter and establish the applicability of a particular guidance

method for specific tactical conditions.
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If the control point (such as a rocket-carrying aircraft), rocket and

target move in a single (vertical) plane_ the kinematic equations have the fol-

lowing form

rt-- v t cos qt- vc cos q¢, i

_t= VcSin q¢ -- vtsin q_
o

Irr= v cos qr-- Vc cos qJo

rr--r_Vesinql_ - vsinqr , j

(2.9.1)

where Lm

qr-_ Er -- O' /qt -_ et -- Ot,

qc_ st- 0o

(2.9.2)

The notations used in equations (2.9.1) and (2.9.2) are explained by

figure 2.15. Here OcXecYec , OrXerYer and OtXetYet are nonrotating coordinate

systems whose axes are parallel to the axes of a ground coordinate system and

the origins of these coordinate systems coincide with the control point o and
c

the centers of mass of the rocket R and the target T_ respectively.

As an illustration of the formation of the mismatch parameters in the

matching and parallel approach method_ we will limit ourselves to the case of

and when the sines of these angles can be replacedsmall angles qr' qt' qc qlc'

by their arguments and the cosines by unity.

Y
ec

/ _t_ Set
Yer

_tErec Xec

Figure 2.15
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Then in place of equations (2.9.1) and (2.9.2) we obtain

r+_+----v¢ (_+-%) - vt(_ _ %),
°

(2.9.3)

Making transformations in (2.9.3) similar to those which were made in

deriving formula (2.7.7), we will have

d(rtct) -

vt0t--_c0c,[dt

I
! (2.9.4)

if the mismatch equation (2.8.2) is added to the expressions (2.9.4), the

block diagram of the fo_rmation of the mismatch parameter for the matching

method can be constructed (fig. 2.16). The controlling effects for the /75

system of equations will be the changes of the angles e t and e c character-

izi__ tb_ motion og tb_ target and the rocket-carI_ying aircraft. The angle 0,

determining the trajectory of the rocket, appears as a feedback signal during

the formation of themismatch parameter A¢!. Changes of the ranges r t and r r

lead to changes of the controlling effects and the parameters of the _idance

circuits_ respectively. In contrast to two-point guidance methods, where the

link entering into the guidance circuit and having the transfer constant !/r

increases the amplification of the system as the rocket approaches the target,

here the same linkdecreases the amplification of the system since with

approach of the rocket: to the target rr increases.

The block diagram of the formation of the mismatch param@ter in the paral-

lel approach method can be obtained if the equations (2.9.4) are supplemented

by the mismatch equation (2.8.9). This block diagram is shown as figure 2.17.

In contrast to the preceding diagram there is an additional link here with a

variable transfer constant dependent on the rocket-target range. The amplifi-

cation of this link decreases to zero when r = r t-r

In order to determine the kinematic trajectories it is necessary to solve

a full system of equations (2.9.1) with the addition to it of the ideal coher-

ence'equation for that guidance method for which the trajectory is determined.

In a number of cases it is simpler and more graphic to have a graphic deter-

mination of the kinematic trajectories. We now will cite an example of such a

construction for the matchingmethod. The essence of the graphic method of
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Figure 2.16 Figure 2.17

construction of a trajectory is as follows. The first step is to plot the

trajectories of the proposed motion of the control point (curve CoC k in

figure 2.18) and the possible motion of the target (curve ToTk). The entire

interval CoC k and T0T k is broken down into sectors corresponding to the flight

of the target and control point during the time At. The straight lines C T ,
00

CITI, etc., thus constitute lines of sight.

At launching time (t = O) the rocket is situated at point R 0 coinciding

with CO . When t = At the rocket travels the distance R = vat from point CO .

During this time the control point, moving with the velocity Vc, moves to the

point CI and the target occupies the position TI. Since Ael = 0 in guidance

by the matching method_ at the time t = At the rocket should be situated on /76

the ray CIT I.

Thus, point R I (the position of the rocket on the line of sight CITI) can

be determined as the point of intersection of a circle of the radius R = vat

with its center at point CO and the straight line CIT I.

The positions of the rocket on the straight lines C2T2, C3T3, ... are

determined in a similar way: successively, from the points RI_ R2, ..., circles

with the radii vAt are drawn to the intersection with the straight lines C2T2,

C3T 3 , ..-

The resulting curve R0, RI' R2' ... T characterizes the kinematic tra_ec-k

tory of motion of the rocket when its guidance is by the matching method. By
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Figure 2.18

T

-_o_

employing the c_rves shown in figure 2.18, it is easy to determine the required

_<c__±__ro._±o_m ucu=ume, as i8 .._nn known;

2
v

Jn = --' (2.9.5)
Rcu

where Rcu is the radius of curvature of the trajectory_ determined using the

curve in figure 2.18.

By using expression (2.9.5) it is possible to find the functional depen-

dence of Jn on time for different characters of motion of the target and the

control point.

After analyzing the trajectories of rocket motion for guidance by the

matching method, it can be concluded that they are essentially dependent on/77
the character of flight not only of the target but also the motion of the

control point. Usually the applicable value of the required accelerations is

obtained only in a case when the attack of the moving target is made from the

rear hemisphere. This fact limits the tactical possibilities of applying the
matching method.

The graphic construction of the kinematic trajectory for the parallel

approach method is accomplished using the same rules as in two-point guidance.
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2.10. Perturbations Affecting the Coordinators

In evaluating the accuracy of measurement of the mismatch parameter by the

control system coordinator_ it is important to determine not only the errors

caused by inexact reproduction of the controlling effect_ but also the errors

caused by various kinds of perturbations.

With respect to the coordinators, containing electronic devices_ the per-

turbing effects are manifested in distortions of the signals carrying informa-

tion on the mismatch parameter. These distortions are caused by various fac-

tors, the most important of which are:

(I) the instrument noise of the receiving apparatus of the coordinator;

(2) fluctuations of the amplitude of the signal reflected from the target;

(3) fluctuations of the apparent or effective center of reflection of the

target;

(4) change of the conditions for passage of signals through space;

(5) artificial interference.

The signal distortions caused by the instrument noise of the receiver

usually are insignificant and the errors caused by them during the measurement

of the mismatch parameter are extremely small. We now will explain the fore-

going in somewhat greater detail. When the coordinator is operating in an

automatic control system it is necessary to ensure a stable (undisrupted)

process of measurement of the mismatch parameter. The latter is attained by

incorporating in the coordinator measuring instruments so-called automatic

pickups, which cut in the measurement circuit only in a case when there is a

specified excess of the received signal above the instrument noise of the

receivers. Under these conditions, the distortions of the received signals by

the instrument noise of the receivers usually are insignificant. The instru-

ment noise of the receiver should be taken into account when determining the

effective range of the measuring apparatus because the lower the instrument

noise, the lower the triggering threshold of the automatic pickup can be set,

and therefore the measurements will be made with the stipulated accuracy at a

greater range.

All the principal targets have a relatively complex geometrical structure

and as a result the reflected radio signal can be considered as the sum of /78

the oscillations arriving from a large number of surfaces of different con-

figuration. These signals_ having random amplitudes and phases, create inten-

sifying or attenuating interference effects at the point of reception when

there is an insignificant change of the relative position of the target, which

leads to an appreciable change of the signal at the reception point.

The most important characteristic of a radar target is its effective

reflection area Sef f. The value Self, characterizing the measure of energy
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reflected from the targe% determines for specified parameters of the system

the maximum effective range of the coordinator.

Since the diagram of reflection from a target is multilobed, the effec-

tive reflecting surface of a target of complex configuration, in a general

case, changes appreciably in dependence on the aspect of the target. The

value Sef f also is dependent on wavelength. Therefore, the mean value Sef f

usually is stipulated, as sometimes also will be the deviation from it in the

form of the distribution law of the probabilities of the amplitudes of the

reflected signal. The form of the distribution law can be used to judge the

reliability of the effective range which will be determined from computations.

The mean value of the effective reflecting surface of a target and the

deviations from this value characterize the target as an element in the control

complex only from the point of view of the selection of the parameters of the

coordinator ensuring a stipulated effective range of the control system. Also

of considerable interest is the problem of fluctuations of the amplitudes of a

reflected signal and the angular fluctuations of the apparent center of reflec-

tion of the target.

The fluctuations of the amplitudes of the reflected signal are caused by

the multilobed character of the diagram of reflection from the target, the

angular velocity of its motion relative to the rocket, and for air targets_ the

values of the frequencies and amplitudes of yawing and bankir@ of the aircraft

target and the rocket, their vibrations, etc.

_e to the mentioned fluctuations the strer_th of the signal arrivir_ at

the input of the measuring instrument receiver will vary randomly. The

instantaneous value of the fluctuating signalis given by the noise modulation

__n+,_ repre_+_ng +_ _+io of the _....... * _ _- -_-_....................................... a ....  E(t)

to its mean value E0, that is, mn(t) = E0

In many cases it is assumed that the random function mn(t) is stationary

with a zero mean value and is evaluated by the correlation function Rm(T ) or

the spectral density Gm(W ). The mentioned statistical characteristics are

determined experiments/ly fort each type of target. When used in analytical

computations the experimental curves Rm(_) and Gm(W ) are approximated by suit-
able functions.

The normalized correlation function pm(T) = nmk)°'tO_ is described suf- /79

ficiently accurately by the expression

p_ (_)= e-_ I_1cos ¢o1_, (2.10.l)
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where the values _ and _i are selected from the condition of approximation of

the approximating function to the experimental curve.

If the correlation function of a random stationary process is determined,

the spectral density of this process can be determined analytically as

G,, (_) = 4 .[ R,,, ('_) cos _o'_d,_.
o

(2.lO.2)

For the approximation of the correlation function used above the normalized

am(U)

spectral density gm(_) Rm(O ) of the noise modulation coefficient is expressed

using the formula

[ ]gm (to) : 2 (_, _ ,,,,)2+ az q- (_ + ,,,,)2+ _,2 • (2.10.3)

As an example, figures 2.19 and 2.20 show the normalized correlation func-

tion and spectral density of the noise modulation coefficient mn(t ) when _ =

24 sec -I and wI = 40 sec -I.

The measurement errors of the mismatch parameter in a number of cases are

caused by the angular fluctuations of the apparent center of reflection of the

target. The essence of these fluctuations can be clarified very roughly in the
following simple example.

As pointed out, the diagram of reflection from the target has a clearly

expressed multilobed character. There is a sharp change of the phases of

reflected signals between adjacent lobes. For example, the phases of the sig-

nals of two adjacent lobes between which the gap attains zero, differ from one
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another by the angle _. As a result, the front of the reflected wave is /80

distorted. Figure 2.21 shows part of the idealized diagram of reflection

from an aircraft. Here the lines a and b conditionally represent the phase

characteristics of the reflection diagram. If it is assumed that the direction

to the effective center of reflection of the target is determined by the per-

pendicular to the wave front at the reception point, for the point A the

apparent center of reflection is displaced to the position B.

Random angular oscillations of the target lead to disordered changes of

the front of the reflected wave, and therefore to disordered fluctuations of

the apparent center of reflection of the target. The fluctuations of the

apparent center of reflection sometimes are called the angular noise of the

target, in contrast to the fluctuations of the amplitude of the reflected sig-

nal, which are called amplitude noise.

Angular noise is given in the form of the angle Cn(t), whose value changes

in conformity to the random law relative to the t_le direction to the target.

It can be seen from figure 2.21 that when the movement of the center of reflec-

tion is given in linear measure the angular errors in determination of the

actual direction to the target, caused by angular fluctuations, will increase

approximately proportional to the decrease of range. This distinguishes

angular noise from amplitude noise, whose parameters are insignificantly

dependent on range, and makes difficult the determination of the statistical

characteristics of the random function Cn(t).

For some constant range r between the measuring instrument and the target

the spectral density Gn(0 ) of the angle Cn(t), when w = 0, sometimes is given
in the form

where L is the linear dimension of the target and k is a coefficient depen-
cn

dent on the type of antenna of the measuring instrument.
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A change in the conditions for transmission of signals in space leads to
a changeof the amplitude of the received signal. If these changes transpire
slowly_ they usually are eliminated by the automatic volume control system of
the receiver. However_an allowance for rapid changesof transmission condi-
tions_ caused by the nonstationary absorption of radio waves in the rocket
engine jet, is madeusing the samemethod as whentaking into account the am-
plitude fluctuations of a signal reflected from a target.
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CHAPTER3. ELECTRONICCOORDINATORSOFHOMINGSYST]_MS

3.i. Functional Diagrams of Electronic
Coordinators of HomingSyStems

The principal part of the electronic coordinator of homing_systems is /8]___

an apparatus for the automatic tracking of the target on the basis of angular

coordinates. Since the automatic tracking of an isolated target on the basis

of angular coordinates usually can be accomplished only when using equisignal

direction-finding methods, making it possible to establish not only the value

but also the direction of deflection of the target from the equisignal line,

the coordinators use antenna systems which make possible the creation of such

an equisignal line. The signal received from the target is fed to an output

apparatus after amplification in the receiver.

The antenna, radio receiver and output apparatus form a direction-finding

apparatus (direction finder) in the coordinator. The mismatch signal at the

output of the direction finder is adc voltage in certain limits proportional

to the angular deflection of the target from the equisignal line. If the tar-

get is situated on the equisignal direction the mismatch signal is equal to

zero. With a change of the direction of deflection of the target the mismatch

signal changes its sign.

fn addition to the mentioned principal elements, the direction finder con-

...... ad_ ...._ devices which play an important role in the cor-

rect functioning of the direction-finding apparatus. In particular_ these

include an automatic selector (autoselector). It is known that the satisfac-

tory operation of the mentioned system of automatic tracking of the target in

direction is attained only in a case when there is tracking of only one target.

Due to the low resolution possible when using angular coordinates inherent

in systems having small antennas (and the latter are strictly limited by /82

the size of the rocket),it is possible for several targets to appear in the

"angle of view" of the antenna of the direction-finding apparatus. It there-

fore is necessary to introduce an additional selection of signals so that only

signals from a single target will be detected. The possibility of introducing

additional selection in electronic coordinators of homing systems distinguishes

them favorably from coordinators using the thermal radiation of a target.

The synchronization of the autoselector during active homing is accom-

plished using the signals of a transmitter carried aboard the rocket. In the

semiactive homing method the autoselector is synchronized by signals received

from an additional receiver which is connected to an antenna receiving signals

of the radar set irradiating the target.

Thus_ the direction-finding apparatus of the coordinator produces a mis-

match signal characterizing the deflection of the target from the equisignal
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direction. The coordinator contains only one direction-finding apparatus if

such a signal is adequate for homing, as in the direct guidance method, when

the control command is proportional to the deflection of the target from the

longitudinal axis of the rocket. In this case the antenna of the direction-

finding apparatus is attached rigidly to the body of the rocket and its equi-

signal direction is oriented along the longitudinal axis. Coordinators of

this type will be called coordinators with fixed (relative to the body of the

rocket) equisignal direction or simply fixed coordinators.

The term "fixed coordinator" is of an arbitrary character and is intro-

duced for brevity in exposition. The term is arbitrary because such a coor-

dinator is mounted on a moving object and moves together with it. The func-

tional diagram of a fixed coordinator is shown in figure 3.1.

If it is necessary to move the equisignal direction relative to the body

of the rocket independently of the motion of the latter, the coordinator must

not only have a direction finder but also a final control mechanism. The final

control mechanism is designed for movement of the equisignal direction in ac-

cordance with the change of the angular position of the rocket-target line. /83

Coordinators of this type will be called moving coordinators. Figure 3.2

shows the functional diagram of a moving coordinator.

When a moving coordinator is carried on a rocket the control system con-

taLns two automatic regulation series circuits. One of them is used for move-

ment of the equisignal direction, performing automatic tracking of the target

on the basis of angular coordinates, and the second is used for change of the

position of the axis of the rocket in accordance with the signals received from
the coordinator.

Displacement of the equisignal line can be accomplished either mechanical-

ly (by the turning of the antenna) or electrically. In the latter case the

body of the antenna is attached rigidly to the body of the rocket and the move-

ment of the equisignal line occurs as a result of the change of the electric

state of individual components of the antenna system.

We note in conclusion that fixed coordinators usually are used in those

cases when the guidance method employed does not require the fixing of large

deflection angles and the introduction into the control law of the derivatives

of the angle ¢, characterizing the line of sight. Moving coordinators afford
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greater possibilities. They are used in guidance methods requiring both the

fixing of considerable deflection angles and measurement of the derivatives of

the angle ¢.

3.2. Coordinator Direction-Finding Awparatus

The vigorous development of the technology of automatic determination of

the coordinates of targets using electronic apparatus now being observed re-

sults in a great multiplicity in the principles of design and construction of

the direction-finding apparatus of coordinators. Belc_ we will consider only

the most typical examples of the design of direction-finding apparatus which

in essence are becoming classical.

We recall that the possibility of determination of the angular coordinates

of a target by electronic apparatus is based on the use of the directional /84

properties of antenna, characterized by the directional diagram. In a general

case the directional diagram of an antenna is described by a complex function

of the angle of incidence of radio waves. The module and argument of this func-

tion are called the amplitude and phase directional diagrams, respectively.

Either an amplitude or phase directional diagram usually is used for direc-

tion finding, depending on which of the parameters of the high-frequency oscil-

lation (amplitude or phase) arriving from the target is used for obtaining

information on the angular position of the target in space, or in other words,

for which of the mentioned parameters the antenna possesses spatial selectivity.

The terms amplitude and phase direction-finding apparatus therefore are used.

It should be remembered that it is not always technically possible to design a

"purely" amplitude or "purely" phase direction finder because the phenomena of

change of the amplitude and phase of the arriving signal at the time of angular

deflection of a target accompany one another. The only difference is in the

quantitative values of these changes. The basis for naming the type of direc-

tion finder is that parameter whose changes are predominant.

In the equisignal direction-finding method the angle of arrival of the

incident wave is determined by a comparison of the signals received from two or
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more noncoinciding directional diagrams. This comparison can be made either

successively or simultaneously.

In the first case, the equisignal direction is created by a periodic

change of the position of the directional diagram (amplitude or phase) of the

direction-finding antenna. Data on the angular position of the target rela-

tive to the equisignal direction are obtained by successive comparison of the

signals received with the directional diagram in different positions. Since

an equisignal direction in the case of successive comparison is created only

for a finite interval of time, direction-finding apparatus of this type are

called direction-finding apparatus with an integral equisignal direction. We

note that, with a periodic change of the position of the directional diagram,

the parameter used in determining the angular position of the target experi-

ences an additional periodic change--modulation. Either the amplitude or the

phase of the received signal is modulated_ depending on the design of the an-

tenna used. This circumstance makes it possible to refer to direction finders

with an integral equisignal direction as modulation-type apparatus. A direc-

tion finder with conical scanning of the directional diagram is an example of

a direction-finding apparatus with an integral equisignal direction and ampli-
tude modulation.

In the case of simultaneous comparison of signals, reception is by several

spaced antennas. In this case, the equisignal direction is formed at each /85
specific moment and thereby there is "instantaneous" detection of the mis-

match signal. An apparatus of this type is called a direction finder with an

instantaneous equisignal direction. It is exemplified in so-called monopulse
radar sets.

3.3. Functional Diagram of a Direction-Finding Apparatus

with an Integral Equisignal Direction

Among the direction-finding apparatus with an integral equisignal direc-

tion for the automatic tracking of a target on the basis of angular coordinates,

the most widely used are direction finders with the amplitude direction-finding

method, especially direction finders with conical scanning. Phase-type direc-

tion finders with an integral equisignal direction are used for the time being

only in some radio navigation systems (ref. Ii) and will not be discussed here.

Figure 3.3 shows a simplified functional diagram of a direction-finding

apparatus with conical scanning. It contains an antenna A_ a receiver rec and

an output apparatus which includes a mismatch signal detector D, a mismatch sig-

nal amplifier a_ two phase detectors PD I and PD 2 and two dc amplifiers DCA I

and DCA 2. In addition to the mismatch signal the phase detectors receive a

reference signal produced by the reference voltage generator RVG, connected to
the apparatus for rotation of the diagram ARD.

The antenna system, having a needle-shaped directional diagram_ is con-

structed in such a way that the maximum of the diagram is displaced in relation
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to the axis of symmetry of the antenna (equisignal direction) by the angle 80.

If the target is not situated on the equisignal direction the signal received

from the target receives additional amplitude modulation, and the depth of this

modulation is dependent on the value of the angular displacement of the target

in relation to the equisignal direction. The phase of the envelope, read from

some fixed value, indicates the direction of displacement of the target. The

conversions of the received signal after its passage through the receiver essen-

tially involve detection of the env_]o_ _ +_ _*_

p_ii1ca_lon or the received mismatch signal and its conversion in the phase /86

detectors, and amplification by the dc amplifiers.

In direction f_nders with conical scanning it is most cordon to use para-

bolic antennas. An important characteristic of such an antenna is the rate of

rotation of the directional diagram (scanning frequency). As will be demon-

strated below, with an increase of the scanning frequency, there is an increase

of the accuracy of tracking of the target when the signals received are of

fluctuating amplitude. However, in the case of mechanical rotation of the

reflector or exciter of the antenna, an increase of the scanning frequency re-

quires a cons_derab!e increase of the power of the drive motor. In addition,

in the case of rotation of the reflector with an increase of the rate of rota-

tion, there is an increase of the difficulties in the mechanical balancing of

the antenna system.

Below we give two examples of design of antenna systems in which the dif-

ficulties involved in obtaining high scanning frequency have been overcome.

As the first example we will consider a system with mechanical rotation of the

directional diagram (ref. 43). In contrast to ordinary antennas with conical

scanning, where the diagram i_ rotated by rotation of the exciter, whose phase

center is displaced relative to the axis of the antenna, a fixed exciter is

used in this case and the phase center is displaced solely by rotation of a

relatively light element of the exciter; in one revolution of this element there

are three periods of movement of the phase center, that is, three revolutions

of the directional diagram.

Figure 3.4 is a diagram of the antenna. It consists of a parabolic reflec-

tor, supply waveguide, exciter and a small electric motor which is situated in

front of the reflector. The antenna exciter is a circular waveguide with a

plane polarized wave Hll , at whose output there is a system of three radia- /87

tors which form angles of 120 ° with one another. Linear vibrators with a
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counter reflector or slotted plate can be used as the radiators. The system of

radiators is driven by an electric motor.

The principle of operation of the primary radiating element is exolained

in figure 3.5. The relative amplitudes of excitation of the individual linear

radiators are proportional to the projection of the electrical vector (and

in the case of slots--the magnetic vector) onto the direction of radiation. For

example, if the E vector is parallel to one of the vibrators (such as the vibra-

tor A, fig. 3.5a) these projections are equal to i and cos 60 ° = 0.5 (fig. 3.5c).

However, the components of the E fields radiated by them, parallel to the vibra-

tor A, will be equal to I and cos 2 60 ° = 0.25, respectively (fig. 3.5d). Thus,

it is necessary to find the center of radiation of a system of three radiators

with the amplitudes i, 0.25 and 0.25, whose centers are situated as shown in

figure 3.5b. This is equivalent to finding the center of gravity of a system

of three material points. It is easy to confirm that, in this case, the phase

center will be displaced along the vibrator A by a value equal to half the dis-

placement of the center of the latter. Obviously, with rotation of the system

of radiators the phase center will move along a circle.

Figure 3.6 shows that the frequency of its movement will exceed by a factor

of 3 the frequency of rotation of the radiators. In figure 3.6 the diameters

of the circles characterize the relative amplitude of the vertically polarized

component of the field of each radiator. Horizontally oriented radiators are

not excited because a vertically polarized wave is used.

Another possibility for obtaining a high scanning frequency is the use of

antennas with a so-called electrically controlled beam (ref. 44). Such antennas

consist of several exciting elements spaced relative to one another at distances

ensuring the formation of a single composite directional diagram (one beam).
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The posit_on of this beam is dete_m..ined by the phase shift of the currents of

the supply elements. With a change of the phase shift of the currents there

will be a change of the position of the beam in space. The phase is changed

by a controlled phase inverter in the supply waveguide of each element.

The phase inverters are controlled by a distributor. If electrical /88

phase inverters are used, the distributor produces currents supplying the

windings of the ferrites of the phase inverters, ensuring such a phase distribu-

tion that the beam moves in conformity to a specified law.

In the case of uniform rotations of the beam the distributor can be de-

signed in the form of an ac multiphase generator, each voltage phase of which

is used for control of one of the phase inverters. This same generator pro-

duces a reference voltage.

Figure 3- 6
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The radio receiving apparatus of the coordinator, with respect to both

the functions which it performs and design of circuitry, is similar in many

respects to the receiver of a standard radar set for automatic tracking of a

target on the basis of angular coordinates (ref. 45). In most cases, a super-

heterodyne circuit is used for such a receiver.

It is known that in order to increase the sensitivity of a radar receiver,

and therefore increase the effective range of the set, special measures must

be taken for the elimination of instrument noise. The latter is achieved by

designing the frequency converters in accordance with a balanced circuit_ using

low-noise amplifiers, etc. Similar measures can be taken in the receivers of

coordinators, with the single reservation that they must not result in an in-

crease of the size and weight of the apparatus above the admissible values_

which in some cases are extremely limited.

All the processes associated with the tuning and adjustment of the re-

ceiver should be automated. For this reason the coordinator receiver is sup-

plied with systems for automatic volume control (AVC), automatic frequency con-

trol (AFC) and automatic target selection.

The system for automatic volume control should have a relatively large

dynamic range because in the homing process the rocket-target range changes in

very broad limits. If the AVC is insufficiently effective the level of the

output signal of the receiver also will vary, and as will be demonstrated

below, this will lead to a change of the transfer coefficient of the direction

finder_ which is extremely undesirable.

The design of the AFC system can vary, depending on the homing method.

For example_ in the case of active homing, when a signal transmitter irradi-

ating the target is carried aboard the rocket, the receiver heterodyne is

tuned on the basis of the transmitter signal_ much as is done in radar sets.

In the case of semiactive homing the receiver heterodyne is tuned on the

basis of the frequency of the received signal (AFC on the basis of the received

signal) or the heterodyne frequency is stabilized by means of a highly stable

element (EFS). In the latter case the frequency of the signal of the transmit-

ter "irradiating" the target also should be extremely stable and known in

advance.

Finally, in the case of passive homing the receiver heterodyne is /89
tuned solely on the basis of the arriving signal. Since a direct signal

radiated by the target and which usually has a relatively high power is used in

passive homing, in some cases it may be desirable to replace the superhetero-

dyne receiver in the direction finder by a crystal receiver. Such a receiver

has a quite broad-band input and therefore there is no need of AFC.

The system for automatic target selection will be discussed in greater

detail in section 3.7.

As already mentioned, the output device consists of a mismatch signal

detector_ a mismatch signal amplifier_ two phase detectors and a dc amplifier.
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There are various designs for a mismatch signal detector. In selecting
the parameters of any of them an effort must be madeto reduce to a minimumthe
nonlinear distortions of the mismatch signal. Sometimesin addition to perform-
ing its direct role (detection of the video pulses envelope) the mismatch signal
detector serves as an element of the "forward" AVCcircuit.

The mismatch signal amplifier is a low-frequency electronic amplifier
consistiz_ of one or more stages, dependir_ on the required value of the ampli-
fication factor. Since the mismatch signal in the case of small deflections
of the target from the equisignal direction is a voltage of almost sinusoidal
form of a frequency.known in advance, the amplifier can contain a selective
filter, tuned to the scanning frequency and having a relatively narrow pass
band. The presence of such a selective filter improves the shape of the mis-
match signal and facilitates an additional noise filtration. At the sametime,
extremely rigorous requirements are imposedon the constancy of the amplitude
and especially the phase characteristic of this filter and also on the stabil-
ity of the scanning frequency. Inadequate stability of the mentioned param-
eters leads to an additional uncontrolled phase shift of the signal, which in
turn causes so-called dephasing of the system leading to a "skewing" or
"twisting" of the axes of the coordinate measurementsystem. If there are dif-
ficulties in ensuring the admissible instability of these parameters, it is
desirable to dispense with the narrow-band filter in the amplification channel.

The essential purpose of the phase detectors is scaling of the mismatch
signal from a polar coordinate system to a rectangular coordinate system, in

actuality, before reaching the phase detectors the mismatch signal was formed

in a polar coordinate system, when its amplitude characterizes the module of

a_!ar a_1_tion of +_e +o_ge + from the __ _ _= _*_ - _-_ _...... e_u_o_,.a_ _re_o., _ _ phase

shift, read relative to the reference signal_ determines the direction of /90

target deflection. However, at the output of the phase detectors there are

t_ro _+_ _g_ (in +_ f_r._ _ _ _- _-_ ..... _ .... _ _ ..............

the angular movements of the target relative to the equisigna! direction in tvo

mutually perpendicular planes.

The direct-current amplifiers (DCA) are used for amplification of the sig-

nals and coupling the direction finder to the subsequent circuits. Depending

on the character of these circuits the dc amplifiers can have anode or cathode

outputs.

The phase detectors and dc amplifiers are the final stages of the direc-

tion finder, where the signal level is quite high. Their parameters therefore

should be selected in such a way that the limiting of the mismatch signal sets

in only when there is a definite value of the angular deflection of the target,

set by the required width of the zone of linearity of the direction-finding

characteristic. We note that the direction-finding characteristic expresses

the dependence of the voltage at the output of the direction finder on the

angle of deflection of the target relative to the equisignal direction. In

addition, the phase detectors and the dc amplifiers should have a small zero

drift (unbalance) because the latter leads to displacement of the zero of the

direction-finding characteristic and therefore to errors in determination of

the direction to the target.
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In conclusion we will discuss the principal adjustments which are accom-

plished in the output device of the direction finder. These include setting of

the balance in the output stages, phasing and setting of nominal amplification.

When the balance is set in the output stages it is possible to obtain zero

signals at the output of the direction finder when there is no mismatch signal

at the input of the phase detectors. The balance is regulated either in the

phase detector circuits or in the dc amplifier circuits.

The phasing of the direction finder has the purpose of fixing the paral-

lelism of the axes of the coordinate system, in which deflection of the target

occurs, and the axes of the coordinate system in which the mismatch signal is

measured. In a phased direction finder, with the deflection of the target rela-

tive to the equisignal direction in any one plane, such as in the vertical

plane, the signal at the output of the dc amplifier of the horizontal deflec-

tion channel should be equal to zero and the signal at the output of the dc

amplifier of the vertical deflection channel should be maximal.

Phasing is accomplished either by introduction of an additional phase

shift of the mismatch signal prior to reaching the phase detectors or by change

of the initial phase of the reference signal, depending on the convenience in

designing the regulation system.

Finally, setting of the nominal amplification is necessary for obtaining

the computed value of the direction finder transfer coefficient. This means

that for a specific value of the angular displacement of the target rela- /91

rive to the equisignal line, the required value of the signal should be ob-

tained at the direction finder output. Regulation is accomplished by a change

of the amplification factor of the mismatch signal amplifier.

3.4. Block Diagram of a Direction Finder with

an Integral Equisignal Direction

A coordinator with conical scanning, considered as an automatic control

apparatus, belongs to the class of alternating current tracking systems in the

subsonic range.

It is well known that alternating current tracking systems, or modulated

systems, as they sometimes are called, contain a special part in the channel

consisting of a modulator, an intermediate link and a demodulator. The role

fo the special part of the channel in a coordinator with conical scanning is

played by the direction finder. Therefore, in constructing a block diagram of

the direction finder it is desirable to separate out the modulator, which in-

cludes the antenna system, receiver and mismatch signal detector, the inter-

mediate link which is the mismatch signal amplifier, and the demodulator,

which consists of two phase detectors. The dc amplifiers are used for coupling

the demodulator to the subsequent circuits of the coordinator.
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We introduce the measurement coordinate system OmXmYmZm (fig. 3-7), whose

origin is at the center of the antenna A, and whose axis OmX m coincides with

the equisignal direction. The plane OmiYmlZml passes through the target point

T normal to the straight line OmX m . The axes omlYmi and omiZmi are parallel

to the corresponding axes of the measurement coordinate system. The circle /92

on the plane OmlYmlZml indicates the trace of the point of the maximum of

the directional diagram during its rotation. The displacement of the maximum

of the directional diagram relative to the equisignal line is characterized by

the angle _0"

With a small displacement of the target from the equisignal direction its

angular position is given conveniently in the form of the complex angle Ae =

+ jAey = ACe j_, where Ae z and Aey are the angles of deflection of the tar-_ez

get in the planes OmXmZ m and OmXmYm, respectively; Ae is the module of the an-

gular mismatch; q0 is the phase angle of the target.

The modulator transforms the angular coordinates of the target (_ez, Aey),

representing a slowly changing function of time, into an ac mismatch signal.

The process of modulation of the signal received from the target can be de-

scribed by introducing the modulating function FM(Ae , t). As will be demon-

strated below, this function can be obtained from the dynamic directional dia-

gram of the antenna, that is, a directional diagram changing its position in

space.
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Then for the emf acting in the circuit of the receiving antenna we can
write

e: kpEoOoF _ (AO, t) e j_t, (3.4.1)

where E0 is the amplitude of the electrical component of the field at the re-

ception point, caused by the signal arriving from the target; GO is the coef-

ficient of directional effect of the antenna in the direction of the maximum;

k is the proportionality factor; w is the angular frequency of the received

signal.

If the received signal has the character of a pulse this circumstance is

taken into account by the introduction of a time factor into (3.4.1).

We now will explain the method for obtaining the modulating function.
Assume

X:IF(_)] (3._.2)

is the equation of a normalized spatial directional diagram of an antenna in a

Cartesian coordinate system (fig. 3.8a). Here _ = _z + J_y is the complex /93

current angle, and Bz and By are the components of this angle along the O_z and

Oj_y axes, respectively. The selection of a Cartesian coordinate system in

place of the spherical coordinate system usually used in writing the direc-

tional diagram equation is not of basic importance and was done exclusively for
the sake of clarity.
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Equation (3.4.2) describes in space someunclosed surface situated above
the plane O_zj_y in such a way that the point of the maximumof this surface is

situated above the point o. Since hereafter wewill consider only the amplitude

directional diagram, the sign of the module in equation (3.4.2) will be omitted.

The reading of the target coordinates during the forming of the mismatch

signal in a direction _e_ with ......al scanning is accomplished relative to

the equisignal direction, displaced from the axis of the maximum of the direc-

tional diagram by the angle 80. In figure 3.8b the coordinate system relative

to which the angular mismatch (displacement of the target from an equisignal
T T

line) is meas-_ed is denoted O'_z 'Jay T_ne point o is the trace oi" t_e equi-

signal direction on the plane o '_z 'J_y' •

!

The directional diagram equation in the frame of reference O'_z'jGy has
the form

where _' = _z'+ j_ = _'e j_ is the current value of the angle in a coordinate

system related to the equisignai direction.

If the rotation of the directional diagram relative to the equisignal direc-

tion is taken into account, it is necessary to assume

_o _--- I_oe-j_t, ( 3" _'" _)

where _ is the angular frequency of scanning.

By substituting (3.4.4) into (3-4-3) we obtain the directional diagram equa-

tion for a scanning antenna

x: - (3.4.5)

If the time t is set, equation (3-4-5) describes a static directional dia-

gram whose position corresponds to the considered time. If the current value

_' is set, assuming it to be equal to the angular coordinates of the target T

(fig. 3.8b), the function FM(Ae - _0e-j_t) shows the way in which the spatial

information on energy distribution, characterizing the target position, is con-

verted into a mismatch signal, that is, into temporal information, or, we

would say, it gives the law of conversion of "target space" into "signal space."
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The expression FM(A8 - _0 e-j_t)" enters into formula (3.4.1) as a modulating
funct ion.

If the directional diagram is written in explicit form, in one approxi-/94

mation or another, and the receiver and mismatch signal detector transfer

coefficients are taken into account, by using (3.4.1) it is possible to obtain

the modulator transfer function. In actual practice, however, it is desirable

to first simplify the expression for FM(A8 - _0eJ_t), making two assumptions:

the target coordinates change slowly and the angular mismatch is small.

The angular mismatch A8 is dependent on time, that is, Ae = AS(t). The

character of its change is determined by the motion of the target and the

movement of the equisignal direction. Assuming the changes of A8 to be quite

small and the scanning frequency to be constant, it can be assumed that

_0 ej_tFM(A8 - ) is almost a periodic function of time and it is represented in

the form of a Fourier series

1
F M(AO -- _oe-J_t) : T Ck_ k_t, (3.4.6)

T

where Ck:Tffa(AO--_l_t) e-lk_tdt is the complex amplitude of the harmonic and

0

2_ -j_t).T = -_ is the period of the function FM(A@ - _0 e

Each term of the series (3.4.6) contains information on the position of

the target, but in actual practice only the information contained in the

constant component and in the first harmonic of the expansion is used. The

constant component is used in the automatic selector channel and in the AVC,

while the first harmonic is used in the mismatch signal channel. Therefore,

in order to obtain the transfer function of the modulator in the expansion

(3.4.6) it is sufficient to retain the first two terms.

The derived expression can be simplified if the components CO and CI,

which are functions of the angular deflection AS, are expanded into a power

series of AS. In the case of small mismatches it is sufficient to leave only

the first terms of the expansion in the derived series. This gives a linear

solution of the problem.

Now we will consider an example of computation of the modulating func-

tion, approximating the static directional diagram of the antenna by some

function. In addition to being an illustration of the method of computing

FM(A8 - _0e-J_t), the example will make it possible to establish some of the
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general properties of the modulator, characteristic both for other forms of

approximation and for real diagrams.

If the antenna has axial symmetry, its spatial diagram can be approxi-

mated by a surface of revolution, the generatrix of which is a function de-

scribing the directional diagram in one plane. The equation for such a spatial

diagram is obtained by replacement of the argument included in the expression

for a "plane" diagram by the absolute value of the complex angle.

We will assume that the normalized directional diagram of the antenna 9_5

in a single plane is approximated by an exponential function. Then for pas-

sive (unidirectional) direction finding we will have

F(_)---- exp[--l,4 (_)],_2
(3.4.7)

where @0 is the width of the directional diagram for half-power.

The equation for a spatial diagram of a scanning antenna assumes the form

,+<i+,'- +o,++.+'+'I>--o,pI- _ m'>++ +r_+-+++,,+°,__:.++-.t+ +>++.
wo J

(3._.8)

v_ order to obtain the modulating _" _+_.... unction entering into expression

(3.4.1) it is necessary to replace the current values of the coordinates _' and

in equation (3.4.8) by the target coordinates Ae and _. Then

[ 1,4 [A§_-5 -i- _)]}F,_ (A§, ?, t) ----exp <-- -_ _ -- 2a§_o cos (or .
( eo

(3._.9)

The envelope of the signal at the receiver output is

{ ',-+,[_+,+ +++_2Ao+.+._o,+,.>]].Ure c = krec_.+G oexp --_ (3.A.lO)

Here kre c _the transfer coefficient from the antenna output to the receiver

output.

It follows from formula (3.4.10) that the signal at the output of the re-

ceiver is related by a nonlinear dependence to the angular mismatch of the

target.
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By expanding FM(A@ , _, t) into a Fourier series we obtain an expression

for the constant component and amplitude of the first harmonic of this function;

these are proportional to the corresponding components of the mismatch signal

co ( fi_+_'O_') _2,8_ \_---exp --1,4" O_1 I ol 0o_AO),

c, =2exp (--1,4 _+ _.0" ). /2,8_oA^\o,--7-- °) (3.4-1l)

Here Io(X ) and Ii(x ) are modified Bessel functions of the zero and first

kind, respectively.

Figure 3-9 shows the dependence c,, (_0_ for different values of the rela-
y==/ <j

tire angle of displacement of the maximum of the directional diagram _0/80. In

the case of small mismatch angles_ the value _ changes insignificantly. With
2

am increase of the mismatch angle to a value 29-30 percent of the width of the

directional diagram the constant component does not change by more than i0 per-

cent. In this range of angles, it can be assumed constant and equal to its

value for a zero mismatch. With an increase of the ratio _0/80 the mean signal

level decreases; which leads in the long run to a decrease of the effective

range of the direction finder. It should be noted that if the receiver con-

tains AVC operating on the basis of the mean signal level the dependence of

this mean level at the output of the receiver on the mismatch angle will differ

from the curves shown in figure 3.9. The difference is that there is a

9

7t

o 0.2 o,_ o,6 o,8 I.o 1.2 I._ _,_ t.8 &o_

Figure 3.9
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broadening of the zone of the characteristics where the mean level changes

little with a change of the mismatch angle.

{Ao'I
Figure 3.10 shows the dependence c,=f _I, determining the character /96

of the change of the amplitude of the first harmonic of the mismatch signal,

for different values of the ratio 60/e0. In the case of mismatch angles which

_ i{ '_°"are _5-3 0 percent of the width of the directional diagram the function :,= _)

is close to linear. Then comes a zone of saturation which ends -w_th a segment

with negative steepness where the amplitude of the first harmonic decreases

with an increase of the mismatch angle.

Analysis of the curves shown in figures 3.9 and 3.10 reveals that the

modulator can be considered as a linear apparatus if the mismatch angle does

not exceed 25-30 percent of the width of the directional diagram. Such a

situation is correct both for different kinds of approximating functions and

for real directional diagrams.

cO
After expanding__ and cI into a power series and retaining the first _97

2

terms of the expansion we obtain

C£ 02 _ exp --1,4 _

•
_. O/ 0

In the analysis of the modulation process in a linear approximation the

envelope of the video pulses at the output of the receiver has the form

Ure c "--Up[1 Jr m COS (_t q- $)1, (3.4.12.)
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where Up = kreckpEoG(B O) is the mean amplitude of the pulses at the output of

the receiver; G(_ O) is the amplification factor of the antenna in the equisign_

direction; m = kmAe is the depth of modulation of the pulses at the output of
the receiver.

The coefficient km characterizes the change of the depth of modulation

with displacement of the target by a unit of angle measurement and is called

the modulation transfer coefficient or the steepness of the modulation charac-

teristic. It is measured either in percent per degree or in percent of a
thousandth of the distance (a thousandth of a radian). As will be clear from

the text which follows, the coefficient km plays an important role in the

selection of some parameters of the direction finder, and therefore we will

discuss its determination in somewhat greater detail. If the directional dia-

gram of the antenna is described by the function F(8), for the case of passive

direction finding the coefficient km can be computed using the formula

km -- p (_o)

The value km is doubled for active direction finding. In computations it is

convenient to use the formulas

km_ 4.25 80 Da _%,

e0 k degree

km_ O.24 _0 Da %
e0 k distance X lO 3'

1 (3.4.l_)

where Da is the diameter of the antenna; k is wavelength.

Formulas (3.3.14) were derived for approximation of the directional dia-

k

gram by the exponential function (3.4.7) and with the relation e0 _ 66 D_

taken into account. They give good agreement with the value km determined ex-

perimentally. The value _O/eO is selected in such a way as to obtain the _98

maximum angular sensitivity of the direction-finding apparatus with the instru-

ment noise of the receiver taken into account and falls in the range 0.5-0.6.
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Formulas (3.4.14) makeit possible to select someparameters of the direc-
tion finder if the value km is knownor to estimate the value km if the param-

eters of the direction finder are known. In particular, they indicate that by
shortening the wavelength it is possible to decrease the size of the antenna

while maintaining the former value km. The latter circumstance plays an impor-

tant role for the coordinators of homing rockets whose size is small. However,

a transition to shorter waves can lead to a decrease of the effective range of

the direction finder as a result of an increase of absorption of electromag-

netic energy.

By knowing the coefficient km it is easy to determine the static angular

error Aeer r of the direction finder by stipulating the minimum distinguishable

modulation depth m%dist

AO = m_di----_s_. (3.4.15)
err k

m

it has been est_hl _=_d that in a real apparatus the presence of parasitic

_n__, inst_ment (receiver)noise and _ *_" "* the_so_xlxoy of the cmrcuits of

output stages of the direction finder make it impossible to detect the mismatch

signal m% < i percent.

Using formula (3.4.15) it is impossible to determine the accuracy of the

coordinator under real operating conditions because a static regime (case of a

fixed target and a fixed direction finder) is not encountered in actual prac-

+_oA A knowledge nf +h_ _opee_n_ k _ln_ i_ _n_o-_ fn_ d_erm_nation
m

of the dynamic errors of the coordinator, even in the case of a known law of

motion of the target. In addition, in the case of a real (not a point) target

there will be errors in determination of the bearing due to fluctuations of the

amplitude of the reflected signal and fluctuations of the apparent center of

reflectio_which considerably exceed the value of the static error. However,

an effort always should be made to obtain the highest possible value of the

coefficient km, since with its increase there is a decrease of the zone of

insensitivity of the direction finder, which exerts a favorable influence on

the character of transient processes in the coordinaotr, and as will be shown

below, decreases the error caused by fluctuations of the signal reflected from

the target.

Usually there is a linear mismatch signal detector at the output of the

_cdulator. If the transfer coefficient of the detector is denoted kD, the vol-
t_gc of the mismatch signal at its output can be written as

(3.4.16)
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Equation (3.4.16) will be written in a somewhatdifferent form /99

u_ = k_O cos 9 cos ot -- k_AO sin _ sin 9t, (3.4.17)

where kM = kDkmU p is the transfer coefficient of the modulator.

Using the obvious relations A@ z = A@ cos _ and ASy = A0 sin _, we obtain

UM= k._,AOzcos Qt -- k_AOy sin Qt. (3.4.18)

Figure 3.11 is the block diagram of a modulator constructed using formula

(3.4.18). The operation of modulation of the input signals is reflected by

links with variable transfer coefficients proportional to cos _t and sin Qt,

respectively.

The block diagram of the modulator can be shown differently by intro-

ducing the concept of complex amplitude of the mismatch signal. If the complex

j_ .

angular mismatch of the target Ae = A@ z + jA0y = A0e zs used as the input ac-

tion of the modulator, the output signal of the modulator will be a complex

temporal function

{i_: O_d _. (3.4.19)

Here UM is the complex amplitude of the mismatch signal, equal to

0,,: U,,e j_ :- k_aOed_. (3.4.20)

Figure 3.12a, b shows block diagrams of a modulator for the complex tem-

poral function and for the complex amplitude of the mismatch signal.

The relative simplicity of the resulting block diagrams can be attributed

to the fact that they were constructed for a linear approximation, when the

value of the angular mismatch does not exceed 25-30 percent of the width of the

Figure 3.11
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Figure 3.12

directional diagram for half-power. This condition usually is satisfied in the

absence of interference. However, when there is interference the peak values

Ae can exceed the indicated value and the represented mathematical model will

not correspond to the real apparatus. It therefore is necessary to check the

.......... _ u_ the assu_tions made concerning the iinearity of the modulator.

It is assumed (ref. 48) that if the mean square value of the input signal /lO0

does not exceed one-third of the saturation value of a similar signal in the

real system, the probability of saturation for such a signal falls in admis-

sible limits. Otherwise, it is necessary to construct the block diagram of the

modulator on the basis of more general relations (3.4.10) and (3.4.11), which

naturally sharply increases the difficulties of analysis of the direction
finder.

Another characteristic of the modulator is the dependence of its transfer

coefficient kM on the level of the received ....._gna];this __........_._oo_ in the

fact that the intensity E 0 of the received signal enters this coefficient as a

factor. In actuality, it follows from (3.4.16) and (3.4.12) that

kM = kpEoG(_o)krec_-Dk m. (3.4.2-1)

Such a dependence is characteristic of automatic control systems which

contain electronic apparatus in %heir links.

Since it is desirable to have constant transfer coefficients for the ad-

justable parameter (in this example--angular mismatch) in automatic control

systems, the mentioned dependence of kM on E 0 should be eliminated. This is

accomplished introducing automatic volume control into the receiving channel.

In such apparatus automatic volume control usually is introduced both into the

intermediate frequency amplification channel ("backward" AVC) and in the mis-

match signal amplification channel ("forward" AVC). The necessity of a double

AVC system dictates extremely rigorous requirements on the constancy of the
modulator transfer coefficient and the entire direction finder.

The introduction of automatic volume control into the receiving channel

makes the modulator stationary in relation to the adjustable parameter and

nonstationary in relation to the electric signal, the carrier of this param-

eter. The latter should be taken into account during analysis of the passage

of the signal through the receiver, especially when this signal contains noise.
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The next element of the block diagram of the direction-finding apparatus
is an ac amplifier. The amplification link of the single-channel part of the
circuit in ac systems is described either by the transfer function for the
instantaneous values of the signal or when using the method of complex ampli-
tude, a transfer function for the envelope.

The process of finding the transfer function for the envelope is quite
complexbut it is simplified appreciably if the circuit has a two-channel very
low-frequency componentwith identical channels in which the sinusoidal and
the cosinusoidal componentsof the mismatch signal are used to an equal degree.
In such systems the transfer function for the envelope is obtained by simple

replacement of the instantaneous values of the operator D by D + j_ in thc_

transfer function (ref. 47).

If the instantaneous value of the voltage at the output of the am- /IO1

plifier can be written as

u a = Wa(D)ui, (3.4.22)

where Wa(D ) is the transfer function of the amplifier, the complex amplitudes

of the mismatch signal at the amplifier input and output are related by the

equation

0 : wa(D+ jn)OM

The form of the transfer function Wa(D ) is determined for the most part

by the type of filter used. However, frequently the inertia of the amplifier

is such that it can be neglected in comparison with the inertia of the other

elements of the coordinator. Hereafter it will be assumed that the amplifier

is inertialess. At the same time it is assumed that it can introduce into the

mismatch signal some constant phase shift which appears as a result of incor-

rect phasing of the system.

Therefore, in the block diagram the mismatch signal amplifier can be

described by the complex transfer coefficien% whose amplitude and phase char-

acteristics are not dependent on frequency.

The equation for complex amplitudes assumes the form

= kaU M = k ej "a a _UM" (3.4.23)

Rere k a is the absolute value of the amplifier transfer constant; _ is the

phase shift introduced by the amplifier.
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The amplifier is followed by a demodulator which consists of two phase

detectors. It can be assumed that the phase detectors perform the operation of

multiplication of the mismatch signal by the two reference signals which are

periodic functions of time and are displaced relative to one another by a

quarter period. If the reference signals constitute harmonic functions of time

the mismatch signal is multiplied by a voltage proportional to cos (-_t) in

the phase detector of the lateral deflection channel and by a voltage propor-

tional to sin (-_t) in the phase detector of the longitudinal deflection chan-

nel. The minus sign assigned the arguments of the trigonometric functions

formally reflects the fact that the demodulation process is thereverse of the

modulation process for the mismatch signal. In addition, it is assumed that

the phase detector filter transmits only the slowly changing part of the re-

sultant signal.

If there is no additional phase shift in the mismatch signal amplifica-

tion channel (b = 0), by performing the mentioned operations we obtain expres-

sions for the signals at the output of the phase detectors of the course

channel

_PD z = kpDUaC°S _ (3.4.24)

and the pitching channel /102

upD Y = kpDUasin _. (3.4.25)

Here kpD is the phase detector transfer coefficient.

The value kpD is dependent on the type of phase detector used. In the

case of ideal multiplication of signals kpD= 0.5.

By multiplying both sides of equation (3.4.25) by j = _ and adding it

to equation (3.4.24) we obtain a single complex equation

lip D=/Zp Dz J- j//,p o_,= _,D[]a tJ_ = kp _] a - (3.4.26)

Equation (3.4.26) sho_s that the signal at the output of the demodulator

is obtained as a result of multiplication of the complex signal from the am-

plifier by e -j_t and its changes by kpD times.

In actuality,

k " a, • _te-j_=' oV (3.4.2:'7)
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Figure 3.13

The block diagrams of the demodulator for a complex temporal function and

£or a complex amplitude are shown in figure 3.13a, b.

The construction of a block diagram of a demodulator for instantaneous

values of the signals_ taking into account the additional phase shift b, are

somewhat more complex. We obtain equations relating the voltages at the out-

put of the phase detectors to the expressions for the instantaneous value of

the mismatch signal at its input, which when b _ 0 has the form

u _ U cos (o4 -]-$ -_- F). (3.4.28)
a a

By multiplying the mismatch signal by cos (-_t) and sin (-_t), and also

taking into account the transfer coefficient of the phase detector, we will

have

I

_Dy = k_DL_ cos ¢psin p. _- kpr_Uasin ¢pcos p..
(3.4.29)

Since upD z = kpDUaC°S _ and upD Y = kpDUasin _, we finally write

_Dz=//v°zCOS I_-- I_'DysinF' /

u'p_ = ur,D,sin _.+ _,:,y cos _.. ]
(3.4.30)

= /lO3
= = and u_i) Y u-pD y.It is easy to see that when b O,U_D z upD z

Figure 3.14 is the block diagram of a demodulator designed on the basis

of the derived equations.

Sometimes an allowance is made for the inertial properties of the demod-

ulator which owe their origin to the presence of filters in the phase detec-

tors. This requires only the replacement of the phase detector transfer coef-

ficient kpD in the earlier written equations by the transfer function

kpD

WpD(D) - TpDD + I' (3.4.31)
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Figure 3.14

where TpD is the time constant of the phase detector filter,

However, in the further analysis the inertial properties of the phase
detector will not be taken into account because its inertia is negligibly

smell in comparison with the inertia of such elements of the coordinator as

the control apparatus.

The output stages of the direction finder are de amplifiers performing

the role of elememis coupling the phase detectors with the subsequent links of

the coordinator.

'l-q_eseare characterized by the transfer coefficients kDC A 1 and _CA 2"

In the case of identical values of the DCA transfer coefficients for both

channels (kDA C i = _A 2 = _CA )' as-the Output voltages of the direction

finder we will have

I

(3.4.32)

Converting to complex values, we obtain

: ÷ : kDcAU D"UDF UDF z y

Figure 3.15a is the block diagram of a direction finder for the real

coordinates and instantaneous values of the mismatch signal in the amplifica-

tion channel. Figure 3.15b is the same block diagram, but for the complex

coordinates and the complex temporal functions in the mismatch signal am- /104

plifier channel. The block diagram (fig. 3.15c) was constructed for the

complex amplitudes of the mismatch signal.
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The direction finder as a link of the automatic control system is charac-

terized by the complex transfer coefficient kDF _ relating the complex mismatch

angle Aa and the complex voltage UDF , in accordance with the formula

Here

J_

kDF = kDF e

UDF = kDF%e.

J_

= E0O(_o)kpkreckDkmkakpDkDcAe •

(3.4.33)

The block diagram of the direction finder as a link in the control system

is shown in figure 3.16a for real coordinates and in figure 3.16b for complex
coordinates.

It follows from figure 3.16a that when _ = 0 the direction finder is

broken down into two independent channels_ one of which is used for measurement

of the angle Ae z and the other for the angle Aey. However, if _ _ O, such a

breakdown becomes inadmissible due to the appearance of a cross connection be-

tween the channels.
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Figure 3.16

The module of the complex transfer coefficient of the direction finder/105

characterizes the value of the mismatch voltage (current) at the output of

the direction finder when there is deflection of the target relative to the

equisignal direction by a unit of angle. It can be computed or determined from

experimental data as the steepness of the linear segment of the direction find-

ing characteristic.

3.5. _m_+.inn_l _gram ne _ Direction _nder with

an Instantaneous Equisignal Direction

Direction finders with an instantaneous equisignal direction were devel-

oped, inparticular, due to the need for increasing the accuracy of systems for

automatic tracking of a target in direction. This can be attributed to the

fact that direction finders with an equisignal direction are insensitive to am-

plitude fluctuations of a signal reflected from a target. Various variants of

direction finders with an instantaneous equisig_3 a_ction now have been

developed. Some of them form part of so-called monopulse radar stations (refs.

41 and 42).

One of the most typical and, in some respects, most modern is a direction

finder in which an add-subtract method for determination of the mismatch angle
is used.

Figure 3.17a is a simplified functional diagram of such an apparatus. The

direction finder antenna system consists of four elements _, A2, A 3 and A&,

whose relative positions are shown conventionally in figure 3.17b.

Depending on the position of the directional diagram of each element it

is possible to have either amplitude or phase direction finding of the target.

In the case of amplitude direction finding the phase centers of the individ-

ual elements of the antenna are situated quite close to one another and the

maxima of their directional diagrams are displaced by a certain angle relative

to the axis of the antenna (fig. 3.18a).
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qsB = PI

$_ = PD

FeM = Het CM= Mix Y[lq = IFA

BY = SD HA = PkD YHT = DCA

Figure 3.17

APY = AVC

IlY = DF

In the case of phase direction finding the phase centers of the individual

elements of the system are spaced at the distance d and the maxima of their

directional diagrams are oriented along the axis of the antenna (fig. 3.18b).

The antenna elements AI, A2, A 3 and A 4 are connected by a waveguide _i06

to devices for summation and subtraction of high-frequency signals. The pur-

pose of the phase inverters (PII-PI4), situated between the antenna and the

add-subtract devices, will be clarified below.

Three high-frequency signals are formed at the output of the add-subtract

devices: the signal Uz, carrying information on the angle of deflection of the

target in the plane OmXmZ m (fig. 3.19), the signal Uy carrying information on

the target in the plane OmXmYm, and the reference signal uE.

The mentioned signals are fed to three identical mixers Mixl, Mix 2 and

Mix3, which also receive a voltage from the common heterodyne Het. After fre-

quency conversion in the mixers, the signals are amplified in the intermediate

frequency amplification channel which consists of three lines (IF_, IFA 2,

IFA3) and are fed to the phase detectors FD I and PD 2.

The signals at the output of the phase detectors have the form of dc

pulses (when the direction finder has pulse operation), whose amplitude is

At.

a b

Figure 3.18
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Figure 3.19

dependent on the value of the angular deflection of the target relative to the

axis of the antenna, and the polarity is determined by the direction of this

deflection. The pulses are amplified by the video amplifiers VA1 and VA 2 and

are widened in the peak detectors PkD I and PkD 2.

The constant components of the voltages of the widened pulses, which /107

are amDlified by the de amplifiers DCA_I and DCA2, are _ ......._eu at the
output of the peak detectors.

The design of the antenna system of a direction finder with an instanta-

neous equisignal direction is dependent on the form of direction finding used,

the method for movement of the equisignal direction, the admissible size, etc.

Usually the antenna has a clover-leaf primary radiating element with a co_on

reflector or cloverleaf lens antennas. In the case of mechanical displacement

of the equisignal direction it is desirable to avoid the use of rotating wave-

guide couplings in the design of the antenna system bee_se they can cause

errors in determination of the direction to the target.

The equisignal line can be moved electrically in direction-finding appara-

tus with an instantaneous equisignal direction (ref. 53). The electrical

shifting of the equisignal direction is accomplished most easily in direction

finders with a phase method of direction finding; in this case it is charac-

terized by an equality of the phase shifts of the high-frequency oscillations

in the different receiving channels.

Phase inverters PII-PI 4 are introduced into the waveguide transmission

channel for the electrical shifting of the equisignal direction (fig. 3.17a);

these phase inverters perform an additional shifting of the phase of the car-

rier of the received signal. Using phase inverters it is possible to equate

the phase shifts of the carrier of the received signals caused by displacement

of the target relative to the axis of the antenna, and the phase shifts intro-

duced by the phase inverters in each of the receiving channels for a given

value of the angle of deflection of the target. Therefore, the change of the

value of the phase shifts introduced by the phase inverters is equivalent to
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the changeof the position of the equisignal line relative to the axis of the
antenna.

The value of the phase shift is regulated either mechanically by introduc-
tion of a dielectric into the waveguide or electrically by the magnetization of
a ferrite inserted in the waveguide. Wenote in passing that in somecompli-
cated circuits the electrical shifting of the equisignal direction is possible
also whenusing the amplitude method of direction finding of a target.

An important element of the antenna-waveguide system in the add-subtract
analysis of the received signals is an apparatus for forming the sumsand the
differences of the high-frequency oscillations. A classical example of the
design of such an apparatus is a double waveguide triplet. However, in /108

actual practice it is more convenient to use hybrid ring connections and

slotted bridges (refs. 41 and 49).

The elements of the antenna-waveguide channel should be designed in such a

way that, in the working range of frequencies, the change of amplification of

these elements and the phase changes introduced by them are in admissible

limits.

A receiver of a direction finder with an instantaneous equisignal direc-

tion and add-subtract analysis of the signal contains three identical channels

for the conversion of frequency and amplification.

It is supplied with a quite high-speed automatic volume control system

which excludes the influence of a change in the intensity of the received sig-

nal on the steepness of the direction-finding characteristic, or, which is the

same, on the value of the transfer constant of the direction finder.

The add signal is used for formation of the voltage of the automatic

volume control system. In such a circuit for producing the voltage of the

automatic volume control system there is a normalization of the amplitudes of

the add and subtract signals relative to the amplitude of the add signal. In

this case the amplitude of the output voltage of the add channel in an ideal

case is constant in time, but the amplitude of the output voltage of each sub-

tract channel becomes proportional to the ratio of the amplitudes of the sub-

tract and add signals.

The remaining automatic regulations of the receiver--automatic frequency

tuning and an automatic selection system--can be designed using the same cir-

cuits as in the receiver of a direction finder with conical scanning. These

controls are not shown in figure 3.17.

The output apparatus of the direction finder includes phase detectors,

video amplifiers, peak detectors and dc amplifiers.

The phase detectors receive signals directly from the intermediate fre-

quency amplifiers. Therefore it is necessary to use those circuits of phase

detectors which have relatively small input capacitances and a high input
resistance.
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The use of video pulses is dictated by the fact that the introduction of

amplification at the video frequency makes it possible to avoid the use of

multistage dc amplification circuits having a low stability of the zero. The

circuits of the video amplifiers should be designed in such a way that both

positive and negative pulses are amplified to an equal degree.

The output stages of the direction finder--the dc amplifiers--are used for

coupling the direction finder to the succeeding elements of the coordinator.

The principal requirements imposed on the dc amplifier circuit essentially

involve the requirement for sy_netry and linearity of its amplitude character-

istic. In addition, the dc amplifier should have a small zero drift. /109

The most important regulations which must be accomplished in direction

finders with an instantaneous equisignal direction are similar to the regula-

tions of a direction finder with conical scanning. For example, the balance

apparatus excludes the possibility of electrical asymmetry of the output stages

of the direction finder. The mismatch signal at the output of the direction

finder should be equal to zero if the target is situated precisely on the equi-

signal line.

A direction finder with an instantaneous equisignal direction is phased

both for a high frequency (in the circuits of the antenna-waveguide channel to

+_ _a_ ...._+_+ _ ....4+_ _ for an intermediate frequency. As will be

sho_n below_ the absence of high-frequency phasing leads to a displacement of

the zero of the direction-finding characteristic and in some cases to the

appearance of a cross connection between channels, and a dephasing of the inter-

mediate frequency causes changes of the steepness of the direction-finding

_ar=c _r_ ulu •

A nominal _mplification device is necessarjto obtain a given value of

the transfer constant of the direction finder. It usually constitutes part of

the range finder output.

3.6. Block Diagrams of Direction Finders with an

Instantaneous Equisignal Direction

In constructing the block diagram of a direction finder with an instanta-

neous equisignal direction for phase direction finding of a target we write

equations which reflect the successive conversion of signals with their passage

through the circuits of the direction finder.

We will assume that the target is deflected relative to the axis of the

antenna OmX m (fig. 3.19) by the angle Aey in the plane OmXmYm, and by the angle

Ae z in the plane OmXmZ m. Then for the emf in the circuits of the antenna ele-

ments AI, A2, A3 and A 4 we can write
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(eA_ = UoF (A0) sin tot + T -}- " '

2 2 '

(em _ Uo F (aO) sin _ot -- _- + ,

eA, = UoF (a0)sin (_ot -- ___Z_ ______)2 2 '

(3.6.1)

where U0 = EoGo k is the amplitude of the signal in the antenna in the direc-

tion of the maximum of the diagram; _y and _z are the phase shifts of the JllO

carrier caused by movement of the target relative to the axis of the antenna of

the system.

The values _y and _z are related to the angles of deflection of the target

by the following expressions

2xd

_y _ ---L--sin A0y, }
¢?z= -_sin hOz.

(3.6.2)

Here d is the distance between the phase centers of the antenna elements and

is the wavelength.

In the derivation of formulas (3.6.1) it was assumed that the directional

diagrams of the individual elements of the antenna are identical and have axial

symmetry relative to the direction of their maximum. The latter circumstance

makes it possible to write an expression for the spatial directional diagram as

F(AO), where A0 = _-A0_. If the direction finder operates in a pulse

regime, a time factor should be introduced into (3.6.1) or it should be as-

sumed that formulas (3.6.1) are correct only for the time of the effect of the

pulse.

We will assume that the waveguide system and the add-subtract devices do

not introduce attenuation and additional phase shifts. In addition, we take

into account that_ in phase direction finding, the signal phase is turned by

-- in the reference channel before the mixer. The device performing this phase
2

shift is shown in figure 3.17 by a dashed line. Then for the voltages Uz, Uy

and uE at the input of the mixers MiXl, Mix 2 and Mix3, we obtain
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I
uz _-_ _ [(eA1 + eA3) -- (eA2 + eA,)] =

_Y
= 2UoF (A0) sin --_ cos --_- cos _/,

1
% = y l(eA_ + eAD -- (eA_ + eA,)l =

_y
-_ COSo}t,: 2UoF (A0) sin -_- cos

1
//_ =-_ [(CA1 -_- eA2) -1-- (eA_ -t- eA,)] .. __

2

: 2UoF (aO) cos-_ cos _ cos or.

(3.6.3)

The factors 1/2 in front of the brackets of expressions (3.6.3) were

introduced taking into account the balance of powers in the add-subtract

devices. The subscript _/2 outside the bracket in the last formula means that

after the operations indicated in the brackets are performed the phase of _iII

the high-frequency signal should be turned by _/2.

It is useful to note that accordin_ to (3.6.3), in the add-subtract analy-

sis of the signal, all four antenna elements are used in forming the mismatch

signals in both measurement planes.

The signals at the output of the intermediate frequency amplifiers, on

the assumption that the transfer constants of each channel are equivalent and

that there are no additional phase shifts, have the form

ttnZ= 2UoF (A0) klsirl _- cos _2 cos _n t,

_xn Y---_ 2 UoF (A0) kl sin -_- cos -_- _os" 1 n'

u. 2UoF (A0) k_ cos -_ _Y_-s _ tan z : COS-_,-_, in '

(3.6. }. )

where Win is the intermediate frequency; kI = _ixklFA is the transfer constant

of the receiving channel, equal to the product of the transfer constant of the

mixer (kMix) and the intermediate frequency channel amplification factor

(kIFA) •

The voltages Uin z and Uin y are multiplied in the phase detectors PD I and

PD 2 by the reference signal u. and the phase detector filters pass only thein E

slowly changing components of the resulting products.

The operations performed by the phase detectors can be written conven-

tionally as follows
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upD z = kpDUin zUin E'

upD y = kp_in yxU'nZ'
1 (3.6.5)

where the line over the product denotes an averaging operation.

An ideal multiplier performs the multiplication of two harmonic oscilla-

tfons with the coefficient 0.5. Since the phase detector is not such an ideal

device, in the following formulas this circumstance will be taken into account

by the phase detector transfer constant kpD.

The voltages at the output of the direction finder are related to the

and by the expressionsvoltages UpD z upD y

UDF z = k2UpD z'

UDF y = k2UpD y,1 (3.6.6)

where k2 = kvAkpkDkDc A is the transfer coefficient of the output device of the

direction finder, and kVA , kpkD, kDC A are the transfer coefficients of the

video amplifier, peak detector and dc amplifier.

In the derivation of formulas (3.6.6) it was assumed that both chart- /112

nels have output devices of equal amplification.

Combining formulas (3.6.6), (3.6.5) and (3.6.4), we obtain

1 U_F2 (aO) k_kp_2 (1 q- cos q%)sin _, _

u_or_ k_,d_ (1 + cos_,) s_n,p_./ub_y: _ (_0)
(3.6.7)

After substituting the values q0z and _y from (3.6.2) into (3.6.7) we final-
ly will have

• [2nd }

%v*= 1 U_F" (AO) k_k,_2 (1 + cos _y)sin _-_-- sin AO_),

1 Uo2F2 (AO) kl2kpok2 (1 -_-COS_pz) sin(___SirlAOx) "

(3.6.8)
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It follows from (3.6.8) that the voltage at the direction finder output is

related to the angle of deflection of the target by a nonlinear dependence.

The equisignal direction, that is, the direction where UDF z = UDF y = O,

coincides with the direction of the axis of the antenna (Ae z = Aey = 0).

The transfer constants of the direction finder for the lateral and longi-

tudinal deflections, determined as th@ steepness of the direction-finding

characteristics of the corresponding channel in an equisignal direction

are equal to

k andk
D_--- i_ OAO: J_,e..= o DP', t _#,_OyJAey= o '

(A0)k, k ok:(1+ cos -C,
xd

(Ao) (1+ cos --C.
(3.6.9)

_7_ (_ £ o_ sh_ that the steepness _ +_ _+_ __ _ ....

teristic of each channe! is dependent on the transfer constant of the individ-

ual links of the direction finder, the input signal level and the angle of

deflection of the target in the plane normal to the deflection plane for the
considered channel.

The instability of th=_ steepness of the _._+_ _.-__.._ characteristic

.... a change of the level of the received signal is _7 .... ._a=_au=u to a consider-

able degree by automatic volume control.

The dependence of the steepness of the direction-finding characteristic

on the angle of deflection of the target in the plane normal to the plane of

deflection of the target for a particular channel indicates the presence of a

singular cross connection between channels. This connection is such that the

sensitivity of the direction finder for any one coordinate decreases with an

increase of target deflection for the other coordinate.

Such a connection is characteristic of any type of direction-finding /113

apparatus in the case of large deflections of the target from an equisignal

direction when the direction-finding characteristic becomes essentially non-

linear. It was not taken into account in the construction of the block dia-

gram of the direction finder with conical scanning, since only the linear

variant corresponding to small values of angular deflections of the target from

an equisignal direction was considered.

Figure 3.20 shows the block diagram of a direction finder constructed

using equations (3.6.8). The cross connection has been shown conventionally
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Figure 3.20

in order not to complicate the drawing. In addition, the following coefficient
was introduced for shortening the expression

ko '

In the case of small deflections of the target, when the replacement cos

_z, y_ i_ sin _z, y_ _z, Y is admissible_ the block diagram breaks down into two

independent channels with identical transfer constants

koF= U_F _ (AO) k_l_Dk 2 2=d (3.6. i0)

After introducing the complex coordinates be = Ae z + jAey and UDF = UDF z

JUDF y, we obtain

u = k bO, (3.6.11)
DF DF

where kDF is determined using formula (3.6.10).

Thus, in the case of small mismatch angles the direction finder of the con-

sidered type can be represented in the form of a single link with a real trans-
fer constant.

We now will discuss the selection of some parameters of the antenna sys-

tem, characterizing it as a link of the automatic control system. From this

point of view the antenna performs the function of conversion of the angular

deflection of the target, from the equisignal direction into a change of phase

of a high-frequency oscillation, in accordance with the equation

2_d
_ 7 sin hO.

The efficiency of this conversion is characterized by the coefficient /i14
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k_ 2=d (3.6.12)

The larger the value k_, the greater is the sensitivity of the direction

finder. However, an extreme increase of the coefficient k can lead to ambigu-

ity in reading of the angles and therefore to the appearance of false equisig-
nal directions. The appearance of spurious equisignal directions can be

avoided if it is required that, with a change of the angular position of the

target within the limits of the width of the directional diagram, the phase
shift of the high-frequency oscillation falls in the limits _.

Mathematically this condition is written in the form

._-__ arcsin _, (3.6.13)

where 0 0 is the width of the directional diagram of one of the antenna elements.

If the width of the antenna directional diagram does not exceed 20° , in

place of kJ-'_6.1j)-'we can use the simplified expression

Formula (3.6.13) makes it possible for a given width of the directional

diagram to select the value of the conversion factor k and vice versa, from

the given value k, select the width of the directional diagram.

We now will construct the block diagram of a direction finder with an

instantaneous equisignal direction for amplitude direction finding. First, we

will write relations describing the conversion of information on the angular

position of the target relative to the equisignal direction into an electrical

signal. This is done using the method employed for obtaining similar relations
presented in section 3.4.

We will assume that all four antenna elements have directional diagrams
of identical configuration.

Figure 3.21 shows in a Cartesian coordinate system the position of the

maxima of the directional diagram of the antenna elements relative to one an-

other and relative to the equisignal direction. Here the point o' denotes

the trace of the equisignal direction on the plane of the drawing and /115

Ol, o2, o3, o4 denote the traces of the maxima of the directional diagram.

We will assume that the angular deflections of the maxima of the directional

diagram of the individual antenna elements 801 , B02, 803 and 804 are identical
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Figure 3.21

and equal to _0" In addition, we will assume that the values of the angles of

displacement of the maxima relative to the axes of the coordinate system related

to the equisignal direction also are equal to one another, that is,

_o_----_o_,_----,%_----_oy_----_o_= _oy_= i_o_----_oy_----_oc "

Under these conditions

!

_oe:_o. (3.6.14)

Assume X. : F(_i) , where i assumes the values I, 2, 3, 4, is the equationi

of the normalized spatial amplitude directional diagram of one of the antenna

systems, written in a coordinate system related to the position of the maximum

of the directional diagram of this element. Here S i = _zi + J_yi is the com-

plex unfixed angle. Since the reading of the angular coordinates of the target

is accomplished relative to the equisignal direction, the equation of the direc-

tional diagram should be written in the coordinate system o'_'zj_'y. After

replacing _i = _' - _Oi' we obtain

x,: r (_'- _o_). (3.6.15)

If each of the diagrams has axial symmetry relative to the direction of

the maximum, then
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X_=F(IP'-- _o,i). (3.6.16)

130ej_i ,Since _Oi = with the arrangement of the antenna elements shown in

figure 3.21, we will have

3 7 5
_=¥, 92=q-_, _3=_, _,=¥=.

Replacing the unfixed value of the angle _' in (3.6.16) by the angle A0

characterizing the deflection of the target relative to the equisignal direc-

tion, we obtain expressions describing the conversion of the angular coordi-

nates of the target into electrical signals.

As the emf in the circuits of the antenna elements _, A2, A3, A 4, we can
write

eA, = UoF (K(a0z -- _oe)_ -+-(a0y -- [3oe)2) sin _,[,

em= UoF (]/(A0. + Poc)_ -t- (a0:, -- _oc)2) sin _t,

ex3 = Uor _,V (AOz -- Poe)"t (a0y 5- poc) z) sin t_t,

e^, = UoF(V(aO, + _cc)2 + (aoy ± _o 0 2) sin _ot.

(3.6.27)

It follows from (3.6.17) that there is a nonlinear dependence between /116

the angular deflections of the target and the amplitudes of the received

signals. In the case of small deflections of +b-.......+_=+o_ _=_o+i_,_._._ _ to the equi-

signal direction, expression (3.6.17) can be linearized by expanding the func-

tion describing the directional diagram into a power series. Then

[eAl=Uo F@o)+ O:z " =-,c
= -- _oC

=-4 Oy sinoat,
+ o_ __-_o

[ rOFO,, t_,)]_ =+aoeAO:ex=_---Uo F(po)+[, _ +
3y= -- PoC

[ op(ia..,_y)] ^o ]+ _ J_-=+4e" Y[ sin_t'
' '5 =- _oe /

eAa = U° [F(_°)-}-[ OF(_'--LO:z_y)]]_; :---3°cA0z+'oc +

Py = + Po
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[ [oe (+,, _,>]_ :+oo_ °: +eA,= Uo F (0o)-J- OO, _"+ _0e

+ [o, <_"oB__y)]_;- +'oc"+'oc_°' ].ls,n ,0,.

Taking into account that the derivative OF(_z, [3y)
o_2,y < O, we finally write

' 0 ' 0eA_= UoF(Oo) [1 + km,_ _+ k_A yl strict,

e A2--- [JoE (_o) [1-- ' 0 ' 0kmA z-_ kmA y] Sill+t,

' 0 ' 0eA3: UoF(Oo) [l + kmA _ -- kmA yl sin+t,

eA_: UoF(Oo) [1 -- kmA0 _ -- k_A y] sin rot.

(3.6.18)

The following notation is used here

k! =
m

"+flo C

P(_o)

If the directional diagram is approximated by an exponential function_/ll7

the following dependence exists between the coefficient km, determined by
formula (3.4.14) and the coefficient k'

The relations (3.6.18) are basic for writing the following equations for

signal conversion in a direction finder with amplitude direction finding,

similar to the expressions (3.6.1) for a direction finder with phase direction

finding.

The subsequent signal conversions are similar to those described earlier

with the sole difference that in this particular type of direction finder there

is no phase shift by _/2 in the add signal channel.

Now we will write the final expressions for the voltages at the output of

the direction finder

kl kF,Dk2k _A O_,

2%,_,= 2Uo_F'(p,)k,k,._=k ao,
(3.6.19)

Converting to complex coordinates_ we obtain
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UDF = k])FAO,
(3.6.20)

= 2U2F2(I3 )k2k k k' is the direction finder transfer constant.
where kDF 0 0 I PD 2 m

Thus, in the last analysis the block diagram of a direction finder with am-

plitude direction finding consists of a single inertialess link with a real

transfer constant.

In particular, the simplifictyof the block diagram can be attributed to

the fact that only the linear regime n_ op_÷_o_ of +_ a_+_- _a_............................. _._, cor-

responding to small mismatch angles, was considered.

In the case of large angles of deflection of the target from the equisig-

nal direction and in this particular type of direction finder it is necessary

to expect the appearance of cross connections between the channels similar to

those which occurred in the direction finder with phase direction finding.

The special characteristic of direction finders with an instantaneous equi-

signal direction is that each such apparatus includes several signal conversion

channels which are similar in 9_nction. The relations presented above are cor-

rect for a case when all the conversion channels of the same type are iden-

tical, as occurs in an ±u_±j addu_u_u direction finder. However, in actual

practice_ such an electrical symmetry can be disrupted for one reason or an-

other. The nonidentity of the amplitude characteristics of the elements of the

direction finder performing identical conversions in different channels leads

to a relative change of the amplitudes of the signals passing through /ll8

these elements. The difference in the phase characteristics of the elements

of the same type in the channels causes the appearance of a relative phase

shift between the signals passing through them. Therefore, hereafter for

brevity the difference of the amplitude characteristics will be called ampli-

tude unbalance, and the difference of the phase characteristics will be called

phase unbalance.

Amplitude and phase unbalance exert an unlike influence on the operation

of the direction finder, depending on whether they occur before the formation

of the add-subtract signals (so to speak, in the antenna system) or afterwards

(in the receiver).

In phase direction finding the phase unbalance in the antenna system causes

a displacement of the zero of the direction-finding characteristic, which is

equivalent to displacement of the equisignal direction relative to the axis of

the antenna. The value of the displacement of the equisignal direction in any

one plane is expressed by theformula

arcsin _, ( 3- 6.21 )
AOerr -- k_

or for small values _i
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Ae
err = _"

Here _l is the relative phase shift of signals passing through two similar

channels of the antenna of the system.

An amplitude unbalance in the antenna system of a phase-type direction

finder does not lead to displacement of the equisignal direction.

In a direction finder with amplitude direction finding the phase unbalance

causes displacement of the equisignal direction by the value (ref. 108)

i ¢i + sin 2 _i tan2 _2- i

Aeerr = _" sin _i tan _2 '

(3.6.22)

for small values of phase shifts _i and _2' when the inequality sin 2

tan2 _2 << i is correct,

sin _i tan _2
Aeer r = , (3.6.23)

2k_

where _2 is the relative phase shift of the signals passing through two similar

channels of the receiver.

It follows from (3.6.23) that the error in the position of the equisignal

direction occurs only when there is simultaneously a phase unbalance in the

antenna system and in the receiver.

The errors in the position of the equisignal direction in the case of an

amplitude unbalance are determined by the relation

1 q, -- I
AOerr _2k_ q_+l" (3.6.24)

T

k I

Here ql = kq characterizes the Value of the unbalance of the amplitudes

occurring in the antenna system.

Thus, for elimination of the systematic errors in the position of the

equisignal direction in direction finders of the considered types_ the antenna

system must be regulated carefully.
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If such a regulation is made, the amplitude and phase unbalance in the
receiver no lo_er causes displacements oftheequisignal direction and is re-
flected only in the steepness of the direction-finding characteristic, or,
which is the same, on the value of the direction finder transfer constant.

It can be shown (ref. 41) that in the case of nonidentity of amplifica-

tion of the different receiver channels, characterized by the value q2 - k2"

and with a relative phase shift _2 of the signals passing through two similar

-_.... _- of _ receiver, _- transfer constant of the direction finder is
determined by the relation

k*DF = kDFq2 cos _2" (3.6.25)

Here kDF is the transfer constant of a direction finder with ideal regu-

lation. In the case of an amplitude-type direction finder it is expressed by

...... i. F _^_ and for a phase type by formul8 (3.6.10) Formula (3.6.25)

of the sensitivity of the direction finder. When _2 = _/2 there is a total

of sensitivity, and when _ < m_ < _ _ the sign of the mismatch signal be-loss
2 - 2

comes opposite_ which leads to disruption of operation of the coordinator.

However: such a case is possible only when the direction finder operates in-

correctly.

The fact that the position of the equisignal direction does not change

when there is an amplitude and phase unbalance in the receiver (if the antenna

system is regulated) is an advantage of a direction finder with add-subtract

signal analysis over other simpler direction finders.

In a direction finder with phase direction finding there is a relatively

simple relationship between the displacement of the equisignal direction rela-

tive to the axis of the antenna and the relative phase shift of the received

signals introduced by the antenna of the system. This relationship is ex-

pressed by formula (3.6.2-1). This circumstance is exploited for displacement

of the equisignal direction electrically.

The principle of operation of direction finders with electrical displace-

ment of the equisignal direction is as follows. High-frequency phase /120

inverters are introduced into the wavegaide system connecting the antenna

with the add-subtract devices (fig. 3.17); these phase inverters are used to

change the phase shift of the received signals by a definite value, known in

advance.
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Shifting of the phase of the received signals by the phase inverters

reduces the voltages at the output of the direction finder to zero, compen-

sating the phase shift of the signal caused by displacement of the target from

the axis of the antenna. By knowing the parameters of the antenna system and

the values of the phase shifts introduced by the phase inverters and using

formula (3.6.21) it is possible to determine the angle by which the target is

deflected from the axis of the antenna. If the phase shifts are introduced

automatically on the basis of the mismatch signals appearing at the output of

the direction finder with displacement of the target from an equisignal

direction, such an apparatus performs the automatic tracking of the target in

direction with the antenna in a fixed position.

We will construct the block diagram of a direction finder with electrical

displacement of the equisignal direction. The phase of the received signal

in each supply waveguide is dependent on the deflection of the target both in

the plane OmXmZ m and in the plane OmXmY m (fig. 3.19). The phase inverter

apparatus therefore should permit independent compensation of these phase shift

components. With respect to an electrical phase inverter_ this condition

means that the ferrite in each of them should have two windings_ the current in

one of them being regulated in dependence on the value and sign of the mismatch

signal UDF z_ while the current in the other is regulated in dependence on the

value and sign of the mismatch signal UDF y. The direction of the ampere turns

of the windings is set in such a way that the phase shift introduced by the

phase inverter is opposite in sign to the phase shift of the signal caused by

displacement of the target relative to the axis of the antenna.

If all the phase inverters are identical and do not introduce additional

attenuation, in place of (3.6.1) we will have

eA, UoF (AO) sin ot + ry _:* +2 2 2 2 '

eA2=Uo[:(AO)sin(_t + _y _ y _z _2 z)2 2 2+ ,

em=U°F(AO)sin _t--W+ + 2 '

eA, = UoF (_0) sin ,or -- -_- + 2 + •

(3.6.26)

where , is the phase shift introduced by the phase inverter for compensation
pz

of the phase shift of the signal caused by displacement of the target in the

plane OmXmZm, and _py is the phase shift introduced by the phase inverter for
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compensation of the phase shift of the signal caused by displacement of the

target in the plane OmXmY m.

We use the notations /121

Then eqnations (3.6.26) assume the form

eA, _7_ UoF (A0) sin tot -{- -T -}- '

eA2_ eoF (A0) sin (_ot +

eAs----- UoF (a0) sin (o,t -- --

ex, -_--VoF (a0) sin (o_t

A_y _z)2

',y2

Aq,y2 A_..),

(3.6.zr)

Equations (3.6.1) are transformed into (3.6.27) if _y in each of them is

_er=_ore, in place of (3.6 7) we immediatelyreplaced by A_y and _z bY A_z" mr ^_
write

1 Uo2F 2 (A0) ki2kk2 (1 + cos A_y) sin a%,

1
_Fy = _ U_F" (A0) k_&#2 (1 + cos A?,) sin a?y.

Since in the process of automatic tracking of the target, A_ z and Ag_ will

be small, it can be assumed that cos A_z 'y_ l, sin A_z ' Y _ A_z, y, and in

2_d

addition, for small angles, _z, y_ T AOz, Y"

Then

, 2=d

(3.6.29)
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where the following notation is used

where _I is the transfer constant of the phase inverter, and Upz and Upy

the voltages fed to the windings of the phase inverter.

Converting to complex coordinates, we obtain

are

k' [ 2*dUo_ ov\---X'- &O -- kp,Up). (3.6.30)

Formulas (3.6.29) and (3.6.30) can be used for constructing the block dia-

gram of a direction finder with electrical displacement of the equisignal /122

direction. For real coordinates, the block diagram is shown in figure 3.22a,

and for complex coordinates, in figure 3.22b.

PY

a

U
OF" Z

Uo_y

Figure 3.22
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The block diagrams of the above-mentioned direction finders with an

instantaneous equisignal direction, in the case of small deflections of the

target from an equisignal direction, reduce essentially to a single inertialess

link with a real transfer constant. In the case of large angles of deflection

of the target a "crossover" feedback is formed between the channels, leading

to a decrease of the transfer constant of the direction finder, but as before

its value remains real.

However, it should not be supposed that, in contrast to a direction finder

with conical scanning, the dynamic properties of a direction finder with an

instantaneous equisignal direction always will be described by a real transfer

constant. Departure from the classical model of such a direction finder,

described above, can lead to direction finder circuits in which the transfer

constant will be a complex value. For example, in a direction finder in which

there are two amplification channels instead of three (ref. 41), additional

phase shifts in the receiver lead to the appearance of direct antisymmetrical

connections between the channels, and as a result its transfer constant becomes

complex.

3.7. Target Selection

In an analysis of the operation of direction finders of different types

in the preceding sections, it was assumed that a signal from a single target

was received by the direction finder antenna. However, in actual practice such

a situation can be encountered only in rare cases, which can be attributed, in

particular, to the low spatial selection of the antenna systems of the coor-

dinators of homing rockets, caused by the small size of the antennas. For

example, when the "angle of view" of the direction finder is 20°, obtained

using an antenna in the 3-cm wavelength range and a reflector approximately 20

cm in diameter, the direction finder at a range of I0 km will "view" a circle

with a diameter greater than 3 km.

If there are several targets in the "angle of view" of the direction /123

finder, the operation of an automatic tracking system based on angular
coordinates becomes unstable.

The selectivity of electronic homing systems is increased when additional

selection is introduced, which makes it possible to detect the signals of

only one target of those which are in the "angle of view" of the direction

finder.

Range target selection usually is used as additional selection in pulsed

direction finders. Target selection on the basis of the rate of change of

range usually is introduced in continuous radiation systems.

The introduction of additional selection also solves a number of secon-

dary but important problems: it protects the coordinator receiver from

direct radiation in the case of semiactive homing, eliminates reflection from
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the ground and increases the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the
receiver, which increases the limiting sensitivity of the direction finder,
etc.

Finally, automatic selectors can serve as instruments for measuring the
range coordinates or the velocity of approach in a case when it is necessary

to measure such coordinates, for example, when controlling the time of detona-
tion of the warhead.

i. Range Target Selection

The functional diagram of automatic range target selection, shown in

figure 3.23, was constructed for use in the coordinator of a semiactive homing

system.

The selection circuit includes a receiver and the antenna of the

direction-finding channel, a system for automatic tracking of the target in

range, a receiver and the synchronization channel antenna. The antenna

of the synchronization channel is mounted in the rear part of the rocket, /124

and together with the receiver of the synchronization channel is used for

reception of the sounding pulses of the radar station for "irradiation" of the

target. These pulses are used for triggering the time delay stage of the sys-

tem for automatic range tracking of the target.

In the coordinator of a system for active homing there is no synchro-
nization channel in the form in which it has been described above. Its role

is performed by a synchronizer producing pulses for triggering the transmitter.

The system for automatic range tracking of the target (automatic selec-

tor) includes: a time discriminator, a control device, a searcher, a time

delay stage, a strobe pulse generator and a gate pulse generator.

Automatic range target selection is accomplished as follows. The video

pulses of the target are fed from the output of the receiver of the direction-

finding channel to the time discriminator. The latter is also fed two strobe

pulses with a time difference. A mismatch signal is produced at the output of

the time discriminator; the level is dependent on the value of the displacement

of the center of the target pulse relative to the middle of the strobe pulses,

or, in other words, on the value of the time mismatch between the target

pulse and thestrobe pulses. The polarity of the mismatch signal is deter-

mined by the sign of the time mismatch.

On the basis of the mismatch signal the control device forms a voltage

causing a change of the duration of the time delay stage pulse. The search

circuit is situated between the control device and the time delay stage. When

the automatic selector operates in a regime of automatic target range tracking,

the search circuit plays the role of an amplifier.
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The time delay state is triggered by pulses fed from the synchronization

channel and produces pulses whose duration is determined by the voltage fed

from the control device. If the time mismatch between the target pulse and the

strobe pulses is equal to zero, the duration of the pulses generated by the

time delay stage is proportional to the rocket-target range.

The gate pulse generator and the strobe pulse generator form gate pulses

and strobe pulses, respectively. The time position of these two types of

pulses corresponds to the time position of the clipping of the time delay

stage pulse.

The direction-finding channel receiver is blanked by a negative bias fed

to the grids of the tubes of the intermediate frequency amplifier and this

is removed only with receipt of a gate pulse. Since it is somewhat wider

than the target, pulses, the triggering of the receiver occurs at the time /l_

directly preceding the time of arrival of the signal reflected from the

selected target. Signals from other targets situated at different ranges with-

in the limits of the "angle of view" of the direction finder do not pass to the

output of the direction-finding channel receiver.
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The selected pulses are fed from the output of the receiver of the
direction-finding channel to the output device of the direction finder and
to the automatic volume control system.

The regime of automatic range tracking of the target, described above,
is preceded by a regime of search and pickup of the target. The target can
be picked up manually or automatically.

The operator can pick up the target manually prior to the launching of
the rocket. The operator, observing targets on the radar set scope_ manually

superposes the gate pulse on the mark of that target which is to be attacked.

Further target range tracking is accomplished automatically by an automatic

selector.

Automatic pickup of the target can be accomplished automatically either

at the launching site or in trajectory, that is, after the launching of the

rocket. In an automatic search regime the gate and strobe pulses are moved

along the time scale, or_ which is the same, along the range scale, in con-

formity to a periodic law determined by the form of the voltage produced by

the search circuit. A target is picked up whose reflected signals possess

sufficient strength.

An advantage of manual pickup is that it is possible to select the tar-

get to which the rocket should be guided, but in this case the range of rocket

launching is decreased.

In the case of automatic target pickup in trajectory the launching range

is increased considerably, but at the same time in some cases the possibility

of selecting the target is lost.

2. Velocity Target Selection

Recently much attention has been devoted to radar systems with continuous

radiation of radio waves. The coordinators of homing systems employing con-

tinuous radiation, in some cases, have a number of advantages over pulse

coordinators. One of them is the possibility of target selection on the basis

of velocity. The introduction of velocity target selection makes it possible

not only to detect a signal from a single target when there are several_ but

also to distinguish it among sufficiently strong signals arriving from the

fixed background surrounding the target. The latter circumstances increase

the efficiency of homing systems with continuous radiation when used against

low-flying aircraft and ships (ref. 51). Velocity target selection is based

on the use of the Doppler effect in which, as is well known, with the relative

movement of the transmitter and receiver, the frequency of the oscillations/126
picked up by the receiver differs from the frequency of the radiated oscilla-

tions by a greater value, the greater the velocity of their relative motion.

The difference between the frequencies of the radiated and received oscilla-

tions is called the Doppler frequency increment FD, or simply the Doppler
frequency.
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The Doppler frequency is related to the radial velocity component Vr(t )

of the relative movement of the receiver and transmitter by the following

expression

mfVr (t) Vr(t)

where f is the radiation frequency, k is the wavelength and c is the speed of

light.

_h_ _=_ e_ e_g_+ _o]_ctio n _ +_ basis of -^_^-_-- is that the

automatic selector contains a narrow-band filter tuned to the Doppler fre-

quency corresponding to the velocity of approach of the rocket to the selected

target. Angular tracking is accomplished on the basis of the signal passing

through the mentioned filter. Therefore, the signals arriving from other tar-

gets, for which the approach velocity differs from the selected velocity, and

signals arriving from the fixed background surrounding the target do not pass

into the system for the tracking of the target on the basis of angular

coordinates.

One of the possible circuits for the selection of a target on the basis

of veiocity for a semiactive homing system is shown in figure 3.24. It con-

sists of a direction-finding channel, a synchronization channel and a system

for automatic tracking of Doppler frequency (automatic selector). In the

selected variant the automatic selector circuit includes: balancing /127

mixer BM2, narrow-band amplifier, frequency discriminator, search circuit,

_'eactance tube and tunable generator.

The operation of a system for automatic target selection on the basis of

velocity ...._"o_es_-_the following. A signal reflected from the target arrives

at the antenna of the direction-finding channel; its frequency is

fDFC = f + FDI + FD2'

where F is the Doppler frequency increment caused by approach of the rocket
D1

to the target, and FD2 is the Doppler frequency increment caused by approach of

the target and the transmitter of the "irradiating pulse."

The antenna of the synchronization channel, situated in the rear part of

_h_ rocket, receives a signal from the radar set used for "irradiation" of the

ta_'get. The frequency of this signal is

fsc = f - FD3'
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where FD3 is the Doppler frequency shift caused by withdrawal of the rocket

from the transmitter of the "irradiating" pulses.

These signals are fed to the mixers Mix I and Mix 2. They also are fed oscil-

lations with the frequency fh from the common heterodyne Het.

After conversion in the mixers and amplification in the intermediate fre-

quency amplifiers IFA I and IFA 2 of the direction-finding channel and the syn-

chronization channel the signals are fed to the balancing mixer BMI; the sig-

nal of the direction-finding channel has the frequency f. - F - and the_n DI FD2

signal of the synchronization channel has the frequency fin + F, where fin =

fh - f is the intermediate frequency.

The frequency of the signal formingat the output of the balancing mixer

is equal to FD = FDI + FD2 + FD3.
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This signal is amplified in the Doppler frequency amplifier DFAto the
level necessary for normal operation of the automatic selector. If the fre-
quency FD remained constant during the entire time of rocket guidance, it would

be sufficient for target selection to narrow the DFAtransmission band. How-
ever, due to the changeof velocity of approach, the frequency FD changes its

value in a relatively broad range. The circuit therefore should be supple-
mentedby an automatic selector, that is, by a narrow-band system for tracking
the changeof the Doppler frequency.

The target velocity automatic selector can be designed in various ways.
• _- _ use __ .±_ a _ filter --_ --_ _u_uma_lu

trimming of the low-frequency "track" heterodyne (ref. 90). The voltage from

the output of the DFA and the voltage of the "track" heterodyne are fed to the

balancing mixer BM 2. The signal at the output of BM 2 has a frequency equal to

the sum of the frequencies of the fed oscillations: FZ = FD+ Fh. This signal

is amplified by a narrow-band amplifier with constant tuning and is fed to a/128

frequency discriminator and to the output device of the direction finder, where

it is used as the selected mismatch signal in the system for direction tracking

of the target. If the frequency FE changes its value relative to the nominal

value, for example, due to the change of the Doppler frequency, at the output of

the frequency discriminator there will be a mismatch voltage. By means of a

reactance tube it changes the frequency of the oscillations generated by the

"track" heterodyne by such a value that FZ again assumes its nominal value. The

search circuit in the regime for tracking the Doppler frequency operates as an

_mplifier. The pickup of the target, as in the system for range tracking of a

target, can be manual or automatic. In automatic target search, the search cir-

cuit generates a voltage which changes in amplitude in accordance with a peri-

odic law. Accordingly, there is a periodic change of the frequency of the sig-

nal generated by the "track" heterodyne. The appearance in the search range of

a signal with the frequency FD leads to cessation of the search regime. The

automatic selector then automatically tracks the frequency FD.

3.8. Block Diagram of a Fixed Coordinator

A fixed coordinator consists only of a direction finder and therefore the

processes in such a coordinator can be described by the equation

(3.8.1)
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Figure 3.25

Here y is the angular mismatch, UDF is the voltage at the output of the coordi-

nator, kDF is the direction finder transfer coefficient, and T is the timePD

constant of the phase detector filter.

If it is admissible to neglect the time constant of the filter, the equa-

tion for a fixed coordinator assumes the form

UDF = kDF _,. (3.8.2)

For the earlier discussed types of direction finders with an instantaneous

equisignal direction_ the transfer coefficient kDF for the direction finder

will be a real value. The same can be said with respect to direction finders

with an integral equisignal direction in a case when there are no cross connec-

tions between channels in the direction finder. The equation for a direction

finder with a real transfer coefficient is obtained from (3.8.2) as a special

case.

The block diagram of a coordinator designed in accordance with equa- /129
tion (3.8.2) is shown in figure 3.25. Here the angle c characterizes the

position of the target relative to a fixed frame of reference and the angle

determines the position of the longitudinal axis and the equisignal direction

related to it, relative to this same frame of reference.

These coordinator equations are correct only in a relatively narrow part

of the entire "angle of view" of the direction finder. In a broader range of

change of the angles _, the dependence between the measured value of the mis-

match angle and the actual value of this angle has a nonlinear character. As

mentioned, the form of this dependence gives the direction finder characteris-

tic. It therefore follows that when a fixed coordinator is used it is impos-

sible to employ guidance methods requiring the use of large deflection angles,

since the difference in the measured and actual values of these angles exerts an

appreciable effect on the quality of the operation of the homing system.

3.9. Block Diagram of a Coordinator with Mechanical

Displacement of the Equisignal Direction

In addition to a direction finder, a moving coordinator contains a control

device for moving the equisignal direction relative to the body of the rocket.
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Extremely high requirements are imposedon the dynamic properties of the con-
trol devices of the coordinators of homing rockets; a numberof circumstances
account for these high requirements. In particular_ the coordinator should be
well "decoupled" relative to the angular motions of the body of the rocket.
This meansthat it should not reproduce the rapid angular oscillations of the
rocket which are inevitable during its flight. Insofar as possible the errors
in target tracking should be minimal, even in the case of relatively short
ranges to the target, whenthe angular velocity of the line of sight is high.
In addition, an important requirement imposedon the coordinators of a number
of homing rockets is the requirement of a precise and technically quite simple
measurementof the angular velocity of the rocket-target line.

It can be shownthat the mentioned requirements are satisfied most com-
pletely by a coordinator with a gyroscopic control device. In addition to its
high dynamic qualities, an important property of such a coordinator is the
absenceof "hunting noise" in the control signal, which occurs in coordinators
with other types of drives and which is causedby the need for controlling/130
the angular oscillations of the rocket. In addition_ as pointed out in
reference _3, an attempt to measurethe angular velocity of the rocket-target
line by meansof a coordinator having a nongyroscopic drive causes the appear-
ance of a positive feedback in the control circui_ which can lead to unstable
operation of such coordinators.

A_ an _v=m_!_of _ m_v_r_gcoordinator _T_+_m_aP_cal __+ _ +_
equisignal direction we will consider a one-gyroscope coordinator (ref. 107).

The _nctional diagram of the coordinator is shownin figure 3.26. This
shows a three-power gyroscope which includes a rotor l, an internal frame 2,
an external frame 3 and two correctir_ motors _ and _. _e axis OkXk is" the

principal axis of the gyroscope. The axes okYk and OkZk are equatorial axes.

The gyroscope rotor is rotated relative to the axis OkXk vith the angular

velocity _ . An antenna system A is attached to the inner frame of the gyro
g

unit. The form of the antenna system is determined by the type of direction
finder.

The mismatch signal caused by the displacement of the target in relation

to the equisignal direction, which coincides with the direction of the axis

OkXk, is formed by the direction finder 6. It then is amplified in the power

amplifiers 7 and 8, and is fed to the correcting motors 4 and 5 which are used

in imparting momenta to the internal and external frames of the gyroscope.

The axis of the gyroscope rotor will experience precession relative to the

okY k axis of the external frame of the gyroscope under the influence of the

momentum created by the motor 4, and relative to the axis OkZ k of the internal

frame of the gyroscope under the influence of the momentum created by the motor

5. The system is phased in such a way that the precessional motion of the
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Figure 3.26

axis of the gyroscope rotor leads to elimination of the mismatch between the
direction to the target and the equisignal line. Whenthe equisignal direction
coincides with the line of sight the mismatch signal becomesequal to zero,
which causes disappearance of the correcting momenta,and precession of the
gyroscope ceases.

In order to obtain the block diagram of the coordinator wewill write /131

the equations defining the processes in its individual links.

The direction finder equation has the form

u -_-k A0. (3.9.1)
DE DF

The power amplifier is represented in the fom of an inertial link

(3.9.2)

where uK is the voltage at the output of the power amplifier, and ka and Ta

are the amplification factor and the time constant of the power amplifier,

respectively.

The relationship between the correcting momentum developed by the cor-

recting motor and the voltage fed to the motor is expressed by the equation
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M = (3.9.3)

Here k is the momentum transfer coefficient of the motor. The factor -j
M

takes into account the cross distribution of the correction signals. Finally,

the gyroscc_ transfer i_unction can be obtained by usir_ an equation relating

the applied momentum to the complex angle of turning of the axis of the

gyroscope rotor. The linearized gyroscope equation has the form

_. _._)

Here Je is the equatoriml moment of inertia of the gyroscope, Hg = J_g is the

kinetic moment of the gyroscope, and J is the moment of inertia of the gyro-

scope rotor relative to the_rincip_l axis.

In operation_l form equation (3.9.4) can be written as

Je
Here a = --.

Equations

J M.
"_- HD(I+/_D) (3.9.5)

(3.9.1), (3.9.2), (3-9-3) and (3.9._) were used to construct the

block diagram of the coordinator shuwn in figure 3.27.

The input action ¢ is a complex angle characterizing the position of the

target in a nonrotating coordinate system OmXmYmZ m (fig. 3.28). The out- /132

put value is the angle eK_ determining the position of the equisignal direction.

The block diagram contains thre_ linksreflectingthe dynamic properties of the

direction finder, the power a_21ifi_r and the gyroscopic control apparatus.

Since the equations which were used in the construction of the block diagram

were written for complex coordim_tes the block diagram is for a single-channel

apparatus. The presence of links with complex transfer functions in the single-

channel circuit indicates that in a two-channel circuit, corresponding to the

writing of equations for real coordinates_ there are cross connections between

Fi_ 3-27
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channels. This can be confirmed by converting from the writing of equations in

complex form to their writing in real form. In actuality, assuming for

small deflection angles in equations (3.9.1)-(3.9.5) c = ez + joy, CK =

J_
CKz + ICK-'_ UDF = UDF z + JUDF" y' UK = UKz + JUKy and assuming kDF = kDFe , we

obtain the system of equations

uD_ -: kovzXO, cos t_-- kDvAOysin _,
_, = _a0_ si,-,_ + _0, cosI_,

ka

UKz TaD + I t/D_'z'

k a
U_y= T D+ 1 UovY'

a
kM

. kM

o,,y: _ u,,y -- aD_,,z,
A0z "-- ez _ %z,

A0y _- ey -- _y.

(3.9.6)

Figure 3.29 shows a block diagram constructed on the basis of equations

(3.9.6). The circuit has two cross connections between channels. The first is

due to the presence of an additional phase shift _ of the mismatch signal in

the direction finder_ and the second to the presence of an equatorial moment of

inertia Je of the gyroscope. Both connections are antisymmetrical: the /133

first is a direct link and the second is a feedback (ref. 54). If the phase

shift _ is insignificant in absolute value and the equatorial moment of inertia

of the gyroscope is small in comparison with its kinetic moment, the cross con-

nections can be neglected. The channels become autonomous and the block dia-

gram of the coordinator breaks down into two identical circuits. In this case

the analysis of the spatial movement of the coordinator can be reduced to an

analysis of both plane movements.
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We will assume that the cross connections are negligibly small and we will

establish the principal properties of the coordinator with a gyroscopic drive.

It will be demonstrated below how important it is to take cross connections

into account. Since the circuits of both channels are completely identical when

there are no cross connections, in the subsequent computations the subscripts

showing to which channel the variable apply will be omitted (fig. 3.30).

The transfer function of an open circuit of the coordinator is written as

kDFkakM (3.9.7)
W_(D)=_D(rD+I)= D(raD+l)

Here kV =

kDF k a_
is the amplification factor of the velocity coordinator.

We note that the transfer coefficient of the electronic part of the coor-

dinator--the direction finder--is included as a factor in the velocity amplifi-

cation factor.

The dependence between the angle ¢, characterizing the direction to

the target, and the angular positio6 of the equisignal line eK is given by
the relation

W_ (D) kv

e_--- 1+ WI(D) _"-_ TBD" + D + kv-" (3.9.8)

Figure 3.30
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It therefore follows that a coordinator, as an apparatus for measurementof
the angular position of the target on the basis of dynamic properties, is
equivalent to an oscillatory link.

Since the correcting momentis proportional to the voltage fed to the
correcting motor Uc, and the rate of precession in turn is proportional to

the applied moment,by measuring uc is is possible to determine the rate of

precession. In the case of automatic tracking of the target the rate of move-
ment of the coordinator axis will be equal (with an accuracy to transient
processes) to the rate of movementof the rocket-target line. Therefore, the
voltage uc characterizes the angular velocity of movementof the line of sight.

In actuality, the connection between the angular movementof the target and the
voltage uc is determined by the relation

kDFka
(3.9.9)

Uc : TaD2 + D + kv

In steady-state movement, in the ease of a constant angular velocity of

the rocket-target line, we have

Hg &. (3.9.10)
Uc = k-_

With respect to its dynamic properties, the coordinator as an apparatus for

measuring angular velocity also is equivalent to an oscillatory link.

Formulas (3.9.8) and (3.9-9) can be simplified if the inertia of the power

amplifier is small. When the condition Tak V << i is satisfied, in place of
(3.9.8) and (3.9.9), we obtain

!

Ue-- kM(rD + 1) a, (3.9.12)

where

In this case the coordinator, on the basis of dynamic properties, both

with respect to angle measurement and measurement of the angular velocity o£

the line of sight_ is equivalent to an inertial link.
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Using the coordinator described above it is possible to measurealso the
angle y between the direction to the target and the longitudinal axis of the
rocket. The coordinator is coupled to a potentiometer for measurementof the
angle _ in any plane. The body of the potentiometric sensor is attached /135

to the axis of that frame of the gyroscope in whose deflection plane the

angle _ is measured, and the sliding contact of the sensor is connected to the

body of the rocket. In the _ase of automatic tracking of the target the volt-

age from such a sensor will be _+_l_ _-_ to the ar_le _ between the direc-

tion of the target and the longitudinal axis of the rocket.

The relations obtained above, characterizing the dynamic properties of

the coordinator for an ideal case when there are no cross connections between

+_ o_............ ls, _'_ it _±_±_ to juu_e..... both the stability of the system and

the quality of the processes of control. In particular, it can be concluded

that the coordinator maintains stability regardless of how large the amplifica-

tion factor may be, since the characteristic equation of the system has the

second order of magnitude. This assertion requires explanation. In the

derivation of the formulas for the transfer functions of the coordinator a

number of simplifying assumptions were made. For example, no allowance was

made for the inertia of the direction finde_ and the inevitable nonlinearities

characteristic of actually constructed automatic control systems were not

taken into account, etc. Allowance for the mentioned factors naturally modi-

fies somewhat the conclusions drawn concerning the stability of the system.

Now we will clarify the effect of cross connections on the dynamic pro-

perties of the coordinator, retaining those simplifying assumptions which were

made above. The results will make it possible to compare the properties of a

system having cross connections with the properties of an idealized system.

When cross connections are taken into account the equation relating the

output angle of the coordinator to the angle characteriziDg the position of the

target is written as

*_= D(T D+ I)(1 tjaD)+kw"
(3.9.13)

The influence of cross connections on the stability of the system can be

represented most graphically by defining a region of stability in the plane of

one complex parameter (ref. 30). As such a parameter it is convenient to use

the complex coordinator velocity amplification factor kV. In accordance with

" the D separation method, used in defining the region of stability, in the char-

acteristic equation of the system, which for the considered coordinator has the

form

D(TaD+ 1)(1 +]aD)-bkv=O, (3.9.14)

it is necessary that D be replaced by jw.
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In the derived expression the independent variable will be w, which

changes from -_ to _, and the function will be the complex coefficient kV =

+ Jkv2. The dependences kvl = fl(w) and kv2 = f2(w) represent thekvl

parametric equations of the boundary of the region of stability in a Cartesian

coordinate system OkvlJkv2.

After replacing D by jw in (3.9.14), we obtain

kv = -y. (]_ra+ I)(I- a.)= -raa_ + ra._+j(-_ - a_).

Hence h

kvl = Ta w2 - Taaw3 ,

kv2 = -_ _ a_ 2.

We now transform equations (3.9.15), converting for convenience to

the dimensionless parameters

(3.9.15)

/136

! t p a

kv,:kv,_, kv2=kv2 _, k v=kv_, a_-ra
and _i= _T.

a

Then from (3.9.15) we obtain

}kvl : _ (1 -- a,_ot),
I

kV2 = --_l (I + al._,).
(3.9.16)

Formulas (3.9.16) are used to determine the regions of stability of the

coordinator in the plane of the complex transfer constant for different values

Je

of the parameter aI = _ , characterizing the value of the cross connection,
J gT a

caused by taking into account the equatorial moment of inertia of the gyroscope

(fig. 3.31). The rays drawn from the origin of coordinates intersect the

curves, being the boundaries of the region of stability, at points with iden-

tical values of the relative frequencies wI.

When taking into account only the one cross connection caused by the addi-

tional phase shift of the mismatch signal in the direction finder (case aI = 0),

the region of stability is bounded by a parabola (curve aI = 0 in figure 3.31).

The upper branch of the parabola corresponds to negative values Wl, and the

branch of the parabola situated below the x-axis corresponds to positive values

e I •
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tive point !]es within the region bounded by the parabols; the coordinator is

stable (in figure 3.31, the point A with the coordinates k'vaba ). Movement of

the figurative point to the boundary of the region of stability (to one of the

branches of t_he parabola) means that the particular solution of the equation of

+jwt
/n _'7

characteristic motions of the coordinator will have the fo_ CK = _'KOe "_J"

Therefore, the axis of the coordinator w_ll experience circular motion and this

is equivalent to a loss of stability. We note in passing that, whereas the con-

cept of negative frequency for unidimensional systems in a certain sense has an

arbitrary character, for two-dimensional systems it is completely specific.

For example, the change of the sign of frequency in the solution of the con-

sidered example means a change of the direction of rotation of the axis of the

coordinator.

Thus, using the diagram (fig. 3.31) it is possible to judge the stability

of the coordinator if the values of its parameters (kvT a and _) are given in

advance, or such values of these parameters are selected which ensure the stable

operation of the coordinator.

An important problem in the investigation of a coordinator is the admis-

sible value of the phase shift _ introduced by the direction finder, or, in

other words, the admissible value of the skewing of the axes of the measurement

coordinate system. Figure 3.31 shows that for each value of the product kvT a

there is a corresponding minimum phase shift angle _ for which the coordinator
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becomes unstable. The mentioned angle will be called the critical phase shift

angle _cr"

It is easy to obtain a dependence establishing the relationship between the

critical angle of the phase shift and the coordinator parameters. In actuality,

from (3.9.16) when aI = 0 we have

k_2 = --_ (3.9.17)

But at the same time

1kV1 = kvcoS_cr
t

kv2 k w sin _crJ
(3.9.18)

k !

VI

After excluding wI from equations (3.9.17) and substituting the values

and k' determined by equations (3 9 18) we obtain
V2 _ • . ,

(3.9.19)
tan FcrSinFcr= kwra

By solving equation (3.9.19) for bcr' we obtain

(V )----+ arc cos 1 2_
_cr , 2 2- •- 4kvT _ 2kVTa (3.9.20)

Figure 3.32 shows the dependence of the absolute value of the critical

phase shift angle [Zcrl on the product kvT a. In the case of large values of

the product kvTa, expression (3.9.19) can be used to obtain an approximate ex-

pression for the critical phase shift angle

her - _/kvr a (3-9.21)
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The dependence (3.9.21) has been shown in figure 3-32 by a dashed line.

The admissible value of the phase shift angle should be less than the critical

value by at least a factor of 5-10; this will be discussed in greater detail
below.

•,uw we will take into account a second cross connection, caused by the

presence of the eTaatorial moment of the gyroscope. When a1 _ O, the region

of stability becomes asymmetrical relative to the x-axis. For negative values

of the cited frequency w1, the boundary of stability is situated somewhat

above the curve a1 = 0 and the farther from it the greater the value a . For±

positive frequencies the boundary of stability is represented by a closed

curve situated within the region bounded by the parabola aI = O. The

dimensions of the region of stability decrease with an increase of aI. This

configuration of the boundary of stability is due to the specific form of the

frequency characteristic of a corrected gyroscope, which, as is well known,

has two peaks, one of which is situated at a zero frequency, while the other

is at the nutation frequency _n = i = Jng

a Je

When constructing the limits of stability for the case aI _ 0 we inten-

tionally selected relatively large values of the parameter characterizing the

degree of cross connection so as to reflect more graphically the decrease of

the size of the region of stability with an increase of the equatorial moment

of the gyroscope. In correctly planned systems the values a are such that
i

for the actually recorded values of the coordinator parameters (kV, Ta) the

boundaries of stability pass near the curves a = O.
i
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The relationship between the critical phase shift angle _cr and the coor-
dinator parameters is given by the equation

tan _cr sin _cr =
i al

+ , (3-9.22)
kvT a kvT a tan _cr

which differs from equation (3.9.19) only by the additional term on the right-

hand side which becomes equal to zero when aI = O. For small values aI the

value of this term is small and conclusions on the admissible limits of change

of the angle _cr can be drawn on the basis of the curve in figure 3.3 2 .

Now we will clarify the influence of cross connections between channels

on the quality of control processes. We recall that in the absence of cross

connections the motion of the coordinate axes when the coordinator is tracking

a target consists of two independent motions--lateral and longitudinal. Non-

dependence of motions means that the displacement of the target in any one

plane causes movement of the coordinator axes rigorously in this same plane.

The character of the transient process in each channel is determined by equa-

tion (3.9.8), or in the case of small inertia of the power amplifier, by

equation (3.9.11). In the first case the transient process with a jump-like

change of the input action will be either aperiodic or will be oscillatory-

attenuating, depending on the values of the coordinator parameters. In the

second case it always will be aperiodic.

Taking into account cross connections, the transient process in a coor-

dinator will be described by a third-degree linear differential equation with

complex coefficients. Expression (3.9.13) represents the symbolic form of

writing of this equation. The finding of the solution of such an equation

for a given law of change of the input value presents no basic difficulties.

However, the unwieldiness of the resulting solution does not make possible

sufficiently simple clarification of the principal characteristics of the

transient process and the influence exerted on it by change of individual

coordinator parameters. Therefore, it is necessary to use the approach of

maximum simplification of equation (3.9.13) , at the same time retaining its

specific character, necessitated by taking into account at least one cross con-

nection. By solving such a simplified equation it is possible to establish

the principal laws characterizing the transient process and then attempt
at least a qualitative tracing of the influence exerted on the transient

process by parameters not taken into account earlier.

In the case of a small inertia of the power amplifier and a weak cross

connection, caused by the equatorial moment of the gyroscope, equation
(3.9.13) is transformed to the form

'_+ kVSK: kwa" ( 3"9- 23)
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The characteristic equation

k+kv=O

has one complex root

(3.9.24)

Therefore, solution of equation (3,9.23) for zero initial conditions and with

a change of the input action at the time t = 0 in a jump from to ¢0 =

¢0e3_, where e0 is the module of angular deflection and _ is the phase angle

of the target, has the form

(3.9.25)

We will assume for unambiguity that the deflection of the target occurred

in the plane OmXmZ m (fig. 3.28). As before, the angular deflections in the

plane OmZ_nzm _.,i_l.._ be __o__ the real values of the c_r_na_e_ and the an-

_ar deflections in the plane OmYunym wi!!beassigned fictitious _!ues of the

coordinates. Then ¢o inequation (3.9.29) should be replaced by ¢Oz" By

dividing both sides of equation (3.9.25) by ¢0zWe obtain an expression for the

conversion function in relation to a "real" input

• ,K(0 1 _e--kv t ( 3-9.26)
H+1(t)-- _o, -

Formula (3.9.26) shows that the conversion function for a two-channel system

in relation to a "real" input is a complex function of the actual variable--
time

H+, (t)= H +,,(O + jH +,y (0. (3.9.27)

the real part of which H+Iz(t ) expresses the reaction of the system to a unit

jump applied to a "real" input, at the output of the lateral deflection channel



and the imaginary part H+ly(t) determines the reaction to this sameaction at

the output of the longitudinal deflection channel.

The conversion function H+l(t ) is a curve in a three-dimensional space

H H t. Its projections onto the planes oH t and oH t are respectively
+iz +ly +Iz +ly

equal to

H+_ z (t) = 1 -tk--e-tkw_°s_cos_ cos (tk w sin _,), }
H+_y (t) --- e v sin (tk V sin _).

(3.9.28)

In addition, expressions (3.9.28) can be considered as the parametric

equations of the trajectories of the axis of the coordinator when the "real"

input is fed a unit jump. It is convenient to use the dimensionless value kvt

as a parameter. Figure 3.33 shows some of the mentioned trajectories corre-

sponding to different values of the phase shift angle _, introduced by the

direction finder.

Using formulas (3.9.28) and the curves in figure 3.33 it is possible to

trace how changes of the value _ influence the character of motion of the coor-

dinator axis. For example, when _ = 0 the coordinator axis moves to the ZI40

new position of the target (the point +i, j0 in figure 3.33) along a

straight line. For values _ falling in the interval between 0 and 90o , the

coordinator axis moves toward the target along a spiral. The greater the

value _, the greater is the number of loops of the spiral and the longer will

be the duration of the transient process. When _ = 90 ° the coordinator axis

experiences circular motion with the angular frequency O 0 = kV. If 90 ° <_ <

180 °, the trajectories of the coordinator axis constitute diverging spirals.

Finally_ when _ = 180 ° the coordinator axis moves along a straight line in the

direction away from the target.

If the target is deflected in the plane OmXmYm, the picture of the trajec-

tories of the coordinator axis is turned by 90o relative to the axis OH+l z.

This can be concluded from the fact that the conversion function of the system

for the "imaginary" channel is related to the conversion function of the sys-

tem for the "real" channel by the relation

--

In the case of an arbitrary direction of deflection of the target it is

necessary to consider the generalized conversion function of the two-channel

system H (t), characterizing a system with jump-like transfer of the action to
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both channels simultaneously. If the conversion function H+l(t ) is known, the
generalized conversion function is determined as

Hq,(t) = I1+, (t) e/'P,

where _ is the phase angle of the target.

Analysis of the _a!ity of control processes in a two-channel system of

the simplest form shows that allowance for the cross connection between chan-

nels appreciably changes the dynamic properties of the coordinator. For

example, the deflection of the target in any one plane causes motion of the

axis of the coordinator both in the deflection plane and in the plane perpen-
dicular to it.

The character of the the transient processes in each of the channels also

changed. Whereas in the absence of cross connections, a jump-like change of

the input action corresponded only to an aperiodic process for any values of

the coordinator parameters, now in the same type of action the transient

process can have an aperiodic, oscillatory-attenuating, oscillatory, and

finally, diverging character, in dependence on _, characterizing the relation-

ship between the channels.

These results make it possible to evaluate the admissible value of the

phase shift angle of the mismatch signal _adm" As the admissible value _adm

we can use that value of it at which the maximum deflection of the coordina-

tor axis in the plane normal to the plane of deflection of the target does not

exceed a stipulated value. From (3.9.28) it is easy to obtain an expression

for the maximum deflection of the coordinator axis along the axis OH_IyT as a
function of the phase shift angle

-_ cot

+H'ly max = e sin _. (3.9.29)
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The curve of the dependence of (3.9.29) is shown in figure 3.34. In the

case of small values _ formula (3.9.29) can be simplified. Assuming

sin _ _ _ and _ cot _ _ I,

we obtain

I °dmI 1.56  ÷ly adm _"

For example, if it is assumed that the maximum deflection of the

coordinator axis in the plane normal to the plane of deflection of the

target should not exceed 5 percent of the deflection of the coordinator in the

direction of the target, the absolute value of the admissible phase shift

angle _adm should be not more than 8°; when H+ly adm = i0 percent, the admis-

sible phase shift angle should be approximately 15°_ etc. For the analyzed

example, the critical angle of skewing _cr = ±90o (the region of stability on

the diagram in figure 3.31 occupies the entire right half-plane). Therefore,

_cr

if H+ly adm falls in the limits 5-10 percent, --_ 6-11.
_adm

Allowance for inerti@ of the power amplifier_ as well as for a second

cross connection, somewhat complicates the picture of the transient processes.

However, it has been demonstrated (ref. 97) that the qualitative side of the

earlier considered phenomena still is retained. Cross connections lead to

the appearance of spiral motion of the coordinator axis and therefore to its

deflection in the plane normal to the plane of the mismatch angle. The rela-

tion between the admissible and critical phase shift angles also is main-

tained. Nowever, now _cr should be selected using the diagram in figure 3.31

or using formulas (3.9.20) and (3.9.22).

If the coordinator is used for measurement of the angular velocity of the

rocket-target line, the dynamic properties characteristic of it as an instru-

ment for measuring angular velocity_ under the conditions assumed above,
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retain all the principal characteristics of the just considered case when the

coordinator served as an angle-measuring instrument. In actuality, by com-

paring formulas (3.9.8), (3.9.9), (3.9.11) and (3.9.12) it is easy to confirm

that the conversion function of the coordinator, as an instrument for measuring

angular velocity @, is equal with an accuracy to a constant real factor to its

conversion function, as an instrument for measuring the angle ¢.

The dynamic properties of the single-gyroscope coordinator described above

deteriorate appreciably when it is combined with an antenna system of consider-

able size and weight, because this causes a significant decrease of the ratio

of the polar moment of the gyroscope rotor J to the equatorial moment of iner-

tia J__ of the _vroscope_. w_•........_ body. _"_e 1_r, in turn, leads to a con-

siderable influence of inertial moments, and therefore to a considerable mani-

festation of nutation. The operation of such coordinators will be influenced

considerably by inertial forces in the axes of the suspension during oscilla-

tions of the rocket and also an inevitable residual unbalancing of the gyro-

scope.

However, an increase of the kinetic moment of the gyroscope for the pur-

pose of attenuation of the mentioned factors is not always desirable because

it causes an increase of the size and weight of the coordinator, and requires

the use of correcting motors with a large torque.

When a relatively heavy antenna is coupled to a gyroscopic drive the best

results are given when using gyroscopic stabilized platforms or stabilized

platforms (ref. 1). Such apparatus consists of two-gyroscope p]atforms with

power unloading of the gyroscopes (ref. 5)- /142

The relations derived above for single-gyroscope coordinators can be

applied to two-gyroscope tracking coordinators as instruments for measuring

the angular position of the target and the angular velocity of the line of

sight, at the same time taking into account that to a considerable degree such

coordinators do not have the shortcomings inherent in single-gyroscope systems.

The gyrostabilized platform of a two-gyroscope power system is formed by

two frames: an outer frame 1 and an inner frame 2 (fig. 3.35). The axes of

the frames OKZ K and oKY K are mutually perpendicular. The gyroscopes G 1 and G 2

are situated on the inner frame of the platform, made in the form of a housing.

Each of them has two degrees of freedom relative to the gyrostabilized plat-

form, including here the degree of freedom of the rotation of the rotor.

The angles of rotation of the gyroscope frames 3 and 4 relative to the

platform are measured by the pickups P1 and P2' respectively. The voltages

from the pickups directly or after amplification are fed to the unloading

motors M 1 and M2, creating moments around the axes OKZ K and oKY K. The gyro-

scopes, together with the pickups and the unloading motors, form a power un-

loading system for compensation of the external moments applied to the platform.
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Now we will consider the behavior of a platform under the influence of the

external moment which can arise, for example, during the oscillations of the

rocket. We will assume that the moment is applied to the outer frame of the

platform_ that is, acts around the axis OKZ K. Under the influence of the per-

turbing moment the gyroscope GI begins to experience precession, tending to

bring the vector of its kinetic moment into coincidence with the vector /143

of the perturbing moment. With the rotation of the frame of the gyroscope

GI relative to the platform, a voltage proportional to the angle of rotation

of the gyroscope frame will be fed from the pickup PI" In proportion to the

voltage of the pickup the motor MI develops a moment around the axis of the

outer frame of the platform, oriented in a direction opposite the direction of

the external moment. Precession of the gyroscope will continue until the

external moment equals the moment of the motor.

If the external moment is eliminated, the moment of the discharge motor,

compensating it earlier, causes precession of the gyroscope GI to its former

position. With the rotation of the gyroscope frame to the zero-signal position

the value of the moment of the motor also will decrease. As soon as the gyro-

scope frame attains such a position the moment of the motor becomes equal to

zero and the further precession of the gyroscope G1 ceases.

Thus, in a power unload system the gyroscope GI performs the role of an

external moment around the axis OKZ K of the platform and, jointly with the

pickup PI' produces a voltage necessary for compensation of the external moment.
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Theplatform behaves similarly under the influence of the moments along

the oKY K axis. Only in this case will there be precession of the gyroscope G 2

and the motor M 2 will compensate the external moment.

Thus, the application of external moments to the axes of the platform

frames does not lead to a rotation of the platform, but causes only precession

of the corresponding gyroscopes. The suspension axes of the platform are
unloaded from the action of the external moments.

The correcting moments, under whose influence the angular position of the

axes of the platform should change, are created by the correctir_ motors

C_41 and CM2, to which are fed the mismatch signals formed bythe direction

finder.

3.10. Block Diagram of a Coordinator with Electrical

Displacement of the Equisignal Direction

A coordinator with electrical displacement of the equisignal direction

consists of a phase-type direction finder and an actuating mechanism whose

_UrIDOS_ i _ t_ fnv._ _ _+ ...._ _..................... _ which are fed to the windiP_s of the phase

inverters. The values and signs of these voltages are set in such a way that

the phase inverters compensate the phase shift of the received signal caused

by displacement of the target relative to the equisignal direction.

The actuating device used can be an electromechanical drive or the

earlier discussed gyroscopic drive, coupled to potentiometric pickups. The

body of each pickup is attached to the body of the rocket and the slide j144

is connected to the axis of the gyroscope or the output shaft of the reducer
of the electric motor.

The principle of operation of the coordinator is as follows. We will as-

sume that in the initial state the rocket-target line coincides with the

direction of the axis of the antenna system (we recall that the antenna system

in this type of direction finder is fixed rigidly to the body of the rocket,

and its axis is oriented in the direction of the longitudinal axis of the

rocket). The mismatch signal at the output of the direction finder will be

equal to zero, and the gyroscope will occupy some initial position in which

the voltage from the potentiometric pickups also will be equal to zero.

There will be no additional phas@ shift from the phase inverters. Displace-

ment of the target relative to the equisignal direction causes the appearance

of a mismatch signal, precession of the gyroscope and appearance (as a result

of movement of the slide of the potentiometric pickup from a zero position)

of a voltage across the windings of the phase inverter ferrites. The phase

inverters shift the phase of the received signal so as to compensate the

phase shift caused by displacement of the target relative to the axis of the
antenna.
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When the phase shift of the signal caused by displacement of the target is

completely compensated, the mismatch signal becomes equal to zero and preces-

sion of the gyroscope ceases. The target again will be on the equisignal direc-

tion, which no longer will coincide with the axis of the antenna. During move-

ment of the target the equisignal direction automatically follows the position
of the line of sight.

In constructing the block diagram of the coordinator it is necessary to

use equations (3.6.30), (3.9.2), (3.9.3), (3.9.5) and equations relating the

voltage at the output of the potentiometric pickups and the angle of rotation
of their slides.

In complex form the equation for the pickups has the form

= (3.10.i)

where kp = kpl = kp2 is the transfer constant of the pickup; _ = _z + J_y

is the angle of rotation of the pickup slides.

Since y_ also is the angle of deflection of the gyroscope relative to the

body of the rocket, then

Y$ = CK - v_" (3.10.2)

Here @ is the angle characterizing the position of the longitudinal axis
of the rocket relative to a fixed frame of reference.

Figure 3.36a, b shows block diagrams of a coordinator for complex and

real coordinates. The block diagram of a coordinator with electrical displace-

ment of the equisignal direction differs somewhat from a block diagram with

mechanical displacement of the equisignal line (fig. 3.27). The most impor-

tant difference is that, for the diagram shown in figure 3.27, the angle

A8 is the mismatch angle characterizing the deflection of the target from_
the equisignal direction. Such a mismatch for the diagram in figure 3.36

will be the phase shift A_ = _ - pp. However, the angle A8 for a coordinator

with electrical displacement of the equisignal line is the input action which

characterizes the position of the target in the related coordinate system.

Using the block diagram in figure 3.36 it is possible to write an expres-

sion for the measured value of the angular position of the target
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8K_ i_tkp B +

D(TaD + Z)(Z +J_D) + kv k_

+ kp,kp 0". (3.10.3)

D(_D+l)(l+jaD)+kv k_

It follows from (3.10.3) that the angle CK is dependent not only on the

actual angular position of the target ¢, but also on the angular position of

the longitudinal axis of the rocket @. The latter dependence is extremely
undesirable because the inevitable changes of @ in the process of motion of

the target cause errors in determination of the coordinates of the target._
This dependence can be eliminated by the appropriate selection of the param-

eters of the coordinator and "decoupling" the coordinator from the angular
oscillations of the rocket.

The "decoupling" condition is satisfaction of the equation

kpikv --k. (3.!0.4)

Figure 3.36
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Then (3.10.3) assumes the form

kV
e. (3.10.5)

*K= D(TD+ l)(1 +]aD)-+ kv

Equation (3.10.5) coincides in form with the equation of motion of the

coordinator with mechanical displacement of the equisignal direction (3.9.13)

if the velocity amplification factor of the latter is a real value.

In the case of satisfaction of condition (3.10.4) the voltage fed to the

correcting motors of the gyroscope is expressed by the formula

U -- _#a(1 .jaD) _. (3.10.6)
C D(TaD_, 1)(l+jaD)Tk v

Therefore, a coordinator of the considered type can be used as an instru-

ment for measurement of the angular velocity of the line of sight.

3.11. Evaluation of the Accuracy of Coordinators

of Homing Systems

The coordinator of a homing system is a measuring apparatus and; there-

fore; the most important index of its operation is the accuracy of measurement

of the mismatch parameter.

The errors involved in use of the coordinator are reflected to a con-

siderable degree in the value of the rocket miss. In actuality_ if the coor-

dinator measures the mismatch parameter with an error, this is equivalent to

determination of the mismatch parameter for some fictitious target. Since the

other elements of the homing system cannot compare the actual and measured

values of the mismatch parameter, the rocket will be guided to a fictitious

target whose position corresponds to the measured value of the mismatch param-

eter, which also leads in the last analysis to an increase of the rocket miss
which cannot be eliminated.

Two types of actions are applied to the coordinator_ as to any automatic

control system: a controlling action and various kinds of perturbations.

The coordinator errors are caused both by inexact reproduction of the control-

ling action and the influence of undesirable perturbations. Errors of the

first kind sometimes are called dynamic errors, and errors of the second kind,
fluctuation errors.

In the case of coordinators of homing systems the controlling ac-

tion, that is_ the action which should be performed with a high degree of

accuracy_ can be divided into two components: a component caused by the

DJ/
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Figure 3- 37

relative motions of the rocket and target s which result in the angular motion

of the line of sight, and a comRonent caused by angular oscillations of the

body of the rocket ("y_wjng" of the rocket). We note at once that the second

component is characteristic only of systems for automatic tracking of a tar-

get using angular coordinates, carried on a moving object and having an elec-

tric motor control device and also coordinators with a fixed equisignal direc-

tion. In part s this component also will appear in the gyroscopic coordinator

described in the preceding section, in which there is displacement of the

equisignal direction with incomplete compensation of "yawing" error (3.10.3)-

A gyroscopic coordinator with mechanical displacement of the equisignal direc-

tion_ as a result of the gyroscopic effect, has a good decoupling from the

angular oscillations of the rocket, and therefore there will be virtually no

"yawing" component in the controlling action.

_ ..... o 37a -_'_ the block diagram of a movi_ _j_o_gi_ _^^_2 ......

Here WK(D) is the transfer function of the coordinator. The single control-

ling action--chan_e of the angular position of the rocket-target line ¢(t)--

is applied to the input of the coordinator. The equisignal direction, char-

acterized by the angle OK, is deflected from the line of sight by the angle

Ae. Thus, Ae = ¢ - CK represents the tracking error or the error in repro-

ducing the controlling action.

Figure 3.37b is the block diagram of a homing rocket with a fixed coor-

dinator. The transfer function Wr(D ) includes the transfer function of the

coordinator, automatic pilot and rocket. The angle _ characterizes the angu-

lar position of the longitudinal axis of the rocket (it is assumed that the

equisignal direction of the direction finder coincides with the longitudinal

axis of the rocket)• This diagram shows two controlling actions: the change

of the angular position of the line of sight c(t) and the angular oscillation

of the longitudinal axis of the rocket @r(t). The latter is combined with the

angle @ and gives the angle @_, characterizing the angular position of the

equisignal direction. Such a setting of the controlling action, neces- /148

sitated by the oscillations of the axis of the rocket, is correct only in

a case when "yawing" is not dependent on the angular position of the longi-

tudinal axis of the rocket.
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There are two approaches to setting of the controlling action_ neces-
sitated by the changeof the angular position of the line of sight. According
to the first of them ¢(t) is given in the form of a determined function of
time. In the second it is assumedthat ¢(t) is a randomfunction and is given
by its statistical characteristics.

In the first case, it is assumedthat in the process of guidance of a
rocket to a target, the angular position of the line of sight changes in con-
formity of a clearly defined law as a function of the velocity and maneuvering
of the target, the guidance method used, velocity and the dynamic properties
of the rocket, initial launching range, etc. The problem of determining the
controlling action e = e(t) for different methods of rocket guidance was con-
sidered in chapter 2. In computing the dynamic errors of the coordinator it
is desirable to replace the dependencee = ¢(t) by its approximate value. As
such an approximation, it is convenient to use approximation of the function
¢ = ¢(t) bya polynomial of t

(t)----_Ai ti. (3.11.1)
I=0

Since in actuality the c = ¢(t) curves are quite smooth, the degree of

the approximating polynomial cannot be very high.

In the second method for setting the controlling action it is assumed

that as a result of the difference of target trajectories, and also the dif-

ference in the initial condition for each launching (aspect of attack, initial

launching range, etc.), an individual kinematic trajectory, and therefore also

its corresponding dependence ¢ = _(t), must be considered as one of the pos-

sible realizations of some random process. The controlling action in such an

approach is given by the statistical characteristics of the mentioned random

process. Reference 31 presents computations of the statistical characteris-

tics of the controlling action for a radar set for automatic tracking of the

target, on the basis of angular coordinates, which is used in an antiaircraft

fire control system. The spectral density of the angular velocity of the line
of sight is expressed by the formula

4A_a (3. ll. 2)
O_(_)--_2+ _

2

where A1 is the mean value of the square of angular velocity of the target,

and _ is a value inverse to the mean value of the interval within which the

angular velocity remains constant.

However, a similar method can be used as the basis for computation

of the statistical characteristics of the controlling action with respect
to the coordinators of homing rockets.

sm
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The second method for setting the controlling action makes it possible to

make a more general evaluation of the accuracy of the system for different

variants of its use, whereas the first method makes it possible to evaluate

the accuracy of the coordinator only for some special cases of its use. How-

ever, the expenditures involved in obtaining reliable statistical characteris-

tics are very great, and therefore in actual practice preference frequently is

given to the first method for setting the controlling action.

Chapter 2 discussed the principal types of perturbations acting on the

coordinators. In computing the accuracy of measurement of the mismatch param-

eter in the tracking coordinators of the angle-measuring type, it is neces-

sary to take into account the fluctuations of the signal reflected from the

target and also artificially created interference.

The instantaneous value of the fluctuations of the amplitude of the re-

flected signal is characterized, as already pointed out, by the relative

change of the amplitude or the coefficient of noise modulation mn(t). As the

averaged characteristics of amplitude noise, it is possible to use the cor-

relation coefficient of noise modulationRm(T ) or its spectral density Gm(W ).

Fluctuations of the amplitude of the reflected signal lead to the ap-

pearance of distortions of the output voltage of the direction firmer, which

in the io_ run cause errors in determination of the target coordinates.

Therefore, for introducing into the block diagram of the coordinator the

perturbing action caused by amplitude noise, it is first necessary to make an

investigation of the direction finder outside a closed control system. Such

an investigation essentially involves an analysis of the passage of a useful

signal together with fluctuations through the direction finder, in accordance

with th_ ^_ ~_ _=_ _cu_ar__v _± conversion equations for a direction finder of a ...._: °_

.type. We note that intentionally created interference can be t_<en into

account in a similar way if the transmitter of the interference is situated

at the target.

As a result of such an investigation we find the voltage at the output of

the direction finder as a function of the mismatch angle, the parameters of

the direction finder and the values characterizing the amplitude noise. The

output voltage of the direction finder consists of the useful component UDF

and low-frequency noise Ulfn(t ). Therefore, the perturbation caused by the

fluctuations of the reflected signal can be introduced into the block diagram

of the coordinator in the form of low-frequency noise at the output of the

direction finder.

If the noise voltage Ulfn(t ) is not dependent on the mismatch angle Ae,

it is possible to compute the errors caused by the fluctuations, leaving the

block diagram of the direction finder in the same form it had in the absence

of fluctuations. The dependence of the voltage Ulfn(t ) on the mismatch
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Figure 3.38

angle Ae, which occurs in the case of a high level of fluctuations of the

reflected signal or when there is artificial interference, makes necessary

changes of the block diagram of the direction finder as a link in the l_
automatic control system.

Fluctuations of the apparent center of reflection (angular noise) are

given in the form of the angle Cn(t), whose value changes randomly relative to

the true direction to the target, determined by the angular position of the

line of sight ¢.

Figure 3.38 is the block diagram of one of the channels of a tracking

gyroscopic coordinator, with the fluctuations of the signal reflected from

the target taken into account. The dashed line in this figure denotes ideal

systems of reproduction of the angular position of the line of sight and the

angular velocity of the rocket-target line. The first system has a transfer

coefficient equal to unity and the second is characterized by the transfer

function Wm(D) = D.

The error in determination of the angular position of the line of sight

will be characterized by the measurement error or by the distortions of the

measured parameter A¢, representing the difference between the measured value

of the angle ¢, equal to oK' and its actual value e, that is

A_ = cK - ¢. (3.11.3)

The concept of reproduction error, defined as ACO r = ¢ - _K' sometimes

is used in evaluation of the accuracy of the tracking system. By comparing

this expression with formula (3.11.3), it is easy to establish that

A¢ = -_e 0 .r

By using the block diagram shown in figure 3.38, we write an expression
for the measurement error

1 .A_ W'(D) ,, . W_(D)
|¢ WK(D) e tl + W_(D)_-_ T l+ WE(D) (3.11.4)
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HereWK(D)is the transfer function of the closed coordinator,

kv

W_ (D) = D (taD + U '

equal to

(3.11.5)

and W' (D) = WK(D)

kD F

p_er a_lifier.

is the transfer function of the power apparatus and the

Formula (3.11.4) shows that the error A¢ consists of two components: the

A¢8 _....... CK "'_.... -_ 0 andd_mamic error , determined by the _±_=r_n_ ¢ - ""_ _Ifn

Cn = O, and also the fluctuation error Acf, representing A¢ when ¢ = O. The

following formulas are derived for computation of Ae b and Aef

I _ (3.11.6)A%-- 1 + IV_ (D) °'

W" (D) W,_(D)
A"f 1 + WK (D) --_li-_n-j- 1 + WK (D)

a n" (3.11.7)

If the controlling action is given in the form of a determined function

of time, the dynamic error in a steady-state regime is represented conve-

niently in the form of a series

C2 -- CK

A_o-- co_ (t) + C, _ (t) 4- _ E (t) + ... + _ E_k)(t) _- ....
(3.ii.8)

where the coefficients for the input action and its derivatives represent the

so-called error coefficients, computed using the formula

¢': _ I+IY_(D) o=o"
(3.11.9)

After substituting (3.11.9) into (3.11.9) and after computation, we obtain

! Ty 1 , etc. (3.11.I0)
co=O, c,=_j, c_:kv _
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Computation of the dynamic error requires stipulation of the specific law

of change of the controlling action. We will assume that the angular position

of the line of sight changes in conformity to the law

1
_ (t) = Ao + A,t -_-_ A/-', (3.1111)

where A0 is the initial angular position of the line of sight, AI is the angu-

lar velocity of the line o£ sight, and A 2 is the angular acceleration of the
line of sight.

Then

A, A2(kvTa--I ) A2

_°= Vv + 2k_ + _ t. (3.11.12)

It follows from formula (3.11.12) that in the case of a fixed line of

sight (A1 = A 2 = 0) the dynamic error is equal to zero. If the line of sight

moves with a constant angular velocity, the dynamic error in a steady-

state regime (after attenuation of the characteristic motions of the sys-

tem) is equal to the constant value

]152

Finally, with movement of the line of sight with a constant angular accel-

eration, the dynamic error increases linearly.

When the controlling action is stipulated in the form of a random func-

tion of time the dynamic error usually is characterized by a mean square value

which is computed in the following way. From (3.11.6) and (3.11.5) we have

D (raO4 I) rap + :
A%: O(TaDT l)__kw z: D(TaD+I)__ kv _. (3.11.13)

In the example cited above an expression was obtained for the spectral

density o£ the angular velocity of the line of sight (3.11.2). If it is as-

sumed that such an expression can be obtained also for the controlling signal

of the coordinator of a homing rocket; the dispersion of error of determination

of the position of the line of sight is expressed by the formula

°:_o: -- d,°.
0

(3.1i.14)
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The integral in (3.11.14) can be computedeasily if the tables compiled
for this purpose in reference 31 are used. Making the computations and as-

q

suming that I_2a << 1 and _V << l, we determine the mean square value of the

dynamic error

%'0__ I + kvT,. (3.11.19)

It follows from (3.11.15) that the dynamic error increases with an in-

crease of the mean square value of angular velocity of the line of sight and

with a decrease of the duration of the segments of flight of a target with a

constant angular velocity.

The fluctuation errors in determination of the position of the line of

sight will be characterized by the dispersions or the mean square values.

If the noise component of voltage at the output of the direction finder

is not dependent on the mismatch angle and is given by the spectral density

Glfn(_), the dispersions of errors of determination of the position of the

line of sight, caused by amplitude and angular noise, are equal respectively

to /153

'i i_=_. !l _ w_(i_,)
0

0

3.lZ.16}

It frequently is found that the spectral densities Glfn(a_) and Gn(W)

within the limits of the pass band of the coordinator approximately retain a

constant value_ equal to their value at the zero frequency. We recall that

the spectral density Gn(_ ) is computed for some fixed range to the target.

Then, formulas (3.11.16) and (3.11.17) can be represented in the form

%,(0)
5_

&o,

ti

din.
2_ it1+ w.(j_)

m

o

(3-ll.18)

(3.11.19)
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Since amplitude noise is given by the spectral density of the coefficient
of noise modulation Gm(_), Glfn(_) in formula (3.11.18) must be expressed

through Gm(W). Wewill showthe relationship between these spectral densities

using the example of a direction finder with conical scanning, since in direc-
tion finders with an instantaneous equisignal direction the influence of ampli-
tude noise is reflected only when there is a nonidentity of the reception chan-
nels. Inawell-adjusted direction finder of such a type, the error caused by
amplitude noise will be increasingly small.

The voltage at the output of a direction finder with conical scanning_
with amplitude noise taken into account, is equal to (ref. i)

u*,:,__:k,:,F_AO-F ko_nn (t )__ 0 -! 2O_ mk,_k'-n ( t_ cos 2t. (3. ii. 20)

The last two terms in expression (3.11.20) represent the fluctuating part of

the output voltage; the first of these terms is dependent on the mismatch

angle A@. The presence of such a dependence indicates that the amplitude

noise caused a change of the properties of the direction finder. The block

diagram of the direction finder, constructed on the basis of (3.11.20), is

shown in figure 3-39- It follows from figure 3.39 that the direction finder

as a link in the automatic control system possesses a variable amplification

factor _hich changes randomly. The change in the properties of the direc-/154

tion finder is reflected not only in the character of the fluctuation

error, but also in the value of the dynamic error. This example illustrates

one of the possible manifestations of the mutual relationship and mutual

dependence of fluctuation and dynamic errors mentioned earlier.

The coefficient of noise modulation mn(t), caused by fluctuations of the

reflecting surface of the target, is considerably smaller than unity and there-

fore for simplification of the problem the variability of the transfer coeffi-

cient of the direction finder, in most cases_ is neglected. In the analysis

of the effect of artificial interference on a coordinator such a simplifica-

tion can prove to be unsound.

Hereafter in formula (3.11.20) we will take into account only the last

term, assuming that the low-frequency noise at the output of the direction

finder is expressed by the formula

_h(t/eosgt _ ,

Figure 3.39
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Ulfn(t) -----f_-ran(t) cos or. (3.11. _)

Then it is necessary to express the spectral density of noise voltage

through the direction finder parameters and the spectral density of the coef-

ficient of noise modulation. It can be shown that

2k2

Ga._.n(O)=---_O_L,,,(_2). (3. ll. 22)

Then expression (3.11.18) assumes the form

The effective passband of the coordinator is equal to

=_- ii W. (i.,) i
C ,-.,j :

0

With (3.11.24) taken into account, expressions (3.11.23) and (3.11.19)

are transformed to the form

2G,,.,(_)
_'-- --,- AF,
a k_ e

o2_: 0 _o_aFe .
Y n '

(311.2_)

....... _o ko.__L._jl _lu kO.±m.mu [ii_k_ pOSSlD±e a sound selection o$" some

parameters of the direction finder for the purpose of decreasing the tracking

error. For example, the error due to amplifier noise can be decreased by

increasing the size of the antenna (at the same time, the coefficient km ]155

increases)_ decreasing the equivalent pass band of the coordinator and in-

creasing the scanning frequency, thus leading to a decrease o£ the spectral

density Gm(Q ) . The latter approach apparently is the most rational.

By computing the integral (3.11.24) we obtain

kV

AF e =-_-. (3.11.27)
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Then
_2 __ Gm (o) kv
a 2ki ' (3.11.28)

a-_ __. Gn(O) k v
Y 4

(3.11.29)

Formulas (3.11.28) and (3.11.29) make it possible to determine the meas-

urement errors in any one channel of the coordinator in the absence of cross

connections between channels. In order to compute tracking errors when there

is a cross connection between channels, it is necessary when computing the

integral (3.11.24) to assume that the amplification factor for the velocity

coordinator is a complex value kV = kve If such computations are made, the

following coefficient appears in formulas (3.11.28) and (3.11.29)

1 (3.11.30)

cos_-- kV% sin 21z "

With an increase of _ from zero to the value at which the following condition

is satisfied

I
tan _cr sin _cr =--'

kvT a

(3.11.31)

the coefficient k increases from unity to infinity. We recall that the equal-

ity (3.11.31) applies at the limit of coordinator stability. Therefore, the
fluctuation errors of the coordinator increase with an increase of the cross

connection between channels.

The mean square total error of determination of the direction of the line

of sight, on the assumption that the line of sight moves at a constant

velocity_ is expressed by the formula

-- A '2 G,. (Q) k v Gn(O)k v

2k_ 4k_
(3.11.32)

Formula (3.11.32) shows that the first term (dynamic error) decreases

with an increase of the amplification factor of the velocity coordinator and

the two others (fluctuation errors) increase with an increase of kV. It is

possible to determine the value of the amplification factor kV which is
optimal from the point of view of the minimum of the mean square total

error. It is equal to
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8Alk m

kv opt : 2am 0a) + k2man(0 )"
(3.11.33)

The minimum value of the total error can be found by substituting

(3.11.33) into (3.11.32).

The error in measurement of the angular velocity of the line of sight

can be determined by using the block diagram in figure 3.38.

Assuming kI = --, we obtain

D D W' (D) D W_ (D)
:d= 1+ W_(D) E_ _+ W_(D)Uk_en-_1+ W_O) %" (3.11.34)

The steady-state dynamic error, on the assumption that the controlling

1
action changes in conformity to the law ¢(t) = A0 + Alt + _ A2t 2, will be
equal to

A_O: _. (3-il. 35)

The dispersions of the fluctuation errors caused by amplitude and angular

noise are expressed by the formulas

Computing the values of the integrals in (3.11.36) and (3.11.37), we will have

a2" -__ Gm (_)k2v

,. 2TakL

,,2.__ 6#0) k_.
,y 4Ta

(3.11.38)

(3.11.39)

The mean square total error in determination of the angular velocity of the

line of sight, on the assumption that the controlling action changes in con-

i 2,formity to the law ¢(t) = A 0 + _t + _ A2t is expressed by the formula
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__ A 2
+ + (3.11.40)

The value of the velocity amplification factor for which the mean square /157
total error has a minimum value is equal to

4/ 22
4A2kmra (3.11.41)

kv opt _ V 2On (o)+ k_Gn(O)"

Comparing formulas (3.11.33) and (3.11.41) we note that the optimal value

of the velocity amplification factor will be different; depending on whether

the position of the line of sight or its angular velocity is determined with a

minimum error.

The computation of the coordinator errors under the influence of artifi-

cial interference has some features in common with the computations cited

above, because the principles for creating artificial interference in part are

based on the complication of the natural factors responsible for measurement

errors. Here it is important only to clarify those specific properties of

interference which are the basic cause for the appearance of errors to be able

to correctly introduce the interference signal into the coordinator circuit.

It is also useful to know the methods that make it possible to attenuate

the effect of intentionally created interference of some type. The following

table, taken for reference i09_ gives a list of some of the possible types of

interference and measures available to overcome them. This list was compiled

for use with radar sets with automatic tracking of the target and employing

the equisignal direction method.

Interference Methods for overcoming interference

Noise interference Closed velocity memory circuit for determining
correlation

Range selection with narrow strobe pulses for

improving the signal-to-noise ratio

Instantaneous automatic volume control

Rotation of antenna with

reverse modulation
Direction finder with instantaneous equisignal

direction
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Interference Methods for overcoming interference

Randomradar interference Modulation of pulse repetition frequency
Velocity selection
Rangeselection with narr_ gate pulses
Narr_pass band
Acceleration selection

Air-dropped, chaff Acceleration selection
Tie-in of pulse edges, clipping and range

selection
Velocity differentiation

Chaff fired into rocket
path

Automatic frequency tracking
Velocity selection
Rangeselection with narrow strobe pulses

Accelerationselection

Spurious targets Acceleration selection

Investigation of trajeatory

Remote interference

(disrupting range

selection)

Yeloc_ty selection

Range selection with narrow strobe pulses

_tomatic frequency trseki_4_

Acceleration selection
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CHAPTER 4. COORDINATORS OF RADIO ZONE

(BEAM-RIDING) CONTROL SYSTEMS

4.1. Functional Diagram of the Coordinator

of a Beam-Riding Control System

The coordinator of a beam-riding control system consists of two sepa- /159

rated parts, one of which is situated at the control point and the other

on the rocket. The apparatus of the coordinator carried on the rocket consists

of an antenna, placed in the rear part of the rocket_ a radio receiver and an

output device which is designed for functional conversions of the received

signal.

If the rocket is situated precisely on the equisignal direction, the

pulses received by the radio apparatus aboard the rocket from the radar set

will have a constant amplitude. Deflection of the rocket from the equisignal

line causes the appearance of amplitude modulation of the received pulses with

the frequency of rotation of the directional diagram of the antenna of the

radar set.

The conversion of the signal in the output device of the apparatus carried

aboard the rocket essentially involves the detection of the envelope of the

received pulses_ amplification of the mismatch signal and its breakdown into

two components characterizing the deflection of the rocket from an equisignal

line in two mutually perpendicular planes. These components are used in

forming the controlling effects which cause the rocket to return to an equi-

signal direction.

In order to detect the two mentioned components on the rocket, it is

necessary to have a reference signal which fixes the beginning of reading of

the phase of the envelope of the received pulses. This reference signal is

transmitted from the radar set by the additional modulation of the radiated

pulses.

What has been said above makes it possible to construct the functional

diagram of the coordinator of a beam-riding control system. Figure 4.1 /160

shows such a diagram. The position of the antenna AI is set by the antenna

control unit ACU_ which is controlled by target designation signals. The dia-

gram rotation motor DRM is connected to a reference voltage generator RVG. The

voltage produced by it is fed to the unit for shaping the reference signal RSS

which forms the signal used for additional modulation of the pulses received

by the radar set.

Aboard the rocket the signals received by the antenna A 2 are amplified by

the receiver rec and are fed to two channels: a mismatch signal channel MSC
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Figure 4. I

KEY:

i, Synchronizer

2, Target designa-

tion signals

3, RVG

4, DEM

5, Red

6, MSC

7, RSC

8, ])CAz

9, DCAy

and a reference signal channel RSC. The signals from the outputs of these

channels are fed to phase detectors PD z and PDy for measurement of the lateral

and longitudinal deflection of the rocket, and then to the dc amplifiers DCA z

and DCAy.

The output voltages u z and Uy of the coordinator are dependent on the dis-

placement of the rocket relative to the radar beam in the corresponding control

planes.

Figure 4.1 shows that the functional diagram of the apparatus aboard the

rocket partially coincides with the diagram of the direction-finding apparatus

of the homing system coordinator. For this reason, we will consider only the

specific features of its operation in a beam-riding control system.

h o w_=_ w_=_u=_v Channel of the R_ceivin_,

Apparatus of the Rocket

One of the characteristics of the operation of the high-frequency channel

of bh_ 1_celvi_ apparatus is the fact that the rocKe_ antenna usually is

situated at its rear, and therefore is in the jet of gases of the jet engine

containing a large quantity of ionized molecules. As a result, the antenna is

surrounded by ion plasma which influences the received signal. Also, there is

reflection of electromagnetic waves from the "gas jet-air" discontinuity and

absorption of energy on the path of propagation of the radio waves to the /161

antenna. Both factors lead to an additional attenuation of the strength of the

signal fed to the antenna. The degree of attenuation of the signal during its

passage through the jet is dependent on the frequency of the received electro-

magnetic oscillations, the type of jet engine, the characteristics of the fuel,

etc. In the case of waves in the centimeter range, the decrease of signal

strength can attain one or two orders of magnitude (ref. 3).

The degree of absorption of radio waves in the jet during the operation of

the jet engine does not remain constant but varies continuously and these varia-

tions are as great as 50 percent. This leads to amplitude modulation of the
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signal by the jet with a quite high frequency. This parasitic modulation
causes the appearanceof a false mismatch signal if the frequency of scanning
is close to the frequency of fluctuations of the jet.

A considerable drop of the strength of the received signal due to a change
of range between the radar set and the rocket in the course of its flight to
the target also is characteristic of the operation of the receiving channel.
In this case, whenthe launching site issituated in the immediate vicinity of
the radar station, such as when launching a rocket from a rocket-carrying
aircraft_ the signal strength arriving at the receiver antenna immediately
after the launching can have an inadmissibly high value. If the necessary
measuresar not taken, this will result in the disruption of operation of the
input elements of the radio receiving apparatus and even total malfunctioning.
Oneof the measuresfor protecting the receiver is the introduction of a
special signal attenuator into the waveguide channel. The attenuation which
it causes is changed in accordance with the program from a maximum value at

the time of rocket launching to zero by the time of arrival in the target area.

The introduction of an attenuator operating in accordance with aprogram also

lowers the requirement on the dynamic range of the receiver.

The electromagnetic oscillations radiated by the radar set forming the

radar beam usually have plane polarization. If there is conical scanning in

the radar by rotation of the primary radiating element, the polarization plane

is rotated with the scanning frequency. When rotation of the reflector is

used for scanning, the turning of the polarization plane of the arriving wave

relative to the orientation of the waveguide of the high-frequency channel of

the receiver occurs due to the transverse oscillations of the rocket. In

both cases_ there is a so-called polarization effect leading to a change of

the amplitude of the received signal during the turning of the polarization

plane of the arriving wave.

If the polarization effect is caused by rotation of the polarization plane

with the frequency of scanning, there will be polarization errors in the mis-

match signal whose presence leads to a change of the amplitude of the actual

value of the mismatch signal and to a distortion of its phase(ref, i). The

first is equivalent to a change of the transfer coefficient of the mis- /162

match signal channel and the second to a twisting of the axes of the meas-

urement coordinate system. Therefore, it is necessary to take special measures

for exclusion of the polarization effect.

One of the methods for elimination of polarization errors is the use in

the apparatus carried aboard the rocket of an antenna with circular polariza-

tion. An example of such an antenna is a horn antenna with a dielectric plate

(ref. 49). It consists of a horn I (fig. 4.2a), excited by a standard wave-

guide 2 with a wave _0" A phasing section 3 is placed between the horn and

waveguide and is used in turning the horn relative to the axis of the waveguide

by 45 o. A longitudinal dielectric plate 4 is inserted in the phasing section.

The conversion of the incident wave with plane polarization into a field

with circular polarization in such an antenna occurs because the vector E of
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the arriving electromagnetic oscillation breaks down into two mutually perpen-

dicular components with a time phase shift of 90° relative to one another.

This shift is the result of use of a dielectric plate in the phasing section.

It is easy to show that by use of such a device the amplitude of the

high-frequency oscillations at the output of the phasing section is not

dependent on the angle Bv at which the vector E of the incident wave is ori-

ented (fig. 4.2b). It can be seen from figure 4.2b that the components of the

vector E a!o_4 the narrow and broad edges of the dielectric plate are

(4.2.1)

For +.he in_+._+._eous values .of +_= =]_,-+_ c_! _ _ at +_-_ _u ÷_''* _ *_ /lg_,

phasing section (without allowance for the attenuation created by it) we

obtain

(4.2.2)

By projecting the oscillations (4.2.2) onto the axis YB' parallel to the

narrow wall of the waveguide, for the resultant field ey we find

or

ey : e_ cos _ + e2 cos 7 : _ (ex + e2)

ey = 17-Tsin t_t-{- _ . (4.2.3)
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The latter equation showsthat the amplitude of the oscillations at the
input of the receiver is not dependent on the orientation of the vector E.
Therefore the turning of the polarization plane of the arriving wave has no

influence on the operation of the coordinator apparatus aboard the rocket.

The described method for exclusion of the polarization error leads to a

decrease of the signal strength at the input of the receiver by a factor of 2

in relation to the maximum possible value. However, this circumstance is no

limitation on the use of such an antenna because the receiving apparatus is

under the influence of direct (sounding pulses) of the radar set. We note that

the operation of the radar apparatus carried aboard the rocket using the direct

signals of the radar set makes it possible to use receiving apparatus having

a low sensitivity, if the effective range of the beam-riding control system is
low.

4.3. Channel for Detection of Mismatch Signal

The channel for detection of the mismatch signal includes a peak detector,

an amplifier and a range potentiometer.

We recall that in the case of a small deflection of a rocket from an equi-

signal direction, the envelope of the video pulses at the output of the

receiver has the form (3.4.12)

Ure c = Up[l + m cos (_t + _)3. (4.3.1)

The mean amplitude of the pulses Up is expressed by the formula

kjcPRGRo (_olGr _2

U = gmix(4_rr)2 kre c .
(4.3.2)

Here kjc is the absorption coefficient for the jet, PR is the radar pulse

power, GRO(_O) is the coefficient of directional effect of the antenna of the

radar on the equisignal direction, G r is the coefficient of directional

effect of the rocket antenna, _ is the wavelength, gmix is the conductivity of

the mixer of the rocket receiver, rr is the distance between the radar and the

rocket, and kre c is the amplification factor of the receiver from the mixer to

the output of the video amplifier.
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The depth of modulation m of the signal is proportional to the angular
deflection of the rocket from the equisignal direction elR, that is

m = kmelR, (4.3.3)

where the coefficient km is determined by formula (3.4.13). The peak detector

and the amplifier in the channel for detection of the mismatch single are
similar in their purpose and diagrams to the sameapparatus in a direction

therefore, is expressed by the formula

Ua = SkmkDkaelE" (4.3- 4)

It follows from the cited expression that the amplitude of the mismatch

signal when U = const is proportional to the angular deflection of the rocket
P

from an equisignal direction. The constancy of the mean value of the amplitude

_ the _,l_ _ " _,,_ .... 7....... _ _l .... __ _o_o ms ensured by the use of an o__ v_,_ _r_ oj_=m.

In some cases it is desirable that the mismatch signal be proportional to

the linear deflection of the rocket from the axis of the radar beam h, rather

than to the angular deflection.

±** _.e case small _=_a_e_

_.SJh _ ¢iRrr. (4. _

By comparing expressions (4.3.4) and (4.3.5), it is easy to see that in

order to obtain a proportional dependence between the amplitude of the mis-

match signal and the linear deflection of the rocket the voltage at the output

of the amplifier should be multiplied by a factor changing proportional to the

distance rr. This is achieved by introduction into the channel for detection

of the mismatch signal of an element whose transfer coefficient increases pro-

portional to the range rr. In connection with this element, the apparatus

carried aboard the rocket should contain an instrument for measurement of the

"radar set-rocket" range.

Since the signal proportional to the range rr is used only for change of

the transfer coefficient of the amplification channel, it is not necessary/165

to measure it with a high accuracy. For practical purposes, an element with
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a variable amplification factor is constructed in the form of a programming

mechanism called a range potentiometer whose diagram is shown in figure 4.3.

A ring potentiometer P is fed a voltage Uy proportional to the angular deflec-

tion of the rocket from the axis of the radio beam. The slide of the poten-

tiometer is moved by the motor M of the reducer Red. The motor is cut in at

the time of the rocket launching. If it is assumed that the velocity v0 of the

rocket relative to the radar set is constant and the potentiometer has a uni-

form winding_ the resistance R_ of part of the potentiometer changes in con-
formity to the law

R t = R° n_n-- rr, (4.3.6)
v 0

where R ° is the change of the resistance of the potentiometer with a turning of

the slide by one degree, wm is the speed of rotation of the rotor of the motor,

and n is the gear ratio of the reducer.

Then for the amplitude of the voltage from the potentiometer we obtain

Rt

U'a = _- Ua = kpot_rrU a. (4.3.7)

RO n(Jom .

Here _ot$ - RO Vo is the transfer coefficient of the range potentiometer and

R0 is the total resistance of the potentiometer.

The coefficient %ot_ has the dimensionality [--Im] and shows to what

extent there is an increase of the relative voltage at the output of the poten-

tiometer with a change of range by one meter.
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The value %ot8 should be selected in such a way that the potentiometer

still is not fully cut in whenthe rocket flies a distance equal to its effec-
tive range r . If the mentioned reserve is 10-20 percent, the maximum

r USE

value Pkot 8 is determined as

k
pot8 max

_ o.8-o.9
r
r

In designing the range potentiometer, it is desirable that the value 2kot8
selected close to the maximum.

be

4.4. Reference Signal Channel

The signal produced by the reference voltage generator of the radar set

(fig. 4.1) has the form of a sinusoidal oscillation rigidly in phase with the

scanning of the directional diagram of the antenna. The transmission of J166

........ _,_ o_6,_a_ to _ _u_o is accomplished by additional modulation

of t_he pulses radiated by the radar set.

The reference signal channel of the radar apparatus aboard the rocket is

used for detection of the reference signal from the received sequence of

pulses.

Two methods are used for transmission of the reference signal: in the

first the sinusoidai referenc_ vNlt.ag_ ie +_c_++_ .... 7_! .... u .......

the secon_ only individual values of this voltage related to the characteris-

tic points of the position of the maximum of the directional diagram are trans-

mitted, such as "up-down" and "right-left."

The following types of modulation now are used widely for the transmission

of a continuous communication by pulsed signals (which in the considered case

is a sinusoidal oscillation with a phase unknown to the recipient): pulse-

amplitude (PAM), pulse-width (n_), pulse-phase (PPM), pulse-frequency (P_g)

and pulse-code (PC_) modulation. Briefly _e will evaluate the possibility of

using the mentioned types of modulation for the purposes of transmission of a

reference signal. The unsuitability of PAM is due to the impossibility of

detecting the reference signal and the mismatch signal at the receiving end,

because the latter is formed from pulses modulated in amplitude by an oscilla-

tion of the same frequency as the reference signal. The use of PWM makes it

necessary to increase the mean power of the transmitter, which frequently is

undesirable. In the case of transmission of a sinusoidal oscillation, phase

and frequency modulation are almost similar in their properties, though PFM

continues to have some advantages because its use does not require forming of

synchronizing pulses. Finally, PCM in theory can be used for transmission
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of a reference signal but quite complex systems of coding and decoding are

necessary for its use.

The brief analysis made above shows that PFM is the most convenient form

of modulation for transmission of a reference signal. For example, such modu-

lation is used in the control system of the "Oerlikon" rocket (ref. 14).

On the transmitting end the PFM modulator is designed most simply using

the conversion of PWM into PFM. The functional diagram of such a modulator

is shown in figure 4.4. The video pulses from the cadence generator CG,

which serves as a radar set synchronizer, are fed to the slave multivibrator

SM and periodically trigger it. At the same time a sinusoidal reference

voltage from the RVG is fed to the grid circuit of the multivibrator. Square

pulses are formed at the output of the mutlivibrator. The pulse duration is

proportional to the voltage fed to a differentiator Dif and then to a limiter

L. The limiter suppresses the pulses corresponding to the times of trig- /167

gering of the multivibrator. Therefore_ a sequence of pulses is formed at

its output. The position of each of these pulses will be determined by the

value of the modulating voltage (fig. 4.5). The resulting sequence is used for

triggering the radar set transmitter.

The channel for detection of the reference signal in the considered type

of modulation contains a limiter and demodulator. The limiter is designed to

eliminate the amplitude modulation caused by the deflection of the rocket from

an equisignal direction. The circuitry of the demodulator can be designed in

different ways. The detection of the component of the reference signal con-

tained in the received sequence of pulses can be accomplished by use of a band

filter tuned to this frequency. The mentioned component is increased by

placing a pulse widener in front of the filter. As an example, figure 4.6

shows the functional diagram of the reference signal channel when the signal is

transmitted by PFM. It consists of a limiter L, a pulse widener PW, a filter

F, an amplifier Amp and a shaper Sh. In the shaper the reference signal as-

sumes the necessary shape and is brought to the required strength.

In the second method for transmission of the reference signal_ when the

maximum of the directional diagram of the radar set antenna intersects certain

characteristic points, the radar radiates special cadence pulses which differ
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from the main sequence with respect to some qualitative criterion, such as

duration, timing code, additional modulation, etc. (ref. 2).

In figure 4.7, the crosshatched circle represents the cross section of the

directional diagram of the radar set antenna, and the dashed line denotes the

path covered by its maximum during rotation about the equisignal line. /168
The point o denotes the trace of this line on the sectional plane. The

figures I, II, III and IV denote the right, upper, left and lower positions of

the directional diagram, respectively. The reference signal can be transmitted-

either by two cadence pulses radiated at times corresponding to the passage of

_,_c __ __ _e u_±_ I, ±±_ or _±, Ivj or four cadence pulses corre-

sponding to the passage of the diagram through the points I, II, iiI and IV.

Figure 4.8 shcws the functional diagram of the reference signal channel in

the case of signal transmission by two cadence pulses radiated at points I and

III. The received sequence of pulses is fed from the output of the receiver to
the 7_ - -_ _- _ -......e_ L, _±_m±L_a_±ng the amplitude modulation of the signal. This is fol-

lowed by v_o cadence pulse selectors CPS-I and CPS-iII. The circuits of the

selectors are _i_eted on the basis of _hat qualitative _ _......_ ...._.,_,=_ ,_._

the cadence pulses. The selector CPS-I separates out from the entire sequence

only the cadence pulses radiated at point I and the selector CPS-III, only those

radiated at point llI. The selected pulses activate the trigger Tr. whose out-

put voltage serves as the reference signal for the longitudinal deflection chan-

nel (deflection along the oyR axis). The lateral deflection signal (for deflec-

tion along the ozR axis) is formed by shifting the rotation of the diagram by a

quarter period in the phase shifter PS. If the cadence pulses are radiated at

points II andIV, the voltage from the trigger is fed to the phase detector of the

lateral deflection channel and from the phase shifter to the phase detector of

the longitudinal deflection channel.

The functional diagram of the reference signal changes somewhat during the

transmission of four cadence pulses (fig. 4.9). After passing through the /169

limiter L, the received sequence of pulses is fed to four cadence pulse

selectors CPS-I, CPS-III, CPS-II and CPS-IV. The selected pulses activate the

two triggers Tr I and Tr 2. The trigger Tr I produces the reference voltage of
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the longitudinal deflection channel and Tr 2 the reference voltage for the lat-
eral deflection channel.

4.5. Block Diagram of the Coordinator of a

Beam-Ridir_ Control System

Now we will discuss the block diagram of a beam-riding control system for

a case when the radar set forming the beam automatically tracks the direction

of the target, that is_ when the rocket is guided by the coincidence method.

Figure 4.10 shows the relative position of the target, rocket and radar

beam for some moment of time. Here OcXecYecZec is a ground coordinate system

whose origin is at the site of the radar station. The directions to the tar-

get and rocket are given by the angles etv _ Cth' Crv and Crh , respectively.

The position of the radar beam is characterized by the angles CRv and eRh"

Ye c

Crh

Figure 4.10
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Due to the errors of the system for automatic tracking of the target by angu-

lar coordinates, which occur under real conditions, the direction of the beam

does not coincide with the radar set-target line. Since the apparatus aboard

the rocket measures the mismatch signal characterizing the displacement of

the rocket in relation to the radar beam, it is convenient to introduce a

measurement coordinate system OcXmYmZm , whose axis OcX m is directed along the

_is of the beam and whose axes OcY_ and OcmZ are situated in the vertical and

horizontal p]anesj r_p_+_,=ly m_ ................. e position of the 1"ocket in +h= measure-

ment coordinate system can be given by different methods, especially by the_

range rr and the two linear deflections _ and hz, or the range rr and the

two _=_!_- de_eu_v_ ¢ and e
IRv IRh

±_--addition_ the linear displacement of the rocket r_,___t_,_,=,_ to +_=_.__=_m_,

_ =4_.:_nh_; +-r,_.._<'_-_-_,,o_,_,=_+__::and _,_ _._h_ru ,%---|,"(_y)_-r (hz]= and _ = arc tan --!J.
....,,_......., . hz

The controlling effects for the coordinator of the beam-riding control

system will be the snail _ mn_,ements of +_^ _ ..... _tv - " x_ ........... _6c_ = _tv_U; and eth =

eth(t). These movements are measured by the radar and this establishes the

necessary direction of the equisignal line err and eRh. Here

%v = WRy(D)%v' 1

%h = WRh(D) th.
(&5.l)

In the block diagram figure 4.11, the mentioned conversions are shown to

occur in links with the transfer functions WRv(D) and WRh(D). In the case of

guidance by the coincidence method they represent the transfer functions of
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the vertical and horizontal deflection channels of the closed system for auto-
matic tracking of the target in direction.

If the rocket is guided to a future position, the mentioned links reflect
the dynamic properties of the radar set tracking the target, of the computer
calculating the future position and of the radar set creating the radar beam.

In the case of small deflections of the rocket from an equisignal direc-
tion and in the case of a small angle of elevation of the latter eRr, the angu-
lar mismatcheselRv and elRh can be determined as

elRv = eRv - erv,

elRh = eRh - erh.
(4.5.2)

In the case of small mismatch angles, it is convenient to introduce the

complex angle elR = elR h + JelR v. Then the considered block diagram is repre-

sented by the links of a single-channel system.

The first link (modulator) relates the angular mismatch of the rocket /171

elR to the complex amplitude of the mismatch signal at the output of the

peak detector.

The transfer coefficient of the link k is equal to
M

kM = U k k .p m D

The next link is the mismatch signal amplifier. The amplifier transfer

coefficient can be used to take into account the presence of an additional

phase shift between the reference voltage and the mismatch signal if it is as-

sumed that this coefficient has the complex value k = ka e0_. The additional
a

phase shift _ is caused by various factors: a signal delay in the mismatch

signal channel, inaccuracy of transmission of the reference voltage from the

radar set_ etc. The mentioned shift causes a twisting of the axes of the

measurement and command coordinate systems.

The range potentiometer, following the amplifier, has a variable amplifi-

cation Lactor kpot rr. Its value increases with an increase of the range rr

between the radar set and the rocket.

The last two links--the phase detector and the dc amplifier--are charac-

terized by the transfer coefficients kpD and kDC A. If it is necessary to
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take into account the inertia of the phase detector, the coefficient k should
PD

k£D

be replaced by the transfer function WpD(D ) _ TpDD+l , where TpD is the time

constant of the phase detector filter.

The electronic apparatus carried aboard the rocket as a component part of

the beam-riding control system is characterized by the transfer coefficient

kDF , representing the product of the above-mentioned coefficients, that is

kDF = %kmkDkJpot_rrkpDkDcAe3".
(4.5.3)

It establishes the relationship between the angular value of the mismatch UlR

and the measured value of this mismatch ch

uh = kDFClR. (4.5.4)

T_ ......... o_ __ of _= apparatus carried aboard the

rocket will be a real value and both measurement channels will become indepen-

dent. Then

Uy = kDFCLRv, !

u z = kDFeLR h. !,

We note that kDF increases with an increase of the range between the rocket and

the radar set. The latter means that the angular sensitivity of the coordina-

tor of the beam-riding control system increases with an increase of r r-

In the case of small angles ¢IRv and ClR h it can be assumed that /172

: hz

After substituting the values and ¢ from (4.5.6) into (4.5.5), we
obtain elRv IRh
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kDF
where k' = _ is the transfer constant of the apparatus aboard the rocket

DF rr

used for determination of linear deflection.

Thus, due to the introduction of a range potentiometer, the sensitivity
of the coordinator for linear deflection becomes a constant value. In this

connection, it sometimes is said that the range potentiometer performs a

scaling of a conical coordinate system into a cylindrical coordinate system.

The principal regulations which are performed in the output apparatus of

a coordinator for a beam-riding control system are similar to the regulations

of the output apparatus of a direction finder with an integral equisignal

direction. These include: establishing a balance in the output stages,

phasing and establishing nominal amplification.

4.6. Characteristics of Operation of a Coordinator

in the Launching Segment

The initial or launching segment of the trajectory continues from the

time of launching of the rocket to its entry on the radio beam. In the first

stage of the launching segment the rocket is controlled by an autonomous

(programmed) guidance system.

A stable transition from autonomous flight to radio beam control, that is_

stable entry of the rocket into the beam, is possible only when a number of

conditions are met. For example, it is of great importance to select the

value of the angle at which the rocket approaches the radio beam. If this

angle is sufficiently great, the rocket rapidly enters an equisignal zone, but

there is danger of "jumping" of the radio beam and therefore a disruption of

guidance. In the case of a small angle of approach, the process of entry into

the beam is prolonged and can be disrupted due to distortion of the mismatch

signal, when the rocket passes through the zone of the side lobes of the direc-

tional diagram of the radar set antenna, and disruption of the phase relations

between the reference signal and the mismatch signal.

The value of the admissible angle of entry of the rocket into the beam is

determined by a number of factors: width of the directional diagram of the

radar set antenna, amplification factor of the system, properties of the

rocket, etc. The computed value of this angle is assured by proper orien-

tation of the launching apparatus relative to the axis of the radio beam at

the time of rocket launching. For rockets with a small effective range it also

is of considerable importance to take into account the time required for the

attenuation of transient processes after the rocket has entered the beam.
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The process for entry of the rocket into the radio beam is facilitated by

using a radar set with two beams--broad and narrow (ref. 14). Such a set con-

tains two transmitters operating at spaced frequencies and feeding two antennas,

one of which forms a beam with a width of 20 ° , and the other with a width of 3°

(fig. 4.12). The rocket is controlled initially by the signals of the broad-
beam transmitter. After the intensity of modulation of the broad-beam signals

becomes less than a stipulated value, there is automatic switching aboard the

rocket to control by narrow-beam signals. In such a system, in addition to

retention of accu_'acy associated with _aidance by a narrow beam_ the conditions

are superior for entry of the rocket into the radio beam due to the use of a

broad beam.

A number of specific peculiarities arise in the coordinator of a beam-

riding control system in the process of passage of a rocket through the zone of

the side lobes and discontinuous irradiation.

One of these pecu!iaritics can be attributed to th_ 9:_scnce of a con-

siderable level of the side lobes in the directional diagram of the radar sys-

tem which can cause the formation of spurious equisignal directions. If the

slope of the direction-finding chraracterist_c in thp _p11rinus equisigna! zone

has the same sign as in the principal control zone, there is a danger of the

rocket being caught in the spurious equisignal direction. If the signs of the

slope of the mentioned characteristics are opposite, the rocket will be

repulsed from the radio beam instead of being drawn into it.

Disruption of operation of a beam-riding control system in the launching

segment of the trajectory also can occur when there is a low level of the side

lobes due to the presence of a so-called zone of discontinuous radiation.

Figure 4.13 shows the envelopes of video pulses at the output of the re- /174

ceiver with a change of the angle ¢lR between the rocket and the equisignal

direction. The envelopes were constructed without taking into account the ef-

fect of the automatic volume control of the radio receiver. Curve 1 corre-

sponds to small angular deflection. Curves 2, 3 and 4 were constructed for in-

creasing angles of deflection.
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Figure 4.13
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Figure 4.14

The figure showsthat the amplitude of the mismatch signal first increases
together with an increase of the angle ¢lR' and then begins to decrease. In

the case of large angular deflections the signal at the output of the receiver
constitutes individual groups of video pulses repeatedwith the frequency of
rotation of the diagram. The amplitude and duration of the groups decrease
with an increase of the angle ¢IR" The space around the axis of rotation of

the directional diagram of the radar set can be broken downinto three zones
with conical surfaces, whose intersections with the planes perpendicular to the
axis of rotation of the diagram form concentric circles i and 2 with centers
on this axis. (fig. 4.14). The zone of continuous radiation or the zone of
normal operation is the part of the space in which the intensity of the signals
reaching the input of the radio receiver of the rocket is always greater than
the response threshold. The section of the zone of continuous radiation in
figure 4.14 is crosshatched. In the zone of discontinuous radiation, the inten-
sity of the signals reaching the input of the radio receiver of the rocket,
during somepart of the period of rotation of the radar set antenna diagram,
becomesless than the response threshold of the receiver. In figure 4.14, the
section of this zone is represented by the ring between the outer circle and
the crosshatched circle. Finally, the zone where there is no radiation is the
remaining part of the space. Whenthe effect of automatic volume control of
the radio receiver is taken into account, these zones remain but change their
size.

In the zone of discontinuous radiation_ the received signal has the form
of a group of pulses repeated with the frequency of rotation of the diagram.
This character of the received signal is reflected both on the operation of the
mismatch signal channel and on the operation of the reference signal channel.

In the first channel, this is expressed in a rather sharp decrease of the
transfer constant kDF. However_in somecases the operation of the second

channel is disrupted completely. For example, in the transmission of a refer-
ence signal using additional pulse-frequency modulation, the voltage formed at
the output of the reference signal channel will contain a rather considerable
componentof the mismatch signal in addition to the reference signal. The
presence of this componentin the reference voltage disrupts the regularity of
breakdownof the mismatch signal in the phase detectors, and the output signal
of the coordinator will not correspond to the actual deflection of the rocket
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from the equisignal direction. In the case of transmission of voltage by

cadence pulses, disruption of the operation of the reference signal chan- /175

nel in the zone of discontinuous irradiation is caused by the absence of

individual cadence pulses when there is no radiation.

In each specific case, computation of the zone of the side lobes and discon-

tinuous radiation makes it possible to determine the time of transition of the

rocket from autonomous flight to beam-riding control. This transition should

occur only after the rocket overcomes this zone.

4.7. Evaluation of the Accuracy of a Coordinator

of a Beam-Riding Control System

The method for evaluating the accuracy of a coordinator in a beam-riding

control system will be considered using the example of rocket guidance by the
coincidence method. It will be assumed that there are no cross connections

between measurement channels, and therefore the errors of only one measurement

channel need be taken into account. For unambiguity; we will consider the

case of measurement of the mismatch parameter for guidance in a vertical plane.

We recall that in the coincidence method the mismatch parameter is the

_l_ n_ 7_ _in_+ nf the_ rocket _1_+_ve tn +_ _n_*_,? _nin,-

target line, that is, Ael = e I = ¢t - er' or _h _ h _ rre 1 (fig. 4.15). On the

basis of the measured value of this parameter, a control or command signal is

formed which causes the rocket to hold to the line ,.,c ±. Errors in measurement

', or " +_-'=-_=_m_=_.Ti77 lead to _,=v_,_.+ _-._,_= ,-,f+}_,__r,,_u-_+

.u

_,_,__,_c_,c.L_,__.x auuor_ _ive rise to errors in _es____e_:__-_iu u_._:::_.=:_.__u<_ _,_i_-

eter. In particular; they arise due to inexact tracking of a target by the

radar set forming the radio beam. This inaccuracy is caused by dynamic and

fluctuation errors of the radar set. In addition, it can be caused by artifi-

cial noise created by t_e radar set.

Another group of errors in measurement of the mismatch parameter is caused

by distortions of the signals in the apparatus carried aboard the rocket.

These distortions arise due to the noise in the receiver, nonstationary absorp-

tion of radio waves in the jet and the effect of artificial interference on the

radio apparatus carried aboard.

In theory all the mentioned errors can be taken into account and the

total error in measurement of the mismatch parameter can be determined.

However, hereafter we will limit ourselves, in the computations, to a number of

perturbing effects which should be taken into account when determining the

accuracy of a coordinator of the considered type. We will compute only the

measurement errors caused by fluctuation and dynamic errors of radar tracking of

the target. We also will assume that the fluctuation errors of tracking are

caused by fluctuations of the amplitude of the signal reflected from the target
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(amplitude noise) and noise interference created by the target. As was demon-

strated earlier, the nature of its effect on a system for automatic tracking

of a target based on measurement of angular coordinates and using conical

scanning is identical. The angular noise caused by the disordered movement of

the effective center of reflection of the target can be neglected due to the

considerable distance between the radar tracking set and the target.

As a result of allowance for the errors in tracking of a target by a

radar set in an analysis of the motion of the rocket and target in the plane

OcXecYec (fig. 4.15) an additional component AUy, caused by the mentioned

errors, appears in the output voltage of the channel for measurement of longi-

tudinal deflection. Then the voltage at the output of the coordinator can be

represented in the form

!

Uy = Uy -_- h ay. (4.7.1)

The voltage u, characterizes the deflection of the rocket from
y = kDF_l__

the equisignal direction and the signal Uy = kDF¢ I = k_F h is the measured

value of the mismatch between the control point-target line and the direction
to the rocket.

The additional voltage component Au is equal to
Y

AUy = kDF¢IA. (4.7.2)

The angle ¢IA between the line of sight and the direction of the radio beam is

caused by the inaccuracy of tracking of the target by the radar set. It con-

sists of two parts
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_IA _ _1A_ -_- _'_f, (4.7.3)

where _lA8 is the dynamic tracking error and ¢iAf is the fluctuation error.

As was pointed out in section 3.11, the dynamic error of the system for

automatic trackir_ of the target using angular coordinates is expressed by the
formula

I

_'"= 1 + % ¢D)%' (4.7.4)

where WR(D) is the radar set transfer function.

By stipulating the specific law of change of the angle et(t) it is /177

possible to determine the component of the dynamic error in the voltage meas-

ured by the coordinator

The fluctuation error in measurement of the mismatch parameter, repre-

senting the voltage of low-frequency noise at the output of the coordinator,

is

Unc = kDF¢IA f,

and is characterized by the spectral density Gnc(m) or the dispersion _2 (it
nc

is assumed that the mathematical expectation of the random function u (t) is
....._ ÷..... _ nc

The spectral density Gnc(m ) is determined using the formula

k .R
(4.7.6)

where FR(Jm ) is the frequency characteristic of the closed radar system,

Gm(_) is the spectral density of the coefficient of noise modulation caused

by fluctuations of the amplitude of the signals received by the radar set, and

kmR is the modulation transfer constant for the radar set used in tracking the

target.
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By using (4.7.6) it is easy to obtain the dispersion of the fluctuations
of the measuredvoltage

Ij'onnc _ c (4.7.7)

The statistical characteristics of the fluctuation error of the coordina-

tor usually are computed for some constant range between the rocket and the

control point.

4.8. General Information on Coordinators Using

Radio Navigation Measurement Apparatus

Coordinators of radio zone (beam-riding) control systems which employ

radio navigation measurement apparatus can be used on rockets guided along

fixed trajectories. As already mentioned, the guidance of rockets along fixed

trajectories is the practice in those cases when the launching point_ control

point and target are fixed relative to the Earth's surface. Under these con-

ditions the function of the coordinator is reduced essentially to determina-

tion of the deflection of the rocket from the stipulated reference trajectory.

It was noted earlier that the coordinators of systems for the guidance of

winged rockets along fixed trajectories should contain three measurement chan-

nels: altitude, lateral deflection and remaining range.

The coordinators of systems for the control of ballistic rockets _178

include channels for measurement of lateral deflection_ velocity and in-

clination of the trajectory. Navigation measurement apparatus is used most

frequently for measurement of the mismatch parameters for lateral deflection_

remaining range and velocity. Hereafter emphasis will be on the design of

coordinators for winged rockets, although for some measurement apparatus it

will be noted that they can be used for measurement of the mismatch parameters

in systems for guidance of ballistic missiles. For the sake of unambiguity_

in the classification of coordinators with navigation measurement apparatus

given below the basis used is the type of measuring instrument used for the

lateral deflection channel. On the basis of this criterion, the mentioned

coordinators can be grouped as angle-measuring, angle-measuring-- range-finding,

range-finding and add-subtract- range finding. In the sections which follow,

we will give the diagrams of coordinators employing the mentioned types of

measuring instruments and we will clarify the functional changes which the

measured values must experience for formation of the mismatch parameters. The

basic considerations involved in evaluation of the accuracy of coordinators

of the mentioned types also will be given.

Since hereafter we will consider the possibilities of measuring the mis-

match parameter only for the lateral deflection and remaining range channels_

all the graphic constructions associated with the rocket trajectories will be

made in a horizontal plane without taking into account the curvature of the
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Earth's surface. In case of necessity the curvature of the Earth's surface can

be taken into account w_thout special difficulty, but this somewhat complicates

the final formulas, depriving them of their graphic character.

4.9. Coordinators Based on the Use of Radio

Navigation Angle-Measuring Apparatus

The apparatus of a coordinator based on use of radio navigation angle-

measuring apparatus consists of two parts: one on the ground and the other

carried aboard the rocket. The ground part of the coordinator is situated at

the control _ _ +_ _mm_d_ato _T_+y of t TM rocket I .....b_r_ _+ A

vertical equisignal plane oriented along the rocket launching point-target

line is formed by the ground apparatus, which consists of a transmitter and an-

tenna system.

Figure 4.16 shows the position of the launching point of the rocket o
C _

the rocket itself R and the target T. The notations used in figure 4.16 cor-

respond to the notations used in figure 2.1.

The equisignal plane formed by the ground apparatus of the coordinator

is oriented along the axis OcX m by means of a positioning apparatus for an

angle _0 determined from the map.

In principle the operation coordinators of the angle-measuring type dif-

fer little from the coordinators of beam-riding control systems considered

either by rotation of the narrow directional diagram of the antenna, whose

maximum is displaced relative to the axis of rotation, or by oscillation of

transmits to the rocket a reference signal which carries information on the

change of the position of the maximum of the directional diagram.

zm

T D _ R /_m

/
;e

Figure 4.16
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The electronic apparatus carried aboard the rocket includes an antenna, a

receiver and an output. In turn, the latter includes: a mismatch signal chan-

nel, a reference signal channel, a phase detector and adc amplifier. A range

potentiometer is included in the mismatch signal channel so that the output

voltage of the coordinator will be proportional to the linear deflection of the

rocket from the equisignal plane. Since such a coordinator should measure

rocket deflection only in the course plane, the output contains only one phase

detector.

The output voltage u z of the coordinator in the case of small deflections

of the rocket from the reference trajectory is

u z = k'DFZ, (4.9.1)

kDF, and is determined using formula (4 5 3)
where kDF = rr kDF " " "

In the case of guidance of winged rockets, the control point or the rocket

must have data on the remaining range rro , that is, the distance between the

rocket and the point where it begins its dive. On the basis of these data, a

command is formed for diving. Such data cannot be obtained using the coordina-

tor described above and it therefore is supplemented by a range-finding sys-

tem. An interrogator is included in the ground apparatus and a responder is

carried on the rocket for measurement of the range from the control point to

the rocket rr. Using such a system the range rr is measured at the control

point on the basis of the delay of the response pulse relative to the _180

interrogation pulse. Since with a sufficient degree of accuracy rr _ rrx ,

the mismatch parameter of the remaining range channel is expressed as

Aro = rD - rrx. (4.9.2)

The command for the rocket to begin its dive is produced at the time when

the mismatch Aro becomes equal to zero.

In the case of guidance of ballistic missiles there usually is no need of

a range channel and the angle-measuring coordinator is used only for the pur-

pose of lateral correction of the rocket in the active part of the trajectory.

As an example of the use of such a coordinator we will examine the lat-

eral correction apparatus of the V2 rocket (ref. 4).

The functional diagram of the coordinator is shown in figure 4.17. The

equisignal plane is created by an antenna system consisting of two half-wave

vibrators VI and V2, spaced at the distance da >> %, where % is the wavelength.
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The form of the interference pattern created by the lobes of the diagrams is

dependent on the phase shift of the currents in the vibrators. With a change

the diagrams are displaced by a
of the current phase in the antennas by +_ ,

small angle (about l°), that is• the major lobes of the diagram occupy the

position I or II. The diagrams are switched by the phase commutator PC, con-

trolled by a synchronizing apparatus SA with the frequency Fco m = 50 cps. At

the same time s the synchronizing apparatus controls the switch of the subcar-

rier oscillations generators SOG I and SOG2, which form sinusoidal voltages

with the frequencies F1 = 5000 cps and F 2 = 8000 cps. These voltages are fed

through the switch Sw to the transmitter modulator. The switching of SOG] and

S0G 2 is with the same frequency commutation Fco m = 50 cps. Therefore, when the

amplitude-modulated voltage of the frequency FI; with movement of the diagram

into position II.. the carrier is modulated bv_ a vol¢._=_..........ne +.h_ f_=n,_=_....._ _2"

The apparatus carried on the rocket consists of an antenna, receiver and out-

put device. The form of the received signal is dependent on the orientation

of the rocket relative to the axis o x .
c m

Figure 4.18 shows the temporal diagrams of the signal at the reception

point for cases when the rocket is situated precisely on the axis OcX m (fig.

4.18a), to the left of it (fig. _.18b) and to the right of it (fig. 4.18c).

The signal is amplified and rectified in the receiver Rec. The tem-

poral diagrams of the voltage at the receiver output• when the

rocket is to the left and to the right of the line OcXm, are shown in

/181

figure 4.18d and e, respectively. The output device for the radio receiving
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apparatus aboard t h e  rocket  inc ludes  a re ference  s i g n a l  channel and a mismatch 
s igna l  channel. The re ference  s i g n a l  channel conta ins  a f i l t e r  F which i s  

tuned t o  a frequency F1 = 5000 cps, a peak d e t e c t o r  PkDl, a f i l t e r  F2 

a frequency Fcom = 50 cps and a l i m i t e r  L. 

1 
tuned t o  

The vol tage  curves f o r  t h e  output  

of t he  f i l t e r  F1 and t h e  l imi t e r  a r e  shown i n  f i g u r e  4.18f, g.  

t he  i n i t i a l  phase of t h e  r e fe rence  vol tage  uref i s  no t  dependent on t h e  d i r ec -  

We note  t h a t  

t i o n  of d e f l e c t i o n  of t h e  rocke t .  
PD . 

This  vol tage  i s  fed t o  t h e  phase d e t e c t o r  

The mismatch s i g n a l  channel conta ins  a peak d e t e c t o r  PkD2 and a f i l t e r  

F 

of the channel are shown i n  f i g u r e  4.18h, where t h e  s o l i d  curve r ep resen t s  

tuned t o  t h e  frequency Fco, = 50 cps.  The vol tage  curves f o r  t h e  output  
3 



the mismatch voltage for deflection of the rocket to the left of the equisignal
plane, while the dashed curve represents deflection to the right. The ampli-
tude of this signal within the limits of the direction-finding characteristic

will be proportional to the angle ¢1 (fig. 4.16) and the phase changes by 180 °

with a change of the direction of deflection. The mismatch signal also is fed

to the phase detector. The value and sign of the rectified voltage at /182

the output of the phase detector are dependent on the value and direction

of deflection of the rocket from the equisignal plane.

In the amplification stage AS, which follows the phase detector, there is

a range potentiometer which is controlled by a programming mechanism. As a

result 3 the mismatch voltage at the output of a coordinator of the considered

type will be proportional to the linear deflection of the rocket from the equi-

signal plane.

The sources of errors of coordinators of the angle-measuring type are:

inaccuracy of setting of the equisignal plane_ distortions of the plane due to

reflections from the Earth and local features, instrument noise of the receiver

and external interference.

In order to decrease the errors caused by instrument noise of the receiver,

the power of the transmitter of the ground station is selected in such a way

_r+ _+ +_= _v4_ _t_ _ _h_ po_r of the r_c_ived si_nai will be

an order of magnitude greater than the instrument noise.

4.]0. Coordinators Based on Use of _gle-Measuring-

_az_e-?indir_ Radio Navigation Apparatus

rocket or aircraft, it is possible ±o measure its polar coordinates (range and

azimuth) relative to some navigation point. W_nen a computer is included in the

apparatus aboard, such a system makes it possible to determine (using the meas-

ured values of range and azimuth) the deviaSion of the craft from the stipulated

course and the path it has covered. Such a system, therefore, can be used as

the basic system for designing the coordinator of a rocket to be guided along a

linear fixed trajectory.

A coordinator of such a type consists of two parts: one on the ground and

the other on the rocket. The ground apparatus of the coordinator is installed

at the control point, which can be some distance from the point of the rocket

launching.

Different designs of an angle-measuring- range-finding coordinator are pos-

ible. In order to be specific, we will assume that it is designed on the

bssis of the "Tacan" navigation system (ref. ii).

The simplified functional diagram of the coordinator is shown in

figure a.19. The ground part of the coordinator is an omnidirectional
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phase transponder. It consists of a receiver of interrogation pulses Rec, a

coder, designed for coding of response signals, a transmitter Tr and an an-

tenna system _. The directional diagram of the antenna, constituting a nine-

lobe cardioid, is rotated in a horizontal plane with a constant angular veloc-

ity QM" As a result_ the radio beacon signals at the reception point are

amplitude-modulated with the frequency_ M. The phase of the envelope of the

received pulses is dependent on the azimuth of the reception point. The

reference signal required for determination of the azimuth is transmitted in

the form of coded pulses radiated when the maximum of the cardioid passes

through north.

The apparatus carried aboard the rocket includes: a pulse interrogator

Int, a receiver of response pulses Rec 3 an angle measurement channel, a range

measurement channel and a computer Com.

The range between the beacon and the rocket rbr is measured from the time

which elapses from the time of radiation of the interrogation pulse to the

time of reception of the response pulse. The synchronization of the inter-

rogator and the triggering of the range phantastron of the circuit for meas-

urement of rbr is accomplished using a single synchro-generator placed in the

range measurement channel. The position of the response pulses is compared in

the time discriminator with the position of a pair of strobe pulses formed

from clipping of the pulse of the range phantastron. In the case of a mis-

match between the mentioned pulses, an error signal is produced which acts on

the control apparatus, the latter being an electric motor to which a potenti-

ometer is connected. The voltage of this potentiometer controls the pulse

duration of the range phantastron. Under the influence of the error signal,

the pulse duration of the range phantastron will vary until the strobe pulses

coincide with the responder pulses. Obviously, in this case the voltage across

the potentiometer of the control apparatus will be proportional to the dis-

tance rbr between the beacon and the rocket that is, it will represent the

instrument analog of the mentioned range.
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The principle of measurement is measurement of the phase of the envelope

of the received pulses in relation to the phase of the reference signal. The

angle-measurement channel, therefore, in many respects is similar to the chan-

nel for measurement of angular mismatch of the coordinator of the angle-

measuring type considered in the preceding section.

Since the geographical coordinates of the launching point Oc, of the con-

_ and the point of transition of +_ _" + _tro! _nt o _e ..... e_ .,.,,<,.,,..,a dive D are
cp

known, the initial data for guidance can be ootained from a map or by computa-

tions. These include: the angular coordinates of the target, launching point

and point of transition of the rocket into a dive 80, _c and _D' and also

the ranges rD, rc_cp and rcp_D (fig. 4.20)

In addition, the minimum distance r0 from the control point to the /184

axis o x is considered known. This distance is determined from a map or is
c m

computed using the formula

r0 = rcp_D sin (8 0 - _D ). (4.10.1)

The rocket measures the range r between the rocket and control point
r-cp

and the angle 8r' equal to _r = 360° - 8az r, where 8az r is the azimuth of
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the rocket in a coordinate system related to the control point. Figure 4.20
showsthat the lateral deflection of the rocket from the reference trajectory
can be determined using the formula

z = rr_cp sin (_0 - _r) - ro" (4.10.2)

The remaining range to the point of diving r is determined from the
expression ro

rro= r D- rrx=rcp_D cos (BO- GD)- rr_cp sin (_0- _r). (4.10.3)

Formulas (4.10.2) and (4.10.3) determine the work program of the com-
puter used for computation of the mismatchparameters of the coordinator for
the lateral deflection, and of the remaining range channels for rocket
guidance by the method of coincidence with the reference trajectory.

At the output of the coordinator we obtain instrument analogs u
z

u of the mismatch parameters A z = -z and A = rD - rrxro ro

and /185

u = u sin (_Om _rm )z rr - - Uo'

= u - u cos - ),Uro r-cp rr Om rm

(4.1o.4)

(4.1o.5)

where Urr _ u0, Ur_cp are the instrument analogs of the ranges rr_cp , ro,

rcp_D cos (_0 - _D )' and _Om' _rm are the instrument analogs of the angles

_0 and _r"

The functional diagram of one of the possible designs of the computer

for the lateral deflection channel is shown in figure 4.21.

The voltage Urr , proportional to the range between the rocket and the con-

trol point_ is fed to the sine-cosine potentiometer SCP. This potentiometer

is designed in the form of a rectangular plate of insulating material covered

by a semiconducting layer. The voltage Urr is applied to the opposite ends of

the plate. Two pairs of brushes I_ I' and II_ II'_ oriented perpendicular to

one another, are attached to the o-axis of the potentiometer.

The signal from the brushes I, I' is proportional to the sine of the

angle %m- _rm' and the voltage between the brushes II, II' is proportional to
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the cosine of this angle. The brushes are turned about the o-axis by a shaft

connected to the differential Diff. The differential is used in forming the

difference of the angles BOm and _rm" The angle BOm is set by the wheel W1

before launching of the rocket and _rm is introduced from the angle-measuring
channel.

___e voltage '_irr_sin (_Om- B-_m-) from the brushes I, !' of the sine-cosine

potentiometer is fed to the subtracting device SD. The latter also is fed

the voltage Uo, set by the wheel W2, connected to the slide of the potentiom-

eter P. The setting of the required value u 0 also is accomplished before the

rocket launching. The instrument analog of the mismatch parameter A z of

the iat_rai d_flection eharunei is foxed at the output of SD. A computer of

this type can be used also for measurement of the mismatch parameter of the

remaining range channel.

Study of the principle of operation of an angle-measuring- range-finding

coordinator shows that its use gives a certain tactical flexibility of the

control system because by the use of a single ground complex of equipment, it

is possible to guide simultaneously several rockets launched from different

launching sites. This requires only the introduction of appropriate initial

data into the coordinator apparatus aboard the rocket.

The accuracy of operation of the coordinator is dependent on a whole

series of factors. It is determined, in particular, by the accuracy of com-

putation and the introduction of initial data. In addition, the accuracy of

operation of the coordinator is influenced by instrument errors of the appara-

tus forming the current values of the mismatch parameter. Finally, the

accuracy is dependent on the errors in measurement of range and azimuth caused

by the presence of fluctuation components in the received signal caused either

by noise in the receivers or interference acting on the radio apparatus car-

ried aboard the rocket.
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Nowwe will describe the method for evaluating the accuracy of a coordina-
tor, taking into account only the fluctuation components, although the final
formulas will make it possible to draw more general conclusions on the accuracy
of the investigated coordinator.

In the analysis it will be assumedthat interference does not change the
transfer properties of the measuring instruments and its effect leads only to
the appearanceof additional fluctuation componentsin the measuredangle and
range values. Then the signal at the output of the range measurementchannel

+ Au where u is the undistorted value ofcan be written in the form: Urr rr' rr

the measuredrange between the rocket and the control point and Au is therr

randomcomponentof the measuredrange caused by noise in the receiver or
interference. The output signal of the angle-measuring channel under these
sameconditions is written as Grm= Br _ AGr"

Dueto the mentioned randomcomponents, the measuredvalues of the mis-
match parameters of the lateral deflection and remaining range channels of
the coordinator also receive additional fluctuation components, and therefore
can be written in the form uz + Auz and Uro + Auro.

The componentsAuz and Auro are determined as

= + (4.10.6)

±u __ OK,o AUrr__ du_
to-- OUrr ' _ A_r" (4.1o.7)

After substituting the values u z and Uro from (4.10.4) and (4.10.5) into Z187

equations (4.10.6) and (4.10.7) and performing the mentioned operations, we
obtain

Art z : sin (_o -- _r } httrr-- ttrrCOS (,_o-- _r ) ABr, (4.10.8)

AU,o = -- cos (I_o-- [3r) AUrr-- _rSin (_o -- I_r) A_r" (4.10.9)

We will assume that AUrr and A_r are stationary functions of time with

mathematical expectations equal to zero. The latter can be attributed to the

fact that when there is a low level of interference, the electrical symmetry of

the circuits of the measurement channels usually is not disrupted. In addi-

tion, in the subsequent analysis we will apply the principle of "freezing" of

range. This means that the determination of the statistical characteristics

of the random functions Au z and AUro will be made for determined constant
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...... e range between the control point and the rocket. Under the men-

tioned conditions Au z and AUro are stationary random functions with a zero

mathematical expectation.

Assuming that the channels for measurement of range and angle are indepen-

dent_ for the spectral densities Guz(_) and Guro(m) of the boosting noise

voltages Au z and AUTo we obtain

o.. (,.)= c._, @.- Pr)o,,,(,,) + u_s_,_=@o- _) o_(,0).

Here G .(w) and GB(m ) are the spectral densities of the random flmnctions Auur - rr

and A_r"

Formulas (4.10.10) and (4.10.ii) show that for determination of Gu (_) and
Z

_i (_), it is necessary to know the spectral densities of the random compo-
ro

nents at the output of the angle-measuring and range-finding channels.

Since the method for determination of the spectral density of the noise

component of the angle-measuring instrument has been presentedin detail in

chapter 3, here wewill discuss only the method for computation of the spectral

density Gur(_) of the fluctuation part of the voltage at the output of the

automatic range finder.

The block diagram of the earlier considered channel for measurement of

range is shown in figure 4.22. It includes three dynamic links. The link/188

with the transfer constant kTD is for the time discriminator. The motor

together with the reducer and recording potentiometer are represented by a link
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kM
with the transfer function WM(D) = D(TD+ i)" The third link, with the trans-

fer constant k reflects the properties of the pulse delay apparatus.pd'

The input value to be measuredis the time t I elapsing from the time of

radiation of a sounding pulse to the time of reception of a response pulse.
This time is proportional to the range rr_cp. The value t 2 corresponds to the

delay time of the strobe pulses. It is proportional to the voltage Urr , deter-

mining the measuredrange value. The difference At = t I - t 2 serves as a mis-

match measuredby the time discriminator. Therefore, the voltage at its output
will be proportional within certain limits of the mentioned difference.

If noise is superposed on the received signal, a randomcomponentof the
mismatchsignal Un(t ) appears at the output of the time discriminator. In

order to find Un(t), it is necessary to consider the problem of the passage of

the signal and noise through the receiving channel and the time discriminator.
In the solution of such a problem, it is most commonto find not the random
function u (t) itself but its spectral density Gn(W).m

In a case whenthe time discriminator is subjected to wide-band noise
passing through the dc amplifier, linear rectifier and video amplifier, the
value G (w) is equal to (ref. 36)n

Cn( ): (0.2-0.12)
k 2 t2 g2
TD sp nv

T U2 w 2 '
sp ap

(4.10.12)

where t is the duration of the strobe pulses; e2 is the dispersion of the
sp nv

noise voltage at the input of the time discriminator; Tsp is the repetition

interval of the strobe pulses, and U is the amplitude of the pulses at the

input of the time discriminator, ap

The desired spectral density Gur(_ ) can be determined as

0., (.) = I F (j.) I"% (-). (4 i0.13)

HereF(jw) is the frequency characteristic of the closed control system if the

point of application of un is considered the input and Urr is considered the
output.
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The frequency characteristic F(Jw) corresponds to the transfer function

W.(D_ (4.10.14)F (D)-- 1 + W(D)'

where W(D) = D(TD+ l)is the transfer function of the open system for the auto-

matic range-measurlng instrument.

After the initial spectral densities of distortions of signals at the

output of the channels for measuring angle and range Gu_(W) and GG(m ) have

been determined, formulas (4.10.10) and (4.10.11) can be used to compute the

spectral densities of the random components of the measured values of the mis-

match parameters at the coordinator output.

It should be noted that if an analysis of operation of the coordinator,

taking into account the fluctuations of the received signals, is used hereafter

for evaluation of the accuracy of the entire system for guidance of the rocket

to the target, a knowledge of the mentioned spectral densities is adequate for

solution of such a problem. The method for computing the rocket miss, in the

case of known statistical characteristics of distortions of the mismatch param-

o+e_s, _o _ .... +_ in chapter _

In addition, formulas (4.10.10) and (4.i0.ii) can be used for computation

of the accuracy of only one coordinator, as an element of a control system. A

knowledge of the errors of measurement of the mismatch parameter makes possible

an intercomparison of coordinators of different types with respect to accuracy

and noiseproofi_.

Now we will discuss the errors in measurement of the m_ smatch paramet_r_

of the lateral deflection and remaining range __annel_, charac_rized by the

2 2

dispersions _Uz and _uz o.

Using the known relation between spectral density Gx(W) of the random

function x(t) and its dispersion _2
X

o

from (4.10.10) and (4.10.11) we find

Mr_
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2
where _ur2 is the dispersion of the error of the measured range value, and 6_

is the dispersion of the error of the measured angle value.

For convenience it is possible to convert from voltages characterizing

linear deflections to linear deflections themselves. Assuming that the instru-

ment range value Urr is related to its actual value rr_cp by the scale factor

kac t (that is_ when rr_cp = const Urr = kactrr_cp) , and assuming that the com-

puter does not change the scale of range measurement, we obtain

2 2 2 2

6z2 = sin2 (_0 - _r ) _r + rr_cp cos (_0 - _r ) 6_, (4.10.17)

62ro = c°s2 (_0 - _r ) 62r + r2r-cp sin2 (_0 - _r ) 6_.2 (4.10.18)

Here qz_2 62ro and 62r are the dispersions of the errors of measurement of /190

lateral deflection, remaining range and distance between the rocket and control

point_ respectively, expressed in linear units.

Formulas (4.10.17) and (4.10.18) show that for given errors in measure-

ment of range and azimuth_ characterized by the dispersions o2 and 02, the ac-
r

curacy of determination of the mismatch parameters A z and Aro is dependent on

the withdrawal of the rocket from the launching point and the control point.

We will characterize the position of the current point on the reference

' (fig. 4.20), that is, the withdrawal of the men-trajectory by the range rrx

tioned point from the intersection of the perpendicular dropped from Ocp on

the axis OcX m and this axis. Figure 4.20 shows that

r' = r cos (_0 - _ )"rx r- cp r

Therefore,

(r_) 2

c°s2 (_o - _r) = 2 '
r
r-cp

r 2 _ (r_) 2

sin2 (_0 - _r ) = r-cP2

rr-cp
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Substituting (4.10,19) and (4.10.20) into (4.10.17) and (4.10.18), and also

taking into account that for points of the reference trajectory 2rr_cp =

(r&)2 + _0' we obtain
9

,2_ 2

(4.10.21)

(4.10.22)

r !

rx
We introduce the relative range a = _ and we will characterize the

r0

dispersion of errors of the angle-measuring channel by the value

(_)____ro_.22 (4.10.23)

Then_ for the mean square errors of measurement of lateral deflection and

remaining range we will have

%= V | + a _rqLa (_)e ,

ae

(4.lO.24)

(4.lO.29)

Analysis of formulas (4.!0.2h) and (4.10._.jo=_sh_zs *u-±_ the _,r_ . i_ /io_

measurement of the mismatch parameters will be minimal and equal to

Oz min = °r_

T

_ro min = _"

at the point A of the reference trajectory, when a = O.

With withdrawal from this point the errors of measurement of A z and Aro

increase, and the error in measurement of lateral deflection increases most.
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4.11. Coordinators Based on the Use of Range-Finding

Radio Navigation Apparatus

When a range-finding navigation system is used, the position of the rocket

is determined by measurement of the distances between it and two ground points

whose coordinates are determined with a high accuracy. On the basis of such a

system s it is possible to design a coordinator for measurement of the mismatch

parameter for rocket guidance along a fixed trajectory.

The ground complex for such a coordinator consists of two stations situ-

ated at points A and B (fig. 4.23), each of which contains an antenna sys- /192

tem, an interrogation signal receiver and a responder.

The apparatus carried aboard the rocket (fig. 4.24) usually includes an

interrogation signal transmitter Tr, controlled by a synchronizer, a receiver

Rec, two range measurement channels and a computer Com.

In pulse range-finding systems, the distances rA and rB are measured from

the delay of the response signals received by the rocket from the stations A

and B in relation to the time of radiation of the interrogation pulse.

We will assume that the mismatch parameters (lateral deflection and

remaining range) are measured in the coordinate system OcXmZm _ whose axis OcX m

coincides with the launching point-target line (fig. 4.23).
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The values which are known before the launching of the rocket are:

distance between stations rb (system base), distances from each of the stations

to the launching point o and the point of transition of the rocket into a dive
C

D# and ..... bhe angles characterizing the relative position of the ground sta-

tion, launching point and the point of transition of the rocket into a dive.

The ranges rA and rB are measured during the guidance.

The problem of determining the mismatch parameters for the lateral deflec-

tion and remaining rarge channels, in the case of a coordinator of the range-

findi_ Lype, is solved am2biguously, that is, several varieties of the for-

mulas relating A z and Arowith the known and measured values can be proposed.

For this reason we will cite only one of the possible variants of the mismatch

equations, when they are essentially the same as the equations for a coordina-

tor of the angle-measuring-- rang_e-f_nd_ng type:

If the angle Gr is expressed through known and measured values, it is/193

possible to write expressions for lateral deflection and remaining range in the

form (4.10.2) and (4.10.3).

From figure 4.23 we find

_Br = BB - _ RAB, (4.11.1)

where _ is the angle characterizing the position of station B. Since one side

of the triangle RAB is known and the other two are measured during the guidance

process, it is possible to determine any of its angles. In particular,
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RAB = 2 arc tan r (4.11.2)

where
1

P=-_(rA -[- ra _- %);

/(p -rA) (p -_)(p-% )
p

In accordance with (4.10.2) and (4.10.3) the mismatch parameters of the

lateral deflection and remaining range channels A z and Aro of a range-finding
coordinator can be written in the form

A_= r_ sin (_o - _r) - r_ _sin (_o- V_),

a,o = ro- rr. = rA°cos (_o- _o) - rA cos @o- ?_.

(4.11.5)

(4.11.6)

When a computer is used for performing operations in accordance with for-

mulas (4.11.1)-(4.11.6), a coordinator of the range-finding type makes pos-

sible simultaneous guidance of several rockets, from different launching

apparatus_ along orthodromic trajectories situated arbitrarily relative to

the base line AB. However, the structure of such a computer is extremely
complex.

It is possible to simplify the structure of the computer of a coordinator

of the range-finding type only by a restriction of the tactical possibilities

of using the rockets. For example, the structure of the computer is quite

simple when a rocket is guided along an orthodromic trajectory passing through

the center of the base_ along the normal to it or along a circular trajectory.

Figure 4.25 shows the location of the ground stations A and B, the rocket

R and the point of transition of the rocket into a dive D, corresponding to

the condition of rocket flight along the straight line OcX m. The trajectory

line divides the segment AB in half. The launching apparatus is situated at

the point of intersection of the trajectory line with the segment AB, although

in some cases it can be displaced forward or backward along the trajectory

line relative to the point of intersection.

If rb << rr, which frequently is actually the case_ and the deflec- /194

tions of the rocket from the reference trajectory are small_ the angle ¢i is
determined using the following approximate equation

r A -- r B

_i_ rb (4.11.7)
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Since in the case of small mismatch angles

z_r _i,
r

on the rocket, it is easy to obtain the instrument analog of the mismatch
_'_.... +_- of _ ...... d_f] e_ +_ on_._. _L_ ±_e;'a± ....... channel. _{e will have

-- -- \ _t e .L_ .

A: = rb

_ ....,_=_.... of the _anges rA and rB are measured bvv the eoor_+__....__-_ _ apparatus

ca_ried aboar_ +b_..........._o_+ ...... -._ rb is 5_,e_."_"_ and rr usually is stipulated

by a programming mechanism. In the case of small z, it can be assumed that

r _ rrx_. Then the mismatch parameter of +h_ remainir_ _a._ _,=_,u_± e_n be

expressed by the formula

A,o= rD_ rrx _ rD _// r_ r2b4 "
(4.11.9)

Analysis of formulas (4.11.8) and (4.11.9) shows that for the considered

case of use of a range-finding coordinator the structure of the computer is

relatively simple. However, such a method for the use of a coordinator /195
of the range-finding type limits the tactical flexibility of the guidance

system, since it requires changes of the position of the ground stations for

each new target.
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Figure 4.26 shows the location of the ground stations A and B, the rocket

R and the point of transition of the rocket into a dive D, for rocket guidance

along a circular trajectory. After launching at the point Oc, the rocket goes

into a reference trajectory (point M), passing through the target and consti-

tuting the arc of a circle whose center is one of the surface stations (in the

considered example, the station A). The lateral deflection of the rocket from

a reference trajectory (or, in the language of navigation, drift of the

rocket from orbit) is determined by a comparison of the given range value rA0

with the distance rA measured on the rocket. The approach of the rocket to

the target is determined from the signals of the second ground station (sta-

tion B). When the distance rB becomes equal to the stipulated range rB0 , a

signal should be formed on the rocket for its transition into a dive.

Thus, it is easy to obtain on the rocket instrument analogs of the mis-

match parameters_ expressed by the formulas

(4.11.io)

(4.11.11)

The structure of the computer forming the mismatch parameters on the basis of

formulas (4.11.10) and (4.11.11) is extremely simple.

4.12. Coordinators Based on the Use of Add-Subtract-

Range-Finding Radio Navigation Apparatus

A coordinator of the add-subtract-- range-finding type can be designed on

the basis of an add-subtract- range-finding or hyperbolic navigation system.
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As is well known, such a system consists of two pairs of ground stations AIB I

and A_2 (fig. 4.27) and apparatus carried on the moving object R, whose posi-

tion is determined.

Each pair of ground stations, operating synchronously, radiates pulses/196

with a stable repetition frequency. By use of apparatus carried on the

moving object and consisting of a receiver and a computer, these pulses are

received and the time difference between the arrival of the pulses from one

pair of stations Ax I and the other AT 2 is measured. The time difference of re-

ceipt of the pulses obviously will be proportional to the corresponding dis-

tance _ff_re_ces Ar I _ rAl _ rBl and Ar 2 _ rA2 - rB2.

Since the lines of constant distance differences to the two points on the

plane represent a family of hyperbolas, the position of the object in an add-

subtract-- range-finding radio navigation system is determined as the point of

intersection of two hyperbolas a and b, each of which corresponds to the meas-
ured value of the difference of distances.

The functional diagram of the coordinator designed on the basis of an add-

subtract-- range-finding radio navigation system is shown in figure 4.28. Each

of the ground stations contains a synchronizer, transmitter, receiver and

antenna system. The matching of the operation of the two stations forming the

pair is possible by having one of them, called the master station, control the

operation of the other, the controlled station. The transmitter of the master

station radiates pulses whose pulse frequency is stabilized rigorously by a

synchronizer. These pulses are received by the receiver aboard the rocket and

by the receiver of the controlled station. The transmitter of the controlled

station reradiates the received signals, and they are also sent to the re-

ceiver aboard the rocket. Since each of the stations of one pair can be both

a master and a controlled station, their apparatus is completely identical.
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In the coordinator_ there should be provision for the separation of

the signals of the master and controlled stations aboard the rocket. This is

done by introducing an additional delay of the pulses radiated by the master

station, or the signals of each station are marked with their time code.

The second pair of stations A2, B 2 operates in the same way. The carrier

frequency f2 of these stations differs from the carrier frequency fl of the

first pair of stations, which makes it possible to discriminate their signals

at the receiving end.

The apparatus aboard the rocket contains two receivers, one of which /197

(the receiver AIBI) receives the signals of the stations A1 and BI, while

the other (the receiver A_2 ) receives the signals of the stations A 2 and B 2

and the computer Com makes the required conversions of the received signals.

The form of the mismatch parameter which should be produced when using a

coordinator of the add-subtract- range-finding type and therefore the struc-

ture of the computer are determined by the form of the stipulated reference

trajectory. It can be shown that, if an orthodrome oriented arbitrarily rela-

tive to the ground stations is used as a reference trajectory, the structure

of the computer in the rocket apparatus is extremely complex. The computer

will be relatively simple in a case when the reference trajectory is one of

the hyperbolas. In actuality_ using for example one of the hyperbolas of the

stations AI and B I as the reference trajectory, with sufficient withdrawal
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of the rocket from the base AIBI, we obtain the following expression for the

mismatch parameter of the lateral deflection channel (ref. ii)

A.= l(r ,--r ,)o-- --r.,)l. (4.12.1)

Here rpr is the distance from the center of the base to the rocket, stipulated

by the program, rbl is the base length, 8a is the angle between the asymptote

of the selected hyperbola and the base line, (rA1 - rB1)0 is the differ- /198

ence in distances determining the selected hyperbola, and (rA1 - rB1 ) is the

current difference in distances measured on the rocket.

When a rocket is guided along a so-called "zero" hyperbola (a straight

line perpendicular to the base and intersecting the base at its center), for

which (rAl - rBl) 0 = 0 and sin _a = i, formula (4.12.1) coincides with (4.11.8).

The signals of the second pair of stations are used in formir_ the mis-

...... _i_± of olle remaining range channel. The mismatch parameter of the

remaining range channel in this case is written in the form

A,o _ (FA2-- rs2)o --(r^2 --rs2), (h.12.2)

where (rA2 - rB2)0 is the difference of distances corresponding to a hyperbola

passing through the point of transition of the rocket into a dive.

Consequently, the command for transition of the rocket into a dive will be

formed when the rocket intersects a particular hyperbola.

The inevitable curvature of the trajectory is a shortcoming of rocket

guidance along a hyperbolic trajectory. However, by the use of a relatively

simple computer, it is possible to ensure rocket guidance by using a coordina-

tor of the add-subtract--range-finding type along a trajectory close to ortho-

dromic. This requires selection of a definite law in conformity to which the

rocket will intersect both families of hyperbolas. For example, as such a law

it is possible to use the law of equal increments, whose essence is as follows

(ref. 3). Assume the distance difference at the initial guidance point for the

first pair of stations will be Aril = (rA1 - rBl)i , and for the second pair of

stations Ari2 = (rA2 - rB2)i. At the target, these differences will be equal

to Artl = (rAl - rBl)t and Art2 = (rA2 - rB2)t, respectively.
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We write the ratio

ar_ --arI,
a_-- a_ =b. (4.12.3)

It is obvious that b will be a constant, dependent on the relative position of

the initial guidance point, target and ground stations.

Using the law of equal ratios, the reference trajectory is stipulated in

such a way that a ratio similar to (4.12.3), written for the current values of

the distance differences Ar I and Ar 2 in the case of rocket motion along a

reference trajectory, will remain constant and equal to b. The reference

trajectory stipulated in this way will be close to an orthodrome and sometimes

is called a hyperbolodrome.

With such a stipulation of the reference trajectory the mismatch I_
parameter characterizing lateral deflection can be represented in the form

as= (arx -- ari, ) -- b (ar2 -- ari2), (4.12.4)

where _r I and Ar 2 are the current values of the distance differences measured

on the rocket.

The signals of any one pair of stations can be used for determination of

the time of transition of the rocket into a dive. The mismatch parameter of

the remaining range channel will be represented by a formula similar to
(4.12.2).

As an example of the design of a computer for the coordinator of the

add-subtract- range-finding type, we will describe one of the possible variants

of the computer of the lateral deflection channel for rocket guidance along

one of the hyperbolas when its structure is determined by equation (4.12.1).

The functional diagram of such a computer is shown in figure 4.29.
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The master station A radiates a pulse signal with a repetition interval

Ti (fig. 4.30a). The time of radiation of the signal of the master station B
T.
l

is delayed by the time-_ A_ d relative to the time of appearance of the /200

o_a_on A (fig. 4._0b) Here AT d is the time d_ffereuce in the re-pulses of _ _ ..

ceipt of the pulses of stations A and B on the rocket during its flight along

an earlier stipulated hyperbola, used as the reference trajectory. This dif-

ference i_ dete_ined using the formula

A_d_ c '

where (rA1 - rBl)0 is the distance difference, determining the selected hyper-

bola, and c is the velocity of radio wave propagation.

The _-o_n of ^- -__d _ be positive if the reference hyperbola is situated

to the right of the zero hyperbola and negative if it is situated to the left.

For satisfaction of the mentioned relations between the times of radia-

tion of the stations A and B, the signal received from station A at the master

station is delayed by the value

(4.12.6)

Here tb is the time required for propagation of the radio waves the distance

rbl"
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The signals received from the output of the receiver _B 1 are fed to the

pulse selectors _ and BI. The pulse selector _ passes only the signals of

station _, and the pulse selector B1 the signals of station BI. The circuits

of the selectors are determined by those qualitative criteria of the signals
which are used as the basis for their discrimination.

The times of appearance of the signals relative to the times of their

radiation are dependent on the position of the rocket and are equal to tA =

rAl - rBl (fig. 4.30c d) respectively.
tB-- , ,

The output pulses of the selectors activate a trigger. The temporal volt-

age diagram at the trigger output is shown in figure 4.30e. The low-frequency

filter following the trigger separates the constant voltage from the bipolar

pulses. The constant voltage is

r,- T2 (4.12.7)gf=U,n T, + T2 '

where Um is the voltage amplitude at the output of the trigger, and TI and T 2

are the durations of the negative and positive voltagedrops of the trigger.

In the derivation of formula (4.12.7) it was assumed'that the transfer

coefficient of the filter for the constant component is equal to unity.

It is easy to determine the values T I and T 2 by using the temporal /201

diagrams in figure 4.30 . We have

T }T_ =- T + A_d -- tA + t_,

T_--@ _ A_d + tA -- _B.

(4.12.8)

Then for the constant component of voltage at the output of the filter,
we obtain

uf- zu,.-- r,,--. (4.12.9)

where AT I = tA - tB is the actual value of the difference in the time of

arrival of the pulses of the stations A and B. The * sign in front of AT d

in formula (4.12.9) is of an arbitrary character, indicating whether the
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particular hyperbola is to the right or left of the zero hyperbola; therefore,
hereafter it will be omitted and as the voltage uf, we will have

uf= SUm A_d--A_,rl (4.12.1o)

The next component in the functional diagram of the computer will be a

range potentiometer, which is used for introducing the programmed range value

r entering into formula (4.12.1).
pr

The signal at the range potentiometer output will be

Upot8 = kpotB%rUf •
(4.12.11)

Due to the introduction of the range potentiometer, the coordinator acquires a

constant sensitivity in relation to the linear deflection of the rocket for

the entire range of its flight. If there is no range potentiometer, the sen-

sitivity of the coordinator with respect to linear deflection decreases with

an increase of range.

The output stage of the computer is an amplifier with an adjustable am-

plification factor kaa. This coefficient changes inversely proportional to

the product of the base rbl and the sine of the angle _a, that is

k _

aa (4.12.12)
kaa = rbl sin _a'

where k' is the value of the amplification factor for a base of one kilometer
aa

and an angle Ba = _.
2

The introductio_of an amplifier with an adjustable amplification makes

it possible to maintain constant sensitivity of the coordinator with a change

of the value of the base of the system and with a change of reference hyper-

bolas. The required amplification is set manually when preparing the ]202

rocket for launching. The the voltage u z at the output of the computer is

expressed by the formula

u z = kaaUpotS.
(4.12.1B)

By combining formulas (4.12.9)-(4.12.i3), we obtain
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U Z =
2Ukpot_kaarp r (ATd - ATI).

Tirbl sin _a

(4.12.14)

It follows from (4.12.14) that when A_ I = A_d, the voltage at the output

of the computer will be equal to zero. With an increase or decrease in the dif-

ference of the arrival time of the pulses from stations AI and BI in comparison

with the value ATd, the output voltage u z will change both in value and sign.

and

Since

(rA_- r_,)o
z_--

rAl -- rB,

_1 _ C '

expression (4.12.14) is reduced to the form

2I] k' r
mkpot_ aa pr[

U Z ---- - - - .
Tic rbl sin _a (rAl rBl)O (rAl rBl)]

(4.12.15)

If relation (4.12.1) is used, we obtain

2Umkp°tSkaa A (4. !2. !6)
UZ = T.C z"

l

Formula (4.12.16) establishes the relationship between the actual value of the

mismatch parameter A of the lateral deflection channel and its measured value
z

u Z •

After introducing the concept of the transfer coefficient of the coordina-

tor for lateral deflection, which is equal to

2U k'
m_ot_ aa (4.12.17)

k z =
T.c
i

we obtain from (4.12.16)

u,: k,_,. (4.12.18)
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In completing the description of the functional diagram of the computer
for a coordinator of the add-subtract- range-finding type, we note that in
addition to the mentioned regulation of amplification of the channel for meas-
urement of lateral deflection, there should be provision for at least one
other regulation involving a setting of the balance of the output stages of the
computer. This regulation makesit possible to obtain a zero voltage at the
computer output, if the time difference in the arrival of pulses from the
stations A1 and B1 is equal to zero.

The computer for the remaining range channel has muchin commonwith the
computer discussed above for the lateral deflection channel and it therefore
will not be described here.

Nowwe will discuss the methodused for evaluation of the accuracy of a
coordinator of the add-subtract-- range-finding type. As before, we will deter-
mine the statistical characteristics of the distortions of the measuredvalue
of the mismatchparameter caused by the instrument noise of the receiving
apparatus of the rocket or noise interference.

Wewill assumethat the level of noise interference is quite low and does
not cause a change in the transfer properties of the coordinator. Then an
allowance for the fluctuation componentsin the received signal leads to the
appearanceof an additional randomcomponentin the output voltage of the coor-
dinator which, in this ca_ej ca_ be repr_nt_ _n +k_ _n_. _7 _ ^_ " The

appearance of Auz in the output voltage can be attributed to the fact that,

_a_±on of the o±m_ of fore,a-under the ir_luence of the noise, there is _ ....._"_ .......
tion of the received pulses and their durations. Therefore, the arrival times

A+ A _of the pul_as from o..at_o_ and B i will h_ equal v_ _ + _ _-_ t , _ _oB.

We will assume that At A and At_n represent stat_oma_ random functions with

mathematical expectations equal to zero. The latter assertion is based on the

fact that, in the case of small levels of fluctuations, positive and negative

displacements of the times of formation of the pulses will be equiprobable.

Since the mathematical expectations of the functions At A and At B are equal to

zero, the mathematical expectation of the random component of_the output volt-

age of the coordinator also will be equal to zero, that is, Au z = O.

In the further analysis, it will be assumed that the distance between the

rocket and stations _ and B I does not change and rpr = const, that is, the

principle of "freezing" of the coefficients is applicable.

voltageThe spectral density of the random component of the output at the

output of the coordinator GAuz(W) will be equal to

0_.. (_) -----Ob(W) I W_ (jw)i', (4.12.19)
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where Gb(W) is the spectral density of the bipolar pulses at the output of the

trigger_ causedby fluctuations of the times of formation of the received
pulses; W_(jw) is the frequency characteristic of the linear part of the coor-

dinator from the filter to its output.

Since hereafter we will be concerned only with the components of the spec-

trum of fluctuations of the output voltage close to the zero frequency_ in place
of (4.12.19) we write

o_._(o)----k_Ob(O) (4.12.20)

Here k t is the transfer coefficient of the linear part of the coordinator /204

equal to

kpot_kaarpr

kt = sin 6a (4.12.21)rbl

The spectral density Gb(O ) was determined in section 8.3. It is expressed
by the formula

2

G (0)--- W_._tA -]- 's)' (4.12.22)
b

where o 2 and 2 are the dispersions of the fluctuations of the times of ap-
tA _tB

pearance of the received pulses At A and AtB.

We will assume that 2 = 2 2
61 . The value _tA'B _ whose method of determina-tA

tion was given in section 8.5, is

__ I
_A ,;-.2 , (4.12.23)

q al
p ew

where qp is the ratio of the pulse power of the signal to the effective

strength of the noise_ recalculated to the input of the receiver; Af is the
ew

effective width of the passband of the intermediate frequency amplifier.

After combining formulas (4.12.20)-(4.12.23), we obtain
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2 2
16kt/.r_

GA,, (0) = Tiqp e2_/_w"
(4.12.24)

A knowledge of the spectral density of fluctuations at the output of the coor-

dinator makes it possible later, during analysis of the entire control circuit,

to determine the errors in rocket guidance.

In addition, using formula (4.12.24), it is possible to compute the errors

of the coordinator itself, caused by the noise effect. We will estimate the

coordinator error caused by dispersion of the fluctuation component of the out-

put voltage _ equal to
Au z

2 2AFa2 _ 16ktU_n e
Art g

Here AF is the effective passband of the coordinator filter.
e

The error in measurement of lateral deflection also can be expressed in

linear values, much as was done for the coordinators of the angle-measuring--

range-finding type. This requires use of relation (4.12.18), establishing a

_=_o+_ip between _- measured and actual v_iu_s of the _ +_-............ _ .......... a_n parameter.
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CHAPTER5. COORDINATORSOFCOMMANDCONTROL SYSTEMS.

COMMAND FORMING APPARATUS

5.1. Principles of Design and Principal Types of

Coordinators of Command Control Systems

In the process of rocket guidance using command control systems, the /205

control point should have data making it possible to determine the degree

of disruption of the coherence imposed on the rocket motion. These data, used

in producing the mismatch parameter Am, are obtained using the measurement

instruments in the coordinator. On the basis of the Am signals forming at the

output of the coordinator, the operator (in nonautomatic or semiautomatic con-

trol systems) or a computer (in automatic control systems) produces commands

which are transmitted to the rocket for its return to the reference (kinematic)

trajectory.

In a general case_ the coordinator of the command control system consists

of one or more angle-measuring and range-finding instruments and instruments

for measuring the velocities of motion of the rocket and target. In addition_

the coordinator has a computer and sometimes electronic instruments for the

radio transmission of the measurement results (relay system) of the rocket

coordinates to the control point.

Two types of coordinators can be distinguished. In coordinators of the

first type, all the measurements are made relative to the control point or

points situated near it; however, in the case of coordinators of the second

type, the origin of the measurement coordinate system is situated on the rocket.

Coordinators of the first type can be both automatic and nonautomatic. In

automatic coordinators, the output signals of the measurement instruments rep-

resent a voltage or a current in a form convenient for producing the mismatch

parameter Am in the computer and its conversion into a control command _206

without human participation. In nonautomatic coordinators, the parameter Am is

produced in a form which is unsuitable for the conversion of Am into a command

without human participation. Nonautomatic coordinators are constructed using

optical or radar sights.

Coordinators of the second type are nonautomatic because otherwise it is

possible to construct an automatic homing system. They determine the position

of a target relative to the rocket in a related or moving coordinate system,
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and can be used in those cases when the targets to be attacked stand out

inadequately against the surrounding background so that automatic apparatus

cannot operate reliably. Such targets usually are on the Earth's surface.

In coordinators of the first type, the measurement instruments usually

produce signals characterizing the distances rt and rr from the control point

C to the target T and also the angles ct and ¢ in an earlier selected coor-r

dinate system. Sometimes it is also necessary to know the velocities of motion

of the target and rocket in relation to the control point.

Measurement coordinate systems coinciding with a ground system or forming

certain angles with it (so-called oblique coordinate systems OobXobYobZob) are

selected for the operation of measurement instruments on the ground. The lat-

ter type of coordinate systems often is used in radar sighting, making possible

measurement of slant ranges to the target and rocket and also their azimuths

and angles of inclination (places). Since rockets usually have a small reflect-

ing surface, in order to obtain a sufficient radar contrast they carry a radar

responder (a receiving-transmitting apparatus) or an autonomously operating

radio transmitter.

The data obtained from the measurement apparatus are fed to a com@uter

where the measured value of the mismatch parameter for the selected guidance

method is produced. In accordance with the possible values subject to measure-

ment, coordinators of the first type make it possible to employ different

three-point methods of rocket guidance.

guidance methods that the output signal of a coordinator of the first type

should characterize the linear or az_u!ar deflection of the center of mass of

e rocket from the reference trajectory.

Measurement apparatus of coordinators of the first type can be placed at

the control point or away from it. In all cases, this apparatus is at the con-

trol point in the ease of guidance of rockets from aircraft, ships and other

types of rocket carriers. In the case of rocket guidance 1_om the ground, the

measurement apparatus frequently is situated away from the control point.

Under these conditions_ the coordinators include not only measurement /207

instruments and computers, but also one or a large number of systems for

transmission of data (relay systems).

The principle of design of coordinators of the second type is as follows.

The measurement apparatus carried aboard the rocket produces a signal reflect-

ing the angular position of the vector r, connecting the target T with the cen-

ter of mass of the rocket Or, in relation to the longitudinal axis of the

rocket OrXl, the vector of its air velocity v or some fixed direction OrXer

in space (fig. 5.1a).
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To obtain the measured value of the mismatch parameter Am at the control

point_ it is necessary that the control point receive both the signals ar-

riving at the measuring instrument from the target and the signals character-

izing the direction of the axes of the measurement coordinate system. The

coordinator therefore should include a relay system.

The directions of the straight lines OrXl, OrX and OrXer , in relation to

which the angles _ q and c are measured, are transmitted most easily by radio

signals characterizing the position of the axes OrYl, OrZ_; OrY , OrZ or

OrYer , OrZer. The decoding of the signals of the relay system makes it pos-

sible to obtain on the indicator (a cathode-ray tube or optical system) the

image of the target and an intersection. With appropriate calibration of the

indicator_ the operator in charge of the rocket guidance is able to measure

the angles of deflection of the target in two mutually perpendicular control

planes. As an example, figure 5.1b shows a simplified image of the target T

and an intersection characterizing the position of the related axes of the

rocket OrY I and OrZ I. Using the projections of the point T onto the axes

OrY I and OrZl, it is possible to find the components _y and _z of the vector

corresponding to the angle _ in figure 5.1a and guide the rocket by the direct
method.

Since the measurement apparatus of coordinators of the second type /208

makes it possible to measure the mismatch parameter characterizing the

degree of disruption of coherence imposed on the position of the rocket axis

OrX I or the vector v, command control systems with such coordinators make it

possible to employ two-point guidance methods.
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Using coordinators of the second type, an operator can make a high-

quality selection of targets at the control point. This can be attributed to

the fact that a man is capable of distinguishing an image on radar set scopes,

television sets, etc., more precisely and can react better to various pecu-

liarities of the target than any of the modern automatic apparatus devised.

It also must be remembered that the conditions for observation of a target

with coordinators of the second type improve with approach of the target to it,

and it is possible to guide a rocket beyond the limits of radar visibility of

the target from the control point (as long as radio communication with the

rocket is maintained). However, the absence of automation in coordinators of

the second type sets a considerable limitation on the area of their applica-

bility during the guidance of rockets toward rapidly moving targets.

It follows from the considered principles of design of coordinators of

the first and second types that, in the first, the conditions for control of

the position of the center of mass of the rocket deteriorate during its with-

drawal from the control point. However, the relative simplicity of automation

of these coordinators and the need for only relatively simple radio apparatus

aboard the rocket make them extremely desirable for command control systems.

5.2. General Functional Diagrams of Coordinators

of Command Control Systems

A coordinator of the first type, whose general functional diagram is shown

in figure 5.2, consists of instruments for measurement of the coordinates of

the target and rocket, forming a sighting apparatus, and systems for the

transmission of data (in some cases these systems can be absent). In addition s

a coordinator _ncludes a computer and a radar responder (or an autonomously

operatirg transmitter) on the rocket, which in figure _.2 has been arbitrarily

grouped with the sighting apparatus.
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The computer calculates the mismatch parameter in accordance with the

selected guidance method; in figure 5.2 this has been represented conventional-

ly by the notation "guidance method."

The specific form of the functional diagram of the coordinator is deter-

mined by the rocket guidance method used and the type of measuring apparatus

employed.

We note that in coordinators of the first type the apparatus for measure-

ment of the coordinates of the target will be absent if the rocket is guided

to a fixed target. In this case the coordinates are introduced into the

computer in advance.

Figure 5.3 shows the general functional diagram of a coordinator of /209
the second type. Information on the target can be fed to the sighting

apparatus in the form of light, thermal or radar signals characterizing the

region in which the target is situated.

The sighting apparatus of the coordinator includes a converter which has

a sensing element and a scanning system and also an apparatus for shaping

signals for representing the measurement coordinate system.

The sensing element (camera tube with an optic, radar receiver with an

antenna, etc.) senses the energy incident upon it and the scanning system makes

a component-by-component study of the target region. The electrical voltage or

current at the output of the converter is fed to a summation apparatus Z, which
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also receives signals from a coder connected to the apparatus for producing the

measurement coordinate system signals. The latter, in the case of rocket /210

guidance by the vane or direct methods, produces voltage pulses repre-

senting the axes OrYl, OrZ 1 or OrX , OrZ (fig. 5.1). For example, if a radar

sighting device is used in a coordinator, these pulses are produced at those

times when the antenna directional diagram passes along the corresponding coor-

dinate axes. in order to _e_ _ec_ the signals characterizing the coordinate mess-

urement system at the control point, the signals are coded in a coder.

The resultant signal is fed to the radio transmitter Tr, relayed to the

control point and then received by the receiver Rec. From there, the decoder,

on the basis of the given code criteria, detects the signals of the measure-

ment coordinate system. They are used to control the indicator so that the

scanning in the converter on the rocket and the scanning of the light or elec-

tron beam in the indicator will be synchronized. The coder, decoder, adder,

transmitter and receiver make up the data transmission system.

The image of the region of the target and the intersection characterizing

the transmitted axes of the coordinate system, produced on the indicator

(either of the cathode ray or optical type), make it possible for the operator

to determine the mismatch parameter A .
m

5.3. Sighting Apparatus of Coordinators

or _ _ of the!. Sighting _opar_tus of C_r .....ator_ First Type

Coordinators of the first t3_e use optical, radar and radio navigation

__ _ppa_÷u_

An optical sighting apparatus, located at a control point without any ad-

ditional apparatus, makes it possible to measure the angles ely and elz (see
chapter 2).

When the necessary visibility is present, optical sighting apparatus is

characterized by a high resolvir_ power, absolute concealment and maximum sim-

pliticity of design. Together with the mentioned merits, the optical sighting

method has the following shortcomings:

(I) a short sighting range, due to conditions of geometrical visibility;

(2) dependence of the operation of the sighting system on meteorological

conditions and time of day;

(3) low noise immunity (sighting becomes impossible, for example, when

smoke screens are used).

Radar sighting apparatus can be automatic and nonautomatic. Automatic

apparatus is used in most cases. Automatic and nonautomatic sighting apparatus
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in turn can be divided into two classes. Sighting apparatus of the first class

is characterized by the fact that one radar set can determine the coordinates

of only one rocket or target. The radar set of a sighting apparatus of

the second type can measure simultaneously the coordinates of several

rockets and several targets in specific sectors of inclination angle and

azimuth.

Radar sets both with an integral equisignal direction (with conical scan-

ning) and with an instantaneous equisignal direction can be used as sighting

apparatus of the first type. The equations characterizing the operation of the

angle-measuring channels of such sets were discussed in chapter 3.

A shortcoming of radar sighting apparatus of the first type is that

despite relatively complex equipment (two radars), it is possible to guide

only one rocket to one target.

Measurement of coordinates by sighting apparatus of the second type is

based on the so-called group method. Radar sets operating by the group method

usually have two antennas for use in progressive scanning of space in oblique

and azimuthal planes. The beams of these antennas, narrow in the planes of

motion, oscillate within the limits of set sectors in a sawtooth regime (fig.

5.4). As a result, the angle c of deflection of the maximum of the direc-a

tional diagram from its initial (zero) position changes as shown in figure 5.4b

(for one of the target observation planes). We note that the angle c in

figure 5.4 represents the sector scanned, sc

Since the channels for measurement of azimuth and inclination angle are

identicalj hereafter we will discuss only one channel. During the time of

irradiation of the target (rocket), a group of pulses reaches the radar set

receiver from the target (rocket); the number of pulses is

e 0

h Fp,Np Nosc
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where @0 is the width of the directional diagram of the antenna at half-po_er,

is the angular velocity of oscillation of the antenna beam_ and Fp is theosc

frequency of the sounding pulses.

In a case when there is one target in the scanned sector (later for /212

unambiguity, we will discuss the method of determination of the coordinates

of the target), the signals forming at the output of the radio receiver, in the

"voltage-time" and "voltage-angle of deflection of the antenna ca coordinate

systems in one scanning period, have the form shown in figure 5.5a and figure

5.5b.

We note that, as the origin of the coordinate systems, we use the range

to the target corresponding to the time of radiation of the sounding pulse and

the initial position of the antenna beam. The form of the group in figure

5.5b and the difference in the amplitudes of the pulses shown in figure 5.5a

are determined by the form of the directional diagram of the antenna and the

plane of movement of the beam.

It follows directly from an inspection of the character of the signals

forming at the output of the radar set that they contain data necessary for

determination of the range r t to the target and its an_ular coord_nste _t o

The distance to the target can be found by measurement of the time tt

(_g. 9.5a) _acter_zing the position of the reflected pulses in _e_ ....

to the sounding pulse, and the angular coordinates can be determined from the
nos_t_o_ of _ _nte_ of the _rOUD on the anzles scale #_- _ =_- .............. _ _ _ _c- .,_,__jrelative

to the origin of the scannip_ sector.

Autumatic determination of the mentioned coordinates can be accomplisbe_

using closed systems of automatic control. In the system determining range,

as in an ordinary automatic range finder, there is production of gating pulses

automatically tracking the center of the video pulses forming at the output of

the receiver. Automatic systems for determination of the angular coordinate

produce gatirg pulses trackir_g th_ energy center of the group of received

pulses. It follows that, when using the group method, systems essentially for

a b

Figure 5-5
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automatic determination of angular coordinates are close to the automatic range

finders considered earlier.

The functional diagram of one of the possible automatic instruments for

measurement of the angular coordinate is shown in figure _.6a (ref. 62).

The voltage Us(t ) is fed from the output of the radio receiver in the form

of groups (fig. 5.6b) to a time discriminator which also receives strobe pulses

Ust r (fig. 5.6c). The time discriminator operates in such a way that the /213

increment of its output voltage is equal to zero if each of two selector pulses

overlaps an identical area of the group. In such cases when the pulse i (fig.

5.6c) coincides with a lesser area of the group (fig. 5.6b), the mismatch

voltage formed by the time discriminator becomes negative. If the axis of the

selector pulses is displaced to the right in relation to the center of the

group, the mismatch voltage will be positive.

The time discriminator signals act on the control apparatus which regu-

lates the time lag of the master pulses fed to it.

We note that the master pulses are produced at times corresponding to the

initial position of the antenna.

Selector pulses are formed under the influence of the delayed master

pulse. As a result of the interaction of all the signals appearing in the

servosystem shown in figure 5.6a, the tracking of the selector pulses of the

center of the group is ensured. As the output of the considered system, it is
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possible to use the voltage of the control apparatus or the position of the
delayed master pulse.

The described method for automatic determination of the angular coordinate
has been called in technical literature the method of division of a group of
video signals in half.

A distinguishing feature of the operation of this system for determination
of coordinates is the discreteness of receipt of information from the target
and the high accuracy of measurementof the angle ct"

Radio navigation sighting apparatus can be used in those cases when a/_4

_+ _ ÷_ _ _'_ - j ipl the coordi-............ _ ..... alor_ _ __=u_ tra ectoi_-, in princ e,

nates of a rocket can be measured satisfactorily by all the types of navigation

measurement instruments discussed in the preceding chapter and also by Doppler

systems for measuring ground velocity. However, the apparatus carried aboard

the rocket for recording its coordinates in relation to ground stations, in

radio zone control systems and in the case of command guidance of a rocket,

should be situated at the control point; in this case, only a radar responder

should be aboard the rocket. It follows that the principle of command radio

guidance appreciably simplifies the apparatus of the rocket.

2. Sighting Apparatus of Coordinators of the Second Type

In coordinators of the second type for command guidance systems for

rockets, the sighting apparatus can be based on the television, thermal and

radar principles. One of the principal components of a television sighting

apparatus is a camera tube with optic. Coordinators with television sighting

apparatus provide the simplest means of determining the mismatch parameter for

guidance of the rocket by the direct and vane methods. For th_s purpose, the

longitudinal axis of the tube should coincide with the OrX I axis or the

velocity vector v of the rocket, respectively. In the latter case, the tube is

attached to a base oriented by means of the vane in the direction of the air

flow. A grid is plotted on the photoelectronic mosaic of the tube for charac-

terizing the transverse axes of the rocket or the direction of the vector v.

In the vane method, the sighting apparatus can be made in such a way that

the television tube with the optic is fixed relative to the body of the rocket

and the grid is related to the vane.

The signals from the camera tube, together with the signals from the grid

and scanning of the image are transmitted to the control point where a picture

tube is used as the output apparatus.

Television sighting apparatus makes it possible to have a very graphic

image, provide for quite high concealment of the work (radiation is in a direc-

tion opposite the direction of motion of the rocket) and makes itpossible to

guide a rocket to targets having neither radar nor thermal contrast. At the

same time, such apparatus has a number of shortcomings, the most important
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of which are dependenceof the operability of the sighting apparatus and
quality of the received image on meteorological conditions and time of day.
In addition_ the insufficiently high noise immunity of systems for the trans-
mission of television images must be borne in mind.

Using a sighting apparatus designed on the thermal principle, it is pos-
sible to determine the thermal "relief" of the terrain over which the rocket
is flying. The sensing element of a thermal sighting apparatus is mounted /215

in exactly the same way as the camera tube. The signals received from the

thermal sighting apparatus, together with the signals characterizing the meas-

urement coordinate system, are transmitted to the control point by electronic

means. Appropriate converters are carried on the rocket for this purpose.

Thermal sighting apparatus makes it possible to determine the position of

a target having thermal contrast_ regardless of time of day, and since they

constitute passive systems, there is a quite high secretiveness of their opera-

tion. However, the effective range of such sighting apparatus is low because

of the considerable absorption of thermal radiation during its propagation in

the atmosphere.

Radar sighting apparatus is used in forming the radar "relief" of the area

in the neighborhood of the target. Radar sighting apparatus can be passive,

active and semiactive. The operation of passive sighting apparatus is based

on the presence of radio emission from terrain which is not subject to

prior irradiation. If a rocket carries a radar transmitter and receiver, the

sighting apparatus becomes active. When the radar transmitter is away from

the rocket, the sighting apparatus becomes semiactive. Obviously, from the

point of view of weight and size of rocket equipment, it is more desirable to

have passive and semiactive radar sighting apparatus. Semiactive radar sight-

ing apparatus ensures the producing of mismatch signals with an appropriate

scanning of the terrain by the receiving antenna, the same as in ordinary non-

automatic radar sets. The only difference between them is that, in the coor-

dinator of a command control system, the cathode-ray indicator is connected to

the search antenna and the receiver output by a data transmission system.

Radar sighting apparatus makes it possible to guide rockets to targets

having a radar contrast ensuring a relatively great effective range during ac-

tive and semiactive sighting. However_ such sighting apparatus has a rela-

tively low noise immunity. In some cases, guided rockets should move at a

constant altitude. Since the signals characterizing flight altitude of the

rocket are not produced by the mentioned sighting apparatus_ it is necessary

for the rocket to have altimeters whose information is used for flight stabi-

lization or which is transmitted to the control panel by a relay system.

5.4. General Information on the Computers

Used in Coordinators

The computers used in the coordinators of systems for the command control

of rockets are classified as analog and digital. In each specific case, the
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types of computers and the problems solved by them are determined by the mis-
match equation and the shape of the input and output signals.

If radar sighting apparatus ensuring the automatic determination of /_6

the coordinates of the target and rocket is used, coordinators can be

created which make possible guidance of the center of mass of a rocket without

deflection (by the coincidence method) and with deflection (for example, by

the parallel approach method). The equations which should be solved by the

computers in this case are given in chapter 2. For example, for guidance of a

rocket in the vertical plane, it is necessary to solve equations (2.8.2)7

(2.8.3), (2.8.4), (2.8.8) and (2.8.10), which have the following formr

(a) for the _oincidence method

h = rpr(¢ t - Cr); (5.4.1)

(b) for the approximate method of parallel approach

r t - r ]h = rpr _t - Cr r
_r (% - _t)

(5.4.2)

and when rpr = rr

h = rt(c t - CO) - rr(C r - CO); (5.4.2a)

(-'_ Cot the precise _sr_77p7 _pp_ _+_

I. - r

rt r
- arcsin

r
pr sin(eo - et):] I"

(5.4.3)

We recall that in the cited equations the value rpr _ rr produced by the

programming mechanism characterizes the range from the control point to the

rocket. The signal reflecting the angle ¢ also is shaped by the programming
mechanism. 0

When radio navigation apparatus for measurement of coordinates is used,

it is possible to create coordinators ensuring the guidance of rockets along

fixed trajectories. In this case, the mismatch parameter for the vertical and

horizontal guidance planes is a signal characterizing the linear deflection of

the center of mass of the rocket from the stipulated fixed trajectory.
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Different types of mismatch equations are obtained, depending on the type
of radio navigation apparatus used. For example, if an angle-measuring radio
navigation apparatus is used in the control system (a ground direction finder),
the computer solves equations of type (5.4.1), taking into account that ct is
a given value.

The samemismatch equations are obtained when the coordinator is designed
on the basis of angle-measuring-- range-finding and range-finding radio naviga-
tion apparatus as for fixed radio zone control systems.

In addition to control of rockets in planes perpendicular to the vector v,

in some cases the problem arises of guiding a rocket in range and velocity.

In most cases, the essence of the process of guidance in range involves tran-

sition of the rocket (usually winged) into a dive at a stipulated distance from

the target. The formation of the mismatch parameter on the basis of which /217
the command for diving is produced occurs in the coordinator by a comparison

of the stipulated and remaining distances rst and r between the rocket and the

target. Depending on what types of sighting apparatus are used in the coordina-

tors, the determination of r _ r t - rr is accomplished by the computer on the

basis of signals directly or indirectly characterizing rr and rt.

In the formation of the mismatch parameter determining the time of tran-

sition of the rocket into a dive the computer will be simplest in those cases

when the coordinator includes range-finding apparatus; the computer will be

more complex when it is necessary to compute r using signals received from

instruments measuring velocity, angles, etc.

As already noted in chapter 2, in the case of guidance of ballistic mis-

siles it is necessary to cut out the engine at the time when the value Jvl
I I

of velocity v attains a stipulated value Vst. If the engine is cut out by a

command control system, the signal should be formed at the computer output

when the condition ilivi =Vst is satisfied.

There is now a considerable number of textbooks and a considerable quan-

tity of specialized technical literature on problems involved in the design

and analysis of apparatus which performs mathematical operations with elec-

trical signals, both in the form of adc voltage and in the form of pulses

representing digits in some (most frequently in a binary) numbering system.
These problems are discussed in the greatest detail in the books cited as

references 64 and 65.

The book cited as reference 63, intended for engineers and technicians,
discusses the principles of design, circuits and construction of various

devices for conversion of analog signals into digital signals and back.

Information on conjugation and conversion devices also can be found in journal

articles. For this reason, in this section for the purpose of giving a
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fuller idea of the problems arising in the developmentof radio control sys-
tems, we will give only the necessary general information on the methods and
devices for connection of the computer to the measuring instruments and the
apparatus for producing the commands.

Information on the coordinates of the rocket or on the differences of the
coordinates of these objects most frequently is fed to computers in the form of
a dc voltage, a time interval whose limits are set by video pulses and the

turning angle of an antenna, electric motor or other device.

If an analog computer is used, in a case when it is fed dc voltages, the

only problem involved is matching the input and output resistances. Such a

problem is solved quite easily by use of cathode followers. When the coor-

dinates or their differences are given by time intervals which can represent

the range from the control point to the rocket and target, the difference in

distance between the rocket and target, the angular coordinates of the J218

rocket and target (for example, using the group method for their measure-

ment), etc., the analog computer should include a converter making possible the

use of dc voltages.

The interval determined by two video pulses is converted into a voltage

by means of triggers and low-frequency filters. The trigger in such an

apparatus converts the input pulses, one of which can be considered a refer-

ence pulse and the oth_ _ pb___na_l_a _a!sej into width-modulated p.1_.

The low-frequency filter separates out the constant component of the voltage

u from these pulses which usually follow one another periodically; the
mean

constant component is equal to

4-

 ean=

where _ and Ti are the duration of the time interval and the repetition in-

terval, respectively, and Um is the amplitude of the pulses produced by the

trigger.

It is most desirable to use a potentiometer whose slide is connected to

the rotating component for conversion of the angle of rotation into a voltage.

The output signal of an analog computer is a dc voltage. Therefore it is

simplest to couple it to apparatus for forming commands suitable for conver-

sion of such signals.

The operation of a digital computer requires that the voltage, time in-

terval or angles of rotation first be converted into a code (digit). In

most cases, digital computers employ a binary numbering system in which, as

is well known, the digits are formed by columns of units, pairs, sets of

four, etc., and each column is represented by a pulse. In this case, the
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presence of a pulse characterizes the presence of a particular digit in the

number, and the absence of this pulse indicates that there should be a zero in

the place of the considered digit in the number. Therefore, the output signal

of the converter of the digital computer should represent a so-called binary

code formed of video pulses or pulses with a sinusoidal duty factor.

However, it should be noted that, in those cases when the information

received by electronic measuring instruments is analyzed by digital computers,

there is no need of special converters for digital computers.

The output signals of digital computers are code groups of pulses charac-

terizing the numbers in a selected numbering system. For this reason, it is

most desirable to couple such computers to apparatus for formation and trans-

mission of commands based on the use of digital communication methods. At the

same time, in some cases it can be desirable to convert the numbers into

analog values. Then the output apparatus of a digital computer is a con-

verter of the "number-voltage" type.

Converters of the latter type are of basic importance for rocket equip-

ment and are discussed adequately in chapter 7. Here, however, we describe the

principles of operation and give diagrams of converters of the "time interval-

number" type, "voltage-number" type and "angle-number" type.

For conversion of the time interval ti, which is repeated periodically,

into a number it is customary to use apparatus ensuring the counting of the num-

ber of pulses created during ti by a so-called cadence generator.

The functional diagram of one of the possible variants of apparatus for

conversion of the interval ti into a binary number is represented in figure
5.7a.

The pulses Ustar t and Ustop (fig. 5.7c, d), denoting the beginning and

end of the converted interval and usually called start and stop pulses respec-

tively, control the operation of a trigger Tr. The latter produces a voltage

which is fed to the coincidence stage CS ("I"-type circuit), which at the same

time is fed upG signals (fig. 5.7b) of the pulse generator PG. During the time

ti, UCS pulses are formed at the output of the CS (fig. 5.7e), the number of

which is determined by the interval t i.

It follo_s from the above that, by use of the trigger Tr, the pulse genera-

tor PG and the coincidence stage CS, the time interval t i is transformed into

the number of pulses ni. Sometimes this type of conversion is called counter-
pulse modulation.

The voltage UCS acts on a binary counter containing N triggers Trl- TrN;

N characterizes the significance (number of digits) of the binary code used.
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We recall that the t-th digit of the binary code (t = i, 2, ..., N) corresponds

t-i
to the number 2 in a decimal numbering system.

The triggers in the binary counter are interconnected in such a way that

two flippings of the preceding trigger cause one triggering of the next. This

means that each trigger unit is a 1:2 scaler.

After all the pulses pass through the C_ the left tubes of the triggers

Trl-Tr N assume positions corresponding to the record of the number n of u CS
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pulses in a binary numbering system. Thus, when n. = 6, as is shownin figure1

5.7e, the following processes occur in the binary counter. The trigger Tr I

"flips" 6 times and after arrival of the last pulse occupies the initial posi-
tion whenthe left tube is "open" and the right is "closed." During this
time, Tr 2 is triggered three times and at the end its right tube is "open"

(unblocked). The next counting trigger flips only once, and all the other
elements of the binary counter remain in position.

The signals of the binary counter are fed from the left tubes of each
trigger by meansof coincidence stages ("l"-type circuits) CSI, C82, ..., CSN,

to which are also fed time-shifted pulses Ucoml, Ucom2, ..., UcomN(fig. /220

5.7f_ g, h) from the output of the apparatus for forming commutating pulses

CPFA. The distances at which the CPFA pulses are separated from one another

correspond on the time axis to the intervals between the pulses denoting /221
individual digits in a binary code. The stop pulse controls the operation
of the CPFA.

Under the influence of the signals Ucoml , Ucom2 , ..., UcomN , at the out-

puts of the coincidence stages to which positive voltage drops are fed from the

binary counter, pulses are formed which reflect the digit_ 20 21 . 2N-I, , .. , of

the binary number. In addition to the successive feeding of data from the

binary counter, parallel feeding also is possible in which the commutating

pulse acts simultaneously on all the CS1, CS2, ..., CSN.

For preparation of the binary counter for conversion of a new time inter-

val, prior to the arrival of each succeeding start pulse, all the triggers

Trl, Tr2, ..., Tr N are returned to the initial position. This is accomplished

by the voltage Ude I (fig. 5.7i), formed by the delay stage DS under the influ-

ence of a stop pulse. The delay stage DS parameters should be selected in such

a way that the Ude I signals appear only upon termination of the action of the

pulses uN (fig. 5.7h).

In the described method, the feeding of data from the binary counter and

the restoration of the triggers Trl, Tr2, ..., TrN, the times of formation of

the pulses Ucoml , Ucom2 , ..., UcomN and Ude I will change relative to the sec-

tors of time during which the start pulses act. This can be attributed to the

change of the value t i. Elimination of this effect requires that the CS and

CPFA be triggered by Ustar t pulses (fig. 5.7c).
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Errors arise in the conversion of the time interval into a binary code

with the apparatus whose functional diagram is shown in figure 5.7a. The prin-

cipal causes of the appearance of conversion errors are: instability of the

pulse generator PG, level and time quantization of the time interval and also

ambiguity in the position of the start and stop pulses relative to the PG

signals.

Errors in level quantization are caused by the fact that binary _mambers

cannot be used to reflect all the possible values of the time interval t i. The

maximum error in conversion Atlev, arising due to level quantization, is deter-

mined by a value equal to the repetition interval T. of the PG pulses t=_-_

5.7b). i

If the values of the maximum possible interval t i = t i max and the inter-

val Ti are known, the required number N of triggers of the binary counter can

be found using the following expression

t
N_ i- imax

Ti

It can be seen from this expression, determining the number of intervals into

which the time interval t i max is divided, that with a decrease of T. the value
1

N increases.

In some cases, in place of the m_xim_ error At = T j it Js oos- /222
lev i _ ------

sible to use the concept of mean square error, which can be computed using the

known probability distribution law characterizing the difference between the

length of the real time interval and the interval corresponding to the whole

number n. + 1 of intervals Ti appearing at the CS output (fig. 5.7a).i

The time quantization errors are determined by the fact that the converted

function is sensed by the converter only at individual moments of time. It is

easy to see that with an increase of the repetition frequency Fre p of the

start and stop pulses, this form of errors can be reduced to a stipulated value.

The selection of F should be accomplished on the basis of the properties of
rep

those elements which, on the basis of discrete data, restore the initial con-
tinuous time function.

Due to the uncertainty in the position of the start and stop pulses in

relation to the PG pulses, there will be errors At I and At 2 (fig. 5.7c, d), one

of which (Atl) is positive and the other negative, since by definition the
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error is characterized by the difference between the interval which is

received and the actual value t..z It must be remembered that the interval Ti,

situated before the first pulse_ which is formed at the output of the coinci-

dence stage CS_ is included in the length of the determined (measured value)
interval.

If the start pulses and the PG signals are fed synchronously, the error

At I does not occur. For synchronization of the mentioned signals_ it is pos-

sible to form start pulses by the division of the repetition frequency of the

PG pulses or creation of PG pulses under the influence of start pulses after

corresponding multiplication of their repetition frequency.

It is impossible to eliminate the error At 2 completely. However_ by a

decrease of the period Ti, it can be made as small as desired. At the same

I determinedtime, there always is a limit of increase of the frequency F. = --,
i T.

i

by the attained speed of response of the first stages of the binary counter.

Therefore, when the required frequency F i becomes inadmissibly large, to

ensure the decrease of At 2 additional devices are used which operate under the

influence of pulses shifted relative to the PG signals by a time determining

the admissible value of the error At 2.

The functional diagram of one of the possible variants of the converter,

making it possible to decrease At 2 without a change of Ti, is shown in figure

5.8. In this converter_ the pulse generator PG_ trigger Tr, coincidence stage

CS, delay stage DS_ apparatus for forming commutating pulses CPFA_ binary coun-

ter BC and data feeding apparatus DFA_ which contains a type "I" circuit, per-

form the same functions as in the converter discussed earlier. Additional

elements of the converter are the delay lines DLI-DLn, coincidence stages /223

CSI-CS n and triggers Trl-Tr ; n defines the number of intervals by which then

Ti
interval Ti is divided in order for the maximum value of the error At 2 =-- notn

to exceed the stipulated value. The coincidence stages are fed pulses from the

Tr and series of pulses with the cadence period Ti, with the time shift
T. 2T. (n - I)T.

--_z _z '''_ z The necessary shift is given by the delay lines
n n n

Each of the coincidence stages CSI-CS n transmits to the output pulses whose

number is dependent on the length of the converted interval. Under the influ-

ence of the pulses fed from CSI-CSn, there is flipping of the triggers Trl-Tr .n
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For exar_ple, if the _ntervsl t between the last pulsc passir_ through
pi T.

the coincidence stage CS and the stop pulse exceeds --!i
n ' the trigger Tr I is fed

the same number of pulses as are fed to the principal binary counter BC.

Therefore, the trigger Tr] and the first unit of the binary counter at the end

of counting are in an identical position. Similar processes also will occur

in the triggers Try, ..._ Tr n, if the inter_!al t, r is greatest tb_n the value

2fi (n - i) Ti

n n

The fixed positions of the triggers Tri-Tr n after ter__ination _ ..... +_

of the coincidence stages CS can be used for more precise determination of the

value _i of the converted time interval.

The principal shortcomings of the considered method for decreasing the

error At 2 can be attributed to the extremely rigid requirements imposed on the

duration and shape of the pulses produced by the delay lines. It is easy to

see that the duration of these pulses should be less than the interval __Ti-
n

Due to the instability of the repetition frequency of the pulses of /224

the generator PG, the same interval t can be reflected by a different
i

number of PG pulses. The maximum error is obtained in the conversion of the
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maxin_m time interval t . If the repetition frequency F of the PG pulses
i max i

remains constant, the maximum number of pulses nma x will be formed at the CS

output and will be equal to

t°

i max
n _ _o

max T.
1

(5.4.4)

When the repetition frequency of PG pulses is Fil = F.(ll + Gin)' where _in

is the frequency instability coefficient, the binary counter will be fed nI
pulses; then

n I =

t i max (I + Gin)

Ti

On the basis of expressions (5.4.4) and (5.4.5) we find

nI : nma x + _innmax •
(5.4.6)

If the admissible value of the error nI - nma x is stipulated, it is easy

to use formula (5.4.6) to compute the necessary stability of the pulse genera-

tor PG. For example, when Inl - nmaxl = i, the following condition should be
satisfied. l J

I t l_in -< nma x •

The derived expression in essence characterizes the admissible instabil-

ity of the frequency F. under the condition that the conversion errors asso-
i

ciated with _.
in

values.
and the level quantization of the interval ti have identical

In conversions of intervals of short duration the principle of change of

the time scale is applied, which in essence is equivalent to the multiplica-

tion of t. by some factor greater than unity. This problem is solved by the
i

preliminary conversion of t. into a voltage and the amplification of the lat-
i

ter. The voltage ut obtained in this way then is converted in a time interval.
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This usually is done using a saw-toothed wave generator and an amplitude dis-

criminator, which give a pulse when there is equality of u t and the sawtooth

voltage u . The interval between the times characterizing the beginning of
saw

the saw and the appearance of a pulse at the output of the amplitude discrimi-

nator reflects the interval t. at some scale.
z

The most widely used amplitude discriminators are so-called diode-

regenerative comparators, one of whose diagrams is shown in figure 5.9.

The linearly decreasing sawtooth voltage U is applied to the trans-
saw

former Tr, whose primary winding is connected to the cathode circuit of the

pentode Pen and thereby ensures a positive connection with the pentode grid,

and the positive voltage u t is connected to the ,-_r_d_ n_ +_ _ r, foo,_

and the anode of the diode D I.

If the value Usa w exceeds ut, the diode D 1 is blocked out and as a result

the positive feedback circuit is unblocked, despite the fact that a current

flows through the primary winding of the transformer. When Usaw = ut ' the

diode D 1 is unblocked and due to the closing of the positive feedback circuit

the pentode Pen is blocked out. Then the pentode Pen remains blocked out because

u < u . At the time of blocking out of the pentode Pen a voltage pulse Uou t
saw t

is formed at its output. In the considered diagram, the diode D 2 is used for

compensation of the shift of the characteristic of the diode D 1 (for example,

due to a change of the filament voltage), which leads to the appearance of con-

version errors.

The methods used for conversion of a voltage into a number are based on

timing and frequency coding and also on the preliminary conversion of a voltage
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Figure 5.10

into amplitude-modulated pulses. The essence of the first method, which is one

of the most feasible, is a preliminary conversion of a voltage in a time inter-

val. Accordingly, the functional diagram of the apparatus for conversion of a

voltage into a number will have the form shown in figure 5.10. The voltage u t

is converted in a time interval by the saw-toothed wave generator STWG and the

amplitude discriminator AD. All the remaining elements of the converter are

the same as in figures 5.7a and 5.8.

The errors in conversion of the voltage ut into a binary code are deter-

mined primarily by the properties of the saw-toothed wave generator and the am-

plitude discriminator because the time interval, if apprGpriate measures are

taken_ can be converted into a number with whatever accuracy is desired. It is

necessary, therefore_ to ensure corresponding stability of the beginning of the

saw-toothed wave and its steepness, and also to determine correctly the /226
time of the equality of the u and u voltages.

t saw

The principle of frequency coding is based on the preliminary conversion

of a voltage into a sinusoidal signal of the corresponding frequency. This

mission is performed in the converter whose functional diagram is shown in

figure 5.11 by the FM generator FMG. The signals from the output of the FMG

and the special generator Gen 2 of the standard frequency f2 are fed to the con-

verter Con which produces a sinusoidal voltage of the difference frequency

fdif = fl - f2' where fl is the frequency of the oscillations formed in the FMG.

The pulse generator PG forms pulses at those times when the voltage u of the
con

converter Con becomes equal to zero, with its transition, for example_ from
negative to positive values.

The PG also is fed a pulse u_ from the output of the time interval pickup.

The voltage u determines the time during which the PG pulses can act on the

binary counter BC. The signals of the binary counter are fed to a data feeding
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Figure D.ll

apparatus DFAof the type described above. The restoration of the counter BC
and control of the operation of the data feeding apparatus DFAis by signals
frDm +__e TIP.

It follows from a study of figure 5.11 that the output signal of such a
converter will represent a numberreflecting the value of the voltage for some
time interval t i and that the generator Gen2 is necessary for obtaining a zero

numberwhenut = 0. The accuracy of conversion of the described apparatus is

determined primarily by the characteristics of the generator FMGand usually
is relatively low.

The principle of conversion of the voltage ut into a binary numberby

pulse-amplitude modulation will be illustrated using the example of the appara-
tus whose functional diagram is shownin figure 5.12. The converted voltage
ut and the periodically repeated pulses Up are fed to the pulse-amplitude

modulation stages where pulse-amplitude modulation occurs.

Each video pulse, whose amplitude is proportional to _t' after passing

through the mixer Mix is fed to the delay line DL, fixing the intervals between
the pulses for digits in a binary code.

The pulses are fed from the output of the delay line to the amplitude/227
analyzer AA and the subtracting device SD. It will be assumedhereafter
that the mixer and the subtracting device SDhave amplification factors equal
to unity. In the amplitude analyzer the amplitude of the arriving pulse is
comparedwith the standard voltage Ust = 1/2U m, where Um is the maximumpos-
sible amplitude of a modulated pulse.

_ ! _ Output
L______J

Figure 5.12
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If the amplitude of the arriving pulse is greater than Ust _ at the output

of the amplitude analyzer there will be a standard pulse with the stipulated

duration Tp and the amplitude 1/2 Um. When the amplitude of the arriving pulse

is less than Ust , there will be no signal at the AA output.

The subtracting device forms the difference between the voltages fed to

the SD from the delay line DL and the amplitude analyzer AA. If there are no

pulses at the AA output, the delay line (DL) signal passes to the amplifier Amp,

having the transfer constant 2, without changes. The switch Sw which operates

automatically breaks the feedback circuit after final formation of the binary
code.

The described circuit can be changed by elimination of the amplifier Amp.

_owever, in this case in the amplitude analyzer AA, it is necessary to compare

the amplitudes of the pulses produced by the delay lines DL with the voltage_

which decreases by a factor of 2 after each cycle of passage of the signal

through the amplitude analyzer.

A distinguishing characteristic of converters based on the use of pulse-

amplitude modulation is the dependence of errors on changes of the amplitude
characteristics of a considerable number of elements. For this reason such

converters can be used only when there is a small number of digits in the

binary code.

The conversion of an angular value into a code can be based on preliminary

conversion of the angle into adc voltage or the phase of a sinusoidal voltage

and also by the use of magnetic drums and converters of the so-called storage

type.

The preliminary conversion of an angle into a voltage is accomplished

most easily using a potentiometer. _owever, the errors of standard-produced

potentiometers usually are not less than 0.i percent. Therefore, taking into

account the errors of conversion of voltage into a number, it can be concluded
that it is possible to use the above-described method in those cases when a

high accuracy is not required.

The preliminary conversion of an angle into the phase of a sinusoidal

voltage is rather commonplace in actual practice. The functional diagram of

one of the possible "angle-phase-number" conversion apparatuses is shown in

figure 5.13a.

The sinusoidal oscillations generator SOG produces a voltage u0 (fig.

5.13b) called a reference voltage. This voltage is fed to the phase inverter

PI and the pulse shaper Sh-2. In the phase inverter, as a result of the rota-

tion of its axis under the influence of the converted angle _m' a voltage Up

is formed (fig. 5.13b). The difference of the phases A_ of the voltages u 0 and
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Up c:hai-_cterizeu th_ _:_i_ _n" Accordir_iy_ in the siiaper Sh-i, to which is

fed the Up signal, and in Sh-2, stop and start pulses are formed (fig. 5.13d,

c) determining the limits of the interval t i by means of which Aq0 is re- /228

flected. The start pulse is fed to the coincidence stage CS2, whose second in-

put signal is the output pulse of the trigger Tr 2. The latter is triggered by

a pulse of the delay stage DS at whose input signals arrive from the cycle

pickup CP. In addition, the cycle pickup ensures restoration of the initial

position of all the trigger units of the binary counter BC.

In the case of simultaneous effect of the Sh-2 and Tr voltages, a pulse
2

is formed at the CS 2 output which triggers both Tr I and Tr 2. The next trig-

gering of Tr 2 leads to cutting out of Sh-2 from Tr I until the arrival of the
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next pulse from the delay stage DS. The end of the effect of the positive volt-

age drop from Tr I is caused by a stop pulse. All the other elements, the coin-

cidence stage CSI, the pulse generator PG_ the binary counter BG, the data/229

feeding apparatus DFA and the apparatus for forming commutating pulses CPFA per-

form the same functions as in the earlier considered types of converters.

In the process of conversion of "angle-number," errors arise whose prin-

cipal sources are the phase inverter and the apparatus for forming stop and

start pulses. In addition, errors are caused by the frequency instability of

the oscillations created by the PG and S0G generators.

If the entire range _max of the converted angle _m should be reflected by

n intervals and the minimum length of an interval corresponds to A_ degrees, the

required relation between the frequencies f0 and Fi of the signals fed from

the S0G and PG can be determined on the basis of the following expression

n

i

where TO =--.
f0

_max TO F.i

A_ - Ti - f0'

For example, if Bma x = 360 ° , AB = i' and fo = 400 cps, the required fre-

quency is F i = 8.6 Mc/s. It therefore follows that performance of a converter

with an error A_ = i' encounters virtually insuperable difficulties.

In order to obtain sufficiently small errors at relatively low frequencies

fo_ it is desirable to use a two-channel converter similar to the method used

in selsyn transfer systems.

The principle of design of converters based on the use of magnetic drums

is illustrated in figure 5.14. The magnetic drum D, rotating with the constant

angular velocity _D_ has two magnetic tracks T 1 and T 2. On the magnetic track

T 1 which together with the counting head C_ plays the role of a pulse genera-

tor PG in the apparatus considered earlier 3 marks are plotted at equal inter-

vals in the form of magnetized sectors of a small width. At the same time,

there are no such marks on the track T2.

The recording head RH magnetizes a short part of the track T 2 at the time

when the cycle pickup CP forms a voltage pulse which is fed to RR through the
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Figure 5.14

axis of rotation, whose angle of rotation Bm is to be converted into a _230

digit. At the same time, the CP signals flop the trigger Tr, which opens the

way for the pulses of the T I track to travel to the binary counter BC through

the coincidence stage CS. The time of the "flopped" trigger Tr is dependent on

the angular distance between the fixed counting head CH and the moving re-
2

coming head RH. The signals from the BC are ±_ to _L_ data feeding appsr__-

tus DFA. At the end of each cycle, the mark on the track T 2 is erased. The

elements restoring the SD elements and commutating the DFA have not been shown

mn figure 5._.

The _____.imum.error in quantization is

360 u
A_ -

m_d d

where m and dd are the number of pulses from one millimeter of the track TI

and the drum diameter, respectively.

All the types of apparatus considered here are converters of the cyclic

type. A distinguishing characteristic of such converters is that in each new

cycle the total value of the measured parameter is determined again. Conver-

ters of the storage type react only to increments of the input value. Thus,

during the conversion of an angle into the number of rotations of the input

axis by one unit angle, that is, an angle corresponding to the level quantiza-

tion interval, the binary number produced by the counter increases (decreases)

by one binary unit. In order to be able to determine what operation (addi-

tion or subtraction) should be accomplished in the counter, the converter must

include a device which reacts to the direction of change of the angle.
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The simplest method for designing a converter of the storage type is based

on creation of a contact system around a shaft which rotates by the converted

angle _m"

5.5. Functional and Block Diagrams of Coordinators of the

First Kind for Different Rocket Guidance Methods

A coordinator for the measurement of the mismatch parameter in two mutual-

ly perpendicular planes usually consists of two identical parts. Therefore,

hereafter we will determine the makeup of the coordinators and the functional

relationship of their individual elements only with respect to the determina-

tion of the mismatch parameters for the vertical plane alone. The target coor-

dinates measuring instrument (TCI) can be placed together with the rocket

coordinates measuring instrument (RCI) or in any other point in space.

The simplest coordinator is obtained in those cases when the TCI, RCI and

control point are situated in the same place. This can be attributed to the

fact that with such a placement of the instruments for measuring coordinates

and forming commands, it is not necessary to have data transmission systems

and the TCI and RCI coordinate systems coincide with one another. The same

conclusion can be drawn when there is an insignificant distance between /231
the RCI and the TCI, since the resulting parallax in such cases is insig-
nificant.

In those cases when the control point_ RCI and TCI are situated at rela-

tively great distances from one another, the coordinator will be more complex.
This is because data transmission systems will be needed and also an addi-

tional computer for scaling the signals of the measurement instruments from

one coordinate system to another.

Hereafter in order to obtain simpler and more graphic diagrams and equa-

tions which will be analyzed, it is assumed that the RCI and the TCI, for de-

termination of the target and rocket coordinates for rocket guidance by the

coincidence method and the parallel approach method, and also the control

point are situated in the same place. In addition, for unambiguity it will

be assumed that the output signals of the RCI_ TCI and computer are dc voltages.

The latter assumption does not essentially limit the number of types of

measuring instruments which can be used in the coordinators considered here.

This is because when the signals formed by the measuring instruments are not i_

the form of voltages, the computer will include appropriate converters. Since

hereafter only the vertical guidance plane will be considered, for the sake of

brevity the subscript "y" on the symbols characterizing target and rocket coo_
dinates will be omitted.

I. Coordinators with Radar Sighting Apparatus

As follows from equation (5.4.1), when a rocket is guided by the coinci-

dence method_ it is necessary to measure the angles er and et, and the
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programming apparatus should produce a signal characterizing the distance

rpr _ rr-

Electronic apparatus for measurement of the angles Cr and ct create volt-

ages Ur(t) and ut(t) which are unambiguously related to ¢r and ¢t if random

errors are not taken into account. The voltage Au = ut - ur is fo-_med in the

computer; this voltage is fed to the range potentiometer, increasing Au by

kpot3rpr _ kpotSrr times, where kpot8 is the transfer coefficient of the range

potentiometer. In accordance with the above, we can write the following equa-
#-_n for fh_ coordinator _n_n_ +_ voltage _ {+_ _._ " _-......... _

........ --" ....... "o ..... h_,_/ "_*'__"" 1,9 ,,_oo_j ._,..,.L

rocket guidance in a vertical plane by the coincidence method

uh(t) = kpot_rpr Jut(t)- Ur(t)].
(5.5.1)

On the basis of this equation we obtain the functional diagram of the
coordinator shown in figure 5.15 (without the radio transmitter carried on the

rocket).

The signals formed by the rocket and target coordinates measuring /232
instruments can be represented as functions of time, expressed in degrees,

and These co-if Ur(t) and ut(t) are separated into the coefficients krc ktc.

efficients characterize the values ur and ut in a steady-state regime when the

angles er and ct of a unit value act at the inputs of the RCI and TCI. We note

that this approach for conversion fron ur and ut to ¢r and at is admissible only
in linear systems.
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Under real conditions, as a result of the presence of inertial elements,

the changes of the supply voltages, etc., the voltages Ur(t ) and ut(t) reflect

the angular coordinates of the rocket and target with an error. Therefore_ it

is possible to write that

u t = ktcCtm , u = k ¢r rc rm'

where Ctm and Crm are the measured values of the angles ct(t) and Cr(t), dif-

fering from ct and Cr by the values of the errors dependent on the dynamic pro-

perties TCI and RCI and also on the stability of the characteristics of the

elements forming these apparatuses.

The voltage uh at some scale represents the so-called measured value hm

of the mismatch parameter h; hm differs from h by the value of the error caused

by the conversion properties of the coordinator as a whole. Then we will have

uh = khhm,

where kh is the value of the voltage forming at the output of the coordinator

in a steady-state regime with a unit linear deflection of the center of mass of

the rocket from the control point-target line.

By substituting the determined values ut, u r and uh into expression
(5.5.1) we obtain

Uh = khhm = rrkpot_krc kr-_ Ctm - Crm • (5.5.2)

It therefore follows that in order to ensure a zero voltage uh when ct = Cr

and identical errors of determination of these angles, the measuring /233

instruments ¢t and Cr should have equivalent transfer functions ktc and krc.

In addition_ when ktc = krc , the condition kh = kpot_krc should be satisfied,

since the linear deflection of the center of mass of the rocket from a refer-

ence trajectory with a high degree of accuracy is determined by the product of

the distance rr and the difference of the angular coordinates of the target and
rocket.
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Then the second form of the coordinator equation assumes the form

hm = rr (Stm - Crm )- (_.5.3)

The derivation of the second form of the coordinator equation is of impor-

tance in computing the errors in measurement of the mismatch parameter, ex-

pressed in linear units, for cases when the measuring instruments can be con-

sidered linear systems. However, this equation is not necessary in an analysis

of errors in rocket guidance dependent on the parameters of the control system

as a whole. On the other hand, in the solution of the mentioned problem, it is

more desirable to have an equation written in the form (5.5.1).

Equations (5.5.1) and (5.5.3) show that the coordinator is a system with

variable parameters. This also follows from the fact that rr _ rpr is a func-

tion of time. However, in actual practice, the value rr(t) changes consider-

ably more slowly than all the other components entering into the coordinator

equation and the equations for the control system as a whole. This gives basis

for using the principle of "freezing" of the variable coefficient rr _ rpr-

If the transfer functions of the RCI and TCI measuring instruments, whose

output signals are Ur(t), ut(t), Crm(t) and Ctm(t), are denoted respectively by

mr(t) ut(t) grin(t) Ctm(t)
Wr(D ) = _, Wt(D ) = _, Wr¢(D ) = _ and Wtc(D) = _, on the basis

Sr(t) ct (t) ¢r(t) ct (t)

of equations (5.5.1) and (5.5.3) we obtain

uh(t ) = kpotSrr [Wt(D)gt (t) - Wr(D)er(t)],
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hm(t) = rr [Wt¢(D)ct(t) - Wr¢(D)er(t)]- (5.5.5)

It should be noted that in these equations

and

i
Wt¢(D) --- Wt(D)- ktc

i
Wr¢(D) = _-- Wr(D).

rc

The block diagrams corresponding to equations (5.5.4) and (5.5.5) are
shownin figures 5.16a and 5.16b, respectively.

Onthe basis of expression (5.4.2), it is possible to obtain the follow-
ing coordinator equation ensuring the formation of the voltage Uh_ correspond-

ing to the approximate method of parallel approach which technically is most
easily feasible

/

uh(t ) = kpot_r r lut(t) - Ur(t)-
u_t(t)- USr(t)

Upr (t) [u¢(t)- ut(t)] I'
(5.5.6)

where Upr(t ) is the voltage characterizing the distance rpr between the rocket

and control point; uc(t), u_t and U_r(t ) are the voltages reflecting the angles

¢0 and the distances rt and rr.

In the writing of the equation (5.5.6) it was assumed that the voltage

Ures = ut(t ) - Ur(t ) -
u_t(t ) - USr(t )

Upr (t)
[u¢(t) - ut(t)] ,

produced in the computer in the long run is converted by the range potenti-
ometer.

If the output signal of the coordinator is expressed in linear units de-

fining the deflection of the center of mass of the rocket from the reference

trajectory_ it is possible to find the second form of the coordinator equation

hm(t) = rr (Ctm- erm) - (rtm - rrm) (tOm - Ctm), (5.5.7)
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where rtm, rrm and eOm are the measured values of the distances rt and rr and

also the angle e0.

In this case, rtm and rrm differ from rt and rr by the value of the meas-

urement error, and e0m - s0 characterizes the accuracy of the apparatus used in

setting the angle ¢0"

We note that the second form of the coordinator equation in the parallel

approach method is obtained the same as for the coordinator which is used in

rocket _aidance by the coincidence method.

It also should be emphasized that in determining the equation (5-5.7), the

scale factors for the instruments for measuring the angles st, er and the pick-

up for the angle e0 were assumed to equal one another. The scale factors for

the distance measuring instruments and pickup rt, rr and rpr_ rr also were
considered identical.

Expression (5.5.6) can be used in constructing the block diagram for

the coordinator shown in figure 5.17. In such a coordinator the master con-

trois serve for conversion of the argle ¢0 and the distance rpr into voltages.

We recall that equations (5.5.6) and (5.5.7), as well as the diagram shown in

figure 5.17, are correct only if the TCI and RCI are in the same place.

Fixates 5.18a and 5.!8b sho_ the block diagrams corresponding tc equations

(5.5.6) and (5.5.7), respectively. In the representation of these block ilia-

grams, it was assumed that the transfer functions N÷(D), N._(D) and N (D) are
__ rr

Ust(t) rtm(t)

Nt(D) - rt(t ) ' Ntr(D) - rt(t ) '

USr (t) rrm(t)

Nr(D) = , Nrr(D) =--
rr(t ) r (t)r

In case it is necessary to use the approximate method of parallel approach

corresponding to equation (5.4.2a), or the precise method of parallel approach,

the functional and block diagrams of the coordinator should be developed in

accordance with equations (5.4.2a) and (5.4.3), the same as in the preceding

case.

If the rocket and target sighting apparatus are not situated at the same

place, it is necessary to introduce into all the cited equations and diagrams
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appropriate changes because of the presence in the computer of instruments /236

for the scaling of ct_ er' rt and rr from one coordinate system to another

In addition to regulating the position of the center of mass of the rocket

in accordance with the signals characterizing the linear deflection h, it is

possible to construct a coordinator for guidance by the parallel approach

method in such a way that during the control process there will be formation of

commands determining the value of the deflection of the vector v from the

stipulated direction. In this case, the coordinator should be constructed on

the basis of equation (2.8.5).

In order to ensure the transition of a winged rocket into a dive or cut-

off of the engine of a ballistic rocket, the signals of radar measuring instru-

ments are used for the computation of the remaining range from the rocket to

the target or the value of the velocity vector tangent to the trajectory,

respectively.
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. Coordinators Based on Use of Radio Navigation

Sighting Apparatus

Rsdio navigation apparatus only makes it possible to measure rocket /237

coordinates. Therefore, as already noted, command control systems based

on radio navigation sighting apparatus can he used only for guidance of rockets

along fixed trajectories. The simplest coordinator is obtained in those cases

when a winged rocket moves on the main segment of the trajectory with a con-

stant course at a constant altitude, and goes into a dive at a stipulated dis-

tance from the target on commands transmitted from the control point. In such

a flight regime, the coordinator of the command control system is constructed

for the determination of the linear deflection of the center of mass of the

rocket from the reference trajectory in the horizontal plane only and the dif-

ference between the remaining and stipulated ranges between the rocket and the

target. In this case, the stabilization of rocket flight altitude is accom-

plished by an autonomous control system.

In command control of ballistic rockets the coordinator should produce

signals characterizing the deflection of the center of mass of the rocket from
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a reference (fixed) trajectory in the horizontal plane and the signal deter-

mining the time of the equality of the values of the stipulated and current

velocities Vst and v.

Radio navigation sighting apparatus for coordinators of command control

systems can include Doppler instruments for measuring velocity and angle-

measuring, range-finding_ angle-measuring-- range-finding and add-subtract--
range-finding apparatus.

When using an angle-measuring radio navigation apparatus, the functional

diagram of the coordinator has the form shown in figure 5.19. This diagram
differs from the diagram shown in figure 5.15 due to the absence of an instru-

ment for measuring the angle et and the presence of a radio transmitter Tr

aboard the rocket. The instrument for measuring the angle et is replaced by

master controls which convert the stipulated angle et into an electrical sig-
nal u t.

The equations and the block diagrams for this coordinator can be obtained

from equations (5.5.4) and (5.5.5) under the condition that in them

and
u t = Wt(D)e t = const

Wte(D) : i.

It should be noted that with the separate placement of the control point

and the instrument for measuring the angle er' the coordinator should be

supplemented by a system for the transmission of the voltage ur.

If the coordinator is based on the use of an angle-measuring- range-
finding radio navigation apparatus_ its makeup remains the same as in a control

system based on a fixed radio zone. However_ the coordinator apparatus which
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is carried on the rocket in radio zone control systems should be located on the

ground in command control systems, and may or may not coincide with the control

point. Figure 5.20 shows one of the possible functional diagrams of a coordina-

tor under the condition that the control point and the ground radio apparatus

of the coordinator are situated at the same place. The angular coordinates of

the rocket and the range to it are measured by app_rabas located on the ground.

The signals necessary for the operation of this apparatus are received from a

radio responder carried on the rocket and ground radio apparatus. The latter

includes a computer, a transmitter (an interrogator), a receiver_ an instrument

for measuring the angular coordinate of the rocket and an apparatus for meas-

urir_ the distance between the rocket and the control point. In those cases

when the ground apparatus of the radio navigatium sighti_ uppuratus is _itu-

ated away from the control point, the coordinator is supplemented by a system

It can be shown that the equations solved by the computer and the block

diagram of the coordinator for command control systems and systems of radio

zone control with angle-measuring-- range-finding radio navigation apparatus are

similar. This follows from the common character of the signals determined by

the radio navigation sighting apparatus of the coordinators.

The functional diagram of one of the possible variants of coordinators

based on the use of range-finding radio navigation apparatus is shown in figure

5.21.

The rocket carries extremely simple equipment--a radar responder designed

for reradiation by the transmitter Tr of the radio signals to the ground sta-

tions A and B, in response to the signals arriving from them to the receiver

Rec. If the transitters Tr A and Tr B of stations A and B operate at the same

wavelength, they should form coded signals so that the transmitter Tr of /239

the radio responder can answer separately for both station A and station B.

When the transmitters Tr A and Tr B operate at different frequencies, two radio

receivers should be carried on the rocket.
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For the normal operation of the entire complex of radio apparatus of the

sighting apparatus_ the operation of the transmitter Tr B of the station B is

synchronized by the synchronizer Syn of the transmitter Tr A of station A.

The receivers Rec A and Rec B receive the signals of the responder and

feed them to the apparatus for automatic measurement of distances rA and rB

from the stations A and B to the rocket. This apparatus also is fed synchroni-

zation signals from the transmitters Tr A and Tr B, setting the zero for

reading of rA and rB.

Since in this case it is assumed that the control point coincides neither

with station A nor station B, the coordinator includes data transmission sys-

tems. These systems consist of coders Cod A and COdB_ transmitters Tr I and Tr 2

for the transmission of information on the distances rA and rB, a receiver Rec I

and a decoder Dec. The Dec output is connected to a computer which is fed the

UA, UB_ U_a, Utb_ UAB and Uyc , characterizing the distances rA and rB from

stations A and B to the rocket, the distances _a and tb from stations A and B

to the target_ the distance rAB between stations A and B and also the angle _c

between the directions "target-station A" and "target-launching point."

On the basis of information on rA_ rB, _A_ tB, rAB and _c _ the computer

produces signals u z and Uro , determining the linear deflection of the center of
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mass of the rocket from the reference trajectory in a horizontal p_ane. In

this type of coordinator and the coordinator of a radio zone control system

with range-finding radio navigation apparatus, the very same parameters of mo-

tion of a rocket are measured. Therefore, the equations solved by the com-

puters of these coordinators will be identical. The same can be said of the

structural diagrams if all the apparatus for measurement and transmission of

data on the distances rA and rB is assumed to be included in the corresponding
measurement instruments.

This discussion of the coordinators of command control systems with radio

navigation instruments for measurement of coordinates reveals that, in their

functions and in the structure of their computers, they are similar in many

ways to the coordinators of fixed radio zone control systems. However, there

is one important difference between them: in command control systems, all the

most unwieldy coordinator apparatus is on the ground. As a rule, the rocket

should carry only a relatively small responder.

The computer at the control point, when there is a change of the ini- /2hl

tial data introduced into it, makes it possible to determine the form of the

reference trajectory, which in some cases can be desirable from the tactial

point of view.

When Doppler instruments are used for measuring velocity for course and

range control of rockets, the coordinator must _= several _........ _ less than

3-4) ground stations ensuring determination of the radial velocities of motion

of the rocket in different directions and a corresponding computer. The sim-

plest such coordinator is obtained for systems producing commands for control

of the cutoff of the e_ine of a ballistic rocket.

F_nre 5.22 is the functional _ng_ _ ..... _ the ..... _-.............. _±w±= variant_ of

such a coordinator.

A xadio transmitter Tr I and a radio receiver Rec I are set up at the point

of intersection of the Earth's surface with the tangent to the trajectory of

motion of the rocket for the presumed time of cutoff of the engine. The re-

ceiver and transmitter are interconnected by a frequency multiplier FMlwhich

increases the frequency fo of oscillations radiated by the transmitter Tr I by

nI times, where nI is any whole or fractional number.

With withdrawal of the rocket, the input of its receiver Rec 2 re- /242

ceives signals with the frequency

V r

fl = fo --- f0'c

v r

where FD=-_f 0 is the Doppler frequency and vr is the radial component of rocket

velocity.
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The frequency multiplier FM 2 increases the frequency fl by nI times. As

a result, the transmitter Tr 2 produces a voltage with the frequency

f2 = nl(f0 - FD)"

At the output of ReCl_ the responder signals formed by the tramsmitter

Tr 2 will have the frequency

vr

f3 = f2 - -c- f2"

The signals having the frequency f3 are mixed with the voltage received

from the output of FM I.

In the mixer of the receiver ReCl, there will be a difference frequency
voltage

v

= "-T-rfo (5.5.8)Fd nlf0 - f3 _ 2nl c "
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We note that expression (5.5.8) was derived neglecting the extremely small

V r

term nlF D __. Formula (5.9.8) shows that Fd and v r are related by an unam-
c

biguous dependence and when the rocket attains a specific velocity of motion,

the frequency Fd becomes equal to Fst. At the time when F d =Fst , a signal

should appear at the output of the coordinator. For this reason_ in the con-

sidered coordinator, the difference frequency voltage Fd, after passing through

the amplifier AmPl, is fed to the frequency bridge FB. At the output of this

bridge, to one of whose diagonsls the amplifier _Pl is connected and to whose

other diagonal the amplifier Amp 2 is connected, a non-zero voltage is formed

when F d _ Fst and a zero voltage when Fd =Fst.

The rectifier Rect creates a dc voltage which is fed to the winding of the

electromechanical relay Relay. The contacts 1 and 2 of the relay Relay to

which the dc voltage +U is fed are open when F d _ Fat. When F d becomes

equal to Fst, the contacts 1 and 2 close, creating the output voltage Uou t

which is used fo__ formir_ commands for cutoff of the rocket e_ine.

9.6. Errors of Coordinators of Command Control Systems

in many cases, in coordinators of command control systems, the errors /243

arising due to amplitude and angular fluctuations of signals arrivirg from
• " " T_

_ _=+ _ _terference created _ +_ ........... _ D_SIC l_ort_Dce. _,

addition, d_amic errors occur--errors caused by the instrument noise of the

receivers; instrument errors; errors caused by yawing of the rocket carrier, if

the entire coordinator or part of it is carried aboard the rocket carrier, etc.

An analysis of the errors of coordinators with add-subtract-- range-finding_
angle-measuring, range-finding and angle-measuring-- range-finding radio naviga-!

tion measurement instruments can be made the same as described in chapter 4.

This is because the equations are the same for both types of coordinators if it

is assumed that the data transmission systems are inertialess, and their errors

are taken into account when determining the errors in measurement of the angu-

lar coordinates of the rocket and the distances from it to the corresponding

ground radio apparatus.

Therefore, in this section we will consider only coordinators which in-

clude radar sighting apparatus and Doppler instruments for measurement of

velocity; errors of coordinators of the second type will not be analyzed here.

In the case of coordinators of the first kind, we will take into account the

dynamic errors and also the fluctuation errors whose sources are various kinds

of radio interference. The dynamic errors for each particular type of rocket
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guidance for a given hypothesis on the motion of the target are determined
functions of time, although under someconditions which were discussed in chap-
ter 3 they also can be considered random functions of time. Instrument errors
are not taken into account because they are different for different models of
coordinators and, in most cases, are negligibly small. The principal problem
in an analysis of fluctuation errors is determination of the mathematical ex-
pectation and spectral density of the distortion of the mismatch parameter,
expressed in linear units. Wewill assumehere that effective interference
does not lead to the appearanceof nonlinear relationships between the output
and input signals of the measuring instruments making up the coordinator.

Conversion from errors expressed in linear units to errors in the form of
a voltage (current)_ which is necessary for determination of the miss of the

rocket as a result of analysis of %he guidance circuit as a whole, is accom-

plished as was described in the preceding section using a scale factor _ =

_ot_krc under the condition that ktc = krc = k¢ and %r = k_t = kSr" We note

that here k6_ _r_ k_t and k_r are scale factors relating the voltages /244

u6, Upr _ ust and U_r to the angle cO and the distances rpr , rt and rr. The

need for data on the distortions of the parameter h and not its individual com-

ponents is duej if for no other reasons, to the fact that in such a formulation

of the problem:

-the random input signal arriving at the apparatus for forming and trans-

mission of control commands is determined;

-it becomes possible to make an approximate estimate (without taking the

guidance circuit as a whQle into account) of the deflection of the center of

mass of the rocket from the reference trajectory;

-conditions for comparison of methods of rocket guidance on the basis of

the values of the distortion of the mismatch parameter are ensured;

-in the interpretation of the equations of the control system by means of

computers, regardless of the number of measuring instruments in the coordina-

tor_ only one apparatus is required for producing signals which simulate random

perturbations at the input of the apparatus for forming and transmitting con-
trol commands.

The essence of the method for evaluating coordinator errors is as follows.

The first step is computation of the distortions of the mismatch parameter in

dependence on the errors of the individual measuring instruments making up the

coordinator. Then the errors of the measuring instruments are determined as

functions of the input interference, the parameters of the motion of the tar-

get and the internal properties of the measuring instruments.
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i. Errors in Measurement of the Mismatch Parameter

in Rocket Guidance by the Coincidence Method

It follows from equation (9.5-5) that the output signal of the coordina-

tor for the vertical rocket guidance plane is the difference between two com-

ponents. One of them is determined by the law of the change of the angle st

and the other by er. This circumstance and also allowance for the properties

of linearity of the coordinator in the caseof a "frozen" distance rr make it

possible to represent the dynamic error hse of the coordinator, considered as

a determined function of time, in the form of the difference of the components

hSc I and h_c 2. The errors hSc I and hSc 2 arise due to the dynamic properties

of the measuring instruments with the transfer functions Nt¢(D ) and Wr¢(D),

respectively, and are dependent on the character of the change of ct and Cr
with time.

Then it is possible to write

hSc = hSc I - hsc 2 = rr(¢t8 - ¢r8), (5.6.1)

where et8 and Or8 are the d_amic errors in determination of the angular coor-

dinates of the target and rocket.

Ln accordance with the method described in chsnt_,__ _ _, +_=___-_................_-_-+_oo _:oJ'<

e_zo and ergo can be found from the following expressions

where

etb ---_co_-t(:) nu c:t(t_ T-_ c:t(t) ÷ ....

cr_ -- e:r(_) + e_(t) + ½ _(t) + ....

_"[ z ]c.=_-_ l+ UCtr_O)_=,'
d n 1

e.= _-[l + Wrr(D)]n= o '

(5.6.2)

(5.6.3)

Wt¢(D)

Wtr(D) = i - Wt¢(D )

ing system determining the angle ct, and Wrr(D) =

is the transfer function of the open circuit of the track-

Wr¢(D) is the

I - Wry(D)
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transfer function of the open circuit of the tracking system determining the

angle ¢
r

It follows from expressions (5.6.1)-(5.6.5) that the value hsc is easy to

determine if the functions ct(t), Cr(t), Wtr(D ) and Wrr(D) are known and also

the value of the coefficient rpr _ rr for the selected time.

We note that for a given law of change ¢t(t), the function ¢ (t) can ber

determined with a sufficiently high degree of accuracy by the graphic construc-

tion of reference (kinematic) trajectories.

Computation of the dynamic errors of the coordinator is simplified con-

siderably in those cases when Wt¢(D ) = Wr¢(D ) and (5.5.5)

hm(t) = Wt¢(D) rpr let(t) - Cr(t )] = Wtc(D ) h(t). (5.6.6)

This expression shows that it is sufficient to know the law of change of

h(t) with time and the function Wtc(D ) in order to be able to compute hSc. The

function h(t), being the controlling function, can be found approximately

for given parameters of motion of the target and when taking into account the

ideal coherence equation for the coincidence method.

For example, if

then when

Wt, (D)= 2k,D + O,2oD2 ' (5.6.7)

h (t) = v o t(t + 1 _ 1 :__a_t +-sazt.),

where Vot is the velocity of motion of the rocket along the line between

the control point and the rocket; aI and a2 are coefficients of the polynomial,

Vot 70 m/sec, aI 3.66"10 -2 .10-4 2= = sec, a 2 = 2.73 sec and t = 50 sec and the

dynamic error is hSc = 26.2 m.

The fluctuation error of the coordinator, expressed in linear measure and

caused by different kinds of interference, can be determined on the basis of

equation (5.5.3). As before, the range rpr is assumed to be a constant value
and equal to rr.
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We will assume that the input of tracking systems reacting to the angles

ct and Cr' in addition to the signals st(t) and Or(t), are acted upon by

"noise" angles ¢ (t) and ¢ (t), representing stationary random functions of
tn rn

time. The functions ¢tn(t) and Crn(t) are determined by scaling of the fluc-

tuation components of the voltages forming at the output of the discriminators

of the corresponding measuring instruments (at the output of the phase detec-

tors in systems with conical scanning). Scaling of the voltages into the

values of the angles can be accomplished using the direction-finding charac-

teristic or by using the coefficient ktc , if the direction-findi_ charac-
teristic is linear.

The statistical characteristics (mathematical expectation and spectral

density or correlation function) of the "noise" angles are determined during

an investigation of measuring instruments, taking into account the effect on

them of some form of interference. In solution of the problem of the random

errors of coordinators, these characteristics are considered known.

Taking into account the presence of the "noise" angles Crn(t) and ¢tn(t),

we obtain the following expression determining the instantaneous value of the

L,,__ _u_er hc_ /

= ¢ f+}
hc(t) = hm(t) + hnm(t) rpr [¢tm (t) - rm,_, + ¢tnm(t) - Crnm(t)], ,}._._,f__ _

where h is a component of the mismatch parameter caused b7 the "no_ze '' apm!es

Ctnm(t) and ¢rnm(t), which act at the output of tracking systems with the

transfer functions Wt¢(D ) and Wre(D ).

We find from equation (5.6.8) that

hmn(t) = rpr [mtnmCt) - Crnm(t)], (5.6.9)

whe re

mtnm(t) = Wts(D ) Ctn(t) and Crnm(t) = Wre(D ) Crn(t).

Averaging for the ensemble or time (which is dimensionless for ergodic

stationary processes) the right- and left-hand sides of expression (5.6.9),
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for the mathematical expectation hmn(t ) of the distortion of the mismatch

parameter hmn(t ) we obtain

hmn(t) = rpr [¢tnm (t) = Crnm(t)].

In practice, most frequently, Ctrfn(t) = ¢ (t) = O. Since the functionsrnm

Ctnm(t) and Crnm(t) usually are mutually independent (as a result of the con-

siderable difference in the arrival time of radio waves from the rocket and tar-

get), then

2
Gh(W) = rpr [Gtnm(W) + Grnm(_)], (5.6.10)

where Gh(_ ) is the spectral density of the distortion hmn(t ) of the mismatch

parameter; Gtnm(W) and Grnm(W ) are the spectral densities of the random func-

tions Ctnm(t) and Crnm(t).

But

Gtnm(W) = Iwt_(Jw) I2

and

Grmm(W) = ]Wr_(Jw)I 2

Here

Gtn(_) (5.6.11)

Grn(m) • (5.6.12)

Wt_ (jto) _ _. (D)Io=j,..

_r_. (j_) = Wr ' (O)]D=j.,,

Gtn(W) and Grn(W) are the spectral densities of the random functions Ctn(t)

and ¢rn(t) .

Substituting the determined values Gtnm(W) and Grnm(W) into expression
(5.6.10), we obtain

2 [Iwte(jw) 12Gh(_) = rpr Gtn(W) + IWrc(Jw) l2 Grn(W)]. (5.6.13)

If it becomes necessary to compute the dispersion _2 of the random lunc-
h

tion hmn(t), expression (5.6.13) should be integrated for all frequencies w.
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As a result of integration we find

2 2 c2 2=r ( +_ ),
h pr tnm rnm

(5.6.14)

whe re

C2tnm = _ f] l_t*(J")12Gtn(')dw, (5.6.15)
o

_2rnm = _-;I '_.(j')J'Orr_'_)d'_. (5.6.16)
o

Since the passbands of the tracking systems of the measuring instru- /248

ments usually are considerably smaller than is the passband of the apparatus

for measuring the mismatch voltage, it can be assumed that in the integrals

(5.6.15) and (5.6.16)

%en %2n
Gt.n(w ) _ Gtn(O ) - and Grn(_) _ G (0) = _.

fiFei rn fiFe2

2 2

Here ctn and _rm are the dispersions of the "noise" angles ctn and Crn; AFe! and

AFe2 are the effective passbands of the inst_ments for measuri_ the mismatch

voltage (for example, phase detectors in systems with conical scanning) on the

basis of a_G_a!ar coordinates.

If we introduce the effective passbands of the tracking systems of meas-

uring instruments

o

o

in accordance with expressions (5.6.13) and (5.6.14) we obtain

G (_) = _ I wt. (/_)1" + 1_r. (Y_)I _ ,

S2 e_r_o_ __ r 2 (_2 APet. A£
pr\tn AFe, " rn_-_]"
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and

When

(j,o) =

-Asej •

(5.6.19)

(5.6.20)

The derived expressions (5.6.17), (5.6.18), (5.6.19) and (5.6.20) make it

2 provided r 2 2 AFel ' AFe2 ' Wt(Jw)possible to compute Gh(W ) and _h' pr' _tn' _rn'

and Wr(JW ) are known. As an example_ we point out that when
AFet AFer

_Fel AFe2

= 0.5,

_tn = _rn = 0.2 ° and rpr = i0 km, the value _h is approximately 30 m. In prac-

tice, if the effect of artificially created interference is not taken into ac-

count, the error of the measuring instrument _t is of basic importance_ /249

since it is fed signals from the targe%which fluctuate in amplitude and phase.

2
At the same time_ the errors _ and

rnm rn
need not be taken into account

because the instrument measuring the angle Cr usually is fed virtually nonfluc-

tuating signals from the rocket responder.

The errors of the coordinator_ expressed in the form of a voltage_ are de-

termined on the basis of expression (5.6.9), after multiplication of the scale

factor kh = kpot$krc under the condition that krc = ktc. We recall that the

problem of conversion from a voltage to signals in linear and angular units was

discussed in detail in the preceding section.

Denoting the voltages corresponding to h
mn

Unc(t), Unt(t ) and Unr(t ) we will have

(t), Ctnm(t ) and Crnm(t ) through

_nc = kpot_rpr [Unt(t) Wt(O) - Unr(t) Wr(O)], (5.6.21)

2 2Wt ]2 Wr 1Gnc(W) kpot_rpr [ (jw) Grit(w) + (jw) 2= Gnr(_)], (5.6.22)
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AFetL _ AFer_2 k 2 r 2 a_o --
nc pot_ pr nt A_e _ _-_nr-_-_ ]'

(5.6.23)

where Wt(O) and Wr(0) are the transfer constants of the instruments for measur-

.... Cr'i_ ct _a • Gne(_), Gnt(_ ) and Gnr(m) are the spectra] densities of the ran-

2 2 and 2 are
dom components of the voltages Uric(t), Unt(t) and Unr(t); _nc' nt nr

the dispersions of the voltages Unc(t), Unt(t) and Unr(t).

2 q_rgnt
- and Gnr(_) _ Gnr(O) -

If Wt(Jw) = Wr(J_), and Gnt(_) _ Gnt(0) AFel AFe2

for frequencies lying within the limits of the passbands of the tracking sys-

tems, we obtain

G (w) = k2 r2 IWt(J_)l 2(_t _nr_.nc ot_ r \AFe, -_ gFe2/'

_nc = kpot_rprAFet _ -_- T_J"

The values Unt , _nr' Gnt (m) and Gnr(W) and also the parameters related to them

thwou_h_ __al__ factors, _tnm = Wt_(0) _tn' _rnm = Wre(0) _rn: Gtn (w) and Grn(W)

are dezermined, as already noted_ on _he basis of an analysis uf Lh_ imfi_::u_

of the noise in the radio receivers and in the discriminators of the measuring

instruments. It should be recalled here that in the absence of artificial

interference, the errors _ usually are absent and Gnr(_) is negligibly small
mr

in comparison with Gnt(_).

For example, if a radar set with conical scanning is used as the /250

instrument for measuring ct' the fluctuations of the amplitudes and the cen-

ter of the received signals lead to errors Ctn' whose mathematical expectation

is equal to zero. The dispersions are determined by formulas (3.11.25) and

When using radar sets determining the angular coordinates by the "groups"

method, the measurement errors ct caused by fluctuations of the received sig-

nals and the instrument noise of the radio receivers can be determined using

the formulas presented in reference 62.
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Since _n characterizes the systematic error of guidance of a winged

rocket situated at a distance rr = rpr from the control point, and _h is the

maximum possible mean square deviation of the center of mass of the rocket

from the reference trajectory, in accordance with the formulas derived earlier,

it is possible to impose requirements on the accuracy of determination of the

angular coordinates by the rocket and target measuring instruments.

If a coordinator of the considered type is used for guidance of a bal-

listic rocket, the values _mn and Gh(O), determined for the horizontal control

plane, are the initial data for computation of the rocket miss at the end of
its flight.

2. Errors in Measurement of the Mismatch Parameter when

Guiding a Rocket by the Parallel Approach Method

Since the quality of rocket guidance in the last stage of its flight, when

rt - rr
_ i is of basic importance, in an analysis of errors of a coordinator

r
pr

of this type, it is possible to limit ourselves to a consideration of the ap-

proximate method of parallel convergence, characterized by equation (5.4.2).

The dynamic errors of the coordinator are determined by the same method as

used for a coordinator of the preceding type.

The coordinator equation (5.5.7), where h is dependent on the measured
m

values Ctm' Crm' rtm and rrm , and also on tOm and rr, is nonlinear. However,

in those cases when the most probable distortions of the distances rt and rr

are small in comparison with the values rt and rr themselves, which always is

the case if artificial interference is not taken into account_ the function

hm(t ) can be linearized. Then the instantaneous value of the error hmn(t )

caused by the "noise" angles etnm(t ) and Crnm(t) and the "noise" ranges rtnm(t )

and rrnm(t), acting at the outputs of the corresponding tracking systems, is

determined as the full differential equation (5.5.7). In this case, the par-

tial derivatives of hm(t ) for different parameters should be sought for /251

those values of angles and ranges which are obtained in the absence of inter-
ference.

Then, on the basis of equation (5.5.7) when rr = rpr we find
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hn_(t) = rpr [¢t_ (t) - Crnm (t)] - [rtr_:n(t) - rrr_n(t)] [¢Om - eta (t)]

+ [rtm(t) - rrm(t )] Ctnm(t). (5.6.24)

Usually rtm , rrm and eta change considerably more slowly than rtnm, rrn m

and Ctnm, and the error in stipulation of the angle cO and the dynamic errors

in measurement of range and angles rt, rr, ct and Cr are negligibly small in

comparison with the ranges and angles themselves. The last condition means

that rtm _ rt, rrm _ rr, eta _ ct, era _ Cr and eOm _ cO . Then, taking into

account the nondependence of the functions ct, er, rt and rr, we obtain

hmn(t ) = rpr [¢tnm (t) - Crnm(t )] + (rt - rr) Ctnm (t)

- (cO - et) [rtnm(t) -rrnm(t)] ,

r,--rp)=

+ [ V.."p,,(j¢o) I' Gpn (=) + (_o _.)..z [ [N,z.- (.]¢0) [' G=r (¢o) +

(5.6.25)

(5 : _:J

where Gtr(m) and Grr(m ) are the spectral densities of the fluctuations rtnm(t )

and rrnm(t). Taking into account the earlier comments on the width of the pass-

bands of the tracking systems and the frequency range occupied by the spectral

densities Gtn(_) , Grn(_), Gtr(W ) and Grr(W), we obtain

np = pr

R =t

p =r

_ = tn

pn = rn

3 -- e

• I %°

[ °%, I,.¢II
_p ]N,,,(j_o) _-_7_--+-INp,(j-) AF,,JJ'

[( ,e,., '%o

(m.6._)

(5.6.28)
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2 and 2where Otr Orr are the dispersions of the randomfunctions rtnm(t ) and

rrnm(t); AFe3and &Fe4 are the effective passbands of the discriminators in the

voltage-measuring instruments, characterizing rt and rr; &Ftr and AFrr are the

effective passbands of the tracking systems of the instruments for measuring

rt and rr.

The formulas (5.6.26), (5.6.27) and (5.6.28) make it possible to com- /252

2

pute Gh(W) and oh for stipulated parameters of the coordinate measuring instru-

2 2 2 2

ments and stipulated dispersions Otn , Orn , Otr and _rr' and also to formulate

requirements as to the necessary accuracy of operation of the measuring instru-

ments, using as a point of departure the admissible errors of rocket guidance.

Eere, as in the preceding cases, the errors ¢tn and rtn are most important.

By knowing hmn(t) and Gh(W), it is possible to determine easily the

mathematical expectation Unc(t) and the spectral density Gnc(W) of the voltage

Unc(t), characterizing the coordinator error. This is done by multiplying

hmn(t ) and Oh(W ) by the scale factor kh = kpot_krc and its square, respectively,

assuming that the coefficients relating the angles ¢t, ¢r and cO with the volt-

ages ut, ur and u¢ are equal to one another. In addition, it also is necessary

to consider identical the coefficients by means of which rt, rr and rpr are con-

verted into voltages reflecting the distances rt, rr and rpr _ rr-

In actual practice, when taking into account fluctuations of natural ori-

gin, the mathematical expectation of the distortions _mn(t) usually are equal

to zero. Therefore, we will compare the dispersion of errors arising during

rocket guidance by the coincidence method and the approximate method of paral-

lel approach. In the comparison, we will assume that the coordinate measuring

instruments have identical parameters in both types of coordinators.

Comparison of expressions (5.6.18) and (5.6.28) makes it possible to draw

the following conclusions:

(i) in the coincidence method, the distortions of the mismatch parameter

are smaller than in the parallel approach method;

(2) in the parallel approach method, the dispersion of error decreases

with approach of the rocket to the target and essentially is dependent on the

value 60 - ¢t;
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(3) with an increase of the rocket guidance range, the errors decrease in
the parallel approach method, approaching the errors of the coincidence method.

In addition, it should be noted that the minimumerrors in the parallel
approach method in the region where the rocket meets the target, coinciding
with the errors in the coincidence method, occur when c0 - ct = O. Satisfac-

tion of the condition c0 - ct = 0 corresponds to guidance by the parallel ap-

proach method of both the rocket and the control point under the condition that,

at each moment of time, the center of mass of the rocket is on the straight

line connecting the control point to the target. In essence, the latter means

rocket guidance by the coincidence method in relation to the control point,

which itself is guided to the target by the parallel approach method.

On the basis of the first conclusion, it can be affirmed that in the /253

parallel approach method_ it is necessary to expend a greater quantity of

the available rocket overload on the elimination of fluctuation errors than in

the coincidence method.

However, as already pointed out, the coincidence method has worse dynamic

properties than any of the rocket guidance methods based on a future position.

The _idance method and therefore the type of coordinator must be selected in
_n_4_ W_th +_ _I_+_O_ of the __ _±_ _-p_±c o_c minimum of the rocket

error in rocket _midance.

3- Errors inDetermination of Flight Velocity
of a Ballistic Rocket

In coordinators for determination of the time when a ballistic r_ck_ _ at-

tains a spec#fied flight v_l,qc_tv, +_.=re usus!Iv are ;_.o_!_+_- " _ " "_"

cant inertia. Fluctuation errors_ therefore, play the most "- _ _ _l_pur o_n o role.

It follows from an analysis of the operation of the apparatus whose dia-

gram is shown in figure 5.22 that the voltage Urect forming at the output of

the rectifier Rect, as a result of the influence of various kinds of inter-

ference and the inaccuracy of operation of individual elements of the circuit

(especially the frequency bridge) will not reflect the frequency Fd, but some

other frequency Fdm. Therefore

Fdm = Fd + AF d,

where AF d is the error in frequency measurement.

Since F d is a function of vr and f0, by using the method of finding the

total differential, on the basis of expression (5.5.8), we obtain
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Av AFd £for _ (5.6.29)

Vr Fd fo

where Avr is the error in determination of the radial flight velocity of the

rocket; Af O are the fluctuations of the carrier frequency fo in the radio trans-

mitter TrI (fig. 5.22).

The relation (5.6.29) characterizes the instantaneous value of the error

Av r. Therefore, carrying out statistical averaging and taking into account

that AF d and Af 0 change independently of one another and also independently of

Fd and fo_ for the mathematical expectation Av r and the spectral density Gv(m )

we find

-
AVr= Vrk' T dd /o/'

±

where GF(_ ) and Gf(w) are the spectral densities of the random functions ]254

AF d and Af 0.

The relations (5..6.30) and (5.6.31), making possible computation of Av
r

and Gv(_), show that in order to decrease the errors it is desirable to select

the largest possible values fo and Fd_ where Fd for a specified velocity vr

changes directly proportional to fo"

2
In accordance with expression (5.6.31), for the dispersion ov of error in

determination of velocity vr we will have

(5.6.32)

2 2

Here aF and of are the dispersions of the random functions AF d and Af 0.

If a frequency bridge (fig. 5.22) is used as the frequency discriminator

°F
(1-2)'10 -3 (ref. 2), and therefore for a case whenin the coordinator_ --

Fd

of = 0 the mean square error ov is
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_v = (l-2)'lO-3Vr"

When vr = 8000 m/sec, the value _v = (8-16) ___m.
sec

At the same time, the admissible errors in measurement of velocity for a

specific effective range r0 of a rocket and the mean square error _r should be

determined using formula (2.3.5). It follows from this formula that the

_v

values__, where Vin = vr at the time of cutoff of the engine should be deter-
Vin

mined from the condition

_v 1 _r

Vin 2 r O"

For example, if-- -
6r _v

- 1"10 -4 , the admissible value -- should be

r 0 v in

_v _ 0.5.10-4.

2. L.t

It is noted in the foreign literature that for putting artificial Earth

satellites into orbit and guidance of _+_+_ _-_..................._ _o_eo with a high

accuracy, the error _v should not exceed (0.5-1) m/sec. This means that the

use oi" a frequency bridge does not always ensure the necessary quality of the

radio control _ystem.

More precise results are obtained when counters of the periods of oscil-

lations having the frequency F d are used. These counters determine the /255

number of mentioned periods in the course of some time interval At.

It can be shown (ref. 2) that when counters are used and _f = O,

_v I

Vr FdAt

and for nI = 2, f = 3"1010 cps and At = 0.01 sec, the error _v is only 0.75
m/sec. 0

However, it should be remembered that an increase of the frequency Fd for

an increase of the accuracy of the coordinator is limited by the possibilities
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of amplification of the oscillations of superhigh frequency (equal approximate-

ly to nlfo) aboard the rocket. In order to decrease the influence of fluctua-

tions of frequency f0 on the accuracy of measurement of Vr, it is necessary to

create a master oscillator for the radio transmitter Tr I with a quartz fre-

quency stabilizer.

5.7- Principal Problems Solved by Apparatus for

Forming Control Commands

Command forming apparatus (CFA) is one of the links of the system for

forming and transmitting control commands. It is designed for producing sig-

nals (commands) which are related functionally to the mismatch parameters and

additionally, in some cases, are dependent on the characteristics of motion of

the target. The signals forming at the output of the command forming appara-
tus are fed to the command control radio link (CCRL) or directly to the auto-

matic pilot of the rocket. The relationship between the control commands and

the mismatch parameters and the target coordinates is selected in such a way

as to obtain the required dynamic properties of the control system and ensure

that there will not be excessive errors in rocket guidance.

In addition to solving the main problem (forming of commands), the com-

mand forming apparatus also is used for coupling the coordinator to the sub-

sequent links of the control system. For this reason, the use of input and

output converters which perform no other useful functions other than coupling

should be avoided in the command forming apparatus insofar as possible. In

homing, radio zone control and in autonomous control systems, the command

forming apparatus usually is used for coupling the coordinator to the auto-

matic pilot, whereas in command control systems it is used for coupling the

coordinator to the command transmission apparatus (CCRL).

In order for the coupling of the command forming apparatus to the suc-

ceeding apparatus of the control system to be of a high quality, which is

necessary to ensure stable rocket guidance to the target with the required

accuracy, the selection of the structure and the principal parameters of the

command forming apparatus also is tied-in to the structure and parameters of

the automatic pilot of the rocket or the command control radio link.

In control systems for ballistic and winged rockets, the command /256

forming apparatus most frequently produces course and pitching control com-

mands which represent continuous or discrete functions of the input signals.

Accordingly, it is possible to distinguish analog (continuous) and digital

(discrete) commands. In addition to the mentioned level discreteness of com-

mands, when the commands do not reflect all the possible values of the mis-

match parameters or target coordinates_ there is time discreteness character-

ized by the fact that the information on the mismatch parameters is not pro-

duced continuously but at some constant or variable time intervals.
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If the commands formed in the command forming apparatus are fed directly

to the automatic pilot of the rocket, they usually should represent continuous

functions of time. When commands are transmitted by the CCRL, the output sig-

nals of the command forming apparatus can be either continuous or discrete.

In the case of guidance of antiaircraft guided missiles, in addition to

course and pitching control commands, it is frequently necessary to form com-

mands for the triggering of the radio fuse, while in the case of guidance of

winged rockets along fixed trajectories commands are produced for transition

of the rocket into a dive. At the end of the active segment of their flight,

ballistic rockets should receive commands from the control point for cutoff of

the engine or these commands should be produced aboard the rocket. Commands of

this type usually are called single or individual commands.

Therefore, in a general case, the command forming apparatus produces com-

mands which appear both continuously or at some interval and also once during

the entire guidance process. Continuous, discrete and individual commands are

produced during the motion of the rocket after its launching. At the same

time_ the co_and forming apparatus also frequently solves the problem of

creating commands for the control of the direction of the launcher in a hori-

zontal (oblique) and a vertical plane, and also some special commands while the

rocket is being put into a reference trajectory.

in essence_ the command {o_mlng_........appara%_1_ is a com@uter _-_-_...._......._-_=s_

automatically under the influence of coordinator signals or semiautomatically,

when the initial data are fed into the command forming apparatus by an operator.

In its design, the command foxing apparatus has the form of an individual

unit or is combined with the automatic pilot of the rocket: as in radio zone

_._ o:,_u,,,_, _,_ com._and forming apparatus frequently zs a continuation oI'

the coordinator computer.

In accordance with the problems which are solved by the command forming

apparatus, it must meet a number of technical requirements. One of these is

ensuring the formation of a given number and form of control commands and also

the required accuracy of conversion of the input signals into commands.

5.8. Apparatus for Forming Commands in

Automatic Control Systems

In a general case, the command forming apparatus in automatic control /257

systems performs the following operations after the rocket is put into a

reference trajectory:

(i) it produces signals characterizing the change of the mismatch parameter

with time;

(2) it computes the derivatives and the integrals of the mismatch param-

eters for those planes in which the rocket is controlled;
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(3) it forms additional compensating signals in dependence on the charac-

ter of the motion of the target;

(4) it produces individual commands in the form of dc voltage pulses or

closings (openings) of the contacts of electromechanical relays which regulate

the feeding of signals to the automatic pilot or the CCRL.

Differentiators_ which are used in forming a signal proportional to the

derivative of the mismatch parameters_ are employed in the command forming

apparatus (CFA) for ensuring the necessary stability of the guidance process

and the rapid and smooth putting of the rocket into a reference trajectory.

The appearing dynamic errors are compensated by introducing into the command

a component which is proportional to the angular velocity of rotation of the

control point-target line or other parameters associated with motion of the

target. If it is necessary to obtain small dynamic guidance errors, appara-

tus is used which ensures producing of commands when there are minimum deflec-

tions of the rocket from the reference trajectory. One of these apparatuses

can serve as an integrator for which the input action is the mismatch param-

eter. The output signal_ produced by the integrator and transmitted eventual-

ly to the automatic pilot of the rocket_ will increase until its value becomes

sufficient for deflection of the control surfaces and return of the rocket to

a reference trajectory.

It should be noted that the use of an integrator in the command forming

apparatus increases the degree of astaticism of the guidance circuit and,

thereby_ makes it possible to exclude systematic error in rocket guidance occur-

ring due to the zero drift in the command forming apparatus and in the auto-

matic pilot_ and also due to the asymmetry of the rocket, etc.

In some cases_ the command forming apparatus includes corrective filters

ensuring acceptable reserves of stability of the control system and improve-

ment of its principal characteristics.

The output signals of the command forming apparatus in automatic control

systems can be either dc voltages or pulses characterizing digits in binary

form_ determined by the corresponding state of the electron tubes or other ele-

ments of the memory units.

Command forming apparatus of the analog type usually is linear with /258

respect to the mismatch parameters and the compensating signals in the course

and pitching control planes and in a general case is described by the following

equation

K a : LI(D ) Am + L2(D) Sco m, (5.8.1)

where Ka = Kay + JKaz is the output signal of the CFA; Kay and Kaz are compo-

nents of the output signal of the CFA for two mutually perpendicular planes,

and especially for the vertical and horizontal control planes of the rocket;
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Scom =Scy + JScz is the compensation signal fed to the CFA;Scy and Scz are

the componentsof the compensation signal in planes for which the commandsK
ay

K
a

and Kaz are formed; Ll(D ) =_ is the transfer function of the CFA in symbolic
K

a

form in relation to the measured values of the mismatch parameter: L2(D ) =--Sco m

is the transfer function of the CFA in symbolic form in relation to the compen-

sating signal.

In expression (5.8.1), the presence of the first term is mandatory_ where-

as the second term in some cases can be lacking.

In addition to the simplest command forming apparatus performing only the

function of coupling the corresponding inputs and outputs, and also amplifica-

tion of the mismatch parameter, there are CFA with a differentiator, integra-

tor, integrating-differentiating apparatus, dynamic error compensation appara-

tus, etc. Since in most cases control commands for both control planes, regard-

less of their orientation, are produced by identical apparatus, henceforth we

will consider CFA only for one vertical plane. Moreover, for the input and out-

put signals of the CFA, which will be considered the voltages u a and Ka, the

................. C_ automatic 2_]nt_<h_p*_ "_" will h_ 0_++_ If the _^ " ........ _ _-e

of the rocket, in place of Ka it is necessary to write K.

It should be emphasized that the voltage u a characterizes the measured

value of the mismatch parameter and in dependence oo %he type_ of coordinator

:_r; h_ denoted Uc, -n, ....

The functional diagram of a CFA vitb a .....f_rent .....!,_:o- ..........

._ m_o.,auc_ parameter s passesfigure 5.23. The voltage ua characterizing the _ + _

through the coupling device CDI, the differentiating link DL, the ampli- /259

fier Amp and a coupling device CD 2. In order for the output voltage K a to be

dependent not only on the derivative Ua, but also on the signal ua itself, the

differentiating link should contain an ohmic voltage divider. The CD I and CD 2

ensure the matching of the input and output of the CFA with the output of the

coordinator and the input of the automatic pilot of the rocket or command con-

trol radio link (CCRL).

As differentiators it is possible to use R-C circuits, mechanical differ-

entiators, velocity gyroscopes, etc.

Operation of a CFA of the analog type with a differentiating link DL (fig.

5.23) is described by the following equation
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Figure 5.23

i + TsD

Ka = klk8 1 + k T D
U ,
a

where kI is the transfer constant of the amplifier and the coupling device;

R

k8 = is the transfer constant of the differentiator; T8 = RsC8 is the
R + R_

time constant of the differentiator.

Usually in order to obtain a high quality of differentiation_ the values

R and R8 are selected in such a way that the value k_ is considerably less

than unity. In this case_ the conditions are

Ka = klk _ X (I + T D) u a. (5.8.2)

As is well known_ one of the characteristics of differentiators is

"emphasis" of the high frequency components in comparison with the low-frequency

components of the input voltages. This leads to an increase of the role of CFA

fluctuation errors. However_ the use of special correction filters in the CFA

can lead to a considerable decrease of fluctuation errors. In performing their

function, the correcting filters can transmit the derivatives of useful signals

and attenuate high-frequency components. The mentioned condition is satisfied

quite precisely by a filter whose transfer function corresponds to an inertial
dynamic link.

If an increase of astaticism of the control system and elimination of the

influence of the drift of the zero and asymmetry of the rocket are of basic

importance, the command forming apparatus usually is a combination of ampli-

fiers, coupling apparatus and integrator. The connection of an integrator into

the CFA also makes it possible to eliminate the influence of systematic errors

in rocket guidance caused, for example_ by the influence of interference _60
on the constant component of the output signal of the command control radio

link. This problem will be considered in greater detail in chapter ii.
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Figure 5.24

The functional diagram for such an apparatus is shownin figure 5.24. The
c_apling devices C"D1 and CD2 ensure the matching of the input and output of the

CFAwith the preceding and following links of the system, the integrator Int
performs the operation of integration and the amplifier Ampamplifies the pro-
duced voltage to somenecessary value.

The role of integrators can be performed by electric motors, R-C and R-L
elements without electronic amplifiers and with amplifiers, integrating gyro-
scopes, etc.

If a CFAwith an integrator operates on direct current it creates a volt-
age (current) Ka equal to

km (5.8.3)
: kI D ua'

where km is the transfer constant of the integrator.

Expression (5.8.3), representing the equation of the CFA apparatus with an

integrator, makes it possible to construct the structural diagram of a CFA and

compute its dynamic and fluctuation errors.

_..7-o_,_--_'*_--of the problem of the desirability oi' using CFA with an in-

tegrator, it is necessary to remember that the introduct_nn of an i_te_rator
_tab±±_j of theinto the circuit_ in a general case_ reduces the reserve of _ _ ....

control system.

In those cases when the automatic pilot must suppress signals reflecting

the mismatch parameter, its _ntegral and its rate of change with time, it is

necessary to use CFA with integrating-differentiating devices. The functional

diagram of such a CFA is shown in figure 5.25.

Figure 5.25
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As in the preceding diagrams_ the CD I and CD 2 elements perform coupling

functions. The signals forming at the output of the differentiating link DL

and the integrator Int characterize the value of the voltage Ua, its derivative

and the time integral of u a. These signals are added in the summer Z and

pass through the amplifier Amp. Taking into account all the earlier introduced

coefficients, we obtain the following expression relating u and K when

k_ << i a a

Ka=k,[ko(ToD __ l)___m]%. (5.8.4)

In the three considered types of command forming apparatus, the transfer

function L2(D ) entering into equation (5.8.1) is equal to zero. The construc-

tion of a CFA with L2(D ) = 0 is introduced most frequently in systems whose

characteristic criterion is the formation of the mismatch parameter aboard the

rocket. This can be attributed to the difficulties in the placement of com-

plex and unwieldy apparatus aboard small rockets guided to rapidly moving tar-

gets or the absence of requirements for formation of the function L2(D ) in the

system in rockets designed for damage of fixed and slowly moving targets.

In command control systems, the CFA is placed at the control point (land,

ship, aircraft) where the weight and the size of the individual apparatus do

not have particular importance. The CFA of systems which are used for the

guidance of a rocket to rapidly moving targets_ therefore, can contain elements

forming the transfer functions LI(D ) and L2(D ).

In those cases when the input of the CFA receives signals reflecting the

mismatch parameter and the compensating signals in digital form, the coupling

elements, amplifiers and other stages of the CFA should be pulse signals.

An apparatus for forming single commands usually includes an electro-

mechanical or electronic relay triggering when there is a zero value of the dif-

ference between the signals characterizing the stipulated and actual states of

the controlled object.

Depending on the specific tactical problems involved in rocket guidance,

it is possible to devise CFA which have different circuitry from the CFA

shown in figures 5.22 to 5.25. To a considerable degree, this can be attrib-

uted to the requirements which are imposed on the control system and the char-

acteristics of the sighting apparatus_ automatic pilots and computers which

are available to the designer during the design and planning stage.
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5-9- Apparatus for Forming Commands in

Nonautomatic Control Systems

As pointed out in chapter i, command control systems only can be nonauto-

matic. In nonautomatic systems, there is direct participation by man (an

operator), in addition to the use of electronic and electromechanical instru-

ments. All the electronic, electromechanical and other types of apparatus

included in a nonautomatic command forming apparatas customarily are referred

to as a command pickup or a command instrument. In essence, a command /262

pickup is an apparatus designed for the initial conversion of the actions of an

operator into electrical or some other signals of convenient form for feeding

to the modulator of the transmitter of the CCRL. in addition, these signals

should reflect the mismatch parameter.

The input device of the command pickup is a control lever which can be

turned in one or two mutually perpendicular planes (for forming smooth and dis-

crete commands), or a push-button mechanism used in forming single commands.

In most cases, the output signals of the command pickups are dc voltages,

changes of the values of resistance, capacitance and inductance, closing and

opening of the contacts of electromechanical relays, etc.

The forming of smooth commands is accomplished in most cases using poten-

_.._+4_=+_,____ .....___._+_._.... and inductance pickups. _ the same time, c_mmand _Dick-

ups are known which produce signals in the form of periodic closings of con-

tacts during a time proportional to the angle of rotation of the control lever.

Pickups of the latter type will be called commutator pic_]ps.

In the simplest potentiometric pickup (fig. 5.26) the control lever is

connectod to tho notentiometer slide The output _,.o K _ _-_ a _c_an can
a

be the resistance R or the dc voltage u between the points a and b.

The principal equation of a potentiometric pickup has the following form .

R
po____t

K a = R = kRAle v + 2 '
(5.9.!)

where Ale v is the angle of rotation (linear movement) of the control lever:

Rpo t is the total resistance of the potentiometer; kR is the transfer coeffi-

cient of the pickup, characterizing the value of the increment of the resis-

tance R - --Rp°t for a unit value of the angle Ale v.
2

If the potentiometer is fed by adc voltage, the output signal of the

pickup is
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Ka : u= : kuAle v + u_. (5.9.2)

Eere u is the dc voltage fed to the potentiometer, and ku is the transfer /263

constant of the voltage command pickup measured relative to _.
2

In expressions (5.9.1) and (5.9.2) with the transfer of the zero value of

the mismatch parameter Am = Ua' when &lev= O, the values R and u= are

h°t2 and _.2 When maximum positive or negative commands are produced, R = Rpo t

and R = 0, and u= = u and u= = O, respectively.

The coefficients kR and ku can be computed in the following way. If

&lev = &lev max, where Ale v max is the maximum angle of deflection of the con-

trol lever from a neutral position, R and u = u Therefore from equa-
tions (5.9.1) and (5.9.2) = Rp°t - " '

Rpot
kR =

2Alev max

U
k =

u 2Alev max

Strictly speaking_ equation (5.9.2) characterizes not only the command

pickup itself, but the primary converter of the angle Ale v. This equation also

reflects the operation of modulation of the dc voltage by movement of the poten-
tiometer slide, which from the systematic point of view is more convenient to

assign to one of the functions performed by the command control radio link.

Sometimes a single potentiometer is replaced by two with slides connected

by a control lever (fig. 5.27). During the transmission of the zero command

To4" control

/lever _
u_a Rpot i _" q

Figure 5.26
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the control lever sets the slides 1 and 2 on the line AAwhich passes through

the midpoints of the potentiometers Ro t 1 and ho t 2" During transmission of

the positive and negative values of the mismatch parameter, the slides I and 2

are deflected in different directions by the same value.

Accordingly, the equations for such command pickups can have the following

form (when Rpo t 1 =Rot 2 = Rpot)

K a = AR = 2kRAlev, (7.9.3)

Ka = Au = 2 kuAlev, (7.9.4)

where AR and Au are the difference of the resistances and the drops of the dc

or sinusoidal voltage across the potentiometers hot 2 and Rpo t i"

The apparatus shown in figure 5.27 essentially is a pickup of the differ-

ential type. It is easy to see that the transfer constants for such a sensor

H u-

indic _,@ rHt_
±it p;eki_p_ of biie <:_p_:l_._,iJ_ bSp_S ....... of the i

control lever is accompanied by a change of the value of the capacitance Cap

(due to the movement of the movable capacitor plate) or the inductance L (for

example, due to introduction of a ferrite core). For these command pickups we

find that

C_o ....

Ka = Cap = kcapAle v + -_"_, (%0.5)2

L

Ka = L = kLAle v + max (5.9.6)2 '

where kca p and kL are the transfer constants of the capacitance and inductance

pickups, and CaPmax and Lma x are the maximum possible ranges of change of

capacitance and inductance.

By analogy with potentiometric pickups, it is possible to create capaci-

tance and inductance pickups of a differential type.

Commutator pickups usually are electromechanical devices.

Figure 5.28a shows the simple diagram of a sensor which produces a signal

in the form of a periodic closing of the contacts at a time proportional to

Ale v. The shaped shaft SS, one of whose sections is shown in figure 5.28b, is

rotated with a constant angular velocity. A contact system moves along the
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generatrices of this shaft, accompanying the movement of the control lever.

This contact system consists of the unfixed and fixed contacts UC and FC. The

unfixed contact comes into contact with the shaft SS, and as a result one part

of the period of rotation of FC and UC is closed and the other is open. The

times TI and T 2 of the closed and open states of FC and UC are dependent on

what distance the entire contact system is situated from the SS base. A pickup

of the considered type is constructed in such a way that when Ale v = O_ the

contact system is set on the midsection of the shaft SS. Under this condition

TI = T 2. If Ale v > O, the contact system moves upward, but when Ale v < 0 it

moves downward. This means that the angular deflection of the control lever

from a neutral position causes a proportional change of the difference TI - T 2.

Therefore_ the relationship between glev and TI - T2_ determining the equation

for such a command pickup, has the following form

K a = TI - T 2 = k_cAle v, (5.9.7)

where k_c is the transfer constant of the command pickup.

Since TI + T 2 = T = const, where T is the period of formation of the /265

commands_ then

k A

T1 _ 5c lev + !. (5.9.8)
2 2

This indicates the proportionality between Ale v and TI.

A pickup producing signals in the form of two brief closures of the con-

tacts with an %nterval T I proportional to Ale v in one period T can be repre-

sented schematically as shown in figure 5.29. This figure shows that there are
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two brushes (B1 and B2) connected to the rotating shaft S. One of them (B1) is

fixed and the other (B2) can move under the influence of the control lever in

the directions shown by arrows.

If Ale v = O, both brushes are situated within the same diameter and during

the time T of one revolution of the shaft S the collector C closes with the

T > O, the brush B 2 moves clockwise and whenbrushes B1 and B 2 each _. When Alev

Ale v < O_ it moves counterclockwise relative to its position corresponding to

Ale____v.Therefore, it is possible to derive a command pickup equation coinciding

2

in form with expressions (9.9.7) and (5.9.8). The difference will be only in

the physical essence of the values T 1 and T 2. If it is necessary to decrease

the time TI, in place of an increase of the rate of revolution of the shaft S_

IL IS posslb_ Uu s_i_cL _ i_±_ uumb_ of fixes Drl/snes, _pprup_'laL_±y ±Imlulng

the rathe of movement of the moving b_ash B 2.

Commutator pickups also include devices producing video pulses which are

width- or phase- (position-) modulated. Applicable to the two considered types

of pickups_ this means that the pickup also includes adc voltage source. !_

additionj in order to obtain such electrical signals, it is possible to use

Dotentiometers; the de voltage from the latter is fed to a delay mu!tiv!brator

or a delay phantastron. The triggering of ¢,be_n]+ivihrstor and the ph_nts_tron

is accomplished by a special generator of periodically repeated video pulses.

in addition to multivibrators and phantastrons, it is possioie to use saw-

toothed wave generators with external triggering and circuits for comparison of

the instantaneous voltage of the "sawtooth" with the dc voltage from the poten-

tiometer The latter types of pickups in essence are time-interval voltage

converters.

In such apparatus, there is not only primary conversion of Ale v into /266

the movement of the potentiometer slide, but also modulation of the dc and

video pulse voltages.

Taking into account the concept of a command pickup used here as a primary

converter of the angle Ale v into an electrical or some other signal, these ap-

paratuses should be broken down into two parts. The first part (potentiometer)

is the pickup and the second is the modulator, which in accordance with the

functions performed by the CCRL is a component part of the CCRL (see chapter 7).
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Discrete commands can be formed by pickups whose principle of operation i

based on the conversion of the value and sign of the angle Ale v into a stipu-
lated number. This problem was discussed in section 5.4.

The operation of the sensor ensuring conversion of the angle Ale v into a

binary number is characterized by the f?llowing equation

N

K a = i___121--1_L= k_cAle v, (5.9.9

where N is the number of used binary digits_ 6 t is a function assuming the

values 0 and 1_ depending on the value Alev, and k$c is the transfer constant
of the command pickup.

In the transmission of single commands, pickups are used which are con-

tacts closed or opened by a control button mechanism.

in conclusion_ we point out that the principles of design and circuitry oI

command pickups considered here do not exhaust all the possible variants.

In an analysis of nonautomatic control systems, it frequently is conve-

nient to replace the action of an operator by an equivalent dynamic link. The

mathematical description of the action of an operator is based on the fact

that_ with a certain amount of practice, there are definite patterns in the

operator's reaction to changes of the mismatch parameter. For example_ the

deflection Ale v of the control lever by the operator in the rocket guidance

process can be described as follows

Ale v = ko(l + ToD ) Am (t - _o), (5.9.10)

where T o is the time characterizing the lag of the reaction of the operator,

equal on the average to 0.2-0.4 sec; ko is a transfer constant which, in a

general case_ is a function of time and which changes for different operators

in rather broad limits; To is the time constant of the operator.

Equation (5.9.10) shows that the operator exerts control in accordance

with the measured value of the mismatch parameter Am and its derivative. The

latter is an extremely important factor in ensuring the stability of the

guidance process.

If expression (5.9.10) is taken into account and also the earlier derived

relations for command pickups of different types, it is possible to obtain

equations for the command forming apparatus in nonautomatic control systems.
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In general form, this equation can be written in the foll_ing form

Ka(t) = LI(D ) Am (t - _lag), (5.9.11)

where Ll(D) is the transfer function of the CCRL, whose specific form can be

determined on the basis of equations (5.9.1)-(5.9.10); Ka(t) is the signal act-

ing at the output of the command pickup; _lag is the time characterizing the
lag in producing the command.

In accordance with equation (5.9.11), it is possible to find the CCRL er-

rors if the errors in determination of Am are known, and also the specific form

of the transfer function Ll(D ).
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CHAPTER 6. COORDINATORS OF AUTONOMOUS CONTROL SYSTEMS

6.1. General Information

It is a characteristic of the coordinators of autonomous control sys-

tems_ or autonomous coordinators_ to use a briefer term, that the mismatch

parameter is formed using only the apparatus carried aboard the rocket. For

this reason_ the rocket does not receive signals from a control point or from

the target to which the rocket is guided. Because of this the creation of

artificial interference is extremely difficult for such coordinators, and in

some cases is simply impossible. At the same time, the property of autonomy

limits the range of problems which can be solved by a rocket with an autono-

mous coordinator. Such rockets can be used only for damaging fixed surface

targets whose coordinates are known in advance with a high accuracy.

The following forms of autonomous coordinators can be distinguished:

(a) autonomous electronic coordinators based on the use of the Doppler

effect:

(b) inertial coordinators;

(c) celestial navigation and radio celestial navigation coordinators;

(d) coordinators based on use of terrestrial features and phenomena;

(e) complex coordinators.

In the discussion of different coordinators in the sections of this chap-

ter which follow_ information on nonelectronic coordinators will be given only

to the degree that it is required for clarifying the principles serving as a

basis for the creation of complex systems containing instruments for measuring

different physical values.

6.2. Autonomous Electronic Coordinator Based

on Use of the Doppler Effect

The principal sensing element of an autonomous electronic coordinator _
is a Doppler instrument for measuring the ground velocity and drift angle.

Its principle of operation is based on the dependence of the frequency shift of

a signal reflected from the Earth's surface (in relation to the frequency of

the sounding signal sent from the rocket) on the velocity of its motion rela-

tive to the Earth's surface.
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angle, DiGVA, includes a transmitter, antenna system, receiver, instrumen_

_or i_ea,_uring ..... _ x1_u_f_-y, drift .... -" ....._Jp_e_ ............ _ ve_,uc-ty -omputez" a_,d drift angle. T_

addition to the Doppler instrument, the autonomous electronic coordinator in-

eludes: a gyro-vertieal, a course system of some kind and a computer.

There is a great variety Of technical variants of a Doppler system.

ne]ow, as an _Y_mp]_ we present a brief a_4_+_n_ of _ Doppler _y_+=_ "'i+_

a umuvmrzma± a_tei-_i8 _tabilized in a horizo[it_i plane. The antenna is SLaDI±-

ized by a servosystem whose mismatch signal sensor is a _ro-vertica!. As a

_e_n!% of %h_ introduction of stabi!ization_ there is elimination of e:'rors

caused by change of the angular position of the rocket relative to its ior_i-

tudinal and transverse axes, that is_ change of the angles of banking and

pitching. At the same time_ such a system makes it possible to measure the

horizontal projection of the velocity vector of the rocket relative to the

Earth, that is, the ground velocity Vg and the drift angle _dr" A knowledge

of these parameters is sufficient for guidance of a rocket along a fixed

trajeetory when its flight altitude is controlled by an autonomous sensor

(altimeter).

The geometric relations characterizing the operation of a cloverleaf an-

tenna system are shown in figure 6.1a. Figure 6.1b shows the projection of the

spatial pattern onto the Earth's surface. It is assumed that the rocket flies

in a horizontal plane with the ox I and oz I axes of the related coordinate sys-

tem parallel to the Earth's surface. It also will be assumed that the angle of

slip is small and that the horizontal component of air velocity v virtually

coincides with the longitudinal axis ox I of the rocket.
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The position of the beams oA, oB, oC and oD of the antenna system is char-

acterized by the adjusting angles eb and _a" The first of these represents the

angle between the vertical oo' and each of the beams_ and the second the angle

between the axis of the gyrostabilized platform o'x a and the projections of the

straight lines oA 3 oB_ oC and oD onto a horizontal plane. The position of the

gyrostabilized platform relative to the longitudinal axis of the rocket is

determined by the angle _pl" The drift angle is denoted by _dr" Finally, the

angle between the ground velocity vector and the axis of the platform is 6 =
8

_dr - _pl" The frequencies of the signals received on the four beams differ

from the frequencies of the signals emanating from the transmitter by the

values of the Doppler shifts. These shifts are determined by the formulas

F =_m
DA _. ,

DB _" '

F -- 2_9]c
DC _. '

r = _-_--_-
DD _.

(6.2.1)

where FDA , FDB _ FDC , FDD are the Doppler frequencies of the signals received

along the beams oA_ oB, oC and oD; VplA, VplB, VplC, Vpl D are the projections

of the ground velocity vector onto the direction of the beams oA_ oB_ oC
and oD.

Using figure 6.1 it is easy to express the projections of the ground

velocity vector through its value and the corresponding angles. Then we obtain

ro_= 2_sm%_osO.- 8,),

FD8 = _, sin bCOS(_, q- _.),

_¢ = - _-_in %cosO. -- %),

&o = - ?_-gsinObCOSO. + _.).

(6.2.2)

In cloverleaf systems, the radiation and reception usually are through 2__7!
two elements of the antenna simultaneously along two diagonal beams. Each

pair of antenna elements operates alternately_ making it possible to use only
one receiving-transmitting channel.
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After rectification of the received signals, voltages are discriminated

which have the following difference frequencies

4°° }
FoAc= bCOS --

F_o = -_gsin ObCOS(_,+ _a)-

(6.2.3)

At the output of the instruments measuring the frequencies FDA C and FDBD,

the voltages will be proportional to these frequencies. The signals from the

output of the measuring instruments are fed to a comparing device in which a

voltage is formed which is proportional to the voltage difference of the men-

tioned signals. It is easy to show that it will be equal to

8Vg

Uco m = kcomkF--_ - sin 0b sin _a sin 6a,
(6.2.4)

where kco m is the transfer constant of the comparing device, and k F is the

Lransier consLanL oI LDe Irequency measuring instrument.

All the values in expression (6.2.4),except Vg and 6a, are given.

8kcomk F

the notation k ! - k sin 0b sin Ba and taking into account that 6a

_dr - _pl' we obtain

Using

u ......= k7 v_ sin (Cz_. - ._0_,1).

The voltage Uco m is fed to the motor for final adjustment of the position

of the platform and as a result the platform will be set in a direction in

whiCh adr =%1" By measuring the angle of rotation of the platform relative

to the longitudinal axis of the rocket it is possible to determine the drift

angle _dr"

The value of the ground _locity vector Vg in such a system can be deter-

mined by measuring one of the frequencies FDA C or FDB D when 8a = 0 (in this

case they are equal to one another). Then

_'PDAC

Vg = 4 sin Obcos fl, "
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A rocket coordinator for determination of the mismatch parameters of the

lateral deflection and remaining range channels_ in the case of guidance along

a fixed trajectory_should contain a course system for measuring the course

angle of the rocket _c' in addition to the Doppler system for measuring the

ground velocity and drift angle.

Figure 6.2 shows the geometric relations illustrating the guidance of a

rocket along a fixed trajectory. The position of the target T in a ground /272

system of coordinates OcXecZec , whose origin is at the point where the

autonomous electronic coordinator begins to operate_ is given by the angle _0

and the range r t. D denotes the point where the rocket begins its dive. The

mismatch parameters of the lateral deflection channel and the remaining range

channel are measured in an orthodromic coordinate system OcXmZ m. The moving

coordinate system OrXerZer has its origin at the center of masr_ of the rocket

z The positionOr, and its axes are parallel to the axes of the system OcXec ec"

of the longitudinal axis of the rocket in a moving coordinate system is charac-

terized by the angle _c"

As the components of the ground velocity vector along the axes OcZ m and

OcX m of an orthodromic coordinate system, we can write

vg_ _ v cos (_c+ _dr-- _0). J (6.2.5)

On the basis of equations (6.2.5) we write expressions for the mismatch param-

eters of the lateral deflection and remaining range channels
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=]"  gsin @c÷  dr- (6.2.6)
0

t

(6.2.7)

By usir_ formulas (6.2.6) and t_ _ __._. _j it is easy to construct the /'273
_nctional diagram of an autonomous electronic coordinator (fig. 6.3). The

_ignals of the transmitter Tr are radiated by the cloverleaf antenna of system

_. The signals reflected from the Earth's surface are fed to the antenna A and

hhen to the receiver Rec where they are amplified. The Doppler frequency volt-

ages are fed to _he instruments measuring the drift angle Gdr and ground

_elocity Vg.

A voltage is produced in the instrument measuring _ for control of the
dr

motor M for turning the gyrostabilized platform on which the antenna system is

_ounted. The angle of rotBtion of the platform relative to the body of the

rocket determines the drift angle _dr"

A signal is produced in the instrument for measuring v which is propor-

tional to the ground velocity of the rocket. This signal is fed to a sine-

cosine generator. The sine-cosine potentiometer described in section 4.10 can

be used as such an apparatus. In this case, the brushes of the potentiometer

are turned by the angle _pot = @c + _dr -_0" The angles @c, _dr and 80 are

summed in the differentials DF 1 and DF 2. The angle G0 is introduced into the

computer prior to the launching of the rocket,

A signal from one of the outputs of the sine-cosine generator is fed to an

integrator for measurement of the lateral deflection Az" The remaining range

A is measured by a subtracting device SD; one input of the latter is fed a
ro

voltage proportional to the travelled distance, and the other a voltage u
rD

proportional to the range rD to the point of transition of the rocket into a

dive. The voltage UrD is introduced into the computer before launching of the
rocket.

The measured values A and A of the mismatch parameters A and A are
zm tom z ro

used for control of the rocket course and the producing of a command for its

transition into a dive.

The errors of an autonomous electronic coordinator include the errors of

the Doppler system for measuring ground velocity and drift angle, the /_h
course system and the computer.
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The Doppler system errors can be attributed to the fact that the received

signal is not reflected from a single point_ but from some surface which can

be replaced by a large number of elementary reflectors situated within the

limits of the irradiated area. The signals from all the elementary reflectors

are summed with random phases. The resultant signal, therefore_ has a random

character and has a finite spectrum of frequencies grouped around the actual

value of the Doppler frequency. The accuracy of measurement of A z and Aro can

be determined if the statistical characteristics of the random values entering

into formulas (6.2.6) and (6.2.7) are known.

6.3. Inertial Coordinator

The principal element of a coordinator of the inertial type is a measuring

instrument which is used for determination of the distance covered by double

time integration of the absolute accelerations measured by the linear accelera-

tion sensors (accelerometers).

When the path of a rocket relative to the Earth's surface is calculated

using an inertial measuring instrument_ it is necessary to place the accelerom-

eters on a movable platform which during the entire time of the flight should

be set normal to the local vertical. This placement of the accelerometers

eliminates the errors caused by accelerations of gravity.

Two methods for design of such a platform are used most frequently. In

the first method, the platform with the accelerometers is set in a fixed posi-

tion on a gyrostabilizer whose position is corrected in accordance with the

change of the position of the local vertical (system with a horizontal stabi-

lizer). In the second method_ the gyrostabilizer remains fixed in relation to

an inertial coordinate system and the position of the platform with the ac-

celerometer is changed in relation to it in accordance with the change of the

position of the local vertical (system with a gyrostabilizer fixed in rela-

tion to an inertial coordinate system). In both the first and second cases_
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the local vertical is obtained using the signals of the accelerometers of the
inertial measuring system itself. Such a vertical is called an inertial
vertical.

In addition to the above, when calculating the path in a ground oordinate
system, it is also necessary to take into account the Earth's rotation on its
axis. In systems with a gyrostabilizer fixed relative to an inertial coordi-
nate system, the Earth's rotation can be taken into account by an additional
turning of the platform with the accelerometers in relation to the gyrostabi-
lizer, with an angular velocity equal to the angular velocity of the Earth's

rotation. In a system with a horizontal gyrostabilizer, the Earth's /275
rotation is taken into account by the introduction of compensating signals

into the measured acceleration values.

An inertial measuring instrument, an apparatus for determining the verti-

cal, a system for introducing corrections for the Earth's rotation and a com-

puter form an inertial coordinator which can be used for formation of the mis-

match parameters used in guidance of rockets along fixed trajectories.

Now we will obtain expressions for the mismatch parameters of the lateral

deflection and remaining range channels for rocket guidance along an ortho-

dromic reference trajectory.

At the initial point of _,ie trajectory, the gyroplatform is _e_-_ in sacm' a

way that the measurement axes of the acceierometers are in a horizontal plane;
the measurement axis of one of the accelerometers coincides with the direction

of the reference trajectory, and the measurement axis of the other is oriented

normal to _t Then double in+_gration of the _i_a! of the _t _ _+_

(with a correction for the Earth's rotation taken into account) gives a value

proportional to the path travelled by the rocket, _nd double integration of the

signal of the second acce]_erometer (also with the correction for the Earth's

rotation taken into account) determines a value proportional to the lateral

deflection of the rocket from the reference trajectory.

If the initial settingof the platform is made, the expressions for the

mismatch parameters of the lateral deflection and remaining range channels will

have the following form

• z = jzdt - _ dt,
0

(6.3.1)

(6.3.2)

Here Jz' Jx are the acceleration components along the axes of the orthodromic

coordinate system OcXmZ m ; Vcz , Vcx are the compensating signals taking into ac-

count the migratory motion associated with the Earth's rotation, and rD is the
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distance between the initial point Qf the trajectory and the point of transi-
tion of the rocket into a dive.

The values of the compensating signals Vcz and Vcx can be computedusing
the formulas (ref. 6)

Vcz = Rwe sin _ cos u,

Vcx = Rwe cos ¢,

where R is the distance from the center of the Earth to the rocket, for all
practical purposes equal to the Earth's radius, we is the angular velocity of

the Earth's rotation, _ is the angle of inclination of the orthodrome to the
r
r

equator, u = u0 + _- is the angle between the local vertical and the line _276

of intersection of the planes of the equator and the orthodrome, called the

argument of latitude_ u 0 is the initial argument of latitude and r is ther

distance travelled by the rocket along the orthodrome from the time of activa-

tion of the system.

The compensating signals are shaped by the computer in accordance with for-

mulas (6.3.3) and (6.3.4). The values R, We, ¢ and u0, introduced into the com-

puter as initial data, are constants for a particular orthodrome.

During a long period of the rocket flight perceptible azimuthal departures
of the platform in relation to its initial position can be observed.

For the control system of a rocket, this is equivalent to the stipulation

of a new orthodromic trajectory not coinciding with the reference trajectory.

Elimination of the departure of the platform in azimuth is attained by the in-

troduction of a course system into the coordinator. The signals of the course

system, correcting the position of the platform, are shaped on the basis of a

comparison of the actual and stipulated target (course) angle.

Figure 6.4 shows the functional diagram of the mentioned coordinator. The

range and lateral deflection accelerometers are mounted on a corrected gyro-

platform. The correction signals are shaped by the first integrators of the

coordinator. The accelerometers_ first integrators and corrected gyroplatform

form the circuit of the apparatus for determination of the inertial vertical.

The signal from the output of the first integrator of the range channel is

fed to the subtracting device SDI_ which also is fed a compensating signal

taking into account the migratory motion caused by the Earth's rotation. /277
The latter is formed in the computer of the range channel on the basis of the

stipulated values Rm _ Wem and cm characterizing the measured values R, w
e
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_id _. _ alxxerence voltage 1"rom the output of the subtractir@ device SD I is

fed to the second integrator and then to the subtractir_ device SD2, where this

voltageis compared with a voltage proportional to the range to the point of

transition of the rocket into a dive.

...... de_o_ ebennel is devised in a $1ml_gir way. aue u_F dif-

ference is that the computer of this channel is fed not only the values Rm,

Uem and _m_ but also the measured values rrm and Uom of the travelled range rr

md the initial argument of latitude u O. The mismatch parameter of the lateral

_eflection channel is formed at the output of the second integrator.

An inertial coordinator is a completely autonomous apparatus and its oper-

tion is notdependent on external conditions. In addition_ it is not subject
o the influence of artificial interference.

The principal shortcoming of an inertial coordinator is the increase of

_asurement errors with an increase of the time of rocket flight as a result of

_e imperfection of the components. The most significant errors are due to the

%aracteristics of operation of the apparatus for determining the inertial

_rtical. We will assume that the accelerometer Ac is mounted on the gyroplat-

)rm GP, which at the initial time is oriented horizontal to the Earth's sur-

_ce (fig. 6.5). With motion of the rocket from position I to position II, the

gnal from the accelerometer is integrated and fed to the correcting motors of
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Figure 6.5

the gyroplatform. Under the influence of this signal, the gyroplatform is

turned relative to its initial position• In the case of ideal operation of the

system, the platform should maintain a horizontal position relative to the

Earth's surface. However_ due to the errors of the correction system it turns

by the angle _err relative to the true horizon (the axis o'iX'l).

Obviously, the acceleration measured by the accelerometer will be /27_

equal to

j = v cos _err - g sin _err _ 9 - g_err' (6 3 =• .j

where v is the tangential acceleration caused by the effective forces.

Taking into account that the corrected gyroplatform plays the role of an

integrator relative to the correction signal, we find the angle of deflection

of the platform in relation to its initial position

t t

_a = kver.[] (4 - g_err) dtdt. (6.3.
U

Here kve r is the general transfer constant of the accelerometer_ integrator an

gyroplatform.

It follows from figure 6.5 that

t

_a = _err + _e = _err + _ vdt

O

After substituting expression (6.3.7) into (6.3.6), we obtain

(6.3
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t t t

0 0 0

dtdt. (6.3.8)

Differentiating the latter equation twice, we find

or

°" I •

Ger r + -- v = kver _ - ber g_err
R

I)
O_err +kverg_er r =_J (kve r- _ "

(6.3.9)

In order for the vertical to be invariant to accelerations, that is, main-

tain its position despite the influence of external perturbations, it is neces-

sary to satisfy the condition

1 tZ 3-_)
ver R

The selection of the transfer constant kve r of the apparatus for deter-

the vertical, equal to _, is a necessary condition for msintsining themining

platform in a horizontal position in the case of zero initial conditions. In

_err + _ _err = 0. (6.3.11)

= _err will be equal to zeroIf aer r 0 = _err 0 0 when t = O, the angle

during the entire time of the flight_ that is, a gyroplatformwith an accelerom-

eter maintains its horizontal position in relation to the Earth's surface. /279

In the case of nonzero initial conditions, the motion of the gyroplatform

relative to the horizon is represented by harmonic oscillations

_err = _err 0 cos QSch t + err 0 sin OSch t, (6.3.12)
_Sch

where QSch = _ is the angular frequency of the oscillations.
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The period of the oscillations T =
2_

_Sch
- 2_ _ = 84.4 rain is called th,

M. Schuler period. It is equal to the period of oscillations of a mathematical
pendulumwith a length of suspension equal to the Earth's radius.

The oscillations of the platform lead to errors in the measurementof the
mismatchparameter. Thus, in the case of initial deflection of the platform

i', the error in determination of distance will changeperiodically_err 0 =

from zero to 1.85 km. Since these changes transpire very slowly, a rocket wit_
an inertial coordinator will change its trajectory in accordance with the meas-
ured distances.

In somecases, the errors in guidance of a rocket with an inertial coordi-
nator are inadmissibly large. For this reason, in manycases, it is desirable
to combinean inertial measuring instrument with a measuring instrument of a
different type not having the mentioned shortcoming. In such a complex coordi.
nator, the inertial system, which is operating continuously during the entire
time of the flight, plays the role of a singular "memory"while the apparatus
of the second measuring instrument, which cuts in periodically, is used for
"transcribing" the accumulated errors.

6.4. Celestial Navigation Coordinator

The principal measurementcomponentin a celestial navigation coordinator
is a so-called automatic sextant. This is an apparatus for automatic tracking
of a selected celestial body on the basis of angular coordinates. This track-
ing is possible using the light or radio emission of the celestial body and
accordingly optical or radio sextants are used.

In astronomical orientation for determination of a position of a point on
the Earth's surface in a horizontal coordinate system, it is most commonto
measurethe altitudes of two celestial bodies (the altitude of a celestial
body is the angle between the direction to the celestial body and the projec-
tion of this direction onto the horizontal plane pas_ing through the observa-
tion point). Therefore, the coordinator should include either two automatic
sextants_ each of which tracks a single celestial body, or one sextant which
is used for tracking two celestial bodies alternately. After the alti- /280

tudes of the celestial bodies have been measured, they should be converted

by a computer into coordinates characterizing the current position of the

rocket relative to the Earth's surface. Such conversions can be made if the

computer is fed the declinations and Greenwich hour angles of the celestial

bodies, as well as their altitudes. If the current coordinates of the rocket

are determined in an orthodromic coordinate system, they represent the mis-

match parameters of the lateral deflection and remaining range channels. It

should be noted, however, that the analytical relationships between the mis-

match parameters and the measured values (altitudes of the celestial bodies)

are very unwieldy. If the coordinates of the celestial bodies are measured
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in an equatorial coordinate system, with stipulation of an orthodromic refer-

ence trajectory, the mismatch parameters of the lateral deflection and remain-

ing range channels are obtained directly from the measuring instrument used in
determination of the coordinates of celestial bodies without conversion. The

shortcoming of such coordinators is the complexity of the kinematics of their

mechanisms.

The book listed as reference 22 describes an apparatus designed for meas-

urement of the mismatch parameters for guidance of rockets having a celestial

navigation coordinator. Data on the position of the celestial body (its

azimuth and altitude) relative to each point of a set trajectory are regis-

tered on the tape of the programmir_ mechanism. _aring z'ocket flight, this

tape is drawn through a tape decoder at whose output a voltage is produced con-

trolling the position of the telescope of the automatic sextant in azimuth

and angle of elevation. If the actual position of the rocket does not coincide

with the stipulated position, the automatic sextant produces a signal which

later is used for control of the position of the rocket.

In addition to the considered cases of the use of celestial navigation

measuring instruments, very frequently they are used for correction of an

inertial coordinator, together with the latter forming a celestial navigation--

inertial coordinator.

6.5. Coordinators Based on Use of Terrestrial

Features and Phenomena

As examples of coordinators based on use of features sod phenomena r_gid_y

related to the Earth, we will consider briefly coordinators bage_ on magnetic

orientation and orientation on the basis of terrain images.

The possibility of using magnetic orientation for the guidance of rockets

along fixed trajectories is based on the nonuniformity of the Earth's magnetic

field, its relative constancy and the rigidity of its relationship to the

Earth. This possibility was exploited in one of the early developments of/281

winged rockets of the "ground-to-ground" class, guided along fixed trajec-

tories, specifically the German V-1 rocket. The rocket was guided along its

course by a course system with a magnetic sensor. In the event that the actual

course of the rocket did not correspond to the specified course set in the mag-

netic corrector before launching, a mismatch signal was produced which was

used for guiding the rocket along its course. In the case of ideal guidance,

the rocket flew along a loxodrome (a line intersecting all meridians at the

same angle); in the case of short ranges, a loxodrome is close to an orthodrome.

The mismatch parameter of the range channel was formed by an aerolog. When

the rocket attained a range equal to the specified range, a command was pro-

duced for the rocket to dive.

The control system of the V-I rocket had a relatively low accuracy of

guidance. This was due for the most part to the absence of measuring instru-

ments reacting to the lateral deflection of the rocket.
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This control system madeuse of only one componentof the Earth's mag-
netic field--the horizontal componentof the field strength vector. However_

this does not exhaust the possibilities of magnetic orientation.

Let us recall some definitions. The Earth's magnetic field at each point

around the Earth is characterized by the value and direction of the total

vector of field strength T. The T vector can be broken down into two compo-

nents which are perpendicular to one another--horizontal and vertical. The

angle between the T vector and its horizontal component is called magnetic in-

clination and the angle between a meridian and the horizontal component of the

Earth's magnetic field is called magnetic declination.

The distribution of the magnetic field over the Earth's surface is repre-

sented by isomagnetic lines. These are curves on a map connecting points with

an identical value of the same element. The isomagnetic lines of the value of

the T vector and its components are called isodynamic lines. Isolines of

declination are called isogonic lines; isolines of inclination are called iso-

clinic lines.

These elements of the Earth's magnetic field can be measured by magnetom-

eters forming part of a magnetometric coordinator.

Theoretically_ it is possible to have different variants of design of such

a coordinator. For example, a coordinator has been described in reference 22,

which is designed for formation of the mismatch parameter of the lateral

deflection channel during the flight of a rocket along a reference trajectory

coinciding with the isomagnetic line passing through the target. Formation of

the mismatch parameter of the range channel is possible making use of the

circumstance that_ in a general case_ isolines of different kinds intersect one

another. Obviously, in magnetic orientation, those elements of the Earth's

magnetic field should be selected whose isolines intersect at large angles in the

region of the proposed use of the rocket_ and whose horizontal gradients /282
(isoline density) are maximal for the selected elements. The merit of a

magnetometric coordinator is its complete autonomy and relatively high noise

immunity.

The difficulties associated with the use of magnetometric coordinators

are caused by the temporal instability of the Earth's magnetic field and the

inevitable influence of the magnetic fields of the rocket--which often attain

an inadmissibly large value--on the accuracy.

The use of a coordinator of the second type_ using features and phenomena

related to the Earth_ is based on the identification of characteristic features

on the Earth's surface and guidance of the rocket in reference to them. The

essence of the operation of such a coordinator, which for brevity will be

called cartometric, is as follows. The image of the terrain zone over which

the rocket is to fly is registered in advance on a photographic film. The con-

cept "terrain image" in this case has a generalized character. It includes the

aerial photographic image of the terrain and also the image of the radar or

thermal relief of the natural radio emission of parts of the terrain. The

selection of the particular type of image is determined by the type of sensing
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element of the coordinator used for identification of the features. The film
produced in this way plays the role of a singular relief map.

In the guidance processj the image received from the sensing element of the
coordinator is comparedwith the image registered on the photographic film; the
latter is movedby a special film-moving mechanismat a rate approximately equal
to the ground velocity of the rocket.

In most cases, the comparison is madeby superposing one image on the
other. Whenthey fail to coincide, a mismatchsignal is formed which is used
both for control of the rocket and for a changeof the rate of movementof the
film moving mechanism. A mark is plotted on this samefilm and its app_earance
serves as s commandfor the rocket to dive.

Thus, a eartometric coordinator carried aboard a rocket should contain a
sensing element for the continuous scanning of the terrain, a system for com-
parison of images and a computer which converts the results of the comparison
into a mismatch parameter.

Whencartometric coordinators are used, the problem arises of obtaining
relief mapsof the area of military hostilities. There are two ways to solve
this problem:

(I) reconnaissance fiigbt¢ hy si_e_me+ wu'*_ __{_+_ ...... +.... _-"

the proposed paths of rocket launching;

(2) obtaining the necessary relief maps by some artificial method.

Thus, if a rocket uses a sensing element of the radar type for scan- /283
nit_ the terrain it is possible to create an artificial map of the radar

relief by use of an ultrasonic radar trainer. The initial data on the proposed

region of launching of rockets, obtained from ordinary geographic maps, aerial

photographic surveys and reconnaissance are introduced into the trainer. It is

noted in reference 22 that the artificial map of radar relief created in this

way is virtually identical to the natural relief.

6.6. Complex Coordinators

Recently, there has been a tendency to create complex systems for measure-

ment of the coordinates of aircraft and rockets. Such systems include measur-

ing instruments employing navigational information of different physical nature.

As a result, it is possible to organize %he results of the measurements, which

in the long run increases appreciably the reliability of the information
obtained.

The quality of the operation of a complex coordinator is determined to a

considerable degree by the successful selection of the set of measuring instru-

ments and the algorithm of the matching apparatus.
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As an example, below we will discuss a complex inertial-- Doppler coordi-

nator containing an inertial measuring instrument and an autonomous electronic

instrument for measuring the ground velocity (ref. ii). The role of the latter

in such a coordinator is essentially correction of the apparatus for deter-

mining the inertial vertical. Change of the properties of the latter under the

influence of the correcting signals considerably increases the accuracy of

calculation of the path by the inertial system.

Figure 6.6 shows the block diagram of the apparatus for determining the

vertical with the introduction into it of correcting signals from the Doppler

measuring instrument. The block diagram was constructed on the basis of equa-

tions (6.3.5)-(6.3.9). The correction signals are introduced in the following

way. The velocity of the rocket relative to the Earth, measured by the iner-

tial system, is compared wi*h the velocity indicated by the Doppler measuring

instrument. It is assumed that the inertial measuring instrument measures

velocity with the error 6v and the Doppler instrument with the error 6D. The

difference signal is fed through a feedback link with the transfer constant k
i

to the input of the integrator. Then the difference signal, passing through

the amplification link k 2 is added %o the output signal of the integrator and

is fed to the correcting motor of the gyroplatform.

It is easy to show that the process of determining the inertial vertical

is described by the following operational equation

[D 2 + kid + (I + k2)kverg]O_er r : kver(D + kl)V -

D+k
I

R
v + kverk I - k2D)6 D. (6.6.1)
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With the selection of the transfer constant of the apparatus for deter-

mining the vertical from the condition of its imperturbability k =

1 vet

_, equation (6.6.1) assumes the form

kI -
(6.6.2)

Comparison of expression (6.3.11) with (6.6.2) shows that the introduc-

tion of a correcting signal changes the form of the process for determination

of the vertical with retention of its invariance to a change of rocket

velocity. This process now has an oscillatory-attenuating character.

By changing the parameters of the correction circuits (the transfer con-

stants kI and k2) , it is possible to change the attenuation factor for the

apparatus for determining the vertical and its natural frequency in broad
limits.

In the example considered above, one of the measuring inst_&ments of the

complex system is used for correction of the other me_suri_ inst_ment. Ho_'-

ever, it is possible to design systems in which there is mutual correction of

a number of measuring instruments.
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CHAPTER7. COMMANDCONTROLRADIOLINKS

7.1. Functional Diagramand Principal Characteristics
of a CommandControl Radio Link

The input device of a commandcontrol radio link whose functional /285

diagram for one channel is shown in figure 7.1 is a coder Cod. The coder

forms special voltages (continuous or in the form of pulses) which are called

subcarrier oscillations, there is modulation of the signals produced by the

command forming apparatus and the subcarrier is given those qualitative crite-

ria which ensure separation of commands in individual circuits (channels) at

the receiving end and increase of noise immunity of the command control radio

link (CCRL). The modulation parameters of the subcarrier oscillations reflect

the quantitative values of the control commands. If the CCRL has a single

channel, only a single command K a is fed to the coder input.

In order to perform the necessary functions, the coders usually contain

generators of electrical oscillations, modulators_ commutators, summation

devices_ etc. The coder signals are used for modulation of the carrier in the

radio transmitter Tr. The coder and transmitter form the transmitting appara-

tus of the CCRL, which is situated at the control point.

The need for using sinusoidal or pulse subcarrier oscillations in the

coder usually is due to the multichannel character of the CCRL or to specific

characteristics of the method for transmission of commands in a single-channel
CCRL.

The radio signals produced by the radio transmitter are radiated by /286
the CCRL transmitting apparatus in the direction of the rocket.

At the output of the radio receiver Rec_ voltages are formed which are

similar to those fed to the radio transmitter. These signals are fed to the

decoder Decod. The decoder accomplishes both separation for the individual

circuits of commands having different purposes (corresponding qualitative

criteria of subcarrier oscillations are used for this purpose) and for demodu-

lation and conversion of the subcarrier oscillations into signals convenient

for transmission to the automatic pilot. In addition, the decoder accomplishes

a separation of useful signals from interference on the basis of those

Figure 7. i
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additional criteria which were imparted to the subcarrier oscillations in the

coder.

In a single-channel CCRL, only one command K is formed at the output of

the decoder. This command is a function of time. The number of signals pro-

duced by the decoder of a multichannel CCRL is dependent on the number of

objects to be controlled (control surfaces, motor, etc.). The decoder in-

cludes f_Iters_ demodulatorsj com__atators_ _ec_ng de_ces, etc.

The radio receiver and decoder form the receiving apparatus of the CCRL

carried on the rocket.

T_ most cases_ u_=..... _ signals _commanas) of the CCRL should be adc

voltage. If control is accomplished by smoothly moving control surfaces, the
CCEL commands should be continuous functions of time. When it is necessary

to bring the rocket into a dive, cut out the engine, etc., the CCRL should

produce commands in the form of dc pulses (video pulses) which act upon the

corresponding relay in the automatic pilot. As already mentioned, commands of

this type are called single commands. One of the distinguishing characteris-

tics of these commands is that the definite effect produced by them on the

controlled object subsequently usually cannot be reversed.

............. o_cillating control surfaces, the CCRLWhen the :-_'cJ_c_ _._ __ _

decoder includes apparatus for producing periodic bipolar square oulses with

the S_u._a+_o_ T 1 and T2, depending on tile value K a. Com_mands in the form of

bipolar pulses also are called continuous commands.

The concept of a _'continuous command," in essence, means that there is a

_ e .... particular_anctional relationship between K and Ka which .... exist at _

moment or only at individual (discrete) times. In the latter case, the con-

tinuous function Ka(t ) is transmitted discretely in time and a continuous

CCRL output signal is obtained as a result of processing pulses reflecting the

value and sign Ka(t) when t = tl, t2, ..., ti_l, ti, ..., tn, where the in-

tervals At i = ti - ti_ I when i = l, 2, ... can be identical or different. If

the pulses are transmitted sufficiently frequently, the command produced

by the CCRL virtually precisely characterizes Ka(t).

/287

In addition to time quantization of the function Ka(t), there can be also

level quantization. In this case, the CCRL is constructed so that not all

values Ka(t) are transmitted, but only earlier stipulated values. If in the

case of level quantization of Ka(t ) the process of control of a rocket or other

object remains virtually constant, it is assumed that the CCRL ensures the

transmission of continuous commands.
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Since the rocket course and pitching control signals should be bipolar,

the transmission of the command K a usually is accomplished using two subcarrier

oscillations. One of them is a sort of reference and at the receiving end

serves as a comparison voltage; the other is a working signal. The working

subcarriers always are modulated by the transmitted command, whereas the refer-

ence oscillation can be modulated or unmodulated. If the command Ka acts upon

both subcarrier oscillations, the coder modulator is constructed in such a way

that the increment of the modulated parameter of one subcarrier oscillation

increases and that of the other decreases.

Due to the use of two subcarrier oscillations for transmission of the com-

mand of one control channel, good conditions are ensured for obtaining a high

stability of the zero of the amplitude characteristic of the CCRL, which deter-

mines the dependence of K on Ka.

At the same time, CCRL can be created in which the command modulates only

one subcarrier oscillation. The sign of the command in such CCRL is deter-

mined by the formation of a signal difference at the output of the CCRL, ob-

tained from the subcarrier oscillation and a standard comparison voltage (cur-

rent) created by a special source on the rocket. However, CCRL constructed on

such a principle, although they are the simplest from the technical point of

view_ do not ensure the stability of transmission of the zero command and pos-

sess low noise immunity.

For transmission of continuous smooth and ievel-quantized commands, the

CCRL coders can employ various kinds of modulation of sinusoidal or pulse sub-

carrier oscillations by commands fed from the command forming apparatus and

especially pulse-width, phase, frequency and pulse-code modulation of the sub-

carriers. We note that phase and frequency modulation of video pulses (pulse

subcarriers) frequently are called pulse-phase (pulse-time) and pulse-frequency

modulation. The transmission of single commands is accomplished using code

groups of video pulses or pulses of sinusoidal oscillations.

The CCRL transmitter can produce both continuous and pulse signals. The

times characterizing the beginning of signal formation by it can be given in

the course of rocket guidance by coder pulses or by special commands. The _288

latter method is used in those cases when the transmitter should not gener-

ate oscillations between the times characterizing the change of the values of

the transmitted commands. The carrier produced by the transmitter is modulated

by coder signals_ either in amplitude or frequency.

In order to ensure the possibility of commands for different purposes in

separate circuits (channels) at the receiving end, the principles of frequency,

time and code selection are used_ as in multichannel systems of radiotelephonic

communication. Whereas in the frequency and time methods of separation of

channels each subcarrier oscillation is characterized by corresponding fre-

quency and time criteria, the code selection method is based on the use of com-

binations of pulse subcarriers, forming for each channel a group of pulses with

a preset interval between them.
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The considered functions of the individual components of the CCRL and the

character of its output signals show that CCRL differ from one another in types

of subcarriers, kinds of modulation in the coder, methods of separation of

channels, operating regimes and types of modulation of the transmitter carrier,

types of CCRL output signals, types of comparison signals, etc. This means

tbs_ _ _r_cf 4+ _ ..... _ ............... a great variety of types of corn-

A command control radio link used for signal transmission for actuating

the control surfaces of a rocket is one of the links (radio links) of the con-

trol system and is characterized by corresponding equations relating the CCRL

input and output signals In the study of the _e_*_ a .....

nei CCRL as a link of the control system, it must be remembered that the CCRL

is an apparatus with several inputs and -+ _+_o_pu_. However, the CCRL apparatus

used for transmission of several commands usually can be divided into a number

(depending on the number of channels) of identical and independently operating

parts. Therefore, in all cases when the effect of radio interference is not

taken into account, when such interference causes appearance of a recipro- /289

cal effect on the channels, one CCRL channel alone need be considered•

If inertial properties are not taken into account, the processes occurring

in a single-channel CCRL, as in a link of a closed control system, the first

step is to determine the amplitude characteristic of the CCRL. i_hen K a and K

represent continuous functions of time, the CCRL amplitude characteristic has

the form shown in figure 7.2a. Usually, the curve K = f(K a) is symmetrical

relative to the K and K a axes.

The value

dK (7.1.1)

kCCRL - dK a IKa = 0

is called the transfer constant of the CCRL. This constant can be either

dimensionless or dimensional• In most cases, the CCRL is constructed in such
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a way that its amplitude characteristic is not only symmetrical, but within
certain limits is linear.

If the CCRL is used for transmission of level-quantized commands, the ap-

proximate form of its amplitude characteristic can be represented as shown in

figure 7.2b. The transfer constant of a CCRL of this type can be determined

using formula (7.1.1) if it is assumed that the dependence K = f(Ka) is charac-
terized by a curve passing through the middle of the "steps."

These types of amplitude characteristics can be obtained in CURL with both

direct and variable comparison voltage (current) if K a assumes positive and

negative values.

When Ka _ O, which usually is the case when using command forming appara-

tus of the discrete type or when using nondifferential command pickups in non-

automatic control systems, the amplitude characteristics of the CCRL can be

represented as shown in figure 7.2a and b, provided Ka is understood to be the

value of the signal at the output of the command forming apparatus or the com-

Ka
mand pickup, decreased by the value max, where K a max is the maximum value
of the transmitted command. 2

In the planning of CCRL, one of the principal requirements is that there

be linearity of its amplitude characteristic for the working range of changes

of Ka from K a min to K a max (fig. 7.2a). This requirement essentially can be

reduced to the problem of ensuri_ the constancy of k for all values K in
CCRL a

the range K a min -<Ka <- Ka max" The need for satisfaction of the condition

kCCRL = const can be attributed to the fact that kCCRL enters as one of the co-

factors into the expression determining the general amplification factor of the

control system. Considerable changes of kCCRL can be a cause of worsening of

the quality and stability of the guidance process, especially if K a contains

components intended for the compensation of dynamic errors in guidance of /290
a rocket to the target. In addition, the nonlinearity of the amplitude

characteristic when various fluctuations are present leads to an increase of

distortions of transmitted commands. In actual practice, the range of linear-

ity of the dynamic characteristic usually is limited by the technical possibil-

ities of electronic instruments.

Taking into account the inertia of a CCRL with a linear amplitude charac-

teristic, the CURL transfer function can be represented in operator form most

frequently as
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L(D) - K(t) kCCRL (7.1.2)
Ka(t) I + TCcRLD'

where TCCRLis the time constant of the CCRL(output filters of the decoder).

In comparative evaluations of different types of CCRL_it is convenient to
deal not with the commandsKs but with the dimensionless coefficient Kc, deter-

mined by the relation

K (7.1.3)
K c = _,

where K is the current value of the CCRL output command, and Kma x is the maxi-

mum value K.

The value K c usually is called the command coefficient or the relative

command. In CCRL with a symmetrical amplitude characteristic, the coefficient

K c varies in the range +i. If _b_ ,'V_T _ ....... i-_,,_ _ .... _-"-_" _ .._._ _

is ...... +-_ relative to the K-axis, the negative value K_ can be _oth

greater than and less than unity.

Expression (7.1.3) shows that the value of the output command is

K = KmaxK c •

The command coefficient can be found not only for the CCRL output signal,

but also for signals forming at different points in the coder and decoder, in-

cluding the CCRL input.

In addition to the mentioned requirements on the high stability of trans-

mission of a zero command and the constancy of kCCRL , it is necessary that the

errors in transmission of commands (recalculated to rocket miss) be at least an

order of magnitude less than the total mean square error of guidance and that

the CCRL have high noise immunity and reliability.

We note in conclusion that the functions performed by the CCRL coders and

decoders, and also by the instruments for conversion of analog values into a
number and vice versa coincide to a considerable degree. Therefore, all the

material which follows will be based on extensive data on problems involved in

the design of CCRL, multichannel radio communication systems and instru- /291

ments for conversion of certain values into others (refs. 2, 4, 14, 16, 20,

63, 109, llO and others).
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7.2. CCRL Coders and Decoders with Pulse-Width Modulation

of Sinusoidal Subcarrier Oscillations

In a single-channel CCRL with sinusoidal subcarriers and variable compari-

son voltage, the durations T I and T2 of effect of the subcarriers Usu b i and

Usub 2 (fig. 7.3a, b), transmitted periodically, vary in dependence on the

value of the transmitted command. With an increase of Ka, the value TI in-

creases and T 2 decreases, but in such a way that the sum TI + T2 remains con-

stant and equal to the repetition interval T of the voltages u and u
sub i sub 2"

In order for the subcarriers to be separated at the receiving end_ they should

have the different frequencies fsub i and fsub 2"

The value of the command KC at the output of the coder in such CCRL is

determined by the difference of TI and T2, that is

K C = TI - T 2.

The value KC coincides with the value of the command produced by the command

commutator pickups or is rel&ted by the following relation to K a if the com-

mand forming apparatus produces K a in the form of a dc voltage
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KC = TI - T2 = k_a. (7.2.1)

Here kC is the transfer constant of the coder, characterizing the value KC for

a unit value K
a"

The coder should be constructed in such a way that when Ka = O, the con-

dition T I = T 2 is satisfied. Since the maximum value of the con_nand at /292

the coder output can be equal to T, for thc coder co_nd coefficient KCc , we
find

T 1 - T 2
Z_c = (7.2.2)

T

As a result of summation of the subcarriers Usu b I and Usu b 2' modulated

by commands, we obtain the total signal uE (fig. 7.3c), which is fed to the

4-4CCRL radio transmitter for modu!ao_o_ of the carrier.

The discussed method for modulation of subcarriers sometimes is called the

time method for formation of the. quantitative values of commands with an active

pause or the time relations method.

Co_Lmand radio links with a passive pause also are possible. They are /'293

characterized by the fact that the value and sign of the control command

are transmitted by only one subcarrier oscillation. However, the use of CC_

with a passive pause, despite its relative simplicity, is less desirable. This

can be attributed to the fact_ in particular_ that they afford more favorable

conditions for disruption by interference in those intervals of time when use-

ful signals are not present.

If the CCRLwith an active pause should be an Nk-channel apparatus, the

coder should contain 2N k individual generators of subcarrier oscillations, each

pair of which is used for formation of the command for a single control chan-

nel, or Nk generators, the frequency of each of which can be manipulated. °

The form of the functional and circuit diagrams of coders of CCRL with

pulse-width modulation of sinusoidal subcarrier oscillations is determined to a

considerable degree by the type of the initial signals of the command forming

apparatus. However, in any case, the coder should include generators of

sinusoidal subcarriers and modulators ensuring the formation of groups of sinu-

soidal oscillations of the corresponding durations and also a summer.
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If the output signals of the command forming apparatus are dc voltages,

the functional diagrams of the coders can be represented as shown in figures

7.4a and b, depending on whether only electronic devices are used or both elec-

tronic and electromechanical apparatus are employed. These figures show dia-

grams of coders for a two-channel CCRL. Coders for CCRL with Nk _ 2 can be de-
signed in a similar way.

The input signals Kal and Ka2 of the first and second control channels in

the coder, whose functional diagram is shown in figure 7.4a_ are fed to the

amplitude discriminators AD I and AD 2. These same components are fed a /294

sawtooth voltage Usa w (fig. 7.5b) from the constant-potential generator CPG.

The CPG is synchronized by upG pulses (fig. 7.5a) from the pulse generator PG.

In the range 0 _ t _ T I (fig. 7.5b), when Kal > Usaw, the tube of the amplitude

discriminator AD I is blocked out. At the time t = TI_ the tube AD I is
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unblocked, and as a result a negative voltage jump is formed on its load re-

sistance. The amplitude discriminator AD I remains operative to the time t = T,

when the condition K a > Usa w again begins to be satisfied. It is easy to see

that the t_e _ur_n_ which ADI r_mains _b!n_ _ h_ _+ _+_-_ +_

limits of the period T is dependent on Kal. The amplitude discriminators,

ages into time intervals.

By means of the shaper Sh, the AD 1 output signals are converted into

square pulses (fig. 7.5c). The duration of the pulses corresponding to the

condition Kal > Usa w is equal to

where Um is the amplitude of the voltage Usaw.

Kal •

This expression shows that TI is determined by the value of the command

The signals u (fig. 7.5c) cause operation of the commutator COml, en-
P

suring the passage of the subcarrier oscillations of the generators Gen I and

Gen 2 to the summer Z. Since
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the commandKCI and the commandcoefficient KCcI for the first channel at the

coder output are equal to

T
KCI = TI - T2 - UmKal = kciKal,

(7.2.3)

TI - T2 I kcl

KCcl - T Um Kal T Kal' (7.2.4)

where kcl is the transfer constant of the Kal command coder.

Figure 7.5 and expression (7.2.3) show that the value Kal can assume any

values in the range from -Um to +U m. This makes it possible to obtain a com-

mand coefficient KCc I which varies in the closed interval ±i.

Since the input command coefficient Kic I is

Kal

Kicl Kal max

where Kal max is the maximum value of the transmitted command Kal , on the /295

basis of expression (7.2.4)_ we obtain the following formula determining the

relationship between KCc I and Kic I

Kal max

KCcl = kcl T Kicl"

kciKal max

The value T Kicl, which can be equal to or less than unity, charac-

terizes the transfer constant of the command coefficient Kic I of the coder.

In addition to the saw-toothed wave generator and the amplitude discrimi-

nators, it is possible to use delay multivibrators and phantastrons in the

coders. However, their use is undesirable because, in actual practice, it is

not possible to obtain the values IKCc _ 0.6-0.7.
l

Formation of the voltage u_2 , representing groups of sinusoidal oscilla-

tions _ith the durations T 3 and T4, determined by the command Ka2 , is
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accomplished as in the first control channel. For this purpose, it is possible
to use the pulse generator PG, the saw-toothed wave generator STWG,the ampli-
tude discriminator AD2, a pulse shaper Sh2, a commutatorCom2 and the genera-

tors Gen 3 and Gen 4 (fig. 7.4a).

The expressions for the command KC2 and the command coefficient KCc 2

formed in the second channel are determined by relations (7.2.3) and (7.2.4),

if KC1 and KCc I in them are replaced by KC2 and KCc2, and Kal by Ka2.

The coder output signal is the voltage uC forming at the output of the
summer _.

Figure 7.4a shows that the coder includes elements common for all channels

(pulse generator, saw-toothed wave generator and summer) and also elements for

only one (specific) channel. Elements of the first type form a synchronizer and

control apparatus, and elements of the second type form modulators in which

width-modulated video pulses are produced under the influence of the arriving

commands. It should be noted that such a makeup of coders is characteristic of

most CURL.

In the coder whose functional diagram is shown in figure 7.4b, the forma-

tion of the voltage u occurs in the following way. Tb_e command voltage K _

(fig. 7.6a) and the sawtooth voltage Usa w (fig. 7.6b) of the saw-toothed wave

generator STWGare fed to windings I and 2, respectively, of the oo!arized relay

Eel I. At the times when the signal Ure I = Usa w + Kal (fig. 7.6c) assumes ap-

proximately zero values and the contact Con I of the relay Rel I is triggered, as

a result in the time TI a voltage of the frequency fsub i is formed at the out-

put of the summer E. If the amplitude and period of the saw-tooth are /296

equal to Um and T, respectively_ it is easy to see from figure 7.6c that

T
r,--_-+2At.

Since the triangles ABC and DEC are similar (fig. 7.6c), then

Therefore

But since

T
At = 4U_ V_I"

r(l__ l

T 2 = T - TI,
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On the basis of expressions (7.2.5) and (7.2.6), it can be found that the

values of the command KCI and the command coefficient KCc I for the first chan-

nel at the output of the coder will be determined by formulas (7.2.3) and

(7.2.4). This means that despite the difference in different possible cir-

cuits, from the point of view of the transfer constants, both considered types

of coders are identical. The voltage uz2 , characterizing the command Ka2 , is

formed precisely the same way as the signal u
El"

In order for the condition TI = T 2 = _ to be satisfied when Kal = O, the
2

CCRL coder should be balanced. This means that it is necessary to ensure /297

the selection of a corresponding AD I (fig. 7.4a) and also obtain a sym-

metrical voltage of the "sawtooth" and setting of virtually zero response

thresholds of the relays Rel I in the coder whose circuit is shown in figure

7.4b. In those cases when the CCRL input signals are the duration of closing

or the interval between brief closings of the contacts within the limits of the

period T, the functional diagrams of the coders assume the form shown in figure

7.7a, b.

In the coder whose functional diagram is shown in figure 7.7a, the input

command Kal of the first channel constitutes the difference TI - T2 of the
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durations of closing of the moving contact Con I with bars 1 and 2; here

T 1 + T2 = T in the period T of oscillations of contact Co_, which together

with the bars 1 and 2 forms the modulator of the first channel. In the periods

T1 and T2, subcarrier oscillations from the generators Gen I and Gen 2 having

the frequencies fsub 1 and fsub 2 are fed alternately to the summer _. The

voltage u_l forming at the output of the modulator of the first channel char-

acterizes the output command of the coder KCI for the first channel.

It follows from the principle of operation of the coder that

KCI = Kal = TI - T2.

This shows that the transfer constant of the coder is equal to unity.

The voltage %2' characterizing the command of the second channel, is

formed by the modulator M 2 and the generators Gen 3 and Gen 4 which produce

sinusoidal subcarrier oscillations with the frequencies f and f
sub 3 sub 4"

If the output signals of the command pickup CP (fig. 7.7b) for the first

channel are periodic closings of the contacts Con I and Con 2 at the interval TI

within the limits of the period T, the trigger Tr I and the commutator Com I are

used for modulation of the Gen I and Gen 2 subcarrier oscillations.

'Uhe command of the second channel is given by the intervals of time /298

between the times of closing of the contacts Con I and Con 3 and its conversion
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to subcarrier oscillations is accomplished by the trigger Tr2J the commutator

Com 2 and the generators Gen 3 and C-en 4.

A coder of the latter type, as well as the coder whose diagram is shown in

figure 7.7a, is characterized by transfer constants equal to unity for both

channels.

In all four considered types of coders_ it is assumed that there are two

independent subcarrier generators for each channel. In such a method of de-

sign of coders, at the time of switching of frequencies_ there is a disruption

of the phase continuity of the subcarrier oscillations. This undesirable

phenomenon can be eliminated by replacing the two generators with a single

generator with commutatable parameters of the oscillatory circuit. In this

case_ it can be assumed that, in each coder channel, there will be frequency

modulation of a sinusoidal voltage by square pulses, which in turn are modu-

lated by the duration of the transmitted command.

It follows from an analysis of the illustrated coder designs that they are

virtually inertialess links. A similar conclusion can be drawn with respect

to other types of CCRL coders.

When developing models of CCRL decoders with pulse-width modulation of

sinusoidal subcarrier oscillations_ it is necessary to take into account the

problems solved by such apparatus. A possible variant of the functional dia-

gram of the decoder of a two-channel CCRL is shown in figure 7.8.

The voltage Uin fed from the CCRL radio receiver, for each moment of time

representing the sum of the subcarriers of the first and second channels_ is

fed to the separation filters SFI, SF2, SF 3 and SF 4. These filters transmit

subcarriers only with frequencies equal to fsub i, fsub 2J fsub 3 and fsub 4;

respectively. At the outputs of the separation filters SF I and SF2, groups of

! !

sinusoidal oscillations Usu b i and Usu b 2 are formed (fig. 7.9a; b) with the
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durations T' and T' differing from T and T due to transient processes
i.i 2.1" 1 2

in the CCRL receiver. However, with a sufficiently high degree of accu- /299
racy it can be assumed that T' = T and T' = T .

i.I 1 2.1 2

By means of the peak detectors PkD 1 and PkD2, the dc pulses upk D 1 and

v T

_kD 2 (fig. 7.9e, d) are formed from the groups Usu b i and Usu b 2" The pulses
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UpkD i and upk D 2 are fed to the summer El, where the voltage U_l is formed

(fig. 7.9e).

Under the influence of this voltage, the threshold apparatus TA I is

"thrown" (see fig. 7.8); a trigger or an electromagnetic relay can serve as the

TA.

It is desirable to use a TA because it is necessary to convert the u
ZI

into square pulses with a constant amplitude. Since the value of the command

is reflected only by the segments TI and T2, the amplitude of the output pulses

of the decoder should be constant. However, it can change, for example, due to

the effect of noise.

If an electromagnetic relay is used as the TAI, by means of its moving

contact the low-frequency filters FI and F 2 are connected to the positive pole

of the dc voltage source. This means that F I and F 2 are fed the pulses Ure I i

and Ure I 2' shown in figure 7.9f, g. The times of appearance of these pulses

' and ' will berelative to the time of feeding of the signals Usu b i Usub 2

shifted by the value _lag' which indicates that the considered CCRL will trans-

mit commands with a delay. The durations of the pulses Ure I i and Ure I 2 are

equal to TI. I _ TI and T2. I _ T2, respectively, and their amplitudes are Uml

and Um2; in a general case, Uml _ Um2. The same picture is obtained when using

a trigger with "grounded" anodes (cathode load).

When a trigger with an anode load is Used as the TA, in a general case,

the voltages Ure I I and Ure I 2' shown in figure 7.9h, i, will be fed from the

anodes of its tubes. The beginning of the times of "throwing" of the trigger

also is displaced by some value _lag and the durations of the positive drops

are T _ T and T _ T
i.i i 2.1 2

The minimum and maximum voltages Ul, u 2 and u 1 + Uml , u 2 + Um2 , where

Uml and Um2 are the amplitudes of the positive voltage drops of the left and

right tubes of the trigger, can be different. This depends on whether the
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trigger is rigorously symmetrical or not. In addition, the values of these

voltages are influenced by the response thresholds of the trigger tubes.

The voltages produced by the trigger act on the filters F 1 and F 2. Since

the signals formed by an electromagnetic relay or a trigger with "grounded"

anodes are a special case of triggering pulses with an anode load, it will/301

be assumed henceforth that the threshold apparatus TA I always produces the

voltages Ure I i and Ure I 2 shown in figure 7.9h, i.

The l_-frequency _* _ FI F 2 ................... _A I
_c_o and _ essence _ a_a_l_+n_ n_ +h_ _

width-modulated video pulses. These devices separate out the mean components

UFl and UF2 of the voltages ure I 1 and Ure I 2"

The difference UF! - _2' forming by means of the subtracting device SDI_

whose transfer constant will be assumed equal to I_ constitutes the control

command _ for the first channel (fig. 7.9J)- Thus,

K1 -- -

However, in a steady-state regime_ during transmission of the command repre-

sented by the time segments T 1 and T2,

T1

UFI = _lUl + kFiUm! _-
(7.2.7)

and

T 2

UF2 = kF2U 2 + kF2Um2-_--,
(7.2.8)

where kF1 and _2 are the transfer constants of the filters F 1 and F 2. Then,

taking into account expressions (7.2.5), (7.2.6) and (7.2.3), we obtain the fol-

lowing equation for the CCRL decoder of the considered type (for the first

channel)

+ kF,Um, + kw.,Um..Kc, _ I

-_ y + _Kc_.

(7.2.9)
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KCI
is the transfer constant of the CCRL decoder for the first channel and

characterizes the command coefficient at the coder output'. T

It can be seen from expression (7.2.9) that when KCI = 0, the value of the

CCRL output signal when kFl(Ul + 0.5 Uml) _ kF2(u 2 + 0.5 Urn2) will differ from

zero. This means there is a systematic error present. In order to eliminate

this error, it is necessary that one of the CCRL output stages has a control

device by means of which it is possible to balance the CCRL decoder.

The essence of balancing of the decoder (under the condition that the /302

coder is balanced) is the setting of a zero voltage at the output of the

CCRLwhen transmitting commands KCI = O.

If the CCRL is balanced, the following condition is satisfied

_F2Um2 = 2(kFlU l - kF2U 2) + kFiUml

KCI

and K1 -- (kFl%'l + _l ul - kF2U2) T - kmKcl' (7.2.n)

i

, her %1 =¥ (kmhl + kFl l- kF2 2)" (7.2.12)

Expression (7.2.12) shows that the transfer constant of a balanced decoder is

dependent on kFl , kF2 , Uml , Ul, u 2 and T. In order for kDl to be maximal, it

is necessary to increase the maximum voltage uI + Uml fed from the TA and de-

crease the value u 2.

If the TA is symmetrical, which as will be assumed henceforth corresponds

to satisfaction of the condition u I = u 2 and Uml = Um2 = Um, the filters F I and

F 2 should have identical transfer constants kFl and kF2 , equal to kF. In such

CURL

i kFUm"kDl =
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The maximum possible value _ max of the CCRL output signal will be ob-

tained when Ure I l(t) = uI + Uml and Ure I 2(t) = u2; it is

Therefore, on the basis of expression (7.2.11), it can be concluded that the

command coefficients Kcl and KCc I at the output of the CCRL coder and decoder

are identical and equal to

TI - T 2

Kcl = KCcl - T

As mentioned, the value KCcl, and therefore Kcl , can vary in the range _I. How-

ever, in actual practice, CCRL are designed in such a way that the values Kc!

Col ...... J_EliS Ceil },_ a_tT'{hu +_ to +_= {_t +ka ÷

with an increase of Kcl there is a decrease of the minimum duration Tmi n of

effect of the subcarriers; as a result, there should be an increase of the

transmission band of the separation f_1+_rs_ and other _g__ _ of The_ _L__ re-

ceiver. Tmi n decreases particularly rapidly when iKcll > 0.8. In actuality,
I i

when IKcll _ 0.8, the value Train _ 0.1 T_ but when l_c_l _ 0.9, this _ _l_e be-

comes equal to 0.05 T. It follows therefore that with an increase of Kcl by

only I0 percent, it is necessary to double the width of the passband of a num-

ber of decoder stages.

The transfer function of the decoder for the first channel, characteriz-

ing the ratio Kl(t) is determined by the parameters of the filters F 1 /303
KCI_'

and F2, since all the other decoder stages are virtually inertialess.

Since the radio transmitter and the _adio receiver do not change the

values of the transmitted command, the transfer constant kCCRL I of the co_=mand

control radio link for one (the first) channel on the whole is equal to the pro-

duct of the transfer constants of the coder and decoder, that is
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kCCRL i = kclkDl"

For example, if the CCRL employs a coder whose functional diagram is shown in

figure 7.4a or b, when kFl = kF2 , Uml = Um2 and u I = u 2

Uml (7.2.13)
kCCRL i = kFl U--m--'

since formula (7.2.3) shows that

kcl =U_" (7.2.14)

When the CCRL includes a coder constructed as shown in figure 7.7a,

kCCRL 1 = kDl" (7.2.14a)

The CCRL transfer function (for the first channel) with identical filters FI
and F 2 is defined by the following expression

Kl(t)

L(D) = Kal(t) = kCCRL IWFI(D), (7.2.15)

where WFI(D ) is the transfer function of the filter FI, normalized relative to

k
FI"

Expression (7.2.15) represents the general form of the CCRL equation.

If the specific form of the equation (7.2.15) is known, it is relatively

easy to compute the dynamic and fluctuation errors in transmission of commands

for given characteristics of distortions of the input command Ka.

The forming of the command K 2 (fig. 7.8) in the second channel of the

decoder is brought about using the separation filters SF 3 and SF4; peak detec-

tors PkD 3 and PkD4_ summer _2' threshold apparatus TA2, filters F3, F 4 and the

subtracting device SD2, exactly as with the signal KI.
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As already mentioned, the CCRL usually is assumed to be an inertialess

link, since the delays arising in it are negligibly small.

The output signals of the decoder whose functional diagram is shown in

figure 7.8, without any additional conversions, can be used for activating

smoothly moving control surfaces.

if CCRL commands are required to activate the spoilers or the oscil-

lating control surfaces of the rocket, the low-frequency filters and the

subtracting devices are excluded from the decoder, and the value of the com-

mand K1 in the first channel will represent the difference of the time inter-

vals TI. I and T2. I of presence of the TA in different possible states, that is

= TI.I - T2.1 _TI - T2" (7.2.16)

In this case, the decoder constitutes an inertialess !ink with the trans-

fer constant kDl = I. The command radio link, producing a command whose value

and sign are determined by expression (7.2.16), depending on whether the coder

is designed as shown in figure 7.4 or figure 7.7_ has a transfer constant for
the first _"

or

T

-CCRL i -el Um

kCCRL i = I.

The transfer function of such a CCRL is equal to L(D) = k
CCRL i'

coder and decoder in essence do not contain inertial apparatus.

since its

7.3. CCRL Coders and Decoders with Pulse-Width Modulation

of Pulse Subcarrier Oscillations

The intervals T1 and T2, discussed in the preceding section, can be re-

flected not only by sinusoidal oscillations, but as was demonstrated in chapter

5 also using a definite number of periodically repeated video pulses. A CCRL,

therefore, can be constructed in such a way that a command of the first channel

Kal will be reflected by the signals uCl (groups of pulses) shown in figure

7.10a.
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With a change of the transmitted command Kal , there will be an increase or

decrease of the number mI of video pulses uCl _ which in essence is equiva- _305

lent to occurrence of pulse-counting modulation in the CCRL coder.

If the video pulses at the coder output reflect only the interval T and
i

the time segment T 2 is determined as the difference T - TI, where T is the com-

mand repetition period, a CCRL is obtained with pulse-coantimg modulation and a

passive pause. It also can be assumed that in such a CCRL there will be pulse-

width modulation of the pulse subcarrier oscillations.

It is easy to see that the signals shown in figure 7.10a are obtained on

the basis of figure 7.3a_ if there are video pulses at the point of the zeroes

of the sinusoid Usu b I with its transition_ for example_ from negative to

positive values.

When the intervals TI and T 2 are reflected by video pulses_ a CCRL is

formed which has pulse-counting modulation and an active pause.

The use of pulse subcarrier oscillations instead of sinusoidal voltages

for reflection of the intervals TI and T2_ the sum of which is T_ in essence

leads to conversion of transmitted signals of the analog type (voltage, cur-

rent_ etc.) into a number of pulses_ that is_ into a digit-pulse code.

In CCRL coders with pulse subcarriers employing the active pause prin-

ciple_ which as in CCRL with sinusoidal subcarriers is the most desirable_ the

value of the input command Kal in the first CCRL channel eventually is con-

verted into the difference of the numbers m I and m 2 of the video pulses, sepa-

rated from one another by the time Ti, and as a sum of the components m - T

of pulses. T i
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It follows from the above that the signal uCl, characterizing Kal at the

output of the coder in a CCRLwith an active pau_:eshould have the form shown
in figure 7.10b, and the value of the commandKCI is determined by the follow-
ing expression

KCi = mI - m2 = kciKal. (I._.±J

= m, for the command coefficient at the output of the coderSince KC1 max

for the first channel, we obtain

where

ml - m2 kcl (7.3.2)
KCcl - m m Kal maxKicl'

m= mI +m 2.

and m at t_ receiving
In order to be able to determine the numbers m! 2 .....

end, the pulse subcarriers acting on the intervals TI and T 2 in some way should

differ from one another. Lu figure 7.1Oh, this circumstance can be noted from

the fact that the signals of the f_r_t and second subcarriers are _-_,_+_ _y

solid and dashed l_nes, respectively.

A difference between the two sequences of pulse subcarriers can be en-_/306

sured by applying the principles of frequency, time and code selection

of signals. Pulse selection on the basis of duration, shape and other crite-

ria also is possible.

The principle of code selection applied to the considered case has as its

basis the fact that each subcarrier oscillation represents code groups of

pulses with a preset interval between them, rather than individual pulses.

Such pulse groups are called timing codes. As an example, figure 7.!0c, d

shows three-pulse (three-unit) timing codes, also called symbols of the first

and second kinds.

When the principle of time selection is applied both subcarrier oscilla-

tions represent individual pulses with identical parameters. Special syn-

chronizing signals should be transmitted before each pulse or group of pulses

of the subcarriers for separation of such signals. This appreciably compli-

cates the CCRL, especially in the case of a large number of transmitted com-

mands, and therefore the time selection method will not be considered further

here.

Frequency selection requires groups of sinusoidal oscillations with dif-

ferent frequencies.
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If the CCRL must ensure the transmission of Nk commands, it is necessary

to have 2Nk pulse subcarriers; in this case, each code group of all the chan-

nels, when using the principle of code selection, on whose basis all subsequent

considerations will be made_ must be situated in a definite place within the

limits of the interval T.. Usually_ the total number of code groups forming in
l

all channels in the time T must be assumed identical and equal to m.

The functional and block diagrams of a coder can be developed in accor-
dance with the essence of the considered method for transmission of commands.

As an example_ figure 7.11 shows a diagram of one of the possible variants /307
of a two-channel CCRL with pulse subcarriers which are separated at the

receiving end in accordance with the principle of code selection, on the con-

dition that the input commands Kal and Ka2 are dc voltages.

Synchronization of the operation of all the stages of the coder is accom-

plished using the pulse generator PG, producing the voltage UpG (fig. 7.12a).

This voltage is fed through the delay stages DS I and DS 2 to the coders CI, C2,

C3 and C4, whose number is determined by the number of subcarriers, and a pulse

frequency divider Div. The divider Div is used to form the pulses u (fig.
div

7.12b)_ the time distance T between which is equal to the repetition rate of

the commands. These pulses are triggering pulses for the stages MI and M2_ in

which there is pulse-width modulation of the video impulses by the commands

Kal and Ka2. As the modulators M I and M 2 which convert voltages into time in-

tervals, it is possible to use the same devices as in a CCRL with sinusoidal

subcarriers. The modulator MI produces the pulses UMl and UM2 (fig. 7.12c, d)

_ith the durations TI and T 2 determined by the command Kal , but the duration
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of the pulses produced in the modulator M 2 is dependent on the value Ka2. The

s_gnals _l and _2 are fed to the coincidence stages CS 1 and CS2, and the

pulses from M 2 are fed to CS 3 and CS4. In addition, CSI_ CS23 CS 3 and CS 4 are

fed code _roun_ of pulses from the _s CI, C2, C_ _ _........ _ ..... _, characterizing

the first and second subcarriers of both CCRL channels.

The coincidence stages transmit to the summer E the timing codes only _308

during those intervals of time when positive voltages are fed to them from

M I and M 2.

The output voltage u c of the coder represents the sum of the signals pro-

duced in CSI, CS2, CS 3 and CS 4.

CCRL coders with pulse-counting modulation in essence have no inertial

elements, and as links of control systems are characterized by transfer con-

stants for the different channels dependent on the form of the transmitted

command s.

For example, the transfer constant kcl for the first channel, in a case

when the command Kal represents a dc voltage, can be found from expression

(7.2.14) when T is replaced by m. Then, when a saw-toothed wave generator

and comparison circuits are used as a modulator (fig. 7.4a) we find that
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m
KCI = mI - m2 : Um-_ Kal"

WhenKal is given by the difference of the intervals TI and T2, the value
i TI T2

kcl =_ii' since mI =__Tiand m2 - Ti

However, it should be noted that all the relations cited in this section
for relating the output and input signals in the coder and decoder to one
another are correct only for definite discrete values of transmitted _ommands.
This can be attributed to the fact that all possible values of the function
Ka(t ) cannot be reflected by the finite quantity of numbersformed by the
used set of symbols.

Onthe basis of the above, it can be concluded that the amplitude charac-
teristics of a CCRLwith pulse-counting modulation have the form of a stepped
curve and that in the transmission process, errors appear which are due to
level-quantization of the transmitted commands.

In order to obtain the amplitude characteristic of the first channel of a
CCRLcorresponding to figure 7.2b, it is necessary that the clipping and the

edge of the UMl and UM2pulses (fig. 7.12) develop at the time __Ti after
2

the last pulse in a symbol of the first kind, under the condition that mI = m2

= 0.5 m. Then, taking into account that when Kal : 0 the intervals TI and T2

are equal, it is required that the CSI displace the upG pulses (fig. 7.12a) by

Tshift _ 0.5 Ti. As a result, at the outputs of the coincidence stages CSI and

C82, code groups of pulses are formed which have been shownconventionally in

figure 7.12e, f.

When_shift = 0.5 Ti, the precise proportional dependencebetween KCI and

Kal in expression (7.3.1), and also in the formulas determining the CCRLoutput

signal, will be observed only for TI = mlTi, although equations (7.3.1) and

(7.3.2) remain correct with a changeof Kal within the limits of the quan- /309

tization interval determined by the interval TI = T2 = 2T..m

In actual practice, the shift Tshif t can be selected considerably smaller

Ti

than__, since the segments between the times of appearance of the edges of the
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time-coinciding uM1pulses and the first pulses in the code groups fed from C1

are not used. However, in the case of transmission of the commandKal , the

interval T2 should be greater than T1 by a value corresponding to the decrease

_shift" Similar reasoning can be applied also to the second CCRLchannel in

which the necessary spacing of the timing codes is accomplished using the delay

stages DS 2.

Since the amplitude characteristic for any CCRL channel with pulse-countir_

modulation has a stepped form, when applying the transfer constant of the coder

for the considered channel, it is necessary to employ its mean value (section

7.1).

The functional and block diagrams of a CCRL coder with pulse-counting

modulation and its principal properties are determined to a considerable degree

by the method for analysis of the subcarrier oscillations and the required

form of the signals at the CCRL output. Figure 7.13a, b, c, d shows four pos-

sible functional diagrams of coders of two-channel CCRL of the considered type.

All these coders are designed for forming cow, lands in the form of dc volt-

_-_- _0_ i_ages. However. bv_ removing_ the _._i+___ _ _ _._ F in _L,_ diagrams _"
" _i_2 F3 4

figure 7.13c and d and by installing a threshold apparatus after SD I and SD2,

and also _+_,_ introduction into the diagrams shown in figure 7.-]3a and b of

apparatus converting the voltages _ and K2 into width-modulated periodic

pulses, the considered coders can be used for control of spoilers.

In a coder whose functional diagram is shown in figure 7.13a, the video

pulses u. are fed from the output of the radio receiver to decoders which are
in

the coincidence stages CSI, CS2, CS 3 and CS 4. These devices, for which a pos-

sible layout for one variant for a three-unit timing code is represented in

figure 7.14a, are used for separation of the subcarrier oscillations for sepa-

rate circuits. The coincidence stage contains the tube T of the cathode fol-

lower with the delay line DL as a load, the diodes DI, D 2 and D 3 and the

resistances R I and R 2. If the three-pulse code of the considered channel is

characterized by the intervals At I and At 2 between succeeding pulses (fig.

7.14b), the branches b and c from the DL are situated at such a distance from

the point a that, for passage of pulses over the segments ab and ac, a time is

required equal to At 2 and At I + At2, respectively. As a result, during the

time of existence of the third pulse of the code group (fig. 7.14b) positive
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voltage pulses will be fed to the cathodes of all the diodes DI, D2, and

D3. For code groups with intervals not equal to At I and At2, respectively, the

conditions for simultaneous feeding of the signals to the diodes DI, D 2 and D 3
will not be satisfied.

Usually for high-quality operation of the coincidence stages_ it is neces-

sary that R I >> R 2. Therefore_ the presence of at least one unblocked diode

(DI, D2 or D3) maintains the potential of the point A close to zero. If posi-

tive pulses of sufficient amplitude are fed simultaneously to DI, D2 and D3

(and this occurs when a code group of the subcarrier oscillation is fed to the
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input of the tube T, thereby tuning the particular coincidence stage), a /311

positive voltage pulse is formed at the point A. In the case of arrival

of a code group with different intervals between pulses, the potential of the

point A becomes close to zero, which also occurs in the absence of input

signals.

tions _pl and _p2 are formed at the CS I and CS2 outputs, and that the filters

- _ .... eF 1 and F 2 have the transfer constants kF1 and kF2 , for a stationary _ we

find

_pl

%1 : _IUmiml 7'

_p2

=  2 2m2

In these expressions UF1 and UF2 are de voltages at the FI and F 2 outputs

at the time of transmission of a command Kal of constant value. By feeding UF1

and UF2 to the subtracting device SD I with a transfer constant equal to I, we

obtain the voltage K1, characterizing the output command in the first CCRL

channel. The value K1 is equal to

= Vpl Tp2
K1 kFiUmlml 7 - kF2UmRm2 7"

(7.3.3)
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This expression shows that in the transmission of a zero command_when
mI = m2_the value K1 _ 0, if

Tp2
krl l P_AT¢ kr2 m2

In order to eliminate the systematic error_ it is necessary that the

CCRL be balanced. Balancing can be accomplished in the circuits of the

subtracting devices. When the CCRL is balanced

kFiUml TPl Tp2T - kr2Um2-V

and

K I = kFIUml
TPl _pl _ - m2
T (ml - m2) = _iUml T[ m

1

(7.3.4)

Expressions (7.3.3) and (7.3.4) represent the equations of a decoder of un-
balanced and balanced CCRL.

Taking into account that

KI = kFiUml TPl m,
max T

for the command coefficient at the output of the first channel of the decoder
in a balanced CCRL we obtain

m I - m 2

- - K (7 3.5)Kcl m Ccl

By knowing the coder and decoder equations_ it is possible to derive the

equation for the CCRL as a whole. For example_ for CCRL with a coder_ whose

modulator contains a saw-toothed wave generator and a balanced decoder of the

considered type, we will have

Uml _pl

K I = kFl Um Ti Kal" (7.3.6)

This expression shows that the CCRL transfer constant for the first channel is

equal to

Uml Tpl

kCCRL i = kFl Um Ti '
(7-3.7)
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and its frequency characteristic is determined by the type and parameters of
the filters of lower frequencies, and also is dependent on a numberof CCRL
parameters (kF1, Uml, Um, Tpl and Ti). The amplitude characteristic of the

CCRLhas the form shownin figure 7.2b.

The commandK2 of the second channel is formed in a similar way using the

coincidence stages CS3, CS4, the lower-frequency filters F3, F4 and the sub-

tracting device SD2.

Expression (7.3.7) shows that, for an increase of kCCRLl' it is feasible

to decrease the "off-duty factor" of the pulses at the CS1 and CS2 outputs if

this does not worsen the other qualities of the CCRL(such as noise immunity).

Decreases of the "off-duty factor" in both CCRLchannels can be achieved by the
use of the wideners W1,W2, WB and W4 (peak detectors with a small time con-

stant, multivibrators, phantastrons, etc.), as shownin the functional /313

diagram of the decoder of the second type (fig. 7.13b).

The transfer constant of a CCP_ with such a decoder is determined by ex-

pression (7.3-7) if is understood as the duration of the pulse produced by
the wideners. _pl

We note that expression (7.3.7) is correct for CCRL with wideners under

the assumption that the pulses produced by W1 and W 2 have identical duration.

A further development of the system shown in figure 7.13b is the system

shown in figure 7.13c. Here the functions of wideners are performed by the

peak detectors PkD1, PkD2, PkDj and Pk]]4, whose time constdnts are such that

the pulses of the decoders are widened virtually to Ti. This leads to a con-
siderable increase of the CCRL transfer constant.

The method for analyzing subcarriers used in the decoder whose functional

diagram is shown in figure 7.13d is somewhat different. In this decoder, the

pulses from the decoders are fed to resonance filters RFI-RF4, constituting

generators with shock excitation. RFI-RF 4 are used to produce sinusoidal

subcarrier oscillationsj which continue for a time determined by the lifetime

of the corresponding groups of symbols. The resulting sinusoidal subcarrier

oscillations are transformed by PkDI-PkD 4 into square pulses which_ after

passing through the low-frequency filters FI, F2, F 5 and F4, are fed to the

subtracting devices SD 1 and SD 2. The transfer constant of such a decoder can
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be determined easily if the parameters of the pulses produced by the peak
detectors are knownand also the transfer constants of the subtracting devices
and of the low-frequency filters.

7.4. CCRLCoders and Decoderswith PhaseModulation of the Subcarriers

i. CCRLwith Sinusoidal Subcarrier Oscillations

In a CCRLcoder with phase modulation of the sinusoidal subcarrier oscil-
lations, the phase difference _w and _0 of the working and reference sinusoi-

dal voltages changesproportional to the transmitted command;the meanfre-
quencies of both voltages should be identical. Accordingly, the value of the
commandKCI and the command coefficient KCc I at the output of the coder for

the first CCRL channel are determined by the following relations

KCI = qO - qw = kcIKal' (7.4.1)

_0 - _w kciKal max

KCc I - A_m = A_ m Kic I (7.h.2)

where kcl is the transfer constant of the coder for the circuits of the first

channel, and A_ m is the maximum value of the phase difference which can occur
in the coder.

As in CCRL with pulse-width modulation of sinusoidal subcarriers, the

value kcIKal max can be less than or equal to I.

In order to ensure the separation of the signals of the working and /314
reference phases at the receiving end_ it is necessary to have two auxili-

iary subcarrier oscillations with different frequencies. One of these subcar-

riers is modulated by a voltage with the phase q00 and the other with the phase

_0w. In a Nk-channel CCRL, the total number of subcarrier oscillations will be

N k + 2_ since two subcarrier oscillations common for all channels and one volt-

age for each channel are used for forming signals with the phases _0 and _w"

One of the possible functional diagrams of a coder of a two-channel CCRL

with phase modulation is shown in figure 7.15.
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Figure 7.15

A sinusoidal voltage Usub .2 of the frequency fsub 2' formed by the genera-

tor Gen2, is fed to the modulator MI where there is a changeof the phase

Usub 2 under the influence of the commandKal of the first channel. The signal

o.... n_ in *_- way, having the phase _w, with modulator M4 modulates (in

phase, frequency or amplitude) the auxiliary subcarrier oscillation Usub 3'

produced by the generator Gen3. The modulator M3 performs modulation of an-

other auxiliary subcarrier oscillation Usub i' forming at the output of the

generator Genl, by the voltage Usub 2" The frequencies of the signals Usub I

and Usub 3 are different and equal to fsub I and fsub 3' respectively.

In the second channel, voltages of the phases _0 and _w are formed by the

generator Gen4, tuned to the frequency fsub 4 _ fsub 2' and by the modulators

M2, M5 and M6. The summerZ is used for mixing the oscillations arriving from

the modulators M3, M4, M5 and M6.

Figure 7.15 showsthat the value of the transfer constant of the coder for
the first and second channels is dependent only on the parameters of the phase
modulators M1 and M2.

The functional diagram of the coder of a two-channel CCRLwith phase mod-
ulation has the form shownin figure 7.16. By meansof the separation filters
SF1 and SF2, tuned to the frequencies fsub 1 and fsub 3' the modulated auxil-

iary subcarrier oscillations are separated for individual channels. The
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Figure 7.16

demodulators Demod I and Demod 2 produce voltages representing a combination of

signals with the phases _0 and _w for the first and second channels, respec-

tively. The band filters FI.I, F2. 1 and FI.2_ F2.2, tuned to the frequencies

fsub 2 and fsub 4 _ separate for the individual circuits voltages with the /315

phases _0 and _w in the first and second channels. The phase inverters PI and1

PI 2 change the phases of the reference voltages of each of the channels by _.
2

The latter operation is necessary so that the CCRL signals forming at the out-

puts of the phase detectors PD 1 and PD 2 will be equal to zero when Kal = O

and Ka2 = O, that is_ when _w = qO" The output command _ (for small values

_0 - _w ) constitutes the value

i

Kl(t) = kDl I + TDID KCl(t)'

where kDl is the transfer constant of the decoder for the first channel, and

TDI is the time constant of the CCRL decoder_ determined by the parameters of

the PD1 filter.

But since

KCl = kclKal,

we find the following CCRL equation in operator form
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kclkD1

Kl(t) = Kal(t) • (7.4.3)

1 + TDID

The transfer constants k and k can be computed if the parameters of all the
C1 D1

stages of the coder and decoder are known.

2. CCRLw_thPulse Subcarrier Oscillations

The essence of the method for transmission of commands when using phase-

modulated pulse subcarriers will be considered using the example of a single-

channel CCRL. The command of one channel is transmitted by two periodic pulse

sequences--reference (cadence) and working (control) pulses. These pulse

sequences differ from one another with respect to timing codes or some _316
other parameters; as a result_ they can be separated in separate circuits

at the receiving end. In accordance with the value and sign of the transmitted

command K a (the subscript 1 on Kal will be omitted hereafter), there is a

change of the intervals T I and T2, in sum forming the repetition interval T of

the co_amands_ between the reference and control pulses. Since the most noise-

i._nune CCP$ is obtained in a case when the reference and control signals rep-

resent timing codes_ hereafter we will consider only CCRL with code selection

of signals.

The mentioned method for transmission of commands is illustrated in figure

._, _...... sh_s a pulse sequence consisting of three-pulse timing codes.

The intervals TI and T2 are changed by movement of the control codes in the

limits T. The value of the command K at the output of the CCRL is determined
C

by the difference of the intervals TI and T2, that is

Ec =T I - T 2. (7.4.4)

The identity of the expression for K C in the CCRL with pulse-phase modula-

tion and pulse-width modulation can be attributed to the fact that CCRL with

Reference Control

a__a_ atj at4 code code

 'i'i g -ill

Figure 7.17
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Figure 7.18

pulse-phase modulation with respect to principles of design is a further devel-

opment of CCRLwith pulse-width modulation. In actuality, in a CCRL with

pulse-width modulation, the entire length of the intervals T I and T 2 is filled

by subcarriers, whereas in CCRL with pulse-phase modulation only the limits of

these intervals are indicated.

In accordance with the above_ the functional diagram of the coder of a

single-channel CCRL can be represented as shown in figure 7.18a. The pulse

generator PG produces pulses whose repetition interval is T. By means of the

coder CI, the PG pulses are converted into no-unit timing codes characterizing

the sequence of reference signals.

The modulator M I performs pulse-phase modulation of the PG pulses, the

transmitted command K . The phase-modulated pulses usually are produced by a
a

differentiator and limiter from width-modulated pulses. This means that Ml in-

cludes a video pulse-width modulator, some diagrams of which were considered in

section 7.2, a differentiator and limiters. The coder C 2 uses the M I pulses to

produce ncon-Unit control codes. The stage E is used for summing control /317

and reference codes.

Since the process of differentiation and forming of pulses by limiters in-

troduces virtually no distortions into the intervals T I and T 2 obtained in

pulse-width modulation, the relationship between the commands KC and Ka will be

determined by the same formulas as for CCRL with pulse-width modulation based
on the use of sinusoidal subcarriers.
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Figure 7.19

The decoder of a single-channel with pulse-phase modulation, whose func-

tional diagram is shown in figure 7.18b, includes the coincidence stages CS 1

and C82, the trigger Tr, the low-frequency filters F1 and F 2 and the subtract-

ing device SD. By means of CS1 and CS2, the subcarriers are separated for the

individual circuits and the trigger converts pulse-phase modulation into pulse-

width modulation. The filters F1 and F 2 cut into the anode and cathode cir-

cuits of the first and second tubes of the trigger Tr are used in detecting

the "constants" of the components of the Tr pulses. The subtracting device

produces an output co_and whose stationary value is determined by expression

(7._.9). This can be attributed to the identity of the circuits for analysis

of the subcarriers in the CCRLwith pulse-phase modulation and in CCRL with

pulse-width modulation of sinusoidal subcarriers.

When using a CCRLwith pulse-width modulation for transmission of two or of

a large number of forms of commands, there can be successive and time-parallel

placement of the control code groups (symbols); in tl*is case, in a iNk-channel

CCRL there should be at least one reference and Nk control codes. In the succes-

sive transmission of Nk commands_ their repetition period T is divided by Nk

in the general case of unequal intervals (fig. 7.19) called channel intervals.

Within the limits of the interval tki , assigned for the i-th channel

(i = l, 2, ..., Nk) within the period T, under the influence of the transmitted

command Kai , there is movement of the control pulse of the i-th channel, at the

same time that the reference codes (here and in the text which follows /318

assumed to be common for all channels)are formed at the beginning of each

cycle of transmission of commands.

The coder and decoder of a Nk-channel CCRLwith successive placement of

channels can be constructed in accordance with the diagrams shown in figure
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Figure 7- 20

7.20a, b_ provided the commands constitute dc voltages. The pulse generator PG

produces pulses upG (fig. 7.20a) having the repetition period T. These pulses

act on the modulator of the first channel MI, the coder CO and the delay stages

DS I- DSNk_I. The coder CO is used for forming reference codes Uo, shown in fig-

ure 7.21b in the form of pairs of pulses with the intervals At O.

The modulator MI, under the influence of the command Kal and the pulses

upG _ performs pulse-phase modulation. As a result individual pulses are

formed at the _ output; these pulses are distant from the PG pulses by a time
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determined by the value Kal. By means of the coder Cl, these pulses are con-

verted into a timing control code Uco n l' such as a two-pulse code, as shown in
figure 7.21c.

The delay stages DS l- r_Nk_l , under the influence of the voltage UpG , pro-

duce individual pulses which are displaced by corresponding intervals of time
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relative to the UpGpulses. The signals produced at the DSI output are trig-

gering signals for the second channel modulator M2, which also is fed the com-

mandKa2. The coder C2 is used to form the control timing codes Ucon 2 (fig.

7.21d) for the second channel.

Similar processes occur in all channels. In particular, in the last chan-

nel the control codes Ucon Nk are produced by the coder CNk (fig. 7.21e), to

which are fed signals from the modulator MNk.

The voltages from the CO, CI, C2, ..., CNk_Ioutputs are summedby the

summerZ and mixed in a general sequence, and the resulting signals uC (fig.
7.21f) are fed to the CCRLradio transmitter.

Diagramsof the decoders of a single-channel and each channel of a /321

two-channel CCRL (figs. 7.18 and 7.20b) are identical. In study of figure

7.20b_ it is necessary to take into account that the reference pulses discrimi-

nated by the coincidence stage CS 0 are used for operation of all the CCRL
channels.

Time diagrams clarifying the operation of the system shown in figure

7.20b are shown in figure 7.21g-m. It must be remembered that figure 7.21g-j

shows the reference and control codes produced by the coincidence stages CS O-

CSNk , and figure 7.21k-m shows the signals forming at the anode of one of the

tubes (such as the left tube) of the triggers Trl-TrNk.

Distinguishing characteristics of multichannel CCRL with successive place-

ment of channels are a decrease of the transfer constant kCCRL in the i-th

channel (i = i, 2, ..., Nk) with an increase of Nk and absence of possibilities

of "forced" transmission of zero commands in all channels, except in the chan-

nel where the zero value of the transmitted command corresponds to the inter-

vals TI and T2, equal to 0.5 T. The latter means that in order to obtain the

command K i = 0 at the output of the i-th channel, it is necessary to have a

corresponding design of all the converters in the decoder or use of special

balancing voltage sources if the equivalent converters have identical

parameters.

The characteristics noted here were detected as a result of analysis of

the operation of a coder and of a decoder.

By analogy with a single-channel CCRL it can be assumed that the value of

the command KCi for the i-th channel at the ouput of the coder of a
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multi channel CCRLwith successive placement of channels is determined by the
difference of the intervals ATli and AT2i forming together the value tki and

read from the time of appearanceof the last pulse of the control code of the
i-th channel to the beginning and end of the interval tki , respectively, that
is

KCi = ATli - AT2i = KciKai , (7.4,7)

where kci is the transfer constant of the coder for the i-th channel, Kal. is

the value of the command transmitted in the i-th channel, ATli is the interval

between the beginning of the i-th channel interval and the control code of this

same i-th channel, and AT2i is the interval between the control code and the

end of the channel interval of the i-th channel.

By comparing the transfer constants of coders of single-channel and multi-

channel CCELwith successive arrangement of channels, on the basis of expres-

sions (7.2.1) and (7.4.5), and assuming that Kai = K a = Kal, we obtain

kci = ATIi - AT2i

k T - T
C1 1 2

The maximum values ATIi and AT2i and T I - T 2 constitute tki
Therefore

tki
k =k --.
Ci Cl T

and T, respectively.

It therefore follows that kci < kcl.

T
=n then

If the CCRL is designed in such a way that tki Nk,

kc1

kci =N-k-k"

This means that the transfer constant of a coder for one of the channels of a

multichannel CCRL with identical channel intervals changes inversely propor-

tional to N k. Since the maximum value KCi max of the command KCi can be tki ,

for the coefficient of the i-th command K we find the following expression
Cci
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- AT2i 2ATIiATi = 1 = kciKai max K

Kcci = tki tki T ici"
(7.4.6)

Between the times of formation of the last pulses of the reference and control

codes of the i-th channel, a time Tli passes which is equal to

!--1 i--I

rl_ = _' tkz + _r,_ = _ tk_ + t_ _ + K Cci (7.4.7)
_ "

1-1 1--1

As a result, the trigger Tr i in the decoder of the i-th channel produces pulse

voltages u(i)(t) and u(i)(t) which are determined as follows
pl p2

u{l) _ uO) ..k ;1(1}
pl _ 1 _ "_ml,

,(I)_U(/) ] when kT_t<l_T+Tji (k=O, 1,2 .... ),
-p2 -- 2

UP1= ' when kT+T_t_t<(k+l) T (k:O, 1,2, .).

Up2(l) ____U(21)___ u(i)m2 ""

In a stationary regime, a command K i is formed at the output of the i-th

channel; this command is in the form of a dc voltage equal to the difference of

the constant components of the voltages at the outputs of the low-frequency

filters F(i) and F (i) The filters Fl(i) and F2(i)are fed the voltages u(i)(t)pl

and u (i) (t) It then is possible to find that
p2

[,r',,''
1-I tkl __h) b(Orr(l_> _(Orr(q2 T KCci _

U(O
:;,_2

7"

where kF(1 ) and _) are the transfer constants of the filters Fl(i) and F(2i) at

the zero frequency.

The derived expression shows that the presence of a symmetrical trigger

and of a subtracting device, as well as of identical output filters, in the ab-

sence of balancing devices fails to ensure that K i = 0 will be obtained when

KCi = 0. This means that with the successive placement of channels there will
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be no "forced" transmission of the zero command. By means of selection of the

parameters of the trigger, the output filters and the subtracting device 3_

can be such that

• ,(1) _m2
k(l_)2 ) + u ;.2 -- "-'T- tkl + (7.4.8)

k(OUO) . b(Orr(O
and Ki= _I m1_ _,2_mz tki .2 7 Kcci (7._.9)

But it follows from expression (7.4.8) that

Therefore

k(l)tr(l) T { (i)[ O)
@T Jinx = i-1 -- k_l ul"

T--(l_l t'l+O'St't)

Ki = _(i) K
-]3 Ci '

where KCi = Kccitki determines the value of the command of the i-th channel at

the coder output and

b(l)rr(1) 2_ k(l)u(i) k(l)u (i)
I _4pl'-'ml- ,O! I -- Q,2 2

,,_-_ ) (7.4.1o)'(_= 2 r-[_ t.,+o,5,.,

characterizes the transfer constant of the decoder of a multichannel CCRL for

the i-th channel.

On the basis of expressions (7.2.12) and (7.k.10), it can be found that

k(l)tr(]) _t_ k(l)u(O__ t,(i),fl -')k(_ 1 r ,,_.1T ,,, _,,.22 (7.4.11)

k t -- 2 T.._ll_=lttl+O,,Stlal--I ) kemUml 't" k@tut _ kc_u 2

_= F for all equations on this page)
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It follows from an analysis of expression (7.4.11) that if the parameters
of the filters and threshold apparatus (triggers) of the decoder in a single-
channel CCRLand in the first channel of a multichannel CCRLare identical

k_i) < kD1. This conclusion can be drawn on the basis of the following iuequa

lity, which always is satisfied

tki < T.

Whencomparing the transfer constant of the decoder for all other channel_
with the value kD1 in a single-channel radio link, it must be rememberedthat

(i), (i)
in a multichannel CCRL the voltages _FI Uml when i > 1 should be less than

k(i),(i)
F1 Um when i = i. This can be attributed to the condition that there is

balancing of all channels when using threshold apparatus and filters producing

(i), (i)
_(i)_(i) (i = 2, 3, , Nk) and _F2 urn2 (i = 2, 3, . Nk) notsignals _FI Vml ..... '

(i
)U_)-- In such a method for designing CCRL, the following rela-exceeding kFl

(i),,(i) k(i), (i)
tionship exists between KFI um_ and -FI Uml

C_, = F k(O1r(i) I k(,)U( b t,_,
@I_mI=-2 ¢I ml i--I (7.4.12)

Z tkt j- O'_tki
l=l

Expression (7.4.12) was derived on this basis: in the transmission of

commands through the Ist and i-th chnnels, the constant components u_)(t)zero

and u(i),t,(] should be equal to one another for identical values andl)

pl

k(i)u(i) independently of iF2 2 '

(i)
(i = 2, 3, • Nk) also is less thanUnder the mentioned condition, KD . .,

kDl; with an increase of Nk, the ratio of kDl to k(i)D increases.

If all the channel intervals in a Nk-channel CCRL are identical and equal

to T , then

Nk
N k Tk(i)U (0 _ k(i)u(i) b(i)_(i)_I _1 ml _ _1 I --_ 2 I

= F k(i)=
D 2 (Nk -- i + 0,5) T
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and
k(i)

_=F D N_
k(i)Ir(i)__b(i)u(i) k(i),,(1)

d_1_ml _&l I -- 4p2'_2

kD1 --2 (Na --i+ 0.5) kcjU..,-+k¢luI--k¢_

As an illustration we note that when _I)u_) kFIUml , _)Ul(1) _l)u(1)

kFlUl = kF2U2 and Nk = 2, the value ¢) = _2 _i" The value _2)also is 2_ kDl ,

if k_=Ju _j = k _'u_1 and 9'Ik--Ul= kF-U2"F1 I F2 2
In a three-channel uu_tu, the values

_I). _2) and _B)when k(i)u(i)=__._F11 _)ul i) and kFlUl = k.F2U2, and also with

3 i and 3 k
satisfaction of the condition (7.4.12) are equal to _ kDl , _ kDl _ DI'

respectively. For a four-channel CCRL, in the same way we obtain _i) = _4)

= --7 kDl and k = - i" The cited examples show that in the consid-

ered method of design of CCRL, the transfer constants of the decoders for dif-

ferent channels, in a general case, are different and decrease with an increase

of Nk. However, by an appropriate selection of tki and also of the param-

eters of the threshold apparatus and filters on the basis of expression

. (i)

(7.4.10), it is possible to ensure the identical earlier stipulated values _D '
independently of i.

(i)u(i)
When all the channel intervals should be identical, the voltage _FI ml

+ k(i)u (i) - k(i)u (i) when = . = t T as follows from expres-

sion (7.4.10), should be computed on the basis of the following condition

¢ =F
k(i)rr(i) b(l),r(i), b(i), (i) 2 (Nk-- i + 0,5) T k(l)

qblUml -_- _#I TM --'qb2'_2 : N k -- D"

In case of a need for creating a decoder for a N -channel CCRL in such a
k

way that --_i) = kD1, independently of i, all. the required parameters
of the
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decoder circuits for any channel can be determined on the basis of expression
(7.4.n).

Since for identical channel intervals --kD(i)< and _ (i) < the /325kDl _Cl kcl _

transfer constant k (i) = k(i)k (i) of a multichannel radio link for the i-th
CCRL C D

channel will be smaller than kCCRL 1 = kclkDl in a single-channel CCRL. Thus,

(I) = k(2) 1
for a two-channel CCRL with identical channel intervals kCCRL CCRL =

(1) = k(3) 1
kCCRL i' If N k = 3, then kCCRL CCRL = -5 kCCRL i' and k(2)CCRL= 91 kCCR L i" In

(2) . (3) 1(_) (4) 1 and :
a four-channel CCRL, kCCRL = KCCRL = 7 kCCRL 1 kCCRL = _CCRL _ kCCRL I"

kD(i)
If in a multichannel CCRL the ratio should be equal to i, regardless

kDl

of i then k (i) will be less than kCCRL 1 by the factor--T-T • When tkl = tk2
' CCRL tki

k (i)
T CCRL I

= ... = tkN = --Nk, the ratio kCCR L I = _kk"

A decrease of k(i)CCRLin comparison with kCCRL i characterizes one of the

shortcomings of a CCRL with successive arrangement of channels.

In the case of parallel transmission of commands (parallel placement of

channels)_ the control code of each channel can be moved within the limits of

the enti_ repetition period T of cadence code groups, as a result of which the

transfer constant k (i) remains the same as in a single-channel CCRL. However,
CCRL

for elimination of the possibility of superposing the pulses of the control

codes of different channels and the resulting appearance of a reciprocal in-

fluence of the channels for the control codes of each channel in the segment T,

a number of definite positions are fixed. As an illustration, in figure 7.22j

we have shown by the arbitrary points l, 2 and 3 the possible positions of the

8 _ 83 e _ 3 _ 23 t _.$0 _

Figure 7- 22
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Figure 7.23

control codes of tb_ first, _=_r_ °_ +_ _ _N-.................... n,_ in = three-channel CCRL

for one period T of transmission of commands. The points 0 in figure 7.22

denote the positions of the reference codes.

Since the control code of each channel cannot occupy any position in the

interval T, by use of a CCRL based on the principle of parallel arrangement

of subcarriers it is possible to transmit only individual (discrete) values of

the commands Kal , Ka2 , ... This means the presence of errors in the transmis-

sion of commands due to level-quantization of the CCRL input signals. The

values of the errors caused by quantization of the transmitted commands can be

reduced Lo a necessary minimum if in the deve!opment of CCPL the reco_mcnda-

b_u_ given in secLion 7.o are taken into account.

Another characteristic of a CCRLwith parallel placement of subcarrier

oscillations is that there can be no precise transmission of the zero values

of commands in all channels but one. However, with discrimination for all

channels of positions which are situated near the point _ of the period T, /326
2

the errors in transmission of a zero command of all the channels will be vir-

tually absent. An additional increase of the accuracy of transmission of zero

commands is attained by the use of special correcting voltages at the receiving

end.

We will analyze the principles of design of CCRL of the considered type

using the example of a two-channel CCRL; the functional diagram of its coder is

shown in figure 7.23.

Signals from the pulse generator PG. producing the pulses UpG (fig. 7.24a)

with the repetition period Ti, determining the quantization interval, act on

the divider Div, quantization apparatus QA1 and delay stage DS. The pulses

Udi v are fed from the divider (fig. 7.24b); the repetition period of these

pulses is T. These pulses act on the coder CO of the reference signals. In

addition, the signals Udi v control operation of the modulators M1 and M2,
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where there is pulse-phase modulation by the signals Kal and Ka2. The voltages

UMl and UM2 (fig. 7.24c, g) from the outputs of the modulators M I and M 2 are

fed to the wideners W I and W2, producing the pulses _pl and Up2 (fig. 7.24d, h)

with somewhat steepened fronts and durations equal to approximately T.. The
l

widening of the signals UMl and UM2 is necessary to ensure the normal operation

of the quantization apparatus QA1 and QA 2. The Q_ is fed not only _PI' but

also the voltage UpG , and QA 2 is fed not only Up2 , but also the pulses uDS

(fig. 7.24f) from the delay stage DS, biased by Ti relative to the pulses
-_ upG"

0nly those PG and DS pulses reach the QA I and QA 2 outputs which coincide

in time of effect with the signals Upl and Up2. As a result, identical control

pulses uI and u 2 are formed (fig. 7.24e, i), whose distance from the reference

signals Udi v is determined by the commands Kal and Ka2 with some error caused

by the quantization process. These pulses are converted into timing codes of

the coders CI and C 2 and are mixed with the CO signals in the summer E.
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In conclusion we point out that the relationship between KC1and Kal /327

for the considered coder is determined by the formula

KCl = mI - m2 : kciKal,

where mI and m 2 are the numbers of intervals Ti corresponding to the time seg-

ments T 1 and T 2 (fig. 7.17).

We note that in the cited expression, as for CCRL with pulse-counting

modulation, the value mI - m 2 remains constant with a change of Kal in limits

determined by the quantization interval 2T..
l

Decoders of multichannel CCRL with parallel placement of channels can be

designed using the same models as in cases of successive placement of channels.

The dependence of the output signal Ki for the i-th channel (i = l, 2,

Nk) of a Nk-channel CCRL of the considered type on KCi in a stationary

regime is determined by expression (7.2.9). This can be attributed to the fact

that the component elements and processes occurring in any of the channels of

the decoder of a CCRL with pulse-phase modulation, in the case of parallel

placement of the channels and pulse-width modulation of sinusoidal subcarriers,

are identical. However, it must be mentioned that all the mentioned for- /__8

mulas will be correct only for individual discrete values of the transmitted

command s.

Analysis of a Nk-channel CCRLwith pulse-phase modulation when using the

principle of parallel placement of channels shows that this CCRL_ if the dis-

crete character of transmission of commands is not taken into account, consti-

tutes a set of Nk single-channel CCRLwith pulse-phase modulation.

7.5. Principles of Design of CCRLwithPulse-Code Modulation

The values of the transmitted control commands are converted in the CCRL

coder into numbers which are reflected by definite combinations of pulses

(codes) of subcarrier oscillations. The codes in CCEL with puls -code modula-

tion are designed most frequently on the basis of a binary numbering system.

This is due to the relative simplicity of its technical design.

In the process of conversions, the continuous function Ka(t ) subject to

transmission for a distance first is level-quantized, that is, broken down
into a series of intervals.
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Usually the modules of maximum and minimum values K (t) are identical,
a

and as a result the number of intervals reflecting positive and negative values

K (t), which are formed during the time of rocket guidance T _ will be iden-
a g

tical and equal to n (fig. 7.25). In addition, there will be one interval

(zero interval) in the neighborhood of the point K a = O. Thus, the entire

range of values Ka is broken down into 2n + I intervals, one of which (the zero

interval) is "open;" while all the others are "semi-open." We recall that the

interval is considered open in a case when its ends are not taken into account.

It should be remembered that the length of the positive (negative) part

of the zero interval is half the length of the semi-open interval.

Sequential and parallel binary codes can be used for expression of the

numbers. The principal property of codes of the first type is that the pulses

determining the individual digits follow one another in time. As is well

known, each semi-open interval (a and b in fig. 7.25), satisfying the condition

a _ Ka < b, corresponds to one number or set of several numbers expressed by

binary codes. The zero open interval also is characterized by a single number

or set of several numbers. If a semi-open interval is determined by a single

number, for transmission of the entire range of changes Ka, it is necessary

to have one numerical sequence which can be sign-variable or constant in sign.

When using several numbers for expressing a single semi-open interval

(a, b), the transmission of all values Ka can be accomplished only when there

is a corresponding number of numerical sequences and therefore a corresponding
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Figure 7- 26

f H= fsub

numberof binary codes. The use of each new sequenceofnumbers naturally/329
leads to a complication of the CCEL.Therefore, hereafter wewill limit our-
selves only to a case _hen the i-th semi-open interval can be expressed by one
numberor the difference between the numbersml. i and m2.i of two sequences;

in this case, it is assumedthat ml. i + m2.i = m = const. Wenote that the

batter method of forming commandsis similar to the case of pulse-counting
modulation. Parallel codes are characterized by the fact that pulses of all
a_g_to_ _ are transmitted simultaneously.

If the i-th interval (fig. 7.25) is expressed by one number of a sign_

variable sequence, in addition to a binary code for each channel in the coder,

it is necessary to form a signal characterizing the sign of the transmitted

number. This means that co_mmands for one control channel are transmitted by

" andt_o subcarrier oscillations, one of which is modulated bv the s!gna! K a

the other is not modulated. The sign signal can constitute a timing code, a

pulse differing in width from the pulses of a binary code, etc. For example,

if a timing code is used for transmitting the sign, the code parameters change

with a transition from transmission of a zero interval to the interval -1.

In actual practice, sign signals also can be used for ensuriug separation of

the pulses of the digits of the binary code at the receiving end by individual

circuits, preparation of the CCEL decoder for receiving new values of commands,

etc. Very frequently, such signals are called starting (address) pulses or

key pulses.

Depending on how the digits of the successive binary codes are ar- /330

ranged, it is possible to distinguish three forms of output signals of a

coder during transmission of a command by one sequence of numbers. All these

forms_ jointly with the starting pulse, are arbitrarily denoted S, shown in

figure 7.26 for the example of a five-digit binary code which is used to express

the number 20.

Figure 7.26a shows a binary code based on individual video pulses. In

this type of code, there is a time separation of digits. The second and third

forms of binary codes differ in that the digits are denoted by pulses of sinus-

oidal oscillations w-ithdifferentfrequencies (fsub 1 - fsub 5 in figo 7.26b)
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or constitute timing codes (fig. 726c). In such CCRL, the separation of digits

for different purposes at the receiving end is based on principles of frequency

and code selection of signals. We note that in the second form of coder output

signals, the pauses (intervals between digits) may be absent or filled by

sinusoidal oscillations of other frequencies.

Parallel binary codes can be formed most easily from pulses of sinusoidal

oscillations with different frequencies.

When expressing the i-th interval of the command Ka by one sign-variable

sequence of numbers, the zero command is transmitted only by the starting pulse.

The value of the output command of the coder KC when using one sign-variable

sequence of numbers can be determined as follows

N

KC:b_ 2'-'a,(i)--_-k c Ka, (7.5.1)
/=1

where N is the significance of the binary code; b is a coefficient assuming the

value +i or -I depending on the sign Ka; kC is the transfer constant of the

coder characterizing the number of the single command arriving at the CCRL in-

put; i is a whole number assuming the values -n, -(n - i), ..., -I, 0, i, 2,

..., n; 6t(i) is a function which for a given value i assumes values i or 0

depending on t; and t is the summation index.

For example, if when N = 5 the value i = 13 is transmitted, 61 = 63 /331

= 64 = i and 62 = 65 = 0.

As a result of level-quantization of the transmitted commands, the ampli-

tude characteristic of a coder representing the dependence of KC on Ka, and

therefore also the amplitude characteristic of the CCRL as a whole, will have

the form of stepped curves. Therefore, by k C in expression (7.5.1), it is

necessary to understand the mean transfer constant of the coder, computed using

formula (7.1.1) under the condition that the function KC = f(Ka) is defined by
a curve drawn through the middle of the "steps."

In order to obtain an amplitude characteristic corresponding to figure

7.2b, the precise proportional dependence between KC and K a determined by ex-

pression (7.5.1) should be observed only for values K a expressed by O, i, 2,

..., n lengths of semi-open intervals. At the same time, conversion from one

number to another should be accomplished for K a determined by the limits
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of the semi-open intervals and the value KC should remain constant when

Ka(i - l) <-Ka < Kai , where Kai is the value Ka at the limit of the i-th and

(i + 1)-th intervals; Ka(i _ l) is the value Ka at the limit of the (i - 1)-th
and i-th intervals. Since the maximumvalue of the commandat the output of the
coder is

N

KC maD[ 1=1

for the command coefficient KCc at the output of the coder we find

N

KCei _ b l-t
(7.5.2)

It therefore can be seen that kcc changes discretely in the range _l.

When expressir_ the i-th interval of K a by the difTerence of two numbers,

the need of a sign signal essentially disappears. However, the starting pulses

before binary codes usually must be transmitted in this case as well, since

they are necessary for ensuring the separation of digits when using the time

selection principle or for preparation of the CCRL decoder for reception of the

next command. Therefore, in transmission of the command of one channel, at

least three types of subcarriers participate: two subcarrier oscillations of

binary codes and one subcarrier of the starting pulse. In multichannel CCRL,

the same starting pulse can serve several channels. Both subcarrier oscilla-

tions of binary codes are modulated by the transmitted command. Modulation is

accomplished in such a way that with an increase of the transmitted command,

the numbers of one sequence are increased and those of the other sequence are

decreased. During the transmission of a zero command, the numbers of both/332

sequences should be identical. In order for the CCRL amplitude characteris-

tic to be symmetrical, the numbers 0 or _ - 1 should not be used in both

se quence s.

As an illustration of the above we will consider the example of conversion

of the input command K a on the assumption that two three-unit binary codes are

used, making it possible to obtain two sequences of numbers, O, I, 2, 3, 4, _,

6 and 7. Then, not taking the number 0 into account, we divide the entire range

of changes K a into one open (zero) and 6 semi-open intervals. Each of these

intervals is given in accordance with the two numbers given in table 7.1. This

same table gives the values of the coder output command.
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TABLE7. i

Humberof Ka interval

Numbersof first sequence

Numbersof second sequence

_alues of commandat coder
output

-3 -2 -i 0 i 2

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 6 5 4 3 2

3

7

i

6-6 -4 -2 0 2 4

In a general case, under the influence of the command characterized by the

i-th interval, the numbers ml. i of the first sequence should be formed in con-
formity to the law

N

m,. _= _ 2t- '_t (i).
/=1

The law of change of the numbers of the second sequence can be found on

the basis of the earlier mentioned condition of conservation of the constancy

of the sum of the numbers of both sequences. Since a single number of the

second sequence is transmitted with the maximum number of the first sequence_

N
the sum of both numbers is 2 .

Therefore the law of change of the numbers of the second sequence has the
form

N

_. ,)N

1=1

Taking into account the mentioned variants for design of numerical se-

quences_ for a command at the coder output in the case of transmission of

the Ka signal expressed by the i-th interval we obtain

N

Kc:mi. i -- mf.i_2_ 2t-18t (i) -- 2'v :_ kC/C a.
l=l

(7.5.3)

It can be seen from this expression that when transmitting a maximum value K ,
a

N

when 61 = 62 ..... 6N : i, the sumY_ 2t-I_t(i_2 N- I and KC = KC : 2N - 2_
I = I m_t_
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and in the case of transmission of a maximumnegative command,when 61 = 62
N

_T

.... = 8N = O, the sum _2'-'8,(i)= i and K = K = -(2 _ - 2). Therefore,t=1 C C min

for the command coefficient KCc we find

2 __j 2t-l_t (i) -- 2N 2 2_-]_t (i) -- i

__ t=a __ t=l 1.
KCc -- 2N -- 2 -- 2'v -- 2

(7.5.4)

We note that formula (7.5.4) in form resembles the expression for the

command coefficients in CCRLwith pulse-width and pulse-phase modulation, equal

to

TI - T 2 2T I
-- -- -- i,

KCc T T

if it is recalled that in CCRL with pulse-width and pulse-phase modulation, the

value KC = T, and in Cb_L with oulse-code modulation KC = _"_ - 2 and
max - _.ax

N

4-_
_.e expression _ 2t-1_t(i ) --1 is equivalent to T 1.

l=l

When a CCRL with pulse-code modulation is hase_ on the use of one sign-

constant sequence of numbers, each semi-open and open interval corresponds to
one well-defined number.

Since a N-unit binary code ensures that there will be an even number of

numbers 2N, in order for the CCRL amplitude characteristic to be ss__metrical

relative to the Ka axis _ one of the numbers of the sequence should not par-

ticipate in expression of commands. In theory K a = 0 can be defined by any

number, but as will be demonstrated below the simplest coder and decoder are

obtained when K a = 0 is expressed by the number 2N-I.

Since at the transmitting end a zero value K a is fixed by a number not
equal to zero, the decoder must have a time-constant voltage equal to the sig-

nal produced by the decoder when K a = 0. The presence of this voltage /334

ensures the symmetry of the CCRL amplitude characteristic as a whole. The

values of the command and the command coefficient at the coder output when
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expressing Ka by a single sequenceof numbersof constant sign are determined
by the following formulas

N

K =Z 2'-'a,(O=k c +2 (7.5.5.
N

2t- '_,t(0
/=1

KCc= 2'v --1 (7.5.6

In such a method for transmission of Ka, the command coefficient KCc can vary

in the range i to +I if the number 0 is not used for expressing trans-

2N_l

mitted commands.

7.6. CCRL Coders and Decoders with Pulse-Code Modulation

Coders with pulse-code modulation usually include elements by means of

which pulse-counting or pulse-amplitude modulation is accomplished under the

influence of a continuously changing signal_ followed by conversion of these

forms of modulation into pulse-code modulation. In addition, it is possible

to use special electronic or electromechanical devices for converting a contin-

uously changing value into a binary code.

As an illustration of the technical implementation of methods for the con-

version of continuous K a signals into sequences of binary numbers, we will con-

sider possible designs of coders based on primary pulse-counting modulation

for a single-channel CCRL with a time method for separation of digits. More

detailed information on devices for conversion of continuous signals into

binary codes can be found in the book cited as reference 63. The functional

diagram of a coder ensuring the production of a starting signal in the /33._

form of a timing code and a sequential binary code_ formed by individual

video pulses_ is shown in figure 7.27 for a CCRL with a sign-constant sequence

of numbers.

The pulse generator PG produces periodic pulses u (fig. 7.28a) whose
PG

repetition period T i detemines the interval of quantization of the Ka input

signals. By means of the frequency divider Div_ operating under the influence

of the PG, Udi v pulses are formed (fig. 7.28b) with the repetition period T,

characterizing the period (rate) of transmission of commands. These pulses,

and also the Kadc current, are fed to the modulator M, where under the influ-

ence of Ka width-modulated video pulses uM are formed (fig. 7.28c). The
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uC

Figure 7.27

modulator M is designed in such a way that with a commandcorresponding to the
lower limit of the n-th interval (fig. 7.25), the duration of the uM input

pulses is n periods of T.. Pulse-width modulation is converted into pulse-
1

counting modulation in the coincidence stages CS. In order for the ampli- J336

tude characteristic of the CCRL to be obtained in the form shown in figure

7.2b, the leading edges of the pulses are somewhat steep. It is also possible

to use for this purpose the delay stage of uM signals foming part of the
_ou,_±ator M.

As a result of all the mentioned conversions, the number of UCS pulses

(fig. 7.28d) produced in the CS during the period T characterizes the value and

sign of the transmitted command. The UCS pulses are fed to a binary counter

(binary scaler) having the triggers Tr Tr2, ... TrN (fig. 7.27). The number
i _

N of triggers is determined by the type of binary code.

Before beginning formation of the binary code all the right trigger tubes

are blocked and the left tubes operate. This is accomplished using a regenera-

tor Reg which produces a pulse acting on the grids of the right tubes.

After the binary counter, whose principle of operation was discussed in

chapter 5, is ready for operation, the counting of the number of pulses fed

from the CS begins.

The signals from the counter come from the anodes of the left tubes of

each trigger, connected to the coincidence stages CS1, CS2, ..., CSN. These

stages are fed positive pulses from the apparatus for forming commutating

pulses CPFA. The distance between the CPFA pulses should correspond to the in-

tervals between successive pulses denoting the digits of the binary code. The

CPFA is controlled by signals produced by the delay stage DS. Under the in-

fluence of the voltage u the DS is used-in forming the pulses u
div' DS
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(fig. 7.28e) which are separated from the Udi v signals by the time T', which

slightly exceeds the maximum possible duration of the UM pulses. As a result,

the binary code pulses for any Ka are produced after termination of all tran-

sient processes in a binary scaler.

In addition to control of the CPFA, the delay stage signals are used for

forming the key. This is performed by the key coder KC. Figure 7.28f shows

a four-pulse key code. Pulses are fed from the coincidence stages CSI, CS2,

..., CSN to the summer _ only in those cases when the left tubes of the cor-

responding triggers are blocked out. For example, if six pulses are formed at

the output of the CS stage, there will be no pulses at the CS I output (fig.

7.28g), and signals are fed from the CS 2 and CS 3 outputs (fig. 7.28h, i) which

characterize digits (twos and fours). The output signal of the coder is uC

pulses produced at the output of the summer (fig. 7.28j).
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Figure 7.29

If it is necessary to use the principle of code or frequency selec- J337

tion of digits, the pulses produced at the CSI, CS2, ..., CSN outputs should

be converted into timing codes or groups of sinusoidal oscillations with dif-

ferent frequencies.

When designing coders for mu!tichannel CCRL, it is necessary to make provi-

sion for a corresponding number of binary counters, coincidence stages, key

coders, cormmutators and devices for conversion of K a into signals modulated in

accordance with the pulse counting modulation law. Here it is necessary to

bear in mind that the interval AT between the first pulse of the key code in

the first channel and the next Udi v pulse should be such that it can contain

the pulses of all the timing codes of the keys and binary codes if all the

primary modulators are triggered simultaneously. In order to ensure the pos-

sibility of a uniform distribution of keys and binary codes in the interval T_

the apparatus performing pulse-width modulation for the different channels

T

must be triggered with a time shift of_7.

If a sign-variable sequence of numbers is used for transmission of com-

mands, it is essential to convert the odd function Ka(t) into an even function.

In essence this means that the coder must contain devices ensuring determina-

tion of the absolute value IKa(t)l . In addition, the coder should form start-

ing pulses with different qualitative criteria during transmission of positive

and negative values K (t).
a

For solution of these problems, it is possible to use the apparatus whose

functional diagram is shown in figure 7.29.
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By means of the modulus-forming apparatus MFA, containing devices Con I and

Con2, the odd function K a of Am (figure 7.30a) is converted into two voltages.

The _oltages Uco n i (fig. 7.30b) is produced by the converter COnl, trans- /338

mitting to the output only the positive values Ka, and the voltage u (fig.con 2

7.30c) is produced as a result of passage of K a through the converter Con2,

which reacts only to negative values K a. In Con 2 there is also a chang e of the

polarity Ka. As Con I and Con 2 which should have rigorously identical amplitude

characteristics_ it is possible to use rectifier (diode) instruments with dc

amplifiers.

The voltages u and u can be fed to a circuit for conversion of acon I con 2

dc current to a binary code_ one of whose variants is shown in figure 7.27.

However_ the DS_ CPFA and KC should be excluded in this circuit. The voltages

Ucon i and Uco n 2 are connected to the modulator M, shown in figure 7.27_ by

the electromagnetic polarized relay Rel, whose movable contact is closed with

the bars i and 2 during transmission of positive and negative values K a.

The position of the movable contact of the relay Rel is controlled by the

pulses of the commutators Com I and Com2, to one of which signals are fed from

the anticoincidence stage ACS_ while signals from the coincidence stage CS 0
are fed to the other.

The coincidence stage CS 0 feeds a brief dc pulse only in those cases when

it is fed divider pulses Udi v (fig. 7.28b), and the value Uco n 2 is equal to
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or exceeds the voltage u necessary for obtaining one or a large number of
pulses at the CS output (fig. 7.27). Pulses are not formed at the CS0 output
if Ucon 2 < u.

The.anticoincidence stage transmits to the output Udi v pulses in all

cases when there are no CS 0 signals. Since the CS 0 forms pulses only during

transmission of negative values K , the commutator Com I will be triggered /339a

by the voltage Udi v duringtransmission of K a 20.

The commutators Com I and Com 2 convert signals fed from CS 0 and ACS into

pulses with durations slightly exceeding the width of the signals produced by

M (fig. 7.27) when it is fed a maximum command.

The formation of the key codes and the pulses for commutation of the coin-

cidence stages CS1, CS2, ..., CSN (fig. 7.27) is accomplished with the dif-

ferentiators Dif I and Dif2, the limiters Lim 1 and Limp, the key coders KC 1 and

KC 2 and also the apparatus for forming commutating pulses CPFA 1 and CPFA 2

(fig. 7.29). In this case, the position of the first pulses in the key codes

corresponds to the times of ending of the feeding of the Com I and Com 2 pulses.

The signals_ forming at the KC l, KC2, CPF_ and CPFA_ outputs (fi_._ 7.29)

should be fed to the summer E and the coincidence stages CS1, CS2, ..., CSN,
respectively (fig. 7.27).

Figure 7.29 shows that the considered coder will be more complex than a

CCRL coder designed for forming commands when using one sign-constant sequence

of numbers.

The sign of the command can be expressed not only by key codes, but also

by a corresponding spacing of the binary code pulses. For example, it is

quite easy to design a coder in which the same key code is formed during the

transmission of Ka _ 0 and Ka < O, whereas the binary code pulses when K a _ 0

and K < 0 are displaced byequal intervals relative to the key.
a

Henceforth, depending on the method for setting the sign of the trans-

mitted command, we will distinguish CCRL with one or two key codes.

When transmitting a single command by use of two binary codes, the sum

N

of whose numbers is constant and equal to 2 for any value Ka, the CCRL coder

can be constructed, as follows from equation (7.5-3), in accordance with the
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diagram shown in figure 7.31. In this figure Con represents the apparatus
i

whose functional diagram is shown in figure 7.27 if the summer _ is ex- /340

cluded. The voltage uBC I' characterizing the first binary code, is fed to

the subtracting device SD_ which also is fed signals from the memory devices

MD. The number 2N is stored in the MD. At the SD output_ the pulses u of
BC 2

the second binary code are formed. After delay of time tI by the delay cell DC_

these pulses, together with the key pulses u and the pulses of the first
k

binary code UBC i_ are fed to the summer E.

We note that in the coder shown in figure 7.31 only one key code is used

for both codes and that in the transmission of Ka = O, a code is formed in

Con I which expresses the number 2N-I.

In the case of use of sinusoidal subcarrier oscillations, the coders can

be designed in a similar way.

If it is necessary to transmit several commands for different purposes,

coders of the second and third types must include corresponding additional
apparatus.

The diagrams of coders are simplified considerably if the command foxing

apparatus produces signals in the form of numbers in a binary numbering system.

In this case, the coder will include only a device for feeding data from the
CPFA and stages for forming key codes.

At the output of a CCRL with pulse-code modulation, in most cases, it is

necessary to obtain a command K in the form of a voltage or current. This

problem can be solved by use of electromechanical, ionic or electronic instru-

ments. In most cases_ it is desirable to' use electronic apparatus ensuring
virtually inertialess operation of the CCRL.

When transmitting Ka commands by a single sequence of numbers of constant

sign, the analysis of signals in a single-channel CCRL can be accomplished in
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the decoder whose diagram_ suited for the reception of a three-unit binary code

with time separation of digits, is shown in figure 7.32.

The voltage Uin , characterizing a four-pulse timing key code, and binary

code pulses expressing the number 6 (fig. 7.33a) are fed to the tube T1 of

the coincidence" stage and the cathode follower T 2.

In addition to the tube TI_ the coincidence stage contains a delay line

DL, diodes DI-D 4 and resistances R 1 and R 2. The value R 1 is equal to the wave

resistance of the DL. The leads from the DL are arranged in such a way that at

the point A a pulse uk is formed (fig. 7.33b) only in a case when the TI input

is fed a key code. The Uin pulse detected in this way from the general se-

quence of signals, whose position coincides in time with the feeding of the

last key code pulse, is used for separation of the binary code digits for dif-

ferent circuits. This problem is solved in the following way. The signals

from the point A are fed to the delayed blocking oscillator BO, where square

pulses are produced. These pulses are used for control of operation of /341
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the distributor Dis. The latter in the simplest case is a delay line or a tube

commutator. The distributor Dis has N outputs (in the considered case, three)

at each of which pulses are formed which are separated from the last pulse of

the key code by intervals corresponding to the distance of this pulse from the

binary code digit pulses.

The signals from Dis and the cathode follower T2 are fed to the coinci-

dence stages CSI, CS 2 and CS 3 (fig. 7.32). At the points B, C and D of the

circuit, pulses appear which denote the digits of a binary code only under the

condition of simultaneous feeding of signals to both diodes in the coincidence

stage. For the considered example of CCRL transmission of the number 6, the

pulses appear only at the points C and D (fig. 7.33c, d). After amplification

of these pulses in AmP2 , Amp 3 and AmP4 , they are fed to the grids of the left

tubes of the triggers Trl, Tr 2 and Tr 3 forming the decoder. The preliminary

preparation of triggers for operation is accomplished by a key pulse am- _342

plified in AmPl _ under whose influence the right tubes of all the triggers

are blocked out, while the left tubes are triggered. In this case the triodes

Tri3_ Tri 4 and Tris, which together with the resistances R3, R4 and R5 form the

measuring circuit, also are blocked. Under the influence of the signals fed

from AmP2 , AmP3 and AmP4 , the corresponding triggers are operated and the tubes

T3, T4 and T 5 are unblocked.

In the considered example, in transmission of the number 6, the triodes

Tri 4 and Tri 5 are unblocked. The total anode current of the tubes T3 , T4 and

T 5 is fed through the filter F I to the winding i of an electromagnetic relay
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performing the role of a comparison device CD. In order for the value of the
output commandto correspond to the transmitted communication, the resistances
R3, R4 and R5 are selected in accordance with a binary numbering system. The

values o_ the resistances R3, R4 and R5 should be such that the currents is5

and ia4 of the tubes T5 and T4 are 4 and 2 times greater than the current

ia3 = ild of the tube T3. Wenote that the current ild characterizes a single

digit of the binary code. The total current i k in the measuring circuit has a

pulse character. As an example, figure 7.33e shows a graph characterizing the
dependenceof i k on time t whentransmitting the number6 by a three-digit

binary code. In this figure, the points a_ 20, 21 and 22 denote the times of
appearanceof the signals uk and pulses which determine in a binary code the

digits 20, 21 and 22. The amplitude ikm of the ik pulses in figure 7.33e is 6i.

In a general case of use of a N-digit binary code, the value ik is equal to

N

i_,n= i7 _ _ 2t-,_l(i). (7.6.1)

where the function 6t(i ) assumes the same values as in the expressions deter-

mining the coder output command.

It is easy to demonstrate that in order to ensure a proportional depen-

dence between the transmitted number and the mean component imean of the cur-

rent ik(t), it is necessary that the intervals between the binary code pulses be

insignificant i_ comparison with the period T.

Usually, the interval betveen successive binary code pulses is several

units or tens of microseconds, at the same time that the value T exceeds /343

tens and hundreds of thousands of microseconds. In this connection, it can

be assumed with a sufficient degree of accuracy that the pulses ik(t ) have a

square form and a duration equal to T - tl_ where tI is the interval between

0
the points a and 2 shown in figure 7.33e. Then at the output of the smoothing

filter FI (fig. 7.32) when Ks = const in a stationary regime we will have

N

T--t, (7.6.2)imean = ildkFl_ 21--1_l(i) r
I=I
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where kFl is the transfer constant of the filter FI for the constant component

of the current.

It is most desirable to construct a CCRLin such a way as to satisfy the
condition t I << T. In this case, imean will virtually coincide with ikm and

there is no need of a smoothing filter.

Under the influence of the current ik, fed first to the filter FI, which

sometimescan be absent_ ampereturns ATk are created in the winding i of the

comparison device CD. Wewill assumethat t I << T. Then

N
,-r 6.3)

where WI is the number of turns in the winding i of the comparison device.

In order to obtain an odd CCRL amplitude characteristic, the winding 2 of

the comparison device CD is connected to a voltage source ensuring that a com-

parison current ic equal to J-l..lld will pass through it. Under the influence

of this current, comparison ampere turns ATmean are created. Then the CCRL out-

put command, representing the difference of the ampere turns and under whose

influence proportional movement of the rocket control surfaces will occur, v_ill

be equal to

K = AT k - ATmean = I i 21-I_i(i)-- 2N-I _"2 , (7.6.4)

whereW 2 is the number of turns in the winding 2 of the comparison device.

This expression and also all the subsequent formulas used for determina-

tion of the value of the command K as well as the coefficient of this command

K c are correct only for segments under the same condition as relation (7.5.1).

Since

N

K C _ 21-'&l ga_- 2N-',:_=, (i)=k c

the n

K-- lhildKC- ?-lw2i d
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or
N-I

K= k i Wk K +2 - •F1idi C a (_FlildWl_'1#2)

_- -i( - i' w ),+?

where kDl = ild%kFl is the transfer constant of the decoder.

It can be seen from the last expression that, in order to obtain K = 0
• T

when K a = 0, it is necessary to ensure the equality kFlildW I = lldW2, which is

achieved by balancing the CCRL output stages.

In a balanced CCRL

K = ildWlkcKa, (7.6.5)

and the dependence of K on K c is determined by the following formula

K = k;lildWI(Kc- _-I). (7.6.6)

We recall that in expression (7.6.5) the value kFlildWlk C represents the trans-

fer constant kCCRL of the command control radio link.

Since in accordance with expression (7.6.6)

Kmax = kFlildWl (_-I _ i),

as the command coefficient Kc at the CCRL output we find

2t-'Bt(0 --2g-* 2t-'Bt (i)--I (7.6.7)

Kc = tffil __ tt=l -- 1
2 N-I -- I -- 2N-* -- I "

We note that this relation is similar to the expression for K c
pulse-width and pulse-phase modulation.

Taking into account that

in CCRL with
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we also can obtain

N

E 2'-,_z (i)
K _ l=l

Cc 2N -- 1

(C (2 N -- 1) (KCc--2 N-l)

-- 2 N-1 -- 1 (7.6.8)

If the real durations T of pulses forming at the outputs of the decoder
l.t

t-i
triggers when they are fed signals characterizing the digits 2 (t = i, 2,

..., N) are taken into account, we obtain

N

TL t
K-k_lW,ild _ 2'-1_,(i) T- ATmean"

lffil

If the CCRL is balanced, the following condition should be satisfied /345

N-ITI. N

ATmean=_iWlild 2 _'

N-I

where TI. N is the duration of a pulse e_ressing the digit 2
Then

]
F1 Id It =1

This expression shows that K will not be a linear function of the command

N

K c ::_21-tSt(i), produced by the coder. However, if the intervals between any
I=i

successive pulses of a binary code are identical and equal to A_ the latter

expression is reduced to the following form

[_-_ t_=_2t-l(N l)_t(i ) 2 N-_T ]x=% Kc+v - -
/=I

In order to achieve total elimination of the nonlinearity of the CCRL

amplitude characteristic, it is necessary that a device be placed between the

binary decoding circuit and the filter FI for storing the amplitude ikm of the
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current ik and that the filter F I be corrected to its output only after ter-

mination of tramsient processes in the decoder.

If it is necessary to obtain a command in the form of a dc voltage at the

CCRL output, the measuring apparatus can be designed as shown in figure 7.34.

This same figure shows the subtracting device SD to which is fed the comparison

N-1
voltage 2 U. In this case, the measuring apparatus is an N-stage amplifier,

each tube of which is activated by a pulse of a corresponding trigger. The

operation of the tubes is selected in such a way that their plate currents will

be identical and the voltages created by these currents on the plate resis-

N-1
tances will be related as 1:2:4:... :2 Under these conditions the load

resistances _, R2, R3, ..., _ should be equal to R0, RO, 2_Ro, ..., 2(N-2)R0,

where the value R 0 is determined by the characteristics of the tubes and the

set range of change of the CCRL output signal. The voltage uk is fed from the

resistances RI, R2, ..., RN in the form of dc pulses produced by the measuring
apparatus.

If the remarks presented above on the intervals between the binary /346

code pulses and the value t I are taken into account, we obtain the following

decoder equation for a balanced CCRL
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(7,6.9

where U is the voltage from the resistance R I.

As in a decoder with a current measuring circuit, the stability of the

output signals K produced by the apparatus whose diagram is shown in figure

7.34 is dependent on fluctuations of the voltages Umean = 2N-I U and Uk, and

also on variations of the interval resistances of the tubes TI, T2_ ..., TN.

The stability of the CCRL output signals can be increased considerably if

the resistances RI, R2, ..., RN (fig. 7.34) are not cut in by the tubes TI,

T2, ..., TN, but by means of the contacts of electromagnetic relays. The

windings of these relays should be cut into the cathode circuits of the tubes

of the cathode followers, which should replace the amplifiers TI, T2, ..._ TN
shown in figure 7.34.

Some possible variants of diagrams of relay measuring apparatus are shown

in figure 7.35a, b, c. The first two variants are based on the principle of

use of voltage bridges, and the third uses a current bridge.
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Figure 7- 35
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In an apparatus of the first type, upon arrival of particular binary code
pulses, the corresponding contacts of the relay in the arm AB are opened and
those in the arm ACare closed. In the transmission of a zero command,the
signal K from the bridge diagonal should be equal to zero. This can be /347

achieved by cutting in the resistance _-lR 0 into the circuit AB and short-

circuiting the resistance of this as_me value in the arm AC, thercby balancir@

the bridge by a change of R 3 and R4.

It is known that the output voltage of a bridge (fig. 7.35a) located on

the resistance R is equal to

K_---g R,R,-- R2R, • (7.6.10)
RI R2 R,R4

(Rl + RJ (R, + RJ + _ (R_ + R,) + ---R--(R, + R,)

During transmission of commands, the resistance R I characterizing the arm AB

N

changes in conformity to the law _,, 2z-*gl(i), and the sum is
I=1

R, + Rz :: (2N -- I)Ro

which remains constant. We note that R 2 corresponds to the resistance in the
arm AC (fig. 7.35a).

it is easy to show that in a bridge ensuring K = 0, the following

condition should be satisfied when transmitting the number _-I

R3- R, 2 N-I

_--_-- rv-1 1

Taking these comments into account, on the basis of expressiom (7.6.10) we

obtain the equation for a decoder using the bridge measuring circuit shown in

figure 7.35a

N

"_ 21--I_!(L) __2N--I

K:u '=' (7.6.11)

2N--|-J-(2N--I--|)-_ J- {--|-- Z_--'_l(i) 21--1_,i(i)'_

l=!

This equation shows that such a decoder has a nonlinear amplitude charac-

teristic drawn through the middle of the steps. However, in selection of the
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R0
ratio__ << I, the dependenceof K on K C can be made virtually linear for the

R

entire range of changes KC, that is, we can obtain

K_u N ]/___i 2z -Ig I (i) -- 2 N-I

2_ - 1+ (2_:-' -_) -_= _' 2'-'_ (i) - 2_-_ ,
l=l

(7.6.12)

whe re

kDl
R3

2N --I+ (2N-_ - I)

is the decoder transfer constant.

In the measuring circuit shown in figure 7.35 b, with the arrival of the

pulse of the _-th digit, there will be a switching of the resistances 2_-IR
0

in all arms of the bridge. As a result, there is approximately a double in-

crease of the decoder transfer constant.

The following expression can be derived for the voltage K from the output

of a measuring apparatus based on use of a current bridge (fig. 7.35c)

K_U

N

t=1 (7.6.13)

Ro (2 N-I I) /_2N--I+T÷ -- R

It should be noted that a current bridge, in which there is switching

from one arm to another of resistances whose conductivities change in confor-

mity to the binary law, ensures a linear amplitude characteristic of the

R 0
decoder. The transfer constant of such a decoder, when__<< i, is equal j349

R

to kDl obtained when using a bridge of the first type.

'We note in conclusion that the diagrams of bridge measuring apparatus con-

sidered here, making it possible to "ground" one pole of the voltage source,

do not exhaust all the possible methods for designing CCRL with pulse-code

modulation. For example, it is possible to use self-balancing bridges, dif-

ferential measuring circuits, etc. The problem of what measuring apparatus

should actually be used is solved taking into account the specific require-

ments imposed on the CCRL.
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Figure 7.36

CD 1

CCRL decoders in which the transmission of commands is accomplished using

one sign-variable sequence of numbers in essence are a combination of the two

apparatuses considered above. If a current measuring circuit is used, the

windings 1 and 2 of the comparison device CD1 (fig. 7.36) are the load for each

of these apparatuses.

These windings are fed signals from the low-frequency filters F I and F2,

connected to the decoders (binary scalers), one of which operates for positive

transmitted commands and the other for negative transmitted commands.

When it is necessary to obtain K in the form of adc voltage, there must

be two corresponding voltage-measuring apparatuses.

The dependence of the CCRL output signal on the value of the command pro-

duced by the coder when using measuring circuits shown in figures 7.32 and 7.34,

in the case of using one sign-variable sequence of numbers, has the fo_lowing

form

N N

X:a_FiA mI ,o_£2'-'_,(0 + (a- I)_m 2 Z, 2'-'_,(i)
(7.6.!L)

and

N N

x-= aU, Y_2'-'_, (i) + (a - 1) U, Y, 2'-'_, ti), (7.6.15)
l=1 l=1

where AT I and AT 2 are the ampere turns produced by the windings i and 2 in the

comparison device (fig. 7.36), U1 and U 2 are the voltages formed by the first

and second binary circuits during transmission of the minimum values of nega-

tive and positive commands, and a is a coefficient equal to +l when K a > 0 and

to 0 when K a < O.

In order to obtain a symmetrical amplitude characteristic, it is nec- /350

essary to satisfy the condition
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kFIATI = kF2AT2 = kFATand UI = U2 = U.

Whencommandsare transmitted by the difference of the numbersof two
sequences, whenusing two starting pulses to express the commandof one chan-
nel, the decoder should be the sameas in CCRLwith one sign-variable sequence
of numbers. If the samestarting pulse is used for both binary codes, the
decoder should have one rather than two key pulse discriminators and the com-
mutation circuit should be modified accordingly.

The resulting commandK at the output of a CCRLbased on use of the dif-
ference of two sequences of numbers, in the case of use of identical measuring
circuits shownin figures 7.32 and 7.34 (if it is assumedthat TI. t _ T) is

K_-k i V/ 2_2t-I_i(i)-- °N (7.6 16)
F id I_i

and

K=U[2 Nt_2t-_l(i)--2 N] (7.6.17)

Here i and U are the current and voltage produced by the binary decoding cir-
id

cuits during transmission of the number i, W is the number of turns in windings

i and 2 (fig. 7.36), and kF is the transfer constant of the filters FI and F
(fig. 7.36). 2

By determining the value Kma x from expressions (7.6.13), (7.6.14),

(7.6.15), (7.6.16) and (7.6.17), is is easy to derive formulas making it pos-

sible to determine the command coefficients K for different types of CCRL.
c

Some distinguishing characteristics of CCRL with pulse-code modulation are

the possibility of ensuring a high stability of transmission and registry (at

the receiving end) of numbers characterizing K a = 0 and the presence of errors

in the level-quantized transmitted signals. In addition, it should be noted

that it is convenient to couple CCRL to a numerical command forming apparatus,

which is not the case for CCRL with pulse-width modulation, pulse-counting

modulation and pulse-phase modulation, since their coupling requires devices

for conversion of continuous signals into numerical signals. However, whereas

the first and third characteristics of a CCRL with pulse-code modulation are

advantageous, the second may be regarded as a shortcoming. This can be attrib-

uted to the fact that a quantization error leads to the appearance of.addi-

tional errors of rocket guidance.

We note in conclusion that the considered designs of coders and decoders

are based on the use of binary codes which are indicative "incomplete" codes
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characterizing a different numberof pulses for the expression of different
numbers. At the sametime, "complete" codes also can be used for command
transmission; the characteristic feature of such codes is a constancy of
the numberof pulses, regardless of the value Ka. For example, an associative
code is _ "complete" code.

The use of "complete" codes makes it possible to take additional measures
for increasing the noise i_unity of CCRL. However, it must be remembered
that with an identical maximumnumberof pulses in the code, the numberof pos-
sible combinations in a "complete" code is considerably less than in an
"incomplete" code.

7.7. CommandControl Radio Links for
Transmission of Single Commands

For transmission of single commands, the CCRL should be designed in such a

way that at the receiving end there will be separation of the subcarriers in

separate circuits. Single commands usually are irreversible. This means that

it is impossible to restore the former state of the actuating apparatus after

ithas received commands. CCRL designed for transmission of single commands,

therefore, should have a high simulation stability. Simulation stability is

ensured by the use of such codes as are difficult to reproduce by interference.

It should be stated that high simulation stability still does not completely

determine the noise immunity of the CCRLbecause it also is dependent on the

characteristics of suppression of the transmitted commands.

Usually single commands in the CCRL coders are reflected by various code

groups of pulses. In the si_!est case_ it is possible to use timir_ and fre-

quency codes. For example, when a frequency code is used, the single command

fed from the command forming apparatus in the form of a dc pulse is converted

into pulses of a sinusoidal voltage of a fully determined frequency f sub"

Instead of one pulse, there can be several, acting simultaneously or at an
interval.

In the case of timing coding, the command is converted into a group of

video pulses with intervals between them set in advance.

If frequency codes are used for transmission of commands, the CCRL coders

usually contain filters, tuned to the corresponding frequencies, coincidence

stages and relays. As an example, figure 7.37 shows the diagram of a decoder

for obtaining commands in the form of a dc voltage when a two-pulse frequency

code is used in the CCRL coder. It is assumed here that both pulses act

simultaneously. Groups of sinusoidal voltages are formed at the output of the

filters F1 and F 2 and these are converted into video pulses by the peak detec-

tors PkD 1 and PkD 2. These video pulses act on the coincidence stage CS, con-

nected to the relay Rel. By use of a contact of the relay Rel, a command /352
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Figure 7.37

K is produced in the form of a dc voltage only under the condition that the

input signal is the sum of two sinusoidal oscillations.

In addition to frequency and timing codes, it is possible to employ var-

ious kinds of pulse-counting codes. The simplest pulse-counting code is a se-

quence of a stipulated number of video pulses or pulses of sinusoidal oscilla-

tions. In such a method of command transmission, the output stages of the

coder should operate on the pulse-counting principle.

In more complex systems, the commands are transmitted by numbers having

several digits, each of which expresses a corresponding number of pulses.

For example, it is possible to use six-digit numbers expressed by pulses such

as in ordinary telephonic apparatus. In such coding the first single command

is characterized by a single number (such as 50-37-68), the second by another,

etc. If the command expresses the number 50-37-68, the figure 8 is trans-

mitted by eight pulses, the figure 3 by three pulses, etc. Ten pulses are
used for zero.

A code of the considered type sometimes is called a six-digit code with

a base of i0. It consists of i0 different figures in groups of 6 nonrepeating

numbers_ entered in different sequence. The apparatus of the CCRL decoder in

each channel should operate in such a way that the output command appears only

with arrival of signals of a stipulated code.

In addition to frequency, timing and pulse-counting codes, there are other

types as well. Selection of a specific type of code is based on the problems

to be solved by the CCRL and the conditions under which it operates.

7.8. Selection and Computation of the Principal

Parameters of CCRL Numerical Decoders

Certain initial data must be stipulated for developing the CCRL coders and

decoders used for transmission of continuous commands. The selection and com-

putation of these data, characterizing the principal parameters of the coders

and decoders_ should be accomplished taking into account the specific character

of the operation of the CCRL as apparatus of the control system of pilotless

objects.

The principal parameters of the coders and decoders of a CCRL are: /353
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(I) the rate of transmission of commands, determined by the number of com-

mands per unit time;

(2) the transmission bands of the separation filters;

(B) the separation and values of the subcarrier frequencies in the CCRL

with frequency separation of signals;

(4) the capacity of the binary codes in a CCRL with pulse-code modulation

and the repetition interval T. in CCRL with pulse-counting modulation and pulse-
l

frequency modulation;

(9) the capacity and structure of the timing codes.

I. Rate of Transmission of Control Commands

In most cases, in all types of CCRL the commands are transmitted discretely

in time. This means that the signals K a are converted into pulses which follow

one another at definite intervals of time. These intervals form the command

repetition interval T. The value F = _ is called the rate of command transmis-
T

sion. According to the V. A. Kotel'nikov theorem, for the precise re;roduction

of a continuously transmitted co_nand Ka(t ) with a limited spectrum of fre-

quencies, it is sufficient to transmit only individual values of the function

Ka(t ) at the time Ttr equal to

1

Ttr = _hh'

where Fh is the higher frequency in the signal spectrum Ka(t ).

In general the spectrum of the mismatch parameter and, therefore, the

spectrum of the transmitted CO,hands can be quite broad. However, the rocket

will not react to rapid changes of the command Ka(t ). Therefore, the value Fh

in the transmitted signal Ka(t ) can be limited by the rocket passband AF r. The

value AFr can be determined quite easily from equations describing rocket mo-

tion (chapter 9).

Since the V. A. Kotel'nikov theorem is based on the condition of use of

optimal smoothing devices, which usually is an impossibility under actual con-

ditions, the command transmission rate must be determined from the condition

of a decrease of Ttr by not less than a factor of 5-10. Therefore
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F _ (i0-20) _r" (7.8.1)

For example, if AF r = (0.5-2) cps, then F _ (5-40) cps.

2. Transmission Bands of Separation Filters

The separation filters in a CCRL with pulse-width modulation of sinusoidal

subcarriers should have a transmission band AFI which ensures a virtually /354

undistorted transmission of the envelope of pulses having a minimum duration

Tmi n. As is well known, it is necessary that

2-3
AF I

Tmin

However, since

2T I
K - i,
c T

taking into account that, when K c = K c min' the value TI = Tmin, we obtain

The re fore

Tmi n Kmi n + I

T 2

4-6

AFI a (Kc min + I)T (7.8.2)

As an illustration, we point out that when Kmi n = -0.8 and T = 0.I sec,

the band AF I shou]d be 200-300 cps.

The value AF for a CCRL with phase modulation is determined by the spec-
i

tra of the transmitted signals and the technical possibilities of devising

separation filters.

In the final selection of the values AF I in both CCRL with pulse-width

modulation and in CCRL with phase modulation_ it is necessary to take into ac-

count the instability of the subcarrier frequency.
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3. Frequency Separation of Subcarrier Oscillations

In selecting the separation of the subcarrier frequencies in a CCRLwith
sinusoidal subcarrier oscillations, it is necessary to use as a point of depar-
ture the .admissible levels of the transient and cross connection distortions.
Transient interference arises due to the entry of the componentsof the spec-
trum of oscillations of a signal of one subcarrier oscillation into the trans-
mission band of the separation filter of the adjacent subcarrier signal. The
level of transient interference is quite low if two adjacent subcarrier fre-
quencies are separated by an interval equal to or exceeding 1.5 AFI.

The cause of cross connection distortions is the nonlinearity of the am-
plitude characteristics of the commandtransmission and reception channels.
In order for the role of cross connection distortions to be reduced to an ad-
missible minimum, it is necessary to select nonmultiple values of the subcar-
rier frequencies.

4. Minimumand MaximumValues of the Subcarrier Frequencies
in CCRLwith Pulse-Width Modulation

The minimumadmissible value of the subcarrier frequency is selected on
the following basis: in the time of effect of the shortest pulse Tmin not less

than 10-20 periods Tso are produced. Otherwise, the edges of the pulses areJ355

extremely gently sloping_ and as a result there is an increase of the influence
of noise on the value of the CCRLoutput signal. It also should be pointed

u__ due to random
_ ±SO .... rain j ..... _

phase relations of the subcarriers if two independently operating generators

are used.

The maximum frequency of the subcarrier oscillation should be as small as

possible so that the radio receiver passband will be quite narrow. However_

in this case, it is necessary to take into account the admissible levels of

transient and cross connection distortions.

. Capacity of Binary Codes in CCRLwithPulse-Code Modulation

and Admissible Repetition Interval of Symbols in CCRLwith

Pulse-Counting and Pulse-Frequency Modulation

The capacity N of binary codes in CCRLwith pulse-code modulation and the

period Ti in CCRL with pulse-counting modulation and pulse-frequency modulation

are determined in such a way as to ensure that the quantization errors will not

exceed admissible values.
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In order to determine the statistical characteristics of quantization er-

rors at the output of a CCRL, each channel of which uses only one sequence of

numbers, we will consider figure 7.38. If all possible values K a are trans-

mitted, the signal K_ defined by curve i (fig. 7.38a) will appear at the CCRL

output. Under real conditions_ with separation of the entire range of changes

of K a into 2n + i intervals, a signal of steplike form, shown by curve 2 in

this same figure, will be formed at the CCRL output. Curve 2 was constructed

on the condition that the precise values K express the transmitted com- /356

mands Ka corresponding to the midpoints of the intervals. It should be em-

phasized that as a result of the short duration of effect of a binary code in

comparison with the period of transmission of commands T = ab = bc = cd = de

(fig. 7.38a), it can be assumed that in the course of T the height of the step

will not change.

In essence, this means that the leading edges of the pulses ik (fig.

7.33e) are vertical and develop at times corresponding to the beginning of the

segments T. Comparison of curves I and 2 shows that at the time of formation

of the leading edges_ the true value K at the output of the binary scaler does

not coincide with that which can be obtained under real conditions. The dif-

ference between the stepped curve 2 and the signal 3, characterizing the

precise conversion of the smoothly changing function Ka(t ) into a discrete

value, is an instantaneous value of the quantization error Aq; this can assume

either positive or negative values. The dependence of Aq on t is shown in
figure 7.38b.
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It follows from the earlier considered principle of design of a CCRL
which uses only one sequenceof numbersthat the maximumvalue A of theq max

error A is proportional to half the width of one K (t) separation interval.
a

Therefore, as a result of level-quantization of Ka(t) , the maximumerror

AK' of the commandcoefficient Kc in a CCRLbased on the use of numbers
C max

of nonvariable sign, in accordance with expression (7.6.7), will be equal to

AK' _ 1 1 . (7.8.3)

c max 2 2N-I- 1

Knowing the value Kmax, using expression (7.8.3), it is possible to com-

pute quite easily the maximum distortion of the command K caused by level-

quantization of the transmitted commands.

For CCEL based on use of t_o sequences, the maximum distortion of the com-

mand coefficient also is determined by formula (7.8.3).

In CCRL with one sign-variable sequence of numbers

AK' = ! 1 (7.8.4)

cmax 22N_!

In actual practice, it can be assumed that within the limits of a single

quantization interval, the value of the command coefficient at the input and

therefore at the CCEL output changes in conformity to a uniform law of proba-

_) 1 in the range from - AK' to AK'bility distribution w(AK 9AK, c max c max
C

Therefore, the mathematical expectation of the distortions AK_ due to quantiza-

tion of Ka(t) for CCELwith pulse-code modulation is equal to zero. Under/357

this same condition for the dispersion q2 of distortions of Ka(t ) due to quan-
qK

tization of Ka(t), with formulas (7.8.3) and (7.8.4) taken into account, we
obtain

!

AKc max

qK -- ]2 (2 N-1 __ 1) 2

--AK'
C max

(7.85)
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and

_2 _ 1 1
qK ]_ (2N {)--_--. (7.8.6)

In order to determine the random errors of rocket guidance caused by quan-

tization errors, a knowledge of only the dispersion of command distortion in

the interval T is inadequate. This problem cannot be solved without knowing

at least the spectral density GAc(f ) of the fluctuation component of the signal
A (t).
q

We note that GAc(f) determines the continuous part of the spectrum for the

signal A (t) when f _ O.
q

The duration of pulses Aq(t)_ having a random amplitude, usually does not

exceed 0.1-0.2 sec. Therefore, in the passband of the control system as a

whole GAc(f ) remains virtually constant and is equal to GAc(O ). This means

that it is not necessary to compute the entire function GAc(f), but only its
component when f = O.

The value of GAc(0 ) for the function Aq(t) can be found as the ratio of

the dispersion gAc2 of the signal fluctuations Aq(t), averaged over the time T,

to the effective passband AFep which they occupy. Since the function Aq(t)

approximately represents square pulses with a random amplitude, constant dura-

tion and off-duty factor equal to unity, q_ = _K 2 and AF _ L
c qm max ep 2T"

Then

GAc(0) = 2_2_TK2 • (7.8.7)q_ max

We note that a more detailed derivation of the formula for the spectral

density of pulses with a random amplitude is given in reference 33. By

expression (7.8.7) by _m it is possible to find the spectral den-dividing
ax'

sity GqK(O ) for the fluctuation component of the command coefficient

GqK(0) = 2q_KT. (7.8.8)
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By substituting into expression (7.8.7) the values _q_K and Tax' found

earlier, it is possible to derive formulas determining GAc(O ) for different
types of CCRL with pulse-code modulation.

Formulas (7.8.5)-(7.8.8) make it possible to find for different types /358

of CCRL with pulse-code modulation the necessary number of digits N for the

binary codes used, if the limiting value GAc(0) is stipulated. The limiting

value GAc (0) is determined on the basis of the admissible mean square error of

rocket guidance and can be found as a result of analysis of the guidance cir-
cuit as a whole.

As an example, we point out that when GAc(O ) = l'10 -5 sec for a CCRL with

two sequences of numbers, it is necessary to use a binary code with N -> 4.

As already mentioned_ there will be formation of quantization errors in

CCEL with pulse-code modulation and pulse-frequency modulation, with parallel

arrangement of the subcarriers. At the output of a CCRL coder with pulse-

counting modulation, the transmitted value of the command is determined by the

intervals T'I = mlTi and T2' = m2T1. (fig. 7.39). Therefore, in the case of iden-

tical parameters of the circuits for analyzing symbols of the first and second

kinds in the decoder, the coefficient of the output command in the first chan-

nel is determined by expression (7-3.5)- At the same time, the actual value of

the received signal should be characterized by the command coefficient

TI - T 2
Kcf - (7.8.9)

T

However, as can be seen from figure 7.39,
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T.

where A_ can vary in the range ±__l.
2

On the basis of equations (7.3.5), (7.8.9), (7.8.10) and (7.8.11), taking

into account that T = mT., we derive a formula determining the error for the
1

command coefficient AK'
C

AK_ = Kcl - Kcf = _2AT when 0.5 T i -< AT -< 0.5 Ti. (7.8.12)
T

With a change of AT from -0.5 T.l to 0.5 T i, the error AK'c changes linearly and

can assume a maximum value

AK' Ti
c max T

If it is assumed that the value AT changes randomly and within the /359

limits of the interval T. has a uniform probability distribution I, it is pos-

z TO

sible to find the following relations determining the mathematical expectation

A--K'and the dispersion 2 of the distortion AK'
c qK c

A-Kc = O. (7.8.13)

T?
_2 = i __l. (7.8.14)
qK 3 T 2

Formula (7.8.14) makes it possible to compute the necessary repetition

interval Ti of code groups, if the admissible values of level-quantization er-

rors of the transmitted signals Ka(t ) and the transmission rates of the com-
mands are known.

Since AK'(t) represents square pulses with a random amplitude, constant
c

duration and off-duty factor of I, the spectral densities of the fluctuations

of the CCRL output signal and the coefficient of the output command will be de-

termined by formulas (7.8.7) and (7.8.8).
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For CCRLwith pulse-phase modulation with parallel arrangement of the
subcarriers_ the relations determining the quantization errors are the sameas
for a CCRLwith pulse-counting modulation.

6. Capacity and Structure of Timing Codes

The selection of the capacity n and structure of timing codes must be ac-
complished in such a way as to ensure the best operation of the CCRLwhenit
is subjected to radio interference.

Interference can form spurious codes and upon interacting with trans-
mitted signals can cause suppression of one or more useful pulses. The proba-
bility Pnonsupthat a transmitted n-pulse codewill not be suppressed is equal

to (with an identical probability Psup of any of the pulses)

n

Pnonsup = (1 - Psup) .
(7.8.15)

Expression (7.8.15) is correct under the condition that the transmitted

code can pass through the coincidence stage only in a case when not one of n

pulses is suppressed.

It follows from formula (7.8.15) that, with an increase of n for a par-

ticular level of interference, the probability of passage of code groups

through the CCRL decoder decreases.

However, with a decrease of n, there is improvement of the conditions for

the formation of spurious codes by interference. For example, when the CCRL

is affected by pulse interference with random intervals between the pulses,

the probability of formation of a spurious code is determined by the following

approximate formula (ref. 82)

Pk = n(Z_P )n' (7.8.16)

where Z is the mean number of interference pulses in 1 sec at the coin- 1360

cidence stage input, and _p is the pulse duration.

We note that formula (7.8.16) determines Pk quite precisely when ZTp << 1.

It also should be mentioned that in the case of large n, extremely rigorous

requirements should be i_mposed on the stability of the delay lines used in the

decoders. Therefore, the values n = 2-5 can be considered most desirable.

In order to decrease the possibility of formation of spurious codes due to

the interaction of pulses and interference, for selected n, it is necessary to
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select different lengths of the intervals between the successive pulses in the

code, usually not multiples (ref. Ii0). Under this condition, an n-pulse

spurious code is formed only with the augmentation of one of the transmitted

signals by n - i interference pulses. If two or a greater number of intervals

in the code are identical, in order to augment the transmitted signals to a

code of the specified kind, it is necessary to have a lesser number of inter-

ference pulses.

The maximum duration (base) of a timing code is limited by the admissible

number of units nline in the delay line used in the coders. It is known that

with an increase of nline , the attenuation of the signals occurs approximately

in a geometric progression. For practical purposes the timing code bases are
not more than several tens of microseconds.

In selecting the structure of the codes, it also is necessary to bear in

mind that the minimum intervals Atmi n between successive pulses should be not

less than 2-3 pulse durations. This is necessary so that the transient proc-

esses in different CCRL stages will end in the time t < _tmi n. Naturally, in

actual practice, an effort must be made to obtain the minimum code base.

7.9. General Information on the Selection and Computation of the Principal

Parameters of CCRL Receiving-Transmitting Apparatus

Radio transmitting and radio receiving apparatus of the CCRL are important

components of the control radio link. Despite the fact that the problems

solved by the radio transmitter and radio receiver in the CCRL and similar

apparatus in radio telephone, radio telegraph, radio telemeter and radio navi-

gation systems have some points in common, there are a number of specific

requirements which must be taken into account in the development of the high-
frequency channel of the CCRL.

The following factors must be taken into account in the functional and

circuit diagrams of the transmitter and receiver of the CCRL_ their design and
the quality of their operation:

(I) the required directional diagrams of the transmitting and receiving
antennas of the CCRL;

(2) the range of wavelengths used;

(3) the necessary strength of radiation; /361

(4) the passband and the general amplification factor of the receiver.

A number of other technical characteristics of the transmitter and re-

ceiver can be selected or stipulated on the basis of the general theory of
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Figure 7.40

characterizing the direction of the radiation maximum relative to the longi-

tudinal axis of the aircraft in the horizontal and vertical planes, and the

form of the directional diagram should be selected so as to ensure a stable

communication for any possible flight trajectories of an aircraft and rocket,

taking into account their oscillations about the centers of mass.

The values 80h , 80v , _h and _v are determined by constructing the most

probable flight trajectories of the rocket carrier and of the rocket, using

a ground coordinate system for this purpose. Since the method for computing

8Oh' _h and 80v , _v is identical, henceforth we will consider only the verti-

cal plane OYeX e (fig. 7.40).

Assume that the aircraft and rocket during the entire time of guidance

move along the curves AA k and AR k . We will divide the curves AAk and ARk

into k segments AAI, _A2, ..., Ak_IA k and ARI' RIR2' "" "' Rk-iRk' corre-

sponding to constant values of time increment At. Obviously_ the smaller the

value At_ the more precise will be the results.

By connecting the ends of each segment by a straight line, we obtain the

direction of the communication lines for each position of the rocket carrier

relative to its longitudinal axis AiXlc. The position of the axis AiXlc can

be determined approximately as the tangent to the direction of motion of the
aircraft.

It follows from figure 7.40 that for the moment of time when the aircraft

and rocket are situated at the points Ai and Ri, the angle _vi between the

communication line AiR i and the axis AlXlc Ls equal to

_vi = ¢i - 8ci" (7.9.1)
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Figure 7.41

Here ¢i is the angle of inclination of the communication line relative to /363

the plane tangent to the Earth at point O, and eci is the angle between the

axes AiXlc and _Xec.

Denoting the coordinates of the points R i and Ai by Xri , Yri and Xci , Yci,
we find that

sin ¢. -Yri - Yci
I

r.
i

where rt--_(Xri--x_)s_ - (_i--ycl) 2 is the distance from the control point to the

rocket.

Since

then

sin _vi----sin _ cos O_--cos% sm Oa,

sin _vf-- (Y!m_.--Y_l)-- (Xri---xci) tg 0_lri COS Oci.
(7.9.2)

If all possible values Yri, YciJ Xri' Xci' eci and ri are determined

during the time of rocket guidance Tg, it is possible to find k radii vectors

whose lengths are ri and the angles of inclination to the axis AiXlc are 8vi"

By constructing these radii vectors in a related coordinate system Xlc _

Ylc (fig. 7.41) and connecting their ends with a smooth curve, we obtain the

form of the directional diagram on the basis of which it is possible to deter-

mine the adjusting angle _v and the width OOv.

The diagram obtained in this way should be broadened taking into account

the possible oscillations of the rocket and aircraft.
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It should be noted that, in somecases, it is possible to obtain forms of
diagrams which are infeasible from the technical point of view. In order to
overcomethis difficulty, it is necessary to increase the width 80v (or 8Oh) so
that it is possible to create a quite simple antenna system.

A similar method is used for computing the adjusting angle and the width
of the directional diagram carried on the rocket. At the sametime, it must be
rememberedthat there are limited possibilities for mounting antennas on small
rockets without disrupting their aerodynamic properties. Very frequently, it
is necessary to mount the antenna in such a way that it forms one of the ele-
ments of the rocket. It therefore follows, in particular, that it is desirable
to use small antennas and therefore ultrashort radio waves.

The most important antenna systems for rockets are:

(i) a dielectric radiator;
(2) a slotted antenna;
(3) radiators of the "wave channel" tyloe, etc.

2. WavelengthsUsed

The following general considerations must be taken into account when se-
lecting the wavelength range for CCRL(ref. 4).

(i) assurance of high stability of the working frequency, which is dic-
tated by the necessity for obtaining a reliable untrimmed communicationwith a
relatively narrow passband of the radio receiver (this is important for in-
creasing the noise immunity of the CCRL);

(2) obtaining the necessary numberof fixed waves for interchangeability
and creating conditions for easy transfer from one wavelength to another;

(3) assurance of the spatial selection of radio signals whenusing small
antennas;

(4) assurance of a small weight and size of receiving-transmitting ap-
paratus;

(5) the feasibility of the range of working waves from the point of view
of the principle of operation of the CCRL.

In addition, the required effective range of the CCRL_the character of
the radiated signals (pulse or continuous signals), the screening effect of
the gas jet of the jet engine of the rocket causing absorption of energy and
distortion of the directional diagram and the characteristics of radio wave
propagation exert an appreciable influence on the selection of the range of
working waves for the CCRL.

Taking all these factors into account, it can be concluded that when there
is geometrical visibility_ preference should be given to the region of meter,
decimeter and centimeter waves.
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Meter and decimeter waves are most suitable for CCRLproducing continuous
signals or pulses of considerable duration. The merits of these waves are:
the possibility of ensuring stable communicationwith a narrow radio receiver
passbandby the use of quartz crystals or frequency stabilization; a quite
large numberof fixed waves is obtained; slight atmospheric attenuation and
slight attenuation in the jet of ionized gases of the rocket engine. A short-
coming of meter and decimeter waves is the difficulty of obtaining high-
directional radiation and reception.

In actual radio communicationwith short pulses, only waves in the cen-
timeter wavelength range are used. As is well known, the shorter the wave, the
easier it is to form a narrow radiation and reception disgram even with small
antennas. At the sametime, centimeter waves have shortcomings. The most im-
portant of these are:

(1) the low frequency stability of available generators;
(2) considerable atmospheric attenuation;
(3) the difficulty in obtaining a considerable numberof fixed waves.

1365

Short waves also can be used for communication for considerable distances
near the Earth's surface.

3- Necessary Power of the CCRLRadio Transmitter

Whencomputing the necessary power Pa of radiation of the CCRLradio trans-

mitter, the most important factor is ensuring the required signal strength Prec

at the input of the radio receiver during the entire time of rocket guidance.
The value Prec is determined in accordance with the required signal-to-noise
ratio.

If there is no reflection from the Earth and attenuation in the atmosphere
and in the jet of jet engine gases is not taken into account, as is well known,
the value P can be computedusing the following formula

p r2

p_ = 16_2 rec rr

GIG2k2

(7.9.3)

where r is the distance from the radio transmitter to the radio receiver;rr

G1 and G 2 are the amplification factors of the transmitting and receiving an-

tennas, respectively, and k is the wavelength.

If a range of waves is selected whose character of propagation is depen-

dent on the state of the atmosphere and the composition of the jet of gases
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from the jet engines, the value P obtained on the basis of the cited expres-

sion should be increased by the corresponding number of times.

In control of rockets of the "air-to-ground" class, direct radio waves
and radio waves reflected from the Earth reach the input of the CCRLradio re-
ceiver. As a result, there is interference of the electromagnetic field along
the flight trajectory of the rocket. The maximumand minimumvalues of the
received signals will be formed at the time of arrival of the direct and
reflected waves in phase and antiphase, respectively.

Accordingly, computation of the necessary power P of radiation should

include allowance for the Earth's influence on the power of the input signals
for different possible flight trajectories of the rocket and motion of the
point where the radio transmitter is situated.

4. Required Passbandand Amplification Factor of Radio Receiver

Theminimumnecessary passband Af of the CCRLradio receiver is deter-
mined by the spectrum of the radiated oscillations, which is essentially depen-
dent on the type of modulation.

In an Nk-channel CCRLwith width-pulse modulation of sinusoidal sub- /366

carrier oscillations, for a case when the principle of an active pause is used,

the oscillations produced at the same time by the transmitter generator are

modulated in amplitude by Nk "harmonic" signals. For such radio links, the

spectrum of the radiated signal, without taking into account the phases of the

individual components, when K a = const in all channels_ has the forms shown in

figure 7.42, where f0 is the carrier frequency of the radio transmitter;

fsub i' "''' fsub N k are the subcarrier frequencies of all the CCRL channels.

The upper and lower side components are situated near each subcarrier. The

frequency interval between adjacent components of this form is equal to F.

The spectrum shown in figure 7.42 can be found by summation of Nk spectra

obtained during modulation of periodic pulses of an identical duration by

sinusoidal oscillations with the frequencies fsub i' fsub 2, "''_ fsub Nk" In

turn, the radio transmitter is modulated in amplitude by signals having such a

total spectrum.

With a change of the transmitted control commands, the amplitudes of all

the side components will not remain constant. In addition, the interval
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Figure 7-42

between componentswith the frequency fo + ifsub i (i = i, 2, ..., Nk) and the

side component having a zero am_±_e _±_ be the greater the lesser the time

the considered subcarrier oscillation is effective.

Figure 7.42 shows that the minimum required passband of a CCEL radio re-

ceiver with primary pulse-width modulation of sinusoidal subcarriers and

secondary amplitude modulation should be equal to

Af = 2(fsu b Nk +l 2 Fs> '

where F s is the width of the spectrum of pulses of sinusoidal oscillations with

the frequency fsub Nk"

The value F s can be determined in the following way

1-2
F s -

TNkmin

where T_min is the minimum possible pulse duration in the CCRL channel.

It is also possible to find the value Af for radio receivers of com- /367

mand control radio links based on the use of phase modulation of sinusoidal

subcarrier oscillations.

In pulse radio links, the width of the spectrum of radiated oscillations

is dependent on pulse duration and the form of pulse modulation. Usually, the

transmitted commands are extremely slowly changing functions of time. There-

fore, the value Af can be found, using as a point of departure the stipulated

accuracy of reproduction of the envelopes of unmodulated pulses. It is neces-

sary to proceed in the same way in computations of Af for CCRL with code signal

selection. This can be attributed to the fact that the minimum intervals be-

tween succeeding pulses in the timing codes always exceed the pulse duration.
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In the final selection of the passband of the radio receiver_ it is neces-

sary to take into account the frequency instability of the radio transmitter

generator and the radio receiver heterodyne.

The general amplification factor of the CCRL receiver is determined so as

to ensure the stipulated values of the amplitudes of the subcarrier oscilla-

tions at the input of the CCRL decoder.
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CHAPTER 8. NOISE IMMUNITY OF COMMAND CONTROL RADIO LINKS

8.1. Mathematical Description of Processes in Command Control Radio

Links with Influence of Radio Interference Taken into Account

I. Qualitative _aaracteristics of Effect of Interference

and of a Statistically Equivalent Filter

It follows from the preceding chapter that single-channel command /368

control radio links, depending on the number of subcarrier oscillations used

for transmission of Ka(t) commands, can be apparatus of differential or nondif-

ferential type. In CCRL of the nondifferential type only one subcarrier oscil-

lation is modulated by the Ka(t ) signal, while in a CCRL of the differential

type the command Ka(t ) is reflected by two modulated subcarrier oscillations.

If as a point of departure we use the properties of conversion of the

transmitted signals, in any single-channel CCRL of the nondifferential type

with pulse modulation of the subcarrier oscillations, it is possible to distin-

guish an output filter representing a dynamic link with constant parameters

and an inertialess pulse element with parameters changing with time in a jump

and co_mected in series. The pulse element includes a coder, radio transmit-

ter, radio receiver and all the pulse devices of the decoder. In CCRLwith

continuous forms of modulation, the pulse element, in the coder, is replaced by

a system with variable parameters forming, for example, due to the presence in

the radio receiver of automatic volume control.

The coder, decoder, radio transmitter and radio receiver of the CCRL usual-

ly are such that in the working range of changes of the transmitted com- /369

mand Ka, there is a linear dependence between the output signal K of the

CCRL and K a. Therefore_ the CCRL as a whole can be replaced by some linear

filter representing the equivalent of the CCRL as one of the links included in

the radio control system.

The weighting function g(t) of the mentioned filter should be such that

the command Ka(t ) is amplified by kCCRL times and there is a transient process

determined by the inertial properties of the CCRL filter. It can be shown that

the same equivalent model is applicable for a CCRL of the differential type, if

its output filters have identical characteristics. In actual practice, this

condition usually is fully satisfied.
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The effect of the instrument noise of the CCRLradio receiver and also
external natural and artificial radio interference leads to the partial or com-
plete suppression of the transmitted signals, the formation of spurious Signals,
exerting an influence on the operating regime of the decoder, and change of the
parameters of modulation of the subcarrier oscillations. As a result, depend-
ing on the type of CCRLand also on the structure and intensity of the inter-
ference, the influence of the latter causes:

(i) formation at the CCRLoutput of a signal Kn(t ) equal to the sumof the

commandK(t) which would exist in the absence of noise and additive (not depen-
dent on the commandK) noise characterizing the distortion of K;

(2) changeof the CCRLtransfer constant, which can be a randomor deter-
mined function of time, and the appearance of additive noise at the CCRLout-
put, under the condition that as a dynamic link it remains linear;

(3) the convers±on of the CCRLinto a nonlinear dynamic link with constant
or variable (including random) parameters, at whose output acts a signal which
is a function of the transmitted commandK and additive noise.

a

When the interference is virtually suppressed, all the transmitted signals

overload either one or more stages in the CCRL receiver and a signal is pro-

duced at its output which is not dependent on K a. This means opening of the

guidance circuit for the command transmission channel.

It follows from the above that when the CCRL is subjected to interference

the weighting function g(t), in a general case, no longer can characterize the

conversion properties of the CCRL. At the same time, a knowledge of the CCRL

equation determining the relationship between the command Kn(t ) (produced by

the CCRL with the effect of interference taken into account) and Ka(t ) is neces-

sary for determination of the errors of rocket guidance. This can be attrib-

uted to the fact, as already noted, that the CCRL is one of the links of a

closed control system_ and the guidance errors can be determined only by solu-

tion of the equations describing the control system as a whole.

Due to the considerable number of nonlinear devices constituting /370

parts of the CCRL and the random change of interference parameters, in ac-

tuality, it is difficult to determine the functional dependence between Kn(t )

and Ka(t), especially when taking into account the influence of interference of

a considerable intensity. In most cases, it is possible to compute analytical-

ly or experimentally only the conditional (although sometimes also the uncon-

ditional) moments of lower orders for the random signal Kn(t). We recall that

the conditional moments for Kn(t ) are determined the same as the unconditional
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moments, but under the assumption that the values of the input signal Ka(t ) are

stipulated. The conditional moments are determined more easily than the uncon-

ditional moments because when computing the latter, it is necessary to take

into account the random character of the change Ka(t) , for example, due to

fluctuations of the output signal of the coordinator, and to know the law of

probability distribution for Ka(t ).

In order to overcome the difficulties involved in finding the functional

relationship between Kn(t) and Ka(t) as a result of solution of a system of

equations describing processes in different stages of the transmitting and re-

ceiving apparatus of the CCRL, the latter, taking the influence of radio in-

terference into account, should be replaced by some statistically equivalent

converter whose parameters should be determined on the basis of known moments

for the command Kn(t). This converter, called a statistically equivalent fil-

ter (SEF), when fed the commands Ka(t) , should form a signal Kne(t) , coin-

ciding with Kn(t) in accordance with the selected criteria for approximation of

random functions. The statistically equivalent filter, depending on the type

of CCRL and also on the structure and intensity of interference, can be either

a linear or nonlinear apparatus with constant or variable (including random)

parameters. When the CCRL is replaced by a statistically equivalent filter, it

is necessary:

(I) to establish criteria of equivalence of the random functions Kn(t ) and

Kue _L) ;

(2) to select an approximating function (type of SEF equation);

(3) to determine the character of change and the necessary characteristics

for the parameters of the approximating function.

2. Conditions of Equivalence of CCRL and SEF

For practical purposes, in many cases, a necessary and sufficient condition

for equivalence of real CCRL and SEF is an equality of the mathematical expecta-

tions and correlation functions (spectral densities) for the commands Kn(t ) and

Kne (t), respectively.

When an allowance is made for the influence of the instrument noise of the

CCRL radio receiver, the Kn(t ) output signal usually is a stationary or quasi-

stationary (close to stationary) random process. This can be attributed /371

to the fact that the instrument noise of the radio receivers is stationary,

whereas the control commands usually are transmitted continuously or periodical-

ly. If the CCRL is affected by external radio interference, as a result of the
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inconstancy of its parameters and also changes of the coefficients of modula-

tion of interference (especially artificial) and the distance between the in-

terference source and the rocket, the function Kn(t ) is nonstationary. How-

ever, it must be remembered that the intensity of the external interference

arriving at the CCRL input changes considerably more slowly than the random

processes that transpire in the elements of the CCRL, which are virtually

inertialess links relative to Ka(t ). The nonstationary modulating voltages in

the interference transmitters should be low frequency so that the interference

can pass to the CCRL output. In this connection, it can be assumed that,

within the limits of small segments of the rocket flight trajectory, the func-

tion Kn(t ) also will be quasi-stationary. If the processes transpiring in the

CCRL decoder are quasi-stationary and the time constant of the radio control

system as a whole, determined by the inertia of the rocket_ is considerably

greater than the command repetition interval, as the statistical characteris-

tics of the random function Kn(t ) it is possible to employ its time-averaged

moments without introduction of any significant error.

The use of time-averaged moments for the signal Kn(t ) leads to the pos-

sibility of obtaining a stationary statistically equivalent filter which can be

used in an investigation of the noise immunity of radio control systems_ more

simply than when the CCRL is replaced by a nonstationary SEF.

Taking the above into account, we will assume that at the CCRL output,

when subjected to radio interference, a command Kn(t ) is formed which consti-

tutes a stationary or quasi-stationary function of time and that the equiva-

lence of real CCRL and SEF is determined by the following equations

_ne = _'n, (8.1.1)

Re(r) = Rn(T), (8.1.2)

where_e and _ are the mathematical expectations or time-averaged mathemati-

cal expectations, respectively_ for stationary and quasi-stationary signals

Kne(t) and Kn(t); Re(T) and Rn(T ) are the correlation functions or time-

averaged correlation functions_ respectively, for stationary and quasi-

stationary signals Kne(t ) and Kn(t); x is the interval between the moments of

time for which is sought a correlation of the functions Kne(t ) and Kn(t ).
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In those cases when the function Kn(t) differs appreciably from a sta-

tionary character, even in the case of insignificant movementsof the rocket,
the equivalence of CCRLand SEFmust be established in accordance with the /372

equations of the mathematical expectations and the correlation functions

for the signals Kn(t) and Kne(t) without use of time-averaging operations.

Despite the fact that all the subsequent expositions viii be presented in

accordance with equations (8.1.1) and (8.1.2), the method used in determining

the parameters of a statignary SEF is suitable also for a CCRLwhose output

signal Kn(t) is nonstationary.

B. Linear SEF

If under conditions when radio interference is present a real CCRL remains

a linear converter of transmitted commands Ka(t) , it can be replaced by a

......linear SEF in which the output signal is

Kne(t) = Eo(t) + El(t)Ka(t),
(8.1.3)

where _0(t) and El(t) are coefficients not dependent on Ka(t) and subject to

determination in accordance with the stipulated criterion of approximation of

the random functions Kn(t ) and Kne(t).

It can be as=umed that this equation is derived as a result of replace-

ment of Kn(t) by Kne(t ) in the expression characterizing the functional rela-

tionship between Kn(t ) and Ka(t) , which would be found from solution of a sys-

tem of equations reflecting the behavior of a linear CCRL when affected by in-
terference and when the inertia of the CCRL in relation to the transmitted com-

mands is neglected. The necessity for replacement of _(t) by Kne(t) can be

attributed to the fact that, on the basis of a finite number of known moments

for Kn(t), it is impossible to determine fully the random function Kn(t ).

We will show that a necessary and sufficient condition for the applicabil-

ity of equation (8.1.3), for description of processes transpiring in real CCRL

subjected to the influence of radio interference, is the satisfaction of the

two following relations

[ jc= b+aKa(t),

[Rn(=)lc= % (*) + _, ('_)Ka(t) K_ (t + _) + _2(,) Ka (t)

Jr ?s ('9 Ka(t 4- '_)

(8.1.4)

(8.1.5)
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Here [Kn]c is the conditional constant component of the output signal Kn(t),

representing the conditional mathematical expectation or time-averaged condi-

tional mathematical expectation for stationary and quasi-stationary functions

Kn(t), respectively, and computed on the assumption that the value Ka(t ) at

the time t is given and differs from zero; [Rn(_)] c is the conditional correla-

tion function or the time-averaged conditional correlation function for sta-

tionary and quasi-stationary random signals Kn(t), respectively; [Rn(_)] c /373

should be computed for given and nonequivalent and nonzero values Kn(t ) and

Kn(t + T); b and a are constant values not dependent on Ka(t); _0(_), _I(T),

_2(T) and _3(T) are functions of the argument _, not dependent on Ka(t ) and

K (t + T).
a

When there is interference, the conversion properties of the CCRL can be

determined or random functions of time. If the conversion properties of real

CCRL are not random, then bearing in mind the definition of the conditional

correlation function, it can be concluded that [Rn(T)] c will not be dependent

on Ka(t ) and Ka(t + _). However, when the parameters of the CCRL become ran-

dom under the influence of interference, a relationship between [Rn(T)] c and

Ka(t ) and Ka(t + _) appears. It follows from the above that determination of

[Rn(_)] c in the form of formula (8.1.5), in which the third and fourth terms

can be absent, indicates the presence of random parameters in a real CCRL when

it is subjected to interference.

When expression (8.1.4) does not contain terms dependent on Ka with an ex-

ponent greater than unity, the relation (8.1.5) for CCRL with random parameters

also determines the necessary and sufficient conditions of linearity of con-

version of K a of a real CCRL subjected to interference. This assertion re-

quires no demonstration because it follows directly from definition of the con-

ditional correlation function.

When the parameters of the CCRL_ under the influence of radio interference,

do not become random functions of time, on the basis of relation (8.1.5), in

which only the first term remains, it is impossible to draw conclusions as to

the character of conversion of the signal Ka(t ) into the command Kn(t ). In

this case, the property of linearity of the CCRL relative to K a can be
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determined unambiguously on the basis of expression (8.1.4). In actuality, in
accordance with the definition of the conditional mathematical expectation for
the function Kn(t) , related to Ka(t) and the CCRLparameters, the value

[Kn] c for the selected momentof time t will changeproportional to the signal

Ka(t ) only in the case of its linear conversion in the CCRLtransmitting and

receiving apparatus.

Thus, expression (8.1.5) makes it possible to draw conclusions concerning
the parameters of a real CCRLand jointly with formula (8.1.4) makesit pos-
sible to judge its linearity relative to Ka-

In the case of a linear CCRL,it is possible to give the following inter-
pretation of the parameters entering into relations (8.1.4) and (8.1.5). The
p_u_u_ _ _1_o_r_ _e mean value _ _ _v _o_e_ constant. _

terms b and _0(_) reflect the mathematical expectation and the correlation

function of additive noise forming at the CCRL output. The function _i(_)

corresponds to the correlation function for the transfer constant, and _2(_)

and _3(T) represent the reciprocal correlation functions of additive noise $374

appearing at the CCRL output due to interference and its random transfer

constant.

If the relations (8.1.4) and (8.1.5) are not satisfied, a real CCRL cannot

be replaced by a linear statistically equivalent filter.

After it has been established that the considered CCRL is linear, the

problem arises of determination of the coefficients _0(t) and _l(t) in equation

(8.1.3); for generality, we will assume that _0(t) and _l(t) are random func-

tions of time. Usually, there is a considerable difference between the range

of frequencies of effective interference with random parameters and the trans-

mission band of the CCRL output filters. It therefore can be assumed that

_0(t) and _l(t) conform to normal laws of probability distribution. Under this

assumption, the problem of determination of the coefficients _0(t) and _l(t) is

reduced to determining the mathematical expectations and also the correlation

and reciprocal correlation functions for _0(t) and _l(t). Then for shortening

the writing, the mentioned moments will be called statistical parameters. This

term will be used for denoting the mathematical expectations (constant compo-

nents) and spectral densities (or correlation functions) for all the random

functions considered in this chapter.
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Since the coefficients _0(t) and _l(t) characterize the internal proper-

ties of the CCRL, when determining the statistical parameters for the functions

_0(t) and _l(t), it is necessary to proceed in such a way that the correspond-

ing moment of the output signal Kn(t ) will be dependent only on the moments and

reciprocal moments for {0(t) and _l(t) and are not functions of the moments of

the transmitted command. It is easy to see that this requires determination of

the conditional moments for K (t).
n

In a case when a real CCRL, acted upon by interference_ produces a signal

Kn(t) which is linearly dependent on Ka(t), for the conditional mathematical

expectation gKn]c, we obtain an expression in the form (8.1.4). At the same

time, on the basis of expression (8.1.3), determining the equation of a linear

statistically equivalent filter_ for the conditional constant component (con-
ditional mathematical expectation or time-averaged conditional mathematical

expectation) [Kne]c of the random signal Kne(t), we find

[Kne]c = _0(t) + {l(t)Ka(t), (8.1.6)

where _0(t) and _l(t) are the mathematical expectations (unconditional) for the

random functions {0(t) and _l(t).

Comparison of expressions (8.1.4) and (8.1.6) shows that when

and

_0(t) = b (8.1.7)

 l(t): a (8.1.8)

the satisfaction of condition (8.1.1) is ensured. The conclusion drawn /375
above follows from the fact that when computing Kn and Kne on the basis of

expressions (8.1.4) and (8.1.6), it is necessary to take into account the same

function Ka(t ) .

In determining the correlation and reciprocal correlation functions for

_0_t) and _l(t), we also will bear in mind that the equality of the condi-

tional correlation functions (or the time-averaged conditional correlation
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functions) [Rn(T)] c and [Re(_)] c for Kn(t ) and Kne(t) ensures the satisfaction

of equation (8.1.2). The function [Rn(T)] c for the signal Kn(t) , linearly

dependent on Ka(t), is determined by formula (8.1.5). For the function

[Re(T)]c, under the assumption that Ka(t ) and Ka(t + _) for the times t and

t + T are stipulated, from equation (8.1.3) wewill have

+ Ro._ (_)/<'a(t& _) + R_.o(z)_ (t), (8.1.9)

_here

Re_(_)=_._(t_i_(t +.c), R_o(x)-----_o(t)%(t + _), Ro._(_)

_----I_o(t)_-l(t--_-'_ ) and R,.o(_)=_(t)%(t+_)

are the correlation and reciprocal correlation functions for {l(t) and _0(t)
and

_o(t)=_o(t)--_o(t), %(t + _)-_o(t-,-:)--_(t),

Applying the method of equslization of the corresponding, coefficients in

expressions (8.1.5) and (8.1.9), we find

Ro._ (_) : _ (_),

R,. o (:) : _z(':)-

(8.1.1o)

(8.]_.11)

(8.1.12)

(8.1.t3)

It follows from the considered method for determination of the statistical

parameters for {0(t) and {l(t):that in an analysis of the problem of the passage

of signals and interference through a real CCRL, it is necessary and suffieient

to determine [Kn]c and [Rn(T)]c, under the condition that the values Ka(t ) and

Ka(t + _) are not equal to zero or to one another. However, in actual practice,

the computation of [Rn(T)] c when Ka(t ) _ Ka(t + T) in some cases is extremely

difficult. The problem therefore arises of determining R_O(T), R_I(_), RO.I(_)
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I

and RI.0(T ) on the basis of a knowledge of the function [Rn(T)]c, obtained by

computations or experimentation when Ka(t ) = Ka(t + T) = K a = const.

If the functions [Kn]c and [Rn(T)] c are determined when Ka(t ) = Ka(t + T)

= K a = const_ it can be concluded that the necessary and adequate conditions

for the possibility of replacement of a real single-channel CCRL by a /376

linear statistically equivalent filter involve satisfaction of the follow-

ing relations

(8.1.14)
[Rn(=)]c:% (_)+ 91(_)_ +_(_) Ka, (8.1.zs)

S(_)<2, (8.1.16)

where 62 and 62 are the values _0(T) and _I(T) when T = 0.
_0 _i

In actuality_ assuming that the considered CCRL, for which [Kn]c and

[Rn(_)] c are determined by expressions (8.1.14) and (8.1.15), can be replaced

by a linear statistically equivalent filter, on the basis of equation (8.1.3),

when Ka(t ) = Ka(t + _) = K a = const, we obtain

[_e]C_-_o(t) _-_, (t)Ka ,

IR (_)]c: R_o(_) + IRo., (_) + R_.o(_)] Ka-t- Re, (_) K 2.
e a

(8.1.17)

(8.1.18)

However, it is known that

R_, (_) =_or%(_), Ra, (_) --z_ra_ (_), Ro. 1 (z)=z%_, r°.l (z) and R,. o (z) = Z_oZ_,r,.o (_),

where r (T) and r (_) are the correlation functions for the random functions
_0 _l

{0(t) and {l(t); but r0.1(T ) and rl.0(T ) are the reciprocal correlation coeffi-

cients for the random functions {0(t) and {l(t).

Therefore

(8.1.19)
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Comparison of the expressions (8.1.14) and (8.1.17) and also the relations
(8.1.15) and (8.1.19) shows that the CCRLwill be equivalent to a linear
statistically equivalent filter in which the processes are described by equa-
tion (8.1.3), provided the following conditions are satisfied

%(t)=b,

%(t_=a,

o[rE,(,)= _,¢,),

%% [ro, t_) + r,. o _)l =f('),

ro.a (_) + r,.o (_) <2.

(8.1.20)

(8.1.21)

(8.1.22)

(8.1.23)

(8.1.24)

(8.1.25)

We note that expression (8.1.25) was written in accordance with the known

inequalities r0.1(T) -<i and rl.0(T) < i. Since r_o(Z) and r_l(T ) when z = 0

are equal to unity, in accordance with (8.1.22) and (8.1.23) we find that

With the values _0 and _] obtained in this way, on the basis of /377

(8.1.24) and (8.1.2_), we will have the inequality

/(_) _< 2,
ro- _ (_) + rLo (_): l/_o (0) _ (0) (_.1.26)

coinciding with the condition (8.1.16).

Analysis of (8,1.22)-(8.1.25) shows that when determining [Rn(X)3 c for the

case when Ka(t ) = Ka(t + _) = Ka = const, it will be possible to compute unam-

biguously all the statistical parameters of a linear statistically equivalent

filter, with the exception of the reciprocal correlation coefficients r0.1(T )

and rl.0(_). The lack of an additional equation necessary for unambiguous de-

termination of the coefficients r0.1(T ) and rl.0(x ) is due to the fact that, in

the analysis of the passage of signals and interference through the radio re-

ceiver and the CCRL decoder, when Ka(t) = Ka(t + x) = K a = const, there is no

dependence detected between To(t ) and El(t). However, if we proceed on the
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basis of condition (8.1.2), assumedpreviously, we can conclude that it is not
mandatory to compute the coefficients r0.1(_ ) and rl.O(_ ) precisely. There-

fore, it is admissible to use one of the possible solutions of equation
(8.1.24), determining r0.1(_) and rl.O(_); it also is necessary to have

r0.1(T ) = rl.O(-<), r0.1(T ) -< 1 and rl.0(T ) < 1.

Equation (8.1.3) can be used not only with satisfaction of conditions

(8.1.4) and (8.1.5) or (8.1.14)-(8.1.16), but also in those cases when the

CCRL, under the influence of radio interference, remains quite close to a

linear converter of transmitted commands. For clarification of the possibil-

ity of replacing a real CCRL with a linear statistically equivalent filter,

it is most important to find the conditional constant component and the cor-

relation function of the output signal Kn(t ) under the assumption that the

input command Ka(t ) does not change with time. Then, it is necessary to in-

vestigate the influence exerted on [Kn]c and [Rn(_)] c by a CCRL having non-

linearity of the signal Ka(t ) = Ka(t + T) = Ka = const, first expanding the

functions [-Kn]c and [Rn(T)] c into a Maclaurin series for the powers of K a.

If it is found that the role of terms proportional to K a in the second and

higher powers in the series for [Kn]c and the terms dependent on K a in the

third and higher powers in the expansion for [Rn(_)] c is insignificant and

condition (8.1.16) is satisfied precisely or with a small error, a real CCRL

can be considered approximately linear. For such CCRL, the statistical param-

eters of the coefficients in equation (8.1.3) should be determined the same

as for a "purely" linear CCRL.

4. Nonlinear Statistically Equivalent Filter. Principles

of Statistical Linearization of CCRL

If a real CCRL subjected to radio interference becomes a nonlinear /378

converter of transmitted commands Ka(t ) and the output signal Kn(t ) is a

continuous function of Ka(t), for description of the processes transpiring in

the statistically equivalent filter, it is possible to use a polynomial of the

n-th degree. The value n for such a statistically equivalent filter is se-

lected in accordance with the method presented below. Then the relationship

between Kne(t) and Ka(t ) has the following form

{e (0 : _o(0 + _,(t) Ka(t ) + _ (t) K_ It) + ... + _, (_)Ka°(t), (8.l.27)
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where To(t), _l(t), ..., _n (t) are coefficients whose character of change and

values are to be determined.

We note that expression (8.1.27) can be considered as the aggregate n + 1

of the first terms of a power series used in representing the solution of the

equations describing the operation of the CCRLwhen the latter is acted upon by

interference. One of the characteristics of this expression is that Kne(t) is

a linear function of the coefficients _0(t), _l(t), ..., _n(t), all or part of

which can be random. If the coefficients _o(t), _l(t), ..., _n(t), not depen-

dent on Ka(t), change randomly, as a result of normalization of the process

Kn(t ) for stipulated values Ka(t) , the functions _0(t), _l(t), ..., _n(t) can

be considered to have a normal distribution. By a corresponding stipulation of

the correlation and reciprocal correlation functions for _0(t), _l(t), ...,

_n(t), it is possible to ensure the necessary frequency conversions Ka(t) by a

nonlinear statistically equivalent filter. In addition, it should be remem-

bered that equation (8.1.27) is convenient for modeling processes in a real

CCRL using electronic computers.

The problem of the character of change of _l(t), _2(t), ..., _n(t) is

solved in the same way as for a linear CCRL, on the basis of an analysis of the

derived expressions for _]c and _n(T)]c., In the selection of n and deter-

mination of the statistical parameters of the random coefficients entering into

equation (8.1.27), the conditional constant component [Kn] c and the conditional

correlation function [Rn(_)]e_ computed for Ka(t) _ Ka(t + T), must be repre-

sented in the form of a Maclaurin series for powers of Ka(t) and Ka(t) ,

Ka(t + _), respectively. In each of the expansions, it is necessary to discard

the terms not exerting a significant influence on [--Kn]c and [Rn(T)] c. Then it

is easy to determine n as the larger of the numbers characterizing the power of

the transmitted command Ka(t ) in the last remaining terms of the expansions for

[Kn] c and [Rn(T)] c. If [Rn(_)] c is determined when Ka(t) = Ka(t + _) /379

= K a = const, the exponent n is assumed to be equal to the value of the degree
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of the polynomial used to express [Kn] c or to half the exponent of K a in the

last of the remaining terms in the expansion for [Rn(_)] c.

The statistical parameters of the random functions _0(t), _l(t), ...,

_n(t), entering into equation (8.1.27), can be determined easily if, as a re-

suit of analysis of the problem of passage of signals and interference through

a real CCRL, when Ka(t > _ Ka(t + _), we compute the functions [Kn]c and

[Rn(_)] c. This requires use of the method of equalization of the coefficients

in the expansions for [_]c and [Rn(T)] c and also in the expressions for

[--Kne]c and [Rne(T)]c, obtained on the basis of equation (8.1.27). If _0(t),

_l(t), ..., _n(t) are not random, they should be determined by equalization of

the corresponding coefficients in the expansion for [Kn]c and in the expres-

sion for [Kne]c .

As a result of use of the described method, the equation (8.1.27) for a
nonlinear statistically equivalent filter will characterize a real CCRL with

an accuracy determined by the discarded terms in the corresponding expansions.

If the function [Rn(_)] c is sought for Ka(t ) : Ka(t + _) = K a : const,

which usually can be done more simply than for Ka(t ) _ Ka(t + T), it is easy

to show that it is impossible to obtain an unambiguous determination of all the

correlation and reciprocal correlation functions for the coefficients entering

into equation (8.1.27) for a nonlinear statistically equivalent filter. How-

ever, for CCRL in which the correlation time Tc of the random parameters is

such that in the course of _c there is virtually no change of the transmitted

command_ it is possible to ensure conditions (8.1.2) also with an arbitrary

stipulation of some of the sought-for correlation and reciprocal correlation

functions; however, in this case_ it is necessary to take into account the

requirement of the necessity for deriving computation formulas convenient for

practical use. The problem of determination of the statistical parameters for

_o(t), _l(t), ..., _n(t) is simplified appreciably if the polynomial charac-

terizing [Rn(_)] c does not contain terms with the commands Ka(t), having odd

exponents. This is because in this case the coefficients _0(t), _l(t), ...,

_n(t) can be considered uncorrelated with one another.
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If the function [Rn(_)]c, determined for Ka(t) : Ka(t + _) : Ka : const

and represented in the form of a Maclaurin series for powers of Ka, contains

terms with odd exponents on Ka and an arbitrary stipulation of the necessary

numberof correlation and reciprocal correlation functions for _0(t)_ _!(t),

...,_n(t)is im_ssible,the signal%e(t) c_ be determinedas the sum /38'0

of the statistically unrelated power and irrational functions of K .
a

In the expansion [Rn(T)] c in order to take into account the terms con-

raining Ka with odd exponents v, in equation (8.1.27), in addition to the func-

ons _t_)_ _2, iL i_ n_ce_sai_- to

_(t)V1 _, _c( )'

where {_ is a random i_anction of *_-_._.ewith zero ma+_a+_l._._.. _ .........._xp_r+a+ion-, }£1c(t).

is the coefficient of the transmitted command.

signbefore [c(t)shouldbethes measinthe containingin

the eTpemsion for [Rn(T)] c.

If the series of the function [Rn(T)] c includes terms having -K2v(t)a as a

cofactor of the function_ in equation (8.1.27) _ in addition to functions of the

type _v(t)Ka2V(t)_ ve should have the functions

5, (t))/1 -- K_" (t).

Nonlinear statistically equivalent filters of the considered type also can

[_ are re-be used to replace CCRL for which the functions ]c and [Rn(T)] c

fleeted by a finite number of terms dependent on K a under the condition that

the functions CKn] c and [Rn(T)] c contain terms with a fractional exponent on K .
a

The same result is obtained in those cases when both functions CKn] c and
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[Rn(_)] c include terms with fractional exponents on Ka or when the functions

[Kn] c and [Rn(T)] c are polynomials of Ka.

Wewill illustrate the above using the example of a CCRLfor which

o-----b+ a%,

Then it will be shown that the conditional constant component and the

time-averaged conditional correlation function of the output signal of a CCRL

with pulse-width modulation, under the influence of high-level interference,

are determined by expressions of the form (8.1.28) and (8.1.29) when the

(t) = Ka(t + _) = K a = constformer are computed for Ka

Analyzin_expressions (8.1.28) and (8.1.29), it can be concluded that the

processes transpiring in a statistically equivalent filter replacing the con-

sidered CCRL should be described by the following equation

Kne(t) = _o(t)÷_(0_-W;, (t) V'I +/_c" (3._.3o

After determining the functions [Kne]c and IRe(T)] c on the basis of

equation (8.1.30), we find that the introduced nonlinear statistically equiva-

lent filter and a real CCRL will be equivalent when

_o (t) _ b; __,(t_a; ¢, (t) _0;

R_o(_): ,%(_) - R:, (_); R:, (-) --: _ (_)Ka_x; R_,(_)-_o,

where R{0 (_)' R{I(%) and R[I(< ) are the correlation functions for {0(t), el(t)

and _l(t).

If the CCRL under the influence of interference is transformed into an es-

sentially nonlinear apparatus, the degree n of the polynomial (8.1.27) becomes

very large. Under these conditions, the use of a nonlinear statistically_

equivalent filter, whose equation is derived taking into account both [Kn]c

and [Rn(T)] c is extremely difficult and, therefore, the problem arises of

finding such a statistically equivalent converter of the transmitted co_ands

K which is feasible (for example, in modeling) by means of quite simple tech-
nlcal solutions.
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There are two ways to solve such a problem. The first is based on the
fact that there is a considerable deviation of the CCELfrom linearity when it
is subjected to high-level interference, whenthe conversion properties of the
CCRLand especially the meanvalue of the transfer constant are distorted ap-
preciably by interference. Under such conditions, the fluctuation components
in the output signal Kn(t ) exert an insignificant influence on the total error

of rocket guidance when the rocket has an extremely small passband. Therefore,
a real CCRLcan be replaced with a high degree of accuracy by a statistically

equivalent converter whose equation has the following form

m

K (t,l= rm 1 .
-he .... -n _ C

r-- -

In this equation, the command Ka, on which LKnJ c is dependent, should be
considered a _xnction of timm.

The second way to solve the above-mentioned problem assumes the applica-

bility of the well-known principle of statistical linearization (refs. 84 and

85) to systems with random parameters.

The essence of this principle, developed for nonlinear systems with

constant parameters, is the introduction of an inertia!ess or inertial conver-

ter whose parameters are determined in accordance with the selected criterion

of approximation of random functions, on the basis of a given law of proba-

bility distribution for the input action.

In the statistical linearization of a CCRL, the problem is reduced to

findir_ a linear device which, in contrast to a linear statistically equivalent

filter, we will call a statistically equivalent linear converter. Its param-

eters are determined solely on the basis of the moments (unconditional) _382

for the CCRL input and output signals. When introducing a statistically

equivalent linear converter, it is necessary to take into account that as a re-

sult of interference a signal is formed at the CCRL output even when K = 0

and that the CCRL parameters change randomly, a

If it is assumed that the conditions of statistical equivalence of a real

CCRL and the statistically equivalent linear converter are characterized by

the relations (8.1.1) and (8.1.2), as will be seen from the text which follows,

the necessary statistical parameters of the statistically equivalent linear

converter are determined unambiguously when its equation is written in the fol-

lowing form

Kne(t ) = c + _(t)Ka(t ) (8.1.31)

Here c represents the constant value or the determined function of time (in the

case of presence of nonstationary interference) and _(t) is a random function

not dependent on K a and having a mathematical expectation equal to zero.
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In order for the coefficient c not to change randomly in equation (8.1.31)
it can be only a function of the statistical parameters for the transmitted
commandKa(t ) . Therefore, bearing in mind that the mathematical expectation

for the product _(t)Ka(t) is equal to zero, in order to ensure satisfaction of

equation (8.1.1), it is necessary to apply The concept of mathematical expecta-
tion or the time-averaged mathematical expectation (unconditional) _e for
the function Kne(t). Thenwe will have

m

c = _ . _.1._2_
n

It is easy to see that K n can be computed only when using a known law of

probability distribution for Ka(t ) .

The correlation function or the time-averaged correlation function (uncon-

ditional) R (T) of the random function Kne(t ) is
e

Re(_) = R_ (_) KaCt) Ka (t ÷ _.), (8.1.33)

where R_(_) characterizes the correlation function of the random coefficient

_(t), and Ka(t)Ka(t + _) is the initial or time-averaged initial moment of the

second order for the CCRL output signal.

On the basis of expressions (8.1.2) and (8.1.33), we obtain

j_ (,Q _ Rn(':) (8. i. 34)
Ka (t) Ka (t + _)

It can be seen from formula (8.1.34) that the function R_(_) can be com-
puted if the following are known:

- the correlation function Rn(_ ) of the random signal Kn(t) , forming at

the output of a real CCRL with allowance for the effect of radio interference

(t)"and the random character of change of K a ,

- the initial or time-averaged initial moment of the second order /383

Ka(t)Ka(t + _) for the transmitted command K (t).
a
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The possibility of finding Rn(T), dependenton the statistical characteris-

tics not only of radio interference, but also of the transmitted commands,is
related to the need for determining in a general case the conditional correla-
tion function [Rn(_)]c with the assumption that the values Ka(t) and Ka(t + T)

are stipulated_ and also the two-dimensional probability density for the random
function Ka(t ) . However, for those values _ for which _(T) differs appreciably

from zero, it can be assumed approximately that Ka(t ) _ Ka(t + _). In this

case_ the _,___'4-___.,_ for _i_ng__ _n(_).,. h_om_....... possible with the stinulation_ of

only the one-dimensional probability density for Ka(t)_ which also is required

for computation of Kn for the known function [E_] c. Then expression (8.1.34)

assumes the following form

n
R

Ka2(t-----)

where K2a(t) is the second initial moment of the random function Ka(t ) (or the

time-averaged second initial moment for the quasi-stationary CCRL input signal).

It follows from the above tha_ the replacement of a real essentially non-

linear CCRL by a statistically equivalent linear converter requires more com-

plex operations and a greater quantity of initial data than in the case of use

of a statistically equivalent filter based on use of conditional mathematical

expectation (constant component) and the conditional correlation function (or

the time-averaged conditional correlation function) for the output signal Kn(t).

In addition to a converter which is defined by equation (8.1.31), essen-

tially nonlinear CCRL can be replaced by statistically equivalent linear de-

vices representing inertialess or inertial converters with constant parameters

or parameters changing regularly with time.

The parameters of such converters can be determined on the basis of refer-

ences 84 and 89 . It should be mentioned here that when using the mentioned

statistically equivalent linear converters for replacement of CCRL, the only

values which can be considered stipulated are the moments and the statistical

characteristics of the reciprocal relations for the CCRL input and output

signals.

It should be noted here that the replacement of a real CCRL by an inertia-

less statistically equivalent linear converter with constant or variable (but

nonrandom) parameters does not make it possible to obtain identical cot- /384

relation functions for Kn(t ) and Kne(t)_ and the finding of the parameters
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of an inertial converter with a determined transfer constant in a number of

cases_ especially under the influence of nonstationary interference, involves
considerable technical difficulties (refs. 84 and 85).

In actual practice, the stipulation of the distribution laws of the trans-

mitted commands in a CCRL operating outside a closed circuit usually is not a

difficult problem. However_ if the CCRL is included as one of the links of an

automatic control system, the probability densities of the signals arriving at

the CCRL input are unknown in advance. In this case, for determination of the

parameters of a statistic_lly equivalent linear converter, it is necessary to

use the method of successive approximations in the solution of the equations

of the control system as a whole (ref. 84).

The need for solution of the equations of a radio control system for de-

termination of the parameters of a statistically equivalent linear converter is

one of the shortcomings of the method of statistical linearization in compari-

son with the principle of replacement of a real CCRL by a linear or nonlinear

statistically equivalent filter. When using a statistically equivalent filter_

both the theoretical and experimental investigation of the influence of inter-

ference on the CCRL should be conducted without its inclusion in the guidance

circuit.

We note, in conclusion_ that the methods discussed here for mathematical

description of processes ih CCRL, with the influence of radio interference

taken into account, also can be applied to instruments for measuring the coor-

dinates of targets and rockets and also to data transmission systems.

8.2. Quantitative Characteristics of Noise Immunity of CCRL

As was demonstrated in the preceding section, in order to replace CCRL

with a linear or nonlinear statistically equivalent filter, it is necessary to

Kn (t). If the CCRL un-find the functions [Kn]c and [Rn(_)] c for the command

der the influence of radio interference is transformed into an essentially non-

linear apparatus, it may be necessary to determine K n and Rn(T ). The statisti-

cal parameters_ and Rn(_ ) can be computed if [Kn] c and [Rn(T)] c are known, as

well as the corresponding laws of probability distribution for the signal Ka(t ).

It therefore follows that a knowledge of the functions [Km] c and [Rn(T)] c is

necessary and adequate or only necessary for evaluation of the influence of in-

terference on the CCRL. Therefore, in an analysis of the effect of interfer-

ence on the CCRL, it is most important to find the functions [Kn] c and [Rn(T)] c-

In place of the function [Rn(T)]c, in many cases, it is possible to use the more
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easily computedspectral density of the randomstationary signal Kn(t) or /385

the time-averaged conditional spectral density of this same random signal Kn(t)

if it is quasi-stationary. Denoting the mentioned spectral densities when

> 0 by the same symbol [G(W)]c, we will have

la (®)1 c= 4 fir n @:)l cos _._d.c. (8.2.1)
o

conditional spectral density, usually occupies a considerably greater spectrum

of frequencies than the effective width of the guidance circuit passband and

therefore usually it is sufficient to know the value [G(O)] . When the spec-

tral density [G(_)] c in an investigation of the control system as a whole can

be replaced by [G(O)]c, the function _n(X)] c will have the form of a 6-func-

tion since

l'_n(_)l c-- 2-_-f [a (,,,)lccoSo,_d__ [a (O)Jc_(_).
o

(8.2.2)

m

The conditional constant component [Kn] c and the conditional spectral den-

sity [G(O)] c (or the function Rn(T)) , in a general case, are dependent on the

U
_ S

properties of the CCRL, the type of interference, the ratio qo - _nn of the ef-

fective strengths (mean intensities) of the signal U s and the interference Un,

the parameters of interference modulation mn, etc. Therefore, the following

relationships can be considered quantitative characteristics of the CCRL noise

immunity

[T_] c=F, (qo' mn .... ), (8.2.3)

1o(0)]c=_ (qo,,%....)- (8.2.4)

In addition, in many cases, it is important to know the conditional dispersion,

equal to

l°']c= _ --
o
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As already mentioned, the output signal Kn(t ) usually consists of two

parts, one of which is the additive noise and the other a voltage (current)

which is dependent on the transmitted command. As a result_ the noise immunity

of the CCRL also can be evaluated by the mathematical expectation and correla-

tion function of additive noise _0(t) and the change of the conversion proper-

ties of the CCRL, which is characterized by the mean values and the correlation

functions of the coefficients _l(t), _2(t), ..., _n(t) in equation (8.1.27) and

also the value c and the correlation function of the random parameter _(t)

in relation (8.1.31). In addition, in some cases as convenient evalua-

tions of the noise immunity of a CCRL, it is possible to use the statistical

parameters of distortion of the command

AK(t) = Kn - K(t). (8.2.6)

These include:

- the conditional mathematical expectation and conditional correlation

function (or spectral density) for &K(t) if the process Kn(t ) is stationary;

--the conditional time-averaged mathematical expectation (conditional con-

stant component) and correlation function (or spectral density) for Kn(t ) if
the process is quasi-stationary.

By denoting here and in the text below the conditional mathematical ex-

pectation (or conditional constant component) and also the conditional spectral

density (or time-averaged conditional spectral density) by the symbols

[AK] c and [GAK(W)]c, it can be concluded that in the case of presence of wide-

band interference it is sufficient to determine [AK] c and [GAK(0)] c. Here it

should be remembered that [GAK(_)] c = [G(_)]c, since each of these functions

characterizes the spectral density of fluctuations of the output command Kn(t ).

In comparative evaluations of the noise immunity of CCRL of different

types and with different kinds of output signals, it is desirable to use the

K (t)

concepts of a command coefficient Kcn(t ) - n
Kmax

Kn(t ) - K(t)
coefficient AK c(t) =

and distortions of the command

On the basis of the known conditional and unconditional mathematical ex-

pectations (constant component) and the correlation function (or spectral den-

sity) or the time-averaged correlation function (time-averaged spectral density)
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of the input and output commands, it is possible to determine the corresponding

statistical characteristics for Kcn(t) and AKc(t ) .

If K (t) is a nonstationary function of time, it is necessary to use as
n

the quantitative characteristics of the noise immunity of the CCRL the depen-

dence of the conditional mathematical expectation [Kn(t)] c and the so-called

instantaneous conditional spectral density [G(_, t)] c or the conditional cor-

relation function [Rn(t , X)]c, being functions of t, qo' mr' etc. In addition,

for CCRLwith nonstationary commands Kn(t), it is possible to introduce into

consideration the same statistical parameters as for a CCRL in which the signal

is a _tationazy _uli_±u_ w _±m_.

It is convenient to solve the problem of evaluation of the noise immunity

of a CCRL in several stages. The number of stages usually is equal to the num-

ber of nonlinear devices in the radio receiver and CCRL decoder. In ac- /387

tual practice, the analysis of the passage of signals and interference

should be accomplished beginning with the CCHL output.

The quantitative characteristics of noise immunity of the CCRL introduced

above are suitable not only for siD_le-channel but also for multichannel CCRL.

The distinguishing characteristic of the statistical parameters of the output

signals and their distortions in a multichannel CCRL is a general dependence

of these parameters on the transmitted commands for all channels.

The quantitative measure of the noise immunity of CCRL designed for the

transmission of single commands is the law of probability distribution of dis-

placement At of the CCRL output signals. However, in actual practice, in many

cases, it is sufficient to know the mathematical expectation At and the dis-

persion q_t of the random value At in dependence on the parameters of the CCRL,

signals and interference.

Usually, interference of low and high levels leads to qualitatively dif-

ferent processes transpiring in the CCRL receiver. Therefore, their influence

on the output commands of CCRLwith different kinds of modulation of subcarrier

oscillations, which is the subject of the remaining part of this chapter, will

be investigated separately.

8.3. Effect of Low-Level Fluctuation Interference

on a CCRLwith Pulse-Width Modulation

Now we will consider a CCRLwith pulse-width modulation of sinusoidal sub-

carrier oscillations on the assumption that the decoder is designed as shown
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in figure 7.8. Analysis of figure 7.8 makes it possible to draw the conclusion

that solution of the problem of the influence of interference on the CCRL

should be divided into three stages. In the first stage_ we compute the depen-

dence of the statistical characteristics of the output signals of the CCRL on

the statistical parameters of the voltages produced by the threshold apparatus

TA . Then we analyze the relationship between the statistical parameters of
i

the signals forming at the T_ output and at the inputs of detectors DI and D2.

The problem of the third stage is determination of the moments for the voltages

reaching D I and D 2 in dependence on the structure and intensity of the signals

and interference at the CCRL input.

i. Relationship between the Statistical Characteristics of

the CCRL Output Signals and the Threshold Apparatus

In the absence of interference, the threshold apparatus TA I is fed bipolar

pulses, represented in figure 8.1a (curve I). At the output of TAI, having the

triggering thresholds Uth r i and Uth r 2' the voltages Upl(t ) and Up2(t ) are

formed; these are shown by solid lines in figure 8.1b, c. The voltages u (t)
pl

and Up2(t ) have maximum and minimum values'equal to u I + %1' u2 + Um2 j388

a

z

J_ rz

b _--r,. .-----..

U,r!

Up;

1

t
tt tz

uPZ_ _ T -i
I'"1 ' F

Figure 8. I
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and uI, u 2, respectively. The durations of the positive drops are T1 and T 2

and the repetition interval is T.

The value of the command K(t), where K(t) here and in the text which fol-

lows corresponds to the function Kl(t), mentioned in chapter 7, on the basis of

figure 7.8, neglecting the inertial properties of the CCR_, is determined by

the following expression

K(t) = UFl(t) - UF2(t) = kFlUpl - kF2Up2,
(8.3.1)

where UFl(t ) and UF2(t) are the output voltages of the filters FI and F2; Upl

and Up2 are the mean components oI" the voltages Upl(t ) and Up2(t); _l and kF2

are the transfer constants of the filters F 1 and F 2 at the zero frequency.

We note that expression (8.3.1) was written on the assumption that the

transfer constant ksD of the subtracting device is included in kF1 and _2"

_en there is interference Un(t)_ the parameters of the pulses '_I are

distorted. If the effective value Un(t) at the output of the detectors D 1 and

D 2 is several times less than the amplitude of the useful signals, a voltage

uZ is created at the Z 1 output s one of whose possible variants has been shown

in figure 8.1a (curve 2). Because of the insignificance of fluctuations in

the amplitudes of the pulses Uzl(t) , it is possible, by appropriate selection

of the thresholds Uth r 1 and Uth r 2' to restrict interference effects to /389

random oscillations of the moments of formation and durations of the pulses

generated by the threshold apparatus. Then the pulses Upl n(t) and up2 n(t)

appear at the TA I output; the leading edge and clipping of these pulses are

shown by a dashed line in figure 8.1b, c, and their peaks coincide with the

plane parts of the signals Upl(t) and Up2(t). For appearance of the voltages

shown in figure 8.1b, c, the duration of the positive drops of the pulses

Upl n(t)and Up2 n(t) is T_ and T_.

Under the influence of the voltages Upl n(t) and Up2 n(t), the random com-

mand Kn(t) is formed at the CCRL output; this command is equal to
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Kn(t) = Uln(t) - U2n(t) (8.3.21

Here Uln(t) and U2n(t) are the voltages produced by the filters FI and F 2 when

there is radio interference.

The expressions (8.3.1) and (8.3.2) make it possible to determine the

conditional mathematical expectations [K (t)] c and [AK(t)] c for the output sign

hal Kn(t ) and the distortion of the command AK(t) if the conditional mathemati

known.Calexpectations [Uln(t )]c and [U2n(t)] c of the voltages Uln(t) and U2n(t ) are

A knowledge of [Uln(t)] c and [U2n(t)] c also makes it possible to find the

conditional mathematical expectations [Kcn(t)]c and [AKc(t)] c for the command

coefficient Kcn(t) and the distortions of the command coefficient AKc(t), re-

spectively. For given conditional correlation and reciprocal correlation func-

tions or corresponding spectral and reciprocal spectral densities of the volt-

ages Uln(t) and U2n(t) , it is possible to compute the conditional instantaneou_

spectral densities [G(t, 0)] c and [Gc(t , 0)] c at the frequency w = 0 for the

fluctuation components of the output signal Kn(t) and the command coefficient
K (t).
cn

The voltages Uln(t ) and U2n(t ) are formed from pulses fed from the thresh-

old apparatus T_ and having random durations and times of formation. Such rat

dom signals are nonstationary, since their mathematical expectation and correls

tion function will be dependent on time. This can be seen from the mere fact

that for times close to t = tl, the voltage Upl n(t) will have an amplitude

equal to uI + Uml , with a lesser probability than at the point t2 (fig. 8.1b).

At the same time, the signal Kn(t ) is close to stationary. This can be attrib-

uted to the fact that the conditional mathematical expectations and the correl_

tion functions of the voltages Upl n(t) and Up2 n(t), when the CCRL is sub-

jected to stationary or nearly stationary interference, will be periodic func-

tions of time. The repetition interval is T and is an insignificant value /39C

in comparison with the time constant of the control system as a whole.
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Then the noise immunity of the CCRLcan be characterized not by the func-

tions [Kn(t)] c, [AK(t)] c, [Kcn(t)] c, [AKc(t)] c, [G(t, 0)] c and [Gc(t , O)]c, but

by the values_ obtained as a result of their time-averagir_, CKn]c_ [_]c_

[Kcn]c , [_c]c , [G(O)] and [Gc(O)] c, where [Kcn]c and [_c]c are the condi-

tional constant components for the coefficient of the output command and its

distortion, and [Gc(O)] c is the conditional spectral density when _ = 0 for the

fluctuations Kcn(t).

On the basis of expressions (8.3.1) and (8.5.2) we will have

n = n [_.l,=[_l,- _,.l.,. (8.3.3)
y=c
¢ = F [_],= [_,_],--"_,- I[_.],-- ",,}. (8.3.4)

(Note: Key to use for equations (8.3.3) through (8.3.8) only.)

where UF1 and OF2 characterize the constant components of the signals UFl(t)

and UF2(t) in the absence of interference, and [_ln]c and [_2n]c are the con-

ditional constant components of the voltages Uln(t ) and U2n(t ).

Taking into account the voltages Upl n(t), Up2 n(t), upl(t) and Up2(t),

acting on the F 1 and F 2 inputs in the presence and absence of interference,

expressions (8.3.3) and (8.3.4) can be reduced to the following form

[_.],= k,, [g,,.], - k, [g,,ol,.

where %1 n]c and %2 n]c are the conditional constant components of the

n(t) and u n(t), computed on the assumption that the value ofvoltages Upl p2

the transmitted command Ka(t ) does not change.

The maximum value of the command at the CCRL output, in the absence of in-

terference and under the condition that the threshold apparatus TA produces

the voltages Upl(t ) and Up2(t) , is equal to 1
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K --k (uI _) F22"max F1 + - k u

Therefore, the constant components [Kcn]c and [A-K ]

Ka(t ) will be c c

k¢,(u, + Ura,)- k¢2u_ '

t-'b'fA-P]c-- k¢, {[_p,n]y-- Up,},--k¢2{[Up2.ly-- up,}
kC, (u, + Urn,) -- k,_2u_

for a given-value

(8.3.7)

(8.3.8)

It is known that the time-averaged conditional spectral density [G(_)]
c

which for a CCRL with low-frequency output filters will be denoted by /391

GF(_) and which for brevity will be called simply the conditional spectral

density of the random signal Kn(t), determined by the difference between the

two voltages Uln(t ) and U2n(t), is equal to

% (.)=G,(.)+G(.)-%1(')-_'),

where GI(_), G2(w), Grl(W ) and Gr2(W ) are the conditional (time-averaged) spec-

tral and reciprocal spectral densities of the voltages Uln(t ) and U2n(t ) for

the frequencies 0 g w < _, determined when K (t) = const. But
a

02 ((o)= 6p_(_) IY=(J_)I',

c¢2(,,)= o_._(0,)r, (j,,) G (J").

(8.3.9)

(8.3.1o)

(8.3.11)

(8.3.z2)

Here Gpl(W), Gp2(W), GI.2(_) and G2.1(_ ) are the conditional spectral and re-

(t) and u n(t) computedciprocal spectral densities of the voltages Upl n p2

when TI = const and T 2 = const; Yl(jW) and Y2(jw ) are the frequency charac-

.

teristics of the filters FI and F2; Yl(jW ) and _2(jw ) are functions conjugate

with YI(j_ ) and Y2(jw).

Therefore
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- 0,.2(-)_ U-)}'2q')- o_._(®)Y,(]-)Y;q.).

If the conditional spectral densities Spl(_) , Sp2(W) , SI.2(_) and S2.1(w)

of the voltages Upl n(t) and Up2 n(t) are known for the region of frequencies

-_ _ w _ _, then

of(-)= 2Is,,(-)iY,(]-)l-rsp,,_jl}', "-

- s,._(®)_ (;,)J'_0"-)- s_.,(,)}qq®)}';(/-)1.
(8.3.13)

It therefore follows that the value GF(O) , equal to GF(W) when w = O, is

GF(O): 2[ ispl(o)+  2Sp2(O)-  l 2Sl.2(o)]. (8.3.14)

_ha_ when writing (8.3.14) we took into account theIt must be remembered ÷

equality of the real parts of SI.2(w) and S2.1(w) when _ = 0.

Formula (8.3.14) shows that for given parameters of the filters for deter--

mination of GF(O), it is sufficient to know the spectral and the reciprocal

spectral densities of the voltages Up! n(t) and Up2 n(t) acting at the in- /392

put of the filters FI and F 2.

If the expressions (8.3.13) and (8.3.14) are divided by

K 2 2 ]2max = [_l(Ul + Uml) - kF2Um '

it is possible to derive formulas making it possible to compute the conditional

spectral densities Gcf(W) and Gcf(0) of low-frequency fluctuations of the com-

mand coefficient at the CCRL output when the CCRL has filters F1 and F 2 in the
decoder.

We will determine the dependence of _]c' [_cn]c ' [_K]c' [_Kc]c' GF(0) and

Gcf(0 ) on the statistical characteristics of the fluctuations T1 and T 2 of the

leading edges of the pulses Upl n(t) and Up2 n(t).
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that

and

Expression (8.3.1) can be replaced by formula (7.2.9) if it is remembered

T, Kc+r I( aC _max. )=7--=-- 2r --_ 1+ Kzc

1 {1+ _c)

r_ T--K_f_ 1 1 (1v-- - Kc0

(8.3.15)

(8.3.16)

and the subscript "i" in formula (7.2.9) has been omitted.

k C
Here k = -- K is the transfer constant of the coder for the trans-

tK T a max

mitted command coefficient; in a general case, k can be less than i.
tK

It can be seen from figure 8.1b and c that Upl n(t) and Up2 n(t) can be
represented as follows

Upl n(t) --- U 1 --_/l 3 (t) -+- 1/-4 (1_),

Up2n(t) = u2 + /-'Jm2 --v U 4 (t),

(8.3.17)

(8.3.18)

where u3(t) and u4(t) are positive voltage pulses having the duration Ti and

amplitudes equal to Uml - Um2 and Um2 , respectively.

Then for the conditional constant components of the voltages Upl n(t) and
u (t) we find
p2 n

and

[u'pJ n] c---u, + ( Um_ -- Um_) lyric _ Um_ [Y;]c __
rp- -_

= < + u_, [_',1c
Tp

7. -[7;Jc

where % is the mean period of repetition (repetition interval)ofpositive /393

voltage drops of the pulses Upl n(t); [T_]c is the conditional mathematical ex-

pectation of the duration of positive drops of the pulses Upl n(t), computed

on the assumption that Ka(t) = const.

However_

T' = T + _i + _2 .i i
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Therefore

n=p

_=F

and

Tn

k¢2Un, 2 Tn-- T,--_,--_
7_

k¢,u I -- k,2u2
[_n ]c-----k¢,(u I -t- Urn,)- k_u2 _-

"f. Jk¢, (u_ + UmJ -- k®2.2]

(8.3.19)

(8.3.20)

where _i and _2 are the mathematical expectations for TI and x2"

The values T1 and T 2 can be eitaer positive or negative. _:nis is depen-

dent on the phase relations of the subcarrier oscillations and the noise volt-

ages. Since in the limits _ the phase of the noise voltage is characterized

by a uniform law of probability distribution, the mathematical expectations

m

_i and T 2 are equal to zero. Therefore [T1]c = TI' _p = T, [Uol n]c = Upl,

[_p2 nSc = Up2 and [-Kn]c coincides with the value of the command K appearing in

the absence of interference. This means that under the influence of fluctua-

tion noise of a low level the mathematical expectation of the error in com-

m_nd transmission is absent.

In determining the conditional spectral density Gf(O), we will bear in

mind the absence of a reciprocal statistical relationship between the random

shifts TI and _2" This can be attributed to the fact that the minimum duration

of the pulse of each of the subcarrier oscillations always is greater than the

correlation time of the interference, determined by the transmission band of

the corresponding separation filter. In the case of the Upl n(t) and Up2 n(t)

signals, the continuous part of the energy spectrum is accounted for solely by

the pulses

x (t) = (t) + u, (0 (8.3.21)

and y (t) = --u4 (t).

Therefore, we need not take into account the voltages uI and u 2 + Um2 in ex-

pressions (8.3.17) and (8.3.18) when determining S (w) and S (w).
pl p2
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The voltages x(t) and y(t) are square pulses with the constant am- /394

plitudes Uml , U 2 and random but equal durations. The mathematical expec-

tation and the dispersion of the duration of these pulses when Ka = const are

2 --2 -2 respectively_ and the mean repetition interval is
equal to T I and _ = _i + _2 _

T. For such random processes, the value of the continuous part of the spectral

density at the zero frequency is equal to the ratio of the averaged (for the

time T) dispersion of voltage to the effective frequency band occupied by the

considered random process. However, the effective frequency band of the men-

tioned random process in a study of frequencies in the range -_ <- w <-_, as is

well known_ is equal to I, whereas the voltage dispersion averaged for the

a T

time T is determined by the product of the square of pulse amplitude and --_T.
T

Therefore, taking into account that the fluctuations of the voltages Upl n(t)

and Up2 n(t) are caused by the random signals _I and T2, we obtain

s_,(o)= u_ "_+ _ _nd S_ (0)= U_ ''_* _----_
ml T m2 T

We note that a detailed analysis of the spectral density of pulses with

random durations is given in reference 33. The reciprocal conditional spectral

densities SI.2(0)_ and $2.1(0) can be determined as the Fourier transform of

the corresponding time-averaged reciprocal conditional correlation functions

Rpl.2@ ) and Rp2.1(_) for the voltages Upl n(t) and Up2 n(t). Denoting the

time-averaging operation by a wavy line over the averaged function, we will

have

If= n

Y= c

where

and

0..,. (t)= upl it (t)- [._-7_-._01,

0,,,_. (t)=,,_,. (t)- [_1,.

Substituting the values Upl n(t) and Up2 n(t) from formulas (8.3.17) and

(8.3.18) into the expressions for Rpl.2(_ ) and Rp2.1(_) and making the appro-

priate transformations, we find
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where

a° {f) =U3(t) --[u_ ]cand _ (l) ----U,(l)--[u-_] c

are the centered random functions u3(t) and u4(t) when Ka = const.

In order to obtain a more graphic means for computation of SI.2(0 ) /39_

and S2.1(O) , the voltages u3(t ) and u4(t ) are represented in the following form

u, (t) = (u.,.: - u.-_.)A (t):
u, (t) -- u=d_ (t).

where fl(t) and f2(t) are functions describing the pulses u3(t ) and u4(t) with

different amplitude. Obviously, %(t) = f2(t) = f(t), since the pulses u3(t )

and u4(t ) differ only in amplitude. Then

% ,., (,)= R_, (,)= -u=,u., [/_o!(t + ,i]c. (8.3.22)

However [fCt)l_t +,7]° characterizes the correlation function of square pulses

with a unique amplitude and random durations whose mathematical expectation is

%, with a dispersion o 2 = _2 + _ and a constan_ mean repetition interval T.T 1 2

Therefore

4 +4
Sl. 9(O) zS2.10)z--UtlU_ 7"

Substituting the determined values Spl(O), Sp2(O), S1.2(O ) and S2.1(O )

into expression (8.3.14), we obtain

af (o)=2 r (_,u., +_ v,,,),.
(8.3.23)
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It can be seen from this expression that for given values T, kFl , kF2, Uml and
-2 --2

Um2the value Gf(O) can be determined if _i and _2 are known.

Since the maximumpositive commandis K +max= kFl(Ul Uml) - kF2U2, the

conditional spectral density Gcf(0) at the zero frequency for distortion of the
commandcoefficient is

It was demonstrated earlier that the CCRLshould be designed in such a way
that the conditions kFiUml = kF2Um2= kFUm and kFlUI = _2u2 are satisfied. In
this case

_ _ (8.3.25)

and + q (8 3.26)oof (o)-- 8

This completes the first stage of investigation of the noise immunity of a

CCRL of the considered type and we can proceed to the second stage in which

--2 --__I and T are determined as a function of the parameters of the signals /396

and interference acting at the inputs of DI and D 2 (fig. 7.8).

2. Dependence of Gf(0) and Gcf(O ) on the Signal-to-Noise Ratio

at the Input of the CCRL Decoder and Radio Receiver

First_ it is necessary to determine the dependence between the shifts
i

and _2 and the intensity of the interference reaching the input of the thresh-

old apparatus TA I and their dependence on the parameters of the pulses produced

by the summer Z I in the absence of interference. In order to obtain more

graphic and simpler results, we will assume that the separation filters SF and
i

SF 2 and the detectors DI and D 2 are identical. The value TI can be found with

a sufficient degree of accuracy using figure 8.2, where curves i and 2 charac-

terize the leading edges of the pulses LU_l(t ) near the triggering threshold
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/-?vo / (at Uth r I level)

Figure 8.2

without and with the presence of interference, respectively. The dis-
Uthr i

placement of the curve 2 by the segment TI is caused by the noise voltage

u = BC which remains virtually constant within a short interval of time. If
nl

Un ...............- "--- It g nl i ny ..... _ .... _-- _ ..........

value of the pulse U_l(t) in the absence of interference, the triangle ABC can

be considered linear and therefore

T1 --

Un I (83 )

where Si is the steepness of the leading edge of the pulse uEi obtained im the

absence of interference at the level Uth r l"

Similarly we find that

(8.3,'28)

where S2 is the steepness of the clipping of the pulse U_l , obtained in the ab-

sence of interference at the level Uth r 2"

On the basis of expressions (8.3.27) and (8.3.28), taking into account

Unl = Un2 = 0, we obtain

II = n _'_ nl

'h=-_/2 • (8.3.29)

Z
2_ n2
"c2-"_--'_"2_" (8.3.30)
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The signals Unl and Un2 represent the sumof the noise voltages UDl 3_

and uD2from the detectors DI and D2. In the case of a considerable separation

of the subcarrier frequencies_ the signals UDl and UD2can be considered uncor-
related and therefore

u2 = u2 = u2 + u2
nl n2 DI D2"

The detectors DI and D2 usually are fed voltages with quite large amplitudes.

The stages DI and D2 therefore can be considered "linear."

If we consider the problem of the joint passage of sinusoidal signals and
low-level noise through linear detectors with identical parameters, it is pos-

sible to obtain the following expressions for u21 and u22 (ref. 34)

2 AFD
UDl = UD2 = 2_

_2 AF I

where kD is the transfer constant of the detectors DI and D2, characterizing

the value of the current at the D I and D 2 outputs when they are fed voltages

2 is the dispersion of noise voltages at the D I and D2with the amplitude i v; _n

inputs; k is a proportionality factor taking into account the value of the

voltage at the E1 output for a unit current of the detector; AF I is the effec-

tive transmission bands of the separation filters SF I and SF2; AFD is the ef-

fective passbands of the detectors D I and D 2.

then

Since

AF I

AF D _
2

_ _2,22

_i = _2- K KD_DI
_2

(8.3.31)

In computation of SI and $2, it can be assumed that the principal change

of the slope of the leading edges of the pulses occurs as a result of the
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passage of sinusoidal subcarriers through the separation filters. Therefore,
when the separation filters used are individual resonance circuits 3 which are
the simplest and at the sametime perform their functions quite well, for the
envelopes Ul. 1 and Ul. 2 of the front and clipping of the pulses at the SF1 out-

put we obtain:

$=F (8.3.32)

(8.3.33)

where Ump is the pulse amplitude at the SFI output in a steady-state /398

regime; a F = 2AF I = _fnl d, and d is the circuit attenuation.

leading edge and clipping of the pulse forming at the SF 2 output, that is

We note that in expressions (8.3.32)-(8.3.35) the time should be read from

the times of formation and ending of the pulses appearing at the SF1 and SF 2
outputs.

In the resulting pulse U_l , the leading edge and the clipping u!(t ) and

u2(t ) will change in conformity to the following laws

and

,,,(t)= _ _.,._-._._)= k___u.,(i- 2e-'*')

(t)=-_-_, . . _k. u 9e-'*3-- ,.2)=--_ _(1--

If the thresholds Uth r I and Uth r 2 are close to one another in absolute

value, assuming that ]Uthr iI _ IUthr 21 = Uthr, and using the notation

_Uthr

the asisofthelast e   ssions,itispossibletoobtai 

the following formula determining the time tI necessary for attaining the volt-

ages ul(t ) and u2(t ) of the threshold Uth r
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1 1
tl-- 2"-ff_p-_tIn l_k.r; '

Here tI characterizes the time reckoned from the times of beginning of the

leading edge and the clipping of the pulses produced by the filter SF I. In

this case, it is found that

Substituting the determined values u 2 u 2 SI and S2 into expressionsnl' n2'

(8.3.29) and (8.3.30), we obtain formulas determining T_ and T_. Then, in ac-

cordance with expression (8.3.23) we will have

= F Of(0)= rt_F_q_ (1 _ _A)., (8.3.36)

Similarly, we find

(k¢,Um, + k¢_O',n2)_

" '' 'cf Oj = c., + u..,)- k,,.,l,
r_F_q_ (1 -- _2 z

(8.3.37)

In the last two relations, the value q_, equal to

characterizes the ratio of the effective signal and noise at the DI and D2 in-

puts. These inputs in essence also constitute the noise input for the CCRL

decoder.

Analysis of formulas (8.3.36) and (8.3.37) shows that the proper selection

of kTA and ql' with stipulation of the other parameters, can ensure admissible

• The minimum values G (0) and Gcf(O) are obtained whenvalues Gf(0) and Gcf(O) f

kTA = 0. This can be attributed to the fact that when kTA = O, the leading

edges and clipping of the u i pulses have maximum steepness. A decrease of
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Gf(O) and Gcf(0) with an increase of AFI can be attributed to the fact that the

steepness of the leading edge of the pulse changesinversely proportional to
AF1, whereas the noise intensity at the SF1 and SF2 output increases in confor-

mity to the law f-AF_l-

If it is necessary to know the dispersions _ and °2cf of distortion of the

command and the command coefficient, it is necessary to integrate expression

(8.3.13) for all frequencies. In a case when both filters F1 and F 2 have

identical effective transmission bands equal to AF, on the basis of formulas

(8.3.36) and (8.3.37), we obtain

and
o2 __ (kctUm, + k_Um)2AF (8.3.39)
cf [k¢,(u,+Um,) --k_u,l,FAF_ (I--k,)2

Computation of the dependence ql on the ratio q0 of the effective signal

and noise voltages at the radio receiver input characterizes the last stage of

solution of the considered problem. The relationship between ql and q0' in a

general case, is determined to a considerable degree by the type of detector

used in the radio receiver. It can be shown that for the considered single-

cha_el C_L, using a linear detector in the radio receiver and q > 2, we ob-

tain with an adequate degree of accuracy the following approximate relation

_/ Afe (8.3.$0)ql _ m-qo 2AFt '

where m is the coefficient of modulation of the carrier caused by the effect of

one subcarrier oscillation, and A_ is the effective passband of the inter-

mediate frequency amplifier.

If the CCRL output signal is a current rather than a voltage, it can /400
be found that the conditional constant component of command distortion will

be equal to zero and the conditional spectral density at the zero frequency is

determined by the earlier derived formulas if the voltages in them are replaced

by the corresponding currents.

Under the influence of fluctuation low-level noise in the CCRL, the sig-

nals of which are intended for moving the spoilers, the duration of effect of

the subcarrier oscillation changes randomly. As a result (fig. 8.1)
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Figure 8.3

Kn(t) = TI - T 2 + 2(_ 1 + _2 ). (8.3.41)

Since _i = _2 = 0, the conditional mathematical expectation of the output com-

mand when radio interference is present will coincide with the value K = KC and

= 0.
c

Taking into account that T and _ are uncorrelated and have zero mathemat-
i 2

ical expectations, for the conditional spectral densities [G(O)] c and [Gc(O)] c

of the output command Kn(t ) and the command coefficient Kcn(t ) we obtain

[0(0)]c=4[0_(0)4-0_2(0)] when 0<o,<oo

and
4

[Oc(0)]c=-_[O_(0)+G2(0)] when 0_<o_<oo,

where G i and GT2 are the spectral densities at the zero frequency for the ran-

dom functions _l(t) and _2(t).

The random functions Tl(t) and T2(t) are square pulses having the fluc-

tuating amplitudes _i and _2' the constant durations T and a repetition inter-

val T. As an illustration, figure 8. 3 shows one of the possibilities of de-

pendence of _i on t. Therefore,

G1 (0) = 2_-_T

and

02 (0) = 2-_T.

Then [G (0)] c = 8T (,_ 4- "_-_) (8.3.4-2)

and
[Oc (O)]c:8_T (8.3.43)
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Taking into account the earlier determined values TI and T2 under the con-

dition that the decoder of the considered CCRLis designed as shownin figure
7.8, with the low-frequency filters and subtracting devices eliminated from it,

we obtain

4T

= TA [0 (0)_-- AF_q_(I--kn_ (8.3- 44)

and 4
[Ge(O)] c- TAF_q_ (l--k.F (8.3.45)

On the basis of these formulas, we find that the conditional dispersions _2 and

g2 of distortion of the command and the command coefficient are
c

2

n = TA =2= [G (0)]flF,.,c = AF_q_il (1 kn)2
(8.3.46)

and

O_c = [a c (0)leaF,., = T___F_ 2(I-- k_)2"
(8.3.47)

where AFI. I is the effective band of the spectrum of fluctuations Kn(t) in the

1

case of its propagation at the freqnency 0 _ w _ _. Obviously_ AF1.1 =_.

In the expressions (8.3.44)-(8.3.47), the dependence of ql on q0 is determined
by the relation (8.3.40).

Comparison of formulas (8.3.47) and (8.3.39) under the condition of the

equality _lUml = _2Um2 = kFU m shows that

_2 = 2_p2_2.
af c

Since good quality of detection of the mean component from the pulses

Upl(t ) and Up2(t ) requires satisfaction of the condition A?-'2 < 0.5, then a < a c-

This means that a CC_tLwith filters at the output are more noise immune than

CCRLwithout filters.

At the same time, the spectral densities Gcf(O) and [Gc(O)] c determined by

relations (8.3.26) and (8.3.43) for CCRL with and without filters are iden-

tical (which is physically obvious).

In conclusion of consideration of the problem of the influence of low-

level interference on CCRLwith pulse-width modulation of sinusoidal
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subearriers it should be noted that all the conclusions drawn apply to a case

when there is identity of the characteristics of the separation filters SFI and

SF 2 and the detectors D I and D 2. If these devices have different parameters,

there will be a change of the quantitative values only of the spectral densi-

ties and dispersions of command distortions. The method for computing the
fluctuation errors remains as before.

It also should be pointed out that the effect of low-level interference

does not change the CCRL transfer function and the only result is that a fluc-

tuation component of the command is added to the output signal formed in the

absence of radio interference. Therefore, the equation describing processes

in CCRLwith and without filters SF I and SF 2 (fig. 7.8) will have the form

Kn(t) = kCcRLK(t ) + AK(t). (8.3.48)

In this equation, the random function AK(t) has a zero mathematical ex-

pectation and a spectral density determined by formula (8.3.36) or (8.3.44) in
dependence on the decoder design.

8.4. Effect of High-Level Interference on a CCRL

with Pulse-Width Modulation

If the effective strength of interference at the output of the separa-/402

tion filters SF I and SF 2 is commensurable with or exceeds the amplitudes of

the useful signals at the input of the detectors DI and D 2 (fig. 7.8), the os-

cillations of amplitudes of the pulses U_l will be considerable and the instan-

taneous values of the voltage UEl within the intervals TI and T 2 can by several

times exceed the lower and upper triggering thresholds of the threshold appara-

tus T_ (fig. 7.8). The parasitic perturbations responsible for the described

effect will be called high-level interference.

As an illustration, figure 8.4a (curve 2) shows one of the possible vari-

ants of the voltage U_l(t ) in the case of a high level of fluctuation inter-

ference; the same figure (curve i) shows the voltage u l(t ) in the absence of

interference. As a result of considerable changes of the amplitudes of U_l(t )

at the TA I output, the signals u (t) and u (t) appear, the possible form
pl n p2 n
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Figure 8.4

of which can be seen in figure 8.4b and c (solid lines). This same figure

shows (by dashed lines) the voltages Upl(t ) and Up2(t) forming at the TA I out-

put in the absence of interference. We note that the difference in the values

of the signals Upl(t), Up2(t) 3 Upl n(t) and Up2 n(t) is introduced only for

greater clarity.

Figure 8.4b and c shows that in the ease of strong interference, the /403

voltages Upl n(t) and Up2 n(t) are square pulses with constant maximum and

minimum amplitudes, but with random durations and repetition interval.

Essentially, the effect of strong interference leads to a breakdown of the

transmitted pulses of the subcarrier oscillations, which causes distortions of

the CCRL output signals. In the case of a breakdown with small fluctuations,

the leading edges of the u pulses (fig. 8.1a) need not be taken into account.
E1

The effect of spurious "tripping" of TA 1 (breakdown of pulses) can be at-

tributed to the fact that at certain times in the interval T the sum of the

positive and negative voltages forming at the D1 and D 2 output in absolute

value attains values exceeding Uth r 1 or Uth r 2 (fig. 8.4a).
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Thus, in the segment TI the formation of a positive voltage jump Up2 n (t)

is possible in those cases when the sum of voltages of different polarity, fed

from the detectors D I and D 2 and passing through the summer El, becomes less

than Uth r 2" The appearance of positive voltage surges Upl n(t) in the inter-

val T 2 is possible only when the threshold Uth r i is exceeded by the voltage

Uzl"

The value of an output command of a CCRL with filters when affected by

high-level interference is determined, as in the case of low-intensity inter-

ference, by equation (8. 3 .2). If there is no interference, the signal pro-

duced by the CCRL can be found using (8.3.1).

In accordance with relations (8.3.1) and (8,3.2) in the preceding section,

we obtained formulas.(8.3.5) and (8.3.6) by means of which we computed the

values [Kn]c and [_]c" These formulas also remain correct for a CCRL under

the influence of high-level noise.

It can be seen from expressions (8.3.5) and (8.3.6) that, in order to find

[Kn] c and [AK]c, it is necessary to compute the constant components Upl , Up2 ,

[_pl n]c and [_p2 n]e of the voltages Upl(t) , Up2(t), Upl n (t) and Up2 n(t)

under the condition that the value Ka(t ) is known. First, we will find

[Upl n]c , assuming that the threshold apparatus used in the CCRL is inertialess.

Since

or

where

then

%_ n(t) ----u_ + u_ (t) + u_ (t)

%_ n(t) ----z,_+ x (t),

x (t) - u_(t) + u, (t),

+

(8.3.17)

(8.4.1)

We note that the voltage x(t) can assume the value Uml if uEl(t ) ex- /404

ceeds the threshold Uth r i' or 0 if U_l(t) is less than Uth r 2" For determina-

tion of [_]c we divide the intervals T I and T 2 into % and Q2 equal parts with
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Figure 8.5

the durations At I and At 2 and the heights Uml (fig. 8.5). H2re the values At I

and At 2 are selected on the basis of the following conditions

1
AtJ_cl _ AF_ '

!

where Tcl and _c2 are the noise correlation times at the outputs of the separa-

tion filters SF 1 and SF 2 with effective transmission bands AF 1 and AF 2.

Pulses with the durations At I and At 2 and the amplitudes Uml , in contrast

to the command pulses, will be called elementary pulses.

In addition to the elementary pulses_ a dashed line in figure 8.5 has been

used to denote pulses with the durations T I and T2, determined by the value of
the transmitted command.

The entire period T (fig. 8.5) consists of Q = Q1 + Q2 uncorrelated square

elementary pulses. When there is no interference, the amplitudes of the ele-

mentary pulses acting in the time T 2 with a probability of 1 are equal to zero

and those pulses which fall in the interval T1 with the same probability have

the amplitude Uml.

When there is interference, the elementary pulses with the amplitude Uml

can appear at any time. Obviously, an elementary pulse is formed in a case

when the voltage U_l exceeds the threshold Uth r l" This can be attributed to

the fact that in this case there is a "tripping" of the threshold apparatus

TA I or it will remain in its former state if T_ produces a voltage Uml. When

U_l is less than Uth r 2' the amplitude of an elementary pulse x(t) becomes
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equal to zero. Under these conditions, the constant component Ix]
voltage x(t) can be determined in the following way

of the
o

-- [Tdur]c,
[X]c= T

where [Tdur]c is the total conditional mathematical expectation of the dura-

tions of the elementary pulses having the amplitude Uml.

Denoting by _-_I and _2 the mean durations of the elementary pulses /405

with the amplitudes Uml acting during the inervals TI and T2, we obtain

[Tdur]c = [Tdur llc + [_dur 2]c = QID-_I + Q2_-_2 '

where [Tdu r l]c and [Tdu r 2]c are the total conditional mathematical expecta-

tions of the durations of the pulses produced in TA I in the intervals T I and T 2.

Since in the interval TI the value At I of the i-th pulse (i = i, 2, ...,

QI ) is part of Tdu r only under the condition that the i-th elementary pulse is

positive, then

AfloAt 1(1 --Pi),

where Pl is the probability that in the interval TI, in the limits &tl, the con-

dition U_l < Uth r 2 is satisfied.

Similarly_ we find that

At2 = At2P2,

where P2 is the probability that in the interval T 2 the signal U_l ,

&t2, is greater than Uth r i"

Then

and therefore

[_u_ c = Q,At, (1 -- p,) -+- Q2±t_p2

in the limits
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m

Substituting the determined value [x] c into expression (8.4.1), we obtain

[_,n]c =_, T--_--[r,(1 --#,)+ T__q.

Similarly, we find that

[_p2n]c: I-_2--_----_ [Tip1 + T2(1- p2)].

Therefore

=F i. =m, IT, (1 --Px) -4- T_.I[gn]c= k,e', - k,=u=+ ..,, r

- k,2 _ [T,p_ + 72 (1 -- p_)]. (8.4.2)

Taking into account formulas (8.3.15) and (8.3.16), and also that

KC = TKCc = kcKa, on the basis of expression (8.4.2) we obtain

where

[rqlo=
k¢iUml + kcaU_.

Kl. _-- 2r

K,. 2-_-k¢lul -- k¢2_2 -_ --

k¢2Um2
2

(1 --#_ -P2) kc _=

(I-p,- p2)Kio.

kc_Uml
2 (1 --p,-kp2)--

-- (1 ÷p,-P2);

(8.4.3)

(8._.u)

(8.4.5)

K = K - kcKa is the command coefficient of the coder if it is assumed that

Cc ic T

T=kK
C amax

An analysis of the derived expression shows that the conditional constant

component of the CCRL output signal consists of two parts, one of which (Kl.1)

is dependent on the value of the transmitted command Ka and the other (_. 2)

is not so dependent. We now will consider expression (8.4.5) in greater detail.

It can be seen from this expression that the component A of the signal El. 2 is

kFl % - kF2Um2

A = _lUl - _2u2 +
2
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and and
and is caused only by the nonidentity of the coefficients kFl kF2

also the asymmetry of the threshold apparatus T_, which is related to the ap-

pearance of different values Ul, u2, Uml and Um2.

As already mentioned in the preceding chapter_ the influence of a signal

causing an error of constant value, in the absence of interference_ can be

compensated by corresponding adjustments (balancing) in the output stages of

the CCRL or by selection of identical values kFl and kF2 and use of a rigorous-
ly symmetrical threshold apparatus.

The voltage

U _ + kF2 m2(P2 Pl)'
2

being the second part of the component KI.2_ characterizes the mathematical

expectation of the error in transmission of commands, dependent on the proba-

bilities Pl and P2' the voltages Uml and Um2 and the coefficients kFl and kF2.

This error cannot be eliminated by balancing the CCRL 6r by selection /407

of identical filters FI and F 2 and a symmetrical threshold apparatus. Its

compensation requires such a CCRL decoder design so as to satisfy the equality

Pl = P2 = P0" A CCRL for which Pl = P2 = P0 henceforth will be said to be

symmetrical relative to interference.

The value _.i changes proportional to the value of the transmitted com-

mand. However_ if the CCRL transfer constant in the absence of interference is

equal to

k U +k U
FI ml F2 m2

= kC ,kCCRL 2T

then when interference is present the mean value of this coefficient decreases

by the value

kFl l+
(Pl + P2) kc

and becomes equal to

(kccRL)n : kCCRL(I - Pl - P2 )" (8.4.6)
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In the case of a CCRLfor which _iUl = kF2U2, _iUml = kF2Um2and

Pl = P2 : PO

where

[Kn]c= _iUmi(i - 2Po)Kcc: (kccRL)nKa,

(kccRL)n = kCCRL(i - 2Po).

(8.4.7)

(8.4.7a)

Since the maximum value of the command in such CCRL is Kma x = kFiUml and

K c = KCc , for the conditional constant component of the command coefficient at

the CCHL output we find

[Kcn]c = (i - 2P0)Kcc = (i - 2P0)Kic. (S.4.8)

The conditional constant components of distortions of the command and of

the command coefficient for a CCRL symmetrical when interference is present, as

follows from formulas (8.4.7) and (8.4.8), are equal respectively to

whe re

k C
Vge-- K: <,po -V-

kC

The minus sign in expressions (8.4.9) and (3.4.10) means that the inter-

ference in a CCRL of such a type always leads to a decrease of the modulus of

the signal which will be fed to the control components.

The formulas determining [Kcn]e , [_]c and [A-Kc]e for a general case 1408

of design of a CCRL can be obtained on the basis of expression (8.4.3) if it is

remembered that

and

=F

K_ax----k¢1(u, + Urn,)- k2u._,,

Uml ( u2 g_,,2

_- kdplUrrtl -_- kdp2Um2 K

' 2 le
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In determining the spectral density Gf(O) for the fluctuation components

of the CCRL output signal, we will use as a point of departure expression

(8.3.14), suitable for any level of interference.

First we will find the value Spl(O), characterizing the time-averaged con-

ditional spectral density of the fluctuation components of the voltage u (t).
pl n

As already noted, in computing Spl(O ) it is sufficient to consider only the

voltage determined by formula (8.3.21). As in the determination of _X]c, we

will separate out in the intervals TI and T2, respectively, QI and Q2 uncor-

related elementary pulses with random amplitudes and constant durations At I and

At 2. The repetition interval of each of the elementary pulses is T and their

amplitude can assume the value O or Uml.

Since the elementary pulses are mutually uncorrelated, the conditional

spectral density Spl(O ) is

(o)= Q,s + 2 o),

where Sel(O ) and Se2(O ) are the conditional spectral densities at the zero fre-

quency for elementary pulses acting in the intervals TI and T2.

However, for pulses with a random amplitude and a constant duration and

repetition interval, the spectral density at the zero frequency is equal to the

ratio of the dispersion of the voltage, averaged over the period T, to the ef-

fective frequency band occupied by the elementary pulse. Therefore

and

_[ (8.4. li)
Sl(O)-- _,,

s 2(°)= (8.4.12)

2 and _ are the dispersions of the elementary pulses forming in the in-where _i

tervals TI and T2, averaged for the period T; Af = i i
i At---_and Af 2 = At--_ 4_

are the effective frequency bands of the spectra of the square elementary

pulses with the durations At I and At 2.
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The elementary pulses forming in the time TI can have the amplitude 0 or

Uml with probabilities equal to Pl and (I - pl ), respectively. Therefore

m,--y-P, (I --p,).

The probability of appearanceof a pulse with the amplitude Uml in the interval

T2 is P2' and the probability of the absence of this signal in this same inter-

val is 1 - P2; as = _c_

o A&
% = U_, -V- P2tl- p J

Substituting the determined values e_ and g_ into expressions to.4.±-)

and (8.4.12) _e obtain i 2

At_

S l(O)= Uml-T-P, (l--Pl),

A_
sdo)---uL ---_-p___I- p_).

Then

,, 1 [ 1Sv, (0) = U,_, T T, -_-_p, (1 --p,)

I _p_)]T_ -S_ P_ (1

In a similar way we find that

llo 1 r r_ r= _p.,A]SpoCO)=__ -- -- (1 P,)+_P2(1m2 T [ AF l Pl -- AF2 J "

Then we determine the reciprocal conditional spectral densities SI.2(0 )

and 82.1(0) at the zero frequency for the voltages Upl n(t) and Up2 n(t). Using

the principle of separation of the period T into Q parts and bearing in mind

expression (8.3.22) for the reciprocal correlation functions R 2(T) and

Rp 2.1(T), we obtain p i.

1 Ti
Sl. 2 (0) : S2. _ (0) = -- UmlUra2 -'f [_Pl (1 -- Pl)

r_ --P2)]+ y_p_ (1
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Substituting the values Spl(O), Sp2(O) and S.±..2(0) into expression
(8.3.14) we find

2

T2

+ -T_o P2 (1 --P2)] • (8.4.13)

If the values TI and T 2 are replaced, using for this purpose expressions

(8.3.15) and (8.3.16) and also the relation K C = kcKa, we obtain

(]f(O)_._(kF,UrnlAvlev2Um2),z{p,(l--p_)..A__ Av p_, (1 --pJhF_o

(8.4.14)

It can be seen from expression (8.4.14) that the conditional spectral den-

sity Gf(O) when e = 0 consists of two parts, one of which is dependent only on

interference and on the CCRL parameters_ and the other, in addition, is a func-
tion of the transmitted command.

If the CCRL is symmetrical relative to interference, which also occurs

when AFI = AF 2 and Pl = P2 = PO' the second component Gf(O) becomes equal to

zero, the fluctuations of the CCRL output signal are not dependent on the value

of the transmitted command and

Of(O) =2 (k_,Um, + k_,U_) °- Vo(_--po) (8.4.15)AFt

We note that the condition Pl = P2 denotes equiprobability of spurious trip-

ping of TA I in the intervals TI and T 2.

It can be seen from (8.4.15) that with an increase of the intensity of

interference, when P0 _ 0.5, the value Gf(O) increases monotonically, attaining

a maximum equal to

ofmax(O): + kr2 2)2
2AF I

If a CCRL, symmetrical relative to interference, contains a symmetrical

threshold apparatus (uI = u 2 and U I = U 2 = Um) and filters F I and F 2 with

identical coefficients kFl = _2 = kF' then
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• spo(1 -- po) U_,.
Gf(O) = _F, @ (8.4.16)

Hence, for the spectral density of distortion of the command coefficient we

obtain

Ocf (0)-- spoO_F,--p._ (8.4.17)

Determination of the dispersions sf9 and a2cf for a completely sym- _kll

metrical CCRL ca_ be accomplished by multiplying Gf(O) and Gcf(O) by AF. Then

2

8._ U_.po (1 --P0) AF
_= Aa • (8.4.18)

8/,,,(1 --po) Ae (8._. 19)
_f= AF' l

In a general case, the value Gcf(0) can be found by dividing the function

Gf(O) by the square of the maximum value of the command, and the dispersion of

the output command is computed by integration of expression (8.3.13).

The curves shown in figure 8.6 serve as an illustration of the functions

[Ken] c Gcf(O)AF 1

K. -_i_0 j and 8
IC

- f2(Po), de÷ermine rl by e_ _ h........ _; and

(8.4.17), for a symmetrical CCRL.

Determination of the dependence of the conditional constant components and

spectral densities of the CCRL output signal and command coefficient, and also

of the conditional constant components and spectral densities for distortion of

commands and command coefficient, on the ratios ql.l and ql.2 of the effective

strengths of signal and interference at the output of the separation filters

SF 1 and SF 2 requires determination of the relationship between Pl and ql.l and

For this reason, we will establish under what conditions and/412
P2 and ql.2"

in what way tripping of the threshold apparatus occurs under the influence of

the voltage Uzl(t )-

During the time T1, the summer Z 1 is fed a voltage u I from the detector

D1; this voltage is a mixture of signal and noise. 0nly noise u 2 is fed from
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Figure 8.6

the detector D 2. The following condition must be satisfied for the threshold

apparatus TAI to be tripped at some point tI of the interval Ti

u2 _ ]Uth r 21 + u I. (8.4.20)

On this basis, it can be asserted that the value Pl characterizes the proba-

bility of satisfaction of the inequality (8.4.20), that is

Pl = P(U2 _ IUthr 2] + Ul)"

Since the transmission bands of the filters SF I and SF 2 to all intents and

purposes do not overlap, the voltages uI and u 2 can be considered uncorrelated
and therefore

= thr
0 I i_ u

[/_rl21 • i
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where W(uI) and W(u2) are the probability densities for the randomsignals u I

and u 2.

If linear detectors with transfer constants for the envelope which are

identical and equal to unity are used in the CCRL decoder, it is well known

(ref. 34) that

and

C = S

II = n

W, (u,) = _-5-- exp ., Io _ _2 ]_.1 2_I1 \ nl

•.._ ---w-- e×p -- _ ,
=.2 L 2_.2J

2

where Esl is the amplitude of signal strength acting on the DI input; Onl is
_\

the in_rference dispersion at the Di input; I0 | -±-s±)_ , is the Bessel func-

tion of the zero order of the fictitious argument; if2 is the interference
n2

dispersion at the D 2 input.

Substituting the values Wl(Ul) and W2(u2) into exp_ssion (8.4.21) and

assuming that the thresholds Uth r i = Uthr 2 _ O, we obtain

II -- n

ioxp[q (, i)]P: : 27 .I _ ' (8.4.22)

1 _nl
where a2-----_ 1 -[- is a coefficient dependent on the effective transmis-

sion bands AF I and AF 2 of the filters SF I and SF2, since when there is an

equality of the transfer constants of SF I and SF 2 at the resonance frequency

_2 AF I
the condition nl =__ is satisfied. Similarly we find

o2 AF 2
n2

whe re
P2 = exp 2--ql.2 1 ----_ -_- ,

n = n b-:-ffkl+ --4_ ] 2- t 4_ + _ ]" (8.4.23)

When _2 = o 2 which corresponds to the case of a CCRL symmetrical rela-
nl n2'

tive to interference,
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3,0
q,

whe re

P_=P2=_ exp -- , (8.4.2_)

Figure 8.7 shows a curve of the function PO = Pl = P2 = F(ql)' con-

structed on the basis of formula (8.4.24). This curve shows that when the ef-

fective interference exceeds the signal by a factor of 2 we have Pl = P2 _ 0.kS.

The dependence of ql.l and ql.2 on q0' in the case of a high level of in-

terference_ for the case of identical filters FI and F 2 is determined approxi-
mately using the following formula (ref. 34)

q_. -- _ -- 2%%-_ Afe (8.4.25)
1--ql.2-- 2(2_t_m2)qo2+t/_- _XF, "

On the basis of the derived formulas, it is possible to find the rela-/414

2
tionship of _n]c , [AK]c, [Kcn]c , [_c]c , Gf(O), Gcf(O) , _ and _cf and the

value qo" Figure 8.8 is a pair of curves illustrating the influence of qo on

Gcf(0 ) and [Kcn]c for a symmetrical CCRL. In this figure, the dashed straight

line represents the value of the command coefficient K c which would character-

ize the CCRL output signal in the absence of interference. The approach of the
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Figure 8.8

value [Kcn] c to zero with a decrease of q0 meansthe appearanceof the effect

of opening of the control system (guidance circuit) for the regular component
of the received commands;in this case, the opening occurs in such a way that
the control surfaces of the rocket, for a given form of guidance, on the aver-
age will be in a neutral position. Figure 8.6 showsthat virtually complete
opening sets in whenP0 a 0.4-0.45, which corresponds to ql g 0.5-0.6 (fig.

8.7). At the sametime, with a decrease of q0 the spectral density attains a

maximumvalue, increasing monotonically from zero when interference is absent
(fig. 8.8).

If the CCR_Lis asymmetrical relative to interference, which corresponds to
the cond_t_o_ _i _ P2' with an increase of intensity (strength) of fluctuations,

one of the probabilities (Pl or p2) approaches i and the other approaches 0.

In such CCRL,in the case of a very high level of interference, the value [Kn]c

does not becomeequal to zero. Thus, whenPl = I and P2 = 0, on the basis of
expression (8.4.3) we obtain

n c

(8.4.26)

When P2 = i and Pl = 0, we will have

U
[Kn]c = kFl I

-k u + k U . (8.4.27)
F2 2 FI ml

Formulas (8.4.26) and (8.4.27) show that in the case of a very high level

of interference at the output of an asymmetrical CCRL, in most cases, a minimum
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or maximum output signal is formed which within limits is not dependent on the

transmitted command. This means that the guidance circuit will be opened for

the "constant" component of the received commands, but in such a way that,

in the majority of cases, the control surfaces of the rocket will be in /415
one of the extreme positions.

The spectral density of the CCRL output signals when Pl = I and P2 = 0 or

when Pl = 0 and P2 = i also becomes equal to O, which is equivalent to opening

of the guidance circuit for the fluctuation components of the CCRL output

signal.

1 LFigure 8.9 shows the typical appearance of the dependence ['Ken]e

Gcf(0) when Ka = 0 on qo for an asymmetrical CC'RL.

On the basis of the considerations presented above, it can be concluded

that when designing a CCRL it is necessary to ensure that it is symmetrical

relative to interference. Then, it is important to emphasize the desirability

of using a symmetrical threshold apparatus and identical output filters. This

can be attributed, in particular, to the fact that under the mentioned condi-
tions the maximum of the transfer constant of the CCRL is ensured.

We note, in conclusion, that the derived expressions for [Kn]c and Gf(O)

make it possible to find the equation of a mathematical model of a CCRL of the

considered type. For example, for a symmetrical CCRL we will have

Kne(t) = (kccRL)nKa(t) + AK(t). (8.4.28)
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In this equation (kccRL)n is determined using formula (8.4.7a) and the

randomfunction AK(t), which can be considered white noise, has a zero mathe-

matical expectation and spectral density Gf(O), computed using formula (8.4.15).

If the CCRL is not sy_netrical relative to interference, the processes

transpiring in the statistically equivalent filter should be described by equa-

tion (8.1.30). In this equation, the m_thematical expectations Eo(t), El(t),

_l(t) and the spectral densities (at the frequency w = O) G_o(O), GEl(O ) and

GEl , determined from expressions (8.4.3), (8.4.4), (8.4.5) and (8.4.14), /416

should be equal to
f" _I. I

_o (0-- K_. 2, _._(t) = 0, _, _t) = K_ "

O_°(O)=(k_-,Vml'_-kF2Um2)2[ p'(I-p')AF, Av P" (I -- P_) ] - G:'(0)'AF2

G_, (O)=(kF,Um, -4.-]_2 U,=2) _ _K[ p.,(1--p,}AF_

O_, (0) _- 0.

The CCRL output signal, used for moving the spoilers, is equivalent to the

voltage difference between Upl(t ) and Up2(t) in a CCRL containing the output

filters F1 and F2, if it is assumed that Upl(t ) and Up2(t) have different ampli-

tudes and uI = u 2 = O. Therefore, the conditional mathematical expectations

and spectral densities of the command coefficients in both types of CCRL should

be identical.

Then, on the basis of expressions (8.4.3) and (8.4.14) when k
CCEL without filters we obtain F1

= k for
F2'

I_n]C =Pu--P, + KCc( 1 --P,- P2),

[Oc(O)]c=4{P,(1--pl) p2 (1 --p2)aF, + _F2

"+-/_c [.p, (1 --p,, p: (_p:)]}.aF_

(8.4.29)

(8.4.3o)

In order to find [--Kn] c and [G(O)]c, it is sufficient to .multiply expressions

(8.4.29) and (8.4.30) by T and T 2, respectively; [AKc] c and [AK] c can be com-

puted from the known formulas for [Kcn] c and [-Kn]c after subtracting Kc = KCc

from them and also K = KC = T1 - T 2 = kcK a.
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The value

[Kn]c = T(P2 - Pl ) + kcKa(l - Pl - P2 ) (8.4.31)

consists of two parts. The first part, equal to T(p 2 - pl), characterizes the

mathematical expectation of error in transmission of command and can be made

equal to zero if the CCRL is designed in such a way that the equality

Pl == P2 p is satisfied.0

The term kcKa(l - Pl - P2 ) changes proportional to the transmitted com-

mand Ka and is dependent on the noise intensity.

The mean CCRL transfer constant decreases due to interference by the value

Pl + P2 and becomes equal to

(kccRL)n = kc(l - Pl - P2 )" (8.4.32)

If the CCRL is symmetrical relative to interference; in the case of very

strong interference [_]c approaches zero and the guidance circuit is opened so

that the control surfaces of the rocket_ under the influence of radio interfer-

ence, in most cases occupy a neutral position. The mean (statistical) transfer
constant of such a CCRL is

(kccRL) n : k0c(l - 2Po ) . (8.4.33)

In an asymmetrical CCRL_ when Pl = i and P2 = 0 or Pl = 0 and P2 = i, /417

the value [_]c is equal to -T and T, respectively. This means that the

opening of the circuit_ for the most part, occurs when there is a maximum de-

flection of the spoiler in one direction or the other.

It follows from the above that it is desirable to design a CCRL in such a

way that it is symmetrical relative to interference. This requires a rigorous

identity of the like stages for handling the subcarrier oscillations of the
considered channel in the decoder.

The dependence of [Kn]c , [Kcn]c , [&-K]c and [_-Kc]c on ql.l and ql.2' and

also on q0 can be determined quite easily by using formulas (8.4.22), (8.4.23)

and (8.4.25).
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It was noted earlier that it is desirable to design a CCRLwhich is sym-
metrical relative to interference whenPl = P2 = P0 and AF1 = AF2 = AFeff. As

can be seen from expression (8.4.30), for such CCRL [G(O)]

dent on K and accordingly is equal to c
a

8T2

[G (O)l c----_ _ (I --po).

ceases to be depen-

(8.4.34)

At the same time

[_ (o)1c= _ po (I -po). (8.4.39)

The relationship between [G(O)] c and [Gc(0)] c and between ql.l' ql.2 and

qo can be obtained on the basis of expressions (8.4.22)_ (8.4.23) and (8.4.25).

Analysis of formula (8.4.30) reveals that [Gc(O)] c in a CCRLwithout filters

changes qualitatively with an increase of the interference level as it does in

a CCRLwith low-frequency output filters.

If it is necessary to know the dispersion of fluctuations of the CCRL out-

put signal, for a sy,nnetrical CCRL, the functions [G(O)] and [G (0)] must be
c C c

1
multiplied by the effective band of fluctuations when o _ w _ _ is equal to--.

2T

Then we obtain

r

_,= 4 -_ po _ --pot (8.4.36)

and
a2 4
c -- AF, T Po (l -- Po)- (8.4.37)

2 2
Comparison of the dispersions qcf and gc reveals that

_2 = 2AF_g_.cf

We recall that this same expression was obtained for CCRL with low-

frequency output filters.

8.9. Effect of Low-Level Fluctuation Interference on a CCRL

with Pulse-CountingModulation

The output signals in a CCRL with pulse-counting modulation are determined

quite simply by using the decoder whose functional diagram is shown in figure
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7.13b. The distinguishing characteristic of this apparatus is that it

contains wideners for the pulses fed from the coincidence stages CS I and

CS 2 •

J418

When a CCRL with wideners in the decoder is subjected to fluctuations in-

terference whose level is low in comparison with the amplitude of the working

signals, the conditional constant component of distortion of the received com-

mands is equal to zero. This is because for the stipulated value of the trans-

mitted command, when interference is present or absent, during the time T the

wideners form the same number of pulses with constant amplitudes and durations.

At the same time, groups of pulses Upl n(t) and Up2 n(t) will act at the

WI and W 2 outputs (fig. 7.13b) when interference is present; the times of

formation of these groups change randomly.

Since in the case of pulses which are position modulated randomly the

value of the spectral density at the zero frequency is equal to zero (ref. 33),

in a study of the problem of the noise immunity of CCRL with wideners in the

decoder it is necessary to know Gf(w), rather than Gf(O), where Gf(w), as be-

fore, is the conditional spectral density of the signal Kn(t) in a CCRL with
output filters.

Determination of Gf(w) requires a knowledge of the functions Gl(W ) and

G2(w), characterizing the spectral densities of the voltages Upl n(t) and

n(t) for all frequencies w. For a given value of the transmitted command,Up2

reflected using mI and m 2 symbols of the first and second kind, the voltage

u (t) can be considered as consisting of m pulse sequences, in each of
pl n i

which there is phase (position) fluctuation of the pulses; the mean pulse

repetition interval is constant and equal to T. In addition, the amplitudes

and durations of the pulses in all sequences are identical and equal to U I and

_pl _ respectively.

Taking into account that, in any sequence, the pulses are formed indepen-

dently of one another and that all sequences are uncorrelated with one another,

we can write

Gl(o)--_mlGlt(_), (8.5.1)

where Gli(_) is the continuous part of the spectral density of the i-th of

pulse sequences with random phase modulation.
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It is known (ref. 33) that for square pulses forming at randomtimes

- 2 W'CPl8 sm I1 - I% 60)I'1,G. (®) -- _ U_I
(8.5.2)

where e_ (w) is the characteristic function of deviation of the time of appear-
I

ance of the pulses Upl n(t) from the mean value.

If the probability density of deviation _l of the time of formation /419

of a pulse relative to its mean value is denoted W(_l) , then

_owe ve r

_'_1 _ 'gl -- 'gl,

where _l and _l are the instantaneous and mean values of displacement by

interference of the leading edges of the u (t) pulses.
pl n

It follows therefore that the possibility of computing Wl(_l) involves

the necessity for determining the distribution density of the probabilities

W(T1) for _l" The latter can be determined by an analysis of the fluctuations

of the times of appearance of the pulses UCS l' produced by the coincidence
stage CS •

1

The process of formation of these fluctuations for the case when CS 1 pro-

duces a signal when under the influence of a two-pulse timing code is illus-

trated in figure 8.10. The solid and dashed lines in figure 8.10a and b show

the position of the leading edges and the clipping of the first and second code

pulses in the absence and in the presence of interference, respectively, before

and after passing through the delay line in the coincidence stage; figure

8.10c shows the output signal.

The square pulses at the CS I input can be obtained using a so-called

normalizer, which consists of a bilateral limiter, delay multivibrator, block-

ing oscillator, etc. Figure 8.10 shows the pulses for a case when the role of

a normalizer is performed by a bilateral limiter. If a delay multivibrator or

a blocking oscillator is used, the signals shown in figure 8.10a and b will be

position modulated on the time axis, rather than being width modulated.

The operation of the decoder deteriorates appreciably when there is no
normalizer in the CCRL radio receiver. This is because video pulses are formed
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Figure 8.10

at the radio receiver output which in shape are close to triangular. If there

are fluctuations of their leading edges, there will be appreciable oscillations

of the amplitudes of the UCS i output pulses of the coincidence stage CSI, re-

sulting in unfavorable conditions for passage of the signals through the sub-

sequent circuits of the decoder. Therefore, henceforth we will assume that

the input pulses of the coincidence stage are normalized in "shape and are /420
square. Under this condition it can be found (ref. 105) that

w (_,)= n, Wo(_,) Wo(At)d (At) (8.5.3)

where Wo(At ) is the probability density for fluctuations of the leading edge of

a single pulse at the CS I input, and n I is the capacity of the timing code to

which the coincidence stage CSI is tuned.

It can be shown that the fluctuations At in the case of a low noise level

have a zero mathematical expectation and with an adequate degree of accuracy

have a normal probability distribution, that is

Wo(At)- _ _xp 2o_)V-2_% -- '

where o2 is the dispersion of fluctuations of the leading edge for any of the
T

normalizer output pulses.

Substituting the cited value Wo(_t ) into the expression for W(_I) and in-
tegrating, we obtain
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w(_,)= "' [ / _' 11"'-' ( _2",-'%1i_: l + @t_--F_-?}J exp - 24} (8.5.4)

Here <ll

.It

--_- e-
0

_dt is the probability integral representing the tabu-

lated function.

By knowing W(mI) , in accordance with the rules of transformation of the

probability distribution laws for functions of the random values, we obtain

whe re

-- ------'--- [ ' \l/2,,,,/J "'-'
X exp I (/' + _" )'

[ 2:_, •
(8.5.5)

We note that in a general case the integrals (8.5.6) and (8.5.7) are not

expressed through elementary functions and the values _I and 2
puted using the methods of numerical integration, ml

must be com-

/4m

After W(_TI ) is known, it is possible to determine the characteristic

function 81(w) , and then, using formulas (8.5.1) and (8.5.2), also find the

valuesGI(_).

Considering in this way the processes transpiring at the output of the

coincidence stage CS 2 and the widener W2, we obtain

a2@,)-- _a_, (<_), (8.5.8)

where G2i(m) is the continuous part of the spectral density of the i-th se-

quence (of the total number m2) of pulses forming at the W2 output.

Since at the CS 2 output each sequence represents square pulses with random

phase modulation, then
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p=W

Here

8 U 2 sin _ o_P_ [1 --102(o) 1_].021 (_') -- _ .,_ --g- (8.5.9)

02 (to) : S W 2 (_,2) eY°'¢'2d_,_
--oo

is the characteristic function for the deviation _2 of the time of appearance

of the pulses of the widener W 2 on the mean value;

/72+ _,\1 _,-_
__ n_ 1+_ --- _: exp

W2 @,2) 2.,_I V2_%2 _ V2%2 ) ]

is the probability density for _ ;
T2

is the mean displacement by interference of the leading edga of the pulse

UCS 2_ forming at the CS 2 output;

-_2,2= (_2- _)_W (_)d_0

is the dispersion of displacement by interference of the leading edge of the

pulse UCS 2; _w2 is the duration of the pulses produced by the widener W2;

Um2 is the amplitude of pulses produced by the widener W 2.

Then after determining Gl(W) and G2(w ) we find that

of (_)= -_-[(_+ %o_ o,, (_)I Y,(/_)1=

Jr- (1 --/_c ) a_, (_)1 Y2 q_)PI- (8.5.1o)

It can be seen from expression (8.5.10) that for different parameters of /422

pulses produced in the CS I and CS 2 and for different characteristics

of the CCRL output filters_ the conditional spectral density of distortion of

the command is dependent not only on the intensity of the interference_ but
also on the value of the transmitted command K

a

In order to exclude the influence of K a on Gf(w) it is necessary to satis-

fy the following conditions: Gli(W ) = G2i(w ) and Yl(jw ) = Y (jw). These2
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conditions meanthat Gf(w) will be constant for a given level of interference

and frequency _ for any Ka if CSI, CS2, W1 andW2 have identical corresponding

characteristics and the capacity of the codes of the first and second kinds

are equal to one another.

If the CC9_ decoder is designed as shown in figure 7.13a, for the condi-

tional constant component of the CCRL output signal we obtain

_=F

II = n (8.5.11)

where _nl and _n2 are the mathematical expectations of the durations of the

pulses formed by the coincidence stages CSI and CS 2 when interference is

present.

It can be seen from expression (8.5.11) that when interference is present

the CCRL output signal consists of two parts, one of which is characterized

by the parameters of the filters F 1 and F2, the amplitudes of the pulses Uml

and Um2 and the pulse durations Tnl and Tn2 , while the other, in addition, is

dependent on the transmitted command coefficient Kic = KCc.

_T1e mean transfer constant of the CCRL, equal to

(k ) kc - --
CCRL n = _ (kFIUmlTnl + kF#m2Tn2)'

-- -- which are functions of the intensity of
is dependent on the values Tnl and Tn2 ,

interference and the structure of the timing codes. We note that the expres-

kC

sion for (kccRL) n was written taking into account the equality KCc =-_- K a.

In accordance with formula (8.5.11) and the expression determining the

output command K in the absence of interference, for the conditional constant

component of command distortion we obtain

II -- n

q_ = F -}- Kcci_ll)lUml (_1 -- 'I:H1) -t- _@2Umg_ (_n2 -- "c,,,2) }- (8.5.12)
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If both circuits handling the subcarrier oscillations have identical char-
.... and theacteristics, when_lUml kF2Um2 kFUm and _pl _p2 _p'

capacities of the timing codes of the considered channel are n, then

II = n

H=p

_=F

and

'_nl -"-- '_n2 : '_n,

kqbUmk C
K= T ,c. [_ ,

[-_n]c__ kCUmk_ -_"

kCUmkC -

(8.5.13)

(8.5.14)

Under these conditions

and

_ax = -_ kCUm%,

Ko=%c- kcm /(a,

""-'"CH _C

(8.5.15)

(8.5.16)

If follows from expressions (8.5.13) and (8.5.14) that when there is in-

terference present, the mean transfer constant of a CCRL with a symmetrical

decoder, that is; an apparatus having identical circuits for handling the sub-

T T

carrier oscillations, changes by___n times_ where __n < I.
T T
P P

The conditional spectral density G (0) of the fluctuations of the CCRL
f

output command at the zero frequency can be determined as the sum of the spec-

tral densities Gfl(0 ) and Gf2(0 ) of the voltages UFl(t ) and UF2(t), produced

by the filters FI and F2. This is because the signals UFl(t ) and uF2(t ) are

uncorrelated due to the absence of a statistical relationship between the

pulses u (t) and u 2(t), forming at the outputs of the coincidence stagesCS 1 CS

CS 1 and CS 2. However, Gfl(O ) is equal to the product of the square of the

transfer constant k 2 of the filter F1 and the value of the conditional spe c-F1

tral density Gl(0 ) at the zero frequency for the voltage UCS l(t), that is,
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Similarly

Gfl(O ) = 41GI(O).

Gf2(O) = _2G2(0),

where G2(O) is the spectral density at the zero frequency for the voltage UCS 2"

The spectral density GI(O) can be found as the sum of the spectral /42___4_

densities Gli(O) (i = i, 2, . .., ml) at the zero frequency for ml pulse se-

quences of the coincidence stage CSI, in each of which the pulses have a con-

stant amplitude, a constant mean repetition interval T and a random duration.

In a general case, the times of formation of both the leading edge and the

In actual practice, the product of pulse duration in the radio receiver

passband is selected in such a way that the fluctuations of the leading edge

and the clipping of each pulse can be considered independent. The successive

pulses in any of m1 sequences are uncorrelated.

Therefore, Gli(O) can be represented as the sum G. ed(O) + G1 i cl (0) '

where G i ed(O) and G i cl(O) are the spectral densities at the zero frequency,

forming due to fluctuations of the leading edge and clipping of the pulse of

the i-th sequence of mI considered pulses. However, much as was done before,
we find

2

G i ed (0) : _U_, --_---,

Gi el -7-'

(_i)2 is the dispersion of the fluctuations of the clipping of the pulsewhere

produced by the coincidence stage CS1. Therefore

_=F 4,+(<3
(% (0)-- 2 2-- 2 k¢,Umtml r

Similsrly, we obtain

G2 (0) : 2k_2U_2m _
T

2 (s_2)2are the dispersions of the fluctuations Of the leading edgewhere
_T2'

and clipping of the pulse, produced by the coincidence stage CS 2.
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In actual practice_ the pulses forming at the radio receiver output can

be considered symmetrical. Then

_ =F

and

t t

2

2 2 °'d
G a (0) = 4kcxUmlm 1 --_--,

2

G2(O)=4k 2 rn ..
2''" m2t'*'2 T

2

Of (0) __ 4k21m, U_, °,t __ 2 _ °Z2¢ .... 7" -- 4k¢2m2U,,,2 -7- • (8.5.17)

Since /425

m (i + KCc) and m2 m (I KCc),ml = _ = R -

then
/7/ '2 azl

Gf(0) =4k,_ l (1 --}-/<Cc)-V Urn, T
2

+4k2¢_ m Kce) U2 _,_W (1 -- _2 7-" (8.5.]_8)

It can be seen therefore that G (0) is a function not only of the inten-
f

sity of interference, but also of the value of the transmitted command, on

which KCc is dependent. In order to exclude the dependence of Gf(O) on Kcc'

is necessary that the following conditions be observed

it

2 2 2
kFiUml = kF2Um2 kFU m and _TI _2 Tc

These conditions will be satisfied if identical filters FI and F2 are used, the

coincidence stages CS I and CS 2 are identical and also if codes of identical

capacity are selected. Then

cf(o)=4k_u L °_°T (8._.z9)

Bearing in mind that when kFiUml = kF2Um2 = kFU m the square of the maximum com-
mand will be equal to

222 _2

k 2 = kFm Um P
max T2
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on the basis of expression (8.5.19) we obtain

2 2
4=7_T _._

H = p Gcf(0)-- _ -_-4T,-_. (8.5.20)K = C

It follows from expression (8.5.20) that the conditional spectral density

Gcf(0 ) of fluctuations of the command coefficient at the zero frequency can be

computed if the interval Ti, pulse duration _p and dispersion _2Tc are known.

The dispersion of the command distortion _2 and the command coefficient
f

_2 can be computed by multiplying expressions (8.5.19) and (8.5.20) by the
cf

effective transmission band of the CCRL output filter. If the output filters

have different effective transmission bands AFel and AFep , the value q_ can be

determined using expression (8.5.17) if its first and second terms on the

_g_+ _°_ _ ....... _÷_ _.... _ AFe _=_:ctively

For determination of the values _nl and _n2' we will consider figure 8.11.

The solid lines in figure 8.11a and b denote the pulses forming at the CS 1 and

CS 2 outputs in the absence of interference, and the dashed line denotes one of

the possible variants of these pulses when there is interference.

Since the instantaneous value of the duration _nl of a pulse produced /426

in CS 1 is

the n

Similarly, we obtain (fig. 8.11b)
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Tn2 = Tp2 - _2 - T2 cl"

\\

\

It can be seen from the last two expressions that _nl and _n2 can be deter-

mined easily if the probability densities W(TI) , W(T2) , W(_I cl ) and W(T 2 cl )

of the random values TI, _2' _I cl _ and T2 cl are known. A knowledge of these

functions also is completely adequate for computation of o' and 0' .
°_I' °T2_ TI T2

The probability density of the random value _i is determined by formula

(8.5.4). This same formula also can be used for computation of the probability

densities W(_2) , W(T I cl ) and W(_ 2 cl ). When determining W(T I cl ) in formula

(8.5.4) it is necessary to replace TI by _i cl and 2 by a2 where 2 isT cl _ T cl

the dispersion of the fluctuations of clipping of the pulses of the normalizer

placed before the coincidence stages. When W(T2) is determined, it is neces-

sary to replace _i and nI in expression (8.5.4) by m2 and n2, and when com-

puting W(T 2 cl ) it is necessary to replace the parameters TI, nI and c by

T2 cl' n2 and oTcl"

_' and ' as functions of oT nI andAfter determining o i _ TI' °_2 oT2 aT' cl'

n2_ they can be determined as a function of q0 and the CCRL parameters in ac-

cordance with the method considered below.

If the pulses of the coincidence stages are widened in the CCRL to the

value Ti, the values [Kn]c , [Kcn]c , Gf(0) and Gcf(0 ) can be computed using

formulas (8.3.19), (8.3.20), (8.3.23) and (8.3.24), provided _i' _2' T_ and m_

in them are replaced by the mathematical expectations and dispersions _i' _2"

o 2 and a 2 of the fluctuations of the leading edges and clippings of the
TI T2

pulses Upl n(t) and Up2 n(t). Here it must be remembered that the "tripping"

of the threshold apparatus in the CCRL, when it is subjected to low-level inter-_

ference, is accomplished by the first of the arriving pulses which are produced

by the coincidence stages CS I and CS 2 (fig. 7.13c).

It follows from an analysis of the expressions which determine W(ml) and

W(T2) that when n I _ n2 the conditional constant component [_K] of distortion
C
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of the commandat the CCELoutput is not equal to zero. If it is not compen-
sated by special apparatus in the control system, this will lend to the /427

appearance of a mathematical expectation of the error of rocket guidance.

In order to exclude the undesirable phenomenon caused by the error [AK]c, the

CCRL must be designed in such a way that nI = n2 = n. In such a method of com-

mand transmission, only random guidance errors will appear which are dependent

on 2 and _2_l "

If nI n2 ---n, the dispersions _2 and _2= T1 _2 are equal to one another and

are determined unambiguously through _2 The computations made for n = l, 2, 3
T

.......... V_l_ " _T2- ._,_,_n = I, 2, 3 _re equal to qT' 0.64 d-T and 0.55 d , at

- -T2the same time that for these same values n the values T 1 = are 0, 0.6 a T

and 0.'__ _T" It follows therefore that with an increase of n, the rocket guid-

ance errors caused by the effect of low-level interference decrease. With the

selection of an appropriate number n, it becomes possible to compute the neces-

sary excess of signal over noise, proceeding on the basis of the admissible
values of the conditional dispersions and spectral density for distortion of

the CCRL output command when o2 = 0. This requires only a knowledge of the

2 of the effe _+_ ..... 4-.... +-'^- of _'g_'_dependence of d2 on the ratio qo ............_-_:=_-_'-_-= ...... ana
- T

noise at the CCRL receiver input.

If the normalizer has one triggering threshold Uth r n' which is the case

when using a delay multivibrator and a blocking oscillator, or two slightly

separated triggering thresholds, which is typical of a bilateral limiter, then

S _ ,

2 is the noise dispersion at the normalizer input; S is the steepness of
where _l

the leading edge of the pulse at the normalizer input at a point corresponding

to the triggering threshold or the midpoint between the two triggering

thresholds.

Approximately

U n

S _

_ed
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where Un is the pulse amplitude at the normalizer input, and Ted is the dura-

tion of the leading edge of the pulse•

Howe ve r,

i

"red _ 2F
va

where F is the equivalent width of the passband of the receiver video
va

amplifier.

The refore

4U2F 2 •
n v__,

We note that Fva usually is half the passband of the dc amplifier.

In the case of a low level of interference, the ratio of the inten- /428

sity of noise entering the dc amplifier passband to the pulse power of the

signal P at the radio receiver input remains the same as for the output of the
S

video amplifier. This means that

1
_2

4qpr v a

2
is the ratio of the pulse power of the signal Ps to the effective in-where qp

tensity of the noise Pn at the radio receiver input: in such cases, Pn is pro-

portional to _i2.

In addition to the ratio q2 it is possible to use the ratio q2 of the

mean power of the signal Ps to the effective intensity of noise Pn" It is

known that, when using square pulses, the pulse power of the signal is

Ps T

Ps -
Zdurntc

Here _dur is the pulse duration at the input of the CCRL receiver_ and ntc is

the total number of pulses fed to the input of the CCRL during the period T of
command transmission.

The n
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2

q0-
U2
thr

Ps 2 Tdurntc

- qpP T
n

(8.5.21)

and
3

Tdurnt c

T

since Ted _ Tdur"

, and [G(0) ]cIn the case of CCRL without output filters the values [Kn] c

can be determined by multiplying by T and T 2 the values [Kcn]c and Gcf(0) of

corresponding CCRL with filters. This is because the mathematical expectations

and spectral densities for the command coefficients in both types of CCRL are

identical if kFiUml = kF2Um2.

It follows from an analysis of the results presented in this section that

CCRL with pulse-counting modulation have a higher noise immunity than CCRL with

pulse-width modulation of sinusoidal subcarrier oscillations, if identical

output apparatus is used.

We note, in conclusion, that the equations of statistically equivalent

filters for CCRL with pulse-counting modulation, depending on the circuitry of

the decoders_ are the same in form as for CCRL with pulse-width modulation of

sinusoidal subcarrier oscillations with a low or high interi'eI'ence level.

8.6. Effect of High-Level Interference on a CCRL

with Pulse-Counting Modulation

Under the influence of interference of considerable intensity on a /429

single-channel CCRLwith pulse-counting modulation, the transmitted commands

are distorted as a result of the suppression of the transmitted signals and the

formation of spurious timing codes (symbols) during the interaction of inter-

ference with the received pulses and also due to the effect of interference

alone. In addition, it must be remembered that the parameters of each of the

pulses produced by the coincidence stages will change randomly.

If the CCRL is multichannel, additional command distortions appear which

arise due to the formation of spurious commands for the considered channel,

caused by the interaction of interference with the received pulses of the other

channels.

In considering the influence of high-level interference on a single-

channel CCRL with wideners W I and W 2 in the decoders (fig. 7.13b), we will
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assume that W I and W 2 produce pulses with identical durations T and ampli-
W

tudes Um. We will also assume identity of the transfer constants kFl and kF2

of the filters F 1 and F2, which leads to satisfaction of the condition

kFl = _2 = 2' and also inclusion of the amplification factor of the sub-

tracti_4_ device in 21 and kF2.

Then in the absence of interference_ the value of the command K at the

CCRL output for s steady-state regime is equal to

p w K---_ ,r _p m,--m_ (8 6.1)= _¢_m T--_- m " "

Under these assumptions, the conditional constant component [Kn]c when in-

terference is present obviously will be

-- _ l_,lc_ l_l[Kn]c=k,U_ _ c, (8.6.2)

where [MI] c and [M2J c are the mean number of pulses appearing at the W I and W 2

outputs during the time T under the condition that the value of the transmitted

command remains constant.

On the basis of expressions (8.6.1) and (8.6.2), taking into account that

the maximum value of the command appearing at the CCRL output in the absence of

interference is

y ---- C

kFUmT w
, we find

T

l_-Kc=l k,u_ _ m

lr nlo= m

Tn

whe re

(8.6.3)

(8.6._)

/43o
(s.6._)

KC _ m, -- m_
C nz

It follows from expressions ($.6.2)-($.6.5) that [Kn]c_ [_]c' [Kcn]c and

[_c]c canbe computedif the values[_l]cand [_2]oareknown.
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[M1]c it is necessary to take into account that in theWhen determining

time T1 the coincidence stsge CS 1 is fed pulses of timing codes to which CS1 is

"tuned " and interference; in the interval T2, in addition to interference, it

is fed pulses of timing codes of the second kind.

assume that

Therefore, it is feasible to

are the mean ntm_)ers of l_ulses produced by the coincidencewhere %.I and %.2

stages CS I in the times TI and T2, respectively.

If a pulse normalizer is placed in front of CS , it can be assumed that

the following conditions are satisfied: I

(i) square pulse signals and interference with constant amplitudes appear

at the input of the coincidence stage CSI;

(2) the probability density W(Xl) for intervals xI between any successive

interference pulses at the CS I output is W(x I) = he -klxl, where _ is the

mathematical expectation of the number of interference pulses produced by the

CS I coincidence stage;

(3) the probabilistic characteristics of different interference pulses st

the W1 input are mutually independent;

(4) each pulse forming at +4° _ _._+_..+ _..... _I_ ^_ ,,+__,, *_

widener W I ;

(9) transmitted codes of the first kind to which the C_ is "tuned" are

not suppressed by interference.

Then, in the time TI, pulses with a probability of 1 will be fed to the

widener W1 at regular intervals T i. In addition, there will be random pulses

formed whose mean number in the time T1 will be hTI. The mean number of

pulses MI. 1 forming in this case at the W1 output can be determined as indi-

cated in reference i01.

In the interval T2, the widener W1 is fed pulses which appear at the CS 1

output, as a result of addition of interference to the transmitted pulses

forming timing codes (symbols) of the second kind to a code group of the first
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kind and also due to the formation of symbols of the first kind by interference

only. Due to the assumption of an exponential probability distribution of the

intervals between successive spurious pulses at the CS I output, the value MI. 2

can be found on the basis of an analysis of the effect of randomly follow- /431

W1. [M2]c is determined in a similar way if it is

m

ing pulses on the widener

remembered that, in the time T1, the coincidence stage CS 2 is fed symbols of

the first kind as well as interference and, in the interval T2, timing codes of
the second kind.

If timing codes with an identical number n of pulses are used in a single-

channel CCRL with pulse-counting modulation, when its decoder is subjected to

the influence of pulse interference of the Poisson type (probability density

for the intervals is exponential), and under the condition that the constant

components of the voltages at the F I and F 2 outputs are proportional to __[--_]c

and [M2]c, independently of the values [MI] and [M2] c it can be found that
C

PK = Pcode

=T
Tp

KC nl -- n + Z Tt -- ann]c = PKa+xpF_pK[(n2--n-t-ZTD(l+2_+an)]+-,.,

2_2 2 (1 + ,',)(n_ -- n + Z Tl) (n_ q- Z Ti)_- xprtp x

(8.6.6)

C= laq-xpFtpK[(nZ--nq-ZTD(l + 2= --f-,',n)] q- .--,-
C 222

+ "CpF;p K (I + a) (n 2 --n + ZTt) (n 2 + ZTt) - (8.6.7)

In these expressions, Z is the mean number of interference pulses acting

at the inputs of the coincidence stages CS I and CS 2 in i sec; F.I = I/T.l is the

repetition interval of the symbols; Pcode is the probability of formation of an

n-unit timing code due to addition of interference to the transmitted pulse:

_w 2Znl
is a function dependent on the ratios q and b = -

T. m(l + K. ); Znl and
1 iC

0.5 m(l + Kic ) are the mean numbers of interference pulses and regular pulses

fed to the widener WI in the interval T I.

The value _ can be computed using the formulas given in reference i01.

In deriving formulas (8.6.6) and (8.6.7), it was assumed that interference

could be added to a timing code of a particular type of not only one but any

of the transmitted pulses. In this case, for the selected value n, we obtain
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the minimum number of spurious codes appeari_ as a result of interaction with

the transmitted pulses and the CCRL has the greatest noise immunity.

It can be seen from expressions (8.6.6) and (8.6.7) that [Kcn] c and

[AK ] change directly proportional to the transmitted command since Kic = Kcc
CC

kC_RLKa This characteristic is a pro_rty of only CCRLwith equistable
= Kc = K

max

codes. It is assumed that two timing codes are equistable if an identical num-

ber of spurious codes of a specified kind are formed in 1 sac during the inter-

action of interference _ith each of the codes. In the case of "purely" Poisson

interference, codes with an identical capacity n are equistable.

Analysis of expression (8.6.6) shows that in the absence of interference,

m

= K.when Z = 0, Pco=eu = 0 and G = 0, the equality [Kcn] c
!C

is satislied, w-hen

Z _ _, the rocket guidance circuit for the constant component of received com-

mands is opened in such a way that the rocket control surfaces usually are in

a neutral position. For all practical purposes, the opening of the circuit

occurs when there is a finite value Z.

If output apparatus is used in a CCRL which does not ensure proportional

communication of the constant components of the output voltages with [MI] c and

[M2] c for any values [MI]c and [M_]c' the breaking of the _aidance circuit oc-

curs at a lesser value Z than in the case of an "absolutely" linear CCRL.

If

= K : kCC - Ka [ n]c: [Kcn]o  x,
KC c = Ki c c Kmax

the transfer constant (kccRL)n - for CCRL when subjected to interference
is K a

PK : Pcode (kccRL)n ='--, + z_'l--=, (8.6.8)
_p = Tw = kCCRL PE_ + _pFip_l(.2_.+ ZT D 11+ 2_ + _n)]i-*

2_2 2
+ _prlp_(I+ =)(,_--, + ZT D (,_-+ Zri)

.

If the CCRL is Nk-channel , the factor Nk appears before n in expressions

(8.6.6)-(8.6.8). The degree of the relationship between (kccRL)n and Nk is

essentially dependent on pulse duration _ of the pulses produced by the

wideners WI and W 2. w
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With exclusion of W I and W 2 from the decoder circuit, when _w = 0 and

a = Pcode(Nk n2 - n + ZT.) the values [Kcn] c and [AKc] c cease to be functionsi '

of N k and become equal to

and

[Kcn]c = Kic(l - nPcode) (8.6.9)

[_c]c = -nPcodeKic (8.6.10)

We recall that expressions (8.6.9) and (8.6.10) are correct under the con-

dition of absence of suppression of the transmitted pulses by interference,

that is, when nPcod e < i. If _w _ O, it is impossible to avoid an influ- /433

ence k on [ cn]o.

Formulas (8.6.9) and (8.6.10) can be derived not only on the basis of ex-

pressions (8.6.6) and (8.6.7) with the substitution in them of

= Pcode(Nk n2 - n + ZT.)l and _w = O,

but also as a result of direct analysis of the processes transpiring in the

decoder.

With the interaction of interference with each of the pulses entering into

a symbol of the first kind, a maximum of (n - i) spurious timing codes can be

formed, to which the coincidence stage CS I will react. This is because such a

pulse in the spurious code can be at any place except that which it occupies in

the transmitted code. If the probability of addition of this pulse by inter-

ference to the corresponding code is denoted Pcode' the mean number of spurious

codes of the considered type will be Pcode(n - i). As a result, during the

time TI, an average of MI.I = Pc°deml n(n - i) + _ + mI pulses is formed at the

CS I output, where ZI is the mean number of symbols of the first kind appearing

during the time T I under the influence of interference, and m I is the number of

symbols of the first kind fed to the input of the CCRL radio receiver during

this same time TI.

Interference, interacting with any of the pulses forming a timing code to

which the coincidence stage CS I is not "tuned," can create n 2 spurious symbols

of the first kind. Then, bearing in mind that m2 symbols of the second kind
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are transmitted in the interval T2, we find that MI. 2 = Pcodem2n + Z2, where

Z 2 is the mean number of symbols of the first kind appearing in the time T2 due

to interference only.

By knowing M1. I and MI. 2' we obtain

PE = Pcode l ,lc=P. m" + ", (I--p_,)+ Z, + Z2. (8.6. ii)

Similarly, it can be found that

[_] c= #%,,_ + ,_(I --p_)+ Z, + Z_ (8.6.12)

We note that in expression (8.6.12) the sum Z + Z2 was written on the1

assumption of equistability of the timing codes used in the analyzed CCRL. Sub-

and [M
stituting the values [_]c 2]e, determined by expressions (8.6.11) and

(8.6.12)_ into relations (8.6.4) and (8.6.5)_ we obtain formulas (8.6.9) and

(8.6.10).

In order to obtain thenecessary quantitative evaluations [--Kn]c, [Kcn]c ,

o ................the[ 7 and ] as a function of _h_ ratio of, ±h_ _ _ _ -_- _
*_JO C C .......

ceived signals and interference at the CCRL radio receiver input, it is neces-

sary to know the formulas determining Z and Pcode as a function of qo" This

problem can be solved under the condition that the statistical parameters of

the effective interference are given.

For example, when the CCRL is subjected to interference in the form of

randomly following pulses with the duration _p, the value Z corresponds to the

mean number of these pulses appearing in i sec, and Pcode is equal to approxi-
mately (ref. 82)

Pcode _ n(Z_p )n-l" (8.6.13)

If it is assumed that the input of the radio receiver of a single-channel

CCRL is fed square pulses of signals and interference with identical durations

and amplitudes, then

2 -_ (8.6.1_)qQ--7-
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Expressions (8.6.6), (8.6.7), (8.6.13) and (8.6.14) and the formula /434

determining the function a (ref. I01) make it possible to compute [Kcn]c and

[AKcJ c for different parameters of the command signals, CCRL decoder and values

Z of random pulse interference.

As an illustration, figures 8.12 and 8.13 show the dependence of - [_c]c
K.

i ic

and - [_c]c on-- for CCRL in which the constant components of the voltages

of the output filters FI and F 2 change directly proportional to [_]c and

[M2]c, and for CCRL in which the constant component of the voltage forming at

the F I output remains a constant value when [Ml]c _ m.

The curves in figure 8.12 show that the minimum command distortions are

obtained in CCRL without wideners (curve i). It can be shown that with an

increase of T__w from 0 to 0.5-0.6, the values [_-Kc]cincrease sharply. A further

Ti

increase of the ratio T__w slows down the rate of increas_ of the errors [_c]c

Ti

and when _w = i (curve 2) the distortions AEc for the same ratio i become

Ti 2
q0

I

I

Figure 8.12
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= -- "0

Figure 8.13

I

smaller than when h : 0.5-0.6. However, they considerably exceed [A-Kc]c /435

T i

when Tw = O. With an increase of Nk_ the distortions [AKc] c increase for all

Tw_ O.

It follows from figure 8.13, where the dashed line denotes the value of

the command coefficient K which we would have if there was no interference,
c

that for a sir_le-channe! CCRL with a linearly limited amplitude characteristic

of the filter FI, the changes of [AKc] c with have a threshold character.

q0

This means that beginning with some value i, the value [AKc] c increases great-

q0

ly and then becomes equal to -Kc. The threshold phenomenon is manifested most

sharply for small K c When _w "I_ "I• --> O, the change of [ __c]c occurs more smoothly.
T i

If T--_w = l, CCRL with linear and linear-limited amplitude characteristics
T.
1

become identical. An increase of Nk (all other conditions being equal) leads to

a decrease of the ratio % at which the guidance circuit for the mean component

qo

of received commands opens. In a general case, the appearance of nonlinearity

in the amplitude characteristic leads to a decrease of CCRL noise immunity.

If the effect of suppression of transmitted signals is taken into account,

it can be concluded that the mathematical expectation of the distortions
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n

[AKc ]c increases. With an increase of -_i and Kic , the difference [AKc] c when

q0

Psup = 0 and Psup _ 0, where Psup is the probability of suppression of the /436

transmitted pulse by interference, increases. In a CCRL with a linearly-

limited amplitude characteristic, the presence of the suppression effect leads

to a decrease of the values Z at which the threshold effect sets in.

These conclusions apply to a CCRL based on use of equistable timing codes.

If the codes are not equistable, it is necessary to add to the right-hand side

of expression (8.6.6) a term which is a function of Z and which is not depen-

dent on the transmitted command K a. However, such a CCRL, in contrast to the

earlier considered asymmetrical CCEL with pulse-width modulation, opens the

guidance circuit so that the control surfaces of the rocket usually are in a

neutral position_

The conditional spectral density Gf(_) and Gf(O) for any intensity of in-

terference is determined most easily for a CCRL without wideners. If wideners

W 1 and W 2 are part of the CCRL decoder, the theoretical solution of the problem

of computation of Gf(_), in a general case, involves considerable mathematical

difficulties. However, in approximate evaluations of the fluctuating compo-

nents present in the output signal Kn(t), for cases when the value __Tw is sev-
Ti

eral tens of percent, it can be taken into account that W1 and W 2 produce sig-

nals which are randomly following pulses. With such a formulation of the prob-

lem, we will obtain somewhat exaggerated values Gf(w) for relatively small

1
values of the ratio -_ at which the value [_c]c differs insignificantly from

q0

zero and extremely precise results for the values _12 at which (kccRL)n becomes

close to zero. q0

Since there is virtually no reciprocal correlation between the random sig-

nals produced by the coincidence stages CS I and CS2, in accordance with expres-
sion (8.3.2) we will have

Gf(o,) = I + (o,)I (jo,)I", (8.6.15)

where GI (_) and G2(w ) are the spectral densities of the fluctuating components

of the voltages produced by the corresponding coincidence stages for CCRL with-

out wideners and by the stages W I and W 2 for CCRL with wideners.
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By dividing Gf(m) by K2max = k_IUml

determining th_ spectral density Gcf(®)

we obtain the following formula

_ = m ¸

p=w

r_

We _ote thm_ here •w is the duration of pul_es fed to the filters Pl and /_37

F 2-

Since Tw usually is much less than the time c_stamt of each of the fil-

t_rs F1 and F2, then

r_
Gcf(. ) _. _,u_,_ tG, (0) J Y, (/,,,)] _ + 6_ (0)1 F. (1-)I:1.

and in the case of id_nt£_ frequency charaateristics of the filters, that is,

when

Y,Li-)_:}%q-):YO'-)_na**,:*_:a,.

we will have

(8.6.16)

For CCRLw-fth wideners in the decoder, the approximate computation of

Gcf(0 ) when w = 0 can be found using the following formula which follows from

expression (8.6.16)

where

4+4
(8.6.17)

AFeb =--!-1 is the. effective band of fluctuations forming at the Wland W 2
2Tw

output for frequencies _ _ 0, and 4 and 4 are the dispersions of the voltages

produced by the wideners W 1 and W 2.

2
It follows from expression (8.6.17) that it is necessary to find _ and _2"

Since it is assumed that the W1 output signals _re "purely" random, the
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probability PpI of the widener W I forming a pulse with the amplitude Um will be

Ppl = [Ml]c _w' where [-MI]c is the mean number of pulses appearing at the W I out-

put in i sec. Then for any fixed time

(see key below) 1--Upl-- //.pl m_p ['M1]y

Similarly, we obtain

-

substituting the values _ and o2 into expression (8.6.17) we obtainBy
2i

y = C

If it is sufficient to know Gcf(_ ) when w = 0 (in this case, Y(jw)

= kF) , we will have

2

/438

(8.6.19)

It can be seen from expressions (8.6.18) and (8.6.19) that as a result of

of [-MI]c and [M2]c it becomes possible to compute Gcf(W ). Sincecomputation

[Ml]c and [M2]c increase with an increase of Z, the dependence Gcf(O) on I 2
q0

will have the form shown in figure 8.14 (curve i). However, for a given value

w, the value Gcf(W ) will be the smaller the larger is Tw.

At the same time, it should be noted that Gcf(W) in the case of a high

level of interference has virtually no dependence on Ka and becomes close to

zero for the value i__ corresponding to the conditions of opening of the CCRL
2

qo

for the mean component of the received commands.

For CCRL without wideners in the decoder_ the functions Gl(W ) and G2(m)

can be found in accordance with the method described in reference 81. In this

case, each of the voltages formed by the coincidence stages CS I and CS 2 must

be considered as consisting of two parts. One part of the signal at the out-

put, such as of the coincidence stage CSI, consists of pulses ul(t), forming
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Figure 8.14

as a result of the interaction of interference and the transmitted signals, and

the other consists of the signals Un(t) forming due to the effect of interfer-

ence alone. The voltage ul(t ) in turn is divided into Q pulse sequences, in

each of which the signals have a random amplitude and duration and which on the

average appear at the interval T.

It can be shown that in a N -channel CCP_ without wideners, with n-unit
k

symbols of the first and second kinds, the conditional spectral density Gcf(W)

is

Pn = Psup

T H = _p

PK = Pcode

Ocf(W) = 2 (I --Pn)"

(1 -- Pn)"

=2,o,f,. IO,,(')i2

4 _ o,xx_2Fm sin 2 _ WI, (x) dx

0

o

+ 2n (2N_n -- 1)p,c (1 -- p.)

'ell

,j,
0

mF_o,= 1O,(-)l'i;(l-e-j'x) W (x) gx I)
_H

1 f _x 2 1
÷ 16Zpx m2F_2to2 J sin 2 --_ W (x) dx -- 8Zpx m2fZ_ate2

o

x l --0_.(_) J
when 0 ..< m < 2_AF.

(8.6.20)
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He re

Wl_(X ) is the probability density for durations of pulses forming at the

CSI and CS 2 outputs as a result of nonsuppression of the timing codes;

W (x) is the probability density for duration of pulses forming at the
T

CSI and CS 2 outputs as a result of interaction of interference and the trans-

mitted signals;

el_(W ) and ev(w ) are the characteristic functions for the moments of dis-

placement of the pulses appearing at the CS I and CS 2 outputs as a result of

nonsuppression of the transmitted codes and due to the interaction of inter-

ference with the transmitted signals_ relative to their mathematical

expectations;

0.(_), 0 (_).and 0 (_) are the characteristic functions for the inter-

vals between two successive pulses and also the durations and times of forma-

tion of pulses produced-at the CS I and CS 2 outputs solely due to the effect of
interference;

AFI = AF 2 = AF are the effective transmission bands of the filters F I

and F 2.

It follows from expression _8.6.20) that for a fixed frequency w_ the

function Gcf(W)_ with an increase of Z (when the probabilities Pcode and Psup

begin to increase), increases monotonically beginning from zero_ attains a

maximum_ then decreases and when Z _ = tends to zero. This means that_ as a

result of the effect of high-level interference on the CCRL_ the rocket guid-

ance circuit can be opened not only with respect to the mathematical expecta-

tion of the received commands Kn(t), but also with respect to the fluctuating

components of the signal Kn(t ).

It should be noted further that with an increase of Nk_ the value Gcf(W )

for the fixed frequency _ increases_ whereas the probability Psup for a number

n of several units exerts virtually no influence on the value Gcf(_ ) . Since

_p usually does not exceed several microseconds_ for practical values AF it is

sufficient to take into account only the frequency _ = O.
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If formula (8.6.20), where the relationship of Psup' Pcode and Z to q_

is determined for a particular structure of CCRLinterference and signals, is

used for computing the dependenceof Gcf(0 ) on l, it is possible to obtain the

curve 2 shown in figure 8.14. It can be seen from expression (8.6.20) that, in

a CCRLwithout wideners in the decoder, the spectral density Gcf(O) is not
dependent on the values of the transmitted commands.

We note, in conclusion, that a single-channel CCRL with pulse-counting

modulation, subjected to high-level interference, can h_ replaced by a /hh_

statistically equivalent filter with the equation (8.4.28), if identical

circuits are used for handling both subcarrier oscillations. This assertion is

supported by the fact that [Kn] c changes proportional to Ks, but Gcf(W ) is not

dependent or is virtually nondependent on K •
a

8.7. Effect of Low-Level Fluctuating Interference on a
CCRL with Pulse-Phase Modulation

The decoder of a CCRL with pulse-phase modulation of pulse subcarriers,

constituting timing codes, contains not only coincidence stages, but also

usually a threshold apparatus TA. It usually is based on an electronic relay

with two stable states of equilibrium (trigger).

If the CCRL is designed for driving spoilers, the windings of an electro-

magnetic relay are cut into the plate circuits of the trigger tubes or the am-

plifier connected to it. When the CCRL output signal should be adc voltage,

low-frequency filters are cut into the trigger; the signals from these filters

are fed to a subtracting device.

It follows from the above that the output stages and the threshold appara-

tus in a decoder with pulse-phase modulation is designed much as in CCRL with

pulse-width modulation of sinusoidal subcarrier oscillations. Therefore, com-

putation of the conditional constant components and spectral densities for the

output command and its coefficient in a CCRL with or without the output fil-

ters FI and F 2 is possible using formulas (8.3.19), (8.3.20), (8.3.23),

--2 --2

(8.3.24), (8.3.42) and (8.3.43). However, in this case, the values _l and _2

in expressions (8.3.23), (8.3.24), (8.3.42) and (8.3.43) must be replaced by

the dispersions o2 and g2 respectively. The dependence of 2 2 , __l andT1 T2' T± T_

_2 on _T can be computed using the formulas cited in section 8.5 and the rela-

tionship of 2 and q_ is determined by the relation (8.5.21) if n in it
T tc
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is replaced by ntp , where ntp is the total number of pulses fed to the input of
a CCRLradio receiver with pulse-phase modulation during the period T of com-
mandtransmission.

Obviously, as in a CCRLwith pulse-width modulation of pulse subcarrier
oscillations, in order to eliminate the mathematical expectation of distortion
of commandsin a CCRLwith pulse-phase modulation_ it is necessary to have
identity of the characteristics of CSl and CS2, FI and F2, and also the param-

eters of both "arms" of the threshold apparatus. In this case, the conditions
are

where

[Gc f(O)] c-- [Oc(O)]c = 16a_
q2T_ ,

(8.7.1)

(8.7.2)

Formula (8.7.2) makes it possible to compute the necessary value qo' /441
using the admissible value Gcf(O ) as a point of departure.

If the conditional spectral densities at a zero frequency are compared for

a CCRL with pulse-phase modulation and a CCRL with pulse-counting modulation

during expansion of pulses produced in CSI and CS 2 in the decoder of the latter

to Ti, for identical values q0 it is possible to find that

[Gcf(O)]ppM ntp

[Gcf (0) ]PCM ntc

_ere, the subscripts "PPM" and "PCM" apply to the conditional spectral den-

sities of the fluctuations of the command coefficients in single-channel CCRL

with pulse-phase and pulse-counting modulation, respectively. It follows from

the cited expression that CCRL with pulse-phase modulation are more noise im-

mune than CCRL with pulse-counting modulation.

In actuality, if all the timing codes in single-channel CCRL with pulse-

phase and pulse-counting modulation have identical capacities n, then n = 2n
tp

Therefore, taking into account admissible quantization errors,
T

and n =--n.
tc Ti

we will have

[Gc(o) 2Ti

[Gc(O)]pc M T

-_<< i.
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Similar computations can be madewhen comparing CCRLwith pulse-phase and
pulse-counting modulation without expanders in the decoder, since formulas
(8.7- 2) and (8.5.20) show that

[Gcf(O)]p1 _ 4_2(_ 2 )_. 4Tp2ntpp _c _rM

[Gcf(O) ]PCM TT i (_2c)p_ TTintc

= (a_o "2) and 2where (a c)ppM ± • PPM (_ c)PCM are the dispersions of the displace-

_ _ _ +_ i_ edges o_ +_ p!_]_ _ug _% ¢b_ CS I _na CS 2 o_¢.D_jt_ in
CCRL with PPM and PCM.

The equation of a statistically equivalent filter for a single-channel

CCRLwith pulse-phase modulation, when under the influence of low-level inter-

ference, will have a form determined by expression to.3.4o).

8.8. Effect of High-Level Interference on CCRL

with Pulse-Phase Modulation

The following are possible under the influence of high-level interference

in a CCRL designed as shown in figure 7.18:

(I) nonpassage of part or all of the reference and control codes through

the coincidence stages CS 1 and CS 2 as a result of suppression of one or a large

number of pulses in each of the transmitted codes;

(2) formation of spurious reference and control codes, which we will call

"quasi-regular," due to the addition of interference to the transmitted _442

pulses to a code of the corresponding structure;

(3) formation of spurious reference and control codes by interference

pulses only.

If the CCRL is multichannel, as a result of the interaction of interfer-

ence and the signals of other channels, there will also be formation of addi-

tional spurious reference and control codes.

The appearance of spurious codes and the suppression of transmitted codes

leads to disruption of the rhythm of operation of the trigger Tr and, as a re-

sult, during the times T1 and T 2 there can be a considerable number of

"trippings" of the trigger. This means that here high-level interference, as

in CCRLwith pulse-width modulation, leads to the breakup of pulse signals

produced by the trigger Tr in the absence of interference.
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Spurious "trippings" of Tr during the formation of codes only by inter-
ference can occur at any time, whereas the triggering of Tr by signals forming
during the interaction of interference and transmitted pulses occurs near the
reference and control codes.

A precise theoretical analysis of the influence of all possible signals
produced by the coincidence stages CSI nd CS2 whenthe CCRLis subjected to

interference leads to extraordinarily unwieldy computation formulas. However,
an allowance for the specific characteristics of the structure of the codes
makesit possible to find relatively simple ways to investigate the noise im-
munity of CCRL,and the computation relations obtained in this process have
sufficient accuracy and can be used without recourse to special computing
apparatus.

A distinguishing characteristic of a CCRLof the considered type is that
the intervals between successive pulses in timing codes usually do not ex-
ceed several microseconds_ whereas the minimumduration of a pulse formed by
the trigger in the absence of interference is not less than Tmin = (0.05-0.1)T.

As a result of the extremely small timing code base in comparison with Tmin,

the spurious pulses forming during the interaction of interference with trans-
mitted pulses lead only to insignificant fluctuations of the times of "trip-
ping" of Tr. These times can be not more than one code base to the right or
left of the last pulse in the code. Then, without introducing a large error,
for the single-channel CCRLwhich will be considered in detail below_ it will
be assumedthat the "tripping" of Tr by quasi-regular signals occurs only at
points t Oand tcon_ characterizing the times of formation of the last pulses

in the reference and control codes. However, in order to take into account the
influence of all possible quasi-regular spurious codes, it must be assumed
that at points t Oand tco n the "tripping" signals appear with the probabilities

PI.I and P2.2 of formation of at least one pulse at the CSI and CS2 outputs

when subjected to reference and control codes and interference.

It can be shownthat, in the case of timing code capacities n _ 3-4, _443

the values PI.I and P2.2 are extremely close to i, regardless of the inter-

ference level. In particular, this can be attributed to the fact that, with an

increase of the intensity of interference, there is an increase of both the

probability of suppression of a code and the probability of augmentation by

interference of each of the transmitted pulses to the corresponding timing code.

t
con

The two assumptions introduced here mean that, at points tO = kT and

= T I + kT, where k = O, i, 2, ..., there will always be tripping of Tr by
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the reference and control pulses,respectively, but in the intervals TI and T2,

making up the period T, there can be a randomeffect of the signals on Tr.

Assuming further that tbe trigger Tr (fig. 7.18) and the threshold appara-
tus T_ (fig. 7.8) produce signals with identical parameters, we conclude that

the conditional constant components[Kn] c and [A-_]c, [Kcn]c and [_Kc]c, and

also the conditional spectral densities Gf(w) and Gf(O) of the fluctuations of

the output signal K_(t) in a CCRLwith pulse-phase modulation will be de:,er-

mined by formulas (8.3.5)-(8.3.8), (8.3.13) and (8.5.14). Division of G (m)

O

and Gf(O) by the square of the maximum value of the output command t_ax, ob-

tained in the absence of interference, makes it possible to compute the condi-

tional spectral densities Gcf(W ) and Gcf(O ) of fluctuations of the command

coefficient. If there are no output filters in a CCRL with pulse-phase modula-

tion, which should be the case when it is necessary to connect it to spoilers,

the values [Kcn]c and [A-Kc]c can be computed using formulas (8.3.7) and (8.3.8),

F_ t,,_] and [Gc(0_l it is necessary to use ex-and for finding the _anctions L_C_W _ c )Jc'

pressions (8.3.13) and (8.3.14), divided by Kr2ax = T 2.

In this case, it must be assumed that the pulses Up! n(t) and Up2 n(t)

kFl kF = = u = 0.have a single amplitude, = 2 i and uI 2

Using the notations Pl(t) and P2(t) for the probabilities that the trigger

Tr, in the intervals TI and T2, produces a voltage equal to uI + Uml , for the

conditional constant co_ponents _ ] and [AKc] c in CCRL with the filters FI

and F 2 we find cn c

=F l {k,_u, -- k,_ (u2 + U,._)[Kcn] c= k., (., + u,.,)-- k¢.._

j, ]}-_ r p, (t) dt + p2 (t) dt ,
T,

1 { k,lu,- k,2(_ + U.,D -- (l%_u_,(.,+

'¢'u"' [2' f 1}-- k¢=up =)hE r p_(t)dt-F- p=(t)dt .
r,

(8.8.1)

(8.8.2)
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The dependenceof the probabilities Pl(t) and P2(t) on time can be /444

attributed to the fact that the possibility of "tripping" of Tr is determined

by its state in the preceding time interval. However, with the assumptions

made here the values Pl(t) and P2(t) are repeated at the interval T. As a re-

sult_ in the case of a constant or slowly changing intensity of interference,

the signal Kcn(t) will be almost stationary.

As a result of the periodic character of change of the function Pl(t),

during its determination it is sufficient to consider the time interval TI on-

ly within the limits of the single period T, the beginning of which corresponds

to the time t = O. Then_ when 0 _ t < TI_ the trigger_ constituting an essen-

tially inertialess device, will produce a voltage Ul + Uml , provided that in

some time interval ti-t i + dti, where 0 _ t. < t, the trigger is tripped for1

the last time by a reference pulse_ and that in the interval t.-t not a single1

control code is formed at the Tr input. Since t. can fall at any point of thel

interval O-t, we obtain a number of mutually exclusive events favoring the

formation of the voltage u I + Uml by the trigger at the time t. Therefore

t

t)  re t,)ati  Pc(O. t) when 0_t< T_, (6.8.3)
o

where Pc(ti, t) is the probability that not one control pulse will appear at

the CS 2 output in the time ti-t; Pc(O, t) is the probability of the absence of

control pulses at the CS 2 output in the time interval from 0 to t; Wref(ti)dti

is the probability that at least one reference pulse appears at the CS I output
in the time interval t.-t. + dt "tripping" the trigger

1 I i ;

It is easy to see that

Wref(ti)dti_ [1 --p_ (t_)] W_(ti) dt i,

where I - Pl(ti) is the probability that by the time t.l the trigger is in a

position determined by the control pulse; Wl(ti)dt i is the conditional proba-

bility of appearance of at least one reference pulse in the interval dt
i
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Then

!

p, (t) = J'Pc(t,, t) i _ - p_(tal w'r, (t,) dt, + Pc(o, t)
0

when 0 < t < T i.
(8.8.4)

Similarly, we obtain the following integral eqaation for P2(t)

p_(t) =! - po(t_, t)p_(t_) w_(t,)dr,+ po{r,, 0

Here

P0(ti, t) and P0(Ti, t) are the probabilities of nonappearance of even one

reference pulse in the intervals ti-t and Tl-t , where- Ti _ t < T;

W2(ti)dt i is the conditional probability of the appearance of at least one

control pulse in the interval dti;

P2(ti ) < + < T) the trigger isis the probability that by the time ti(T 1 -

in a position determined by the control pulse.

The functions Wl(ti) , W2(ti) , Po(TI, t), Pc(ti, t), Po(ti, t) and Pc(O, t)

are dependent on the type of effective interference and the structure of the

timing codes used.

For example, if the times of appearance of interference pulses at the out-

put of the coincidence stages conform to a Poisson distribution, which in ac-

tual practice often can be assumed, then

Pc (0, t)---e -_-t, po (T1, t)=e -_'(t-r'), Pc (t_, t) =e -_'(t-t_),

po(t l, t) =- e -x'(t-Q), Wa(tt)dtl: ),ldli,

w_(t,) dti -_- L2dti,

where _ and k 2 are the mean numbers of interference pulses forming at the CSI

and CS 2 outputs, respectively, in I sec.
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Under these conditions it can be found that

P1(t)= k,+ k2 _- k_+ k2 when- 0 _ _ < T I)
(8.8.6)

k, [l--e-(_'+x')(t-r')] whenT 1-_t< T.P2(t) : _.,+ _-2

Substituting the determined values Pl(t) and P2(t) into expression (8.8.1)

and multiplying the result by Kma x = kFl(U 1 + Uml ) - kF2U2_ for the condi-

tional constant component [Kn]c of the output command Kn(t ) we will have

[Kn]c = Knl + Kn2, (8.8.8)

whe re

@=F
n = n

+ kcu, - k¢_ (u_ + Urn2)

K_a= kC'Um'+k¢2Um2{' r _expX' [ x'+X'T2

A2 I

(8.8.9)

(8.8.1o)

It can be seen from expression (8.8.9) that Knl is not dependent on the

KC KCc
values of the transmitted commands K - - T-- and is a function only of

a kc kc

the intensity of interference and the parameters of the transmitted codes and

the decoder. However_ if the CCRL is balanced_ which corresponds to satisfac-

tion of equality kFl(U I + 0.5 Uml) = kF2(U 2 + 0.5 Um2), with use of equistable

reference and control codes XI = X2 = _ and the constant component Knl becomes

equal to zero. When Xl << X2 _ which determines a case when the reference code

is considerably more noise immune than the control code_

k¢,Um, + ko2Um,
K., _ XoT + k,_u_ - k_2(u_ + U,.2). (8.8.11)

It therefore follows that with an increase of X2' the value Knl will ap-

proach the minimum possible value of the voltage kFlU I - kF2(U 2 + Um2), whereas
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Kn2 -0. This makes it possible to conclude that it is infeasible to have

autonomoussynchronization of a CCRLwithout taking any other measures since,
when strong interference is present, the rocket for the most part begins to

move along a curve close to a circle, regardless of K a. If the control code

(k2 >> kl) is more noise immune, then

and when _ _ _, in most cases, the maximum possible signal, equal to

%1 (Ul + Uml) - kF2U2' will appear at the CCRL output.

Analysis of expression (8.8.10) leads to the following conclusions:

(i) in a general case, the value Kn2 is not a linear function of the trans-
mitted commands;

(2) when equistable codes (h = k2 = k) are used, the dependence of Kn2 on

Ka(t ) will be symmetrical relative to the y-axis;

(3) when _2- _ and _ _, the value Kn2 tends to zero.

It can be seen from the above that it is desirable to design CCRL _447

with equistable reference and control codes. In such CCRL, when _lUl = kF2U 2

[_ ]c:K_: kcu_,mr lexp[--_'r(1--Kce)l

-- exp [-- _,T(1 -}-Kcc) ] ].
(8.8.12)

Expression (8.8.12) shows that CCRLwith pulse-phase modulation, when

acted upon by high-level interference, are transformed into a nonlinear link

whose amplification properties decrease with an increase of k. At the limit,

[Kn]c becomes equal to zero, which is equivalent to the effect of opening the

rocket guidance circuit. Under conditions when k1 = k 2 = k, the control sur-

faces of the rocket in most cases are set in a neutral position. If _ _ k2,

the opening of the guidance circuit occurs in such a way that the control sur-

faces of the rocket, in most cases, will be in one of the extreme positions.

If the transfer constant for a CCRL under the influence of interference is de-

termined by the value of the derivative d_c when K = 0, on the basis of

dK a a
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expression (_.8.12), after replacement of K by kCKa
Cc T

kCCRL of this coefficient we obtainexpectation ( )n

-kT
(kccRL) n = kCCRLe ,

where

k -- Umkc
CCRL T

for the mathematical

(8.8.12a)

In those cases when kT(l + IKccl) _ 0.1-0.2, expression (8.8.12) can be
reduced to the following form

m

[K ] = kFUm(1 - XT)Kcc. (8.8.13)
n c

On the basis of relations (8.8.12) and ($.8.13), it is possible to derive

the following formulas which make it possible to compute _cn]c and [AK ]
C C

En = cn

y =c

E =C

Km = Cc

[_].]y_ 1 {exPl_),T(l_K,,,j]2kT

-- exp 1-- XT(1 q- K,,,,,)I},

[AKK]y-- 2xrl {exp[--XT(1--K_)]

-- exp [-- kT(1 -{- K_.)]} - KK.

(8.8._4)

(8.8.15)

for any value % (if kI = k2 = k).

When kT(I + IKCoI) < 0.I-0.2_

[Kjy = (1 -- kT) K_,.,

[_g,], = --XTK,,,,.

D

8.15 shows the dependence of [Kcn] c on KT and Kcc whenFigure

2 can be determined if
KCc = 0.2_ 0.5 and 0.8. The values _T as functions of q0

the statistical characteristics of the effective interference and structure of

the reference and control codes are known. However; in all cases_ _T increases

with an increase of the intensity of interference.

The functional relationship between [Kcn]c and KCc for different values kT

is shown in figure 5.16 and the function (kccRL)n- f(%T) for CCRL in which

kCCRL
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[Kcn ]c

o,._'

Oo*

o ; ;

Figure 8.15

= k2 = k, in figure 8.17 (curve I). The curves in figure 8.18 illustrate the

cn ] for CCRL with autonomous synchronization when k1 = O. Thesechange of [K c

curves were constructed on the basis of expression (8.8.8) under the condition

that k u = k u and k U = k U = k U . The ratio (kccRL)n in such a

FI i F2 2 FI ml F2 m2 F m kCCRL

radio link changes as shown in figure 8.17 (curve 2).

m

0,6

O,_.

O.Z

-u -_ o o.2 _ u o,a -

Figure 8.16
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(kccRL) n

kCCRL

O.Z

o z2_

f Z

t z 3 _ 5 6

Figure 8.17

Consideration of the problem of the influence of high-level interference

on multichannel CCRL with arrangement of channels in series leads to the con-

clusion that such CCRL, even when equistable reference and control codes are

used, at the limit result in the opening of the guidance circuit in such a way

that the control surfaces of the rocket will not be in a neutral position. The

worst conditions for operation will be in those channels whose control codes

move in small intervals at the beginning and end of the period T of transmis-

sion of commands. This can be attributed to the fact that the conditional con-

stant component [K .3 of the output command K .(t) in the j-th channel differs
nj e nj

from zero due to the dc voltage source, ensuring balancing of the j-th channel
in the absence of interference.

In a multichannel CCRL with arrangement of channels in parallel, the /450
change of the conditional constant component of the output signal in the

j-th channel (j = i, 2, ..., Nk) on I occurs qualitatively in the same way as

in a single-channel CCRL. However, with an increase of Nk the opening of the

guidance circuit sets in with decreasing values i__.
2

qo

In order to determine the conditional spectral density Gf(w) or Gf(O), it

is first desirable to find the functions Rpl(T), Rp2(T), Rpl.2(_ ) and Rp2.1(_),

being the result of time-averaging of the conditional correlation and recipro-

cal correlation functions for the voltages Upl n(t) and Up2 n(t).
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Figure 8.18

%_en determini__ Rp!(T), Rp2(T), Rpl.2(T ) and Rp2.1(_), we will assume

that the CC_mL is single-channel.

In accordance to the definition we have

_p] (T) = [ _,,.,,,,,(_-I_,-L-_I_,}{,,.,,.,(t+ ._>-t,,,,,.(t + "_>b:].

Here the wavy line denotes time-averaging.

With the earlier made assumptions on the probabilities Pl and P2' the

voltages Upl n(t) and Up2 n(t) will be correlated only in the limits of one

period T, whose components are o _ t < TI and T1 _ t < T should be considered
separately.

In the time intervals 0 _ t < TI, the function %1 n(t) assumes values

u I + Uml or u I with the probabilities Pl(t) and i - Pl(t).
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Therefore the difference Upl n(t) - [Upl n(t)]c can be UmlFl - Pl(t)] or

-UmlPl(t), and the value Upl n(t + T) [Upl n(t + T)] c can be equal to

Uml[l - Pl(t + _)] or -UmlPl(t + _). Then for the product x = [{Upl n(t) -

[Upl n(t)]cl lUpl n(t + T) - [Upl n(t + T)]c}]C , we obtain the following com-

plete set of possible values Xl, x2, x 3 and x 4

x,= u_[_ -p, (t)l[I-p, (t+ ,)],#_= -u_,[l -p, (t)Ip,.:(t+ _),
2x_ = --U_,p, (t) [1 --p, (t + _)l, x, = uA_p, (Op, (¢ + _).

Denoting the probabilities of formation of these values through Pxl' Px2'

Px3 and Px4' we obtain

RI (t, =) = Xlpxl + x2p_ + X3px3 + X_Px_ When 0 _< t < T I _ z, 0 _.<_ < T_,

where Rl(t , _) is the nontime-averaged conditional correlation function of the

voltage Upl n

_owe ve r,

(t) when 0 -< t < T I.

and

Pzl : Pl (t)Ply (t + _), Px2 ----Pi (t) [1 --pjy (t + _)],

Px3 = [l _p_ (t)] p2y (t + _)

P#4 _- [1 --Pl (t)] [1 --P2y (t + x)],

where Ply(t + _) is the probability that at the time t + _ the voltage

Upl n(t + T) = u I + Uml , if at the point t it is equal to this same value;

P2y(t + T) is the probability of satisfaction of the equality u (t + T) =
pl n

uI + Uml under the condition that Upl n(t) = uI.

In turn, Ply(t + T) and P2y(t + _) are equal to the values Pl(t) and P2(t)

when t = _. Therefore

= UA_P,(0 [l--p,(t)][p,(_)--p_(_')l

when 0 -< t < T I - _ and 0 <- T < T I. (8.8.18)

Similarly, for the second part of the period we obtain
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= U_nzp,(t) [1 --P2 (01 [P, ('c)--Pz ('c)]Rz(t ' _) 2

when T I <- t < T - _, 0 -< T < T 2.

Then, taking into account that the function Rpl(_) is even for a case when

T 1 > T2, we obtain

! 2 IT'-I_I T--I_ I [I
RPt("='U+'t[P'(_)--P'(_)]i So p,(O[l--p,(')]dt+ _ pz(t)[l--pz(t)]d Ir,

When T I < T2,

when 0 _ _ < T I arid T I < "c -< 0:

r-M

Rp,(,1= T _,I[P, (_)--P_(_)l_ p_(t) [I--p2(t)] dt
T,

when T 1% T < T 2 and -T 2 < _ -< TI,

when -_ > T 2 and T < -T 2.

i r-l,l

*' I!Rm(_) :_:__Ur_, [pi(_)--p2(_)] p,(t) [1--p,(t)ldt + r--lzl dr}S p_(t) [1--p_(t)]
r_

when 0 <- T < T 2 and -T_ < T -< 9:

r'il_1 (Z_ [Pz(O--P2(Q] Pz(t)[ l-pz(t)]dt
Rp,('=)= -_ ,,,,

o

when T 2 _ _ < T I and -T I < T <- -T2;

%1 = 0

when % > T1 and T < -T1.

Thus, in the same way we find that

U_2 U_
Rp, (z)----_ Rp, (z), Rp,., (Q = Rp2.,(z)= -- _ Rp, (_).
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Applying the Fourier transform to the functions RpI(T),

and Rp2.1(T), we find Spl(W), Sp2(_), Spl.2(w ) and Sp2.1(_ ).

basis of expression (8.3.13) we obtain

×

If Pl(t) and P2

{uL,IY, (jo,)f + I (j,o)Of (_)= -T

+ Umlgm_ [Y; (jo) Y2 (jo) + Y_(jm) YI (j°0]}

[pl(_) - p2(,)] cos_,d, pl(O [J -p,(t)] dt
0

T, T--_:

0 T,

"t

X [1--p_(t)]dt_ when 0 -< _ -< -_'.
]

(t) are determined by formulas (8.8.6) and

(8.8.19)

(8.8.7), then

af(o) = Gm(o) + af2(o). (8.8.20)

whe re

=F
Em = Cc

Gfl (0) --

X

2 (k¢,Um, + k¢2Um2)2 ( X_+ X_-s kl _2 )T (_L+ _2)_ 2).1)'2T + _,4- X. ;
/

d'f2 (0) = 2 (k,,u,,,, + k,_u,,,,),
T (_-t + X2)a X

[

+

X, +)',2

[ ),,+k, K:<m) +. p,, + ;",_ )4},,L2 e' _. 2"0+ e 2 T(1--NKm) 2

-- }"2(}"2-- kl) T (1 + K,,,,,)e

-- _.,(X, -- _.2)(1 -- K,,,,,)e

X, + ),:
2 T (1 + K_m)

}" + )"_ T (1 --KKm )]

2 /

(8.8.2l)

/453

(8.8._)

(Note: This key applies also to the following equations in this section.)

The component Gfl(O ) is not dependent on the transmitted command and is

only a function of _i' _2' T, kFl , kF2 , Uml and Um2. The function Gfl(O ) first

increases with an increase of XI and k2_ attains a maximum and then begins to

decrease, and at the limit when XI _ _ and X2 -- = it becomes equal to zero.
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The componentGf2(O) is dependent not only on the intensity of interference,

but also on the values of the transmitted command.The character of its change
with an increase of kl and k2 is qualitatively the sameas for Gfl(0 ).

If the CCRLuses equistable codes and _iUml = kF2Um2 = kFUn, then

2 2

UmkO° [4_.T-- 6 --2_T(I +£r_m)Of(0) = 2-ZfXz- -- e --

-- 2_T (1 -- Kzm) (1 + KKm) _.T (1 --K_m) ] .e +4e -_r +4e- (8.8.23)

W en2 T(I+ IKCcl)-<0.I-0.2,thisexpressionreducedapproximatelyto

the following form

The presence of the term 2U, kT c

ized and balanced CCRL with pulse-phase modulation, based on the use of equi-

stable codes, can be replaced by a statistically equivalent filter with the

equation

/(he (t) = _ (t)/_ (t) + Mi(t),

where _l(t) and AK(t) are random functions of ÷;-P not related to one another.

The mathematical expectation _(t) of the function AK(t) is zero, but

_i (t) = (kccRL)n = (i - kT)kccRL. The spectral densities of the random func-

tions AK(t) and _l(t) at the frequency w = 0 are _2 kT2_2_m and 2kccRLkT2 2,

respectively.

Since when _iUml = kF2%2 : BUm the maximum command is Km8 x : _Um, then

--2),T (I+ K.,.)

Ocf(0)=2-Y_' [4),T--6--e

e- _r o - x_..) + 4e- xr, + x_..) + 4e- xr o - urn)] .

We recall that this expression is correct for CCRL, regardless of

whether they have output filters.
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Figure 8.19

Figures 8.19 and 8.20 show curves characterizing the dependence of

%f(o)
on XT and KCc for cases when random pulse interference is fed to the in-

T

put of a decoder of a single-channel CCRL and XI = X2 = _.

Here it should be noted that_ all other conditions being equal_ the open-

ing of the rocket guidance channel for the fluctuating component of the re-

i
ceived command sets in at larger values--_ than for the mathematical expectation

of the received commands, q0

If the CCRL has autonomous synchronization, with the opening of the cir-

cuit for the mathematical expectation of the received commands, the random com-

ponents of the CCRL output signals also become virtually equal to zero.

In a multichannel CCRL with successive (in series) arrangement of chan-

nels_ in the case of identical intensity of interference_ the fluctuations of

the output signals are greater than in a single-channel CCRL if_ in both types

of CCRL_ the transfer constants are identical. However_ the breaking of the

guidance circuit for the fluctuating component sets in at a lesser value i in
2

qo

a multichannel CCRL. The influence of any of the adjacent channels in-
creases with an increase of the interval between the control codes.
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Figure 8.20

In a multichannel CCRLwith parallel (in-parallel) arrangement of chan-

nels_ the value Gf(O) for the j-th channel, all other conditions being equal,

also is determined by the separation of the control codes of all the other

channels. However_ as a result of the possibility of fitting the control code

of the j-th channel into specified intervals of time within the entire period

T, the fluctuations in a CCRL of the latter type can be more intense. At the

same time, in the case of identical values of the commands transmitted in all

channels_ CC_ with parallel arrangement of channels are less "noisy." _Lhis

is due to the relative closeness of arrangement of all the control codes

under the mentioned condition.

We note, in conclusion, that when multichannel CCRLwith either in-series

or in-parallel arrangement of channels are subjected to interference, they are

transformed from linear into nonlinear converters with random parameters.

8.9. Influence of Fluctuating Low-Level Interference

on CCRL with Pulse-Code Modulation

i. Qualitative Characteristics of Effect of Interference

The output signal of the summer of a binary scaler is current pulses

i (t) or voltage u (t). Assuming, as before, that the CCRL output command is
SC SC

a voltage, the pulses Usc(t) for a CCRL based on the use of one sign-constant

or sign-variable sequence of numbers can be represented as shown in figure

8.21.
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Usc(t)

C 2°2'2 z C 2°2tZ _ C _'_

Figure 8.21

The voltage Usc(t ) shown in figure 8.21 by solid lines is obtained /456

under the condition that the transmitted command is converted in the coder into

number 5 and the binary code is three-unit. The points C, 20 , 21 and 22 in

figure 8.21 correspond to the times of appearance of synchronizing pulses and

pulses of the binary code expressing the digits 20_ _ and 2 2 .

When there is low-level interference, there is a fluctuation of the times

of formation of the binary code pulses and the synchronizing pulses produced

by the coincidence stage. As a result, the triggers in the binary scalers will

be tripped irregularly_ thereby causing random changes of the durations of the

Usc(t) pulses.

i

The dashed lines in figure 8.21 denote the possible deviations A_ I = 0 and

AT 3 _ 0 of the leading edges of the pulses from the points 20 and 22 . In addi-

tion_ figure 8.21 shows the displacement ATsc of the time of the ending of the

pulse Usc(t ) due to fluctuations of the position of the leading edge of the syn-

chronizing pulse.

Despite the small values of the fluctuations of the leading edges of the

u (t) pulses, an evaluation of the distortions of the received commands when
SC

there is weak interference is necessary to confirm that_ in the absence of sup-

pression of transmitted pulses and the formation of spurious signals by inter-

ference_ the distortions of the received commands will not exceed the admis-

sible values and, in case of necessity, to determine more precisely the re-

quired strength of the radio transmitter and the sensitivity of the CCEL radio
receiver.

As a result of change of the parameters of the voltage Usc(t) by inter-

ference, the output commands Kn(t ) for a CCRLwith one sign-constant, one

sign-variable and two sequences of numbers will be equal to
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H=n

K. (t) -- g.1 (t) -- _nean,

K.(t)= au,(t)+ (a- I),,.2(t).

K_(t)= _o,(t)- _._(t),

(8.9.1)

(8.9.2)

(s.9.3)

where Unl(t ) and Un2(t ) are the voltages produced by the CCRL output filters,

with the influence of interference taken into account.

..... _ (g o __fR o _ m_ 4e p_=_ble to find the output s_g- /457

nsls for different kinds of single-channel CCRL with pulse-code modulation

under the condition that they are designed for connection to continuous-action

control surface apparatus. In those cases when spoilers must be operated,

there must be apparatus for conversion of voltages into pulses with constant

amplitude and repetition interval T. Tae auration of these pulses should

change proportional to the converted voltage.

If the CCRL is multichannel, in the case when there is lo_-level inter-

ference, there are no additional distortions of the received signals in the

considered channel.

2. Conditional Constant Components of Output

Signals and Their Distortions

II = n

cp = mean

y = c

=F

Kn = cn

K = c

Kpy = CCKL

C = SC

Xy = ic

(sub S cripts )

First, w'e will consider a CCRL with one sign-constant sequence of numbers.

In accordance with e__ression (8.9.1) and taMng into account that the summer

of the binary scaler produces the voltage Usc(t ) shown in figure 8.21, we will
have

N

[Rj, = k,_u__ _'-'_, (0 F,,rI, _,, (8.9. _)
/=1

-- z_2t-%_(i) , (8.9.5)

,.,u,_ ,'- ',t(O_ -,,_p

[R,,ly-- _=' N , (8.9.6)

k¢,U,_ _-I r,t
I=1

,., [_,.,ly "_o,-_,

[t=_ t=l
[AR,],= N (s.9.7)

l=l
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In these expressions, Tl._ and 41. t (t = i, 2_ ..., N) are the durations of

the pulses produced by the t-th unit of the binary scaler under the influence

of pulses of a binary code characterizing the digit 2 t-I in the absence and in

the presence of interference_ respectively; UI is the amplitude of the voltage

pulse forming at the output of the summer of a binary scaler when signals 4_

expressing the number i are fed to the decoder.

Since
¢1. l = T1. t + Ac:t + A'_o

where b_ t (t = I, 2, ..., N) is the displacement of the leading edge of the

pulse Usc(t) due to fluctuations of the leading edge of a pulse expressing the

digit 2_-I in a binary code; then

[71. jy = Tl.t -]- A_l @ A_.

(Note: See key accompanying equations ($.9.4)-(8.9.7) whichalso applies to

following equations through (8.9.14).)

In the preceding chapter_ we noted that it is necessary to select small

intervals between successive pulses in a binary code so that the amplitude

characteristic of the CCRL will be linear. If this requirement is satisfied,

it can be assumed that with a sufficiently high degree of accuracy TI. t _ T.

TI.N

In addition, in a balanced CCRL_ the voltage u = kFIUI_-Imean N , and with

the use in the binary code of pulses with the identical parameters A_ I = A_ 2

..... A_N" Then for [Knit and [Kcn]c we _ill have

K,, 1+ T + T

In expression (8.9.$)

(s.9.$)

(8.9.9)

(8.9.1o)

characterizes the mean transfer constant for the CCRL when it ks subjected to

N-I A_ I + A_sc "

interference and 2 kFIU I T Is the constant component of some addi-

tive noise leading to displacement of the zero of the CCRL amplitude charac-
teristic.
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The results show that in a general case, under the influence of low-

level interference, there will be a change of the transfer constant and a con-

stant component of error will appear. In order to eliminate the mentioned

phenomena, it is necessary to ensure satisfaction of the equality A_ = -A_
i sc

These same results will be obtained when Am I = Amsc = O. In order for

A_1 = -A_sc , it is necessary to select identical parameters of the key code and

the binary code signals, and as a result the triggering and completion of the

operation of any i-th unit of the binary scaler, in most cases, will occur with

an identical lag or lead relative to the times of its triggering in the absence

of interference. For example, for this purpose it is possible to use equi-/459

stable timing codes for formation of the key and the digits of the binary

code or memory devices can be used in the decoder, cut into the output stages

of the CCRL after transient processes are ended during the reception of the

binary code.

If the CCRL is designed as shown in figure 7.32, in formulas (8.9.9) and

(8.9.10), the displacement is A_ I = 0 and A_ _ O. As a result, in a CCRL of
sc

a type in all cases [Kn]c _ K. It should be remembered that thesuch maximum

distortions will occur when transmitting the maximum command.

The values A_ I and A_ in the case when they are not equal to zero, canSC'

be computed as a function of qo in accordance with the method described in sec-
tion 8.5.

If a balanced CCRL with a single sign-variable sequence of numbers is con-

sidered in the same way, in the case of identical binary circuits we obtain the

following formulas determining [Kn] c and [_cn]c

(8.9.11)

(key p. 515) nu(a - 1)(1+ A'7'+_C')KKy'T (8.9.12)

where A_ is the mathematical expectation for displacement of the leading
sc 1

edge of the synchronizing puls_ characterizing negative commands.
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It can be seen from expressions (8.9.11) and (8.9.12) that, in the con-
sidered CCEL_low-level interference leads only to a changeof the meanvalue
of the transfer constant. However_ with the formation of pulses of different

duration by the t-th units of both binary scalers, there will be an asymmetry

of the CCRL amplitude characteristic during the transmission of positive and

negative commands. If we compare CCRL based on one sign-constant and one sign-

variable sequence of numbers, it can be concluded that the use of a sign-

variable sequence of numbers is more desirable if AW 1 _ 0 and A_sc _ O.

In CCRL with two sequences of numbers, under the condition that the dura-

tions of the pulses produced by the t-th units of both binary circuits_ /460

virtually coincide with the command repetition interval, the values [Kn]c

and &cn]c are equal to

(key p. 515)

N

k py :a+ k lU1xZ2'-1 + _T
/=I

N

-- k¢ 2U2 Z 2j - 1 _j2 + _2r _j (i).
if1

I
K,,,+7 x

N N

Z=l j=l

k¢lUl (2 N -- 1 ko_tauzk¢_U_)

(8.9.13)

(8.9.1_)

where 5_tl and A_j2 are the mathematical expectations of the changes of the

durations of the pulses produced by the t-th and j-th units of the first and

second binary scalars and caused by the fluctuations of the leading edges of

the binary code pulses;

_sc I and A_sc 2 are the mathematical expectations of the fluctuations

of the leading edges of the synchronizing pulses used for control of the oper-

ation of the first and second binary scalars;

U is the amplitude of the voltage pulse forming at the output of the sum-
2

mer of the second binary scaler when fed signals expressing the number i.

In order to eliminate changes of the transfer constant in CCRL of the last

two types by interference, the same measures are suitable as in CCRL based on

one sign-constant sequence of numbers.
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3. Conditional Spectral Densities of
Fluctuations of Output Signals

Under the influence of low-level interference, the signals forming at the
summeroutput (the cathode circuit of amplifiers AmP3,Amp& and AmP5in figure

7.32) of a CCRLwith one sign-constant sequenceof numbersare pulses whose
leading edges and clippings fluctuate independently of one another. For such
signals in the transmission of the i-th command,the spectral density Gfi(0) of

the randomcomponents, as is well known, can be represented by the sumof the
t_o terms: Gfl(W) and Gf2(_).

These terms characterize the spectral densities caused by the fluc- /461

tuations of the leading edges and clippings of the Use(t) pulses, respec-

tiveiy. However, Lhe ie_di_ _uS= ul the _ta6= Usc_vu± _j is formed _-- *_- -==_

tion of pulses characterizing those digits which form part of the binary code

when transmitting the command expressed by the number i. The times of forma-

tion of pulses of the latter type are unrelated since the minimum interval be-

tween successive pulses in a binary code always is greater than the interfer-

ence correlation time. Therefore

N

(®)= 0,(,) (0, (8.?.15)
l=!

where G_(w) is the spectral density of the voltage fluctuations Use(t ) caused

by random changes of the position of the leading edge of the pulse formed by

the _-th unit of the binary scaler.

The n N

For practical purposes, it is sufficient to know Gf(_) when w = 0. There-
fore we will have

N

Ofi(0) : _ O,(O)_t(i) + CT2(0). (8.9.16)
l=l

However, GL(O ) is equal to the ratio of the dispersion of a voltage pulse

with the amplitude 2L-IuI and the mean square duration _ I' averaged for the
T

period T, to the effective frequency band occupied by the fluctuations and

being i for the region of frequencies 0 _ • _ _. At the same time, the

2oTt
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value Gf2(O) is determined by the ratio of the dispersion of the pulse Usc(t),

caused by fluctuations of its clipping, averaged for the time T, to the effec-
tive frequency band of these fluctuations. Therefore

Ofi(O) : U[ 2(2_- 1) °_t /i_(i) + 9 °_--y- --y- 2 t -1/i t ( i) ,
lffil

(8.9.17)

2
where _ 3 is the dispersion of displacement of the clipping of the pulse u (t).

SC

2
By multiplying Gfi(O ) by the square of the transfer constant kF1 of the

filter FI (fig. 7.32), we obtain the following expression for the conditional

spectral density Gf(O) of the fluctuating components of the output signal K (t)
n

_ 2tOf (O)_I_U_ 2(2t-i) _,t /i,(i)@- 2--F -_/i,(i)T
l=l

(8.9.18)

Analysis of formula ($.9.18) shows that Gf(O) is dependent not only /462

on the level of interference, but also on the value of the transmitted command:

the larger the value Ka, the greater is the value Gf(0).

The relationship between Gf(O) and the intensity of interference at the

2
CCRL radio receiver input is established by determination of 2 and _ which

• t T3'

can be done in accordance with the method considered in section 8.5.

The spectral density of the command coefficient Gcf(0 ) obviously will be
equal to

since

o_r(o) = 1 2(2t-1) axi /it (i)
(2N --1 -- 1)z "T

_1-1

+ --T- 2_- '_/i_(i) (8.9.19)

KZmax _/_IU_ (2N--1 -- 1)'. (8 • 9.20)

If we compare the spectral densities when w = 0 for the Considered CCRL

with pulse-code modulation and pulse-phase modulation, when there is an equa-

lity of the maximum possible amplitude of the Usc(t ) pulses and the height of

2
the Upl n(t) pulses, constant values _Tt' regardless of t, and when there are
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identical values of the dispersions of fluctuations of the leading edges of the
n(t) pulses in CCELwith pulse-phase modulation, it can be concluded thatUpl

CCRLwith pulse-code modulation have greater noise immunity. This is due to

the absence of correlation of the fluctuations of the leading edges of the

pulses produced by the t-th units of the binary scaler. At the same time, it

should be emphasized that there is one specific difference between CCRL with

pulse-code modulation and earlier considered types of CCRL with pulse-width

modulation and pulse-phase modulation. This difference is that CCRL with

pulse-code modulation, when subjected to low-level interference, are trans-

formed into nonlinear apparatus with random conversion properties.

In those cases when it is necessary to know Ge(_) for any values of the

frequency w, the functions Gt(w ) and Gi2(w) can be-found using the formulas
given in reference 33.

_-----;^_, _v _._+_ _ _=_-v_h]_ _pnnenee u,_ing different codes

characterizing positive and negative commands, in the same way we obtain

+ - r 2z-'St(i) q- (a- I)'_2U _ ×

r --y-- 2 l- %, (i , (8.9.2_1)

2
where

T3 !
is the dispersion of the variations of the time of formation /463

of the leading edge of the synchronizing pulse denoting negative commands.

Dividing the expression (8.9.21) by kF21_I(2N - 1) 2, we find the formula

for Gcf(O).

In those cases when positive and negative commands are denoted by the same

or two different but equistable timing codes, the dependence of Gf(O) on K a
will be symmetrical relative to the y-axis.

Comparison of CC9_ with one sign-constant and one sign-variable sequence

of numbers, in the case of the same capacity of the binary codes, reveals:

(i) in a CCRLwith a sign-variable sequence of numbers, in the transmis-

sion of the command K a = O, there are no fluctuations of the output signal,

whereas in CCRLwith a sign-constant sequence of numbers they differ from zero;

(2) in the transmission of maximum positive commands, the spectral density

of the output signal for both types of CCRL is the same, but in the case of

transmission of maximum negative commands a CCRL of the first type has the

greater noise immunity.
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Figure 8.22

The qualitative dependence of Gf(0) on K a for the same level of interfer-

ence and identical parameters of the analytical circuits, for CCRL with one

sign-constant and one sign-variable sequence of numbers, has been shown in fig-

ure 8,22 by curves i and 2, respectively.

In the case of CURL with two sequences of numbers, on the assumption that

different key codes are used for each of the binary codes, we will have

O£(O)= 2k_U_ 2 :('-_) _a_t at(i ) q- --V% 2(t -')at(i)
kl=l

+ 2k_2U222 2=(J-" _Jr aj(i) +-T- =_
(]=1

(8.9.22)

We note that expression ($.9.22) was derived under the condition that there is

no reciprocal correlation of the processes transpiring in the first and second

binary scalers.

In the considered CCRL, the intensity of the fluctuations (fig. 8.22, /464

curve 3) is greater than in CCRL o£ the two preceding types. A common

characteristic of all three types of CCRL with pulse-code modulation is non-

linearity and the random character of conversion of the input signals when

there is low-level interference.

8.10. Effect of High-Level Interference on a CCRL with

Pulse-Code Modulation

i. Qualitative Characteristics o£ Influence of Interference

First, we will consider a single-channel CCRL with one sign-variable se-

quence of numbers, assuming that such a CCRL is designed as shown in figure

7.32, and that the structure of the command signal has the form shown in figure
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Figure 8.23

t

8.23. Figure 8.23 shows that the transmitted command is sent using an n-unit

timing key code and an N-unit binary code.

to there be:can

--suppression of the key code, resulting in the pulses of the binary code

being unable to exert an effect on the binary scaler, and at the CCRL output

the value of the signal transmitted in the preceding cycle will remain as

before;

_ suppression of one or a large number of transmitted binary code pulses

and the formation of spurious pulses in the free positions of a binary code

under the condition that the key code is not suppressed;

_ formation of a spurious command signal by the transmitted pulses due to

the addition of interference and the appearance of spurious binary code pulses;

_ formation of spurious keys and binary codes only due to effective inter-

ference;

--formation of such spurious keys only by the effect of interference,

which ensures the passage of one or a large number of +_++___..._ _._ _]_s___ (it is

unimportant which) to the input of the _-th unit of a binary scaler.

In addition, in a multichannel CC_L spurious keys can be formed during the

interaction of interference with the transmitted signals of all the channels,

and any of the pulses of all channels except the considered channel can play

the role of binary code signals for the particular channel.

In the CCRL whose diagram is shown in figure 7.32, each successive key,

however soon it forms after the preceding one, does not terminate the effect of

the latter with respect to the formation of the gating pulses, which are in-

tended for the separation of the binary code pulses expressing the dif- /465

ferent digits in separate circuits. Such a CCEL is characterized by the

fact that at any time the voltage u:(t) can be formed at the output of the _-th

unit of the binary scaler. Therefore, the output voltage Usc(t) of the summer

will be equal to

N

Usc(t)_-- (t). (8.10.1)
I=1
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The voltage u_(t) constitutes square pulses. These pulses form after the

appearance of the synchronizing pulses_ after a time characterizing the in-

terval between the pulse of the digit 2 _-I in the binary code and the signal C,

and end at the time of arrival of the pulses C (fig. 8.21). The amplitude of

the u (t) pulses can be zero or 2_-Iu I. One of the possible variants of the

function ut(t ) is shown in figure 8.24b; figure 8.24a shows the synchronizing

pulses (solid lines) and the pulses occupying the place of the t-th digit in a

binary code. The points B denote the times of formation of the synchronizing
pulses forming as a result of the interaction of interference with one of the

transmitted signals and the points C--as a result of the effect of interference

only. At the times corresponding to the points BI and CI, binary code pulses

appear associated with the transmitted signals. It should be noted here that

under the influence of interference the transmitted signal can simultaneously

perform the functions of pulses of all the digits of a binary code, provided

that synchronizing pulses are fed in the corresponding intervals.

As an illustration of the above, figure 8.25 shows the synchronizing

pulses CI, C2_ ..._ CN, formed by interference_ and the transmitted pulse TP.

The intervals between the pulses TP and the C _ C2_ ... CN pulses correspondi

to the intervals between the transmitted synchronizing pulses and the binary

code pulses expressing the digits 20_ 21 and 2N-I in the considered CCRL.

All the ut(t ) pulses forming in the time T can be divided into the follow-

ing three groups_ differing in their statistical properties and forming as a

c. Q C, TP

I III
Figure 8.25
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whole k + 1 pulse sequences (series), where k is the total number of syn- /466

chronizing pulses which can be formed in the period T during the interac-

tion of interference with transmitted signals as a result of nonsuppression of

the key code:

(I) the pulses forming with nonsuppression of the key code (one sequence);

(2) the pulses appearing as a result of the addition by interference to a

spurious key code of each of the transmitted signals (k - 1 sequences);

(3) the pulses appearing as a result of the formation of spurious keys by

interference alone (one sequence).

During the time T in each of the groups there is a random number of ut(t)

pulses. However, the first group and any of the sequences of the second group

carrot _--_-'_ ..... _ ........ "-_

If only one transmitted pulse can be added simultaneously to the key code

by interference, for a single-channel CCP_

k -- 1=n(n - l) +nN,_,

where n is the capacity of the key code, and Nri is the number of pulses pres-

ent in the binary code in transmission of the i-th command.

Considering the processes of formation of the voltage u (t) in this way
t

it can be assumed that ul(t ) consists of one "purely" random sequence of pulses

and "regular" sequences of pulses forming at the points of formation of the

"regular" gating pulses which are the result of nonsuppression of the trans-

mitted key code and the interaction of interference with the transmitted

command.

Then expression (8.10.1) assumes the following form

N k+l

(8.1o.2)

where u t (t) is the voltage of the s-th sequence of pulses expressing the t-th
.S

digit in the binary code.

Accordingly, for the output signal Kn(t ) we obtain

N k+l t

s(1)k I(i-- ":)d'_-- Umean , (8.1o.3)
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where hl(t ) is the weighting function of the filter FI •

In a case when a CCRL with one sign-variable sequence of numbers is sub-

jected to interference, it is necessary to take into account the processes

transpiring in the first and second binary scalers. If positive commands are

transmitted, the same signal will be formed in the first binary scaler as in

a CCRL with one sign-constant sequence of numbers. At the same time, the

second binary scaler will produce signals due to:

--formation of a spurious synchronizing pulse in the place of the

effect of the last pulse in the key code expressing a positive command,

resulting in formation of gating pulses ensuring passage of signals of the

binary code if the sign of the command is given by different key codes;

-the appearance of spurious synchronizing pulses during the interaction

of interference with each of the transmitted signals, as a result of which the

interference and some of the transmitted pulses can play the role of binary

code symbols;

--formation of synchronizing pulses only under the influence of interfer-

ence, so that each of the transmitted pulses begins to perform the functions of

a signal of the _-th (t = i, 2, ..., N) digit in the binary code;

-the creation of spurious synchronizing pulses and binary code pulses on-

ly under the influence of interference.

Then the output signal Kn(t ) of a CCRL with a sign-variable sequence of

numbers can be represented in the following way

N #t+l t

l=l s=lO

N #2+1 t

- Z Z 2 (,-,t e-.,
l = ls =10

(8.1o.4)

where kI and k 2 are the maximum values of the numbers of the "regular" synchro-

nizing pulses acting on the first and second binary scalers in the time T;

u (t) and u' (t) are the voltages of the s-th sequence of pulses expressing
I.s t.s

the t-th digit in the binary code and acting at the outputs of the summers of

the first and second binary scalers; h2(t ) is the weighting function of the
filter F (fig. 7.36).

2

When transmitting negative commands, the functions of the first and second

binary scalers are changed to opposite signs in comparison with the case

K a > O. However, the command Kn(t ) will be determined by the same expression

(8.10.4) under the condition of corresponding computation of the values kI
and k 2.
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If in a CCRLwith a sign-variable sequenceof numbersthe sign of the
transmitted commandis determined by the displacement of the binary code
pulses, in contrast to the preceding CCRL,the formation of a spurious synchro-
nizing pulse as a result of nonsuppression of the transmitted key does not lead
to a possibility of passage of the binary code pulses to the second binary
scaler.

in determining the output signal Kn(t) in a CCRLwith two sequencesof

numbers, it is also possible to use expression (8.10.4) if it is taken into ac-
count that kI and k2 should be computedwith allowance for the specific /468

characteristics of operation of the first and second binary scalers. The fact

is that both the first and second binary scalers will be affected by interfer-

ence and the transmitted signals characterizing the first and second sequences

of numbers.

2. Conditional Constant Components of Output

Commands and Their Distortions

First, we will consider a single-channel CCRL with one sign-variable se-

quence of numbers. On the basis of expression (8.10.3), for a steady-state

regime we find

N _+1

[_]c--/_ -, X Z [u,.jc--Umean, (8.10.5)
l_l s=l

where [_t.s]c is the time-averaged conditional mathematical expectation of the

voltage u (t), computed on the assumption that the value of the transmitted
I.s

command is specified.

Since in the absence of interference the duration of the pulse produced by

the t-th unit of the binary scaler is virtually equal to T, then

N

K= kF,U1 _-a 2 l- '_t (i) -- Umean
/=1

n

and for the conditional constant component [AK] c of the distortion of the out-

put command we will have

N lt+l N

a--, E 2'-%(0. (8.1o.6)
/=1 s=l I = 1

Dividing expressions (8.10.5) and (8.10.6) by the maximum value of the

command
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Kma x -_ kFIU I(2 N - i) - Umean ,

it is possible to find formulas determining [Kcn]c and [_c]c .

As already mentioned, pulses of the s-th sequence have random amplitude

at.s_ duration Tt. sand time of formation tt. s. Therefore

[ul. J c--_al..Jl. _Zl. s,

a_. m
where and T are the conditional mean amplitude and duration of the

s t.s

Ut.s(t ) pulses_ and Zt. s is the mean number of Ut.s(t ) pulses forming in 1 sec.

The product _t.sZt.s is the probability of an event in which, with the

shifting of a point to the sequence of segments formed by the bases of the /469

pulses of the s-th sequence and the intervals between them_ this point falls

on the base of one of the pulses.

Taking into account the specific character of the statistical properties

of different sequences_ it is desirable to determine the value

;_+1

c= o
in the following way

[_l] c= al. ,_l. _Zl._+ ]_ al. Jl._,Zl. _,+

79 al. _% Z,. _ + Y_a,. Jl. S,._. + a,. _,. Zl. _,
p. 3_

(8.10.7)

where a t T t iZ.i . t.i
is the conditional constant component of the voltage pro-

duced by the t-th unit of the binary scaler under the influence of the trans-

mitted keys and a pulse of the t-th digit in the binary code;

sI is the summation index, applied to the spurious "regular" synchronizing

pulses; under whose influence are created gating pulses which coincide with the

transmitted pulses;

s2 is the summation index, applied to those spurious "regular" synchro-

nizing pulses responsible for appearance of gating pulses not coinciding with

the transmitted pulses;

b is the summation index_ applied to the synchronizing pulses forming due

to interference only and which then cause formation of gating pulses coinciding

with the transmitted pulses;
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al.s,,"r;,,Zt. _l. Zt, at. and Z are the conditional mean
" S,' l_l._' ;*' tL' S,' "_l._', _.$2

values of the amplitudes, durations and number of pulses in 1 sec in the sl-th,

_-th and s2-th sequences;

at.v' _t.v and Zl. v are the conditional mean values of the amplitude,

duration and number of pulses per ! sec in a sequence caused by the influence

of interference only.

Since a periodic transm.ission of co__mands is ass_med, then

If: sup Zvl=p,F=(1--P,)"F;Zt.s--ZL.,.=Bx F and el., -_-PK I,

= )n is the probability of nonsuppression of a transmitted
where Pl (I - Psup

key code; Pk is the probability of augmentation of a transmitted pulse to a key

code by interference; Pkn is the probability of formation of a spurious key

code by interference only; F = I.
T

1:470_owe ver

where p_a is the probability of an event in which, with the shifting of a point

to the sequences of segments formed by the bases of the ut(t) pulses and the in-

tervals between them, this point falls on the base of one of the pulses.

It can be found that

Next we determine at.l, al.sl _ at.s2 and_t. #. In the case of transmis-

sion of a pulse characterizing the t-th digit in a binary code, it can be sup-

pressed with the probability Psup' but in the absence of this pulse a spurious

signal can be formed by interference with the probability Pspur" The amplitude

t-i

of the pulse produced by the t-th unit of the binary scaler is UI2 There-
fore_
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II = sup
JI = spur

al-1 = U121-1 {(1 -- p,,) _ (i) -}-p._ [1 7- _t (i)1}.

(Note: This key applies to the present and following equations.)

and

Similarly, we obtain

Uy - I-_l. sl = {(1 --p,)_t.s,(i)+p_[i--_t._(i)] },

at..s, =at., = 2 t - 1Ujp_

2 t- U,(} P,)_t _(i),al. _ 1 __ .

where 6t.sl(i ) and 6_.b(i ) are functions equal to i or O, depending on whether

or not the sl-th and b-th pulses are transmitted when the CCRL coder is sub-

jected to the influence of the i-th command.

After substituting the values [_t]c, Z_ 1, Zl.s, Zt. -at. -a,. -al, al, al.

and "_.vZt.v into expression (8.10.5) we find that

where

Ill= kvl UjPa (2 N -:- 1 ) -- gmean;

N

-- -- 2t-1((1--p.)n-_l. " (i)K2 = kF, U1 (1 p,, P_) l_1 a%

-_-_pk-£t.s_t.s_ (i)-t- Pkn_'%. _t. _.(i)] •

(8.lO.8)

(8.10.9)

(8.zo.lo)

The value KI is dependent only on kFl , UI, Pspur' N and Uef f and is not a

function of the transmitted commands. Therefore, it cannot be considered a

constant component of the signal produced by some noise source. With an in-

crease of interference, Pspur _ i and K I assumes a value equal to the /471

maximum command forming at the CCRL output.

The component K 2 is a function of interference_ the structure of the CCRL

and the transmitted command. As follows from expression (8.10.10), in the

presence of interference, the CCRL decoder is transformed into a nonlinear ap-

paratus. However_ if the decoder is divided into N units_ the signals from

whose outputs are fed to a summer; it is possible to detect N links which are

linear relative to the transmitted symbols 20_ 21_ ...; 2N. At the output of
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the t-th link we will have the constant component 2t-_FIUIP s ur' regardless of
P

I-1
whether or not the digit 2 is transmitted, and the signal

K[ l_: l_, U, ( l -- p. -- p_) (1 -- P.P_I. _ _- _.aP k -_l. s, " _l" s' (i)sl(i)
SA

In this expression the factor standing before 2t-16 (i) characterizes the
t

mean value of the transfer constant of the t-th link.

It then follows from expression (8.10.10) that with increase of the inten-

_j u_ ±_=_=_._, _ _ _ - Psup - Pspur / u=_=ao=_ _u _ oL_c _±m_o

tends to -i. At the same time, with an increase of the interference level,

, _ and _ continuously decrease approaching zero. This means that
t.l t._ t .s I

the effect of interference leads to a decrease of the amplification properties

of the CCRL.

In order to decrease the influence of all the transmitted pulses except

the pulse characterizing the digit 2 t-I in the binary code, it is necessary to

satisfy the equation 6 (i) = 0. Therefore, in developing a CCRL it is nec-
_-s I

essary to have such a separation of signals in which gating pulses coinciding

with the transmitted pulses are not formed under the influence of spurious

"regular" synchronizing pulses.

The dependence of CKn] c on the ratio i__ has the form shown in figure
8.26.

With sufficiently small values of the ratio 1 as the ratio increases,

the principal role is played by the formation of spurious pulses at the CCRL

radio receiver output and spurious regular synchronizing pulses. Therefore,

the component K 2 decreases rather rapidly, primarily due to Tt.l, _1.Sl and

_t._" At the same time, the increase of the signal _ occurs relatively slow-

ly. As a result, and also due to the presence of the voltage Umean at some

point a, the command [K ] becomes equal to zero and then assumes negative
n c

values.

When p is 10-20 percent, the number of spurious synchronizing
spur

pulses becomes so great that _I.1' and Tt. _Tt.s I
are equal to zero and the
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[Kn]c

kFIUI (2_N-l)-Uef f

Figure 8.26

influence of the transmitted commands on the CCRL output signal comes to an

end. In essence, this means an opening of the rocket guidance circuit. How-

ever, since Pspur still is not very large, the guidance circuit for all prac-

tical purposes opens when there is a maximum negative voltage at the CCRL out-

put. The latter assertion is based on the fact that when K 2 _ 0 a set of

spurious commands resulting from the influence of interference only occurs rela-

tively rarely in comparison with the formation of spurious regular synchrc-

nizing pulses. This can be attributed to the fact that the formation by inter-

ference of a spurious key and at least one pulse corresponding to a binary code

signal is equivalent to the creation by interference of a spurious timing code

of a greater capacity than the key code used.

A further increase of I causes an increasingly strong appearance of com-
2

q0

mands corresponding to increasing values i due to the effect of interference

only and the suppression of the transmitted pulses. As a result, the number of

units of a binary scaler which at each time is in a working state increases and

[_n]c approaches to

kFIUI(2 N - 1)i- Umean = Kmax.

If the CCRL is multichannel, the guidance circuit is opened at a lesser
interference level.

A study of a CCRL with one sign-variable sequence of numbers in the same

way makes it possible to draw the following conclusions:

(i) When there are identical circuits for analysis of the signals used in

transmission of positive and negative commands, the output signal [Kn]c does

not contain a component not dependent on Ka.
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(2) In order to decrease the influence of all the transmitted pulses /473

on the value [Kn]e, it is necessary to select the structure of the command sig-

nals in such a way that the spurious "regular" synchronizing pulses which ap-

pear do not create gating pulses which coincide in time of effect with the

transmitted valses.

(3) With an increase of the intensity of the interference, the amplifica-

tion properties of the CCRL, which becomes a nonlinear link, deteriorate and

at the limit the value UKnj c _ .......... 1 +.... _, which ]_a_ %n opening of

the guidance circuit when (on the average) the control surfaces of the rocket

are in a neutral position.

(4) In order to obtain a symmetrical mean amplitude c_aracteristic repre-

of [--Kn]c on Ka, when interference is present, it is nec-senting the dependence

essary to use equistable key codes. In a CCRLwith one common key in the

transmission of positive and negative commands, the value [Kn]c= 0 when K a= O,

and in a CCRLwith different keys this condition is satisfied approximately.

(5) The absolute value [Kn] c is larger in a CCRLwith one common code;

however, in order for the mean amplitude characteristic of such a CCRL to be

close to s_metrical, the displacement of the binary code pulses must not be

for any considerable interval of time in the transmission of negative commands.

The curve characterizing the dependence [Kcn] c = f(q_) for one value K a is
shown in figure 8.27 (curve i).

u

The effect of high-level interference on CCRL with two sequences of /474

numbers causes qualitatively the same processes as in a CCRL with one sign-

variable sequence of numbers. However, in order to obtain the mean amplitude

characteristic undisplaced relative to zero, in addition to satisfying the re-

quirement that the key codes are equistable, it is necessary to ensure a corre-

sponding displacement of the binary code pulses in the limits of the period T.

1
At the same time, it should be noted that, for the same value -_, the value

qo

[Kcn] c is smaller than in a CCRL with one sign-variable sequence
of numbers

(fig. 8.27, curve 2). This is because virtually identical values [Kn] c will be

observed in both types of compared CCRL for the same mean number of pulses of

effective interference. At the same time, when using two sequences of pulses
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Figure 8.27

I

for transmission of a particular command,a greater power is expendedthan in
CCRLwith one sign-variable sequenceof numbers.

3. Conditional Spectral Densities of Fluctuations
of Output Signals

In the case of a CCRLwith pulse-code modulation, subjected to high-level
interference, it is simplest to compute the conditional correlation function.
Obviously, it first is necessary to find the conditional correlation function
Rsc(t , t + T) of the signal Use(t ) formed by the summerof the binary scaler.

Wewill consider a single-channel CCRLwith one sign-constant sequence of
numbers.

N k+l

Taking into account Usc(t ) = '_ _ U,.s(t), on the basis of expression
(8.10.2), we find i=i _=i

where

N N N

%e(t, t+_)= _R,(t, t+,)-/ _ _ R,.p(t, t-'-:),
l=1 /=lp=l

I o

R (t, t + +-

(8.10.11)

is the conditional autocorrelation function of the voltage produced by the t-th

unit of the binary scaler;

Rt.p(t, t-_-_)=u°(t)u°(t-_- :)
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is the conditional reciprocal correlation function of the voltages produced by
the t-th and p-th units of the binary scaler;

_ (t)=_,(tl - [_--_-_]o

is the centered function ut(t ) for a given value of the input command.

The second term in expression (8.10..11) is negligibly small. This is /475

due to the extremely low probability that both the _-th and p-th units will

be activated by the same pulse forming at the output of the CCRL radio receiver

output (since only under this condition will +_.hevoltages u (t) and u (t) be

correlated), t 13

The n N N

' Z u_(t) u,° (t + _).R ,,t, t.-i-_)= Z Rz(t, t _-_)=
sC 1=1 .-!

The product u?(t)u?(t + _) can be equal to one of the following values:

2
--the square of the amplitude bL.s(S = i, 2, ..., k + i) of the centered

signal Ul.s(t), if the times t and t + T, corresponding to the beginning and

end of the segment with the length _, lie on the base of the same pulse of the

s-thsequence;

' ' is the amplitude of the centered signal--the product bt.sbt.s, where bt. s

u .s(t ) at the time t + T, under the condition that the times t and t + T coin-

cide with the bases of two different pulses of the same s-th sequence;

--the product b b (s = i, 2, ..., k + i; _ = i, 2, k + i; s _ 3),
t.s t._

where b t. _ is the amplitude of a signal of the _-th sequence, under the condi-

tion that the times t and t +.T are situated at the bases of the pulses of the

s-th and _-th sequences, respectively.

Therefore

k+l k+l

R,(t. t +-.)= ._p,. _,.__-,_ p_.sO,,p,:,
s=l s=l

&+l/_+l

x= (8.i0.12)

where Pl.s" P2.s and Ps._ are the probabilities that both ends of the segment

of the length T will be situated on the base of the same pulse of the s-th
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sequence, two different pulses of the s-th sequence and two pulses of the s-th

and _-th sequences, respectively.

In writing expression (8.10.12), an allowance was made for the nondepen-

dence of the change of the amplitudes of the pulses of the s-th and _-th se-

quences and also of the same s-th sequence.

_t.s = 0 and bt.v = O, as a result of the fact that uO(t) is theSince

centered function of the voltage ut(t), then

N k+l

• l=1s=1

Z P,.._b_. _ _- P l. ,b,._ -]- 2 P l. s, ,. s, -_- P l. s?_. s."
St -

r5o.10.13)

Here Sl_ s2 and _ are the indices of summation, having the same sense as /476

in expression (8.10.7);

b2 and _2 are the dispersions of the amplitudes of the voltage pro-
t._ t._

duced by the t-th unit of the binary scaler under the influence of the _-th

transmitted pulse and the interference pulse, respectively, forming at the out-

put of the CCRL radio receiver;

_2 _2 and _2 are the dispersions of the amplitudes of the voltage
t.l' t.s 1 t.s 2

produced by the t-th unit of the binary scaler under the influence of a pulse

characterizing the digit 2 t-I in a binary code, the transmitted pulse and the

sl-th "regular" spurious synchronizing pulse and also an interference pulse and

the s2-th "regular" spurious synchronizing pulse, respectively.

2t-iIn transmission of a pulse characterizing the digit in a binary code,

the voltage at the output of the t-th unit, under the condition that it is

""tripped" by this pulse, can be 2t-iUl, or 0 with probabilities of I -Psup and
t-i

Psup' respectively. If the pulse determining the digit 2 is not transmitted

in a binary code, the formation of the output signal of the t-th unit with the

t-i

amplitudes 2 UI and 0 will occur with the probabilities Pspur and (i Osour).

On this basis we obtain

II = sup

Jl = spur
-b_._-----22<z-_)Ux 2 {(1 --p.)p_,(i) +p. (1 -- p_,) [1 -- _,(i)]}.
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Similarly, we find

-;-_b[_,---- 22<I- 1)U2 {(1 -- p,) pn_,. s, (i) -_- pj (1 --p_,) [1 -- _l.s, (i)]},

;= ¢1- p,);

b-12",_--_ 22 (t - *)U2p, ( 1 -- p,) _t. _ (i)_.

The probability Pl.s is

Pl. • =P_P (0, t, t q- "0,

where Ps (s = l, 2, ..., k + l) is the probability of an event in which, with

the shifting of a point to the sequence of segments formed by the bases of the

pulses of the s-th sequence and the intervals between them, this point falls

on the base oi" one of the pulses;

p(O, t, t + _) is the probability that in the interval of time t-t + _ not

a single synchronizing pulse is formed under whose influence, as already men-

tioned, the next "tripping" of the t-th unit of the binary scaler occurs.

The value Ps is determined by the ratio of the mean duration of /477

pulses of the s-th sequence to their mean repetition interval. Therefore

n = sup
K =k

KII= kn

A = spur

B = inter

t, t+:),

pL_ :'5._p,Fp(O, {, t q-'c),

p,.5 :'_,.s,p,Fp(O, t, t-i-z),

p:.._:_z._.p_.Fp(O, t, t + _).

(Note: This key may be used also for equations through (8.10.15).)

Similarly, we find that

p_.,--p,p(O, t, t+,),

is the probability of the left end of the segment of the length
where Pl._

falling on the base of a oulse of the _-th sequence. However,

Therefore
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By substituting the determined values Pl.l _ PI._' PI.v' Pl.s I' Pl.s 2'
b2 b2 b2 b2 b2 into expression (8.10.13) we obtain

i.l' t.b _ t._' t'Sl and t's2

N 2,:,(t_,)( p (1--p,,,)R_t, t+.,:)_p(o, t, t+,:)u_ £. ..,

+F[p.(1 --p.)--p.,, (1 p.,,)] [(1 -- ',--- PII) "_l. 1_I (i)"

+p,. _.,,;l._3_._,(0 + p,,,Z,,,._-,._,.,,.(i)]}. (8.1o.14)

In the case of a constant intensity of interference, _c(t, t + 4) is a

periodic function of time t. Its period is T. Since the value T is considera-

bly less than the time constant of the CCRL output stages_ it is possible to

use the time-averaged correlation function R (4) = R (t, t + T) This same
sc i sc "

function is suitable for investigation of control systems in the case of a slow

change of the intensity of interference for individual parts of the trajectory

of motion of the rocket_ when the pertinent slowly changing coefficients can be
"frozen."

Then, taking into account the condition p(O, t, t + 4) = Psup(T)Pinter(T),

where Psup('_) is the probability that in the interval ,_ interference does not

create a single synchronizing pulse, and Pinter(T) is the time-averaged proba-

bility that in the interval "r not a single synchronizing pulse is formed /478
during the interaction of interference and the transmitted signals, we
obtain

N

22 (l - 1) {p.,, ( lP'sc(':)----Pn(':)P.(':)U2 _I --p.,_

-t- F [p,_ (1 -- Pn) -- P_, (1 -- p._)] [(1 -- p,)'_,. _a, (_)

By knowing the correlation function and the frequency characteristic

YI(j_ ) of the filter FI, we obtain the following expression for the conditional

spectral density Gf(w) of fluctuations of the output signal Kn(t )

5 (o) ,',(.,)," S.)coso.d. (8.10.16)

where Rse(T ) is determined by formula (8.10.15).
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Dividing both sides of formula (8.10.16) by the square of the maximum
value of the output commandin the absenceof interference, we obtain the con-
ditional spectral density Gcf(O) for the fluctuating componentsof the command
coefficient.

The probabilities Psup(X), Pinter(X), Pspur and Psupand also the values

-- -- can be computedif the parameters of the signals and the
Tt.l' _t.s I and
statistical characteristics of interference are known.

It follows from an analysis of expressions (8.10.15) and (8.10.16) that:

(i) the conditional correlation function Rsc(_) and the spectral density

Gf(w) consist of two parts, one of which is not dependent on the transmitted

commands,whereas the other is a function of the transmitted commands;

(2) the conversion properties of the CCRLare random, as indicated by the

presence of the functions 6t(i) , 8t.sl(i) and 8_._(i) in expression (8.10.15),
dependent in turn on Ka;

(3) for virtually complete elimination of the influence of transmitted
commandson Rsc(T) and Gf(O), it is necessary to create a CCRLin which

Psup = Pspur; under this condition, the randomcharacter of the conversion pro-

perties of the CCRLcan be neglected;

_;t"_with an increase of the intensity of __r__ _e, the values Rsc(_)

and Gf(w) for fixed values T and w first increase monotonically, then attain a

maximum and then begin to decrease, at the limit approaching zero. For all

practical purposes, the breaking of the guidance circuit for the fluctuating

components of the signal sets-in at a larger ratio-_ 1 than for the constant
2

component; q0

(5) for a decrease of the influence of the individual transmitted pulses

on R (_) and G (w), the CCRL must be designed in such a way that the condition
sc f

8_.sl(i ) = 0 is satisfied;

(6) the influence of the term proportional to Pkn' in the case of a /479

small number of transmitted pulses, is negligibly small because

n

Pkn << Pk and Pkn << (i - Psup) .
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If a CCRLwith a sign-constant sequenceof numbers is a multichannel
apparatus, then Rsc(_) and Gf(_) decrease with an increase of Nk as a result

of the decrease of the values Pinter(_), _t.l' _t.s I and _t..
The conditional" spectral density of fluctuations of the output signal in

a CCRLwith one sign-variable sequenceof numberscan be found if the condi-
tional spectral and reciprocal spectral densities or the conditional correla-
tion and reciprocal correlation functions of the voltages u (t) and u 2(t)sc i sc

produced by the first and second scalers are known. However, without making
significant errors, it is possible to neglect the mutual relationship between
the voltages Usc l(t) and Usc 2(t) and also between the voltages formed by the

_-th and p-th units in both the first and second binary scalers.

Under these conditions,

of = o, (o )1Y, -F GF2 (o,)l (j¢o)i.,

where Gfl(_ ) and Gf2(w ) are the spectral densities of the voltages Usc l(t)__ and

u (t) without taking into account the reciprocal correlation between thesc 2

signals produced by the _-th and p-th units in both the first and second
scalers.

The functions Gfl(W ) and Gf2(w ) are determined most easily as the Fourier

transform of the time-averaged conditional correlation functions for the volt-

ages u (t) and u (t) The latter, however, can be computed as was donesc i sc 2 "

in an investigation of a CCRL with one sign-constant sequence of numbers.

As a result of an analysis of the expression determining Gf(w) it can beconcluded:

Gf(w) = f(q_) changes the same as in a CCRL with one sign-constant(Z)

sequence of numbers.

(2) The value Gf(w) in a CCRL with a sign-variable sequence of numbers,

when q_ > _ where _ is the ratio corresponding to the Gf(¢)

maximum_ is approximately twice as g_eat as in a CCRL with a sign-constant

sequence of numbers; however, this does not mean that, in all cases, the
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dispersion of the rocket also will be greater since the transfer of the sign of

the command is equivalent to an increase by a unit of the capacity of the code

in a CCRLwith a sign-constant sequence of numbers.

(3) When q--_< _ the fluctuations in a CCRL with a sign-variable se-

max

quence of numbers are considerably greater than in a CCRLwith one sign-

constant sequence of numbers.

(4) Opening of the rocket guidance circuit for the fluctuating cem- /480

ponents of the signal occurs at virtually ...._ same values __I_as for t___ ...._-

stant component of the received commands, q_

(5) In order to decrease the influence of individual transmitted pulses

and elimination of the random properties of conversion, it is necessary to take

into account the recommendations given for a CCRL with a sign-constant sequence

of numbers.

(6) With an increase of the number of channels Nk, the value Gf(w) at the
fixed frequency _ decreases.

When determining the spectral density G (_) for a CCRLwith two sequences
f

of numbers, it is necessary to proceed as in study of a CCRLwith one sign-

variable sequence of numbers.

As a result of investigation of the derived computation formulas, it can

be confirmed that the fluctuations in CCRL of the last two types, for the same

msh(

However, in CCEL with two sequences of numbers, the maximum value Gf(w)

is somewhat smaller; this can .be attributed to the transmission of a large num-

ber of pulses in the period T.

1

The qualitative character of the dependence of Gf(0) on-_ for all types

q0

of CCRL with pulse-code modulation, for a given value Ka, is the same as for

CCRLwith pulse-counting and pulse-phase modulation.

We note, in conclusion, that as a result of the usually insignificant

discreteness of the dependence of ___[Kn]cand Gf(_) on Ka, when determining the



statistically equivalent filters for CCRLwith pulse-code modulation_ the step

functions [Km]c = fl(Ka ) and Gf(w) = f2(_a) should be replaced by continuous

functions of the argument Ka, using well-kno_n interpolation methods for this
purpose.
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C_ 9. THEROCKETASANOBJECTOFAUTOMATICCONTROL.
ROCKETAUTOMATICPILOTS

9.1. Rocket Equations of Motion

The behavior of a rocket aman obiect of 81_tomaticeon+rol J= charac- /_q]

terized by a quite complex system of differential equations relating the

change of the position of the control components to the parameters of rocket mo-

tion (angles of attack, pitching and banking, the value and direction of the

velocity vector, etc.).

The complexity of the mathematical description of the spatial motion of

the rocket and also the fact that, in many cases, the rocket is stabilized for

banking and the control signals are transmitted through two independent chan-

nels make it desirable to divide spatial movement into two plane movements:

longitudinal and lateral. Such a separation makes it possible to make a de-

tailed analysis of control systems. In the final elaboration of a control sys-

tem, it is necessary to analyze the spatial movement of the rocket, especially

for the solution of problems involved in rocket stability and evaluation of

the effect of radio interference. This can be attributed to the fact that

with separation of general motion into two plane motions, it is possible to

neglect cross connections between the course, pitching and banking channels

which in actuality exist and sometimes exert an important influence on the

_._ _+_ _ _.,__ _ _ ....__'_. We note that in the spatial motion of a

rocket as an object of control, the rocket constitutes an apparatus with sev-

eral inputs and outputs. The rocket inputs are the changes of position of its

control components and the outputs are the parameters characterizing its motion.

The equations of longitudinal motion of a rocket can be obtained by as-

suming that its motion occurs in a vertical plane, that is, that the plane of

symmetry of the rocket oxlY 1 is vertical and its velocity vector v at all times

remains in this vertical plane.

Figure 9.1 shows the position of the rocket in the vertical plane.

The figure also shows the forces acting on it in flight and the parameters

characterizing its longitudinal motion.

The following notations are used in the figure: oxlY I is the related coor-

dinate system, oxy is the flow coordinate system, Tris the thrust of the engine

whose direction is assumed to coincide with the longitudinal axis of the rocket,

Y is the lift, X is the force of head resistance, G = mg is gravity, a is the

angle of attack, @ is the pitching angle, and e is the angle of inclination of

the velocity vector.
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Figure 9.1

The angles _ and 8 are read relative to the nonrotating coordinate system

OXerYer _ whose origin o is situated at the center of mass of the rocket; the

axes are parallel to the corresponding axes of the ground coordinate system.

By projecting the forces G, X, Y and Tr onto the ox and oy axes of the

flow coordinate system_ we obtain the equation of longitudinal forces

m_ = T r cos _ - G sin 8 - X (9.1.1)

and the equation of normal forces

mv8 = Tr sin a - G cos 8 + Y. (9.1.2)

The equation of momenta relative to the lateral axis oz I has the form

Jzl _ = Mzl. (9.1.3)

Here Jzl is the moment of inertia of the rocket relative to the oz I axis, and

Mzl is the sum of the momenta acting on the rocket.

In the three above equations, the unknowns are v, _, 8 and _. As the

still lacking fourth equation we use an equation for the relationship between

the angles

= e + (9.1.4)
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All the forces and momenta entering into equations (9.1.1), (9.1.2) and

(9.1.3) can be expressed through the design elements of the rocket and the

parameters of its flight regime.

The thrust Tr created by the jet engine of the rocket, in a general /483

case, represents a function of three arguments

Tr = Tr(V' P0' to),

where PO is the atmospheric pressure, and to is the temperature of the sur-

rounding medium.

If the rocket has a jet engine, then. as is well known (ref. 13),

G$

rr Fa(p, - Po)-

Here G s is the fuel consumption per second, w a is the escape velocity of the

combustion products, F a is the area of the exit section, and Pa - PO is the

pressure difference in the exit section of the nozzle and in the atmosphere.

The lift Y and the head resistance X are determined by the formulas

y_--=c P"_R-2_' (9.1.5)

X:c,. 2 _' (9.1.6)

2

where p___vis the velocity head, S is the characteristic area (the area of the
2

wing for rockets with plane symmetry and the midsection for axially symmetrical

rockets), and Cy and cx are the lift and head resistance coefficients, respec-
tively.

For angles of attack G not exceeding I0-15 °,

cy _ c_,_, / (9.1.7)

c x: const, !

where cO_
Y

is the derivative of the lift coefficient for an angle of attack not

dependent on a.
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Then

Y-- "_Pv2°a (9 1.8)
_y 2 o •

The total aerodynamic moment Mzl consists of the static, damping and ac-
tive torques.

The static torque M_ is created by the lift effect. This torque charac-

terizes the stability of the rocket relative to the angle of attack _. If the

lift is applied behind the center of mass of the rocket 3 then M < 0 and the

rocket is stable. In actuality, with an increase of _, Y increases and as _484
a result the rocket tends to turn in the direction of a decrease of the

angle of attack. If Ma > O, which occurs in a case when Y is applied in front

of the center of mass, the rocket is unstable. Rockets for which M_ = O are
called statically neutral.

The value of the static torque is determined by the formula

_v_SI, (9.1.9)

where m = mza is the dimensionless coefficient of static longitudinal moment,

and I is the characteristic dimension of the rocket (the mean aerodynamic chord

of the wing for rockets with plane symmetry or the length of the fuselage for

axially symmetrical rockets).

When the rocket rotates relative to the oz axis, there will be a damping
moment i

(9.1.10)

m[:rlz z_-zlHere _0 is the dimensionless coefficient of the longitudinal damping

moment.

This moment is primarily the result of a change of the angle of attack of

the horizontal fins during the rotation of the rocket relative tO the center of

mass. Since the air medium hinders the rotation of the rocket, the damping

moment is directed in the direction opposite the rotation.

The active torque created by turning of the control surfaces is

-- "_8-T Sl. (9.1.11)
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5

In this expression m 6 = mz5 r is the dimensionless coefficient of the

active torque and 6r is the value of deflection of the control surface from a

neutral position.

By substituting Ma, M and M into the right-hand side of equation (9.1.3),
we obtain 0 5

(9.1.12)

Hence we obtain

g + a t b + a._ -- a,_r, (9.1.13)

._to

"z" pvSt_ is the relative coefficient of aerodynamic damping,
where a_ -- Jz, 2

a,--Jz, 2 v. is the relative coefficient of static stability, and

m'z_Sl is the relative coefficient of efficiency of the control surface.
a8-- _z_

By substituting the values Y and X from expressions (9.1.8) and (9.1.6)

into equations (9.1.1) and (9.1.2) and taking into account that the angle of

attack does not exceed 10-15 °, when sin a _ G and cos a _ I, we rewrite the

equations of longitudinal motion of the rocket

_v2s-- Osin O,2 -

= + c; - o cos0,

"__- a_,6 + a_ = a_ r,

0--0 +_.

(9.1.14)

In equations (9.1.14) the values m, Tr, G, Cx, P, S, Cy, ao," a_ and as,

in a general case dependent on time, are considered known in the solution of

the problem of rocket motion.

In these equations, the unknown variables are v, O, 0 and 5. The angle of

deflection of the control surface 5r in the analysis of the dynamic proper-

ties of the rocket, as a link in the automatic control system, is given as an

input action. In an investigation of the entire control circuit, 5r also will
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be an unknown value, determined by the parameters of the circuit and the con-

ditions under which the rocket is used.

The first and second equations of system (9.1.14) describe the motion of

the center of mass of the rocket and determine, respectively, the relationship

between rocket velocity v and thrust Tr (velocity channel of the rocket) and

the angle of inclination of the trajectory 8 and the angle of attack _ (in-

clination of the rocket velocity vector channel). The third equation of system

(9.1.14) characterizes the angular motion of the rocket about its center of

mass.

Motions of the rocket along the normal to the trajectory and its angular

motions about its center of mass are of the greatest interest for an analysis

of the control circuit because the control system regulates these specific

parameters. For this reason, the first equation of system (9.1.14) will not

be considered hereafter.

Introducing into the second equation of system (9.1.14) the notation

we obtain

___ mr2

_pv2 ' (9 1.15)
rr+CyTS

g
T_ = _ - T_ ¥ cos o. (9.1.16)

The second term on the right-hand side of equation (9.1.16) is for _486

the gravitational effect. In the case of high flight velocities, the

value of this term is small but it changes with a change of the angle 8. Since

changes of Tv _ cos e exert an insignificant influence on the character of the
V

guidance process, hereafter we will assume this term to be constant and equal

to its maximum value A0 = T v _.v

The value Tv determines the rate of turning of the rocket for a particular

angle of attack, thereby characterizing the maneuvering properties of the

rocket. Because of this, Tv sometimes is called the aerodynamic time constant
of the rocket.

In general, the value T v is a function of time and the flight regimes of

the rocket. However, changes of Tv in the course of guidance will be quite

slow in comparison with the changes of the angles 0 and _. Therefore, in many

cases in the investigation of rocket motion the value T v is "frozen," being

considered constant for a particular flight regime.
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Now we will transform the equation of moments (the third equation of the

system (9.1.14), excluding the pitching angle 0 = e + G from it. Then

(9.1.17)

a_g 0_-_(_cos_) is the adjusting angle of the control surface,Here _o=a-_cos 1 d g

caused by the necessity for compensating gravity.

We introduce the notations

a_ ' a -- l'v
_o:_ _- _ _, (9.1.18)

v T_

1 ,
2d% -_- _ Ta$. (9.1.19)

where m0 is the natural frequency of oscillations of the angle of attack, and

d is the coefficient of attenuation of these oscillations.

In final form, equations (9.1.16) and (9.1.17) are written in the form

T_@=a--Ao, (9.1.20)

[_j_2d_o&+_=a_(_--_o). (9.1.21)

The derived equations can be used for constructing the block diagram of the

rocket for its longitudinal motion.

In order to derive the transfer functions characterizing the lateral mo-

tion of the rocket, it is necessary to derive equations in the first approxima-

tion describing the motion of .the rocket in a horizontal plane similar to J487

what was done for longitudinal motion. The process of writing lateral mo-

tion equations has been described in detail in reference 7. For this reason,

we will discuss only certain peculiarities of lateral motion of a rocket.

These peculiarities arise because the process of control of lateral motion will

not be identical for rockets with different aerodynamic properties. For exam-

ple, in the case of rockets with axial aerodynamic symmetry, a change of flight

direction is accomplished by deflection of the rudder 5ru d and the resulting

formation of the angle of slip _ . The appearance of the angle _s leads to thes

creation of a lateral force which turns the velocity vector. In most cases,

banking in such rockets is held close to zero (_b = O) by ailerons. Under
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these conditions, it can be assumed that the lateral motion of the rocket con-

sists of two independent motions: course motion and banking motion.

Course control of a rocket having plane aerodynamic symmetry by use of the

rudder when Yb = 0 is quite ineffective because the lateral force is created in

this case only by the surfaces of the fuselage and the vertical fins so that

its value will be extremely small in comparison with the lift.

Therefore, course control of a plane-symmetrical rocket is accomplished by

changes of the banking angle_ and the rudder is used for maintaining the angle

of slip arising during rocket banking to a zero value (coordinated turning).

Thus, in rockets with plane symmetry, the lateral force changing the flight

direction is created by the horizontal component of lift appearing during bank-
ing of the rocket.

9.2. Rocket Block Diagrams

It was mentioned before that the coefficients entering into equations

(9.1.20) and (9.1.21) are dependent on time and on the flight regime of the

rocket. In constructing a block diagram_ it is customary to apply to it the

principle of "freezing" of the coefficients. This simplifies the problem of

investigation of the system of equations. Such an investigation naturally can

give only an approximate idea of the behavior of a rocket during its guidance
to a target.

Writing equations (9.1.20) and (9.1.21) in symbolic form, we obtain

T_DO _ _ -- A o,

(D 2 + 2do_oD.- F o_),, -----a_ (_r+ _o)-

Figure 9.2 shows a block diagram constructed on the basis of equations

(9.2.1) and (9.2.2). Figure 9.2 shows that the block diagram of a rocket /488

moving in a vertical plane consists of oscillatory and integrating links.
The oscillatory link with the transfer function

(t) __ a_

W,_ (D)---_ g _t) D= + 2ao, oD +,Oo_ (9.2.3)
d r r

at

Figure 9.2
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establishes the relationship between the angle of attack C_ and the deflection

of the elevator 8r, and the integrating link having the transfer function

relates the change of the angle of inclination of the trajectory 0 to the de-

flection of the angle of attack a.

Using equations (9.2.3) and (9.2.4) and taking into account the relation-

ship between the angles 0 = 0 + a, it is easy to obtain the transfer functions

.............. flh_ _a _T (D) r_l_+Ang +.h_ _DZ!_ 04" deflection of the con-

6 6
r r

trol surface to the angle of inclination of the trajectory 0 and the pitching

a 5
whe re

kVr TvWO2

j

o(t) kVr_;

W_ (D): _r_t )- (D-_ : _,,_oD + _o) '
6

r

,_(t) (TvD÷ I)kvr_o

W_ (D} = _-- D (D_ + 2a'GonD-k r_0) "
6

r

(9.2.5)

(9.2.6)

is the "gain coefficient" of the rocket for the pitching chan-

nel and has the dimensionality i/sec.

The presence of the factor D in the denominator of the transfer functions

(9.2.5) and (9.2.6) indicates the integrating properties of the rocket as an

object of control in relation to flight direction, characterized by the angle 0

and the position of its longitudinal axis O. In particular, this means that

with deflection of the control surface by a constant angle, the direction of

flight will change continuously. In a steady-state regime, that is, after at-

tenuation of transient processes caused by the factor enclosed in parentheses,

the value 0 will change proportional to the time elapsing from the time of

deflection of the control surface. If the control surface now is returned to

its initial (zero) position, the new steady-state value 0 will differ from its

initial value.

It sometimes is desirable to have the available normal accelerations /489

Jn = v@ as an output parameter. The transfer function W jn(D), relating

6
r

J
n

to deflections of the control surface, has the form

V kv _o

_Vj_ (D) = D 2+ 2d°_oD + co_ "

6 r

(9.2.7)
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The value VkVr is called the controllability of the rocket. It shows by

how many times normal acceleration changes with deflection of the control sur-

face by one radian. It should be noted that the controllability of the rocket

is dependent on its velocity.

The transfer functions of an axially symmetrical rocket, characterizing

the changes of its course during lateral motion, will be similar in form to

the transfer functions for longitudinal motion.

For example_ the transfer function W_(D), relating the angle of yawing

6rh

(course) of the rocket @ to the deflection of the rudder 6rh has the form

We (D)_---

6rh

2
(ThD + 1)kVr h mob

(9.2.8)

and the transfer function W
_s

6
rh

(D), establishing the relationship between the

angle of slip _s and the change of the angle 6rh , is expressed by the formula

a_h (9.2.9)

6rh Oh

The subscript "h" on the coefficients of the transfer functions (9.2.8) and

(9.2.9) indicates that these coefficients were computed for the motion of the

rocket in a horizontal plane. For rockets with cruciform wings_ they do not dif

fer, for all intents and purposes, from the coefficients of the transfer func-

tions for longitudinal motion. Comparing formulas (9.2.3), (9.2.9) and (9.2.7),

(9.2.8), it is easy to note that the angle @ of lateral motion corresponds to

the pitching angle 0 in longitudinal motion and the angle _s to the angle 5.

Therefore, the angle of inclination of the trajectory 0 = _ - _ will correspond

to the angle O h = 9 - a s, characterizing the direction of flight in a horizontal

plane. The transfer function of a rocket with the output coordinate Oh is simi-

lar to expression (9.2.5). The same can be said with respect to the transfer
function for normal acceleration.

We note that, whereas the factor D in the denominator of (9.2.6) is /490

obtained on the assumption of a constancy of rocket flight velocity, the

similar factor in (9.2.8) is caused by the property of neutrality of the rocket
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in relation to the angle %. In particular, this meansthat if the rocket is
deflected from its initial course under the influence of external perturba-
tions, after the cessation of their effect the initial course is not restored.

The banking channel for the considered type of rocket is autonomousin
relation to the principal control channels. The transfer function establishing
the dependenceof the banking angle Yb on the angle of deflection of the aile-
rons 6a has *_,e form

- "gb(O_ kT

o(5o+ ) ,
6

(9.2.1o)

where k is the "gain coefficient" of the rocket for the banking channel, and

T_is the time constant of the rocket for the banking channel.

The values k and T are expressed through the aerodynamic moments and the
Y

moment of inertia of the rocket relative to the ox I axis in the following way

M%:
a" jf

where ¢ is the derivative of the damping moment for the angular velocity of

bankirg, _a is the derivative of the torque created by the ailerons, and Jx!

is the moment of inertia of the rocket relative to the ox I axis.

On the basis of expressions (9.2.8), (9.2.9) and (9.2.10), it is easy to

construct block diagrams reflecting the process of lateral motion of an axial-

ly symmetrical rocket.

The lateral motion of a rocket with plane aerodynamic symmetry is de-

scribed by two transfer functions. One of them W (D) relates the angle of
hL
6a

deflection of the ailerons 8a to the banking of the rocket Yb' the other W_(D)

relates the angle Yb to the yawing angle _. The expression for the first

transfer function was obtained earlier (9.2.10).

The second transfer function is equal to (ref. 7)

g

1
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I)(r,9 + I)

Figure 9.3

We note that the minus sign in formula (9.2.11) is caused by the rule of

taking into account the signs of the angles. The angle @ is considered posi-

tive when the turning of the axis of the rocket is to the left and the angle of

banking _b is to the right.

The block diagram of the lateral motion control channel for a rocket _491

with plane aerodynamic symmetry is shown in figure 9.3. The transfer func-

tion for lateral motion of the rocket W@ (D) is equal to

6a

--k -g

_vhW¢ (D)-----_ = D_(TD+I) • (9.2.12)

We note in conclusion that the angle @ in formulas (9.2.11) and (9.2.12)

indicates both the direction of the longitudinal axis of the rocket and the

direction of its flight in a horizontal plane, since it was assumed that _s = O.

9.3. Functional Diagram of the Automatic Pilot

The automatic pilot is part of a control system whose elements are related

directly to the control components of the rocket. It is designed for stabili-

zation of the angular motions of the rocket relative to the center of mass and

the control of the motion of the center of mass itself in accordance with the

commands arriving from the radio apparatus aboard the rocket.

The rocket is a relatively complex object of automatic control. Effective

control in a dynamic system such as a rocket is possible only when there is a

high perfection of the controller_ whose role is performed by the automatic

pilot and electronic apparatus.

The most important characteristics of a rocket as an object of control

are stability_ characterized by its capability of returning to the initial

flight regime after termination of a perturbation, and controllability, deter-

mined by the reaction of the rocket to the controlling signal. In a certain

sense the requirements on the stability and controllability of a rocket are

contradictory. For example, an attempt to increase the reserve of stability

of the rocket due to a change of its aerodynamic characteristics frequently

is reflected unfavorably in controllability and vice versa. Therefore_ an

increase of rocket stability with respect to certain parameters and the in-

troduction of the necessary damping (when the damping of the rocket is small)
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can be brought about artificially--by introducing additional signals into the

control command. These signals are proportional to those parameters of motion

of the rocket which exert an influence on rocket stability and ensure the

attenuation of transient processes. These additional signals are formed /492

by the set of measuring instruments included in the automatic pilot.

In addition, the automatic pilot includes measuring instruments producing

signals used for stabilization of the rocket in its angular motions if such

stabilization is necessary. Thus, for example, in the case of guidance of an

axially symmetrical rocket from a control point, it should be stabilized for

banking because its rotation around its longitudinal axis will lead to disrup-

tion of matching of the axes of the command and control coordinate systems,

which in turn causes a disruption of the guidance process.

The automatic pilot of a rocket, whose functional diagram is shown in fig-

ure 9.4, includes sensing elements, conversion-amplification apparatus, control

apparatus (control surface mechanisms) and master controls. The sensing ele-

ments of the automatic pilot are used in measuring the necessary parameters of

motion of the rocket and forming additional control signals. The conversion-

amplification apparatus converts the measured values, sums them and amplifies

them, thereby forming controlling signals which are fed to the control appara-

tus. The control apparatus acts on the control surfaces of the rocket.

Command signals from the output of the radio apparatus aboard the rocket

are fed either to the actuating mechanisms, which under their influence change

the tuning of the measuring system of the sensing elements, or are fed direct-

ly to the conversion-amplification apparatus. In addition, the actuating
mechanisms are used for introducing programmed signals and commands. Each

automatic pilot usually has three control channels: pitching, course and

banking.
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A special requirement imposed on the automatic pilot, related to its /493

use in an object of one-time operation, is a requirement on the reliability

and simplicity of its operation. The number and character of the group of

sensing elements, being the most complex and precise part of the automatic

pilot, are determined by the types of problems to be solved and should facili-

tate the attainment of the stipulated quality of control of the rocket-

automatic pilot system.

9.4. Sensing Elements of the Automatic Pilot

Position and velocity gyroscopes, linear acceleration sensors (accelerom-

eters) and instruments for measuring velocity head are used as the sensing ele-
ments of automatic pilots in most cases.

A position (three-power) gyroscope is used for measurement of the angular

deflections of a rocket relative to some fixed frame of reference (fig. 9.5).

The gyroscope rotor i is attached in two frames 2 and 3 of a gimbal suspen-

sion having free rotation relative to the axes OmX m and OmZ m. The rotor ro-

tates with the angular velocity _ relative to the Omy m axis, called the main
axis of the gyroscope.

The use of a position gyroscope as a measuring instrument is based on the

property of stability of its main axis in the absence of external moments so

that the position of the main axis can be used as the origin of some coordinate
system.

If such a gyroscope is installed on a rocket, its turning in space leads

to a turning of the main axis of the gyroscope relative to the body of the

rocket. Depending on the position of the gyroscope axes relative to the axes

of the related coordinate system, a position gyroscope can be used for meas-

urement of the course_ pitching or banking angles. Accordingly, such gyro-

scopes are called course_ pitching or banking gyroscopes.

In order to obtain an instrument analog of the measured angle, the gyro-

scope is connected to some kind of pickup. These can be of various types

(potentiometric, capacitive, inductive, etc.). Figure 9.5 shows a banking

gyroscope with a potentiometric pickup. The body 4 of the potentiometric

pickup is connected to the body of the rocket and the slide 5 is connected to

the OmX m axis of the outer frame of the gyroscope. Prior to launching of the

rocket, the gyroscope is locked in such a position that the directions of its

axes coincide with the directions of the axes of the related coordinate sys-

tem; the OmX m axis is directed along the longitudinal axis of the rocket. In

this case_ a zero voltage is fed from the potentiometric pickup. At the 4_
time of rocket launching, the gyroscope is unlocked. If the rocket assumes

some banking angle _b relative to its position corresponding to the time of the

launching, the potentiometer slide is moved relative to its body. The voltage
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from the potentiometer in a steady-state regime will be proportional to the

angle Yb" Banking _md _aw-i_ g_u .... _es arc designed in a similar way.

If the rocket flight continues for a considerable time, there will be ap-

preciable departures of the main axis of the gyroscope caused by various per-

turbing moments. In order to decrease these departures, the position gyro-

scope is supplied with a correction system which returns the main axis to the

required position.

Henceforth the position gyroscope, as an angle-measuring instrument, will

be characterized by the transfer coefficient k with a subscript for the angle

which it measures.

A velocity (two-power) gyroscope is designed for measurement of the an-

gular velocities of the rocket relative to the related axes OXl, oYl, oz 1.

Figure 9.6 is a diagram of a velocity gyroscope. The rotor I of the gyroscope

rotates around the axis oYl, attached to the frame 2. The axes of rotation

of the rotor and frame of the gyroscope are perpendicular to that axis of the

rocket relative to which its angular velocity is measured. The gyroscope

shown in figure 9.6 is designed for measurement of the angular velocity of

pitching of the rocket. With the turning of the rocket about the axis oz I

with an angular velocity @ a gyroscopic moment develops which tends to turn

the frame and the rotor relative to the ox I axis. The value of this moment is

proportional to the angular velocity _ and the sign is dependent on the direc-

tion of rotation.

The gyroscope frame begins to experience precession under the influence

of the applied moment. The spring 3 counteracts the precession of the gyro-

scope. With the deformation of the spring, a counteracting moment develops

which is proportional to the angle of deflection of the frame, which equalizes

the gyroscopic moment. When these moments are equalized, there will be no

further motion of the frame. Therefore, the angle by which the gyroscope
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Figure 9.7

frame is deflected will be proportional to the angular velocity of rotation of

the rocket. The damper 4 is used for damping the possible oscillations of the

system. A voltage proportional to the angular velocity of the rocket is fed

from the pickup 5.

The linear accelerations or overloads acting on the rocket are measured by

linear acceleration pickups--accelerometers. The design and circuitry of /495

accelerometers can be quite different. Figure 9.7 is an example of a linear

acceleration pickup whose principle of operation is based on the change of the

position of a weight, balanced by a spring_ under the influence of the external

medium. The weight i of the mass m is balanced by the spring 2. The weight is

moved under the influence of the applied weight. The movement of the weight

counteracts the spring and it is stopped when the force of the counteraction of

the spring becomes equal to the external force. Thus, for a given mass of the

weight m its deflection from a mean position will be proportional to the effec-

tive force and therefore to the acceleration developed by the rocket in the

direction of movement of the weight. The mentioned displacement is measured by

the pickup 4. The damper 3 is used for eliminating oscillation of the weight.

The accelerometer is placed on the rocket in such a way that the direction of

movement of the weight coincides with that axis of the rocket along which ac-

celeration is measured.

The voltage measured by the pickup in a steady state will be

Ujn = kaJ n

ktrC
where ka =

m is the transfer constant of the accelerometer, ktr is the trans-

fer ratio of the pickup, c is the stiffness of the spring, and m is the mass of

the weight.

Since normal acceleration Jn is related to the overload n by the following

Jn
dependence n =--, it can be said that the accelerometer measures the over-

g

loads acting on the rocket. If the measurement axis of the accelerometer lies

in the plane of operation of an aerodynamic force, such as lift, it is easy to
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show that in the case of small angles of attack and a constant rocket velocity

the accelerometer readings will be proportional to these angles of attack.

9.5- Automatic Pilot Control Apparatus

In the classification of control apparatus, it is customary to take into

account the form of energy which is used for movement of the control compo-

nents. On the basis of this criterion, it is possible to distinguish the fol-

lowing types of control apparatus:

(2) hydraulic;

(3) electrical, divided in turn into electric motor and electromagnetic.

The selection of the type of control apparatus is determined by the /496

required power of the control components, the admissi01e values ol signal

delay in the control surfaces channel, the type of current available aboard the

rocket, the flight duration of the rocket, etc.

A pneumatic control apparatus is of relatively small size and weight but

its use involves expenditure of a large quantity of compressed gas. Such a

drive, therefore, can be used in rockets of a relatively short effective range.

The compressed gas is fed either from cylinders carried aboard the rocket or

it can be obtained from a separate, slowly burning cordite charge which is

ignited at the time of rocket launching.

A hydraulic control apparatus has a shorter lag in producing a controlling

signal and is capable of overcoming great loads. However, the weight of a

hydraulic system exceeds the weight of a pneumatic system.

Electrical control apparatus is quite general-purpose in use and is char-

acterized by simplicity of the channelization of the energy fed to it. At the

same time, its use on a rocket requires the presence there of a quite powerful

current source.

A hydraulic control apparatus, shown diagrammatically in figure 9.8, com-

bines a hydraulic amplifier and an actuating element (servomotor). The working

fluid is fed under pressure into channel 1. If the position of the valve 2 is

such that both entrances of the channe_ 3 of the working cylinder are shut off_

the piston 4 andthe output rod will be fixed in position. With displacement

of the valve to the left of its initial position, the working fluid will be fed

under pressure into the channel 5 and then into the left cavity of the working

cylinder. The right cavity of the working cylinder in this case will communi-

cate with the drain channel 6. Due to the pressure difference, the working

cylinder together with the output rod will be moved to the right. If the valve

is displaced to the right of its initial position, the working fluid will be

fed under pressure through the channel 7 into the right cavity of the working

cylinder. The piston together with the rod will move to the left. The /497

rod control of the valve mechanism is accomplished by use of an electromagnet
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EM which has two windings. A controlling voltage uz is fed to one of the

windings. The second winding is used for decreasing the zone of stagnation of

the drive characteristic. This winding is fed an alternating voltage of small

amplitude. Under the influence of this voltage, the valve undergoes small

oscillations. Such an apparatus improves the linearity of the drive.

In order for the deflection of the rod of the working piston to be propor-

tional to the controlling voltage, a rigid feedback is introduced into the

apparatus. Such a feedback can be designed, in particular, in the form of a

lever transmission 8, connecting the output rod to the body of the valve

mechanism. With displacement of the valve to the right, the piston begins to

move to the left. Movement of the piston and rod by the lever causes move-

ment of the body of the valve to the left. This movement will continue until

the entrances are again covered. Movement in the system ceases.

If the feedback is eliminated, with certain simplifying assumptions, the

considered servodrive is equivalent in its dynamic properties to an inte-

grating link (ref. 30). This means that the rate of movement of the working

rod Xrod will be proportional to the linear displacement of the valve Xval,

that is

=k x , (951)Xrod hy val " "

where khy is the proportionality factor determined for the most part by the

design of the hydraulic amplifier.

The transfer function Why(D ) of the servodrive without a feedback will be
equal to

Xrod khy

Why(D) - Xval =--_-. (9.5.2)
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When a rigid negative feedback with the transmission ratio i = _o is used

with the mentioned link, it is transformed into an inertial link with the

transfer function

W y(D) k1

FI(D) = i + Why(D) = TdrD + I' (9.5.3)

where

1 1

kl = _; Tdr = k i"
hy

................................................. val ......

controlling voltage u_, that is, Xva I = kvalU_, and the angle of deflection of

the control surface 8 is proportional to the movement of the working rod,
r

that is, 6r = krodXrod . Then the transfer function of the control sur- /498

face drive with a control surface apparatus of the hydraulic type can be writ-

ten as

8 kdr
F(D) r

% TdrD+ i'
(9.5.4)

where kdr = klkvalkro d is the transfer constant of the drive.

The apparatus for pneumatic drive of the control components of the rocket

in many respects resembles the hydraulic servomotor considered above. As the

amplifiers in this case, choke-coupled and jet amplifiers are used. Since the

diagram of a pneumatic servomotor with a choke-coupled amplifier is virtually

the same as the diagram for th_ earlier discussed hydraulic servomotor (fig.

9.8), as an example, we will consider a servodrive with a jet amplifier. Such

amplifiers are used in systems operating at relatively low pressure.

Figure 9.9 is a diagram of this drive. The jet tube 1 is rotated about

the axis o by the electromagnet EM to which is fed a controlling signal u and
E

a feedback signal. In the absence of the mentioned signals, the jet tube is

set precisely at the midpoint between the inlets of the receiving channels 2

and 3 by means of the springs S1 and S2. In this case, the pressure in the

right and left cavities of the pressure cylinder will be identical and the

piston 4 will remain fixed.
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Figure 9.9

With the turning of the jet tube under the influence of a controlling

cylinder_ more compressed gas will be fed into one cavity of the pressure

cylinder from the nozzle of the jet tube than into the other. The developing

pressure drop causes movement of the piston and of the working rod. The rod

is connected to the control surface and to the slide of the feedback poten-

tiometer Pfb" The feedback voltage Ufb is fed to the winding of the feedback

of the electromagnet EM, wound opposite to the turns of the controlling signal

winding. When the total ampere turns become equal to zero, the jet tube is

set in the initial position and the piston no longer moves.

It can be shown that the dynamic properties of the considered drive also

are described by the transfer function of an inertial link similar to (9.5.4).

The transfer constant of the drive kdr and its time constant Tdr are determined

by the particular design of the pneumatic engine. ]499

The actuating mechanism of the electric motor drive is adc or ac motor.

As a power amplifier the dc motor uses electrical and relay amplifiers. For

amplification of the power in an ac drive, it is more convenient to use mag-
netic amplifiers.

The functional diagram of a dc electric motor drive is shown in figure

9.10. The controlling voltage uE is fed to the power amplifier PA and then to

the armature of the motor M which is connected through the reducer Red to a

control surface and the feedback potentiometer Pfb" The feedback voltage Ufb

is subtracted from the controlling voltage and therefore, in a stationary

regime, the angle of deflection of the control surface will be proportional to

the controlling signal u_. If it is assumed that the transfer function of the

motor is expressed by the formula
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gYM(D)-- D_rD + 1) '

where kM is the transfer constant of the motor, T is the time constant of the

motor, and the remaining elements of the drive are inertialess, the transfer
function of the drive is written as

6 r k_ (9.5.6)F(D) ------
a z TD_ "4- D + k_

Here kI = kpAkMkRe d is the amplification factor of the open drive system, kpA

is the transfer constant of the power amplifier, _ed is the transfer constant

of the reducer, k 2 = klkfb is the feedback amplification factor, and kfb is the

transfer constant of the feedback potentiometer.

In the case of a small time constant T of the motor, when the condition

Tk 2 << 1 is satisfied, the electric motor drive in its dynamic properties is

equivalent to an inertial link with the transfer function /500

8
F(D) = r = kdr (9.5.7)

Tdr D + i'%

k I

where kdr = k_ is the transfer constant of the control surface channel, and
i

Tdr =_2 is the time constant.

An electromagnetic drive is used on rockets where the control components

are spoilers. Figure 9.11a shows the diagram of an electromagnetic actuating

apparatus. The spoilers Spl and Sp2 are rigidly connected to the armature Arm

of the electromagnets _41 and _2" If the drive circuit is de-energized, the

armature is held in a neutral position by springs. Bipolar voltage pulses u
P

4

Figure 9.10
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(fig. 9.11b) are fed to the winding of the polarized relay PR. These pulses

control the position of the polarized relay armature. In the case of a posi-

tive voltage wave the armature of the PR relay is thrown upward and the con-

tacts Con I of the power relay Rel I are triggered. As a result, a current is

fed to the winding of the electromagnet EM I and the spoiler plate is moved up-

ward. In the case of a negative wave of controlling voltage, the armature of

the relay PR moves onto the lower contact, triggers the power relay Rel 2 and

through its contacts Con 2 the winding of the electromagnet EM 2 is cut in. The

spoiler plate moves into the lower position.

The law of movement At = At(t) of the spoilers is illustrated in figure

9.11b. It can be seen from the time diagram that the pulses At(t) differ from

square pulses. This can be attributed to the influence of considerable in-

ductance of the windings of the electromagnets. However, if the duration of

the shortest pulse at the input of the polarized relay exceeds the triggering

time of the electromagnet_ the resulting durations of positive and negative

pulses TI_ and T2_ _ (fig. 9.11b) are approximately equal to TI and T2, respec-

tively. Since the polarized relay, power relays and electromagnets are /501

not triggered instantaneously, there is a lag Tlag between the controlling

voltage fed to the drive and the deflections of the spoiler.

Applied to the considered type of control components, we introduce the

concept of mean deflection of the spoilers_ expressed by the formula

8 = 8
me an m

TI_- T2_

T
(9.5.8)

where 5m is the maximum deflection of the spoiler plate.
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If it is assumed that the input of the drive apparatus is fed the command

K(t) = T1 - T2, taking into account the lag of operation of the control com-

ponents of the rocket in comparison with the output signals, we obtain

_ 8m
8mean - __ K(t - _lag). (9.5-9)

T

The value of the lag Tlag is determined by the type and design of the re-

lays and electromagnets used. In many cases, in an approximate analysis, the

lag Xlag is not taken into account. Then the actuating apparatus will be char-

acterized by the transfer constant

6m (9.5.10)
kdr =-_-.

In a case when spoilers are used the controlling voltage is applied in the

form of a slowly changing function of time; it must be converted into bipolar

pulses of the duration T 1 and T 2.

9.6. Actuati_ Apparatus of the Automatic Pilot

In most cases, the actuating apparatus in the automatic pilot of an air-

craft plays an auxiliary role. In the automatic pilots of rockets, it is of

extremely great importance due to the complete automation of flight control.

The actuating apparatus is designed for change of the flight regime in accor-

dance with a prestipulated program or in conformity to controlling signals fed

from the output of the electronic apparatus carried aboard the rocket.

The simplest programming apparatus cuts in and cuts out the individual

components of the apparatus aboard the rocket upon completion of a definite,

preset time. It consists of a timing mechanism and cam gears with contact

groups. The timing mechanism usually used is an electric motor with a stabil-

ized rate of rotation.

A more complex actuating apparatus performs reorganization of the automa-

tic pilot for the purpose of changing the flight regime of the rocket. As

an example, we will consider the programming apparatus for changing the angle

of pitching of a ballistic rocket (ref. 4). The slide of the potentiometer of

the base mechanism 2 (fig. 9.12) is attached to the gyroscope 1. In the initial

position (in the case of vertical launching) the slide is situated opposite the

midpoint of the potentiometer and the voltage fed from it is equal to zero.

The position gyroscope is oriented in such a way that its measurement axis

coincides with the longitudinal axis of the rocket. If for any reason the
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longitudinal axis of the rocket is deflected from its initial (vertical) posi-

tion, a mismatch voltage is formed between the houding of the potentiometer
(related to the position of the longitudinal axis of the rocket) and its slide.

After amplification, this voltage is fed to the control surfaces drive. The

control surfaces are deflected in such a way that the longitudinal axis of the

rocket returns to its initial position.

After some time, the motor of the programming apparatus 3 begins to turn

the base which supports the potentiometer housing at a fixed velocity relative

to the body of the rocket. This causes formation of a mismatch signal which,

when fed to the control surfaces, causes the longitudinal axis of the rocket to

begin to turn relative to the initial position at approximately the same

velocity.

If the angular position of the rocket relative to some fixed direction

should be changed not in conformity to a program, but in accordance with com-

mands formed by the control system, a similar base mechanism can be used for

returning the measuring system of the sensing element. However, in this case,

the turning of the base should be accomplished by a motor which is controlled

by the formed commands, rather than by a timing mechanism.

9.7. Rocket Banking Control Channel

In the guidance process, as a result of the effect of different ran- /503
dom perturbations, there can be changes of the angular position of the rocket

relative to its center of mass. It is quite probable that there will be rota-

tion of the rocket about its longitudinal axis because the moment of inertia

relative to this axis is relatively small.

In the case of the rotation of an axially symmetrical rocket about its lon-

gitudinal axis in some control systems; such as beam-riding guidance or a com-

mand control system, there will be a change in the operation of the control
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surfaces: _^ --;_ _ _ - to perform the _1_c_n n_ +b_ _!evat_r and vice

versa. Therefore, steps must be taken to ensure the normal controllability of

the rocket during the entire time of its flight. Stabilization apparatus

preventing the rotation of the rocket about its longitudinal and lateral axes

and apparatus ensuring the introduction of corrective signals to the control

surfaces with a change in the direction of their control planes are usea Ior

this purpose.

Next, for the sake of brevity, we will refer to the first group of appara-

tus as apparatus for stabilization of the axes of a rocket in space, and the

second group will be referred to as apparatus with automatic change of opera-

tion of the control surfaces. In axially symmetrical rockets, the lateral

stabilization systems usually are autonomous in relation to systems for control

of the position of the center of mass of the rocket.

With respect to rockets with plane aerodynamic sy___etry, when the control

of the lateral motion of the center of mass of the rocket is accomplished by

banking, the lateral stabilization is necessary so that the banking angle will

change in conformity to a law determined only by the controlling signals.

Figure 9.13 is the block diagram of a system for control of banking. The

deviation of the banking angle from the stipulated value Ybs is fixed by a

sensing element; a banking position gyroscope (gyro-vertical) is used for this

purpose. The transfer constant of the measuring instrument, relating the ac-

tual value of the banking angle Yb to its measured value Ybm' will be denoted

kly. In addition, we will assume that the inertia of the drive of the ailerons

can be neglected in comparison with the inertia of determination of the banking

angle of the rocket itself, that is, in the earlier derived formulas for the

transfer functions of actuating apparatus of different types, we assume Tdr = 0,

and the conversion properties of the drive will be characterized by the trans-

fer coefficient kdr.

In the regime of control of banking, the stipulated value _bsm' rep- /50_4

presented in the form of a voltage or the angle of rotation of the base of the

actuating apparatus, is changed in conformity to the change of the control
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commands. In the regime of stabilization of banking_ this value remains
constant and is proportional to the value of the angle of banking Ybs which

the rocket had at the time of unlocking of the position gyroscope if the latter
does not have correction of the vertical. Whenthere is such a correction
Ybs will be equal to zero.

The transfer function of the channel for control of banking W_b(D), re-
Ybs

fating the stipulated value of the angle of banking to its true value, will be
equal to

]_?lkl-f

W2__b(D)=rD_+D+k kk_ "
_b _ dr 7 i_s

(9.7.1)

It follows from formula (9.7.1) that the system for stabilization of bank-

ing, together with the rocket_ forms an oscillatory link. The process of set-

ting the banking angle of the rocket occurs in the following way. With deflec-

tion of the banking angle Yb from the stipulated value, a difference signal

_bsm - _bm appears at the summer output; after amplification, this difference

signal is fed to the control surfaces mechanism. The control surfaces mech-

anism deflects the ailerons until the feedback signal of the control surfaces

channel becomes equal to the mismatch signal Ybsm" In the case of small angles

of banking, the angle of deflection of the ailerons will be proportional to the

mismatch Ybsm - Ybm"

Deflection of the ailerons leads to a banking moment which will return the

rocket to the initial position. As the banking angle is restored to the stipu-
lated value, the angle 6 will tend to 0 All the time that the ailerons area

deflected in one direction_ the rocket will be acted upon by a moment of a

single sign, also causing acceleration of the same sign. Therefore_ the angu-

lar velocity of the rocket about its longitudinal axis increases, which leads

to an increase of the moment of the natural damping of the rocket, whose sign
is opposite the sign of the acting moment.

Usually the natural damping of rockets is small and the total moment does

not change its sign. Therefore_ with return of the rocket to the initial posi-

tion_ the angular velocity of its rotation relative to the longitudinal axis

will differ from zero. As a result_ the angle of banking passes through the

stipulated value and changes its sign. Thus, the process of setting the bank-

ing angle will have an oscillatory-attenuating character. It is easy to find

the parameters determining this process. We reduce expression (9.7.1) to the
form

W!_ b (D) --- D2 + 2d,,,Ob D + cO_ob '
Tbs

(9.7.2)
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where mob-- V _ is the natural frequency of rocket banking oscillations.

an_ d-- ! is the attenuation factor. /505
2

The adjustable parameter in a banking control system usually is the trans-

fer constant kl. of the sensing element. It follows from (9.7.2) that, for
¥

an increase of attenuation of the transient process, this coefficient must be

decreased. However_ it can be shown that, with a decrease of kl_ , there is an

increase of the error which sets in under the influence of the constant per-

turbing moment. It therefore is unfeasible to use this aDproach for obtaining

the desired characteristics of the banking control system.

The best results are obtained using the signal of the derivative of the

banking angle in the feedback circuit. Such a signal is formed by a velocity

gyroscope. The block diagram of a banking control channel with introduction of

a banking signal and its derivative is shown in figure 9.14. Here the conver-

sion properties of the velocity gyroscope are characterized by the transfer

function W. (D) = k-D.
Y

It is easy to show that in this case the structure of the transfer func-

tion of the banking control channel is maintained, but there is a change of the

value of the attenuation factor. It will be equal to

I+

d----2V (9.7.3)

By changing the value k- within quite broad limits, it is possible to

change the character of setting of the banking angle. The cited example shows

that by use of an additional signal, formed in the automatic pilot, it is pos-

sible to change the dynamic characteristics of the rocket-automatic pilot sys-

tem without changing the aerodynamic configuration of the rocket.
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The important factor in operation of apparatus with automatic change of

operation of the control surfaces is that, by their use_ it is possible to en-

sure conversion of the control commands fed to the control surfaces of the /506

course and pitching channels_ in accordance with the value of the banking

angle of the rocket. This conversion is accomplished in such a way that the

vectors of the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the rocket_ due to de-

flection of the control surfaces_ do not change during the rotation of the

rocket about its longitudinal axis. If at any time the rocket R occupies the

position in space shown in figure 9.15, the projections of the effective moment

M onto the axes oy I and oz I of the related coordinate system will be equal to

My and Mz, respectively. The values of the moments My and M z are dependent on

the deflections of the course and pitching control surfaces which are deter-

mined by the course and pitching control commands K z and Ky. The total moment

causes an angular velocity of the rocket wr about the center of mass and the

appearance of a controlling force F in the plane in which it is necessary to

change the rocket trajectory. This plane passes through the rocket velocity
vector and the target point T.

With the rotation of the rocket about the longitudinal axis by the angle

_b _ the vectors M and F should remain unchanged in space if the target remains

in its former position. Turning of the rocket is accompanied by turning of the

related coordinate system: the lateral axis occupies the direction oz _ and

the vertical axis the direction oy_. Figure 9.15 shows that the vector of the

moment M, in this case, remains unchanged if the moments created by the control

surfaces of the pitching and course channels of the rocket are equal to M'
and M' z

y"

I !

The values My and M z are determined by the equations
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Figure 9.16

M_ --- My cos i' b-- M, sin "i"b.

M', = M, cos"t'b-b My sin "_. l
(9.7.4)

If the pitching and course control surfaces are deflected by the angles at
T !

which the required values My and M z are created, the rocket will continue to

move in the necessary direction to the target.

It follows from expressions (9.7.4) that determination of the necessary

values M' and M_ will be ensured if the control commands _ and Kz, underY

whose influence the moments are produced, are converted in accordance with

turning of the oyI and ox I axes of the rocket. Therefore, the following con-

trol commands are fed to the apparatus for driving the course and pitching con-

trol surfaces

= Ky cos-tb-- sin-tb, /
, _ K, cos -tb+ Ky sin "tb. /

With such a conversion of the control commands Ky and K z on the rocket, /507

its rotation about the longitudinal axis does not disrupt the control process.

The considered problem of conversion of control commands can be solved

using an apparatus consisting of a position gyroscope Gy which measures the

angle of banking Yb and the sine-cosine potentiometers P1 and P2 (fig. 9.16).

The bodies of these potentiometers are attached rigidly to the body of the

rocket, and their brushes are attached to the outer frame of the gyroscope Gy.

The design of such potentiometers has been described in section 4.10. If the
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voltages of the commands K and K z are applied to the input plates of the poten-
Y

' and ' are formed at their output; these are de-tiometers, the voltages K y K z

termined by formulas (9.7.5).

Apparatus for automatic changing of the operation of the control surfaces

is installed on axially symmetrical rockets, the position of whose longitudinal

axis is difficult to stabilize by quite simple technical solutions.

9.8. Channels for Control of the Longitudinal

and Lateral Motions of a Rocket

The process of automatic control of the angle of pitching in the stabili-

zation regime is somewhat more complex than the process of stabilization of the

angle of banking. Whereas the latter is related only to the rotation of the

rocket relative to its longitudinal axis and is described only by the lateral

momenta equation, in the control of the pitching angle it is necessary to take

into account both the rotation of the rocket relative to its lateral axis and

the turning of the velocity vector. Therefore, in an analysis of the longi-

tudinal motion, the longitudinal momenta and normal forces equations must be

considered.

Figure 9.17 shows the block diagram of the longitudinal motion control

channel. Here_ in addition to the pitching angle feedback signal formed by the

position gyroscope, there are two additional control signals. One of them,

measured by the velocity gyroscope, is proportional to the angular velocity of

rotation of the longitudinal axis of the rocket O and the second_ formed by the

linear acceleration sensor, is proportional to the angle of attack _.

The voltage u , fed to the control surfaces channel, is the sum of 5_

the mentioned signals, that is

(9.8.1)

By using expression (9.8.1), as well as the longitudinal motion equations

(9.1.20) and (9.1.21), it is easy to obtain an equation relating the mismatch

signal k0(_st - O) to the angle of attack _ of the rocket

• !+ <2a o+ •+ (4+ k.+ n  &rkd
(9.8.2)

After analyzing expression (9.8.2), it is possible to draw the following

conclusions. The signal of the velocity gyroscope artificially changes the
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damping coefficient of the rocket and the natural frequency of its oscillations.
Its introduction into the controlling voltage is desirable when the natural
damping of the rocket is inadequate. The signal formed by the accelerometer
increases the natural frequency of oscillations oi" the rocket, thereby im-
proving its controllability considerably. By varying the coefficients k_ and

k, it is possible to change the dynamic properties of the rocket in broad

limits, achieving the desired quality of the control process.

Wenowwill discuss briefly the regime of rocket flight altitudinal stabi-
lization. Figure 9.18 is a simplified block diagram of control of flight al-
titude, it is ........ _ here _-_ _ .... i_ _ o++o_ _ _+_h1_b_a __
ianeous!y with deflection of the control surfaces. In addition, the gravita-

tional components of the rocket are taken into account. The link with the /509

transfer constant kH characterizes an apparatus which measures the current

flight altitude and compares it with the stipulated value. The relationship

between the angle of inclination of the trajectory 8 and altitude H is estab-

lished by a kinematic link with the transfer function WH(D ) = Z.
- D
0

The control circuit contains two integrating links and therefore it will

be unstable. The equation relating the actual value of flight altitude to the

stipulated value has the form

T_o _H

kH_8_ dr, +H=Hst"
(9.8.3)

The process of change of H, described by equation (9.8.3), is a nonatten-

uating sinusoidal oscillation. Therefore, the structure of the circuit should

be modified. This change is achieved in two ways. The first way is to intro-

duce a differentiating linkinto the channel for measuring the mismatch signal

Hst - H. Then the transfer function of the kH measuring instrument can be
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Figure 9.18

represented in the form kH = kHl + k_D_ and the equation of motion is writ-
ten as

WhenHst = const, the last term on the right-hand side of equation (9.8.4)

will be equal to zero. As follows from (9.8.4), by changeof the coefficients
kHl and k_z it is possible to achieve the desired transient process of estab-

lishing the flight altitude of the rocket.

It should be noted that the determination of the derivative of the con-
trolling signal frequently involves considerable technical difficulties. In
addition, whenmeasuring flight altitude by electronic methods, the differen-

tiation of the controlling signal leads to amplification of the high-frequency

fluctuation components.

For this reason, in some cases, it is preferable to use a second method

for damping oscillations during flight altitude control. In this method, a

voltage is introduced into the control signal which is proportional to the

pitching angle, measured by the position gyroscope. Figure 9.19 is a simpli-

fied block diagram of the flight altitude control channel. The equation for

attaining the stipulated altitude has the form

kdrk_la_v dig -_ k.v dt _- H=Hst"
(o.8.5)

It follows from the cited equation that a signal proportional to the f5!0

pitching angle performs the function of a damping signal during flight alti-

tude stabilization. At the same time, equation (9.8.5) shows that the intro-

duction of a pitching signal increases the inertia of the altitude determina-

tion system and therefore worsens the controllability of the rocket.

Signals of the velocity gyroscope and accelerometer can be used as addi-

tional signals in control of the flight altitude of a rocket, much as in the

earlier considered example of control of the pitching angle. On the basis of

the considered examples, it is possible to write a general automatic pilot

equation which will reflect the relationship between the deflection of the
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r

nals for the vertical plane. This equation has the form

i iii) i6 r = F(D) K---]--'_] W/'a,(D)Q, (9.8.6)
l=!

Here F(D) is the transfer function for the drive of the control surfaces, Qi is

the i-th additional control signal, and Wsi(D) is the transfer function of the

i-th instrument for measuring the additional signal.

Henceforth, in most cases, we will use one of the special forms of equa-

tion (9.8.6) when position and velocity gyroscopes or accelerometers are used

as instruments for measuring the additional signals. Then the automatic pilot

equation is written as

6 = F(D) IK+ W4_(D) O-F W:(D),,I. (9.8.7)
r

If the inertia of the measuring elements and control apparatus is ne-

glected, that is, if a steady-state regime is considered, equations (9.8.6) and

(9.8.7) express the control law. The principal component of the control law is

the command K, which, being related functionally to the mismatch parameter,

determines to a considerable degree the requlrements imposed on the radio appa-

ratus for transmission of commands and on the coordinators.

The control of lateral motion of the rocket has much in common with the

control of its longitudinal motion. This similarity is manifested most /511

clearly in rockets with axial aerodynamic symmetry, with banking stabiliza-

tion. The turning of the velocity vector and therefore the change of the

flight trajectory of the rocket are the result, in this case, of a lateral

force arising due to the angle of slip, caused by deflection of the rudder.

The ailerons are the principal organs of control of the lateral motion of

a rocket with plane aerodynamic symmetry. The rudder is used for elimination
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of the angle of slip, appearing during the banking of the rocket, and which is

necessary for coordinated turning. The automatic pilot of such a rocket con-

tains interconnected banking and yawing (or course) channels.

Additional control signals are used for change of the dynamic properties

of the rocket-automatic pilot system in both mentioned types of rockets. These

signals are formed by pickups similar to the pickups of the longitudinal motion

control channel. It is most common to use velocity gyroscopes for increasing

the damping coefficient of the rocket and accelerometers for increasing vane

stability.

In order to stabilize the center of mass of the rocket in the stipulated

trajectory, it is necessary to introduce into the controlling signal not only

a voltage proportional to the lateral deflection of the rocket from the stipu-

lated trajectory, but also either the derivative of this deflection or the

aywing angle signal; the yawing is measured by a yawing position gyroscope. If

this is not done, the control process will be unstable. Here we have a full

analogy with the stabilization of rocket flight altitude in longitudinal motion.

9.9. Self-Tuning of the Rocket Control System

It has been emphasized repeatedly above that a rocket constitutes a rela-

tively complex object of automatic control whose parameters change in quite

broad limits during the change of the flight regime.

The control process is influenced considerably by changes of flight alti-

tude and therefore by atmospheric density, flight velocity and the weight of
the rocket.

For this reason, the selection of the transfer constants for the radio ap-

paratus on the rocket and the automatic pilot which ensure an acceptable qua-

lity of the transient process for certain flight conditions is unsatisfactory

when there is a change of these conditions. It follows therefore that the con-

trol apparatus should change its parameters, and in some cases its structure,

in accordance with changes of environmental conditions, that is_ possess the

property of self-tuning. In a self-tuning rocket control system, the functions

of a self-tuning correcting apparatus are imposed on the apparatus carried
aboard the rocket.

There are three principal types of systems with self-tuning correct-

ing apparatus: systems with open circuits for tuning of the correcting

apparatus, systems with closed circuits for self-tuning and control of the char-

acteristics, and systems with extremal tuning of the correcting apparatus.

In a system of the first type, the parameters of the correction circuit

are changed by signals from sensors which measure the change of environmental

conditions. The simplest example of such a system is a control system in which

the amplification of the controlling signal changes in a jump when the rocket

passes through a stipulated altitude. In actuality, with an increase of
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altitude (with flight velocity held constant) the efficiency of the control and
aerodynamic surfaces of the rocket decreases. Hence, the samemismatch and
therefore the samecontrol command,at a greater altitude, should correspond to
a greater angle of deflection of the control surfaces. In a similar way, it is
also possible to take flight velocity into account.

Instruments of different types for measurementof velocity head can be
used as the sensor for combinedmeasurementof the changeof atmospheric den-
sity and of the air velocity of the rocket.

A shortcoming of this system is the complexity of measuring all the acting
perturbations; hence, its low accuracy.

In systems of the second type, the changeof the parameters of the cor-
recting apparatus is accomplished by a comparison of the actual characteristics
of the closed control system with standard parameters (characteristics) deter-
mined in advance. In such a system, it is possible to take into account a
great numberof prestabilizing factorsj someof which are not subjec_ Lu direct

measurement. Under certain conditions ofrocket use, however, the standard

characteristics used in the tuning of the guidance circuit can be less than

optimal.

Systems of the third type do not have this shortcoming. In these, there

is a control of the parameters of the correcting apparatus in which the param-

eters assume values corresponding to the extremum of the used evaluation of the

quality of the control process. The actual design of such systems naturally
involves considerable technical difficulties.
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CHAPTERi0. FUNCTIONALANDBLOCKDIAGRAMSOF
RADIOCONTROLSYSTEMS

i0.i. Functional Diagrams of Radio Control Systems

!. Functional Diagrams of NomingSystems

The functional diagram of a homing system is determined primarily by /513

the type of coordinator. If only the means ensuring a change of rocket

trajectory are taken into account, for cases when fixed and moving coordina-

tors are used_ we obtain the functional diagrams shown in figure lO.la and b.

The input action for the coordinator is the angular position of the

rocket-target line, forming at the output of the kinematic link, which is used
to characterize the relative motion of the centers of mass of the rocket and

target.

The angular position of the rocket-target line in a fixed coordinator is

compared with the angular position of the longitudinal axis of the rocket

OrXl_ and in a moving coordinator, with the equisignal direction. The output

signals of fixed and moving coordinators are voltages (currents) characteriz-

ing the deflections of the axis OrX I from the direction to the target and the

angular velocity of the rocket-target line_ respectively.

The control commands in homing systems usually are fomed in the automatic

pilot. The additional control signals necessary for stabilization of the

rocket and improvement of the dynamic properties of the guidance circuit also

are measured and appropriately converted in the automatic pilot.

Under the influence of a control signal produced by the automatic pilot,

the control surfaces of the rocket are moved in such a way as to eliminate the

appearing disraption of coherence which is imposed on the rocket motion.

Figure i0.i shows that a homing system contains not only a guidance

circuit in which the feedback is closed through a kinematic link_ but also
a number of internal circuits for automatic control.

An electronic homing system contains one_ two or three open links which

can be subject to the effect of artificial interference. The most vulnerable

are the rocket nosecone radio receiver and the radar set for scanning of the

target. It is considerably more difficult to create interference at the input

of "tail-end" radio receivers used in semiactive homing systems. This can be
attributed to the fact that the antenna of the "tail-end" receiver can be used
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in most cases only within the limits of a quite small solid angle with direc-

tions opposite those in which the rocket is moving.

The presence of open links through which the external guidance circuit is

closed is one of the important shortcomings of electronic homing systems. At

the same time, because of these links, a homing rocket seemingly is guided by

the target to be damaged itself, which makes possible extremely precise guid-

ance of the rocket to rapidly moving and maneuvering targets.

2. Functional Diagrams of Rad{o Zone (Beam-Riding) Control Systems

In a beam-riding control system, whose standard functional diagram for the

case of rocket guidance by the coincidence method is shown in figure 10.2, the

coordinator consists of a radar set RS_ located at the control point, and the

radio apparatus carried aboard the rocket, constituting a direction finder.

The relative motion of the target and control point, reflected by the kinematic

link I, leads to a change of the position of the control point-target line.

The movement of this line is detected by the radar set RS and is converted into

the movement of the radio beam (equisignal direction). The angle between the

equisignal direction and the control point-rocket line, whose position is de-

termined by the kinematic link II characterizing the relative motion of the con-

trol point and the rocket 3 is the input action for the direction finder. This

apparatus produces voltages (currents) which are related functionally to the
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linear deflections of the center of mass of the rocket from an equisignal direc-

tion in the planes of its longitudinal and lateral motions.

The voltages (currents) received from the direction finder are used in the

automatic pilot for forming control commands and controlling signals which

cause deflection of the control surfaces of the rocket in such a way that the

latter is held on the equisignal direction.

The instruments carried on the rocket and ensuring its flight in the radio

beam form an independent tracking system which in essence compares the motion

of the target and rocket.

This system contains two open links caused by the presence of radio /517
receivers both in the radar set and aboard the rocket.

If the beam-riding control system is used for guiding the rocket to a for-

ward point, the radar set for tracking the target must be supplemented by a

radar control station. Its antenna system should form an equisignal line in

the direction of the forward point. This problem can be solved by use of a

computer Com in which signals characterizing the coordinates of the target are

received at the input. The Com output signals are used for turning the axis of

the antenna of the radar control station in vertical and horizontal planes. It

is easy to see that more unwieldy apparatus is required for guiding a rocket to

a forward point, although this apparatus of course is away from the rocket.

The rocket radio apparatus of beam-riding control systems is quite simple

because it includes only a direction finder. However_ when guiding a rocket

from an aircraft to an air target_ when for all practical purposes there can

be control by the coincidence method_ there are limitations on the maneuvering

of the carrier. This restricts the region of applicability of beam-riding con-

trol systems.

If the rocket is intended for damaging fixed targets_ it is possible to

use radio navigation equipment ensuring the creation of a radio zone of some
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type. The number of _anctional diagrams of control systems based on radio

nav_ao_u_i zones can be veo, great Howeverj their difference from the dia-

grams of beam-riding control systems will be primarily in the stricture and

the fumctions performed by individual components of the coordinator. For

example, when using an add-subtract- range-finding navigation system, a rocket

guidance system can be created whose functional diagram is shown in figure

10.3. By use of such a system, it is possible to control the rocket in its

course. In this case, the projection of the radio zone onto the ground, in a

general case, is represented by a hyperbola which is characterized by a fully

determined difference of the distances to the master and controlled stations

A and B.

The signals of the transmitters of stations A and B are fed to the re-

ceiver AB, situated aboard the. rocket, and then to the computer Com. The

computer measures the difference of the distances R A and RB from the rocket to

the stations A and B, and this determines the deflection of the center of mass

of the rocket from the stipulated hyperbola. The resulting mismatch signal

acts on the automatic pilot, thereby eliminating the appearing disruption of

coherence which is imposed on the rocket motion.

The determination of the guidance process also is accomplished using the

Com, which produces the necessary voltage (current) under the influence of the

signals of another pair of ground stations.

One of the merits of a radio zone control system_ based on use of an /518

add-subtract-- range-finding radio navigation system, is its great transmitting
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capacity. This means that the same ground stations can service a considerable

number of launching sites simultaneously. Such a property is inherent in a

number of other types of radio zone control systems.

3. Functional Diagrams of Command Control Systems

T_o forms of command control systems can be distinguished. A characteris-

tic feature of systems of the second kind is determination of the coordinates

of the target using apparatus carried aboard the rocket. In all other methods

for measurement of the parameters of motion of the target a command control

system of the first type is used.

The functional diagram of a command control system of the first kind can

be represented as shown in figure lO.4a. It follows from figure lO.4a that the

coordinates of the target relative to the control point, fixed by the kinematic

link I_ are determined by the target coordinates measuring instrument TCI. The

relative coordinates of the rocket and control point, whose relative motion is

reflected by the kinematic link II, are determined by the rocket coordinates

measuring instrument RC!. The output signals of the TCI and RCI are fed to the

computer Com.

In the case when the TCI and RCI are situated at control points, they are

connected to the computer without using any special apparatus. If these /520

measuring instruments are situated away from the control point, wire or

electronic data transmission systems DTS I and DTS II are used; these are shown

in figure 10.4a by a dashed line. In actual practice, TCI and RCI can be two

different apparatuses or a single radar station_ for example, with linear scan-

ning of the antenna system beam, and the coordinates of the target and rocket

need not be measured only relative to the control point.

A signal in the form of a voltage (current) or special codes is created

at the output of the computer of the automatic control system. This signal is

a measure of the disruption of the coherence imposed on the motion of the

rocket by the used guidance method. Under the influence of the mismatch signal,

the apparatus for forming commands CF produces a command which is transmitted

to the rocket by the command control radio link CCRL. If the system is non-

automatic, the mismatch parameter is determined using an optical sighting ap-

paratus or from the images on the screen of the cathode-ray tube, and the com-

puter is replaced by an operator and a command pickup. In those cases when the

target is fixed, the instrument for measuring its coordinates is dispensed with

and replaced by an apparatus fixing the program of motion of the rocket.

The functional diagram of a command control system of the second kind is

shown in figure lO.4b. The TRCI apparatus measures the coordinates of the tar-

get relative to the rocket. The relative motion of the target and rocket is

reflected by the kinematic link. The output signals of the TRCI, by means oi a

data transmission system DTS, which is an essential element of this control sys-

tem_ are relayed to the indicator (the screen of a television receiver, radar

station, etc.) where target and rocket pips are formed. The operator O, by use

of the command unit CU, controlling the operation of the command control radio

link CCRL_ should produce commands in such a way as to ensure coincidence of

these pips.
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Comparison of figures I0.i and lO.4b shows some common features of command

control systems of the second type and of homing systems: the coordinator

measuring instruments are carried on the rocket. The basic difference between

command control systems of the second kind and homing systems is that the meas-

urement results are converted into command signals not on the rocket itself but

at the control point CP. The need for relaying of data from the rocket to the

CP considerably complicates the control apparatus as a whole and especially the

equipment carried on the rocket. Nevertheless, the use of control systems of

the second kind can be desirable, since when there is an operator it ensures

better target resolution, a great flexibility of the guidance process and a de-

crease of the effect of interference. At the same time, the limitations of

such systems must not be forgotten; these limitations are caused by the /521

subjective nature of the operator and also by the great complexity and cost

of their manufacture.

The controlling signal acting on the control surfaces of the rocket in

both forms of command control systems is formed by the automatic pilot on the

basis of the received command and additional signals measured by autonomous
transducers.

A command control system contains a considerable number of open links.

For example_ when individual radar stations are used for determination of the
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coordinates of the rocket and target, the system will include at least three of

four radio receivers_ two of which will be on the rocket and one or two at the

control point or near it. When there are two receivers aboard the rocket, one

of them is used in receiving control commands and the other is for ensuring the

operation of the radar responder_ which usually is necessary due to the extreme-

ly small reflectivity of the rocket surface.

A number of advantages (simplicity of rocket equipment, large effective

range, etc.), characteristic of command control systems, have led to their ex-

tensive use for guidance of rockets of different types.

At the same time, it should be noted tha% with respect to accuracy of

operation_ command control systems of the first kind are less accurate than

homing systems.

4. Functional Diagram of an Autonomous Control System

The standard functional diagram of an autonomous control system_ which can

be used for guidance of rockets to fixed targets or targets whose parameters of

motion are known, is shown in figure 10.5. Data on the coordinates of the tar-

get and the launching point, determining the stipulated trajectory of motion

of the rocket, are introduced into the computer Com. The current position of

the center of mass of the rocket is determined by an autonomous coordinate-

measuring instrument RCI and the command and controlling signals are formed in

the automatic pilot. The kinematic link relates the angular motions of the
rocket to the motion of its center of mass.

Stipulated

trajectory

of motion

Additional

control signals

atic

Rocket Kinematic link

coordinate s

Figure 10.5

Motion of

rocket

10.2. General Description of the Equations and the Principal

Problems in Investigation of Radio Control Systems

1522

In accordance with the general functional diagram shown in figure 1.3, we

can name the following groups of equations describing the operation of the

control system:

- rocket equations_ characterizing the relationships between the output

parameters of the rocke% representing the angles of inclination of the velocity
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vector v or the components of the normal acceleration vector Jn and the move-
ments of the control surfaces of the rocket;

--automatic pilot equations, defining the deflections of the control sur-

faces of the rocket as a function of the course and pitching controlling

signals;

--equations of the apparatus for foming and transmission of the control

commands, establishing the dependence between the control commands and the

measured values of the components of the mismatch parameter for the correspond-

ing control planes of the rocket;

--coordinator equations, relating the components of the vector Am to thc

parameters of motion of the rocket and target, defining the coherence which is

imposed on motion of the rocket.

In additioo; the general system of equations includes kinematic equations.

In the case of homing and command control systems of the second kind, these

equations are used to characterize the relative velocity of movement of the

centers of mass of the rocket and target along the vector r and along the nor-

mal to it. In the case of radio zone control systems and command control sys-

tems of the first kind, the kinematic equations establish the relationship

between the relative velocities of approach of the rocket and target and also

the target and control point to the parameters of motion of these objects,

considered as geometrical points. Kinematic equations reflecting the depen-

dence of the cha_e of the coordinates of the center of mass of a rocket on

its angular movements are used for description of autonomous control systems.

As already mentioned, in analytical investigations of the spatial motion

of a rocket, in many cases, it is desirable to separate the longitudinal and

lateral motions which are considered independent of one another. However, it

must be remembered that the results obtained in a separate analysis of the

longitudinal and lateral movements of the rocket can be considered only pre-

liminary. In the final development of a control system, it usually is neces-

sary to consider the spatial motion of the rocket. In particular, this can

be attributed to the fact that, in the case of different characteristics of

longitudinal and lateral motions, such as in a four-winged rocket, even when

there is stability of the course and pitching channels separately, the rocket

as a whole can be unstable. An important characteristic of the equations /523

describing the motion of the rocket is a temporal change of the coefficients

which they contain.

The processes transpiring in the automatic pilot and characterizing the

laws of control of a rocket in course and pitching are described by two equa-

tions which are dependent on one another. In most cases, in the working range

they are linear differential equations with constant coefficients. These same

properties are characteristic of the equations for the apparatus for forming
commands and also for the command control radio link and the coordinator when

there is no radio interference. The guidance method, the type of command con-

trol radio link, the type of apparatus for forming the commands and the types

of measuring instruments and computers used exert an appreciable influence
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on the specific forms of the equations for these types of apparatus. The num-

ber and type of kinematic equations for each of the control planes are depen-

dent on the type of control system. In a general case, these equations are

nonlinear differential equations with variable coefficients.

It follows from the above that the control system as a whole is charac-

terized by a system of nonlinear differential equations of a relatively high

degree. In the selected guidance method_ determined to a considerable degree

by the purpose of the rocke% the analysis of the control system essentially

involves primarily an investigation of its stability. As a result of such an

investigation, it is possible to establish the control law and the principal

parameters of all the apparatus forming the control system. Later it is pos-

sible to determine the errors of rocket guidance caused by the dynamic pro-

perties of the guidance circuit and the different perturbations acting in the

guidance process. The impeding perturbations include atmospheric turbulence,
the instrument noise of the radio receivers, fluctuations of the signals

received from the targets at the input of the radar receivers, change of radio
wave propagation conditions, etc.

Since the motion of a controlled rocket is described by a complex system

of nonlinear differential equations, solutions of problems involved in in-

vestigation of the guidance circuit can be obtained only by use of electronic

computers. However, determination of the exhaustive characteristics of a con-

trol system by the use of computers requires the expenditure of a great amount

of time and work. In addition, prior to carrying out modeling, it usually is

necessary to represent the expected results at least in approximate form. J

In this connection, the problem arises of an approximate theoretical anal-

ysis of the properties of the projected control system. Methods for investi-

gation of linear systems of automatic control with constant parameters present-
ly are the best developed.

The presence of variable coefficients in a number of equations describing

the rocket guidance process does not make possible direct use of the concept

of transfer functions which is employed widely in the theory of station- _524
ary linear automatic control systems. However, by using the methods of

linearization of nonlinear functions and the "freezing" principle for slowly

changing coefficients, it is possible in the case of individual segments of tra-

jectories to analyze radio control systems by the well-known methods of the

theory of linear stationary dynamic systems.

In those cases when the principle of "freezing" of the coefficients is not

applicable, on the basis of the linearized equations it is possible to find the

transfer functions of radio control systems which are dependent on time.

10.3. Block Diagrams of Electronic Homing Systems

If a rocket is intended for damage of fixed or nearly stationary targets,

it is customary to use the direct guidance method (approximate guidance along

a pursuit curve). Zn those cases when the target to be attacked is moving
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rapidly, the most suitable method is parallel approach or the proportional

navigation method.

The general system of equations describing the homing process for an axial-

ly symmetrical rocket guided by the direct method in a vertical plane is derived

using expressions (9.1.14), (9.1.20), (9.1.21), (2.7.1), (9.8.7), (3.8.2) and

(5.8.1). In this case, it must be assumed that Sco m = 0 and Ka, Am and LI(D )

should be replaced by K, Am and L(D). The system of equations derived in this

way has the form

= Tr- cx s- asin0.

r,,_-- • - Ao,

_=O+a,

-----_tcosqt- v cosq,

r_-- --_t sin qt + v sin q,

q--_-- O,

qt= _ -- O_

_r=F(D)[K+ UT,(O)a+ Vo(D) 0].

K: L (D) Am,

lf=*--_.

(IO.3.1)

The represented equation contains 12 equations with 12 unknowns: v, e, /525

_, 0, 5r, q, ¢, K, Am, r, qt and _. The value vt and inclination e t of the

velocity vector vt for the motion of the rocket in a vertical plane or the pro-

jection of this rocket in the case of spatial motion of the rocket are stipu-

lated functions of time, determining the input action in the homing system. The

parameters A0 and 60 are known.

In most cases of the practical use of a rocket guided by the direct method,

the angles qt and qr will be small, and therefore it can be assumed without

great error that cos qt _ I, cos q _ i, sin qt _ qt and sin q _ q. Under such

a condition, the kinematic eguations become linear.

The first equation of system (10.3.1) characterizes the change of velocity

v and for the reasons pointed out in chapter 9 need not be considered in an

analysis of control systems.
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Then_ taking into account that the value A0 in the second equation can be

considered constan% we will have the following linearized equations for the

considered homing system

T_6----_ --Ao,

= F (D) [K+ W_(D)_ + W_(D)0],

K= L (D) _tn'

_--0+_,

r_- -¢_ (_- ot) + v (, - o).

(i0.3.2)

In the derived system of linear differential equations_ the unknowns are

e_ _ 6r, K_ Am, y, ¢ and @.

If the conditions that qt and q be small are not satisfied, in order to be

able to construct the block diagram, it is necessary to linearize the kinematic

equations relative to those values qt and q which would be obtained in the case

of rocket guidance along a reference trajectory. In this case, as already

noted, the mismatch parameter Am is assumed equal to zero.

Without discussing at length the linearization of system (10.3.1) for ar-

bitrary angles qt and q, we will continue our consideration of equations

(10.3.2). It was demonstrated in chapter 2 that the last equation in system

(10.3.2), with the equation r _ vt - v taken into account_ can lead to the

following form

(rE)__ _ 0 -- _o0.
--dF-- t t

(10.3.3)

Then we will have

1
0 =y$ (a -- Ao),

_r -- F (D) [K + W, (D) a + W_ (D) 0],

K: L (D) Am,

OF

"I'--- _ -- _,

a (r,____)_ vtOt - "o0.dt --

(lO. 3.4)
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A number of variable coefficients are present in the derived equations.

The most rapidly varying of these is the value r, which tends to zero with ap-

proach of the rocket to the target. Because of this, the application of the

principle of "freezing" of the coefficients for such systems, in some cases,

is pogsible only when making very approximate estimates.

The block diagram corresponding to equations (10.3.4) is shown in figure

v

10.6. This figure also shows a link with the transfer function-- , whose out-
Tv

put is normal acceleration Jn" We recall that by knowing Jn' it is easy to

find the normal overloads experienced by the rocket in the course of its

guidance.

It can be seen from figure 10.6, where all components of the homing sys-

tem have been denoted in accordance with the functional diagram shown in figure

10.1a, that the kinematic link in turn is divided into three links. The links

vt v

with the transfer functions--_ and _ are the converters of the angles et and e,

while the link having the variable transfer coefficient 1/r is used for forming

the angle ¢, which represents the input action for the coordinator.

The block diagram of the system for guidance of a rocket with axial aero-

dynamic symmetry for lateral motion also can be obtained in the form shown in

figure 10.6 if the angles et, ¢, 5, etc._ are replaced by the parameters of

motion and transfer functions characterizing rocket flight in a horizontal

plane.
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Figure 10.6 also applie s as the block diagram of the control system for

longitudinal motion for rockets with plane aerodynamic symmetry. The block

diagram of a homing system for lateral motion of such a rocket can be obtained

from figure 10.6 if the transfer functions in it

% 1
W_ (D) -_- D2 _. 2a,ooO + ,o_ and W_0 (D) -- T_D

o r a

are replaced by the functions

+(t) _ i
W_ (D) -_-_-- k and W+ (D)-- .tb(t)--Vh 0 .

-g- -- _a(t)-- D(TD+I) --
a

In addition_ all other signals and functions indicated in figure 10.6 should be

replaced by the corresponding parameters and transfer functions for the hori-

zontal control plane.

It follows from figure 10.6 that with approach of the rocket to the tar-

get_ the transfer coefficient kr of an open system increases continuously with

a break in the circuit at the point a. As a result_ at some value r = rmin J

the homing system becomes unstable and the guidance process is disrupted. In

order to ensure a stable rocket flight in a given range of change of distance

r, there must be a corresponding selection of the transfer coefficient k ofr

the open guidance circuit. The control law also exerts a great influence on

the stability of the homing process.

In those cases when it is desirable to have a closing of the block dia-

gram for the acceleration circuit jn _ it is necessary to modify the first and

last equations in system (10.3.4). Taking into account that Jn = v0, the equa-

tion 8 = i (5 - AO) can be replaced by
T v

A:_ (_- Ao). (lO.3.5)

In order for system (10.3.4) to remain closed with the replacement of 0 by

Jn_ it is necessary to differentiate the last equation of the system. We will

have

d2 (r0 " VtOt-- '00 .clt'_ -- Vt0t+ Jn --
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If vt and v are virtually not dependent on time, then

(rE)
d--9--_mtOt -j4.

_ _1 _ "
cl........ rough acceleration Jn for allSince __e closing of the guidance "_'_+

types of control systems is accomplished as a result of the mentioned transfor-

mation of the equation e =l (5 - A O) and the differentiation of the kinematic
m
_v

equations, this problem will not be considered hereafter, and will be repre-

V

sented in the block diagrams only by a link with the transfer function--.
T v

The diagram in figure 10.6 and therefore the system of equations (10.3.4)

represent one of the forms of the block diagrams and equations of homing sys-

tems for the direct guidance method. A characteristic of this form of guid-

ance is absence of a signal characterizing the rocket miss, knowledge of /529

which, as already pointed out, is of very great importance in an investiga-

tion of the influence of various parasitic perturbations on the rocket, elec-

tronic apparatus, etc.

We recall that by rocket "miss" is understood the distance in the refer-

ence plane by which the rocket passes by the target. In determining the miss

of a homing missile, it is necessary to take into account that in the course of

several tenths of a second of flight, when the distance between the rocket and

the target becomes equal to rK, the rocket in actuality ceases to be controlled

(for example, due to the dead zone of the radar coordinate-measuring apparatus,

rocket inertia, etc.), its velocity remains unmodified and the target can

complete no maneuvering. As will be demonstrated below, in investigations of

control systems, it is also desirable to employ the concept of "current" miss,

characterizing the value of deflection of the rocket from the target in the

reference plane on the assumption that beginning with a particular time t the

guiding process ceases and the.rocket and target velocity vectors remain

unmodified.

Hereafter, for simplicity in exposition, the miss and its current value

will be defined only for the longitudinal motion of the rocket and will be

denoted by the symbols h and ht-

In order to have the value ht = 0, it is necessary and sufficient to en-

sure the coincidence of the relative velocity vector v0 of approach of the

rocket to the target and the vector r. If there is some angle v between these

vectors (figure 10.7), assuming that ht is read from the target T along the

normal to the vector Vo, we obtain
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_er

Figure 10.7

ht = r sin _.

Bearing in mind that

• v sin (e -- O)-- _6sin (_ -- or) Vo sin v (10.3.6)
E-- f -- r '

we find

r2¢

ht = -_--. (10.3.7)

We note that ht is considered positive if the rocket flies ahead of the

target. Using (10.3.7) it is possible to find h, provided that the value r in

expression (10.3.7) is replaced by rK.

The "current" miss h t is introduced into the block diagram by differen-

tiating the last equation in system (10.3.4) for t and multiplying the result

by r. Then we obtain

r_'+ 2rr_- + rr_ = rvt(}t _-rvtO f- rv@ -- rvO.

But /53'0

a (r_;) = a (,,oh,)r2; + 2rr_ = _ at

If the values r, vt and v can be neglected, we find
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d(v.ht)dt =r(v_ t--V@). (13.3.8)

Taking equations 1-6 in system (10.3.4) into account and also the rela-

tions (10.3.7) and (10.3.8), we obtain the block diagram shown in figure 10.8.

Figures 10.8 and 10.6 show that only the kinematic links differ in form in

these diagrams. In actual practice the second form of block diagram frequent-

ly is more desirable, especially when modeling homing processes.

In accordance with the considered method, there is no difficulty in con-

structing a second form of block diagram also for the horizontal control

plane of a rocket for the cases of both plane and axial aerodynamic symmetry.

In the case of rocket guidance by the parallel approach method, the block

diagram of a homing system can be constructed using the system of equations

(10.3.4) if the coordinator equation in it is modified. It was demonstrated

in chapter 3 (3.9.9) that at the output of the coordinator power amplifier,

used in forming the mismatch parameter in the parallel approach method for a

rocket in a vertical plane, a voltage Am = uc is formed, which is equal to

Am = uc =

Ta D2 + D + kV

Then for the first and second forms of writing of the kinematic equations,

we obtain block diagrams shown in figures 10.9 and 10.10. These figures show
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that the transfer coefficient of the guidance circuit changes inversely propor-

tional to distance r and is dependent on the transfer properties of the coor-

dinator. In the case of a horizontal control plane, the block diagrams can be

obtained using figures 10.9 and i0.I0 after a corresponding replacement of the

transfer functions and all actuating signals.

If the rocket is guided by proportional guidance, the first and second

forms of the block diagrams of homing systems for a vertical plane can be ob-

tained also from figures 10.9 and i0.i0. However, in this case it is necessary

to take into account that the measured value of the mismatch parameter Am, in

accordance with formula (2.6.16), is determined by the following expression

Am= UcF TaD_ + D + kv

where k_ is the transfer coefficient of the e measuring instrument.

On the basis of the block diagrams for given transfer functions f532

L(D), F(D), W_(D) and W (D), it is possible to find the characteristic equa-

tion of a closed guidance circuit and determine the necessary conditions of

stability of the homing system. With a change of the control law, the struc-

ture of the homing system and therefore its characteristic equation will

change.

For example, if 6 = kpr[K + W_(D)a ], in the case W (D) = k (where kr _ a

is the transfer coefficient for the angle of attack measuring instrument) and

in the case of an inertialess apparatus for forming commands K, the homing sys-

tem in the case of parallel approach and proportional guidance will be
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structurally unstable. This can be attributed to the fact that, in addition to

inertialess amplifiers, the circuit will include two links with the transfer

functions _--vlDand Dv, not included in the feedback, and one oscillatory link.

The oscillatory link is obtained as a result of conversion of the links with

and as It must be re-
the transfer functions F(D) = kpr , W D = kc_ D2+2d=0D4 _0 "

membered at the same time that the mentioned oscillatory link will possess high

natural frequency and damping in comparison with the link having the transfer

function as As a result, the introduction of a link with the
D 2+ 2d_%D + _o2o "

transfer function _W_(D) : ka leads to a decrease of the duration of transient
processes.

In order for the system to be stable when 6r = kpr[K + W (D)(_], where

W(_(D) = k(_, it is necessary to differentiate the mismatch parameter. However,

the presence of noise in the coordinator radio receiver and the fluctuations of

the signals arriving from the target leads, as is well known, to an appreciable

distortion of the differentiated signal.

In the selection of a control law of the form 6r = kpr[K + Wo(D ) O] one of

the integrating links will be included in the feedback and the guidance circuit
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will be stable even with performance of integration functions by the link L(D).

At the same time, the time constant Of the system increases and as a result,

there is an increase of the time of the transient processes.

A compromise solution of the problem of ensuring structural stability of

the homing system and the admissible time of transient processes is the use of

a control law in which the movement of the control surface is dependent not only

only on O_ but also on _. If the duration of transient processes does not play

a special role_ it is not necessary to introduce the signal _ into the control
law.

1014. Block Diagrams of Radio Zone (Beam-Riding) Control Systems

First, we will construct the block diagram for a beam-riding control j534
system, assuming for generality that the control point at which the radar

station is situated and which forms the radar beam is moving. Then, we will

consider the control process in a vertical plane, assuming that the rocket is

guided by the coincidence method.

The general system of equations_ derived on the basis of expressions

(9.1.20),(9.1.21),(2.9.1),(2.9.2),(9.8.7),(4.5.5),(4.5.1),(4.5.2)and
(5.8.1) when Ka = Ka, Am = Am, Scom = O, and under the condition that the sub-

scripts "v" in formulas (4.5.1), (4.5.2) and (4.5.5) are omitted has the fol-

lowing form

T_O = _ -- Ao,

+ 2d_o_ + 2_o_ = a_ (_ ra- _o),

0=0+_,

rt = vt cosqt- v¢ cosq¢,

rt_t= --v t sin qt -}- v¢ sin q¢,

rr-- 9 cos qr _ 9c cos qle,

rr_r: --v sin qr + vc sin q1¢,

qr=*r-- O,

qt: _t-- _,

qc------"t-- 0°

qlc= Cr-- 0_,

= F (D) [K + W_ (D) = + W o (D) ,_],

K-- L (D) hm,

%=_=koZ ,_,

_IR'-"- CR_ _r'

_ : WR (D)* t .

(10.4.1)
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The system (10.4.1) contains 16 equations with 16 unknowns: e, _, O, 6r,

rt' qt' qc' ¢t' rr, q_-' qlc' Cr' K, Am, CR and ClR, where aR is the angle of

inclination of the equisignal direction produced by the radar set whose track-

system has the transfer function WR(D)-ing

The values vt, Vc, 0 c and et, in a general case representing the projec-

tions of the vectors vt and vc onto the vertical plane OcXceYce , are given.

Tbm parameters A0 and 60 also are considered known.

In order that there be no inadmissibly great overloads, in the course/_B5

of rocket guidance by the coincidence method, the rocket should fly in the

direction of motion of the target. The control point should adhere to this

same path so that its x-_d_r _t ..... ensure ..........................w±_ _+_1_ _,,+_+_P +_o_g of the

target• Under these conditions, the angles qt' qc' qlc and qr are small and

the kinematic equations assume the following form

°

rt: _t-- _Jc,

r = T; _ Vc,
r

r_ = v_(%- %)- v ('r-0),

rt_t---__c (_t-- Oc)-- vt (-:t--Ot).

After transformation of these equations, we obtain

d(r_) "00 -- VcOc,
dt

d(_$ _ vtot-- v_%.

(lO.4.2)

(lO._.3)

Then we will have the following linearized equations for a beam-riding con-

trol system

• !
O:_(_--Ao),

7,+ 9d_o_+ _ = aa(_r+ _o),

_=F(D) [K+ W_(D)%+ V/.(D) _],

K=r. (D)_m,
_:.-__,_ ,., (lO._.4)

_,_:%- 'r'
--._ _ (D)%,

--_- "00 _ VcOc,
dt

_-- vtOt- VcOc-
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We recall that according to formula (4.5.3) kDF changes proportionally to

the distance between the control point and the rocket.

A block diagram corresponding to the system of equations (10.4.4) is shown

in figure i0.II. We note that figure i0.ii also shows circuits characterizing

the "current" miss of the rocket ht, read along the perpendicular to the vector

rt and the normal acceleration in" In this case, h t obviously represents the

value of the mismatch parameter, expressed in linear units under the con- /536

dition that the rocket is situated at the distance rr from the control

point. In accordance with this definition, we have

ht = rr(et - er)" (lo.4.5)

When rr = rt, formula (10.4.5) determines the guidance error (miss of the

rocket. As before, we will assume that the lag of the center of mass of the

rocket from the vector rt causes a negative miss.

Figure i0.ii shows that the transfer coefficient k r of an open system

with the breaking of the circuit at the point a is virtually not dependent on

the distance rr, which is caused by the presence of a range potentiometer in

the coordinator. This is one of the important differences between homing and

beam-riding control systems.

The same conclusions can be drawn with respect to the influence of the

form of the control law on the dynamic properties of the guidance circuit as

were drawn for homing systems.

The system of equations (10.4.4) and the diagram in figure i0.ii reflect

the first form of the equations and the block diagrams for beam-riding control

systems.

If the kinematic relationship of the rocket, target and control point is

established on the basis of the velocity of deflection of the center of mass

of the rocket along the normal to the vector rt, it is possible to obtain a

second form of block diagram. In accordance with figure 2.15, under the con-

dition that the current miss ht is considered positive_ if the rocket outstrips
the target_ we have

ht = v sin (et - 8) - v c sin (et - 8c) + r &rt"
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We note that such an equation is obtained on the basis of the kinematics

of plane-parallel motion of bodies.

As already noted, in some cases_ it can be assumed in the coincidence

method that sin (¢t - e) _ ct - e and sin (¢t - ec) _ ct - ec, but r _ rt - rr-

Therefore

• d

(10.4.6)

It must be remembered that in writing expression (10.4.6), the approximate

equality rr _ v - vc was taken into account-, this was obtained for cos (er - e)

I and cos (er - ec). But

_=t _;=__ v: sin (_,, -- Oc)-- v= sin (_. -- 0,,) _ v_£_:(Eu-- OD-- va (_,_-- On)
ra ra

From the latter expression, taking into account that the condition vt - v c

rt is satisfied for small angles qt and qc' we obtain

_-_: VtO t -- ,'ocO c. (z0.4.7)

The expression (10.4.7) determines the relationship beteen ct and

the given functions vt, 0t, Vc and ec.

/538
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For the closure of the control system, which is obtained from (10.4.1),

with the introduction of the kinematic equation (10.4.7), it is necessary to

have an expression relating the angle ¢r with the miss ht. This relation which

follows from formula (10.4.5) has the following form

ht
er = ¢t -__. (10.4.8)

r
r

Taking expressions (10.4.1), (10.4.6), (10.4.7) and (10.4.8) into account,

we find the second form of linearized equations describing the rocket guidance

process in the vertical plane by means of a beam-riding control system

1 (___ Ao),

cz+ 2d_oo_. + _Oo_: a_ (Or_- _o),

_r= F (D) [K + W_ (D) _ + W_ (O) 0],

K = L (D) Am,

EIR _1._

ht
_-----% rr '

eR= WR (O) et,

ht _ d-dF (trio -- vO + v_O,.,

_t (etrt) _- vtOt -- vfl¢.

(i0.4.9)

The block diagram corresponding to the system of equations (10.4.9) is

shown in figure 10.12. This diagram differs from figure i0.Ii only in the
structure of the kinematic link.

In those cases when a beam-riding control system is used for rocket guid-

ance toward a fixed target from a fixed control point, the block diagrams are

simplified considerably.

As an illustration, we will consider a system of lateral guidance of a

rocket with plane aerodynamic symmetry. The equations describing the _540
guidance process under the mentioned conditions, under the assumption that

the angle of slip _s = O, will have the following form
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#
T

_fb -- D ( rTD _ l ) _a ,

$--- VhD_b'

a

E,Rh_'-'-_-_Rh-- _rh,

_RI_ Sth-_-, A_h,

(lO.4.10)

where the first two equations were written on the basis of relations (9.2.10)

and (9.2.11).

The subscripts "h" in all the equations (10.4.10) indicate that the sig-

nals Kh, Amh , ¢iRh' @rh' Cth and rrh define, respectively, the values of the

commands, the measured value of the mismatch parameter, the angle between the

equisignal line and the direction to the rocket, the azimuth of the rocket and

of the target, and the range to the rocket in the horizontal plane. These

Fh(D ) (D) forsame subscripts "h" characterize the transfer functions and L h

apparatus ensuring deflection of the ailerons under the influence of commands
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Kh and additional control signals and also for apparatus forming the commands

K h in a horizontal plane.

In the derived system of eight equations (10.4.10), the unknowns are 4,

_b' 6a' Kh' &mh' ¢iRh and ¢rh , and 8¢th characterizes the setting of the angle

th"

The block diagram corresponding to equations (10.4.10) is shown in figure

10.13. This figure also shows the link determining the relationship of _b to

the signal Jnz characterizing the normal acceleration of the rocket in the

horizontal plane. If one of the axes of the rectangular coordinate system

whose origin is situated at the control point is superposed with the direction

to the target, the angle ct = 0 and the arc - rrhcrh in equations (10.4.10) for

small deflections of the rocket from the straight line connecting the target to

the control point will approximately characterize the linear error of rocket

guidance hzt for a given value rrh. When rrh = rt the value hzt will repre-

sent the miss of the rocket.

In addition, in the sixth equation of system (10.4.10), the angle Crh must
be considered equal to

hzt

Crh = Cth - rr--_.

Under these conditions, the block diagram shown in figure 10.14 is obtained.

If the radio zone control system uses radio navigation measurement instru-

ments for determination of rocket coordinates, depending on their type, it is
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possible to obtain a considerable number of equations and block diagrams char-

acterizing the guidance process. Since the method for solution of the problem

of the block diagram of a particular control system is common for all, we will

consider only one form of the radio zone control system. We will assume that

the coordinator is based on an add-subtract- range-finding system and that the

guided rocket has plane aerodynamic symmetry only in the horizontal plane. In

addition, we will assume that the trace of the reference trajectory coincides

with the perpendicular to the base, passing through its middle.

In accordance with expression (4.12.18), the coordinator of the con-

sidered type is described by the following equation

u z = kzAz_

where

Az_rr¢iR = rr(¢th - Crh).

If the value of the angle ACth is assumed to equal zeroj and the link with

the transfer coefficient kDF h is replaced by t_o links connected in series

having the transfer coefficients k z and rr, we obtain the block diagram sho_n
in figure lO.13.

We note in conclusion that in comparing the block diagrams shown in figures

10.11 to lO.14, it was assumed that the instruments for conversion of mismatch

signals into commands are situated in the automatic pilot unit. Under real
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conditions, the apparatus having the transfer functions L(D) and Lh(D ) can be

fully incorporated into the coordinator or form an independent unit.

10.5. Block Diagrams of Command Control Systems

If we wished to consider all possible methods for design of coordinators

and command control radio links, it would be possible to present a very great

number of types of systems of command radio control for the same rocket guid-
ance method.

We will consider first the problem of the block diagram of a command radio

control system of the first kind for a case when the rocket is guided by the

coincidence method. In order for the block diagram to be most general, we will

assume that the coordinates of rocket and target are determined by different

measuring instruments RCI and TCI and the target and control point are moving.

At the same time, we will assume that the RCI and TCI are situated quite close

to one another so that the system includes no computer for producing signals

for compensation of parallax errors.

As already mentioned repeatedly, in most cases_ it is possible to consider

separately the processes of guidance in vertical and horizontal (or oblique)

control planes. Hereafter_ we will investigate control only in a vertical

plane. All the conclusions which will be drawn can be applied also to the

lateral motion of the rocket_ taking into account its equations and the trans-

fer functions of all the control apparatus.

The general system of equations obtained on the basis of expressions

(9.1.20), (9.1.21), (2.9.1), (2.9.2), (9.8.7), (7.1.2) and (5.8.1) when

K a = Ka_ Am = Am and Sco m = O, has the following form

Z543

T_O = _ -- A o,

rt= vtc°s qt-- v¢ cos q¢,

rt_t= --vtsin qt + vc sin q,.,

rr-- v cos qr-- vc cos q_o

rr_ r = --vsinqr+ v_sinq,¢,

qr=%-- 6,
qt= _t-- 01_

q_ -----_t-- Oo

qle _ _r-- Oc'

_r-_-F(D) [K+ W_(D)_+ W_(D),_],

K= L (D) Ka,

Ka = L 1 (D) Am,

_= Uh=k_ot$_r[W t (D)_-- m r (D) -=rl.

(10.5.1)
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In the derived system (10.5.1) there are 15 equations; the unknownfunc-
tions are e, _ 8r_ _, rt, qt" qc" ct' qr' ¢lc' Cr' rr' K, uh and K a. Among

these equations, the first three characterize the motion of the rocket, equa-

tions 4-11 define the kinematic relations and the other four equations de-

scribe the processes transpiring in the automatic pilot, the command control

radio link, the apparatus for forming the commands and the coordinator.

It follows from system (10.5.]), representing one of the forms of the

equations defining the guidance process in the coincidence method, that the

current miss of the rocket ht, that is, the deflection of its center of mass

along the normal to the control point-target line for the current time, is not

included in explicit form in the guidance circuit. However, this parameter,

equal to

ht = rr(¢ t - Cr ), (io.5.2)

can be determined from the given values rr and ct and also on the basis of the
computed value of the angle e .

r

If all the considerations expressed during the discussion of beam-

riding control systems are taken into account, system (10.5.1) can be

reduced to the following form

I
6= (=--&)'

2 8 '_- 2d_01 _- _0_= a_(r _- 80).

 r=F(O) [K+ W,(D)=+ Wq(D)q,

K= L (D)

Ka -_- L, (D) t_m,

Am--uh=_ot3rpr [ Wt (D)"_t-- _r (D)r],

a (r#_ __ vO -- v,O_,
dt

a (r_C __ VtOt - veO¢.dt --

(I0.5.3)

The block diagram corresponding to equations (10.5.3), with expression

(10.5.2) taken into account, is shown in figure 10.15. A comparison of this

diagram with figure I0.ii reveals that the command radio control system differs

from a beam-riding control system (in both cases during rocket guidance by the

coincidence method) with respect to the structure of the coordinator, automatic

pilot and an additional link characterizing the apparatus for forming commands.

1 v
A common feature of both is the presence of two integrating links_--g_ and
connected in series. iv_
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If the control system contains only one radar set, operating, for example,

by the group method and ensuring the measurement of the difference in angular

coordinates et - er_ the coordinator equation is modified. In this case, the

block diagram of the control system can be obtained on the basis of the dia-

gram in figure 10.15 by connecting the apparatus shown in figure 10.6 to the

points a and b and by eliminating the links Wt(D), Wr(D ) and kpot_rpr.

We note that in figure 10.16 the radar set is represented by a link with

the transfer function WR(D), whose output signal is the voltage Uel , charac-

terizing the angle e1.

In a case when the control system is nonautomatic_ the apparatus for

forming the commands is characterized by the following equations (section 5.9)

Ka = k_c&lev and &lev = ko(l + ToD) &m (t - _lag).

Then when an inertialess instrument is used for measuring the difference

between the angles ct and 6r, and under the condition that the rocket is

stabilized for banking_ and only control commands K are fed to the control sur-

face apparatus_ we obtain the block diagram shown in figure 10.17.

kpot_rpr

From pointa_i______ To point c

From point_

Figure i0.16
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In this case

_m = kc (¢t - _r),

where k c is the transfer coefficient of the coordinator (such as an optical

coordinator).

Since the signal K a is a fluctuating signal, it is infeasible to develop

a command control radio link and a control surface control apparatus in such a

way that they will perfom amplification operations and differentiation func-

tions. These apparatuses are essentially inertialess. Under such conditions,

for the guidance circuit to be stable it is necessary to impose extremely

rigorous requirements on the actions performed by the operator. This can be

attributed to the fact that the portion of the effect for the derivative of

Am, that is_ the coefficient characterizing the value 6r for an individual rate

of change of Am should be quite large and at the same time limited both at the

top and at the bottom. The need for thorough training of the operator disap-

pears when using more rational control laws. In automatic control systems

with fixed rocket parameters, this can be achieved by the selection of a con-

trol law and a transfer coefficient kr open at the point A (fig. 10.15) of the
guidance circuit.

In command control systems, it is easier to ensure the necessary value k
r

by the use of adjustable components in the circuits of the measuring instru-

ments, computer and command control radio link.
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Figure 10.15 shows that with the use of the value and sign of the linear

deflection of the center of mass of the rocket along the normal to the vector

rt as the mismatch parameter_ the transfer coefficient kr of the open guidance

circuit is not dependent on rr if rpr = rr. At the same time_ when the mis-

match parameter is the value and sign of the angle formed by the vectors r and

rt, the value k r decreases with an increase of r (fig. 10.17). rr

If the first kinematic equation in system (10.5.3) is replaced by relation

(i0.4.6)_ a second form of block diagram of a command radio control system is

obtained (fig. 10.18). The principal characteristic of this diagram is that

the signal ht enters directly into the guidance circuit. The diagram show_ in

figure 10.17 also can be transformed in a similar way.

The problem of the stability of the circuit for different control laws and

the selection of the necessary transfer coefficient k should be solved on /548
r

the basis of known methods of the theory of automatic control systems.

The processes transpiring in command radio control systems during the guid-

ance of a rocket by the approximate parallel approach method are described by

the system of equations (10.5.3) if the coordinator equation in it is replaced

by the relation
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Am = uh = kpotBrpr IWt(D)¢t - Wr(D)c r -

Nt(D)r t - Nr(D)r r

_otBrpr [kc¢0 - Wt(D)¢ t]}. (10.5.4)

In this expression, which is derived on the basis of equation (5.5.6), rt,

rr, cO and rpr = rr are considered given functions of time and k¢¢ 0 character-

izes the voltage u¢(t) in (5.5.6).

Then it is possible to obtain the first form of the block diagram shown in

figure lO.19.

The value of the guidance error _, noted in figure lO.19, is

b_ = rr(¢ K - Cr),

where cK is the angle between the axis OcXee and the straight line on which the

center of mass of the rocket should be situated during its motion along the

reference (kinematic) trajectory.
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For the approximate method of parallel approach

r t - r r
eK = et (eo - _t)- (2.8.7)

rpr

Therefore, assuming that rpr = rr_ we will have

h t = rt¢ t - (rt - rr)e 0 - rr_ r. (lO.5.5)

It therefore can be seen that for the end of the guidance process_ when rt = rr,

ht = rt(e t - er). (L0.5.6)

It should be noted that equation (10.5.4) is nonlinear. Therefore, the

resulting diagram (fig. 10.19) can be considered a block diagram only condi-

tionally. When the principle of "freezing" of ranges rt and rr _ rpr is ap-

plied, equation (10.5.4) is transformed into a linear equation, and it is then

possible to construct easily a block diagram of a fully linearized control

system.

For finding the second form of the block diagram of a command radio con-

trol system for the approximate method of parallel approach of the rocket to

the target, i_ is also possible to use system (10.5.3) if the coordinator equa-

tion in it is replaced by relation (10.5.4) and the first kinematic equation is

written in the following form

ht = v sin (_. -- O)+ rr% -- .v_sin (_, -- %). (1o.5.7)

When the guidance process is such that

and

we obtain

sin (%-- 0)_%-- 0

sin (_, -- 0_)_ % -- 0_,

d
h, = _ (rte t -- reo) -- vO _- vcOc. (L0.5.8)

We note that in deriving the equation (10.5.8), the expression for eK and
the formula rr _ v - v c were taken into account.
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Then, after replacement of the coordinator equation and the first kine-

matic equation in (10.5.3) by the relations (I0.5.4) and (10.5.8) and taking

expression (10.5.5) into account_ it is possible to construct the block dia-

gram shown in fig_re 10.20. With the "freezing" of the distances rr and rt_ we

obtain a block diagram in which the coordinator will be represented by a linear-

ized equation.
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The block diagrams of commandradio control systems of the second kind
can be obtained from the corresponding diagrams of homing systems if they in-
clude equations characterizing the data transmission system_ the action of the
operator_ an apparatus for forming commandsand a commandradio link.

As an example_ figure 10.21 showsthe block diagram of a commandradio
control system by meansof which the rocket is guided by the direct method.

Linearized equations for such a system in a case when the miss of the
rocket is one of the signals acting within the guidance circuit has the follow-
ing form

: _ (_ - Ao),

_r_--- F(D) [K+ W_ (D) _ + W, (D) _]

K----- L (O)/_,

Ka: kocA lev;

Alev : ko (1 -_- T_D) hm(t__lsg )

Am--u =k 7,DF C

0:0+_,

_(Voh,) (vt_ v6)at --r t-- _ '
r2_

_t _ _ •
t/o

(io.5.9)

We note that in this system of equations kc is the transfer coeffi-

cient of the coordinator, including an instrument for measuring the angle y_

which is carried on the rocket, a system for transmission of data from aboard

the rocket to the control point and an indicator set up at the control point.

10.6. Block Diagrams of Autonomous Control Systems

In autonomous control systems; the mismatch parameter characterizes the

linear deflection of the center of mass of the rocket from a fixed trajectory

in a horizontal (or oblique) and a vertical plane.

If the process of rocket guidance in a vertical plane is considered, we

obtain the following linearized equations describing the operation of an auton-

omous control system
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1
6----_ (_- A,).

--F(D) [K+ Wo(O)_ + W.(D)_I.
r

K=L (D) A,

u.= W_(D) h',

(i0.6.1)

Here %(D) is the transfer function oi" the instrument for measurirg *_- _i_._+

altitude of the rocket, u h is the voltage (current) produced by the instrument

for mcasurir4 altit,,_de H> '_st i_ the voltage (current) characterizing the stip-

ulated flight altitude of the rocket.

The kinematic equation

= v8 (2.4.2)

is written on the assumption that 8 = ev.

System (10.6.1) corresponds to the block diagram shown in figure 10.22. It

is a characteristic of this block diagram that part of the apparatus of the

coordinator (instrument for measuring altitude H) is placed in the feedback

circuit of the external guidance circuit. The apparatus forming the command K

can be included within the automatic pilot unit or outside it.

The behavior of the autonomous control system in the horizontal plane is

determined by equations similar to those which enter into system (lO.6.1). For

example, if the rocket has plane aerodynamic symmetry and _ = O, we ob- /554

tain the following system of equations s

k

Ph(D)IKh-  , (o)
Kh: &(m) mh,

Amh = --Uz,

u_= _, (D) z,

Z : 'Ohm,

(10.6.2)
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where u z is the voltage produced by the instrument measuring the linear deflec-

tion of the center of mass of the rocket from a fixed trajectory in the hori-

zontal plane, and Wz(D ) is the transfer function of the instrument for measure-

ment oYthe linear deflection of the center of mass of the rocket from a fixed

trajectory in the horizontal plane.

On the basis of equations (10.6.2) it is quite easy to obtain a block dia-

gram whichj in form_ will correspond to a considerable degree to figure 10.22.

There will be a still greater correspondence between the block diagrams of the

systems for control in the vertical and horizontal guidance planes when the

rocket has axial aerodynamic symmetry.
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D

CHAPTER Ii. ACCURACY OF ROCKET GUIDANCE AND

NOISE IMMUNITY OF RADIO CONTROL SYST_4S

ii.I. Principal Sources of Errors in Rocket Guidance

As already mentioned, it is desirable to characterize the quality of 5_
the control system by the guidance error (miss) of the rocket. The value

of the miss is determined by dynamic, instrument and fluctuation errors.

The dynamic errors are caused by the fact that the rocket itself and the

regulating apuar_tas_ u±-__ ....__-^I ....+_ __._.... ......._+_ _ _ _ result the

input actions occur with a lag. Depending on the structure of the control sys-

tem_ the value of the dynamic error h_ is dependent on the form of the control-

ling action, which in turn is determined by the trajectories of motion of the

target and of the control point.

The character of motion of the target and of the control point influences

the kinematic (reference) trajectory along which the rocket should move. With

an increase of the curvature of the ___a÷_ t_j_+ory,__ _ _ the error h_ in-

creases. If the controlling action is a random function of time, at each

moment of time the value h8 can assume some value with a particular probability.

In the case of random initial conditions of the launching of rockets, h8 will

be random even for an identical character of motion of the target. In actual

practice, the computation of the dynamic error in many cases is accomplished

conveniently by working on the basis of a specific hypothesis on the motion of

the target and of the control point, and also on the assumption that the param-

eters of the control system are known. It then can be assumed that_ for a

specific moment of time, h$ is a determined value.

The instrument guidance errors hin include the errors of the instruments

for measuring the coordinates of the target and rocket, computer, apparatus for

forming commands, command control radio link, automatic pilot and the de- /556

sign tolerances in manufacture of the rocket. The reasons for these errors

can be shortcomings in the design and circuitry of this apparatus_ presence of

free play in moving parts of individual instruments, inaccuracy of calibration,

etc. So-called systematic errors frequently are included in this same group,

that is, errors caused by imperfections of the methods used for measurement of

the coordinates of the target and rocket, and also the errors arising due to

skewing of coordinate systems.
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Wenote that the concept of skewing of coordinate systems refers to the
lack of parallelism between the final control and all other coordinate systems
used in the control system.

The instrument errors hin of each of the apparatuses in the control system

has regular and randomcomponents. As a result, it is possible to determine the
mathematical expectation and correlation function (or dispersion) of the error
hin. Usually the regulating apparatus of the control system is constructed in

such a way that the value hin is negligibly small.

The fluctuation errors of guidance are caused by perturbations acting on
the control system. The principal sources of this group of errors are:

(i) fluctuations of amplitude and the effective center of reflection of
radio signals arriving from the target to radar coordinate measuring instru-
ments;

(2) fluctuations of signal parameters caused by instability of the condi-
tions for propagation of radio waves, especially in the jet of gases of the jet
engine of the rocket;

(3) instrument noise of the radio receivers included in radio control
systems;

(4) fluctuations of the velocity vector of the wind, caused by atmospheric
turbulence;

(5) active and passive interference organized by the enemy;

(6) fluctuations arising during the quantization of transmitted signals,
with respect to both level and time.

The analysis of the accuracy of guidance of controlled rockets is an im-
portant part of the theory of radio control systems. As already mentioned in
the preceding chapter_ the direct method of analysis of guidance errors involves
the solution of differential equations describing the processes of rocket
control. Since a large percentage of these equations are nonlinear, it is not
possible to makea separate determination of the dynamic, instrument and fluc-
tuation guidance errors. As a rule_ the total error can be determined only by
modeling the guidance process using electronic computers. In theoretical in-
vestigations_ it is possible to computeonly the approximate value of the miss.
The miss is computedmost easily by solution of the linearized equations of
the radio control system with application of the principle of "freezing" of
slowly varying coefficients. Under these conditions, the accuracy of /557

rocket guidance can be determined in accordance with the methods of analysis

of stationary linear automatic control systems. We note that the possibility

of applying the principle of "freezing" of the variable coefficients should be

considered separately for each investigated control system. Further simplifica-

tion of the problem of determining rocket guidance errors is based on the
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assumption that it is possible to neglect the small inertia of such apparatus
as the commandcontrol radio link, automatic pilot, computers and instruments
,for measuring the coordinates of the rocket and target. It follows that such
an assumption is legitimate from the fact that all the mentioned links have
broader passbands than the rocket and that the input actions themselves repre-
sent slowly and smoothly changing functions of time in which the higher deriva-
tives are insignificant.

However, it must be rememberedthat the application of the theory of
linear systems of automatic control, and the principle of "freezing" of coef-
ficients is possible only in those cases whenthe parasitic perturbations
acting on the radio control system do not lead to a randomor a determined law
of changeof its parameters. In this connection, it is most important to
establish what processes will occur in the elements of the radio control sys-
tem when it is acted upon by different kinds of perturbations.

m__^_^_+_,_ _ +_ a_,_c_n_ which follows is examination of the prob-

lems involved in the method for determination of the dynamic and fluctuation

errors of rocket guidance for linearized homing systems, radio zone control

systems, command control systems and autonomous control systems. In order to
shorten the length of the book, we will assume that all the sources of fluc-

tuation errors in guidance (except atmospheric turbulence) form interference

which act upon the electronic apparatus of the radio control system and that

they have specific statistical characteristics.

No special consideration will be given to the influence of instrument er-

rors and atmospheric turbulence in this chapter, although their influence can

be taken into account in conjunction with the method discussed here.

11.2. Dynamic Errors in Rocket Guidance

In an investigation of the spatial motion of a rocket, the dynamic error

can be represented in the form of the vector h8 in the reference plane OYrZ r.

If the components of this vector along the axes oy r and oz r are denoted hay and

haz , the value of the dynamic error h8 will be equal to

ho= Vh , + h z.

and the inclination of the vector h8 in relation to the ozr axis forms the /558

angle

_8 = arc tan ha___y.
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Since the samemethod is used for determination of h y and hsz, it is suf-

ficient to consider the errors for only one guidance plane. In this section, it
will be assumedthat the motion of the rocket occurs in the vertical plane.

Then h5 = h_y.

In homing systems, the input action is the value vt and the direction 8t

of the velocity vector v t of the target. When a rocket is guided by a beam-

riding control system and a command control system from a moving control point,

the input signal is determined by the angles 8t and ec, and also the values

vt and vc of the vectors vt and v c. If the linearized equations of the control

system are considered, in accordance with the superposition principle, the

value h_, with St, 8c, vt and v c taken into account, will be equal to

h = hl + h2'

where hI and h 2 are the dynamic guidance errors caused by the motion of the tar-

get and control point, respectively.

The error hI should be computed on the assumption that there is a fixed

control point and h 2 on the assumption that vt = O.

It is known that for %he dynamic error y_ of a linear stationary automatic

control system, in which the transfer function of the open circuit is W(D) and

the input and output signals represent the functions Xin(t ) and Xout(t), for a

steady-state regime, we have the following formula

bx=in yo(t)--CoX._(t)+c, ax._(t)at _- 21_x._(t)at,__-.. •+_,. ck a_x._t)am__d- +" • •• (ll.S.1)

ctk ! Wo (D)] ]
where e_--

dD k I is the error coefficient of the (k + l)-th te_, and
D_0

Wo(D ) is the transfer function of the error.

Radio control systems are nonstationary. However, command control systems

and radio zone control systems, especially in the case of rocket guidance by

the coincidence method, are close to stationary. This can be attributed to the

fact that with a sufficiently precise formulation of the law for r (t), the
pr
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parameters of the guidance circuit in the case of using the coincidence method

vary with time only due to a change of the coefficients as, d, w 0 and Tv, char-
acterizing the rocket as an object of control.

In systems of command radio control ensuring guidance by the parallel ap-

proach method, the guidance circuit parameters are influenced not only by aS, d,

w 0 and Tv, but by distance rt as well. However, the change of a6, d, m0, T v

and rt with time occurs relatively slowly. Therefore, when determining /559

the dynamic errors of beam-riding control systems and command control systems

for a specific segment of the rocket trajectory, when a small interval ore"time

is considered, all the coefficients in the equations of these systems can be

considered constant and equal to their values at the time of flight by the

rocket through the middle of the investigated segment of the trajectory. Then,

when _-'-_;-- +_ a_m°_ _ _ _n_+ gn_n_; it is _ossible to use

formula (II. 2.1).

Computation of the value _ using this same formula for homing systems,

whose transfer constant is dependent not only on the properties of the rocket,

but also/on the distance r, involves great errors and can be accomplished only

if the principle of "freezing" of variable coefficients is ap licable.

2_e purpose of this section is a discussion of the problem of use of the

formula (ll.2.1) for different types of linearized systems of radio control and

different methods of rocket guidance.

It follows from expression (11.2.1) that for determination of the dynamic

error h$ of a radio control system, it is most important to find the transfer

function Wo(D ) which gives the relationship between the current miss ht and the

input actions. It is easy to see that Wo(D ) will be dependent not only on the

type of system but also on the guidance method.

If rocket guidance is accomplished by the coincidence method, using a com-

mand control system, in accordance with the block diagrams shown in figures
lO.15 and 10.17 and expression (ll.2.1) for the dependence of the current miss

t

h t on ct and xc=S_c0cdt, we obtain
0

We(D) W t (D) ] 1 A%.hi= 1_ I+ We (D) _tD) %rr q- 1-_ I_e(D).
(ii. 2.2)
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Ur(t)
Here Wc(D ) = _ is the transfer function of the external guidance circuit

ut(t)

open at point a, with the signals ut(t) and Ur(t) or ct(t) and Cr(t) at the

input and output (figs. 10.15 and 10.17).

value ct enterir_ into expression (11.2.2) is equal to (fig. i0.15)

¢t = Ctl -¢t2' (11.2.3)

where t

- -I [  ,¢oodt.
t

Therefore it is possible to write

(11.2.4)

(ii.2.4a)

/56__£o

h t = hlt + h2t,

where

W c (D) Wt (D)
IZ_t:[ 1 I+ Wc(D ) Wr(D)]atlrr

is the component of the current miss_ caused by the motion of the target and

dependent on the distance rr and the transfer functions Wc(D), Wt(D ) and Wr(D);

rt --[1 I_(D) Wt(D) ]_ }_c2h_,= { _+ Wc_D_ _+ _ _D_ WTN- ]

is a component of the current miss caused by the motion of the control point

and dependent on the distances rr and rt, and also on the transfer functions

Wc(D) , Wt(D ) and Wr(D ).

The value of the dynamic error of rocket guidance h_ in the region where

it encounters the target will be equal to the value ht when rr = rt' that is
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htlrr rt: Itlrr:rt+  jrr:rt (11.2.5)

In accordance with formula (11.2.1), for the stipulated distance r r for

the component hlt we will have

Here

, _kWo, (D) I .
ck- dO k ID-O '

Wc tvp wt(o)

w0_ = 1 - _+ _ co) _r{o) "

If the functions Wc(D)_ Wt(D ) and Wr(D) , and also the laws of change of

vt, 0t and rr with time are known, it is possible to compute the coefficients

T

c k (k = O, !, 2, ...) and the derivatives _,
dkctl, after which all the terms in

dtk

expression (11.2.6) are determined. Usually, since the function Ctl(t) changes

slowly with time, it is necessary to take into account no more than 3-9 terms

of series (11.2.6) and sometimes only the first non-zero term.

It is simplest to compute _t when the transfer functions Wt(D ) and Wr(D )
are identical, when

1

_%_: I+ Wc (m)

The form of the function Wc(D ) is dependent on the control law and the /961

structure of the automatic pilot, and also on the structure of the apparatus

for forming and transmitting commands. However, in a general case, it is pos-
sible tow-rite

1 Q (D)
" (D)= o" A

where _ is a whole number characterizing the degree of astaticism of the system,

and Q(D) and A(D) are polynomials also containing free (not dependent on D)

terms.
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Usually, it is very difficult to design a stable system whose degree of
astaticism is greater than 2. Therefore, in most cases, it is necessary to
deal with transfer functions Wc(D) for which v is equal to i or 2.

If _ = i, whenWt(D) = Wr(D)

Wol (D) --
Q, (D)_ bnDn -}-bn-1Dn-1 -}- ... + biD

1 Q(D) _A, tD)
I +'D A (D)

anDn + an_l Dn-1-1- ... + atD + ao

and the values of the first four error coefficients are equal to

I
where

kv = DWc(D) ID=0

ity guidance circuit.

, , 1 c,l_(b2_ a_) ,Co--O, Cl:'_, 2-- k_ _ ' c3

1[ a2 a, (b2_ a..__v_)]--- _ b3 k_, k_

is the transfer coefficient of the open external veloc-

For second-degree astatic systems

Wo1=
1 Q_ (D____)_ bnD n q- bn_l Dn-1 q- ... -t- b2D=

1 Q(D) --A 2(D)- anDa+an_lDn-I+... -t-alD+ao
1 + D2 A (D)

where Q2(D) = D2A(D) and A2(D) = D2A(D) + Q(D), it can be found that

' ' 4 ' °')co=0, c_=O, c'2= , c3=_ _-

We note that in the expressions determining c2 and c3_ the value

klr = DRc (D) ID=0 characterizes the transfer coefficient of the input signal of

the acceleration radio control system.

Now for the component hI = hltlrr=rt of the dynamic error h$ in

first- and second-degree astatic systems, we obtain, respectively
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) ,_.,,, )( a,) #:..,

1 a_ a, b2 -- r_F _ o3 k_ k_ -_ at:, .... (n. 2.7)
I_ =t

I d2Eulq_ 1 ( d3_)_ip = r &,:_r,, dt_--6-_,p b3--_,_),r,_Jr... (11.2.8)

It can be seen from expressions (11.2.7) and (11.2.8) that in systems with

first-degree astaticism, the error hI is not dependent on the value ¢tl' and in

systems with second-degree astaticism, the value hI also is not influenced by

the rate &tl of change of ¢tl" It then should be noted that, whereas in the

case of rocket guidance from a moving control point hI characterizes one of two

components of the dynamic error of guidanc_ hs, in the case of a fixed control

point _ represents the total dynamic error hb.

In order to decrease hI for a specific function etl(t) , it is necessary to

increase the coefficients k v and klr which, as already noted, are dependent on

the transfer properties of all the elements forming the guidance circuit. How-

ever, the maximum values kv and klr are limited by the requirement of ensuring

stability of the process of guidance and the technical possibilities of the

automatic pilot, etc.

For the component h2tlrr=rt'I which can be found the same as hltlrr=rt,, we
obtain

h2 t lrr=rt:_2:/Zrl --- h'lt[r =r t' (11.2.9)

I

where the value hI for first- and second-degree astatic systems is determined

by formulas (11.2.7) and (11.2.8) with the replacement of etl in them by et2'

I should be computed using formula (11.2.6) with theand the error _t rr=r t

replacement of the function etl(t) in it by et2(t) and rr by rt. If Wt(D) =

Wr(D), then h 2 = 0.

As an illustration of the results, we will consider the example of deter-

mination of the dynamic errors h8 = hsl and hsl I in first- and second-degree
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astatic systems whenWt(D) = Wr(D) for a case when the control point is fixed

and the target movesuniformly and linearly with the velocity vt at the angle

et to the horizontal plane. In this case, it will be assumedthat the values

hbl and h i I are characterized with a high degree of accuracy only by the first

terms in the series (11.2.7) and (11.2.8). Then on the basis of expression
(11.2.7) we find

h_l = _--_rt@ t.
(11.2.10)

But in accordance with the kinematic equation

t

= t r._a = S vaOadt = vaOat + ra°_u°' (11.2.11)
0

where Cto and rto are the angle of inclination ct of the vector r t relative to

the horizontal plane and to the distance between the control point and the tar-

get, respectively, at the time t = 0.

We therefore find that

= t _.= v.rao (Oa-- Zuo)
2

rt t

We note that in obtaining the latter expression_ the approximate equation

rt = rt0 + vtt was taken into account.

Substituting the determined value it into formula (11.2.10) and assuming

that in the expression derived in this way rt characterizes the distance be-

tween the rocket and the control point at the termination of the guidance
process, we will have

v,,r.o (0. --E.,o)
I_ = t hal= kvrtt (11.2.12)

Formula (11.2.12), where, as it is easy to find

= t ru -- v -- va ru°'
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showsthat the increase of 0 t - CtO from 0 to 90 ° , with constant values rto ,

rt, vt and kv, leads to an increase of the error hBI.

If in a similar way for vc = 0 we consider a radio control system with

second-degree astaticism, we obtain

(11.2.13)
I._ = t boll ___ klPf 2

The method for determination of dynamic errors considered here also is ap-

plicable for analysis of other types of radio control systems for different

guidance methods. Therefore, we will limit ourselves hereafter to the deriva-

tion of formulas characterizing the current miss of the rocket ht for beam-

riding control systems when guiding rockets by the coincidence method, command

control systems for the method of parallel approach and homing systems ensuring

a direct guidance method and the parallel approach method. In addition, we

note the principal characteristics inherent in the analyzed systems.

For beam-riding control systems, by means of which a rocket is guided by

the coincidence method, in accordance with figure 10.11 or 10.12, it can be

found that

Wc(D ) ] 1ht-_- 1 1+ We(D) WR(D) 'trr+ l+ we (D)x_. (11.2.14)

Here Wc(D ) is the transfer function of a system open at point a, with the sig-

nals CR and cr at the input and output (fig. 10.11).

A similar expression also is obtained from formula (11.2.2) if it is J564

assumed in it that Wr(D ) = 1 and Wt(D ) is replaced by WR(D). At the same

time, it must be remembered that in a general case the transfer functions W (D)c

for command control systems and beam-riding control systems do not coincide

with one another.

The value of the current miss for a command control system for rocket guid-

ance by the parallel approach method can be found using figures 10.19 and 10.20

For the "frozen" values rt and rr, we obtain
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_ =t
p=r
K w- c

l]$ = pot8

W_ (D) Wu (D_____!] _ __l [ r. _-ht= 1- lq- WK_D) Wp(D) earP knO[rp "'_(D)-

][ WK(D) k W_(D) Wa(D) _.rp]Np(O) l+ WK(D) Wp(O) eorP-- 1 q- WK(D) Wp(D)

X c

-_- 1 ÷ WK(D)' (11.2.15)

where Wc(D) is the transfer function of a system open at point a, with the sig-

nals u t and u at the input and output (fig. 10.19) If r is replaced by rt,r " r

formula (11.2.15) makes it possible to compute the dynamic error h_ = htlrr=r t

Expression (11.2.15), when rr = rt, becomes the same as for command control

systems ensuring the guidance of a rocket by the coincidence method, if

Nt(D) = N r(D).

In the direct method of guidance of a homing rocket the value ht, as fol-

lows from figure 10.6 or I0.8_ for a case when vt = const and v = const and the
coefficient r is "frozen," is equal to

vt i 8t ' (11.2.16)
ht = r v0 1 + Wc(D )

where Wc(D ) is the transfer function of a system open at point a, with the sig-

nals SI and S2 at the input and output (fig. 10.6).

A formula of similar external appearance, making it possible to compute

ht_ is also obtained for homing systems ensuring the guidance of rockets by the

parallel approach and proportional guidance methods.

11.3. Quantitative Characteristics of Noise Immunity of a Radio Control System

and Their Relationship to Fluctuation Errors of Rocket Guidance

Each of the radio receivers included in the control system reacts not only

to the controlling signals_ but also to the parasitic random perturbations

which in a general case are formed by the fluctuations of reflected signals_

instrument noise and artificially created interference. The controlling /565

signals themselves usually are of a random character.
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In the preceding chapters, it was demonstrated that the effect of differ-
ent kinds of radio interference leads to a bhangeof the conversion (dynamic)
properties of the radio links of the control system and to the appearanceof
errors in the transmission of CO,handsand determination of the coordinates of
the target and rocket. In the long run, all this leads to the appearanceof
additional errors of rocket guidance.

The rocket miss caused by interference is dependent both on the structure
and intensity (power) of the interfering signals and on the properties of the
radio apparatus used. Different complexesof apparatus used in rocket guidance
will react differently to fluctuations of instrument noise and to radio inter-
ference created especially for disruption of the guidance process.

The capability of a radio control system to withstand reconnaissance of
the radio signal parameters in the electronic apparatus used and to ensure
rocket guidance when there is radio interference present is called noise im-
.... _+_T _,o_+_+=+_ _ _mm11_v is eva!11a%_ hv th_ _robab_l_tv D that.
...... J" -_ .... ni "

under the influence of radio interference, the center of mass of the rocket

will be deflected along the oyr and ozr axes in the dispersal plane OYrZ r at

the distance hy and hmz, not exceeding some values hmy I and hmz 1. Knowledge of

Pni representing the distribution function (integral law of distribution of

_+_ _ rocketeroba ...... eoj of _aidance errors makes it possible to determine the

probability of a rocket striking in the specified region in the reference plane

and also the two-dimensional differential rocket dispersion law, and as a re-

sult it becomes possible to determine the conditional probability Pst c of

striking the target necessary for computation of the unconditional probability

Pst of striking the target.

If the radio control system includes n radio receivers and the probability

that interference will be created at the input of the i-th radio receiver

(i = l, 2, ..., n) is Poi' the value Pni can be found in the following way.

With interference at the input of only the i-th radio receiver, with some con-

ditional probability Pci' characterizing the conditional distribution function,

the rocket will be deflected from the target along the oy r and oz r axes by the

distance h _ hmy I and h _ hmz I.my mz

In a general case, interference appears at the inputs of several radio

receivers simultaneously. Then_ as a result of the nonlinearity of conversions

of the transmitted communications (control command and measured coordinates)

by the electronic apparatus when interference is present, the probability that

hmy _ hmyl and hmz -< hmzl, with the influence of interference on the i-th radio

receiver taken into account, will be dependent on the probabilities of the
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deflections hmy _ hmy I and hmz _ hmz I caused by interference which is /566

present at the inputs of radio receivers with numbers less than i. Therefore,

the value Pci should be computed under the condition that radio interference is

received by the receivers with the designation i, 2, ..., i
signals.

i, together with

In order to take into account the mentioned circumstance we introduce the

At ) defining the probability of appearance of the deflec-notation p A,, A2,-- ,At_ '

tions hmy <- hmy I and hmz -< hmz I arising due to the effect of interference on the

i-th radio receiver, under the condition that all the receivers from the first

to the (i - l)-th were also subjected to the effect of radio interference.

Then_ taking into account the formula for the total probability and the intro-

duced notations_ we find that

n n

l=1 j=l
jq-I

i=1 k=1 i=l,j=2
jr2 (j>i) k÷i, j 1=13 (l>j>i)

Al h (1 ... ePl p A_ A3× + -t
/'=1

r_i, j; 1

n

An..... )i1, o,
1=1

Expression (11.3.1) makes it possible to compute Pni when there is both

natural and artificial interference. In addition, it is possible to compute

Pni by taking into account the joint effect of these kinds of interference.

In the latter case, "n" should be understood as double the number of actually

used radio receivers, and when determining Pni by means of formula (11.3.1)

it is necessary to find _2 the values P0i on the assumption that there is noise

of natural origin.

The value n can vary in rather considerable limits_ depending on the type

of radio control system. For example_ there is one radio receiver in active
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and passive homing systems; beam-riding control systems, ensuring rocket guid-

ance by the coincidence method have two: and command radio control systems and

semi-active homing systems usually contain not less than three or four radio

receivers.

If one radio receiver is used, with both artificial interference and /567

instrument noise taken into account

: (1)Pni (1--po,)pc_po,peD.p
(i1.3.2)

When the system contains two radio receivers,

Phi = (I--PoI)(|--Po3)Pc2P(-_2)AcPo'(|--Pos)Pc].P(-_) X

A_

A_ A4

In writing expressions (11.3.2) and (11.3.3), the sources of artificial

interference and instrument noise were assigned odd and even numbers, respec-

tively.

It follows from expression (11.3.2) that in the absence of artificial in-

terference, when P01 = O, the value Phi is determined only by the influence of

instrument noise. When P01 = i, the rocket miss is dependent both on instru-

ment noise and on artificial interference. If the artificial interference is

(A2) = i and the valueinsufficiently effective, Pcl _ 1 and Phi _ p -_, " .4hen P01

Pcl _ 0, the control system does not ensure the necessary quality of rocket

guidance.

In a control system with two radio receivers, the absence of artificial

interference causes a miss resulting solely from instrument noise. The fact

that P01 or Po3 is not equal to zero, and also that P01 and P03 are not equal

to zero, exerts an appreciable influence on the value Phi"

In a general case, the Phi distribution function is dependent very com-

plexly on the probabilities P0i (i = i, 2, ..., n) and a considerable number of

conditional distribution functions. At the same time, it should be noted that
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in all cases when interference exerts no influence on the conversion properties
of the radio links and the radio control system remains virtually linear_ all

the conditional distribution functions p p(_i_Tj), etc., become independent

of whether or not interference affects the preceding radio receivers. This can

be attributed to the nondependence of the sources of instrument noise and to

thedifferent, range of operation of each of the radio receivers.

The probabilities Poi' entering into expression (11.3.1), characterize the

secretiveness of operation of the radio control system in the i-th receiving

channel, that is, the property of making difficult the detection of radio radia-

tions, reconnaissance of the parameters of the radiated signals and creation of

radio interference. It is possible to distinguish secretiveness of the radio

control system for the CCRL channels, the coordinate measuring instruments RCI

and TCI, the data transmission system and the total secretiveness of the /568
radio control system. The latter can be determined by the probability that

interference will not be created at the inputs of any of n radio receivers.

The conditional distribution functions entering into expression (11.3.1)

characterize the noise immunity of the radio control system, that is, its
capacity to withstand natural and artificial interference when their effect on

the radio signal receiving channels I, 2, ..., n is taken into account. It

therefore follows that in determining noise immunity, it is necessary to as-

sume the presence of interference at the inputs of the corresponding number of
radio receivers.

The noise immunity of a radio control system for the i-th channel (i = I,

2, ..., n) alone for radio signal reception is characterized by the value

p(i) = P . Taking into account the effect of interference in the i-th and
nc ci

j-th channels (i = i, 2, ..., n; j = 2, 3, ..., n; j > i), it is feasible to

speak of noise immunity for two reception channels with stipulated numbers.

(i,j) determining the noise immunity ofThe conditional distribution function Pnc

the radio control system for two reception channels is determined, as can be

seen from expression (11.3.1), by the following formula

Similarly, it is possible to find the quantitative characteristics of

noise immunity of a radio control system taking into account the effect of in-

terference on three, four, or more channels. If it is assumed that there is

interference acting on all n radio receivers, the conditional distribution
function
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"'"
A.

X'(A,.AI. .... A._,)'

determined on the basis of expression (11.3.1), represents a quantitative meas-

ure of the total noise i_nunity of the radio control system, frequently simply

called the noise immunity of the radio control system.

It follows from the above that, in a general case, the quantitative meas-

ure of the noise immunity of a radio control system for s signal reception

channels (s = i, 2, ..., n) should be the two-dimensional conditional integral

law of probability distribution for deflections of the center of mass of the

rocket along the axes oy r and oz r of the coordinate system OYrZ r in the dis-

persai plane in som_ _±_i _, _.= _ _ _

radio control system for the corresponding number of signal reception channels

can be the probability of striking of the rocket in the stipulated region and

in this same dispersal plane.

The conditional distribution functions entering into expression /569

(11.3.1) are dependent on the structure and intensity of the effective sig-

nals and interference. Therefore, the noise immunity of the radio control sys-

Uni

tem should be characterized by the dependence of Pnc on the ratio _--- (i = i, 2,
si

..., n) of the effective values of the strength of the interference and signals,

and also on the modulation parameters Mni (i = I, 2, ..., n) of interference at

the input of the i-th radio receiver. Therefore, we find that in an evaluation

of the total noise immunity of a radio control system, it is necessary to de-

termine the relationships

i("-, ...,M..) (11.3.4)II n
Pnc= U_," Ud ..... u_,"

C = S

for different classes of interference.

It should be noted here that in addition to the parameters mentioned in ex-

pression (ll.3._),in the case of some types of interference, the values Pnc are

determined more conveniently as a function of the number of pulses in the timing

code, the mean number of interference pulses reaching the input of the corre-

sponding radio receiver in I sec, etc.

However, similar functions also can be used for evaluation of the influ-

ence of interference for s (s = I, 2, ..., n) signal reception channels.
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(i)
It can be seen from expression (11.3.1) that for computation of Pnc

(i,j) it is necessary to know
Pnc _ "'" Pnc _

Pci' P _ ' PtAI,A/ "" P(Ai, A2, --,A,I-, "

There are considerable difficulties involved in separate determination of the

mentioned probabilities.

(i) (i,a)
The values Pnc ' Pnc _ "''_ Pnc can be computed more easily by first de-

termining the fluctuation errors of rocket guidance_ taking into account the

effect of interference on the corresponding radio signal reception channels.

This can be attributed to the fact that the effective natural or artificial

radio interference with one or a large number of randomly changing parameters

usually are wide-band for the guidance circuit. Under this condition, the

fluctuation errors of rocket guidance hmy and hmz , in the dispersion plane_

with a high degree of accuracy can be considered to have a normal distribution

(i) (i,a)
law. Then, as is known, the functions Pnc ' Pnc _ "''' Pnc can be computed

relatively easily if the following have been determined:

(i) the mathematical expectations h and h of the random deflections
my mz

hmy and hmz , characterizing the coordinates of the mean point at which the cen-

ter of mass of the rocket will strike;

2 2

(2) the correlation coefficient ry z and the dispersions Omy and gmz of the

random values hmy and hmz.

(i) (i,j)
In order to know the dependence of Pnc , Pnc ' "''_ Pnc on the structure

and intensity of the effective signals and interference, it is obviously neces-

sary, in an investigation of the noise immunity of a radio control system_ to

determine the following functions /_70

h_ =h m

%=%

Ul-£ =U n

UO =Us

n

Ugc,' U¢_ ..... U_. ......

(<,.,<,.: u.. )Ue,' Uc2 ..... 'U¢-_' Mnl' A4n2 ..... /Wnn '

(0".i U._ U.. )(_2 -- ..
ny -- f a U_, ' U_ ' "' U_. ' M.r M.2 ..... M ,

a2 - ( U., U._ U"" M i,M 2, M )._ -- f 4 U_, ' U_,_...... U¢. ......

( U., On.. U_" M i, M 2 , M ).ry_----f_ We,' W.,, ..... W<-_......
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The statistical characteristics of the rocket miss under which we hence-

- -- 2 o2 and r can
forth will understand the combination of values hmy , hmz , amy , mz yz

be determined experimentally or theoretically. The experimental investigation

of the noise immunity of the radio control system should be made using all

apparatus and real sources of radio interference. Such an investigation can

be made only after the radio control system has been created. Theoretical

analysis of noise immunity is based on an analytical or computer solution of

the equations describing the radio control system with the effect of radio

interference taken into account. Since the parameters of electronic apparatus

in a general case change under the influence of interference, in the theoret-

ical solution of the problem of the noise immunity of a radio control system,

it is most important to find equations which describe the processes transpiring

in the mentioned apparatus. Then, it is necessary to determine the most

desirable method for solution of the derived system of equations and compute

the mathematical e_y_t_t_on_ dispersions and correlation coefficient of the

fluctuation errors of rocket guidance.

We note in conclusion that investigation of the noise immunity of radio

control systems is of great importance, if for no other reason than that a

knowledge of the formulas determining hmy , hmz , a_z and-- - e_y, ry z makes it pos-

sible to compute the necessary strengths of the radio transmitters used and to

select the st_Jcture of the methods for analyzing the received oscillations in

such a way that the noise immunity of the radio control system satisfies the

stipulated requirement.

In an analysis of artificial interference, the instrument noise of radio

receivers and fluctuations of the input signals usually can be neglected be-

cause, in an intelligently planned system, their role will be extremely small.

For this reason, it is desirable to consider separately the method for deter-

mination of fluctuation errors of guidance for low and high levels of inter-

ference as was done in the preceding chapters.

ll.4. Fluctuation Errors of Rocket Guidance in Command Control

In systems of command radio control_ the fluctuation errors of rocket /571
guidance are caused by the instrument noise of the radio receivers included

in the CCRL, data transmission systems and instruments for determination of

target and rocket coordinates and also fluctuations of the parameters of the

received radio signals. In addition_ artificial radio interference can exert a

considerable influence.

In most cases, it can be assumed with a high degree of accuracy that the
effect of the instrument noise of the radio receivers and fluctuations of the

received signals leads only to the appearance of errors in measurement of

coordinates and transmission of commands and does not change the conversion
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properties of the measuring instruments, data transmission systems and CURL.
In this connection, in application to the vertical control plane_ for example,
the fluctuation rocket guidance errors will be caused by randomdistortions u

me

of the voltage characterizing the output signal of the coordinator and by the
distortions AK(t) of the received control commands.

The voltage Unc , related to the function hmn(t), whose method of deter-

mination was considered in chapter 5, is formed due to errors of the data trans-

mission systems and of the target and rocket coordinate measuring instruments.

In an intelligently designed system, the effective values Unc(t ) and AK(t) are

small, and therefore analysis of the fluctuation errors of rocket guidance can

be made on the basis of linearized equations describing the operation of the

control system. For example, when taking into account the influence of the

instrument noise of the radio receivers and the random changes of the param-

eters of the received signals for a radio control system of the first kind

ensuring rocket guidance by the coincidence method in a vertical plane, we
obtain the following system of equations

1 (_ __ Ao),

_o_= a8 @r + _o),

_r= F(D)[K+AK+ Wo(D)O+ W_(D)_],

K=L (D)Ka,

Ka _L, (O) (u_ Jr- Uric).

u_ = Am= [W t (m) _ t-- Wr (O) _,] kpct _r,
ht

8r-----_t rr

hi-- a(rr%)at vO -_- v¢0_.

d (rtE_Odt=---vtOt-- %0¢.

(ii.4.1)

We note that equations (11.4.1) were written on the basis of equa- /572

tions (10.5.3) and differ from them in the sixth equation, for which

(10.4.6) was used, and the presence of the additional perturbations u (t) and
no

AK(t). In a ease when a command control system of the first kind is used for

rocket guidance by the parallel approach method, allo_ance for the effect of

the distortions Une(t ) and AK(t) makes it necessary that in system (11.4.1) the

equations determining ht, Cr and uh be replaced by the expressions (10.5.8),

(10.5.5) and (10.5.4) .
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Figure Ii. i

The systems of equations which are characterizing the processes of rocket

guidance in a vertical plane either by the coincidence method or by the paral-

lel approach method, when there are distortions Unc(t ) and AK(t), correspond

to the block diagrams shown in figure ll.la, b. Figure ll.la_ b shows that
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allowance for the random perturbations Unc(t ) and AK(t) means that the signals

uh + Unc and K + AK will act on the output of the coordinator and CCRL instead

of the mismatch parameter Am = uh and the command K_ respectively.

The equations and block diagrams for command control systems of the second

kind, with Unc and AK taken into account, are derived as for systems of the

first kind_ and therefore here and in the text which follows they are not con-

sidered.

As already mentioned_ command control systems are nonstationary. However_

as a result of the quite slow change of the coefficients_ it is possible to

use the method of "freezing" of coefficients. Then_ on the assumption of a

stationary or almost stationary character of the change of Unc(t ) and AK(t),

which in some cases actually occurs, for an approximate determination of the

probabilistic characteristics of the parameters _ 6r_ ht, etc., we can use the

methods employed in an analysis of the problems of passage of stationary random

signals through linear dynamic systems with constant coefficients. In this

case_ of course, the control system equations should be solved for small parts

of the rocket trajectory. The interval of time when rr _ rt is of the greatest

importance for determination of the fluctuation errors of rocket guidance.

When there is interference Unc(t ) and AK(t), the error in rocket guidance

in the vertical plane for the time of the end of the guidance process, when

rt = rr_ can be represented in the form of a sum

h = htlrr=r t = h_i n + hmy _
(i1.4.2)

where h_i n is the component of the miss associated with dynamic and instrument

errors, hmy is the component of the miss associated with the effect of radio

interference causing the distortions Unc(t ) and AK(t).

It should be noted here that the separation of h into h_i n ahd hmy is ad-

missible only for a case when the radio control system is linear. In addition,

it must be remembered that expression (11.4.2) is suitable for any guidance
method.

Analyzing the system of equations (11.4.1), it can be concluded that /575

hmy is the current miss ht for rt = rr and under the condition that the
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input actions et, ec, A0, 80 and the signals reflecting the instrument errors

of the individual links are equal to zero and Unc(t ) _ 0 and AK(t) _ 0. It

2
therefore follows that the mathematical expectation _ and the dispersion

my my

of the random function hmy in rocket guidance by the coincidence method are de-

termined by solution of the system of equations (ll.4.1) relative to h when
t

rpr = rr = rt, Oc = 0t = 60 = A0 = 0, Unc(t) _ 0 and AK(t) _ 0.

T_ +_ ...._ _+v _s _a_d.......by the parallel approach__ method, the error h
my

will be equal to the current miss ht_ computed in solution of the equations

correspondin_ to the block diagram shown in figure ll.lb and relative to the

@c' Ut' 60' A0' Unc' _ ,..i_ __ _ ...... _ ......same values rpr , rr, _) and _a_oj as _ _,,_ __._ .....

Since the interference acting on the coordinate measuring instruments,

CCRL and data transmission systems is created by different sources, the random

functions Unc(t) and AK(t) are independent. This makes it possible to deter-

mine separately the influence of Unc(t ) and AK(t) on the value of the fluctua-

error. Then the values hmy and q2 can be found using the following formulasmy

w m m

(11.4.3)

(ll._-._-)

where hml and g_ are the mathematical expectation and dispersion of the random

function hm(t), appearing due to the effect of interference on the coordinator,

which leads to distortion of Unc(t) under the condition that AK(t) = 0; _2 and

s2 are the mathematical expectation and dispersion of the random function
m2

hm(t), arising due to the effect of interference on the CCRL or On the assump-

tion that Unc(t ) = O.

First, we will determine the values h--ml, _, --hm2 and 02m2 for a system

ensuring rocket guidance by the coincidence method. Figure ll.la shows that

when 60 = ec = et = A0 = 0 and rpr = rr = rt
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wI(D)

hml(t)- I + Wc(D) Unc(t)' (11.4.5)

W2(D)

hm2(t) = I + Wc(D) AK(t). (11.4.6)

Here WI(D ) is the transfer function of the direct circuit of a control /576

system in which the signals Unc(t ) and ht(t)Irr=r t act at the input and output

when rr = rt, A 0 = 60 = 8 c = 8t = 0 and AK(t) = 0; W2(D) is the transfer func-

tion of the direct circuit of a control system in which the input and output

signals are AK(t) and ht(t) Irr=rt when rr = rt, A 0 = 60 = 0t = 0c = 0 and

u (t) = O.
no

The transfer functions WI(D), W2(D ) and Wc(D ) can be determined quite

easily using the block diagram of the considered control system (fig. ll.la).
On the basis of expressions (11.4.5) and (11.4.6) we will have

_ml = WL(D) U (Z1.4.T)
i + Wc(D) nc = Fl(D)_nc'

- W2(D) AK= F3(D)AI_ , (11 4.8)
hm2 = i + Wc(D )

htlrr=r t

where FI(D ) = u is the transfer function of a closed control system at
nc

I when rpr=r = rt_whose input and output act the signals Unc(t ) and ht(t ) rr=rt r

htlrr=r t

A 0 = 60 = 8 t = 8c = 0 and AK(t) = O; and F2(D ) - AM is the transfer func-

tion of a closed control system whose input is AK(t) and whose output is

ht(t) rr= rt when rpr = rr = rt, A0 = 80 = 8c = 8t = 0 and Unc(t ) = O.

Hence, for a steady-state regime we find
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%2 : F2(O)AK" (11.4.1o)

Depending on the form of the transfer Panctions of the links fo__.i.n4 the

control system, the latter with respect to the constant component of the sig-

nals Unc(t) and AK(t) can be either static or astatic.

For example, if it is required that the mathematical expectation of the

miss h = 0 when AK _ O, it is necessary to have at least one integratir_ lit&
my

between the points of arrival of the signals ht and AK in figure ll.la.

T_ n_a#1 _ to #'Jn_ the dispersions o.2 and o2 it is necessary to know the
......... _ ml m2'

spectral densities Gnc(W) and GA_W ) of the random signals Unc(t ) and AK(t),

and also the frequency characteristics FI(JW ) and F2(J_ ) obtained by the re-

placement of D by jw in the functions FI(D ) and F2(D ) .

If Gnc(W) , GAK(_) , Fl(JW ) and F2(jm ) are given, it is known that /577

oc

l _ zz.t nc

0

(ll.4.!l)

0

(ll._.12)

Usually, the output elements of the coordinator and CCRL are such that

within the limits of the passband of the guidance circuit Gnc(W ) and GAK(m) are

approximately equal to the values of these functions when m=- O. Under these
conditions

oo

_1._ _ Cinc (0) j_ F, (jo,)1 _'d_ ---- k_C_c (0) AeFpl ,
0

m2_ .
0

(II.4.13)

(11.4.14)

''j: F ''?where AFepI- 2= k] !F, (]_)t2dto and a ep2=_ JlF_ (j.,)l=a,,, are the effective
0 0
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passbandsof systems with the frequency characteristics Fl(JW) and F2(jw);

kI = FI(0 ) and k2 = F2(O) are the transfer constants of systems with the fre-

quency characteristics Fl(JW) and F2(Jw) at the frequency w=-0.

For those cases when the control system is astatic relative to the signals
Unc(t ) and AK(t), kI and k2 in expressions (11.4.13) and (11.4.14) denote the

transfer constants whenw = wI and w = w2, where wI and _2 are the frequencies

at which the functions Fl(JW) and F2(Jw) attain maximumvalue. At the same

time, it _hould be noted that frequently it is more convenient to omit computa-
tion of A_pI and AFep2 and instead computedirectly the integrals entering

into relations (11.4.13) and (11.4.14).

If moreprecise computations of the dispersion o2ml are required_ formula

(11..4.13) will be inapplicable. This is because the coordinator includes a
device which multiplies the input signals by kpot3rpr = kpot3rr, and therefore

the function Unc(t ) is not stationary. However, it can be represented in the

following form

Unc(t) = Xran(t)'rr(t),

where Xran(t ) is a stationary randomfunction of time.

Then, as can be demonstrated (ref. 32), when representihg rr(t ) as J578

2 will be equal tothe sumof exponential functions aie_d, the dispersion _ml
I=I

0 i=l

(11.4.15)

where Gx(W ) is the spectral density of the random function Xran(t ). Here, as

might be expected, the dispersion o2 is dependent on time. Expression
ml

(11.4.15) is extremely unwieldy and inconvenient for practical computations. At

the same time, formula (11.4.13) does not lead to significant errors, especial-

ly in an investigation of small segments of the rocket trajectory, and makes it
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possible to determine g2 with a lesser expenditure of time in computation
ml

work.

The components _, %2' _ml and a22 of the miss hay in rocket guidance by

the parallel approach method are determined on the basis of the block diagram

shown in figure 10.1b in exactly the same way as for the system by which a

rocket is guided by the coincidence method. All the formulas derived above are

also correct in this case if the transfer functions W (D) and W (D) entering

into them are appropriatelydetermined. I 2

<After hmi , ha2 , a and are determined, it is possible to find h andmi 2 m

2 --

_m as a function of u AK, Gnc(W) and GA_w ) If as a result of investiga-nc '

tion of the problem of the influence of interference on the coordinator and the

uun,, w_ i-L_u o_= dependence _ u • -_, _ ,__
_ nc nc ..... AK _-" ....... _-

the electronic apparatus, received signals and effective interference, there is

no difficulty in obtaining expressions for h and s2, in the long run deter-
m m

mining the quantitative measure of noise immunity of the radio control system.

-- 2
In addition• on the basis of the stipulated values hmy and _my, it is possible

to form_ulate requirements on the parameters of the electronic apparatus for en-

suring Unc , AK, %c(W) and GAK(W ) not exceeding admissible values.

As an illustration of the use of the described method for computation of

the fluctuation error of rocket guidance in the vertical plane, we will analyze

a radio control system which includes a nonelectronic (such as optical) coor-

dinator and a CCRL. The block diagram of such a system is shown in figure J579

11.2, and its equations have the following form

1
p = r 6= _ (=--A0),

Kpy = CCRL
"_+ _'o_ + "_ = asOp + %),Y = a

y_ = CFA _P = ka(K+ AK),

= m g = kxpyl(y,

Kp = c X,,= ky¢ (]+ ry¢o) A.,

i_ = t A. = k_p h-!
rp'

ny = my

3p = ep ht= d (rp_)
dt --_'

K = C

MaKC = max d (rnEu) _ v,%.

(subs cripts) dt

(11.4.16)

(Note: This key may be used for this equation and some of the following equa-

tions in section 11.4.)
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As follows from figure 11.2 and equations (11.4.16), which are derived on

the basis of (11.4.1), in the considered example the command radio link,

automatic pilot and coordinator are considered inertialess links with the

transfer constants kCCRL , k 6 and kc and the apparatus for forming the commands

is a differentiating link with the transfer constant kCF A and the time con-

stant TCF A. Then, it is assumed that rocket guidance is accomplished from a

fixed control point and that the coordinator produces a signal Am, propor-

ht
tional to the angle s - 6 =__. Since only the signal AK(t) changes randomly,

t r r
then r

_my = _m2' (ii.4.17)

2 2 (11.4.18)
_my = _m2"

Solving the system of equations (11.4.16) when r = we find that when

AO = 50 = 0t = O r rt_

lit Irp - ru ri_ktaif.#hns ( t)
_'_(D) = "aK(t)= t_K(t) -

r,,T_D_ (D2 + 2d-oD + "D + -_

-_ Jr k_pkavasky_kipy (1 Jr Ty_pD)

It therefore can be seen that the considered system is static relative to AK(t)

and the coefficient k 2 is equal to
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k 2 = . (11._.19)
kc kcFAkccRL

In accordance with the above-cited formula for AF

the system is equal to ep2'
the effective passband of

where F2(Jw) is derived from the expression F2(D ) after replacement of D by j_

and kA = k k k
c CFA CCRL

Using formulas (ll.4.10) and (11.4.17), we arrive at the following

expression for the mathematical expectation of the miss h in a steady-

state regime my

= r AK • (11.4.20)

my t kc kcFAkccR L

Analysis of the derived expression shows that for a decrease of _my' it is

necessary to increase the transfer constants kc_ kCF A and kCCRL and design a

CCRL in such a way that interference causes the smallest possible values AK.

In addition, it is desirable to eliminate the dependence of k2 on rt-

Then on the basis of expressions (11.4.14) and (11.4.18) we find

= _ ax r c (O)AFep2,

kA

(n.4.2z)

where Gc(O) is the spectral density of the fluctuations of the command coeffi-

cient at the frequency w = O.

It can be seen from expression (11.4.21) that for finding _m% for stipu-

lated values kA, Kma x and Gc(O), it is sufficient to compute AFep 2.

We have
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i 2222

1 v asksk_d_

• O_ 2

0 "+ + JktcpkavaakyqbkxpyTyd# + kxpkattaakyqbk_py

(ii.4.22)

It is known that values of integrals of the type

where

! i _"(') d., (11.4.23)
I =_-_ Hn(e)Hn(__o )

l-I_)=aoon+alon--l+ ... +an,

On (o) = boo2n-2+blo2n-4 + ... + bn_,,

under the condition that all the roots of the polynomial Hn(W ) are in the upper

half-plane, are cited in a number of textbooks in tabular form. For example,

such tables can be found in reference 31.

In expression (11.4.22), determining AFep2, the numerator and denominator

of the integrand are represented easily in the form of polynomials Gn(_ ) and

Hn(W ). In this case, it can be shown that if the control system is stable, the

roots of the polynomial H (_) lie in the upper half-plane. Then it is neces-
n

sary to note that in expression (11.4.23) the degree of the polynomial is

smaller than the degree of the polynomial of the denominator) and that all the

terms of the function Gn(_ ) contain frequencies _ only in an even degree. If

under real conditions the latter property of the polynomial in the numerator is

not satisfied_ it is necessary to discard all the terms with odd degrees w

because they will give a zero value of the integral as a result of the evenness

of the function 2 and the selected integration limits.

1

Taking all theabove considerations into account, we reduce relation

(11.4.22) to the following form

1 i Jv2a2_k2_k2_d°_

-" + JleKpk_va_kydpktcpyTy¢ °_ + kKPka tmskyCk2py I

(11.4.24)
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It therefore follows that the polynomial Hn(_) has the degree n = 4.

Whenn = 4, the value of the integral I is (ref. 31)

a_b3
bo(--a,a,+ _,) --_b, + _¢, + _7, (_ --a,_) (Ii. 4.25)l--

Comparison of expressions (11.4.23) and (11.4.24) shows that for the considered

2
= m = --_ ,., m = __ m ,, = j_ _.v_.k k,_=_ T__..example a0 rt_v' al -°=d_o_vrt ' a2 "t_v-0 ' a3 *-c-b -0--CFA CCRL C_A"

= = = 2 2_- ko* vas CFA*CC bo o, b1 o, b2 --o, b3 jv

Substituting the values of the coefficients ao, al, a2, a3, a4, bo, bl, b 2

I

and b3 into expression (i1.4.25) and taking into account that AFep 2 =_ I, we

obtain

2ra r_a_ a-- aa_k_k A rye

aF.p, = 4 (2r.r_._ry¢ --a_vk_kAr_¢ --4r.r.a,.2o)"

We finally obtain

2 2r n T_I,_ -- alukak,, Ty¢

%y= _ 2 2 3 2 _4r_T,_ff% 2"4kEp kyck_py 2r n T1M_oJ0Ty¢ -- aaukak,, T_¢

It can be seen from the derived expression, which makes it possible to

compute the dispersion of the rocket miss for stipulated values of the param-

eters of a radio control system and the spectral density for fluctuations of

2

the control command, that the value _my' like hmy _ is essentially dependent on

distance rt. In order to exclude such a dependence, it is necessary to intro-
duce into the control circuit a link with a variable transfer constant r

r

which at the end of the guidance process becomes equal to r t. It can be shown

that in such a method for construction of the control system when rr = rt

Q

h
my

kckcFAkccR L
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and
2 ¢oS

K_a_c O_ (0) 2 Tvd 0 -- asvklk_pleyqbkKpy Tydp
2

%y---- 2 2 2 2T_cl_Ty¢-- 2--4Tgam_4kKp ky_kKpy a_ vk_k_pkydpkKpy Tyqb

- 2

In this case hmy and _my are not functions of rt but are determined only

by the fluctuations AK(t) and the parameters of the control system; here in

the last expression the coefficient kA has a different dimensionality than it
had in expression (11.4.26).

If the rocket is guided on the basis of the angular deflection of the cen-

ter of mass of the rocket from the vector rt, when kA = k ckCFAkCCRL = i00

v/rad, Kma x = 30 v, rt = i0 km, Tv = 3 sec, 2d_ 0 = 0.7 I/sec, a 6 = 50 i/sec 2,

v = 200 m/sec, TCF A = 0.4 sec, w_ = 50 i/sec 2, &Kcm = 0.01, Gc(O ) = 9"10 -5 sec

and k6 = 0.5 rad/v, in accordance with formulas (11.4.20) and (11.4.26) we find
f-----

_y_ 25 m.that hmy _ 30 m and the mean square value of the miss is rms =

The cited example shows that under certain conditions of guidance /583

and certain values of the parameters of the control system, even extremely

insignificant distortions of the command coefficient &K c can cause quite large

fluctuation errors of guidance.

The method considered here and the formulas cited for computation of fluc-

tuation errors of guidance usually are suitable only when taking into account

the effect of weak interference (for example, instrument noise) and fluctua-

tions of the parameters of the received signals.

Artificial interference can be created for all electronic channels of a

command radio control system. However_ it is simplest to ensure the effect of

such interference on the apparatus for measurement of target coordinates. The

most complex problem is the creation of artificial interference for the radio

receiving apparatus whose antennas are placed in the rear part of the rocket.

Nevertheless, it is possible to create radio interference for the channels of

this apparatus as well_ because in the case of rocket guidance for a great

distance_ it will be over enemy territory for a considerable time. In such

cases, noise transmitters can be set up near defended objects and such appara-

tus can be effective in disrupting operation of the radio receiving apparatus
carried on the rocket.

The conclusion therefore can be drawn that it is necessary to develop

radio control systems which will ensure a quite high quality of rocket guid-

ance, even when there are extremely effective radio countermeasures for all the

electronic channels present in the system.

Determination of guidance errors caused by artificial interference also

involves solution of radio control system equations. However, such
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interference leads not only to the appearanceof distortions Unc and AK,

representing additive noise, but also to a changeof the conversion properties
of the coordinate measuring instruments, CCRLand data transmission systems,
and also to a breakoff of automatic tracking. As already mentioned, in a
general case under the influence of strong interference, the coordinate meas-
uring instruments and the CCRLbecomenonlinear dynamic links with random
parameters. This makes it necessary to use electronic computers for solution
of the equations of the radio control system for determination of the rocket
miss. Since highly effective interference leads to a considerable increase of
hmy, in the processes of modeling the guidance circuit it is possible to

neglect the instrument noise of the radio receivers and the fluctuations of
the received signals. In addition, the inertias of the coordinate measuring
instruments, data transmission systems and CCRLcan be neglected. Then, when
using the equations of electronic apparatus, it becomespossible to apply

ling -_ _ .... _+ _a_._ proces hv _l_tive]_ simplemathematical mode .................... s _ _ .
methods.

However, it must be rememberedthat, in mathematical modeling, the /384

use of the radio apparatus equations found in the preceding chapters makes

it possible to obtain only approximate estimates of the rocket miss. However,

even an approximate knowledge of the miss hm makes it possible to find means

increasing the noise immunity of the radio control system. More precise re-

sults are obtained in the case of physical modeling when real radio equipment
and interference sources are used.

In some cases, additional requirements which the electronic apparatus must

satisfy are noted in the process of taking into account the effect of strong

interference on them, and the guidance errors can be computed analytically.

Under this condition, the modeling should be done only for refinement of the

selected and computed parameters of the radio control system.

It is simplest to establish the limiting possibilities of radio counter-

measures_ which usually essentially involve a cutoff of the processes of de-

termination of the target and rocket coordinates and also a breaking of the

guidance circuit_ as was mentioned in the preceding chapters.

11.5. Fluctuation Errors of Rocket Guidance in

Radio Zone (Beam-Riding) Control

In beam-riding control systems interference can act on two radio receivers:

the receiver of the radar set used for automatic tracking of the target and
the receiver carried aboard the rocket. If the effect of artificial inter-

ference is not taken into account, the parameters of the signals produced by

the radar will change under the influence of the instrument noise of the radio

receiver and the fluctuations of the oscillations arriving from the target.

The noise and fluctuations cause random oscillations of the radio beam relative
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to the line of sight_ coinciding with the vector r t and change the transfer

constant of the radar tracking system. As a result, the center of massof the
rocket is deflected from the necessary flight direction. The linear error of
rocket guidance increases with an increase of r r despite the sameangular
error in the position of the radar beam. Therefore, the effect of interference
is the moredangerous the closer the rocket is to the target.

Distortions of the mismatchparameter and changeof the conversion pro-
perties of the coordinator also are caused by the effect of the instrument
noise of the rocket radio receiver and fluctuations of signals received by it.
The latter occur as a result of passage of the radio waves through the jet
of the rocket engine. In actuality, the role of the instrument noise of the
rocket radio receiver is negligibly small due to the considerable strength of
the received signals.

It also should be noted that the randomoscillations of the transfer con-
stants of the radar tracking system and the radio equipment aboard the rocket
under the influence of instrument noise and natural fluctuations are insignif-
icant, as was demonstrated in chapters 3 and 4. Therefore, without intro- /586

ducing any significant errors_ it can be assumed that the conversion pro-

perties of the guidance circuit do not change because of this interference.

Then the fluctuation errors of guidance of rockets which are controlled by the

coincidence method can be computed on the basis of the block diagram shown in

figure 11.3. This block diagram is shown in accordance with the diagram in

figure 10.12 and differs from it only in that, at the output of the coordina-

tor, in addition to the mismatch parameter Am = Ua_ there will be the error

Unc caused by the influence of all kinds of fluctuations of received signals

and instrument noise of the radio receivers.

Strictly speaking_ a beam-riding control system is nonstationary because

of the variability of the coefficients in the equations describing the motion

of the rocket and the error Unc is dependent on the distance rr. However,

when computing the miss when rr = rt_ it is sufficient to limit ourselves to

an analysis of rocket motion for a short interval of time when the circuit

parameters should be considered constant and the value r entering into the
formula can be "frozen." r

Then the mathematical expectation _ and the dispersion _2 of the miss
my my

hmy of a rocket guided in a single (vertical) plane will be determined by ex-

pressions (11.4.3) and (11.4.4) when hm2 = 0 and qm22 = O. For computation of

2
hml and gml, it is possible to use relations (11.4.9) and (11.4.13), in which

FI(J_) is understood as the frequency characteristic of a closed control system
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with the input action Unc(t) and the output signal ht(t) Irr= rt when

et =e c = 80=A o = o (fig. ll.3).

Since in a number of cases the errors caused by the radio equipment of

the rocket are negligibly small, there is no special need for converting the

random oscillations of the radio beam to the coordinator ouput. Under this

condition, instead of the random perturbation Unc _ it is necessary to take into

account the random effect ¢ (fig. 11.3) characterizing the angular error in
iAf

tracking of the target by the radar set associated with fluctuations of the

received signals and radio interference. Then the mathematical expectation

and the dispersion g_.. of the miss in a steady-state regime will be equal
my

to

: F(o)_f, (11.5.1)

_2 _ kl2GA(O)AF , (I1.5.2)my ep

where GA(O) is the spectral density of the random function ¢iAf(t) when /587

,.fw = O; AFep - 2z_ JF (j_)_d_j is the effective passband of a closed control
@
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system in which the input and output signals are ¢iAf(t) and ht} when
Irr= rt

et = ec = 60 = AO = O, respectively; kI and F(j_) are the transfer constant and

the frequency characteristic of the mentioned system, respectively.

It should be noted here that the considered system is static relative to

the parasitic perturbation ¢iAf(t).

It can be seen from formulas (11.5.1) and (11.5.2) that the fluctuation

errors of guidance are dependent on the transfer function of the guidance cir-

cuit and on the radar set error, which is related to the parameters of its

tracking system and effective interference.

As an illustration of the method for computing _ and o2 we will use
my my

formulas (11.5.1) and (11.5.2) to consider a system of beam-riding control

taking into account only the amplitude fluctuations of the signals arriving

from the target. We note here as a rule the mentioned source of errors is most

important because the radar set ensures stable tracking of the target only when

there is a considerable value of the signal-to-noise ratio, and the process

of rocket guidance is ended at a rather great distance between the control

point and the target. When computing_my and o 2my' we will use as a point of

departure the structural diagram shown in figure 11.3, under the condition that

at = e c = 60 = A0 = O, Wo(D ) = 0 and W (D) = O. In addition, we will assume

that L(D)F(D) = ka(T_D + I).

Since the deflection of the radio beam under the influence of the inter-

fering effect is equiprobable in either direction, ¢iAf = 0 and therefore

hmy= O.

According to the diagram in figure 11.3, when et = e c = 60 = A0 = O,

WO(D) = W_(D) = O, the function F(D) when rr = rt is equal to

p ---- r

= t

9p = ep

fly = my

h t (t) [ rp ffi r. rttkp ( ToO -Jc- | )

F(O)- _1,0(t) - T_D,+2aToD3+D_+kpToD !.k ' (11.5.3)

(Note: This key may be used for this and following equations in this section.)
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kDFkaa6V

where kr - 2 is the transfer constant of an open acceleration system

Tvrt_ 0

1
_o

(when the guidance circuit is broken at the point a), and T r = w0

It follows from expression (ll. 5.3) that

and therefore

kl2 = rt

kp _'r_ + 1) j"

+ _rp O_p + U,p + _r_- +*p I_"

Computing the derived integral in the same way as was done in the /588

preceding section, we obtain

2er_kp- r_r_ + 2d

Ap,__ 4(2r_- r_r_-u,r_)"
(11._.4)

2

Substituting the values kI and AFep into expression (11.5.2) and taking
into account that

we find

2G,. (£)

6_(o_= _ ,

r2uGm(_2) 2dTok p- Tprok p J- 2d
o

%"- 2k_ 2roa-- rpro_kp--4a_rp" (t_1..5.5)

The derived formula characterizes the dispersion of the miss as a func-

tion of the distance rt, the parameters of the guidance circuit, the steepness

of the directional diagram of the radar set antenna and the spectral density of

the fluctuations of the modulation coefficient m of the signal received by the

radar at the scanning frequency Q.

For example, if kr = 0.8 I/see 2, T8 = 0.4 sec_ Tr = 0.14 sec, d = 0.09,

Gm(_ ) = 3.6"10 -4 sec and km= 30 %/degree, the value amy is 17 m.

2
Decreases of the value ffmy can be achieved by an appropriate selection of

Q_ km, T8, kr, Tr and d. Formula (11.5.5) also makes it possible to formulate
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requirements on the admissible value
am(n)

the parameters of the guidance circuit.

for stipulated values o2 rt andmy'

The mathematical expectation and the dispersion of the rocket miss can be

computed on the basis of expressions (11.5.1) and (11.5.2) also when taking

into account the effect of artificial interference on the radar set_ if the
interference does not change the conversion properties of the set. When arti-

ficial interference causes the radar set to be converted from a regime of

automatic tracking of the target on the basis of angular coordinates to a

search regime, the rocket guidance process virtually ceases and it will fly as
an uncontrolled object in accordance with the last value of the received
command.

The effect of artificial interference on the radio receiver of the rocket

causes distortion of the reference signals and the envelope of the received

pulses. If this interference is sufficiently effective, the guidance circuit

is opened, and depending on the particular circuitry the control surfaces of

the rocket in general are set in a neutral position or in one of the extreme

positions.

The fluctuation errors of a beam-riding control system ensuring rocket

guidance with a forward point can be computed as in the coincidence method.

However, in this case it is necessary to take into account the change of

structure of the guidance circuit associated with the kinematic equations and
the mismatch equation.

It is necessary to proceed in this way when computing the fluctuation

errors of guidance of rockets which are controlled by nonautonomous systems

based on use of radio navigation apparatus. However, it should be remem- /589
bered that in a general case, in radio zone control systems based on radio

navigation, coordinate measuring instruments interference can exert an influ-

ence on all the radio receivers used, although the rocket radio equipment, when

directional antennas are used, will have greater noise immunity than ground
radio apparatus.

11.6. Fluctuation Errors of Rocket Guidance during Homing

First we will consider the fluctuation errors in the absence of artificial

interference. For active and passive homing systems, the random errors of

rocket guidance are caused by fluctuations of signals received from the target

and the instrument noise of the radio receiver. As the rocket approaches the

target, the role of instrument noise decreases and exerts virtually no influ-
ence on the rocket miss.

As already mentioned, in semi-active homing systems there are usually

three radio receivers: the receiver of the radar set scanning the target and
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also the "tail" and "nose" radio receivers of the rocket. In a general case,

fluctuating signals to which instrument noise is added reaches the input of

each of these radio receivers. However, the "tail" receiver of the rocket, de-

signed for synchronization of the system, does not cause the appearance of er-

rors of the mismatch parameter when there is low-level interference. The same

can be said of the radar set if the stability of tracking of the target is not

disrupted. At the same time, the random oscillations of the radar antenna

system should be taken into account when computing the effective range of the

homing system.

Thus, in the absence of artificial interference the sources of random

err_ _ _a_n_ of a rocket controlled by a semi-active homin_ system are

the instrument noise of the "nose" radio receiver of the rocket and fluctua-

tions of the signals reflected by the target. In the case of a small distance

r between the rocket and the target, the principal role is played by angular

fluctuations. Amplitude fluctuations are of lesser importance and the instru-

ment noise oi" the radio receiver exerts virtually no influence.

It was demonstrated in chapter 3 that radio interference of the type of

fluctuations of received signals does not lead to an appreciable change of the

conversion properties of the direction finder of the rocket and of the coor-

dinator as a whole. Therefore, if there are sufficiently small values q = ¢- e

and qt = ct - et' homing systems can be considered linear. Then the influence

of interference is reduced to the appearance of additive noise at the output of

the coordinator, and the block diagrams of homing systems for rocket guid-

ance by the direct method and the parallel approach method will have the

form represented in figure ll.4a, b.

We note that figure ll.4a, b was obtained on the basis of figures 10.8 and

10.10 with the replacement of A in the latter by Am+ Unc , where u is the
m nc

noise signal at the coordinator output.

The approximate value of errors of rocket guidance by such systems can be

found in accordance with the method described in section ll.4 if we apply the

principle of "freezing" of the variable coefficients, including distance r.

However, it must be remembered that the application of the principle of

"freezing" of the coefficients with respect to homing systems, in some cases,

can lead to a relatively low accuracy of computation Of_y and _y. At the

same time, considerable difficulties often will arise when determining hmy and

2
emy' as a result of solution of the systems of homing equations when taking

into account the change of the coefficients in these equations.

If it is assumed that the homing system is linearized and that the prin-

ciple of "freezing" of variable coefficients is applicable, in accordance with

the block diagrams shown in figure ll.4, we obtain
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hmy = ht(t) Ir=rK,
(11.6.1)

where ht(t ) r=rK is the rocket miss, determined by formula (10.3.7) when r = rK

and @t = 60 = A 0 = O; rK is the distance between the rocket and the target at

the time when the control command ceases.

On the basis of expression (11.6.1) we obtain

Ihmy ht (t) r=rK
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and

2 is the dispersion of the random function ht(t) ir=rK when 0t= 60= A0= 0where ch

and Unc _ O.

However, as followsfrom the block diagrams shown in figure 11.4

ht(t) Ir=rK Fc (D)Unc (t)'

ht(t) ir=rK' is the transfer function of the closed control system
where Fc(D) = i_ (+_

-nc'-"

in which the signals Unc(t) and ht(t ) act at the input and output, respectively,

when r = rK and 0t = $0 = AO = 0.

Then for a steady-state regime, we obtain Z592

_my = Fc (O)Unc, (11.6.2)

o

(11.6.3)

where Gnc(W) is the spectral density of signal fluctuations Unc(t).

If within the limits of the passband of the guidance circuit, the spectral

density Gnc(W) remains virtually constant and remains equal to the value of

this function when _ = O, expression (11.6.3) is simplified and assumes the fol-

lowing form

T

9

(II.6.3a)

Under real conditions, the function Fc(JW) can characterize either an

astatic or a static system. For example, it can be seen from figure ll.4a that

a homing system ensuring the direct method of rocket guidance is astatic rela-

-- (t) and the miss ht. This means that the mathematicaltire to the signal Unc

expectation of the rocket miss will be equal to zero even when _nc _ O. At
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the same time, the system whose block diagram is shown in figure ll.4b is

provided the output is the miss h t Itstatic relative to the signal Un,

therefore follows that, in contrast to the preceding case_ the integrator does

not contain a feedback since the coordinator ensures a differentiation of the

input signal.

The fluctuation signal u appears as a result of conversion of the noise
_C

voltage u n produced by the direction finding component of the coordinator. It

is easy to s_e that the relatively constant component of the voltage un
homing system in the parallel approach method is astatic.

of the

Thus, in parallel approach of a rocket to the target, the mathematical

expectation (systematic component) of the guidance error due to the effect of

interference can appear only when there are errors in measurement of the angu-

lar velocity of the "rocket-target" line, provided the transfer function Fc(D )
characterizes a static system.

By introducing additional integrating links into the circuit between the

points of cutting in of the signals ht and Unc _ it is possible to achieve an

absence of the mathematical expectation of rocket guidance error even in the

fd-Unc_

presence of Unc, \-_--), etc.
\/

In those cases when Fc(JW ) _ 0 when _ = O, expression (Ii.6.3a) should be

written in the following form

2 = k_c cGnc(O)AFep c,amy (II.6.4)

where kdc c and AFep c are the transfer constant for direct current and /593

the effective passband of a system with the frequency characteristic Fc(JW ).

If F (jw) characterizes an astatic system, the dispersion of the miss must
c

be computed on the basis of expression (Ii.6.3a) or (11.6.3).

As an illustration of the method of determination of fluctuation errors in

systems of homing by the direct method and the parallel approach method, we

find computed relations making it possible to compute h and 2 for the
my my

homing systems whose block diagrams are shown in figure ll.4a, b. Here it will

be assumed that WG(D ) = 0 and W_(D) = k@(T_D + I), where k_ and T_ are the
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transfer constant and the time constant of the apparatus measuring the angle

8, respectively.

On the basis of figure !l.4a, when 0 t = 50 = A 0 = 0 and r = rK, we obtain

whe re

1 _D W4 (D) IVs (D)

ht(t) tr'rE -- vo r2D-t- kFr_DW=(D ) Ws (D)--k_FW_(D) W_(O) unc(t)'

v 1

W, (D) = _ r_; W_ (D) = I q- -T-_D' Ws (D) = L (D) F: (D);

W, (D) aaF (D)

F, (D)= 1÷ W, (D) W__(D) Wa_(D) ; W_(D)-- O2W 2dwaD+_ "

After replacement of W4(D), W5(D ) and W2(D ) by their values, we find

]_ere

I r_vL (D) F (D) aaD (1 t' 6.5)
ht(t) lr=rK -- Vo Qt (D) amc (t)"

Q, (D) = r,D [ TnD ( D _ -t- 2dwoD q- o_) -t- a_k_p (D) ( Tt, D q- l) (ToD -t- 1)]

q- kc_,D (T,,D + 1) aaL (D) :F (D)-- kD__vasL (D) F(D).

From expression (ii.o.9),:_ we obtain the earlier expressed assertion that a

homing system based on the direct method is astatic. It also is found that the

form of the transfer functions F(D) and L(D) cannot decrease the degree of

astaticism.

Assuming that within the limits of the passband of the guidance circuit

the spectral density Gnc(_) _ Gnc(0) , in accordance with formulas (11.6.2) and

(11.6.3) we will have

= O_
my

i ,oImy: Onc(°) : ,r.
o

(11.6.6)

For example, if L(D) = k I and F(D) = k2, we find that

I r_vk_kgazD

Fc(D) - Vo Dr, [ T,,D (D_ -t- 2Cl_oD q- oJ_) -t- a_k_k2 (TvD q- l) (T_D 4- 1)] + ---

-* + kogrxDklk_a a (T_D + I)-- korvaak:k ,
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Using the method for computing the integral entering into expression

(ii.6.3a) considered in s_ction 11.4, we find
J594

where

1 r_v2a_k_k2 (2d'°oTv + aakok_- TvTo)
g = ch c (o)my _ 4(a--b--c)

_o

a = rskk2a _ (2do,oTv + a_k_k2ToTv) (k&Tv + koT o + kDk _Tv);

b = kD_V(2do_oTv + alk_k2ToTv)2;

c = TvrKk2OFklk2a_.

(11.6.7)

The derived expression (11.6.7) makes it possible to compute o2 if the
my

parameters of the homing system and the spectral density Gnc(O ) of the signal

fluctuations Unc(t ) are known. Naturally, G (0) is essentially dependent on
no

the structure of the received interference. Thus, when taking into account the

influence of the amplitude fluctuations of the signals received from the tar-

get_ in accordance with formula (3.9.24) we find that

2Gin (o) k2
Gnc(0) -- k_ o_

For a system in which rK = 500 m, v = i00 m/sec, a 6 = 50 I/sec 2, k I = 4_

kDF = 50 v/rad, k 2 = 0.01 rad/v, 2dw 0 = 0.7, T v = 3 sec, k0 = 50 v/rad,

2
T_ = 0.5 sec, v_ = 300 m/sec and Gnc(O) = 0.2 v "sec, the mean square value of

the miss is approximately 8 m.

It follows from the block diagram shown in figure ll.4b that when

8t = 6 0 = A0 = 0

whe re

F (D)-- 1 L(D) W3(D) vr_D
C Vo TvrKD2 + L (D) W3 (D) v Wc(D)"

W, (D) F (D) a_

W a (D) = 1 4- W, (D) W2 (D)' W, (D) = D2 + 2a'_,oD + o,_ ;

W2(D)=k,_(roD+l) I+_ ;

/eDFte&HhD

Wc (D) = HhD (TaD + 1) + leDei_k 0 "
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After transformation of this expression, taking into account that the
voltage

AaD
gnc(O : D(TaD+ 1)+kvUn (O,

kDFkakb is the amplification factor of the velocity coordinator,

where kv = H_

u (t) is the fluctuation voltage acting at the output of the link with the
n

transfer constant kDF , we obtain

and

ht(t) lr=,_ 1 L(D)v_a_kaF(D)D (11.6._)

F_(D)= e,n (t) = v--2r_ [rvO(Dg+2a.oD+.2o)+F(O)X-_ "

_ >;.a_k_(T_D+l)] [D (TaD+l)+kv] +-*

Formula (11.6.8) makes it possible to compute o2 for stipulated param- /595
my

eters of the homing system and the spectral density Gn(O) at the zero frequency

for the voltage un(O ) . In addition, this formula makes it possible to select

the circuit coefficients in such a way that for a given value Gn(O ) the disper-

sion of the miss does not exceed the admissible value.

T
a

Now, on the basis of expression (11.6.3) when L(D) = kl, F(D) = k 2

= O, we will have

and

where

222222

a_ 1 v rKklk2a_ka( T_kn + 2d_oTn + k2a_koTnTo)
my = v--_-o On {0) 4 (al -- bL-- c,) '

a, = (roko + _oro + k_a_kor_ro)(2d_orvkv + r._o 2 + k_a_r_rokv

+ k2a,k_r,, + k,a,ko/'o) ( T,,_o_kv + k,a,k_T,k,, + k,a,k_Tok v + k,a,k0) ;

b, = r. (r.@v + k,_,k.r_k_ + k,._kO';

c, = ( r.k v + 2a,oor,, + k_a_k_ T,,Top k2a_k_k w + r--:_ I"

(11.6.9)

With the same parameters as in the preceding case and also with k a = i and

kV = 5 I/sec, we find that the mean square miss of a rocket guided by the

parallel approach method for Gn(O ) = 0.2 v2"sec is approximately 1.7 m.
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Wenote that the cited exampleshave a purely illustrative character and
cannot serve as a basis for the conclusion that the meansquare value of miss
of a rocket guided by the parallel approach method in all cases will be less
than in the direct guidance method.

In homing systems, artificial interference can exert an influence on the
radar stations used in scanning the target (in the case of semi-active homing)
and radio receivers carried on the rocket. If the interference acting on the
"nosecone" receiver of the rocket does not change the conversion properties of
the coordinator, the rocket miss can be computedon the basis of the earlier
cited formulas. Otherwise, it is most important to determine the coordinator
equation taking into account the influence of interference on it and then solve
the derived system of equations. The effect of artificial interference on a
radar set for scanning the target can cause a cutoff of the regime of automat-
ic tracking, resulting in a disruption of the homingprocess. The sameresult
can be causedby the effect of interference in the channel of the instrument
used for measuring angular coordinates and the range and velocity target
selection apparatus.

11.7. Skewingof Coordinate Systems and Its Influence
on the Quality of Rocket Guidance

In a general case, the formation of the mismatch parameter, the output of
control commandsand the creation of the acceleration vector Jn of a rocket is

accomplished in different coordinate systems frequently called measurement,
commandand control coordinate systems. The different character of motion _596
of these coordinate systems leads to their skewing, which, as already men-
tioned, is expressed in absence of parallelism between the axes of the control
and all other coordinate systems used in the control system.

Skewingcan be represented most simply by using the exampleof a command
radio control system of the second kind for a case when a rocket is guided by
the vane method.

Wewill assumethat the corresponding axes OrXK, OrXm,OrYK, OrYm, OrZK

and OrZm of the commandand measurementcoordinate systems OrxKYKZK and

OrXmYmZmcoincide in direction. In addition, we will assumethat the coordi-

nate systems OrxKYKZK and OrXmYmZ_ cannot rotate about the axes OrXK and 0rXm,

which coincide with the air velocity vector v of the rocket. Then_ taking into
account that in winged rockets the control (related) and flow coordinate sys-
tems OrxlYlZI and OrXYZcoincide with one another with a sufficient degree of

accuracy, it is easy to confirm the absenceof angles between the axes OrX,
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Figure 11.5

OrXm, OrY and OrY m and OrZ , OrZm, if they are oriented correctly initially and

if the rocket is stabilized for banking. However, if the rocket is not stabi-

lized for banking, t_ere can be a turning of the system OrX_Z _round the axis

OrXm, which leads to the appearance of angles _skew between the axes OrZ , OrZ m

and OrY , OrY m (fig. ll.5).

We note that in constructing the diagram shown in figure ll.5, we took

into account the presence of a common origin of the systems OrXYZ and OrXmYmZ m

at the point Or, corresponding to the center of mass of the rocket.

We arrive at the same results under the condition that the rocket is sta-

bilized for banking but the vane base can turn about the axis OrX m. The value

Yskew will be characterized by the total effect of rotation of both coordinate

systems OrXmYmZm and OrXYZ if they are not stabilized.

The skewing resulting from the relative rotation of the considered coor-

dinate systems about the coinciding axes OrX and OrX m usually is called plane

skewing. Plane skewing can be illustrated sufficiently clearly using the exam-

ple of a beam-riding control system ensuring rocket guidance by the coincidence

method.

We will assume that the control point OR, where a radar station is situ-

ated (fig. ll.6) is fixed and the axis OrX of the flow coordinate system coin-

cides precisely with the longitudinal axis of the rocket and the equisignal

direction. We will assume further that the rocket is stabilized for _597

banking and that the direction of the radio beam is changed by the turning

of the antenna system of the radar station about the axes oRz v and ORYv; the

presence of the angular velocity Yv causes turning of the axis ORZ v.
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Figure 11.6 shows that the coincidence of the beam ORX m with the direction

to the target T is achieved by turning the antenna in the plane ORXvY v by the

angle _ = _i and about the axis oRY v by the angle v = _2" The axes oRY m and

ORZ m of the measurement coordinate system ORXmYmZm of the radar station formed

thereby characterize the coordinate grid transmitted to the rocket by a refer-

ence voltage. As a result of the different character of the movement of the

axes ORYm_ ORZ m and OrY _ OrZ , the grid is turned by some angle _skew relative

to the coordinate system OrXZ in which the reference signal was formed at the

beginning of the guidance process. The value _skew is determined by the fol-
lowing expression

t

_skew = _ _skew (t)dt,

0

where _skew(t) is the angular velocity of the turning of the coordinate system

oRXmYmZ m about the axis °Rxm"

Rowever_ since the system oRXmYmZ m changes its position due to the angular

velocities Yv and Zv' then

+skew (t) = Yvl + Zvl'
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where Yvl and Zvl are the projections of the angular velocities Yv and Zv onto

the axis ORX m-

In accordance with the selected method of change of direction of the equi-

signal line, the horizontal axis of rotation is always normal to the straight

line ORT, and as a result Zv = 0° Then, under the condition that at the J598

time of rocket launching the angle 82 = O, we will have

d8 82

Yskew = _ g cos yRdt = _0 cos MHd_.

Here 82 is the azimuth of the axis of the beam at the current moment of time of

rocket flight.

If at the beginning of the guidance process the azimuth of the rocket is

not equal to zero, but forms the angle 80, then

82

Mske w = _ cos YRdS.

%
(11.7.1)

It follows from expression (11.7.1) that with an increase of the position

angle of the target_ equal to 90o - MR , the angle of skew _skew' all other con-

ditions being equal, increases and when MR < 30o the following approximate
equation is correct

Mskew _ 82 - 80 .

In actual practice, the values MskewCan attain 180 ° or more. For example,

in the case of linear flight of a target along the horizontal straight line

T0T k (fig. ll.7), where the points TO and Tk correspond to the times of the

beginning and end of the guidance process, the beam of the radar station RS

moves in the limits of the angle ToRST k. In this case, if the projection of

the point characterizing the position of RS on a horizontal plane passing

through the straight line T0T k corresponds to the point O, in the case of a suf-

ficiently great position angle of the target, the value _skew will be equal to
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the angle T00T k. Figure 11.7 shows that the shorter the length of the perpen-

dicular OA_ called the target parameter, the greater is _skew' and in the case

of a very short length of the segment OA the angle _skew is extremely close to
180 ° .

When the target moves curvilinearly, it is easy to demonstrate that the

skewing can attain 360 ° or more if, during the time of rocket guidance, the

target can fly more than one circle.

The use of the parallel approach method in beam-riding control systems

leads to Yskew = O, if the target moves uniformly and linearly. This can be

attributed to the fact that the direction of the equisignal line, which coin-

cides with the set fo_ard point, remains constant during the entire time of

rocket flight. _owever, in those cases when the target maneuvers_ the

values _skew in the case of parallel approach of the rocket to the target

can be 180 ° or more.

In command control systems of the first kind, characterizing the spatial
separation and different laws of motion of the measurement and control coor-

dinate systems, plane skewing can be found approximately the same as in beam-

riding control systems. Depending on the type of measuring instruments in-

cluded in the coordinator, the character of motion of the target and the rocket

guidance method, the range of change of Yskew is rather great: from zero to
several hundred degrees.

Plane skewing in homing systems is caused by the possibility of relative

turning of the measurement and control coordinate systems, and when stabiliza-

tion apparatus is used does not exceed several degrees.

In most cases_ under real conditions, there is spatial rather than plane

skewing of the measurement and control coordinate systems. This can be attrib-

uted to the fact that the axis OrX is displaced (is set forward) relative to
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the axis OrXm, usually coinciding with the straight line between the rocket and

the target or the control point and the target.

An exception is the pursuit method in homing, when the velocity vector v

is directed to the point where the target is situated. The maximum angle of

deflection is required in parallel approach methods. However, in accordance

with the information in chapter 2, it can be established that when vt/v < 0.5,

the mismatch of the axes OrX and OrXm_ sometimes called "deflection," does not

exceed 30-40 ° (ref. I). Such deflection values lead to changes _skew which in

the worse case are 20-30 °, but most frequently only several degrees. Therefore,

in the first approximation the value _skew can be computed only on the basis
of an analysis of plane skewing.

After it has been established that the angles _skew can vary in the range

from several to several hundreds of degrees, the problem arises of the influ-

ence of the phenomenon of skewing of coordinate systems on the quality of

rocket guidance.

It is found that small angles _skew lead to lengthening of transient

processes in the control system and greater angles to a total loss of stability

of the guidance circuit.

For confirmation of this conclusion and determination of the admissible

values _skewWeWill analyze the influence of plane skewing arising due to

spatial turning only of the control coordinate system relative to the coin-

ciding measurement and command coordinate systems. In this process, we will

assume first that a Cartesian control of the rocket is used. We will assume

that at some time t the axes OrZm, OrZ , OrY m and OrY are oriented as shown in

figure ll.8 by solid lines, and we will assume that lateral acceleration /600

was formed under the influence of the coordinator signals
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Jn = Jnz + Jny'

where Jnz and Jny are accelerations arising with the deflection of the rudder

and elevators, respectively.

If in the course of further guidance of the rocket, the axes o z andr °rY

are turned by the angle Yskewand occupy the position OrY, and OrZ' , with_the

formation of this samemismatch signal at the coordinator as at the time t_
the elevators and rudder are deflected to their former angles. As a result_
accelerations appear whose vectors Jnz" and J'ny will coincide with the axes

OrZ' and OrY' The moduli lj' j,nzl and I nyl will be equal to ljnz I and lJnyl,

respectively. Summationof J'nz and Jny"gives the acceleration vector j,n,

turned by the angle _skew relative to the vector Jn" At the sametime,

lj_ = ljnl. It is easy to see that the sameresults can be obtained in a case

whenthe turning of the axes OrY and OrZ is absent but the axes OrYm and o zrotate, r m

It follows from the above that in the case of Cartesian rocket control,
the skewing of the coordinate systems OrYmZm and OrYZby the angle _skew leads

" created by the control surfacesto the turning of the acceleration vector Jn

by the sameangle _skew relative to the direction of the vector Jn which would

be obtained in the absenceof the skewing phenomenon.

Similar conclusions also are drawn for the case of rocket control in polar
coordinates. However, if the content of the preceding chapters is recalled_
it can be concluded that the skewing phenomenonleads to the sameinfluence on
the quality of the rocket guidance process as the dephasing of the rocket-borne
radio apparatus included in the coordinators of homing systems and beam-riding
guidance systems.

It therefore can be assumedthat the limiting value of the skewing angle
Yskewis determined primarily by the inertial properties of the radio control

system. However, angles _skew exceeding 45° are inadmissible, because addi-

" (errors in measurementoftional factors causing deflections of the vector Jn

the mismatchparameter, dephasing, etc.) usually result in loss of stability of
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the control system (ref. i). A further decrease of the angle _skew is /601

dependent on the reserve of stability of the system: the greater the inertia

of the control system and the lesser its reserve of stability, the smaller are

the admissible values _skew" In rough estimates, it is assumed that the angle

Yskew should not exceed lO ° (ref. 1).

More precise values _skew' for which there is an insignificant worsening

of the quality of the rocket guidance process, can be found by modeling of the

guidance process using electronic computers.

Thus, on the one hand, if special measures are not taken, it is possible

to obtain very large angles _skew' and on the other hand values _skew _ I0° are

admissible. Therefore, in developing radio control systems, it is necessary to

.... irE _ _i ...... _ _.,_ _ __ _ f_m_. O_e Ofuse meunuu_ decreas u.c _._._ .... y_

these methods involves elimination of the factors responsible for the relative

rotation of coordinate systems. Skewing can be virtually completely eliminated

most easily in homing systems and command control systems of the second kind,

based on the use of direct and vane guidance methods.

In all cases of rocket homing with deflection and also rocket guidance

using beam-riding and command control systems, the elimination of the skewing

phenomenon is essentially impossible. This can be attributed to deflection of

the axes. However, since the deflection usually exerts a small influence on

_skew' by an appropriate innovation of a radio control system it is possible to

achieve an appreciable decrease of the angle _skew" Thus_ a radical measure

decreasing Yskew for the above-mentioned beam-riding control system (fig. ll.6)

is the stabilization of the measurement coordinate system in such a way that

there is no rotation of the system about the x-axis. If for some reason this

method for displacement of the beam is inapplicable, it is possible to change

the direction of the axes of rotation of the antenna system of the radar sta-

tion. By an appropriate selection of these axes, it is possible that the

skewing will be insignificant in the case of large position angles 90 ° - _R'
rather than for small angles.

The second method for decreasing the influence of the skewing effect in-

volves measurement of the angle Yskew and the introduction of corresponding

corrections into the controlling signals fed to the control surface apparatus.

In homing, autonomous control and command control systems of the second kindj

when the measurement, command and control coordinate systems are placed on the

rocket, determination of the angle 7skew and its introduction into the control-

ling signal usually involves no significant difficulties. Such a problem can
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be solved, for example, as was described in section 9.7 in discussion of the

problem of automatic change of operation of the rocket control surfaces.

In beam-riding control systems, whose basic idea is illustrated in /602

figure 11.6, the value of the angle _skew is determined approximately by

expression (11.7.1) and the signal obtained in this way can be used for shift-

ing the phase of the reference voltage at the control point, in order to change

the angular position of the axes of the coordinate grid transmitted by the

radar station to the rocket.

One of the possible variants for realization of this idea is shown in fig-

ure 11.9. The signals S_ and S , characterizing the position angles and the

azimuth of the target _ and _, which are measured by the radar set RS, are fed

to the computer Com. This instrument is used to produce a voltage (current) S,

reflecting the angle _skew" Under the influence of the signal S, the phase

inverter PI changes the phase of the reference voltage Uref(t ) formed by the

generator, which is connected rigidly to the motor for rotation of the direc-

tional diagram. The voltage u' (t) at the PI output is a corrected referenceref

signal which can be transmitted to the rocket by a special radio transmitter or

by modulation of the radar station pulses.

11.8. Concise Information on Determination of Rocket

Guidance Errors by the Modeling Method

As already mentioned_ analytical methods for solution of the equations de-

scribing the processes of rocket guidance make it possible to obtain only
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extremely approximate results. At the sametime, in the creation of the
individual units of a control system, an insistent need arises for refining
their parameters so that the finally created complex of apparatus will ensure
performance of the tasks imposedupon it. In addition to obtaining more
precise data on the dynamic properties of the control system, it is extremely
important to determine the effectiveness of the influence of different types
of fluctuations and, in somecases, artificial radio interference as well.

In other words, a sufficiently precise allowance for all the factors charac-

terizing the error in rocket guidance is an extremely important problem /603

at all stages in planning a radio control system,

The solution of this problem is facilitated to a considerable degree by

methods of modeling guidance processes, although final conclusions on the qua-

lity of the control system can be drawn only on the basis of data from polygon

(testinggrounds) and other forms of rocket tests.

As is well known, by modeling is meant the simulation of the processes

transpiring ±n a real conL_-ul _L_, _ u_ apparatus _hich usually __ __

be constructed more simply and whose characteristics can be varied quite easily.

In actual practice analog and digital computers are used as such apparatus.

Mathematical and mixed modeling of a radio control system can be distin-

guished in accordance with the methods of use of the modeling apparatus. In

mathematical modeling, the operation of all the elements of the investigated

system is represented in mathematical form and the equations obtained in this

way are solved by computers. In mixed modeling, one part of the guidance cir-

cuitis formed by real apparatus and the other is formed by equations.

Mathematical modeling makes it possible to obtain less exact results than

mixed modeling. This can be attributed to the fact that in derivation of the

equations replacing the real links, it is necessary to make a number of sim-

plifying assumptions, especially in the analysis of radio apparatus under the

influence of a high level of interference# including artificial interference.

This circumstance is a shortcoming of mathematical modeling. However, the use

of mathematical models exclusively makes it possible to investigate rocket

guidance processes not only at the true time scale, but also with a lag or

acceleration. The latter is very important because, in a relatively short

time, it is possible to obtain a great quantity of varied information. Hence

it follows that the solution of the problem of finding equations which with

a high degree of accuracy reflect processes in each of the links of a radio

control system for different methods and environmental conditions of its use

is timely.

For mixed modeling, in many cases, it is necessary to create an extremely

unwieldy and expensive apparatus. In addition, it must be remembered that

mixed modeling can be accomplished only at the true time scale.

When carrying out mixed modeling it is most feasible to use analog com-

puters. This is due to the simplicity of coupling the units of the model to

real apparatus. At the same time, it must be remembered that digital com-

puters ensure a considerably higher accuracy of solution of equations although
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the preparation of a program for their operation in somecases involves
extremely time-consuming processes.

The principles of operation and the design of digital and analog _604
electronic computers and also their use for modeling various physical
processes now are described quite fully in the literature (refs. 64 and 65).
Therefore, in this section we will consider briefly only the principles of
mathematical and mixed modeling using analog computers from the point of view
of determining the output parameters of the system analyzed under the influ-
ence of parasitic randomor nonrandomperturbations.

As pointed out, mathematcial modeling is the machine solution of a system
of differential equations describing processes which transpire in a real radio
control system. As a result of appropriate transformations_ the system of
equations can be reduced to a single equation. After the equation which is to
be investigated has been derived, it should be appropriately prepared. The
preparation involves replacement of the modeled functions by electrical sig-
nals and the selection of a time scale Mt. Determination of a suitable value

Mt is of great importance becausewhen an excessively long time is required for

solution of the equation on the electronic computer, there will be considerable
errors due to the instability of the current sources and the zero "drift" of
the voltages produced by the computer. At the sametime, a short integration
time distorts the solution as a result of the influence of transient processes
in the computer.

It has been established by experience that the time scale should be
selected in such a way that all the coefficients in the equation prepared for
machine solution differ insignificantly from unity, and naturally it is also
necessary to take into account the total time _ which is required for ob-o

taining a solution. If _o is too long or too short, it is necessary to modify
the value Mt.

In order to obtain a more graphic idea concerning the operations of pre-
paring and compiling an electronic model, we will consider a control system
described by a fourth-degree linear differential equation with the constant
coefficients

G

where hm(t ) is the output signal of the investigated system, and Ul(t ) is a

function characterizing the input action.

For clarity in exposition_ we will assume that the above equation, which

can be derived on the basis of the block diagrams of command radio control
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systems and beam-riding control systems, neglecting all derivatives of func-
tions whosepower is greater than four, characterizes the rocket miss ht(t )

under the influence of noise acting at the coordinator output or CCELoutput
when @t = 0c = 80 = AO= 0 and rr = r t.

The coefficients b_, b3, b2, bI and b0 can be found in accordance /605

with the block diagrams shown in figures ll.1 and ll.3.

After converting the modeled value h into a voltage and replacing the
m

mathematical time t by the computer time _ (using the scale factors N h and Mt

having the dimensionality [_], ref. 1), we _ill have

& I ]

tLt Z14h

" !t=M-- _

and

I d_u . 1 All3 a3u 1 d2u

(11.8.2)

+b_Lm du 1 (11.8.3)

where Ul(_ ) is the voltage ul(t) obtained with the replacement of t by _.

Under real conditions in most cases b 4 < b3 < b2 < b3 < bO. Thereforej

by an appropriate selection of the value Mt > I_ after dividing the left and

1 4

right-hand sides of equation (11.8.3) by b4_Mt, we find that the coeffi-

cients standing before the function u(t) and its derivatives differ little from

I
M_ we obtain the following computer equa-

l. As a result of division by b4_
L_

tion (electronic model eqhation) for the investigated control system

d4u d3u d2u du

Here

b3 b_ bI bo
; _;
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Since the analog computer does not contain differentiators, the equation

(11.8.4) should be solved relative to the higher derivative, whose integration,

with the initial conditions taken into account_ makes it possible to find all

the lower-order derivatives. Using _uch an approach, we obtain the diagram of

the program shown in figure ii.i0, with the assumption that the initial condi-

tions are zero conditions. In this diagram, the elements with the coefficients

b, ao, al, a 2 and a 3 reflect amplifiers with transfer constants equal to b,

ao, al_ a2 and a3, respectively. It is assumed that the sign of the input sig-

nals is not changed by such amplifiers. The symbols - _ and -i in figure ii.i0
D

denote the integrators and amplifiers performing the corresponding conver- ]606

sions of the output voltages with change of their sign (polarity).

The random voltage Ul(T) , reflecting the input action, is produced by the

generator Gen. The latter should be designed in such a way that the two-

dimensional distribution laws, or at least the mathematical expectations and

the correlation functions of the signal forming at the output of the generator

Gen and the voltage Ul(T) will be identical.

If it is necessary to investigate the dynamic errors of rocket guidance,

the method described above must be applied to the equation relating the miss

ht(t ) to the motion of the target and control point.

When modeling a nonlinear radio control system; the superposition prin-

ciple is inapplicable, and therefore the values of the output parameter must be

determined under the condition of taking into account all possible external

effects simultaneously.

We will consider the principle of mixed modeling using the example of a

beam-riding control system; on the assumption that the control point and the
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target are fixed and the radio equipment of the rocket is used as the real
apparatus. In addition, we will assumethat a rocket stabilized for banking,
an automatic pilot and a kinematic link for the vertical guidance plane are
described by linear differential equations, on the basis of which we have shown
the corresponding links of the block diagram in figure 10.12. Wewill also
assumethat W (D) - k, W_(D) = k_, F(D)L(D) = k6, that the rocket radio re-

ceiver is acted upon not o_y by signals simulating the operation of the radar

station and the motion of the rocket, but by radio interference as well, and

that the equations for the rocket, kinematic link and automatic pilot for /607

the horizontal guidance plane are of the same form as for the vertical plane

and differ only in the absence of signals similar to A0, 60 and the subscript

"l" on the coefficients, functions and independent variables.

In order to be able to select a model diagram, it is necessary to replace

the real equations of the rocket, kinematic link and automatic pilot by com-

puter equations and model the radio beam of the control system. First, we will

consider the equations describing the process of rocket guidance in a vertical

plane.

It follows from figure 10.12, with ec = 0t = 0, that

%-- %,

ht-- -vO,

6-- r_ (a - Ao),

-F 2dWo;" %- _2o== at ('_ + _o),

_--.O-k- a,

where u' is the voltage acting at the output of the rocket radio equipment for
Y

the vertical control plane, taking into account the effect of interference.

As already mentioned, when real apparatus is included in the model, the

investigation of processes must be at the true time scale, and therefore the

preparation of the written equations will involve only a replacement of Cr' ht'
0_ _, 8r and _ by the corresponding voltages.

We will assume that
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where ue, Uh, u0_ u _ u5 and u_ are voltages characterizing the parameters Cr_

ht, 0, _, 6r and O, and Me_ Mh_ M0_ M_ M5 and M_ are the scale factors. Then

the reduced system of equations is transformed to the following form

Ue_ k4Ua,

?

u_=kTuy+ksu_+kguo,

u_-_k_u_+kGuB.

(11.8.5)

He re

1 _ k3=_ Mo . 1 M

M_ M,_ M_ .

• ks------_,--At " ks----_'Mo, kT=k_Ms; ks=k_,--_,

M_ aa Mo
kg-_-k_-_-( ; Uo=-M-sMjqo; tto=a_oM,; Ua = -_ Ao.

j6o8

Similarly we find the following computer equations determining the rocket

guidance in a horizontal plane

(11.8.6)

In this system

Ue.l, Uh.l, Us.l_ u .I_ Us.l and u£. I are voltages corresponding to the

signals Cr.l' ht.l' 01' _i' 61 and _i;

u' is a voltage produced by the rocket radio apparatus for the horizon-
y.l

tal control plane with the effect of interference taken into account;
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Cr.l and ht. I are the angular and linear deflections of the center of

mass of the rocket relative to the equisignal direction;

01" _l and 01 are the angles of inclination of the velocity vector of the

rocket (in the horizontal plane, slip and yawing);

8r. 1 is the angle of deflection of the control surface (rudder);

a6.1, Tv. 1 are the coefficient of efficiency of the control surface

(rudder) and the time constant of the rocket for the horizontal plane;

r is the distance from the control point to the rocket in the horizon-
r.1

tal plane;

k6.1, k .1 and ko. 1 are the transfer constants of the automatic pilot /609

relative to the signals U_.l, _l and O1;

M¢.l_ Mh.1, M0.1, M .1, M6.1 and MO. 1 are the scale factors for Cr.1,

ht.l' 01' _l' 8r.1 and O1;

2dlWo. 1 is the attenuation factor and natural frequency of oscillations of

the angle of slip _l"

Since in most cases the course and pitching control channels are identical

or have parameters quite close to one another, it is feasible to assume that

Me.1 --M, _.1 --_' Mo.1--_o' M6-1_ M_andMO.1 --Mo.

In accordance with the principle of design of a beam-riding control sys-

tem, at the input of the rocket radio receiver there should be radio pulses

which are amplitude-modulated by a harmonic voltage. The intensity of modula-

tion and the phase of the modulating voltage determine the value of the angle

and the direction of deflection of the rocket from the radio beam. A model of

the radio beam is needed for creating such radio pulses. In addition, the in-

put of the rocket radio receiver should receive reference voltage signals.
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Then, using equations (11.8.5) and (11.8.6), and also a model of the radio

beam_ the rocket radio apparatus RRA_ a radio interference source S and a sum-

mer _i' it is possible to obtain the functional diagram of the modeling appara-

tus shown in figure ii.ii. In figure ii.ii, the equations of the rocket, kine-

matic link and automatic pilot for the vertical guidance plane are represented
2 and

in the form of a diagram where the elements with the coefficients kl_ _0

2dm denote amplifiers which do not change the polarity of the input signals
0

and the symbols _ denote summers.

The radio beam model is created with a coupling unit CU, a generator of

sinusoidal oscillations SOG, a pulse generator PG, a radio-frequency signal

generator RFSG, a modulator Mod, an attenuator At and a programming mechanism

PM.
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The following voltage is fed from a coupling unit

u_--cl,, Ism(et + _,),

t t
_2cisa ro ortiooality actorandI lJ:. r.l"

This voltage is formed from feeding of the signals u¢ and U¢.l, and also

sinusoidal oscillations fed from the output of the SOG, which forms the voltage

Uso with the frequency _ equal to the frequency of scanning of a real radar

set. The S0G signals also are fed to the generator PG where pulses are formed

having the same repetition rate as in real radio apparatus, and a reference

voltage is formed. This is dote by repetition-rate modulation of the PGpulses

by the ...... dso --_ _ ......... _"_ _ _i_ _ fo_e_

The PG pulses control the radio-frequency signal generator RFSG, /610

whose output signals, together with the voltage Uc, are fed to the modulator
Mod.

By appropriate selection of the parameters of the modulator Mod and the

amplitude c I¢11 of the voltage Uc, the actually forming mismatch angle ¢1 will

correspond to the necessary changes of the envelope of the received radio

pulses. In order to take into account the change of strength of signals fed to

the input of the rocket receiver, the modeling apparatus includes an attenuator

At which is driven into motion by the programmir_ mechanism PM.

The summer ZI is used in mixing the radio interference and the signals

characterizing the radio beam.

Using the modeling apparatus shown in figure ii.ii, it is possible to in-

vestigate the influence of dephasing and unbalancing in the rocket radio ap-

paratus RRA and also the effect of interference on the accuracy of rocket guid-

ance if the voltages uh and Uh. I are written in some way. In addition, other

parameters of the radio control system can be analyzed.

The coupling unit CU, as indicated by its name, acts as a converter /611

of the mismatch signals received at the output of the model in a rectangu-

lar coordinate system, converting them into a mismatch signal in a polar coor-

dinate system. The functional diagram of one of the possible variants of a CU

is shown in figure 11.12.

A voltage u¢, corresponding to the angular mismatch Cr' is fed to the ar-

mature of the relay Rell, and a voltage Uc.l, proportional to the angle Cr I'
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is fed to the armature of the relay Rel 2. The windings of both relays are cut

into the generator S0G (fig. ii.ii); the voltage Uso across the relay Rel 2 is

fed with a 90 ° shift by use of a phase inverter.

Square pulses whose repetition rate is _ are fed from the contacts of the

relays Rel I and Rel2; their amplitude and polarity are dependent on the value

and sign of the voltages u¢ and ue. I.

The produced pulses are fed through cathode followers to selective ampli-

fiers which form harmonic voltages proportional to ¢r sin _t and Cr.l cos Qt.

These voltages then are summed and amplified_ creating the necessary voltage uc.

If in modeling guidance processes it is necessary to take into account the

characteristics of a real automatic pilot and the radar set errors_ the diagram

shown in figure ii.II must be modified accordingly. For example, in order to

take into account the random errors of the radar set, the appropriate random

components must be added to the voltages u c and ue. I.

Of course, the method of mixed modeling considered here is not universal.

However_ it can be used in solution of the problem of modeling of other types

of radio control systems.
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ll.9. General Characteristics of Methods for Increasing
the Noise Immunity of Radio Control Systems

In most cases, modernelectronic apparatus has a great excess of
transmissivity with respect to the information necessary for rocket control.
This can be attributed to the fact that the frequency spectrum of the input ac-
tion stipulated by the motion of the target does not exceed several cps. At
the sametime, the passband of the radio receiving apparatus is determined to a
considerable degree by the form of modulation of the carrier, the frequency
instability of the radio transmitter generator and the heterodyne of the radio
receiver, and falls in the range from several tens of kc/s to several Mc/s.

_--_-_+-_ _f 2-4"_n-_ and a carrier frequencyFor example, in the case of an _u_ ..... j _ __
of 50 Mc/s, it is necessary to have a passbandequal to 10-20 kc/s.

The resulting reserve of carrying capacity can be used for increasing the
noise _mmunity of radio control systems. An increase of the noise immunity of
the radio control systems is attained by the use of measuresdirected to an
increase of the secretiveness of transmission of control signals and of the
noise immunity of the radio receiving apparatus and the guidance circuit as a
whole.

An increase of secretiveness is based on the use of frequency, spatial,
amplitude and temporal methods.

Alnongthe frequency methods is changeof the working waves with transition
from one guidance method to another and in the control process of the same
rocket, and also masking of the operation of the radio apparatus. The latter
involves the creation of additional radiations hindering the reliable deter-
mination of the carrier frequency of the transmitted communications (measured
coordinates of the target, control commands,etc.). For masking purposes, it
is necessary to use Ntr rather than one transmitter; these shoul_ operate at

different carrier frequencies and be modulated by the samesignals, whereas the
rocket receives signals from only one transmitter. Under these conditions,
when interference is organized at one frequency, the probability Po that the

operation of such a control system apparatus will be discovered and that inter-
ference will be created can be evaluated approximately by use of the following
formula

1
Po =_"Ntr

The masking of the parameters of the transmitted signals is attained also
by use of the so-called method of transmission using quasi-random signals (ref.
lll). The essence of this method, as applied to pulse commandcontrol radio
links, for example, is that pulses which are chaotically following for the
enemy are added to the sequenceof pulses reflecting the transmitted command.
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I

These additional signals, sometimes called a mask, are known for the re-

ceiving apparatus itself, and as a result they do not hinder detection of
the transmitted communications.

J613

The spatial secretiveness is determined by the width of the directional

diagram of the antenna systems used. It is the greater the narrower is the

beam used in the transmission and reception of the radio signals.

Amplitude methods for increasing the secretiveness essentially involve a

decrease of the radiated power so that, at the input of the reconnaissance

receiver, it will be less than its sensitivity. At the same time, it must be

remembered that such a method for incrtasing secretiveness usually leads to a

worsening of noise immunity.

Temporal methods for increasing secretiveness include a decrease of the

duration and repetition rate of discrete signal transmission, change of the

coding parameters_ irregular transmission of communications, etc.

For example, if communications are transmitted discretely and aperiodical-

ly, when the carrier frequency is determined using a reconnaissance receiver

with successive scanning of the stipulated frequency range, that is, a receiver

of the panorama type, the secretiveness of the transmission, characterized by

the probability po _ can be evaluated in the following way.

We will assume that the duration of a single transmission of a signal of

the reconnoitered radio apparatus is negligibly small in comparison with the

period Tr of operation of the radio receiver and that during the time Tr a

signal is transmitted not more than once.

Then the process of detection of the operation of the radio apparatus and

the creation of the radio interference to affect it can be considered as a

random event and the probability Po.l of determination of a single signal

transmission will be equal to

Af
rec

Po.I _ f '
r

where Afre c and fr are the width of the passband of the intermediate frequency

amplifier of the reconnaissance receiver and the range of frequencies scanned

by this receiver, respectively.

The detection of different signal transmissions is accomplished indepen-

dently. Therefore, in the transmission of N s signals during the time of rocket

guidance for the probability Po of detection of at least one signal, which is
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equivalent to detection of the operation of the reconnoitered radio apparatus,

we will have

I Afre c_Ns"
Po=l - 1 -

fr I

Hence, when Po.l << I, which usually is the case, we find

Af
rec

Po _ Ns fr

Af

The derived expression shows that when the condition rec << i, the /614
f
i"

probability of timely creation of interference of the suppressed radio apparatus

can be insignificant if N s is small. The value Po becomes still smaller when

the reconnaissance receiver is used for making a search in direction as well as

frequency.

An increase of the secretiveness of transmission of signals in radio con-

trol systems is attained also by the integrated use of the methods described

above.

An increase of the noise immunity of radio control systems is ensured by

the adoption of measures facilitating the undistorted transmission of signals

through the receiver when there is interference. In a general case, all pos-

sible measures are divided into two groups:

(I) measures ensuring an increase of the signal-to-noise ratio at the in-

puts of the receivers;

(2) measures facilitating the transmission of a signal and making diffi-

cult the transmission of interference through different elements of the re-

ceiver and the control system as a whole.

For practical purposes, an increase of the signal-to-noise ratio is re-

lated to an increase of the power of the transmitter and the coefficient of

directional effect of the antennas and also to a decrease of the reflecting

surface of the rocket_ etc.

The second group of measures provides for the selection of the most modern

methods of modulation, use of different selection methods and decrease of the

quantity of information transmitted by radio due to the use of additional non-

electronic pickups.
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At the sametime, it must be rememberedthat the modulation methods also
should be selectedtaking into account the functions which are performed by the
considered radio link.

For example, one of the rational methods for transmission of a reference

signal in beam-riding control systems is the use of pulse-frequency modulation.

Pulse-amplitude modulation is unsuitable for this purpose.

The selection of the modulation method is influenced considerably also by

the conditions of tactical use of the rocket, the most probable type of arti-

ficial interference, etc.

Since it is impossible to avoid completely the effect of effective arti-

ficial interference, the modulation should be such that the influence of inter-

ference does not cause a sharp deterioration of the quality of the guidance

process and a disruption of the operation of the control system, which, as al-

ready mentioned_ can be manifested in the improper setting of the control sur-

faces of the rocket.

The passage of interference into the output stages of the receivers is

made difficult by the use of selection of high-frequency signals, usually /615

called primary selection. Frequency_ time, amplitude and other types of

primary selection are known. Such selection is based on the use of various

differences, known in advance, between the parameters of the effective high-

frequency signals and the interference.

Continuous interference and the signal can differ from one another in mean

intensity, width and the makeup of the spectrum of oscillations, time of

presence at the input of the radio receiver_ polarization of radio waves, etc.

In the case of a pulse regime of operation, there are additional criteria--

duration and shape of the pulses and also the repetition rate.

Usually, primary selection does not require a special change of the makeup

of the modulated signal, and is ensured by the appropriate selection of the

circuitry and the parameters of the radio receiver.

Frequency primary selection is obtained as a result of the maximum pos-

sible narrowing of the passband of the radio receiver input, and is an extreme-

ly effective measure for overcoming wide-band and especially noise interference.

The effect offrequency selection essentially involves a decrease of the inten-

sity of the interference passing through to the output of the radio receiver.

In actual practice, the possibilities of frequency selection are limited by the

frequency instability of the radio transmitter generator and the receiver

heterodyne.

Time primary selection is based on the fact that the durations and times

of appearance of the received pulse signals are known. The use of duration

selectors ensures the transmission of signals, the duration of whose effect

falls in limits stipulated in advance. At the same time, this method has a

shortcoming, namely, that some of the useful signals do not pass through due to
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change by interference of their duration in inadmissible limits. A knowledge

of the times of appearance of the received pulses makes it possible to cut off

the radio receiver at the time of a pause, which can lead to an appreciable

decrease of the number of spurious signals forming at the radio receiver output.

Separation of the useful and interfering signals, based on control of the

difference of their amplitudes, usually is called primary amplitude selection.

The filtering out of interference pulses of a small amplitude is accomplished

most easily. A "bottom" limiter is sufficient for this purpose. The response

threshold of such a limiter can be either constant or variable. The necessary

change of the limitation threshold usually is ensured by automatic volume con-

trol systems.

Selectors also are known which ensure exclusion of transmission of inter-

ference pulses with an amplitude exceeding the amplitude of the useful signal.

T- .aa_+_ +_ primary =_leet_on. secondary selection also is used: the

latter is based on control of the parameters additionally imposed on the trans-

mitted signal during its coding at the transmitting end. The application of

the principles of secondary selection is impossible without an increase of/616

the energy of the radiated signals. There is a very great number of secon-

dary selection methods. However, the most widely used methods are code selec-

tion and repetition of transmission of cou_nunications, the principle of signal

accumulation, a knowledge of the frequency spectrum of the received signals and

correction codes.

The code selection method_ used widely in different electronic apparatus,

makes it possible to decrease considerably the number of interference pu/ses

passing to the output of the actuating circuits of the receiver. We recall

that in code selection, communications are transmitted by use of timing codes

consisting of several pulses with intervals between them which are known in

advance.

Duplication (repetition) of signals is of a time, frequency or code type.

The essence of the time type is that the same transmitted signal is repeated

several times. Frequently, it is desirable to have repetition with acknowl-

edgement, in which the repetition continues until the receiver gives a signal

(acknowledgement) confirming the receipt of the transmitted communication.

Time repetition should be used in those cases when it is necessary to increase

the probability of transmission of the transmitted information (for example,

a single command) and to decrease the distortion of the output signal of the

receiver by averaging of all the received communications.

The probability of the transmission of a communication in the case of
Ptr

Ns-multiple repetition can be determined on the basis of the following expres-

sion

Ptr = 1 - (1 - Pis)NS_ (ll.9.1)
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where Pis is the probability of the transmission of an individual signal in

the absence of repetition.

Formula (11.9.1) is derived easily if it is remembered that (i Pis )N$- is

the probability that the transmitted signal will not be transmitted in the case

of NB- multiple repetition. Since Pis < i, with an increase of NS, the value

Ptr increases.

It should be noted that the problem of increasing the probability of trans-

mission of a single command by the repetition method is solved without any ad-

ditional complication of the receiver. The only thing which is required in

this case is an appropriate tuning of the apparatus producing the signal for

the actuating mechanism.

The principle of accumulation essentially involves the design of an appara-

tus by means of which interference is stored by energy and useful signals by

voltage. This method for increasing noise immunity is particularly suitable

for radar sets.

In the case of frequency and code duplication, the same communication is

transmitted simultaneously at several frequencies or by use of several timing
codes.

By knowing the spectral composition of the signals produced by the /617

radio transmitter, it is possible to create an optimal filter ensuring a

maximum signal-to-noise ratio at its output. Such a filter usually is extreme-

ly effective for overcoming fluctuation noise.

For example, if periodically repeated pulses are used, their reproduction,

with insignificant distortions, does not require use of a filter with a passband

equal to approximately AFf = I-3_--, where _p is the duration of the arriving
P

pulses. These pulses will be reproduced by means of a series of nf narrow-band

filters which transmit only components with the frequencies F.,I 2Fi' "''' nfFi'

where F. is the pulse repetition rate. In this case, the number nf should bei

selected on the basis of the following relation

nf = I-3 = --.AFf (ii. 9.2)

Fi_ p Pi
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Such a series of nf filters is called a comb filter. The use of a comb

filter makes it possible to decrease the intensity of interference at the out-

put because some of the components of the interference, having frequencies

outside the band AF i of each of the filters, are not transmitted. It can be

shown easily that the ratio of the intensity of the fluctuation interference

Pnc at the output of a comb filter to the intensity of this same interference

Pno at the output of an ordinary filter with the transmission band AFf is equal

to

Pnc _i

Pno AFf

_._._, ....... we obtain

Pnc AFi

Pno Fi

It therefore follows that a decrease of the intensity of interference by

use of a comb filter is determined by the ratio of the passband AF i of a single

filter of the series nf to the pulse repetition rate F.. For example, ifm

F i = 1000 cps and the transmission bands for all the components of the comb

filter are identical and equal to 100 cps, Pnc/Pno = 10.

The use of comb filters also is possible when there are modulated pulse

control signals. However, in this case the gain in noise immunity is decreased
somewhat.

In apparatus based on use of pulse-code modulation, noise immunity can be

increased by use of correction codes. As is well known, these can be divided

into detecting and correcting codes. Detecting codes make it possible to /618
detect errors in the received communications and correcting codes have the

property not only of detecting errors, but also their correction.

An increase of the noise immunity of the control system to a considerable

degree can be facilitated by combination of electronic and nonelectronic

devices. The fact is that a number of parameters (such as the range between

the rocket and the control point) can be produced with a sufficiently high

degree of accuracy by the programming mechanism. As a result, an electronic

range finder, connected to such a time mechanism, should perform only correc-

tion of the latter. However, the correction problem can be solved successfully
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by use of a servosystem with a smaller velocity transfer constant, which is

equivalent to a decrease of the range finder passband.

By approximately such an interrelationship between the electronic and non-

electronic instruments used in measuring different coordinates_ it is possible

to obtain a complex system which has greater noise immunity than an ordinary

electronic apparatus.

We note, in conclusion_ that when there is radio interference_ the quality

of rocket guidance is influenced considerably by the principle of operation of

the radio apparatus used and satisfaction of those requirements which were men-

tioned in the discussion of coordinators and command control radio links.
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12. RADIO FUSES

12.1. Principles of Design and Principal

Types of Radio Fuses

The probability of a direct hit of radio-controlled rockets intended /619

for the damage of small targets, especially when the latter are moving at a

high velocity, is for all practical purposes close to zero. As a result, it is

necessary to automatically detonate the warhead of the rocket when it enters

the zone of effective damage of the target. In some cases_ the solution of
___ .... _7_ _ _o_ _ ,,_ _ _n _ _h_ch are radio robot s_stems which

produce an individual command for excitation of processes of ignition of the

explosive.

The principles of design of radio fuses and the requirements imposed on

them are based on the basic ideas and problems of control of a detonation,

which in turn are determined by the character of the effect of the warhead.

As is well known, for the detonation of a warhead at the time when the

maximum effect is ensured, it is most important to determine the relative posi-

tion of the target and rocket, and then cause the detonation of the warhead in

such a way that the maximum quantity of the damaging components will be di-
rected to destruction of the most vulnerable parts of the target.

Under real conditions, depending on the type of warhead, the functions

performed by the radio fuses to some extent can be modified. For example, if

the rocket is supplied with an isotropic warhead, the radio fuse should form
a command at the time when the rocket is situated at a given or minimum dis-

tance from the target. When an anisotropic warhead is used, it should be
detonated when the vector of the relative velocity of propagation of the dam-

aging components coincides with the direction of the rocket-target line. _620

This means that the apparatus of the radio fuse for detonation of the aniso-

tropic warhead must create a detonation command taking into account not only
the distance between the rocket and the target, but also the character of the

relative approach of these objects.

From the point of view of the use of the circumstances under which the tar-

get is damaged with maximum probability, a radio fuse seeming continues the

process of rocket guidance without exerting an influence on its control compo-

nents.

It now is possible to distinguish two principal groups of radio fuses

(ref. 4). The first group includes radio fuses operating on the basis of sig-

nals received from the target to be damaged. The radio fuses of the second

group constitute command control systems such as are used, for example, for
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transition of a winged rocket into a dive or the cutoff of the engine in a bal-
listic rocket. However_the coordinator of such a radio fuse usually should
measureinsignificant distances with very small errors. In addition, in some
cases it also must determine the direction of the velocity vector of approach
of the rocket to the target. The single commandradio links discussed in chap-
ter 7 can be used for transmission and reception of commands.

The most favorable conditions for the use of radio fuses of the second

group are those cases when the warheads are isotropic or close to isotropic.

This can be attributed to the considerable technical difficulties of suffi-

ciently precise determination of the character of motion of the rocket and tar-

get when there are small distances between them_ which usually must be done
when an anisotropic warhead is used.

The principle of operation of radio fuses of the first group can be under-

stood easily if the principles of design of electronic homing systems are re-

called. The difference between radio fuses of the first group and homing sys-
tems in essence involves only the purpose of the produced commands. At the

same time it should be noted that the radio fuses used for detonation of a war-

head of the isotropic type do not determine the angular coordinates of the tar-

get in relation to the velocity vector of the longitudinal axis of the rocket.

Like homing systems_ radio fuses of the first group can be passive, semi-

active and active. An active radio fuse contains a radio transmitter scanning

the target to be damaged and a receiver reacting to the reflected signals. In

semiactive radio fuses, there is no transmitter and the target is scanned by an

outside source situated away from the rocket. The operation of a passive fuse

is based on the reception of radio signals produced by apparatus which is

situated on the target to be damaged. The use of passive radio fuses is lim-

ited by the necessity for preliminary reconnaissance of the parameters of the

radio apparatus of the target and the possibility of deactivation of these /621
radio sources during the guidance of the rocket. The principal short-

coming of semiactive radio fuses is in coping with the maneuvering of a rocket-

carrying aircraft or vessel during rocket guidance from a moving point and the

need for continuous tracking of the target to the time of its annihilation.

For the mentioned reasons only active radio fuses are in common use.

Since anisotropic warheads in many cases are more desirable than isotropic

warheads, the problem of matching the region of damaging of the target and the

region of triggering of the radio fuse is extremely important in the design of
radio fuses.

12.2. General Information on the Matching of the Region of Damaging of

the Target and the Region of Triggering of the Radio Fuse

The problem of optimal matching of the regions of damaging of the target

and the triggering of the radio fuse is complex and is poorly discussed in the

literature. For this reason_ in this section we will discuss only an approxi-

mate approach to the solution of this problem. The matching of the region of
damage of the target by an anisotropic warhead and the conditions for
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triggering of an active radio fuse essentially involve determination of the

direction of the maximum of radiation and reception of the radio fuse antenna

and computation of the width of its directional diagram. In addition, it is

necessary to take into account the range of triggering of the radio fuse, using

as a point of departure the radius of effect of the damaging components of the

warhead.

On the basis of quite simple concepts, it can be concluded that the maxi-

mum of radiation and reception of the radio fuse should coincide with the di-

rection of the vector of the relative velocity of motion of the maximum quan-

tity of damaging components of the warhead and target, and the configuration of

_h_ a_pctional diagram should correspond to the configuration of the region

of damage of the target. The latter can be attributed to the fact that the

triggering of the radio fuse at great and small ranges to the target, when the

maximum and minimum of the damaging components are directed to it, leads to a

virtually identical effectiveness of the warhead.

Figure 12.1 is given for familiarization with the approximate method for

matching the regions of damaging of the target and triggering of the radio

fuse. In this figure, or and the OrX 1 axis determine the position of the cen-

ter of mass of the rocket and its longitudinal axis at some time t, and the

angle _de is the direction of the maximum damaging effect of an anisotropic war-

head. We will assume that the zone of damage is a volume obtained by rotating

part of the plane bounded by the curve 1 (fig. _o ___.... p about the OrX 1 axis.

Then the direction _0 (fig. 12.1b) of the reception maximum of the radio fuse

antenna can be found in the following way. In the case of detonation of /622

the warhead of a rocket moving with the relative velocity

v0 = v - vt,
(12.2.1)

assume the damaging components begin to move relative to the rocket with the

velocity Vde. Then the velocity Vap p of approach to the target will be

Yap p = Vde + v0.
(12.2.2)

We note that here and in the text which follows, it is assumed that the

vector v coincides with the OrX 1 axis. If the vectors Vde and v0 are projected

onto the OrX 1 axis and onto the normal to it, we find that

Vde sin _de + v0 sin GO

tan _0 =
Vde cos _de + v0 cos a 0
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Figure 12.1

where the angles _de and 50 are read counterclockwise from the OrX I axis.

However_ it follows from figure 12.1b that

and

v 0 cos 50 = v + vt cos _t

v0 sin _0 = vt sin _t,

where _t is the slope of the velocity vector vt to the OrX I axis.

Then we will have

Vde sin _de + vt sin _t

tan _0 = _ "Vde cos _de + v + v_ cos _t
(12.2.3)

Expression (12.2.3) makes it possible to compute the angle _0 character-

izing the direction of the relative motion of the maximum of the damaging ef-

fect of the warhead for given values v, vt and Vde. However_ under real condi-

tions, the value _t can vary in broad limits, whereas the value vt is approxi-

mately known because a particular controlled rocket is intended for dam- 6_

aging targets only of a certain class. If the range of change of _t is

limited by tactical or some other conditions of rocket use, the possible values

of the angle _t also can be estimated approximately. Under these conditions,

it is easy to determine the maximum and minimum values of the angle _0' and as

a result it is easy to establish the mean value _0"
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In practice, it is found that the variations of 80 are not great even with

a change of _t in a very broad range if the velocities Vde and v considerably

exceed vt. For example, when_de = _' Vde= 4vt and v = 2vt

4 + sin _t

tan 80 = 2 + cos _t

and for 0 < _t _ ozmo _ _ ..... _ly _om 5n.h +n 7g.5 ° When _t_ _ , _ ar_le _0 ......5................

falls in the range 150-210°_ which corresponds to the case of the launching of

a rocket in an overtaking trajectory, the value 80 changes by only 4.5 °.

On the basis of the above, the conclusion can be drawn t_at the angle of

inclination of the maximum of radiation and reception must be selected as the

mean arithmetical value of the sum of the maximum and minimum of the values 80,

determined using formula (12.2.3). At the same time, it obviously is necessary

to require the creation of a corresponding zone of the damaging effect of the
warhead and the width of the directional diagram of the radio fuse antenna.

The problem of the matching of the regions of damage by the warheads and

the triggering of the radio fuses of the rockets for damage of surface, water

and underwater targets is simplified somewhat in comparison with the effect of

the rockets against air targets. This is because it is possible to neglect the

velocities of motion of targets situated on the land, on the water and under-

water.

The analysis made here is not exhaustive because no allowance was made for

many factors exerting an influence on the effectiveness of control of the

detonation. Among these factors are the following oscillations of the rocket

around its center of mass, changes of the state of the external medium sur-

rounding the target and the rocket, fluctuations of the velocities of the dam-

aging components, etc.

All presently known methods, including pulse methods, theoretically are

suitable for determination of the range of the detonation, which in dependence

on the type of warhead, can characterize the stipulated or minimum distance be-

tween the rocket and the target, and also the value r, dependent on the rela-

tive position of the rocket and target. However, the use of pulse methods re-

quires apparatus of rather large size and weight. In addition, in pulse opera-

tion, the minimum effective range of the radio fuse is limited by the dead zone.

Radio fuses with continuous radiation, therefore_ have come into the widest

use.

The detonation of a warhead at a stipulated range is accomplished /624

most easily by use of the so-called amplitude method. It is known that the
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power Prec which will reach the input of the receiver of an active radio fuse

changes according to the law (fig. 12.2a)

k

P = -_,
rec r

where k is the proportionality factor.

The value P increases most sharply in the case of small values of dis-
reo

tance r between the rocket and the target. This makes it possible to fix_ with

a high degree of accuracy_ the stipulated range of the detonation if the output

stage of the radio fuse gives the necessary triggering threshold. At the same

timej it must be remembered that the range of the detonation will be dependent

on the effective reflecting surface of the target.

The voltage u forming at the output of the receiver of a radio fuse
rec

with an omnidirectional antenna, depending on the distance r_ changes as shown

in figure 12.2b; where the negative values r characterize the distance of the

rocket from the target. /625
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For example, if the radio fuse should form a detonation commandwhen
r = rl, when the power P is fed to the input (fig. 12.2a) and a voltagerec 1

Urec 1 at the output of the radio receiver is formed, it is necessary to use an

amplitude selector with the response threshold Urec (thr) l" If it is required

that the warhead be detonated at the distance r = r2, the response threshold

should be set at the level Urec (thr) 2" It should be noted here that, when a

radio fuse which is triggered at a given distance is carried aboard the rocket,
it is impossib]_efor the rocket to makea direct hit on the target.

The problem of triggering a radio fuse at a stipulated distance from a
target can be solved also on the basis of an analysis of the derivative
du_

' _ of th_ _c_ivei- of the zadio f_ase for _^oi" the output voltage Urec_) ....
dt

time t (r, distance, is a function of the latter). The character of the depen-

dence of dUrec is shown in figure 12.2c. This figure shows that by placing at

dt

the output of the receiver of the radio fuse a device which is triggered when

dUrec 1

dt = k!Urec !' where kI is a proportionality factor, it is possible to en-

sure the stipulated distance rI of detonation of the warhead.

If we do not take into account the fluctuations of the received signal and

dUroc

radio noise, determination of the detonation range using the signal d----_is

accomplished more precisely than on the basis of the voltage Ure c. This can be

dUroc

attributed to the considerable steepness of the signal d----t-for values r close
to zero.

The distance of triggering can be fixed more precisely by using the second

time derivative of the voltage u (fig. 12.2d).
rec

The detonation command at the required range also can be formed using appara-

tus similar to radio navigation altimeters with frequency modulation. The prin-

ciple of change of range in such radio fuses is based on the detection of the

difference frequency of direct and reflected frequency-modulated signals. It is

found that the mean value of the difference frequency is related unambiguously

to the value r.

Determination of the minimum range between the rocket and target is accom-

plished quite simply using Doppler velocity measuring instruments. It is well

known that the Doppler frequency FD of a signal forming at the output of the
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%in

Figure 12.3

receiver of a radio fuse changes directly proportional to the radial velocity

v of approach of the rocket to the target. This means that in the case of
r

guidance of a rocket R (fig. 12.3), moving with the velocity v, to a target T_

moving with the velocity vt_ /626

2v 0 cos _0
(12.2.4)FD = fo c

where f0 is the carrier frequency of the radio fuse, v0 is the value of the

relative velocity of approach of the rocket to the target_ and c is the speed

of light.

In the region of meeting of the rocket with the target_ their motion with

a sufficiently high accuracy can be considered linear and uniform. Then

v0 _ const and the frequency FD is dependent only on the angle _0" The value

_0 increases with approach of the rocket to the target; at point A, situated at

the minimum distance rmi n from the target_ it attains the value _ and then be-

comes greater than _. As a result_ at the output of the radio fuse receiver,

when a frequency detector is present_ it is possible to obtain a voltage u D =

kDFD, where kD is a proportionality factor.

0

u D

in o r-rmi n

a b

Figure 12.4
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The dependenceof uD on r - rmin has the form shownin figure 12.4a.

Figure 12.4a showsthat the detonation of the warhead at the minimumdistance
rmin, also including the value rmin = 0, occurs in this case when an output

signal with uD = 0 is formed at the output of the radio fuse.

It is easy to see that such a radio fuse must be supplied with an antenna

whose reception maximum should be directed along the normal to the trajectory

of motion of the rocket. This radio fuse can be applicable when using either

isotropic or anisotropic warheads. The charge of anisotropic type should /627

......... e ........ relative ,,_i_,_+_, _9 m_+_ of _+_ damagip_ e!e-

ments is approximately perpendicular to the vector v.

A distinguishing feature of the function uD = f(r - rmin) , shown in figure

12.4a is the relatively slow change of uD in the case of a considerable value r

and the instability of the zero due to the influence of various kinds of fluc-

tuations. The limits of the distances r close to rmi n are defined more clearly

du D

using the derivative _-, shown in figure 12.4b. In this case, the output

device of the radio fuse should be triggered at the level of the signal maximum

du D
. The minimum distance between the rocket and the target also can be deter-

dt dUre c dRUrec
mined on the basis of an analysis of the signals-- and-- (fig. 12.2c,

dt
dure c dt 2 d2Ure c

d), since the zero value of the derivative -- and the maximum value
dt dt 2

will occur not only when r= 0, but also when r = rmin, where rmi n _ 0.

12.3. Diagrams of Active Radio Fuses

In accordance with the problems to be solved, the general functional dia-

gram of an active radio fuse can be represented as shown in figure 12.5.

The oscillations radiated by the transmitter Tr reach the target to be

damaged and are reflected from it. The reflected signals are received by the

receiver Rec, linked to the analyzer A. In addition, the analyzer A receives

the voltage of the radio transmitter. Comparison of the parameters of the

direct and reflected signals in the analyzer makes possible target selection

and the forming of a voltage characterizing distance r.

In order for the radio fuse to react with a high reliability to signals of

only a single target (target selection), the analyzer includes a filter which

transmits a definite range of Doppler frequencies (refs. 4 and ll2).
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Figure 12.5

The output signal of the analyzer acts on an electronic relay ER /628

having a stipulated response threshold Uth r. The value Uthr, as already

noted, is selected in accordance with the stipulated distance rst of detonation
of the warhead.

In a case when the voltage at the output reaches the computed value the

electronic relay is triggered and activates the electrical primer of the deto-

nator ED, provided the range triggering mechanism RTM is in a working position.

The RTM is a sort of safety fuse which forestalls spontaneous detonation of

the radio fuse when it is being prepared for use and in the initial segment of
rocket flight.

After the rocket has covered the stipulated distance from the time of

launching_ the RTM, in response to the programming mechanism which it includes,

brings the circuit of the electrical detonator into a working state.

The safety exploder SE, connected to the RTM, is used for detonation of

the rocket in the event of an inadmissibly large miss.

Depending on the specific methods for determination of distance r and the

angular position of the vector v0, and also the method of target selection,

there will be in the circuits of radio fuses different antenna and analyzer
characteristics and different methods for coupling the receiver to the trans-

mitter. For example, when determining distance to the target from the value

of the voltage Ure c (fig. 12.2b) forming at the output of the receiver and

target selection on the basis of an analysis of Doppler frequencies, we obtain

the functional diagram of the radio fuse shown in figure 12.6.

This fuse, sometimes called a Doppler fuse, includes: a transmitter Tr_

operating in a regime of nonattenuating oscillations at the frequency fo' a

receiver Rec, at whose input arrives the signal reflected from the target upon

its entry into the limits of the angle of aperture of the directional diagram

of the receiving antenna and an actuating mechanism. The actuating mechanism

includes: a mixer Mix, a selective amplifier SA, a detector (rectifier) D,
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Analyzer r_

II1_ ....... II

Figure 12.6

an electronic relay ER, an electrical detonator ED, a range triggering mechan-

ism R_ and a safety exploder SE.

At the output of the mixer Mix a voltage is formed which has the frequency

FD and an amplitude which increases with approach of the rocket to the target.

The selective amplifier, containing a selective filter, is used for filter-/629
........ _-_ ^,_ 4-_ -P_,-_r.4 _ T._,'h4_ _r_ _+ r'_-r_mt._T"i 7._ t/he

ing OUt _± UUta_li=L_ UJ. _,_ -_,--_,----_ .........................

radial velocity of approach of the rocket to the target.

In selecting the passband AF a of the selective amplifier, it is necessary

to use as a point of departure the maximum and minimum values of the Doppler

and FD which can be formed with different possiblefrequencies FD max min'

aspects of approach of the rocket to the target.

It follows from expression (12.2.4) that

v (cos _0)max

FD max = 2 0 max f0'
C

FD min = 2 v0 min(C°S _0)mS"n fo"
e

Here v0 max and v 0 min are the maximum and minimum possible values of the

velocities of approach of the rocket to the target; (cos G0)max and (cos G0)min

are the maximum and minimum possible values cos G, dependent on the angles be-

tween the vector of relative velocity of approach v0 and the rocket-target line.

The voltage appearing at the output of the SA has a variable frequency and

an increasing amplitude. This voltage is fed to the detector, performing the

function of a rectifier.

It should be noted that a detector is not a vital element of the radio

fuse because the relay also is capable of correct triggering when it is fed a

voltage of variable current. However, in some cases, a detector is used
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because the possibility exists of additional filtration of parasitic compo-
nents, which can lead to erroneous triggering of the radio fuse.

In the considered diagram of a radio fuse, the analyzer includes a mixer,
selective amplifier and detector.

If it is necessary that the radio fuse be triggered at a minimumdistance
from a target, as already mentioned, it is necessary to record the time when
the DoppYerfrequency FD becomesequal to zero. For this reason, the analyzer

includes a frequency detector rather than an amplitude detector. As the fre-

quency detector it is possible for example, to use the frequency bridge men-

tioned in chapter 5. In addition, a radio fuse of such a type also can be

constructed using a frequency detector with a differentiator at its output.

In the study of all the types of radio fuses mentioned here it was assumed

that there were a radio transmitter, radio receiver and mixer as separate /630

components. However, for the purpose of weight economy and smaller size,

all these can be combined into a single stage. Then, with respect to the func-

tional diagram shown in figure 12.6, under the condition that there is no

detector D, it is possible to design the simplified diagram shown in figure

12.7 (ref. iii), where the electrical detonator, range triggering mechanism and

safety exploder are not shown.

In this fuse, the antenna A transmits and receives radio signals. The

generator Gen I is based on the Hartley oscillator principle. The signals re-

flected from the target, received by the antenna A, are mixed in the nonlinear

stage Gen I with the generated voltage, and as a result a voltage of the add and

subtract (Doppler) frequencies fadd and F D is formed, which is fed to the Gen 2

amplifier. The grid circuit has a filter RIC I delaying the components with the

frequency fadd" The amplified oscillations of Doppler frequency act on the

electronic relay.

To electrical

detonator

Figure 12.7

Note: E not identified in text.



r- Counter

Balancing __
mixer

I

Figure 12.8

It can be seen from the diagram in figure 12.7 that the basic ideas of de-

sign of radio fuses reacting to the intensity of the arriving signals and

selecting the target on the basis of the velocity of approach can be realized

using quibe 5±._= _=_= ........

In the case of determination of the distance between the rocket and tar-

get by use of frequency-modulated oscillations, the functional diagram of the
radio fuse has the form shown in figure 12.8.

We note that figure 12.8, if the electronic relay is not taken into ac-

count, represents a radio navigation range finder (altimeter) with frequency

modulation. A detailed analysis of such a range finder is given in most

instructional manuals on radio navigation apparatus and especially in the book

listed as reference ll. Therefore, here we will present only a qualitative

discussion of the transpiring processes. The generator, controlled by a fre-

quency modulator, produces oscillations whose frequency changes periodically

on the sawtooth principle. The signals reflected from the target, after some

time from the moment of radiation, arrive at the receiving antenna coupled to

a balancing mixer, to which is also fed a voltage from the amplifier J631

output.

At the output of the balancing mixer, a voltage is created which repre-

sents the beats between the direct and reflected signals. As already mentioned,

the mean value of the frequency of these beats is proportiona_ with a suffi-

cient degree of accuracy, to the delay of the reflected signal and therefore to

the distance to the target.

The low-frequency amplifier LFA and the limiter Lim are used for amplifi-

cation of the low-frequency beats and forming from them pulses of a rigorously

determined amplitude. The counter forms a dc voltage whose value changes

proportional to the repetition frequency of the input pulses. The signal

formed at the output of the counter passes through a dc amplifier DCA and then

is fed to an electronic relay ER. When the value of the DCA voltage reaches

the response threshold of the relay, the latter feeds a command for detona-

tion of the warhead.
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12.4. Characteristics of the Operation of Radio Fuses

and General Requirements Imposed on Them

One of the principal characteristics of any radio fuse is the maximum ef-

ficiency of its operation_ obtained when there is optimal matching of the re-

gions of damage of the target and triggering of the radio fuse. For this rea-

son, great attention must be devoted to matching problems during the designing

of radio fuses. In addition, it is necessary to take into account the charac-

teristics of the operation of radio fuses and all the principal requirements

imposed on rocket equipment (small weight, size, minimum power consumption,

etc.). Also very important is the requirement of a high noise immunity of the

radio fuses and the reliability of their operation.

In Doppler radio fuses_ the frequency FD varies in extremely wide limits;

its minimum value FD min can be close to zero. Under these conditions, at the

output of the selective filter_ there can be parasitic components of volt- /632

age caused by vibrations of the rocket, the microphone effect of the elec-

tron tubes 3 etc. It therefore becomes necessary to make an appropriate selec-

tion of the parameters of the radio fuse so that it will not be triggered

prematurely.

One of the methods for eliminating the influence of low-frequency fluc-

tuations is an increase of the carrier frequency f0 of the radio fuse and the

limitation at the bottom of the minimum value of the frequency FD transmitted

by the selective amplifier. As follows from expression (12.2.4), an increase

of f0 leads to an increase of FD. At the same time, it must be remembered

that the cutoff of components with small values FD requires detonation of the

warhead at a distance exceeding rmi n.

Another important characteristic of the radio fuse is its separation from

the remaining equipment of the rocket by a compartment with a warhead. The

placement of the radio fuse in the nosecone of the rocket leads to need for

developing autonomous sources of electrical energy. This can be done either

with batteries or turbogenerators, brought into motion by the oncoming air

flow. In order for the battery sources of current to be stored in warehouses

for a long period, the electrolyte usually is placed in a separate cylinder

which is connected automatically to electrodes only after launching of the

rocket.

In order to decrease the size of the radio fuse, it is of considerable

importance to use one receiving-transmitting antenna and small electronic

instruments and radio parts.

As an illustration of the comments made here concerning the construction

of radio fuses, figure 12.9 shows the design of the British V-T radio fuse. A

characteristic of this fuse is that the radio transmitter begins to radiate
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Figure 12.9 

only so3e t i x e  a f te r  t h e  launching of t h e  rocke t ,  when t h e  ba t te ry  and t h e  e l e -  
nen t s  of t h e  r a d i o  apparatus  a re  ready for opera t ion .  

/633 It i s  necessary  t o  ensure a h igh  noise i.llmmlty of r a d i o  fuses be- 
cause t h e  r a d i o  i n t e r f e r e n c e  c rea ted  by the opera t ing  e l e c t r o n i c  apparatus  
used f o r  o the r  purposes and crea ted  by t h e  enemy can l ead  t o  a p rena tu re  detona- 
t i o n  of t h e  warhead and, thereby, make the  launching of con t ro l l ed  rocke t s  i n -  
e f f e c t i v e .  The use  of measures d i r e c t e d  toward ensuring t h e  continued operabi l -  
i t y ,  when t h e r e  i s  both  pass ive  and a c t i v e  a r t i f i c i a l  i n t e r f e r e n c e ,  rneets w i t h  
a number of d i f f i c u l t i e s  assoc ia ted  w i t h  t h e  r igorous  requirements on small s i z e  
and weight of r a d i o  f u s e s .  
solving a complex of problems, it i s  poss ib le  t o  a t t a i n  cons iderable  r e s u l t s  
w i th  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  c r e a t i o n  of noiseproof devices  f o r  t h e  de tona t ion  o f  war- 
heads.  

For example, by t h e  s e l e c t i o n  of a c a r r i e r  frequency and the  parameters 
of t h e  f i l t e r  i n  t h e  s e l e c t i v e  ampl i f i e r  of a Doppler r ad io  fuse, it i s  p o s s i b l e  
t o  a t t a i n  an  apprec iab le  decrease of t h e  inf luence  of pass ive  i n t e r f e r e n c e .  
A t  t h e  same time, an appropr ia te  s e l e c t i o n  of t h e  t i m e  of t r a n s i t i o n  of t h e  
range r e s e t t i n g  mechanism i n t o  a working s t a t e  ensures  a decrease i n  t h e  

However, desp i te  t h i s ,  by t h e  use of elements 



possibility of false formation of a detonation commandunder the influence of
both passive and active radio interference. The samepurpose is served by the
cutting in of the radio transmitter only when the rocket is in the immediate
vicinity of the point where the radio fuse is to be triggered.

In addition, for increasing the noise immunity of the radio fuse, it is
possible to use a numberof those measureswhich are used in the design of
electronic apparatus for other purposes. It should be emphasizedhere that
more rigo#dus requirements are imposed on the noise immunity of radio fuses
than on other apparatus used in guidance of a rocket. This is because the in-
terference causing premature explosion of the warhead meansan end to the very
purpose for which the rocket was launched, and at the sametime the influence
of interference on the radio control system in somecases only causes some
worsening of its characteristics.

For example, the influence of interference on a radio control system over
a short period of time mayexert an insignificant influence on the accuracy of

rocket guidance. The effect of the same interference on a radio fuse with the

range resetting mechanism in a ready state can cause the destruction of the
rocket.

The need for ensuring a high reliability of the operation of radio fuses is

completely obvious and requires no further explanation. It is important to

use a minimum number of reliably operating parts in meeting this requirement.

In addition, in many cases, it is desirable to apply the principle of duplica-

tion (stand-by system) (ref. 8), which in application to the device under dis-

cussion means the use of several fuses of the same or different types.

Duplication in parallel or in series, or a mixed type of duplication j634

is possible. In the case of duplication in parallel, the detonation occurs

at the time of triggering of at least one fuse. If duplication in series is

used, annihilation of the target is possible only with the triggering of all

the fuses.

In mixed duplication one part of the fuses is connected in parallel and

the other in series.

For clarification of the most desirable method of duplication we will con-

sider the problem of the probabilities of normal, late and early detonations

of the warhead, and also the probability of nondetonation as a result of non-

triggering of the fuses. The case when three identical fuses are used will be

considered first. We will assume here that normal, early and late detonations

characterize normal, early and late triggering of fuses, proceeding on the
l

requirement that the target be damaged.

Assume that the probabilities of normal_ early and late detonations and

also the probability of nondetonation for each of the fuses is identical and

equal to pl _ P2' P3' and P4' respectively. Then, taking into account the non-

dependence of triggering of individual fuses, it can be found (ref. 8) that in

the case of duplication in parallel
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P3-- •Pn> 1 - 3._ - p_- _ 3p_. - 3._p_.
Pe < 3p2,
/

3p_ \

Pz ----P_[ 1 +
3p_

Pnd :r_.

Here Pn is the probability of normal triggeri_ of at least one of the three

fuses, Pe and Pl are the probabilities of early and late detonations of the

warhead, and Pnd is the probability of nondetonation of the warhead.

Analysis of these expressions shows that duplication in parallel leads to

a decrease of the probability of nondetonations, a decrease of the probability

of late detonations and _n increase uf Lh_ nutnbe_ _ p_emature ...........Ui *

At the same time, the probability pn _ in dependence on the values P2' P3 and

p4 _ can be decreased or increased in comparison with PI' and also remain equal

to PI"

In the case of duplication in series, we will have

Pn> 1-p_ - 3p, - 3p_,
pe--P_2,

pj_ <3p_,
Pnd< 3p,.

In this case, there is a decrease of the number of premature detonations,

but there is an increase of the number of nondetonating rockets, late

detonations and normal detonations.

As a result of mixed duplication

Pc> 1- 3p_- 3p_-3p] - 6p._p..

% <3p_,

Pl < 3p_+ 6p,p,,

Pnd< 3p_.

It follows from these relations that mixed duplication can give better re-

sults than duplication in parallel or in series.
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Proceeding in the sameway in an analysis of the effect of duplication by
four, five or more fuses, it is possible to draw the following general con-
clusions:

(i) it is better to use an odd numberof fuses than an even number;

(2) mixed duplication ensures the maximumprobability of damageof a
target;

(3) mixed duplication should be organized in such a way that there will be
approximately an identical numberof connections in series and in parallel.

The consideration of the problem of increasing the reliability of the
duplication methodmadehere has not touched upon the accuracy of adherence to
the detonation distance_ size of the warhead; etc. Under real conditions, when
developing radio fuses_ it is necessary to take into account all the problems
involved in the effectiveness of damagingof the target.

Wenote in conclusion that in the selection and computation of a numberof
parameters of radio fuses; it is necessary to bear in mind the principal char-
acteristics of the system used in guiding the rocket to the target.
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